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rnuere are other areas where I think that support from intelli-
e is inadequate. I think many of these problems are continuing 

^hlems. They are problems that have been around for a long 
P.r0 rphere is a sense that assessments are often not sharp enough, 
ï f the policymaker has to wade through too much prose to get to 
h bottom line. A sense that alternative views are not sufficiently 

lied out, that there is too much of a presumption of a right 
sptwer and a wrong answer, when in fact, the policymaker may be 
ïtter mformed by simply knowing better how to think about a 

oblem than an answer in a situation where there may be no 

^So there are two areas where I think that improvements can be 
obtained and my specific reference this morning was to the one 
where I think we need to take a new look at the way we provide 
current intelligence support for the policymakers. 

Senator NUNN. YOU also went on in your statement to say, on 
the question of human intelligence, "at the same time, we must 
consider the implications for our covert action capabilities of a dra
matic decline in Soviet aggressiveness and disruptive activities in 
the Third World." ^ 

You were alluding to the need to improve human intelligence. Is 
it fair to draw a conclusion from that that you believe covert action 
is now less important as to tool with the decline in the Soviet 
threat and the decline in the Soviet aggressiveness around the 
globe and that human intelligence on the other hand is more im
portant. Is that a fair conclusion? 

Mr. GATES. Yes, sir, it is. I think that one of the areas where we 
have had a terrible problem over a long period of time in intelli
gence is in the realm of political intelligence, the question of inten
tions. There was an allusion made to it earlier with respect to Iraq 
and the decision to launch the war or invade Kuwait. 

If you look back at most of the, or many of the significant, intel
ligence failures, one component of it is shortcomings in our politi
cal intelligence. I remember that President Carter sent Director 
Turner a letter to that effect, after the Iranian revolution in 1979, 
that he is not satisfied with the quality of our political intelligence. 

It is a very difficult area and it is an area where more often than 
not human intelligence, clandestinely acquired human intelligence 
offers a unique capability to get at that kind of information. 

There is another area though in that same regard where I think 
we have an under-utilized asset, or an under used asset, and one of 
the Senators made reference to it in his opening remarks, and I am 
afraid I can't remember which one, but somebody this morning 
made the comment that the contrast between the insights that 
they find when they travel in the field and talk to our field officers 
and what they get in the finished intelligence is a vivid contrast 
and that they get so much greater—we use the term ground truth, 
when they are out in the field talking to people. 

One of the things that I tried to do when I was DDCI before was 
to institutionalize a way in which our chiefs of station and officers 
overseas would routinely send in the kind of information that they 
Pick up on the cocktail circuit, the gossip that they hear, what they 
might hear from people, from agents before they got down to seri
ous business of the specific tasking requirements. 
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Because it is that flavor of the political climate in a foreign 
itol where our operations officers often have insights and in? ^ 
tion that don't get reported back to headquarters and that w^ 
clarify and give a liveliness to our reporting. ^ 

I was not successful in that effort, and it would be sometV 
that I would turn to again if I am confirmed and have the ODDT? 
nity to go back out there. But we need more capability m f? 
HUMINT area, and I have to say that this Committee has reaii 
taken a major leading role in trying to strengthen human intï 
gence collection. 

By the same token, I think that it is clear that the Soviet Unio 
or shall we say the former Soviet Union, is not going to play tV 
kind of disruptive role in the Third World, at least for the foresees 
ble future or as far into the future as we can see, that it played 
until really very recently. * 

And I think the agreement that was announced yesterday or the 
day before on the ending of support for the government of Afghani-
stan, Angola, and the negotiated outcome in Nicaragua, all these 
things illustrate that even before the revolution of the last few 
weeks, the Soviet Union was taking a very different and more 
skeptical view toward these struggles in the Third World. 

A lot of our paramilitary, covert activity has been directed at re
sisting these kinds of things over the last number of years. I think 
that is going to change. The amount of money devoted to it I think 
is going to plummet, and I think that offers us some opportunities 
in terms, perhaps, of using some of those assets and resources on 
human collection. 

Senator NUNN. Let me back up to the past a moment, in order to 
get back to the questions about how you view the future and par
ticularly your future obligations, if confirmed. 

During your testimony back in February 1987 when you were 
nominated to be the Director of Central Intelligence, at that time I 
went through several questions with you and they stretch out over 
several pages, and I am just going to try to recall a few of them 

It gets to the question of what is an intelligence activity and 
what is the obligation of reporting an intelligence activity that may 
be or you may think is illegal. I asked you the question back then: 
"Senator Nunn: What is an intelligence activity, does that include 
what Oliver North does in the White House basement?" Your 
reply, quoting you, "It seems to me that it covers the activities un 
dertaken by CIA or another intelligence agency under the Find
ing." 

I went on to ask, "So you do not consider the National Security 
Council as being under that Directive? If you found out the Nation 
al Security Council was conducting a patently illegal activity, y* 
would feel no compunction under the present law to report that to 
the oversight committees? End of question. 

Your answer, quoting you: "My first obligation it seems to me 
would be to report it to the Attorney General, because of uncer 
tainty about whether the NSC, National Security Council, was an 
intelligence entity." . 

I went on to say "Well, that is the biggest loophole in the law' 
have seen. No wonder the Executive branch was conducting every
thing in the basement of the White House. You have no compu^ 
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a n to report what is, without any doubt an intelligence activity 
from a Congressional point of view whether it is carried out within 
the Executive branch, but you don't feel you have any obligation 

der the law, then we have a serious problem." 
^Then I went on to say, "I mean, the obvious thing to do is just 
hift everything questionable over to the National Security Council 
!nd let her roll and you were basically supporting the National Se
curity Council, your folks were supporting it. I am astounded you 
don't believe the National Security Council, when they are carry
ing out what is obviously an intelligence activity, comes under the 
purview of the law." 

You reply, "Senator, it seems to me that the activity that they 
were undertaking was primarily a diplomatic initiative for which 
we were providing operational support." 

Now you went on in subsequent questioning to, I think, at least 
modify that statement somewhat. But at this point in time how 
would you answer that question? 

Mr. GATES. Senator, I would regard, if it were—if I thought there 
were an illegal intelligence activity going on in any agency of the 
Government, I would first notify the head of that agency that I had 
that belief and that I believed he had an obligation to inform the 
Congress. 

If he did not do so, I would then inform the President and tell 
him that I felt the Congress should be informed and if the Presi
dent did not act, then I would inform the Congress or I would 
resign and then report to the Congress. 

Senator NUNN. I believe that is abundantly clear, and that would 
include the Agriculture Department, if a meat inspection outfit 
started running guns somewhere, you would believe that would be 
under the purview of your obligation to report? 

Mr. GATES. Yes, sir. 
Senator NUNN. Okay. Would your answer be any different if the 

improper illegal activity that came to your attention involved a 
covert action in which the President's Finding directed that the 
Congress not be notified of the covert action? 

Mr. GATES. NO, sir, I would not. I would tell, first of all, I think it 
is worth spelling out my view on non-notification of the Congress 
because I think it is tied directly to the answer and it is that I 
don't want to get into the constitutional argument. 

Let me just put it in terms of how I would look at it as a matter 
of policy. I think that the cost imposed on the relationship between 
the Executive branch and the Congress and particularly between 
CIA and the Congress by the non-notification in 1986 was so high 
that I believe that as a practical matter, I would recommend 
against non-notification of any finding to the Congress. 

In other words, I believe that the Congress should be informed of 
every Finding signed by the President. Again, not as a constitution
al matter, but as a practical matter and within 48 hours, which is 
the standard practice now. Should the President decide for some 
reason, involving life and death, not to notify the Congress, it is my 
Jjew that that non-notification should be withheld for no more 
than a few days at the most. 

should it extend beyond that, I would argue or raise it on a daily 
°asis with the President and if it reached a point where I felt that 
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the non-notification were no longer warranted or that a relaf 
ship of trust and confidence between the Agency and Congress 
jeopardized, then I would contemplate resignation. Was 

Now under those circumstances, I think that if I were to fi 
that something illegal were going on in that context, I would n2 
the case to the President: (A) that it make it imperative to info 
the Congress; and (B) that I could no longer serve as Director̂  
that could not be done. " 

Senator NUNN. SO at that point you would confront the Pres 
dent with it, even if he had said that the Finding was not to b 
made known to the Congress, if you discovered something that you 
believed to be illegal, or you had strong suspicions might be illegal 
during that interim period before notification, you would first con
front the President and say, Mr. President, I believe that this may 
be illegal. We must notify the Congress, and then I understand If 
he said no, then you would resign, is that correct? 

Mr. GATES. I would have to see the specific circumstances but 
that certainly would be my strong inclination, yes, sir. 

Senator NUNN. NOW let me go to people outside the Government 
let's say there is another General Secord in the future. Do you W 
lieve you would have responsibility to report to the Congress and to 
the Congressional Committees, I am speaking of the oversight com
mittees, improper or illegal intelligence activities of a third party 
involved in intelligence activities. 

Mr. GATES. Involved in U.S. intelligence activities? 
Senator NUNN. Yes. 
Mr. GATES. Yes, sir. 
Senator NUNN. What about criminal activities the CIA uncovers I 

in the course of routine gathering of intelligence, something that j 
you would not call an intelligence activity, let's take money laun
dering and take the BCCI activity that is now at least alleged to | 
have occurred. 

If you came across that kind of information in your job-to-be, 
what would you feel was your duty with respect to that? 

Mr. GATES. I would see no difficulty in having that be a part of | 
regular intelligence briefings to the Congress. But let's differenti- i 
ate in an area that is much narrower than that, but one that con
fronted me directly as DDCI, and I will use the example that 
caused me to have our General Counsel's office look at it. 

Often in the course of interviewing applicants for employment by 
CIA, either before or during the polygraph examination, we will 
come across information suggesting that somebody violated the law j 
or may intend to violate the law. 

In normal circumstances, I think we notify the Justice Depart ! 
ment of that. The one particular set of cases that came before me 
in 1986 where I arranged for some new procedures to be written. 
concerned several instances that came to our attention of people j 
that appeared to the interviewers as potential child abusers. 

And we worked out arrangements with the Justice Department 
and the FBI where we could get that information to people and » 
local authorities, either social service or law enforcement au"J°nj 
ties, so that they could at least keep an eye on the situation. Sol 
am trying to differentiate between that sort of thing and the BCU 
sort of thing that you are talking about. 
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And I see no reason at all why the BCCI sort of thing shouldn't 
he briefed as a matter of routine. 

Senator NUNN. While you were at the agency, did any informa
tion about BCCI that would indicate illegal activity there, come to 
vour attention? Did you report anything of that nature? 
J .*• n.imn>B TTlP n n l v r*»TWrf fVlof noma +/\ m i r O H A « 

precisely» */«« K,~..~~«—~ — ~„w~, * «xxxxxx».—* »,xxxxxxv mC nnauvc 
Jame from Commissioner von Raab of Customs, asking if we had 
any information, or that they had a law enforcement case against 
BCCI, and did we have any problem with them going forward with 
their criminal investigation or prosecution. 

And I received a 10 minute briefing by our clandestine service 
officers on the information that they had, a brief review of the in
formation that they had put together on BCCI, just a couple of ex
amples of its illicit activity, but also the assurance that there was 
no reason why that investigation couldn't go forward and I commu
nicated that information to Mr. von Raab and also sent him a copy 
of a report we had received. 

I don't know specifically whether that information was briefed to 
the Congress or not. There is no reason in my mind why it 
shouldn't have been. 

Senator NUNN. In other words, you felt that the allegations that 
came to your attention on BCCI were turned over to Mr. von Raab? 

Mr. GATES. Yes, sir. 
Senator NUNN. Were there any other activities of BCCI that 

came to your attention that were not turned over to somebody in 
law enforcement? 

Mr. GATES. Not to my knowledge, Senator. We had one report 
from—we had done some earlier work in the mid-1980's, 1984 
and—late '84 and early '85, at the request of the Treasury Depart
ment and had reported all of that information to the Treasury De
partment and the Office of the Comptroller of the Currency, that 
was through January of '85. 

We then had another report in September 1986 that was sent to 
Treasury and several other agencies, and then I understand there 
was another report in May of 1989 that went to a number of agen
cies. Those are the only ones that I am aware of. 

Senator NUNN. Mr. Gates, the new Congressional oversight pro
visions define the term covert action as "an activity or activities of 
the United States Government to influence political, economic, or 
military conditions abroad, where it is intended that the role of the 
United States Government will not be apparent or acknowledged 
Publicly." 

The law then goes on to exempt "traditional military activities" 
°r routine support for such activities" from the definition of the 
term covert action. The conference report accompanying those prô
nions makes clear that to be exempt the military activities must 
°e performed by military personnel under the direction and control 
?..a U.S. military commander, must precede and relate to hostil
ities which are either anticipated to involve U.S. military forces, or 
wnere such hostilities are ongoing and where the factor of the U.S. 
Duhl,ln the overall operation is apparent or to be acknowledged 
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Do you have any problem with that definition of military act 
ty, because it could be enormously important in the future fojP' 
tinguishing intelligence activities from military activities *l?t 
trigger all the different obligations you would have. 

Mr. GATES. Yes, sir. I am not a lawyer, but I don't have anv n» L 
lemwithit. y m 

Chairman BOREN. Let me qualify, Senator Nunn, are you quotù, 
from the conference report, the conference report of the authors 
tion bill which was the last one that was adopted for 1991? 

Senator NUNN. I believe so. I believe that is the case, right. 
When the President signed that Act he stated, quoting him, \ 

determining whether particular military activities constitute covert 
actions, I shall continue to bear in mind the historic missions of 
the Armed Forces to protect the United States and its interest in. 
fluence foreign capabilities and intentions, and conduct activities 
preparatory to the execution of operations." 

It seems to me, and I am not trying to make a lawyer out of you 
here and you can come back and study that, but it seems to me the 
President swept in virtually anything in his signing of that, and it 
seems to me that there is a real difference, particularly when he 
used the term, "to influence foreign capabilities and intentions." 

It seems to me that was a very broad sweeping situation and 
what I wonder is, if we have gone through 4, 5, 6 years of denning 
intelligence activities, making you keenly aware of it in your re
sponsibilities, as you said, that you will be more keenly aware than 
anybody who has ever been in your position, and frankly, I believe 
you, and then all of a sudden we have this military activity exemp
tion. 

And bang, the whole other door opens up over here. We on the 
Armed Services Committee are going to be watching that very 
carefully and without posing a question to you, you can comment if 
you like, I hope you will get your attorneys to take a look at that. I 
hope you will consult with White House counsel or perhaps you 
were involved in drafting the President's statement. 

But I see a fundamental difference between what the conference 
report and Congress intended and how the President described that 
military activity because the way he described military activity 
would virtually cover everything the CIA has done that I know 
anything about in covert activity. 

So would you take that under advisement and perhaps in a 
month or two, when things quiet down you could let the Committee 
know how you view that and what you believe your responsibilities 
are, vis-a-vis "military activity" versus "intelligence activity." 

Mr. GATES. Yes, sir. 
Senator NUNN. Mr. Chairman, I will just ask one other questn 

here. 
Mr. Gates, you testified that Director Casey placed you in charge 

in November of '86 in the preparation of his testimony that was 
going to be before these Intelligence oversight committees, correct-

Mr. GATES. He addressed the memorandum to me in which n 
laid out a number of things that he wanted put together for him » 
use, yes, sir. 

on 
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Senator NUNN. YOU also noted that when the CIA General Coun-
i recommended the testimony be delayed, you advised him a 

f lav would not be politically feasible, correct? 
Mr. GATES. Yes, sir. 
Senator NUNN. YOU testified there was a great deal of confusion 

. trie conference room and that Casey was literally tearing pages 
and changing the prepared text, correct? 

Mr. GATES. Yes, sir. 
Senator NUNN. SO there is no doubt in your mind that this was, 

not only a somewhat urgent matter, but a very important matter? 
Mr. GATES. Yes, sir. 
Senator NUNN. Tell me then, after he made the changes and 

after he delivered his statement or even before, when did you first 
read what he finally said as opposed to what you yourself had pre
pared? 

Mr. GATES. I assume that I was given a copy of his testimony as 
it was finally delivered the next day. I don't know when I focused 
on it after that. I was getting ready to go to California, I just don't 
know. 

Senator NUNN. YOU don t recall focusing on it and saying, gosh 
there is a lot left out here, perhaps I had better talk to the Director 
again or perhaps I had better let somebody know that there is an 
awful lot missing here? 

Mr. GATES. Well, sir, some of it, as I indicated earlier, a number 
of the details had been left out, but as far as it has been conveyed 
to me, most of these issues concerned matters about which there 
was disagreement or where people weren't sure of the facts. 

So I wasn't looking at it from a skeptical standpoint at all, and 
in fact assumed that there would be—we had indicated that we 
would be back to the committee as soon as we found more informa
tion, and so it was very much in that vein, that it was simply the 
first step in what would inevitably be several attempts to keep the 
Committee informed as we found out more. 

Senator NUNN. YOU don't recall having read it at any point and 
saying» golly, there is a lot left out here, we really have made some 
serious omissions and we had better correct it. You don't recall 
doing that? 

Mr. GATES. NO, sir, I don't. 
Senator NUNN. Thank you, Mr. Chairman. I'm going to turn over 

my last few minutes to Senator Warner. 
Senator WARNER. Thank you, Mr. Chairman. 
Chairman BOREN. There is as cooperative a relationship in the 

Armed Services Committee as here. 
Senator Warner. 
Senator WARNER. First, Mr. Chairman, I wish to commend you 

and the staff, indeed all Members of the Committee, for the 
manner in which this hearing is being conducted. To our nominee, 
J ? ^ he has been very responsive throughout this hearing, and I 
\ht We k&ve na(* a very good first day. I hope it sets the tenor for 
tne balance of this very important session under our advise and 
consent procedures. 

x° like to turn now to, right after the questions of Senator Nunn 
°n this issue of presidential approval and reporting on covert ac
tons, that famous phrase, which is in section 503(cX3): "whenever a 
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Finding is not reported pursuant to paragraph (1) of this section 
the President shall fully inform the Intelligence Committees in à 
timely fashion." 

What is your general understanding and what would you hope to 
pursue, as a policy, as a definition of 'timely fashion?" 

Mr. GATES. Senator Warner, the standard practice for CIA is to 
notify the two Intelligence Committees within 48 hours of the 
President's signature of a Finding. I think that that constitutes 
"timely notice." 

If there were a non-notification, if the President decided not to 
notify the two Committees, then, as I indicated to Senator Nunn, I 
would consider timely notice, or that period, to be a few days. 

Senator WARNER. A few days. 
Mr. GATES. Yes, sir. 
Senator WARNER. SO we are not getting into the area of weeks, 

or a month, or anything like that, in your judgment? 
Mr. GATES. NO, sir. 
Senator WARNER. I think that's very clear and extremely helpful. 
Now, under Section 503, again, those areas in which the Presi

dent can make the decision to delay notification are defined as ac
tions which are necessary to support identifiable foreign policy ob
jectives of the United States and as important to the national secu
rity of the United States. 

Having spent a lifetime in intelligence as a careerist, give us 
some examples that you would think would necessitate that type of 
extraordinary action by one branch in withholding information 
from another branch. 

Mr. GATES. The only thing that I can think of, Senator Warner, 
off the top of my head, or actually having thought about it a fair 
amount, as a matter of fact, is a situation, for example, of potential 
hostage rescue mission or some event that involves genuine life 
and death circumstances during a very short period of time. 

Senator WARNER. During the course of the military action in the 
Gulf and afterwards, the public opinion in this Nation was divided 
on the current policy with respect to assassination provided by ÏJ" 
ecutive Order. What are the pros and cons of that policy, and do 
you anticipate bringing up with the President, if confirmed, any re
vision of that policy? ., 

Mr. GATES. Well, I think the argument in favor of it is that it 
this government were able to eliminate a figure, such as Saddam 
Hussein, or an earlier historical example usually used was Hitler, 
that many, many lives would be saved, much treasure saved, and 
the whole world saved a lot of trouble. 

I think that assassination, that the idea of a gun or a stiletto in 
the alley is not an appropriate instrument for the foreign policy o 
the United States of America. I'm against it. When it was legaV 
don't think we did it very well. And I think that I would, u tne 

issue were to be raised in front of the President, I would oppose 
change in our current policy. 

Senator WARNER. I concur in the views you've expressed. 
Let me turn to page 4 of your statement, an excellent statei^11 ; 

You said, "Communism everywhere is dead or dying. A number 
long-standing regional conflicts are coming to an end. The to 
War is over. 
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Then you w e r e cautious to add down at the bottom the equally 
oortant facts about the 30,000 nuclear warheads and, particular-

T the proliferation, the distressing proliferation of weapons of 
ass destruction, chemical or biological. In my judgment, this is 

S single» most important thing that we've got to direct the re-
urces of this country to today, to try and stop the proliferation, 

50 à then develop such defenses as we feel are necessary for our-
Sves, our allies and friends against it. 

What initiatives would you hope to instill in the system that 
would deal specifically with this question? 

Mr. GATES. Senator, I think that, as one of his last acts, Director 
Webster established an Inter-Agency Center to work the prolifera
tion problem. There has been a significant increase in the budget 
on issues relating to proliferation, I think something like a 75 per
cent increase in funding from 1991 to 1992, something like that. 

I think that there is a lot more that can be done. One of the 
things that I notice is that a high percentage of the resources ad
dressed to the proliferation problem are perhaps appropriately ad
dressed to nuclear proliferation. But I'm concerned that we may 
not be devoting adequate sources to both the chemical and the bio
logical, or, as one of the Senators commented this morning, the 
"poor man's atom bomb." 

The ease with which these things can be developed and the ease 
with which they potentially can be delivered is very worrisome. We 
have seen in the cases of proliferation around the world that at 
least you have a long lead-time. At least it costs a lot of money. At 
least you need to go get foreign help. 

So there are a lot of opportunities to try and get at the nuclear 
proliferation problem or at least be aware of when you have a 
problem. My worry is that in the chemical and biological arenas, 
you might not even know you've got a problem until too late. So 
the only, the only suggestion, sort of off the top of my head, under 
these circumstances that I would have, would be to look very care
fully at the resources being devoted, particularly on the chemical 
and biological side. 

I think also the proliferation of these ballistic missile technol
ogies is another area that warrants very close attention. As I say, I 
think the community has already identified proliferation as a very 
major priority. I think it's a matter of looking at it and seeing 
what additional efforts can be made. 

Senator WARNER. What about during the course of the coup? I 
mentioned in my opening statement this morning; my concern for 
the fact that the underlying premise of deterrence has always 
been, since the aftermath of World War II, that on both sides there 
would be rational men that would have to make the decision re
specting the use of the nuclear weapons. And here, we see in the 
soviet Union for periods of time, that those who had the codes 
were intoxicated. Right at that seat where you are Admiral Akhro-
meyev sat and addressed the Armed Services Committee just a 
matter of months ago, the closest military adviser Gorbachev had. 
Andhe took his life, as did, I think, some others. 
Bn+u s t e p s should o u r government take, perhaps in conjunction 
with other governments, to try and insure a greater stability in 

"ns of the control of nuclear weapons? 
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Mr. GATES. I certainly think that there are grounds for a * 
logue with the leaders of the new Central Government fou* 
Soviet Union and with appropriate republic leaders about en 
mand and control of nuclear weapons and how this new govT1' 
ment intends to deal with it. ^ 

Senator WARNER. Would you raise that as a priority in ft 
Agency and within the intelligence structure? 

Mr. GATES. Yes, sir. 
Senator WARNER. On the subject of arms control, if y o u Weft 

called in today, if the President were to ask you should I or should 
I not send up the START Agreement, bearing in mind that a ven 
important part of that agreement should be brought up in the 
Senate in the foreseeable future, its verification, how could we 
assure ourselves under a START Agreement, or even during the 
course of the deliberation on the START Agreement, that we would 
have an accurate knowledge of how that agreement would be veri
fied, given the fractured state of the Central Government in the 
Soviet Union today? 

What advice would you be prepared to give the President? 
Mr. GATES. The primary advice that I would give the President is 

that we must devote the resources necessary to fulfill our opportu 
nities under the on-site inspection provisions to insure that we had 
the kind of people, the quality of people, who were both linguisti
cally and technically qualified, to be able to see to it that the Sovi
ets were carrying out the obligations that they had made. 

Senator WARNER. DO we have adequate assets in place today to 
do that, and particularly if we are no longer dealing with the cen
tral government but we have to deal perhaps with some type ol 
central government as well as individual republics? 

Mr. GATES. Well, Senator, in the vein of full disclosure, I feel ob
ligated to remind the Committee that, when I testified as Deputy 
Director for Central Intelligence on the INF Treaty, I stated that 
the INF Treaty would put us at the edge of our verification cap* 
bilities and that I thought START would put us beyond it. 

Now, that said, we have been able to negotiate on-site inspection 
provisions for START that I did not anticipate in 1986, which gives 
us a considerable additional insight and capability. 

But, that said, I think we still have a problem in getting the 
number of inspectors that we're going to need who can speak Rus
sian and who have a good, technical background. I had this vision 
at one time, when we were talking about on-site inspection, of a 
ten-man U.S. team, none of them speaking Russian, and a big sign 
in Russian saying "this way to the violation," and nobody could 
read it. , 

The Community is stretched in terms of the number of peoF 
who have both of those capabilities. I think it's going to have to » 
a matter of cooperation between both the Executive Branch am 
the Congress in terms of assuring the resources in the future to v 
able to do those jobs appropriately 

Senator WARNER. Let's go back again to the Soviet Union tod»/ 
Given the state of affairs that exists here at nearly 6 o'clock 
this Monday evening, are we in a position, as a nation, to con^ut 
beginning new initiatives in arms control, or should we sort ot P 
this process on hold for a period within which the Soviet v® 
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rts out and we know exactly with whom we deal, given that in 
^ area of responsibility, i.e., verification, there are some ques-
y- marks? 
tl0Mr GATES. Well, Senator, the question about whether to go for
ward with new arms control initiatives is really at root a policy 

^Senator WARNER. But it hinges on the ability to have verifiable, 
that is, verification provisions in the treaty, which come within 
vour area of responsibility. 

Mr. GATES. Yes, sir. 
I that, frankly, until they get themselves sorted out in the Soviet 

Union, or in the former Soviet Union, or whatever they are going 
to call it, until things settle down, until we have a better idea of 
just what the central military role is going to be, until we get a 
sense of who the new team is—they are having a hard time just 
finding people in the Foreign Ministry to talk to us about some of 
the arms control issues that we have on-going with them right 
now— ô, until that all settles down and sorts out, I think that, 
from the standpoint of intelligence, it would probably be, if I may 
use the word "prudent," to wait until things sort out a little bit. 

Senator WARNER. You've given some very dramatic testimony 
today about your former boss, Director Casey. Indeed, I must say I 
was struck by the description of the chaotic situation in the office 
when a dozen or so people were all trying to talk and papers were 
flying. That troubles me. Then you said there's always a problem of 
sorting out who knew what and when. 

What type of organizational structure, what type of controls 
would you place in the Agency, were you to be confirmed, that 
would provide for a better accountability and, hopefully, situations 
that would avoid a room full of people in complete dissension who 
are really unable to put together a good paper? What is it that 
you're going to do to avoid the pitfalls that it appears now that 
Casey fell into repeatedly? 

Mr. GATES. Senator Warner, Mr. Casey had his style. I described 
it earlier. He was basically an independent person, a lawyer, 
author, and did not come up in a bureaucracy, and I have my style. 
For good or ill, I've been in the bureaucracy my entire career, 25 
years. I think I testified at one time that it may have taken Iran-
Contra to give bureaucracy a good name because using the system 
involves using the built-in safeguards in the system. 

I think that you can use the system and take advantage of the 
safeguards without reducing intelligence effectiveness and without 
necessarily reducing risk-taking or willingness to take risks. 

Now, what happened when I became Acting Director was that I 
began the set of institutional changes that Director Webster then 
codified in terms of how covert actions are to be originated within 
the Agency, the internal approval process in the Agency, ones that 
insure that the General Counsel, and the Comptroller, and that the 
appropriate deputy directors—in other words, all of the people 
inside the Agency who have a legitimate role to play—play that 
role; and then, very set, established procedures for how covert ac
tons are considered within the Executive Branch, including the 
Presentation of findings to the NSC in the presence of the Attorney 
General and the President and so on. 
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I think that the institutionalization of those procedures—and 
will claim some of the credit with Director Webster for PUf}' 
those in place in 1987—are one of the reasons why there W ^ 
been a crisis of confidence since Iran-Contra in these relations?1 

Now some people say that that defeats risk-taking, it m y 
people too cautious, it makes people afraid to take chances. I <Jr? 
think that's necessarily the case at all, and, quite frankly, I thbl 
without going into any detail in this open session, that our clanlw 
tine service has had some remarkable achievements over the lS 
two or three years and done so within the framework of the rules 

Senator WARNER. Well, in summary, would you say that if you 
were to assume the responsibility of DCI, that there would be only 
minor modifications to what Director Webster has put in place? 

Mr. GATES. Yes, sir. 
Senator WARNER. This, of course, raises the question. There has 

been a lot of talk, and it seems to me it's loose talk, about the 
morale within the Agency now. That's very important. 

Senator Chafee and I once had a very important department our
selves, pretty much the size of the CIA in some respects, and 
morale is important. 

How do you find the morale in the CIA today? 
Mr. GATES. That's a difficult question for me to answer, Senator, 
Senator WARNER. What would you do then to try and correct it 

if, in fact, it has slipped? I look at this not only from the standpoint 
of just a Senator, but they are my constituents, many of them, in 
the Commonwealth of Virginia. 

Mr. GATES. I have not been to the Agency but once since I left 
there in January or the Spring of 1989, and that was, I think, in 
1989. So it's hard for me to judge a question like that. 

I think that, although that question is raised a great deal, it 
always seemed to me when I was out there that to generalize about 
morale in a place as big as CIA is probably unwarranted. While all 
of these crises and other things go on, I remember during the 
mining of the harbors—somebody mentioned that this morning, the 
mining of the harbors in Nicaragua—part of the Agency was em
broiled in that whole thing. We just kept pumping out analyses 
and doing our job and I think morale was pretty good in the DI 
doing its part of the work. 

I think that the most important thing for morale in a place like 
CIA is a sense of confidence that the work they are doing is valued 
as important by the President, the Congress, and the American 
people. And when they feel that their work is appreciated, and 
though maybe not as readily as we should, I think we are ready 
and mature enough to accept our failures and our shortcoming 
and to acknowledge that there have been failures. But the wort 
that they do and the work that this Committee is familiar with be
speaks a good deal of success in that. And, to the degree that they 
feel that success is known about and appreciated, I think that has 
more bearing on morale than any other single factor. # , 

Senator WARNER. And a key to that is the degree to which tw 
President has confidence in the Director, not only of Central Intel
ligence, but to the extent that Director also has the responsibility 
of the DIA and you know the other subdivisions of intelligence. ^ 
I think it is important. I believe that you carry that and can bring 
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Ï, m to the round table, as I said, and make them all a full part-
so that they have a sense of confidence that their work prod-

n6t'is going directly to the President and to the members of the 
rSnnet and, indeed, to the Congress. 

During the course of the budget deliberations, as you know, Sen
tir Nunn and I have responsibility for the budget in that much of 

¥te embraced within the Department of Defense budget. There has 
vieil a lot of hue and cry that we ought to make more and more of 
ï oublie* that is, the total amount of public dollars within the DOD 
hudget that are used for the purpose of CIA, DIA, and others. 

How do you feel about the direction on which I think Director 
Webster was quite responsive on that. He tried to reach for more 

How would you examine that question of greater public disclo
sure with respect to the budget issues? 

Mr GATES. Senator, when I talked in my opening statement 
about perceptions of CIA and the need for CIA to do more in the 
way of openness, the kinds of steps that are required it seems to 
me are likely to be painful ones and controversial ones. 

Senator WARNER. That's in the reorganization that must come 

Mr. GATES. And the question of how much more information do 
you make public about what CIA does and the Intelligence Commu
nity does in order to try and build public confidence. 

The question of making public even the top line budget number 
of the Intelligence Community is very controversial within CIA, 
within the Intelligence Community, and I imagine within the Ad
ministration itself. The argument is made that i t s the slippery 
slope, that if you put that number out, then the demand for a more 
detailed number, for the breakdown then of each agency within the 
Intelligence Community will be required, and then subcategories 
below that, and so on. . . 

My own view is that at a certain point, if the Agency is to play 
the role that I think it needs to play, we're going to have to take 
some chances. And so, from my personal perspective—and it sno t 
ultimately my decision, I suppose, but the President s—I don t have 
any problem with releasing the top line number of the Intelligence 
Community budget. I think we have to think about some other 
areas as well. But, as I say, it's controversial. 

I must say I think the Committee was briefed—I heard this—by 
some of the Founding Fathers of the Agency and the community a 
few months ago. And one of them mentioned to the Committee that 
the idea of keeping the intelligence budget secret in fact, in 1947, 
didn't come from the Executive Branch. It came from the Congress 
that felt that giving too much information away like that would be 
a mistake. 

I think that's one of those old issues that probably deserves to be 
revisited. 

Senator WARNER. The staff of our Committee has done, I think, a 
very good job in putting together a considerable amount of materi
al for the benefit of Members. One section here is devoted to a sub
ject called politicization of intelligence. 

Now you understand that term. I have an understanding, lne 
vernacular is "cooking the books," which means that, as you 

53-019 0 - 9 2 - 1 7 
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gather the intelligence in the field and then come back toward 
assessment, then, finally, there are one or two individual* ?e 

compact it and synthesize it in such a way that it moves on 
the final echelon, and from there is distributed to the P r L ^ 
and throughout governments. esweut 

As I understand it, there are going to be some witnesses whn 
going to come in and point their finger, frankly, at your record ^S 
say you're guilty of politicization of intelligence and cook ing 
books. - ë lfte 

I'd like to have you now lay a foundation for what you unHa 
stand those terms to be and how you would refute such alleeat\Z' 

Mr. GATES. I look forward to the opportunity to respond to t C 
allegations, Senator. 10Se 

^Jhis}s *" a r e a t h a t * h a v e g r a p p a with throughout my cam». 
When I was a young analyst, I was absolutely convinced that the 
refusal to accept my analysis was politically motivated bv tS! 
people on the seventh floor at the Agency. 

At the other end of the spectrum, as a policy maker, I have been 
absolutely convinced at times that the CIA and the Intelligence 
Community went out of their way to stick their thump in the eve 
of the policy maker and make him look stupid. ' 

The Agency itself has struggled with this issue from the begin
ning. You 11 remember the missile gap in the 1950's, all of the alle
gations during the 1960's, that the Agency cooked the books on the 
number of Viet Cong, allegations in the early 1970's that the 
Agency slanted intelligence to support detente and arms control 
allegations in the late 1970's that we slanted the intelligence on 
energy to support the Carter Administration's energy policies. The 
allegations of politicization in the Soviet area have continued well 
past my departure from the Agency, and I think probably never in 
the anticipation that I would be back again, but just as recently as 
this last June, the Deputy Director for Intelligence felt it necessary 

T&Ut ° U t a c * r c u ! a r t o t h e analysts talking about this issue. 
My perception is that, or my view is that we have a perceptions 

problem and we have reality. I think the perception of the question 
of cooking the books depends on where you sit. 

I think that most policymakers believe that the Agency does—let 
me rephrase that. I think some policy makers believe that the 
Agency occasionally does have a slant. But it's the Agency's own 
slant m the view of the policy maker, not an idea of supporting the 
policy—quite the contrary—that the Agency is publishing intelli
gence designed to weaken the policy. 

I had many discussions about this with Secretary Shultz, and he 
was very concerned about our work on the Philippines, on Angola 
and the Soviet Union, where he felt that we had our own agenda. 

It you re a young analyst or a junior analyst and your work 
comes back and it's got criticisms written all over it, or somebody 
says this isn t germane or this doesn't address the question, it's a 
lot easier to assume that the people on the seventh floor rejected it 
because it was politically motivated, or their rejection was political
ly motivated, than perhaps that their work didn't meet the stand
ard required. 

The reality is that, year in and year out, the Agency published 
time and time and time again intelligence that challenges the pol-
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cvmaker and challenges the policies of any Administration that is 
L power at the time. During the Reagan Administration, we pub
lished papers saying that Soviet defense spending, the rate of 
growth in Soviet defense spending was going down. 

If you think it was fun to publish that when Cap Weinberger was 
sitting over in the Pentagon, I think you'll appreciate the situation. 
Or just to take one other example involving Secretary Shultz, the 
Estimate that we did on Lebanon in 1983, where the first sentence 
of the Estimate was: "The prospect for the achievement of Ameri
can objectives in Lebanon is very bleak." 

So, Senator, I think that the reality—let me just make one other 
comment—the reality is that I think intelligence does an honest 
job of reporting what it truly believes. But the belief that there is a 
problem is important enough that it requires constant attention. 
That's why we repeatedly have the Inspector General look at these 
problems or these allegations, why we've welcomed those occasions 
when the Hill has looked into it, and it's one of the reasons why, as 
I indicated in my opening statement, one of the surest protections 
for the objectivity of CIA's work is that virtually all of it comes up 
here to the Hill to anywhere from two to eight Committees. 

Senator WARNER. That's a very good answer. You may have to 
follow up on that after these witnesses. But I judge you're pre
pared. 

Now to my last question, Mr. Chairman and Members of the 
Committee. You state, "Some of our allies in that long, Cold War, 
are now our serious adversaries in the global economic market
place." You also state, "If confirmed, I will recommend that the 
President launch, with the direct involvement of his most senior 
national security advisers, a major effort to determine the intelli
gence needs of the United States for the next decade or more." 

Now a subject that you and I have worked on and we've dis
cussed here is economic intelligence. As I, and others have men
tioned, I think we've got to focus more of our assets in the Central 
Intelligence Agency as well as other intelligence agencies of the 
government and our departments and agencies on trying to give 
American industry, American traders a competitive edge. That re
quires greater surveillance of those efforts which are going on 
night and day in our trade secrets, technical information, a whole 
host of subjects. I wondered if you'd be willing to consider speaking 
with the President and the Cabinet, if confirmed, to give great em
phasis not only in the CIA and overall intelligence, but in the de
partments themselves. 

For example, there's a very small intelligence section in the 
Energy Department and there's a substantial one in the Depart
ment of State, but, again, I think a rather small one in the Depart
ment of the Treasury. I'd like to see greater emphasis put on build
ing up those intelligence sections in the principal agencies and de
partments of our government dealing with U.S. economic policy. 
We need to really get down to business and try to do everything we 
can to keep jobs here at home. That will keep jobs here at home, 
the more we can keep our secrets here at home. The two go hand 
hi hand. 
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And you willing to say that that's one of the initiatives that v 
referred to on page 9—that is, that you will take up with the Pra? 
dent? esi-

Mr. GATES. Yes, sir. 
Sena tor W A R N E R . D O you t h i n k i t deserves t h e mer i t and atter. 

tion that I've suggested? 
Mr. GATES. Yes, sir. I do. 
Senator WARNER. I thank you. 
I thank the Chairman. 
Chairman BOREN. Thank you very much, Senator Warner. 
I think we've had obviously a very full day already. We will 

come back at 7:30 and let me assure the nominee and Senator 
Metzenbaum that we will not go to an unreasonable hour. They've 
both given me looks that they don't want me to keep either one of 
them here till midnight or so on. 

Mr. Gates, I appreciate very much some of the last comments 
that you've made in response to questions particularly from Sena
tor Nunn and Senator Warner. There are many, many dedicated 
people who work for the Central Intelligence Agency. One of my 
frustrations as Chairman of this Committee as well, I am sure, as 
your frustration as a professional in the field is that we are not 
free to talk about the successes. As it has been said, I think in 
quoting President Kennedy, it's the failure that always get the at
tention in the media. They become known by the very nature of 
them. The successes are usually still kept a secret. 

And so, it's often very difficult to find an appropriate way to 
thank those people who are providing such able and dedicated serv
ice. 

I appreciate your comments along those lines and about the need 
for them to know that their work is appreciated and also that it 
has impact on policy and is seriously considered. I also appreciate 
your sensitivity to the fact that the oversight process itself, and a 
normal administrative process within the Central Intelligence 
Agency and the Intelligence Community, is one of the best protec
tions that those professionals have that they will not be abused in 
terms of trying to be pushed to do things that they shouldn't do, 
that they feel are inappropriate, that violate their own ethical and 
professional standards, and also in assuring that their work will be 
considered in the proper fashion. 

I've often felt that those provisions of oversight which are in 
place, for example, are among the best protections that the profes
sionals in the field above. This is because if you follow the right 
process within the Agency, and you have the right reporting rela
tionship with the Oversight Committees, there is less of a chance 
that good professionals are put in situations that make it almost 
impossible for them to do their professional duty and to do it in a 
way which they think is both appropriate and ethical. 

I think some of the tragedies that we've experienced, in some 
cases with people who are basically good people who have been put 
in very difficult situations as professionals, are because the chain 
of command has been violated, because the oversight process has 
been violated, because normal process has not been followed. J 

And so I'm very glad to hear you put the emphasis that youve 
placed on an orderly way of doing business within the Agency and 
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a commitment to the oversight process which to my mind you have 
certainly demonstrated during your time as Acting Director and 
also as Deputy to Judge Webster. We've seen examples of it time 
and time again. 

I'm also pleased, I might say, and I don't know if you've followed 
the work of this Committee but when you began to talk about 
those inspectors, the verification process and the inability to find 
people to speak the Russian language, you know this Committee 
{ias undertaken a very strong initiative in the education area. 
When we had the historians and those who were there at the birth 
of the CIA come in and talk to us. We asked them for their sugges
tion about what could we most do to improve the quality of intelli
gence in America. Some of us expected them to talk about reorga
nizing the Agency or shifting resources here or there. But they said 
please, Senators, improve the educational background of the people 
who will ultimately go into the making of national security policy 
in this country. We don't have enough young people in this country 
given an international perspective. They don't have experience 
studying abroad. Foreign language studies in this country have 
been neglected. Only 8 percent of our college students this year are 
taking any foreign language. Seventy-two percent of our universi
ties don't even require a foreign language to graduate from college 
today. 

Many Members of this Committee have joined together in a Na
tional Security Education Initiative, as we call it, to beef up efforts 
at colleges and universities to teach languages, area studies, inter
national studies and the rest of it. We have also provided for grad
uate fellowships in this area particularly related to government 
service later. 

I hope that that's something that you will find possible to sup
port, at least in concept from what you've said. I thought the exam
ple you gave was a very dramatic one of the very kind of problem 
at all levels of government, in fact, at all levels of our society, of 
having people with the international skills we now need. But it 
particularly impacts the national security community, be it the 
State Department, the Intelligence Community, the Defense De
partment and others. 

I hope that's something you would examine if you are confirmed, 
that is a renewed initiative in the area of education to improve our 
functioning all across the board because I think it is part of our 
national security. I wonder if you would agree with me that it is 
part of the definition of national security as we are now confront
ing these changed world situations. 

Mr. GATES. Yes, sir. In fact, part of my graduate education was 
part of a National Defense loan. 

Chairman BOREN. Part of or a result of the National Defense 
Education Act. 

We are now in a period of time in which we need to have pro
grams like that once again very much related to the new demands 
that are being placed upon us. 

I appreciate your patience. You've answered, to my observation, 
°ur questions with great sincerity. You've made every effort to be 
candid and complete in your answers and to be very direct in your 
answers. I think we've had an excellent opportuntity in this hear-
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ing process today to not only put down a factual record that's 
important, but also to discuss broadly some of the more import^ 
philosophical questions that relate to the functioning of the IntSi'' 
gence Community. ^h 

I appreciate the way in which you've approached our quests 
and this process today. ons 

We will stand in recess until approximately 7:30 when we will 
then begin the questioning with Senator Metzenbaum. Again I «HN 
promise you both that we will only go on for a reasonable periodS 
time. 0I 

We will stand in recess. 
[Whereupon, at 6:10 p.m., the Committee recessed, to reconv^ 

at 7:30 p.m. the same day.] vene 

EVENING SESSION 

Chairman BOREN. We will come back to order. We resume our 
questioning this evening of Mr. Robert Gates, the President's nomi
nee for the position of Director of Central Intelligence. I would 
remind our witness and have him confirm to me that he under
stands that he is still under oath in terms of answering these ques
tions. 

Mr. GATES. Yes, sir. 
Chairman BOREN. I know it has been a long day, both for Mem

bers of the Committee and also for the nominee. We will not go on 
past a reasonable hour and if at any point Members of the Commit
tee or the nominee feel that we have gone on long enough, we will 
stop at that point. But I did think it would be helpful if we could 
get as much of the questioning out of the way as possible tonight. 
We will simply resume in the morning wherever we leave off to
night. 

So at this time, I turn to the Senator from Ohio and under the 
previous agreement with Members of the Committee we will not 
impose a time limitation because we know the Senator has several 
questions he would like to ask. We will just proceed, Senator Metz
enbaum, with you and go on for a reasonable period of time this 
evening. If you complete, that is fine. If you don't complete, we will 
resume with you in the morning at 9:00, but we won't go past a 
reasonable hour tonight. 

Senator METZENBAUM. Thank you very much Mr. Chairman, Mr. 
Gates. 

Mr. Gates, as you know, I have been attending two hearings, this 
one and the Thomas hearing. In the Thomas hearing, Mr. Thomas 
takes the position that what he said in yesteryear is not his view as 
of today. In your case, you made three self-critical statements in 
your opening remarks regarding Iran-Contra, remarks that pretty 
much indicated that if you had it to do over again, it would have 
been done differently. Your's was a different approach than Judge 
Thomas, but in the sense it was, to use a term used by another 
Member^ of the Judiciary Committee, almost a "confirmation con
version." You said that you should have taken more seriously, after 
October 1st, 1986, the possibility of a diversion and that you should 
have done more in response to such concerns; secondly, that you 
should have been more skeptical of what you were told, including 
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hat you were told by CIA Director Bill Casey; the third, that you 
hould have pressed harder for a notification to Congress. 
Now all of us welcome those remarks and we also understand 

, w hard it is for anybody to make them in the glare of public at
tention. We still have a duty, however, to fully understand your ac
tivities during that period and, in particular, look at what you have 
told this and other Committees in the past. For the record may tell 

much about how you will act in the future. At a minimum, that 
record must inform our own concerns regarding your nomination, 
concerns which you can then address. 

go I would like to begin some questions relating not simply to 
Iran-Contra, but specifically to some statements that you made 
during and after that affair. 

According to the July 20th, 1991, New York Times, the White 
House has confirmed that by early summer of 1986, you were or
dered by Director Casey to coordinate the CIA's plans with the 
Pentagon and the State Department to resume covert US military 
aid to the Nicaraguan Contras. In this capacity, you met several 
times between May and September with the Chief of the CIA's 
Central American Task Force, Alan Fiers, with his deputy, or with 
his boss. In July 1986, you had at least one discussion with the Na
tional Security Advisor, John Poindexter, regarding the CIA taking 
over assets of the NSC-run secret re-supply mission. 

So throughout much of 1986, you were the CIA point man for the 
resumption of covert military aid to the Contras. Yet, in February 
1987, you testified under oath to this Committee that you were 
hardly involved in Central American matters. At that time, you 
stated, "Although the Director and I had no formal division of 
labor, in fact there was an informal division of labor. In this infor
mal division of labor, the Iran project and also our Central Ameri
can activities were basically issues which he paid special attention 
to." 

You implied, Mr. Gates, that you did not pay special attention to 
those activities, that you left Central America to Mr. Casey. You 
gave this Committee the distinct impression in February 1987, at a 
time when the country was reeling over daily revelations about the 
Iran-Contra affair, that you were in no way connected to Adminis
tration efforts to support the Contras. Yet according to the White 
House, you were the point man for your Agency in dealing with 
the State Department and the Pentagon on plans for a new pro
gram to help the Nicaraguan Contras. 

You met to discuss US aid to the Contras with Fiers, a man who 
has since admitted that he knew about the diversion of funds to 
the Contras. According to the New York Times story, at one of 
these encounters, Mr. Fiers told you about an August 1986 meet
ing, called by Donald Gregg, the Vice President's National Security 
Advisor, to discuss corruption within the re-supply network. 

When you led the Committee to believe that Casey was involved 
with the Central American activities and you weren't, were you de
liberately attempting to mislead the Committee about your work in 
support of the Contras? 
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TESTIMONY OF ROBERT M. GATES—Resumed 
Mr. GATES. Senator Metzenbaum, no I wasn't. Let me address 

several of the points that you have made. 
With all the respect that I have for the New York Times, that 

account was inaccurate in important respects. I realize that it Wa! 
sourced to the White House, and frankly I have no little experience 
in trying to deal with unnamed sources at the White House talking 
to the newspapers on various things, but let me address the! 
points that you made specifically citing the New York Times. 

First, that I coordinated an effort in the early spring. That is not 
the case. What happened was that during the routine weekly meet
ings that Mr. Casey and I had with the Secretary of Defense, the 
Secretary of State or his deputy and the National Security Advisor 
from time to time issues relating to Central America and the Con
tras would come up. There were a number of questions in terms of 
Congressional strategy with respect to the new legislation and how 
to support that. Once the Houses of Congress had voted for the new 
program there were questions of how to coordinate it because of 
the language in the statute that set up a new arrangement that re
quired the State Department to be in charge of administering the 
program, and we were trying to figure out how to do that. And 
questions were raised by various senior people in the government 
about how we would do it. The Joint Chiefs of Staff had concerns 
with the plan for the Contras that there wasn't enough of a politi
cal content to it. We had trouble, the Agency was having trouble 
getting the Defense Department and different services to provide 
training facilities for the future for the Contras. So these were the 
kinds of problems that would come up. 

They were—they came up in the context of these routine meet
ings and are a matter of record in my memos from those meetings. 
I did not chair or lead any interagency effort with respect to the 
Contras at that time. 

With respect to meetings with Mr. Fiers and his deputy and his 
superior, toward the end of July, that summer, I decided to involve 
myself, I indicated earlier in the hearing, that I had not moved 
quickly to involve myself in clandestine matters—at the end of 
July, toward the end of July, I decided that I should involve myself, 
at least become more aware of what was going on in 3 particular 
programs that the agency was responsible for administering at the 
time. Three covert actions. And at that time I began having weekly 
meetings with the people in charge of those 3 programs to get 
briefings on how they were going and what kind of interagency 
problems they might be having and so on. 

I was unable to make that meeting, or Mr. Fiers was unable to 
make the first meeting with me and as a result my first meeting 
with Mr. Fiers was not until toward the end of August. And be
tween then and November I think Mr. Fiers and I had only 3 or 4 
of those regularly scheduled meetings. So I did not have routine 
meetings with them and it only began toward the end of the 
summer. 

With respect to the PROF note that Admiral Poindexter sent 
that he had talked to me about phasing out the private effort, let 
me just make two comments. First of all, if he did make such a 
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mment to me, it would have seemed a relatively natural thing. 
R°V the middle of July, the two Houses of Congress had passed $100 

îllion support program for the Contras and it seemed to me not 
^ unreasonable thing that he would say that when this new pro
gram began that in effect the White House would encourage the 
Private benefactors to stop their own efforts. 

Now that said, I will tell you that during the period involved, ap-
oarently as I have gone back and reconstructed the record, Admi
ral Poindexter's note to Colonel North in—around the 26th of July 
Was prompted by a PROF note to Admiral Poindexter from Colonel 
North the 15th of July raising this issue. Now the first part of that 
period I was in the Philippines, so I could not have had a discus
sion with Admiral Poindexter during the first part of it. And 
during the second period, there was no regular meeting between 
Admiral Poindexter and Mr. Casey and me, at least involving me. 
And in fact there is no record in my documents of my phone logs 
or my calendar of any phone calls or meeting with Admiral Poin
dexter at that time. 

Now, that is not to say that I am 100% confident that he didn t 
make the comment to me that he did. But I would note that in his 
deposition from a year later that he was relatively uncertain that 
it was me that he talked to—he said he believed it was me that he 
had talked about. But the PROF note was very much broader in 
terms of just saying that he had mentioned to me about phasing 
out the private effort. 

But as I say, just to reiterate on that third and last point, I 
would not have thought it unusual or suspicious for him to refer to 
phasing out the private effort now that the Congress had passed 
the official effort. And second, I have no indication of having had a 
conversation or meeting with Admiral Poindexter during that 
period. 

Senator METZENBAUM. We expect Allen Fiers to testify on Thurs
day that in the summer of 1986 you called him, apparently in re
sponse to a request from North or Poindexter, and asked Fiers why 
the CIA shouldn't agree to buy the private benefactors assets. So 
even if you don't remember knowing about this proposal, one man 
says he called you about it and another will say you then called 
him. If that is the case, why did you call Alan Fiers rather than 
the Attorney General? _ , , 

Mr. GATES. Well, if that conversation took place, and I don t have 
a recollection that it did, again the idea that the private benefac
tors at some point in being told that their efforts would no longer 
be needed, would want somehow to recoup part of their investment, 
does not surprise me. It does not strike me as particularly suspi
cious or difficult to understand that they would approach the gov
ernment and say, as of the 1st of October, how about taking some 
of these assets off of our hands. 

Senator METZENBAUM. Mr. Gates, you are a seasoned intelligence 
officer with decades of experience. It has come out that not only 
did your boss, Mr. Casey, know about the secret re-supply efforts 
carried out during the two year period when they were restricted, 
but your immedaite subordinate, Clair George, CIA Deputy Direc
tor for Operations, also allegedly knew; Alan Fiers, Chief of the 
CIA's Latin American Task Force, knew; and Mr. Fiers said he told 
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his immediate superior, the second Chief of the CIA's Latin Am 
can Division, as well. Now that would leave everybody up er\' 
down the line with anything to do with Central America knowi 
that the Contras were getting U.S. support illegally all along. ^ 

You were restarting a military support operation which su 
posedly had been dormant for two years. Yet a number of Agen 
officials involved in Central American activities knew the Contr? 
had been getting military support from us all along. As a matter of 
fact, a 17-page inventory was prepared by the North group which 
spelled out exactly the military equipment, operating locations and 
key personnel of the secret resupply effort. The inventory was part 
of a proposal to sell or lease the operation, which was valued at $4 
million, to the CIA, just as you said. Your job was to find out the 
true condition and needs of the Contras and respond to those 
needs. Admiral Poindexter has testified he discussed with you in 
July 1986 the possibility of the CIA taking over this $4 million net
work. 

The question really is, how could a man with your experience 
and position not have been aware or knowledgeable of the fact that 
the Contras were getting illegal military support from the U.S. es
pecially when Agency officials working for you knew this was going 
on, and how could you have helped the Contras if you didn't take 
steps to find out what they had and what they needed? 

Mr. GATES. Senator, when I became Deputy Director of Central 
Intelligence in April 1986, we were less than—well, some thirty 
days away from Senate approval of the new program for the Con
tras. The House approved it thirty days after that. So within 60 or 
90 days of my becoming Deputy Director of Central Intelligence, 
the Congress had approved the new, official program of support for 
the Contras. As Deputy Director for Intelligence, I had no direct 
knowledge, or need to know, nor did anyone come to me with infor
mation about the private benefactor effort in support of the Con
tras. I arrived on the scene contemplating this new legislation and 
my attention was focused wholly on the future to the degree that I 
was involved with it at all. And was along the lines that I de
scribed earlier. 

You will find a remarkable consistency in all those memoranda 
that I did of meetings with Secretary Shultz and Deputy Secretary 
Whitehead and Secretary Weinberger and Admiral Poindexter and 
so on about the nature of the problems that were discussed. In no 
case did those involve conversations about the private benefactor 
effort in any detail or in any way that would be improper or inap
propriate. And no one came to me with the view that there was 
anything improper or illegal going on or even the suspicion of that. 
Again, the focus was completely on the future. 

Senator METZENBAUM. And was there no reference at all to that 
which had been transpiring? 

Mr. GATES. NO, sir, other than just the mere fact of private bene-
facator—that there was no private benefactor support for the Con
tras. 

Senator METZENBAUM. YOU met regularly with Alan Fiers once 
you became Deputy Director, and especially after August 19°b' 
Those meetings were held on the same days that Mr. Fiers met 

with the Restricted Inter-Agency group, or RIG, a top-level body °D 
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Central American policy in which other members included Oliver 
North for the NSC, and Elliot Abrams, the Assistant Secretary of 
State. Are you now telling us you didn't discuss issues that the RIG 
Was handling regarding ongoing efforts to support the Contras? 
And was that because Friers lied to you, or did you never bother to 
ask what was going on? 

Mr. GATES. I did not inquire of him of the private benefactor 
effort, Senator. As far as I was concerned that area was out of 
bounds for CIA. I assumed that we had no improper or inappropri
ate contracts with the private benefactor effort. Again, the focus 
was on the future. I don't have any reason to believe that he 
misled—lied to me, and I would acknowledge to you that I did not 
press him or ask him about the private benefactor effort. 

Senator METZENBAUM. It's clear now that the CIA did not refrain 
from learning about what the Contras were getting. Perhaps you 
remained unaware, ignorant of the facts. But given the fact that 
officials above and below you knew what was going on, do you still 
think it's fair to say that you and the others at the CIA didn't have 
the faintest idea how much money the Contras were getting? 

Mr. GATES. Well, I can't speak for others, Senator, but I think 
that certainly is a fair statement on my part. And I think that 
when I was DDI we had some idea of the supply effort—of the fact 
that the Contras were receiving outside support, but I don't think 
we were ever able to quantify it. 

Senator METZENBAUM. YOU learned on December 5th, 1985, that 
there was a secret Presidential Finding that authorized the CIA to 
participate in covert activity which violated U.S. policy with re
spect to paying ransom to terrorists for the return of American 
hostages. The Finding retroactively authorized CIA activities that 
had already occurred and that, without the Finding, were quite 
possibly illegal. In addition, the Finding was never provided to the 
Congress, even though the operation breached a long-standing em
bargo on sending arms to Iran and put our country, which was sup
posedly neutral, in the position of supporting Iran in their war 
with Iraq. A subsequent Finding authorizing even more direct U.S. 
involvement in arming Iran, signed January 17, 1986, also con
tained a restriction with respect to telling Congress the facts. You 
were aware of both of these political moves to keep Congress in the 
dark. Yet, on April 10, 1986, you testified in this very room to the 
following effect: "Every so often the assertion is made that U.S. in
telligence, and CIA in particular, deeply dislikes oversight—resists 
keeping the Committees informed—carries out its reporting respon
sibilities grudgingly and minimally and would like to return to the 
so-called good old days before oversight. This public hearing affords 
me the opportunity to say that these allegations are wrong. The 
concept and principles of Congressional oversight of intelligence 
are fully accepted within the American Intelligence Community." 
The question I have is, how could you tell this Committee that you 
and the CIA were unequivocally supportive of congressional over
sight of intelligence activities at the exact moment in time when 
you were helping to conceal from Congress an operation which was 
contrary to the stated policies of this country? 

Mr. GATES. Senator, I meant what I said in that testimony, and 
all I can tell you is that at that time, I, along with all others in 
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CIA, were under a Presidential edict in that Finding not to b i 
the Congress. ne* 

Senator METZENBAUM. YOU were under oath at that time just 
you are under oath now, so when you gave us that answer, wê  
you violating your oath because you were under a Presidentn 
order? Is that what you're saying? * 

Mr. GATES. I wasn't violating my oath, Senator Metzenbaum b 
talking about the importance of the relationship with the oversight 
committees and the importance that they serve for the Intelligence 
Community, not in the slightest. 

Senator METZENBAUM. But you did say the public hearing affords 
me the opportunity to say that these allegations are wrong. So that 
is a specific representation to the Congress that the allegations 
were wrong when, in fact, they were right. 

Mr. GATES. The allegations of what, Senator? 
[Pause.] 
Senator METZENBAUM. YOU had learned that there was a secret 

Presidential Intelligence Finding that authorized the CIA to par
ticipate in covert activity, which violated U.S. policy with respect 
to paying ransom to terrorists for the return of American hostages, 
and that the Finding retroactively authorized CIA activities that 
had already occurred and without the Finding was quite possibly 
illegal. In addition, the Finding was never provided to the Con
gress, even though that operation breached a long standing embar
go on sending arms to Iran and put our country, which was sup
posedly neutral, in the position of supporting Iran in their war 
with Iraq. Given this and some of the further things that I previ
ously mentioned—I'm just reading these from the questions I just 
asked you—when you said that those allegations were wrong, 
weren't you misrepresenting the facts to us? 

Mr. GATES. I don't think so, Senator. 
Senator METZENBAUM. YOU had testified that the assertion is 

made that U.S. intelligence and CIA in particular deeply dislikes 
oversight, resists keeping the Committees informed, carries out its 
reporting responsibilities grudgingly and minimally, and would like 
to return to the good old days before oversight. 

It was those allegations that you were saying were wrong, but 
the fact is that at that very time the CIA was doing exactly what 
you are saying they didn't do. 

Mr. GATES. Senator, it was my personal opinion that as I gave it 
to the Committee at that time, that at least certainly from my per
spective, that the Intelligence Community did welcome the role of 
the Intelligence Committees and those other items that you men
tioned. And I stand by that today. 

Senator METZENBAUM. But at that very moment, that very point 
in time, you were helping to conceal from Congress an operation 
which was contrary to the stated policies of this country. And you 
didn't say anything about that. 

Mr. GATES. Under the direction of the President, Senator. 
Senator METZENBAUM. Would you say now that if the President 

directed you to misrepresent the facts to the Congress of the 
United States, that you would follow his direction? I thought 1 
heard you say earlier that under those circumstances you would 
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resign- Did I miss something? I listened only partially to the line of 
Questioning of Senator Sam Nunn. 

Mr. GATES. I will not misrepresent the facts to the Congress or to 
this Committee, Senator. 

Senator METZENBAUM. But you were—you did so at that time, is 
that what you are saying? 

Mr. GATES. NO sir. I do not believe I did. 
Senator METZENBAUM. All right, but you did make that state

ment. You also stated that, "Congressional Committees and Execu
tive Oversight organizations such as the Intelligence Oversight 
Board and the President's Foreign Intelligence Advisory Board 
should give Americans confidence that their intelligence service is 
accountable, carries out its activities according to law, and that we 
are guided by standards and values acceptable to them." 

You made that statement while at the very same time you knew 
that the CIA had been going behind Congress's back, selling arms 
to a terrorist country and using the secret trade of weapons as 
ransom for kidnapped hostages. Do you still believe the intelligence 
service deserved America's confidence, that it was accountable and 
carried out its activities "according to law—guided by standards 
and values acceptable to them," in your words? 

Mr. GATES. Senator, first of all I think it is important to under
score that the President's authority to withhold notice of a Finding 
from the Congress is provided for in the law in the statute. And we 
were following the President's direction at that time. And I believe 
that those in the Executive branch were comfortable that the with
holding was legal. I've acknowledged on a number of occasions that 
the length of time it was withheld was a serious mistake, that it 
ruptured the relationship between the Agency and the Intelligence 
Committees. But I think it was a legal action on the part of the 
President, although I know that there is a question over the extent 
of the time that it was withheld and whether that extent of time 
really was within the framework of the drafters of the legislation. 

But I think it is important to underscore that the legislation pro
vided for that withholding from the Congress. 

Senator METZENBAUM. And how long was that information with
held? 

Mr. GATES. It was withheld almost—well, between 10 and 11 
months, Senator. 

Senator METZENBAUM. And you never thought at any time 
during that period your obligation was to come to the Congress or 
go to the President or go to your superior and say this isn't right? 

Mr. GATES. Well, I did talk to Mr. Casey on several occasions, as 
I referred to in 1987 testimony, to tell him that I felt we were going 
to pay a terrible price with the Committees for this. And as I indi
cated earlier, in September in a meeting I told him that I thought 
the entire Iran affair should be stopped. 

I'll be honest with you, Senator, I think part of the problem or 
Part of the perception at the time was that if the Secretary of State 
and the Secretary of Defense and the then acting Director of Cen
tral Intelligence, Mr. McMahon, could not get the President to 
change his mind and see that this was a mistake in policy, that 
anyone was unlikely to get him to change his mind. 
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Senator METZENBAUM. In your confirmation hearings as De 
Director, in response to a question from Senator Leahy, you* ** 
this Committee your assurance you would correct testimony t?6 

had been given us on matters that came within our jurisdict 
You pledged you would correct the record, "If you were aware t ? 
others in the CIA, whether the Director of the CIA or anybody 1 
had given us misinformation, either intentionally or negligent] * 
At the same hearings you gave written testimony stating you WI 
obligated, "To report in a timely fashion to the Intelligence Co 
mittee any illegal intelligence activity or significant intelligent 
failure.'' 6 nce 

The question is, Mr. Gates, how could you make such assurances 
and omit any mention that the CIA had engaged in covert actior 
the previous November without a Presidential Finding? Did von 
not consider this a matter that came within our jurisdiction and 
was illegal? 

Mr. GATES. Senator, I felt that the—to the degree I had anv 
knowledge of the November 1985 flight, it was that—the guidance 
that I had was that those at the time had, as I indicated earlier 
when they made the decision and on the basis of the information 
that they had had, that that was not an illegal act. It was only in 
the view of someone like Mr. McMahon who had much broader 
knowledge of what was anticipated that he felt that the Finding 
was necessary. But I don't believe that I misled the Committee in 
that respect. 

Senator METZENBAUM. People who worked with the CIA proprie
tary airline that supported the November 1985 arms shipment said 
that this was the only time they were ever directed by the CIA 
headquarters to take on a supposedly commercial flight. It was 
clearly an unusual event. 

Wasn't it much more than merely "providing the name of the 
airline for this commercial transaction, as you phrased it in your 
1987 testimony, and, I am not sure, but I think you may have 
phrased it in similar words just now. 

Mr. GATES. I think, Senator, that's because my impression had 
been up until the passage that you have just read that the name of 
the proprietary had simply been given to the people involved. I was 
not aware that CIA had actually directed them to undertake the 
mission. 

Senator METZENBAUM. YOU didn't know that the CIA had been 
the directing force? 

Mr. GATES. NO sir, I don't think so. I knew that we had provided 
the name. Again, these events took place when I was Deputy Direc
tor for Intelligence and this was all totally outside of my area of 
responsibility. 

Senator METZENBAUM. DO you still think it was legal for the CIA 
to direct its operations officers overseas to use their special con
tacts to secure landing and transit rights for that flight without a 
Finding? And what about their using their contacts to get landing 
and transit rights for an Israeli flight, as they tried to do before 
the CIA proprietary was used? 

Mr. GATES. Well, I am not certain about the propriety of that, 
Senator. My view is the same as Mr. McMahon's now that I have 
had a chance to review it all and this has been my view really 
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«since the 1987 confirmation hearings, and that is that there should 
have been a Finding for that activity. And in fact I believe the 
record will show that I testified in February that I gave a direction 
as Acting Director that the proprietary managers should assume 
that any request from the Agency or part of the government for 
their support henceforth should be assumed to require a Finding. 
And if it didn't, then we would approach that later. But the going 
in position for the proprietary would be that any request that came 
out of the government or the Agency for support, they should 
assume from the beginning would require a Finding. And I saw to 
a change in the rules to that effect. 

Senator METZENBAUM. Wasn't it Judge Sporkin, who was the 
CIA General Counsel in November 1985, who later testified that he 
believed that a Presidential Finding was indeed required, but that 
the retroactive finding signed in December 1985 made the CIA's 
November 1985 activities legal? Furthermore, the Hughes-Ryan 
amendment to the Foreign Assistance Act of 1961 banned such ac
tivities without a Finding. As I gathered from your answer, you are 
now saying that you do believe that a Finding was required for the 
November 1985 CIA involvement. 

Mr. GATES. Well, sir, as I've looked back on it, what I am saying 
is that I believe that if one had the knowledge that Mr. McMahon 
had about the fact that that flight was part of a larger program, 
then I certainly agreed with his judgment at the time that a Find
ing was required. 

Senator METZENBAUM. YOU were given a written questionnaire in 
preparation for today's confirmation hearings. In one question you 
were asked how you might have responded to an inquiry about 
covert action Findings not reported to the Committee. In other 
words, you were being asked what would have been your response 
if a Member of the panel had known to inquire whether the 
Agency had withheld any Findings from the Intelligence Commit
tee. You wrote in response to the Committee's written question
naire, "This question is difficult to answer in the abstract, but I be
lieve that I would have said that having not been formally in
formed of clandestine operations as DDI, I would have to check 
with Mr. Casey. I would not have misled the Committee." 

In other words, you are saying you would have deferred to your 
superior. Mr. Casey. But Mr. Gates, you gave this answer on June 
28, 1991, just a few months ago, four and a half years after the 
Iran-Contra fiasco finally came to life. Your sworn answer was that 
you would not have misled the Committee. But as a matter of fact, 
you would have been misleading us. You still would not have told 
us that a Finding had been withheld from the Committee, even 
though you knew that to be the fact. You are telling us that you 
would have checked with Mr. Casey. Even at this late date, you are 
saying that you are not obligated to tell this Committee you knew 
about the existence of undisclosed covert action Findings, even 
when testifying under oath. . . 

Do you really believe that playing such a game, it might be 
called gamesmanship, or saying you don't have to tell us, that you 
would have checked with Mr. Casey, don't you think that that 
would be ducking the facts or ducking the need to answer the ques
tionnaire of this Committee? 
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Mr. GATES. Senator, what I was trying to convey in that ans 
was that if I had been asked that question, I would have said I h 
to check back with Mr. Casey because it would have given me 
opportunity to tell Mr. Casey that I could not not tell the Conur?? 
tee. I was under a Presidential edict not to inform the Commit? 
at a time when I was appearing before the Committee under oat? 

The way I would have tried to reconcile that dilemma would' 
have been to go back and say—would in effect have been to def 
an answer until I could go back and tell them that I could not ? 
good faith not inform the Committee under those circumstance? 
And that's what I've testified to here earlier today, that I would 
not under any circumstances mislead this Committee. 

Senator METZENBAUM. You're saying you wouldn't mislead the 
Committee, but you're saying you wouldn't tell them the facts 
You're saying I've got to check with someone else, even though you 
knew the facts. 

Senator RUDMAN. Excuse me. Would my friend from Ohio just 
yield for a comment or a question because I have been following 
this closely. I think it is something the Committee should have in 
front of it if we're going to continue this line of questioning—with 
the Senator's permission. 

Senator METZENBAUM. Sure. 
Senator RUDMAN. The law that was applicable at the time which 

Mr. Gates has referred to now three times says, under Congression
al oversight, amongst all of the notifications of which the Senator 
is very aware—more aware of than I, having served on this Com
mittee longer than I have—but it says, "The President shall fully 
inform the Intelligence Committees in a timely fashion of intelli
gence operations in foreign countries other than activities solely 
for obtaining necessary intelligence for which prior notice was not 
given under subsection A," which is what the Senator is talking 
about, "and shall provide a statement of the reasons for not giving 
prior notice." 

Now that was the operative law at the time. Whether we like it 
or not, the President of the United States had the right—I think he 
was dead wrong, and I've said so—had the right not to notify Con
gress. Mr. Gates was an Executive Department employee who had 
the absolute obligation to follow the Commander in Chiefs orders. 
So I don't know what we're quite talking abut here. That's my 
interruption, I thank the Senator. 

Senator METZENBAUM. AS I understand what my friend from 
New Hampshire is saying, it is that the President said that the offi
cers of the CIA were not to reveal the facts, or not to advise Con
gress. 

Senator RUDMAN. Of the Finding. 
Senator METZENBAUM. Yes. But that does not mean, and I would 

think you would agree with me, that if a Congressional Committee 
is specifically asking a question as we're doing four and a half 
years after the fact, that the CIA Director may refuse to answer 
and state the facts. 

Senator RUDMAN. Well, I don't know that those are the facts of 
Mr. Gates' appearance at that time. I've read the same transcript 
I ve a good recollection of that, and I do not think a fair reading of 
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transcript could indicate that this witness misrepresented it in 
v way, shape or manner. He was never asked. 
Senator METZENBAUM. DO you understand that I was asking him 

bout his response to the Committee questionnaire? It "is difficult 
to answer in the abstract, but I believe I would have said that 
having not been fully informed of the clandestine operations as 
DDI I would have to check with Mr. Casey. I would not have 
misled the Committee." 

Senator RUDMAN. And I think that followed—I would say to my 
friend from Ohio—from the previous line of questioning. I think 
Mr. Gates as an Executive Department employee, was fully within 
his rights to answer the question that way. I think he has been 
forthright with this Committee in his answer to Senator Nunn. I 
have requested a transcript of his answer to Senator Nunn. I think 
it's extraordinary what this witness has said as to what he is will
ing to do in order to protect the integrity of the Agency, and he has 
said that under oath today. I don't think it's in any way inconsist
ent. I thank my friend from Ohio. I don't want to interrupt his 
questioning. 

I thank you. 
Senator BOREN. Let me ask one question here. Going back to 

what was said to Senator Nunn and this goes to a question not—I 
understand the Senator from Ohio is asking about the question in 
our interrogatories of what he would have said at the time four or 
five years ago if he'd been asked that question. 

As I understood your answer, and I want to make sure that I am 
clear about that, because it's a very important matter and it touch
es on the same subject matter that Senator Metzenbaum was 
asking about, as I understood the question of Senator Nunn this 
afternoon, let me just ask again how I understood it, that if the 
President of the United States—let us suppose you were confirmed 
to be Director of Central Intelligence and if the President of the 
United States ordered you to withhold notice from the Congression
al Committees of a finding, and if this withholding went beyond a 
reasonable time, as we know the commitment of this President in 
writing and in various Executives Orders to this Committee is that 
he would notify within a few days, that you would make the case 
continuously to the President that the Committees should be 
briefed and that before you would come before the Committees and 
mislead the Committee about the existence of such a Finding if the 
President continued to order you to withhold it, that you would 
resign. 

Is that a correct reading of what you said 
Mr. GATES. That's correct. 
Chairman BOREN [continuing]. Earlier today? 
Mr. GATES. Yes sir. , 
Chairman BOREN. And it touches on the very point that you re 

making. 
Senator METZENBAUM. That's correct. That is a different answer 

than the answer that he gave to the Committee's questionnaire, as 
I see it. 

Mr. GATES. Senator, I would just say that the question was put to 
me in the context of if I had been asked that question in April of 
iSoÇ, how would I have responded? And that is how—I tried to 
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any prior preparation of how I would reconcile a direction from nf 
President not to notify and a situation where I was under oath 

answer the question honestly in terms of being confronted with 
from 

What I was trying to say was that in effect I would tiy to def 
an answer until I could go back and say I cannot:—I cannot mist 5 
this Committee, and therefore I must go back before the Committ 
and say that the President has directed me not to answer the on 
tion or perhaps that I shouldn't be Deputy Director. 

Senator METZENBAUM. I would say to my friend from Ne 
Hampshire that I believe the answer to Senator Nunn's questio" 
would have been a more appropriate answer to the Committee', 
questionnaire. 

Senator RUDMAN. I think Senator Nunn phrased his ques-
tion 

Senator METZENBAUM. Pardon? 
Senator RUDMAN. I think Senator Nunn phrased his question 

better than that question in that questionnaire. I think if yOU 
phrased it that way you would have gotten the same answer. 

But you know, I ve always said, as I'm sure my friend from Ohio 
knows, the best evidence is the clearest evidence. This witness has 
told us under oath what he would do under the circumstances, and 
you know, I accept that. 

Senator CHAFEE. Well, Mr. Chairman if I understand what the 
witness has said, see if I'm mistaken, somebody correct me, he said 
that in a situation like this he would in effect take a break from 
the Committee and say, look, I want to go back and discuss this 
with my superior. Which I think is the right thing to do. To tip-off 
whoever his boss is and say look, you come clean on this or I'm 
going to, and then he indicated he'd go—the provision was he 
would go back to the Committee following that. Is that the way I 
understood it? 

Mr. GATES. Yes sir. 
Senator CHAFEE. SO I don't know what the Senator from Ohio-

everybody always says my friend from Ohio. My friend from Ohio 
said 

[General Laughter.] 
Senator METZENBAUM. That's a new one. 
Senator CHAFEE. I don't know what he's so excited about. The 

witness has made it very clear and I think quite rightly that he 
owes it to his boss to go back and tip the boss off on what's going 
on. And if the boss refuses to do something about it that's his busi
ness. 

Chairman BOREN. The Chair is going to rule that this is begin
ning to get into debate, and as friendly as it is, I do want the Sena
tor from Ohio to continue his line of questioning. 

Senator METZENBAUM. Thank you very much. I thought we were 
going to have a continued dialogue in the Committee. 

Mr. Gates, you supervised the first several drafts of Director 
Casey's testimony to the Committee which he gave November 21, 
1986. Casey made no mention of the December 5, 1985, Finding « 
which Congress still had not been advised. . 

You have spoken to this subject previously and I'm aware 01 
that, and I listened to that testimony. But in fact, that omission led 
to the Finding being secretly destroyed by Admiral Poindexter that 
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the CIA had been informed of suspicions of a diversion for about 
five weeks. 

You participated in misleading Congress by not insisting that 
Casey tell us everything. You failed to prevent further impropriety 
which occurred when Poindexter destroyed the first Finding. You 
were woefully ignorant, it seems, in not insisting that the NSC 
people at testimony preparation meetings state frankly what their 
role had been in helping and funding the Contras. 

You spoke on this subject earlier today and you indicated that 
you didn't read the testimony afterward and that you left town, 
but you were present at the meetings that occurred prior to the 
testimony being presented. My question to you is, why didn't you 
insist when the testimony was being prepared that there be full 
disclosure and that the facts be stated openly as to what the role of 
the NSC had been in helping and funding the Contras? 

Mr. GATES. First of all Senator, in the Monday meeting with CIA 
staff, I think it's clear in the record that I said that it was terribly 
important that the testimony be as full and complete as we could 
possibly make it. And I think that the interviews that this Commit
tee has had with those who participated in the preparation of that 
testimony, attest to the fact that I continued that view throughout 
the week. 

I would not—I did not and would not have asked the question 
about the Contras, Senator because we were confronting a foreign 
policy problem that affected only Iran during that period. The reve
lation of the arms for hostages policy was what was foremost in ev
eryone's mind. The whole discussion that week was in terms of 
finding out the facts about the sale of weapons to Iran and how 
much they had cost and who had known what or when about the 
deliveries and so on. 

So the whole focus that week of what we knew and of what we 
were trying to find out really had to do with the basic facts of 
CIA's role in the sale of those weapons to Iran. And the issue of the 
Contras never arose. And frankly, I've testified today earlier in re
sponse to questions from the Chairman and before that the specu
lation that Mr. Allen had brought to me, I had not received new 
information or additional information, and frankly it was, and I 
think now in retrospect, mistakenly overshadowed by the foreign 
policy catastrophe that the government was trying to deal with at 
that time and that was solely the focus of our attention. 

Now as to the December Finding, as I testified earlier in re
sponse to the Chairman, I had no independent recollection of the 
December 5th Finding or the meeting that I had had, that several 
of us had had with Mr. McMahon on the 5th of December. There 
was a lot of discussion about the December 5 Finding, but there 
was enormous uncertainty about whether the darned thing had 
ever been signed or not. And in fact, it turns out that both the In
spector General report and the Tower Commission, as late as Janu
ary 1987, weren't sure whether that Finding had ever been signed. 

So I think those who had been involved or who had seen it per
haps thought of it as being part of the process leading to the Janu
ary 17th Finding. In any event I don't recall, and I don't think 
anyone that the Committee has interviewed recalls anyone stating 
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in my presence that there ought to be—that that ought to be 
ten up in the testimony. Now maybe that is the case but T J ^ 
recall it. l **'t 

Senator METZENBAUM. Well, as I recollect your earlier testim 
you'were first given the responsibility to help prepare Mr CsS' 
testimony. Am I correct in my recollection of that? 

Mr. GATES. Senator, I think I stated that in February of 1907 
think that was perhaps overstating it somewhat. Mr. Casey left 
a memorandum that stated that he wanted a number of thin*6 

pulled together for him to review prior to giving his testimony? 
included the transcripts of what some people had said on th 
Sunday talk shows. It included some reports on terrorism by Iran 
and Lebanon and Syria and so on. Some various pieces of informa 
tion like that. I took the lead in gathering people on Monday to get 
somebody started on getting something drafted for Mr. Casey to L 
the information pulled together. And when he returned on 
Wednesday, he basically took charge again with others in the 
Agency of his own testimony. But others were working by and 
large independently during that time trying to get these facts to
gether. 

Senator METZENBAUM. IS my recollection wrong? I don't have a 
note on it, but my recollection was that at one point in your testi
mony at some point you had indicated that Mr. Casey had asked 
you to take charge of getting the testimony ready. Am I incorrect 
in that? 

Mr. GATES. I don't remember the exact expression that I used, 
but I don't know if that was the case Senator. 

Senator METZENBAUM. It was something like that, something to 
that effect. 

Mr. GATES. He certainly sent me that memorandum implying 
that he wanted me to start assigning responsibilities in getting the 
work done, yes sir. 

Senator METZENBAUM. Well, then later on you told the Iran-
Contra Committee that at a November 19th meeting at CIA head
quarters with a number of CIA senior staff to draft the Director's 
testimony, there were holes in the story. You testified to the Iran-
Contra Committee the following: "The general counsel, Mr. Do-
herty, said that it appeared that some of the facts involved were 
getting shakier rather than better as we were going along. He indi
cated that some of the information was getting shaky." Now in a 
biography of Casey written by Joseph Persico, you are quoted as 
describing the preparation of Casey's testimony on November 20th, 
the day before he was to appear: quote, "It was a madhouse and 
the facts were getting foggier and foggier as more and more qualifi
cations were heaped on to make the damned statement correct." b 
fact, as we now know, his testimony was not correct. An early draft 
included the false statement that no one in the US government 
knew what was in the CIA proprietary airline's cargo from Tel 
Aviv to Tehran on November 25th, 1985. 

Another draft tried to float the story that it was believed the 
shipment was oil drilling equipment, instead of HAWK missiles 
from Israel to Iran. 

Another draft said nobody in the CIA knew what the cargo was 
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Finally» his testimony deleted any mention of the shipment alto-
ther. This was the shipment that necessitated drafting the De

cember 5th, 1985 retroactive secret Finding. Of course, disclosure of 
the existence of the Finding was omitted from the testimony as 

W6My question is, why didn't you insist on telling Congress the 
whole truth about what were the facts concerning the shipment 
and concerning anything else you knew? Now you were in on early 
versions I know, and I know you weren't in on last-minute changes 
or changes Mr. Casey made in his car on the way to the hearing or, 
I guess, the last draft that Casey got the night before. But didn't 
you feel a sense of responsibility, having been assigned this job to 
prepare the testimony, either to see to the last-minute changes, or 
after the fact, at the very minimum, to go back and read them and 
see if there were any misstatements made or omissions? 

Mr. GATES. Senator, again as I testified earlier today, the contro-
verSy most of the controversy about the testimony concerned 
events about which I had little or no direct knowledge and in many 
cases, even indirect knowledge. When Mr. Casey returned, I essen
tially let go responsibility for the testimony, although I did accom
pany him the next day, because of the dispute over one factual 
item, to the meeting with Admiral Poindexter. But, the problem 
that Mr. Doherty brought to me was in fact that we weren't sure 
what the facts were and we were having a tough time getting what 
the facts were. And it was in response to that that I insisted that 
the expression be included in the testimony that we were still 
doing research and that we would be back to the Committee with 
more information when we found it. 

I think that certainly the impression that I had at the time was 
that the sentence about who knew what about the November ship
ment was taken out simply because they could never reach agree
ment on what the facts were in the very brief period of time that 
was available to us. You had some people saying that, well, they 
told us all along it was oil field drilling equipment. You had other 
people saying well certainly the captain—the pilot of the airplane 
knew what was on it. You had a chief of station who may have 
known what was on it. So the impression that I have and I think 
the impression that others who have been interviewed by the Com
mittee had, was one of considerable confusion about what the facts 
really were. And I think that there was a concern to avoid misstat
ing those facts. I think that is why Judge Sofaer got into the act, 
and Assistant Attorney General Cooper, and Mr. Doherty and 
others, and I think that it was out of frustration with trying to 
figure out what that was that late on that Thursday night Mr. 
Casey struck the sentence altogether. 

Now, that's what I have been able to put together based on the 
accounts of others. 

Senator METZENBAUM. Have you never gone back and read- Mr. 
Casey's statement? 

Mr. GATES. I am sorry, Senator? 
Senator METZENBAUM. Have you never gone back and read Mr. 

Casey's statement, even today? 
Mr. GATES. Oh, yes sir, I have. 
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Senator METZENBAUM. YOU have. And now you know that Cas* 
lied under questioning about the shipment. Even though CIA a 
lyst Charlie Allen had seen evidence the plane carried arms T!i 
the December 5th retroactive finding drafted by CIA General Cou 
sel Sporkin spoke of the sale of munitions, when Senator l^' 
asked Director Casey if the CIA knew what was on the aircraft \ 
the time it was flown, Casey answered Senator Leahy that the CU 
did not know until the Iranians told them sometime in January 

Now, when you were asked about inaccuracies that later came to 
light regarding Casey's November 21st, 1986 testimony, you testi
fied that you never read the transcript of his statement. Now could 
you tell me: when did you read it? 

Mr. GATES. I have only read the portions of the transcript of the 
question and answer session, Senator, that were excerpted for the 
interrogatories in preparation for this hearing. 

Senator METZENBAUM. I thought you just answered a minute ago 
"Oh, yes, I have read it." 

Mr. GATES. NO, sir, you asked me if I had read Mr. Casey's state-
jnent 

Senator METZENBAUM. Yes. 
Mr. GATES [continuing]. And I said yes. What I have not read was 

the exchange between Mr. Casey and the Senators. 
Chairman BOREN. Let me ask one follow-up question on that. 

You have read Mr. Casey's statement. And I believe in question
ing—in answer to questions that I asked you and that Senator 
Nunn asked you this afternoon, you said that there were differ
ences between that statement and the draft that you had last 
worked on. You then went home that evening, and Mr. Casey made 
some additional revisions and came back and delivered the testimo
ny the next day. 

Mr. GATES. Yes sir. 
Chairman BOREN. YOU said when you looked at the testimony ac

tually given by Mr. Casey the next day, or as you have since re
viewed it, compared to the last draft which you saw before you 
went home that evening, there were some things added and some 
things taken out. Is that correct? 

Mr. GATES. Yes sir. 
Chairman BOREN. And the question that I am not sure that I 

heard the answer to this afternoon, and I think Senator Metz
enbaum is asking again, was when did you next read the actual 
statement that Mr. Casey gave? In other words, obviously at some 
point in time you have read that statement, you have compared it 
to the last draft as you remembered it in that meeting before you 
went home that night. When did you finally—was it the next day, 
was it the next week, was it some months later when you actually 
read Mr. Casey's actual testimony to the Congress? 

Mr. GATES. I don't remember precisely, Senator. It could have 
been that Friday afternoon. It could have been several days later 

Chairman BOREN. I guess the question I come back to is the ques
tion that Senator Metzenbaum has asked you in a different way is 
since you had been in these meetings and since you had had discus
sions, why you didn't feel an instant curiosity to go back and fin? 
out what Mr. Casey had actually said? You had wanted to make 
as accurate as possible, and obviously there were a lot of inaccura-
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ries in t n e w a y h e g a v e it;* ^ y w o u l ( i n , t y ° u n a v e wanted to go 
hack look at it as quickly as possible and see if there were things 
that needed to be corrected in it as given to the Committees? 

Mr. GATES. Senator, I assumed that the testimony that he was 
about to give was just the first step in an interative process, that 
there would be repeated testimonies and repeated opportunities to 
add the facts as we learned them. I don't remember actually 
making a textual analysis of the last version that I saw and the 
version that he actually delivered, in all honesty, until preparing 
for this hearing. 

And the fact of the matter is that by the time that I returned 
from California, Attorney General Meese had made his announce
ment and it was a whole new ballgame in terms of the additional 
investigative work that needed to be done by the Agency and addi
tional information that needed to be made public. 

Senator RUDMAN. Mr. Chairman, if I could have 30 seconds? 
Chairman BOREN. YOU will be on Senator Metzenbaum's time. Is 

that agreeable to Senator Metzenbaum? 
Senator RUDMAN. I just think in fairness to Mr. Casey and his 

family—Mr. Casey is not here to defend himself—I think that the 
record should show that this witness has no idea now as to what 
Mr. Casey knew or didn't know. So to ask this witness about what 
Mr. Casey knew about the accuracy of that statement I just don't 
think is a help. And number two, I would point out to my friend 
from Ohio that it may have been a slip of the tongue, but we 
cannot say here today that Mr. Casey lied to the Committee. All we 
can say is that subsequent facts indicate that the testimony that he 
presented was grossly inaccurate. But we do not know that when 
he presented it, he knew it was inaccurate. And the Iran-Contra 
Committee could not settle that. So in fairness to Mr. Casey, to 
accuse him of a lie, based on the fact that the information was in
correct, I think—my friend from Ohio would agree is probably 
unfair. 

Senator METZENBAUM. I would accept that clarification, but 
having said that, wouldn't my friend from New Hampshire say 
that if it's gross misrepresentation of facts, it doesn't have to be de
liberate in order to be a lie? You don't have to intend to lie in 
order to lie. If he grossly misrepresented the facts, by definition I 
would think that that's a lie, but maybe I didn't check the diction
ary. 

Senator RUDMAN. Well, I would say to the Chairman and to the 
Senator from Ohio that under a normal perjury count—which is a 
legal lie—if you present a fact that you believe to be true and have 
evidence that it is true, but it is found to be untrue, you are not 
guilty of perjury. And I just don't think we should sit here and 
accuse Bill Casey of lying because we don't know. 

And by the way, I was not a friend of Mr. Casey's. I met him 
twice in my life, but I think since he's gone, and he has a family 
[eft, we ought not to berate him based on facts that the Iran-Contra 
Committee—with all of its staff, with all of its millions of dollars, 
with all of its high priced counsel—to this day could not prove 
what he knew and what he didn't know. 

And I dare say, Senator Metzenbaum, we are not going to Find 
out tonight. 
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Senator METZENBAUM. It's pretty difficult to find out when h » 
buried and gone. So I guess we can't find that out very well. s 

Chairman BOREN. Let me ask, Senator Metzenbaum, if you'd l 
me rephrase the question. I wan't implying as to whether or nor 
was wrong—perhaps it was stated whether or not he knew M 
Casey had lied or whatever—I'm talking about the accuracy of ft 
testimony. he 

My question is this; since you had been involved in at least bri f. 
ing Mr. Casey on part of the preparation of this testimony J!i 
been in on meetings for the preparation of the testimony, why dï 
you feel an obligation to go back and check the testimony after! 
was actually given to the Congress to determine the accuracy of it 
Let's set aside the whole question of whether Mr. Casey knew he 
was giving inaccurate testimony or not. 

It is obviously clear that there were some things actually said in ! 
the testimony to Congress that were not accurate and that had ! 
been the subject of some conversation during these meetings such ' 
as the question of the knowledge of what was on the December 
flight that I suppose was vague in his actual statement but it was I 
not left vague in the answer to Senator Leahy's question. 

What you're saying is you did not read the interchange with Sen
ator Leahy until much later. 

Mr. GATES. That's correct, Senator. 
Chairman BOREN. My question is why didn't you feel at the time 

an obligation since you had been, in essence, briefing or preparing 
Mr. Casey for his testimony that day to go back and check it after 
it was actually delivered, including the question and answer ses
sion to see if Mr. Casey had indeed accurately informed the Com
mittees? 

Mr. GATES. Mr. Chairman, again, these events, the parts of the 
testimony that had been difficult and controversial, concerned 
events about which I had no direct knowledge and at the time had 
been Deputy Director for Intelligence, and I felt that I didn't have 
anything particular to add. I was not aware of any inaccuracies at 
that time, in his testimony. 

Perhaps it was negligent of me not to go back and follow up but I 
did not. 

Chairman BOREN. I'm sorry, Senator Metzenbaum, I didn't mean 
to impose on you. 

Senator METZENBAUM. I wonder if, Senator Metzenbaum, I could 
just have a moment to point out that I think we're placing the 
burden on Mr. Gates when obviously it was Casey who testified 
And Casey is obviously not here to enlighten us. As a consequence 
I think the real questions about the circumstances are very, ver) 
difficult to ascertain in view of the fact that the testimony was 
Casey's. 

Chairman BOREN. Let us return to Senator Metzenbaum. «e 

won't count this against your time. 
Senator METZENBAUM. I'm very pleased that we've been able to 

engage each of the Members in the discussion. Senator Cranston 
you've been remiss in not^-— 

[General Laughter.] 
Senator METZENBAUM. One or two others—I didn't see John over 

there. 



All right. 
Mr Gates, in February 1987, Senator Specter asked you why you 

had omitted from Director Casey's testimony the fact that the CIA 
had engaged in covert action support during November 1985 with-
ut a Presidential Finding. You responded as follows: "Well sir, not 

having been aware of the details surrounding that flight and the 
Preparation of the Finding subsequent to it for prospective activi
ties I was in no position to know that something significant was 
being left out of the testimony and that's all I can tell you." 

The fact is, you were at a meeting on December 5, 1985, where 
the fact of the CIA support for the flight was noted. At that meet
ing you heard somebody tell then-Deputy Director McMahon that a 
Presidential Finding had finally been signed. While you were su
pervising the preparation of Director Casey's testimony the follow
ing November, the CIA officers who worked on that initial Finding 
printed out a text of the original CIA draft and gave it to Mr. Do-
herty, the CIA General Counsel, who then informed you of it. 

So wasn't it misleading for you to testify to Senator Specter's 
question that you were in no position to know that something sig
nificant was being left out of the testimony? 

Mr. GATES. Senator, as I indicated earlier, I think most people in 
CIA did not know that that Finding had ever been signed until Ad
miral Poindexter described it in his testimony that summer, in 
July of 1987. 

To the best of my knowledge, at the time when I was being pre
pared for my February confirmation hearings, we were still in a 
situation where the Inspector General and others could not con
clude that that Finding had ever been signed. In fact, the general 
view in the Agency was that it had not been signed. 

The other thing that I testified to at that time was the fact—and 
perhaps they had taken too narrow a view of it, perhaps—but I had 
been advised at that time by the General Counsel, by the General 
Counsel's office at the Agency that the Finding—that a Finding 
had not been needed for that November activity. And I stuck to 
that position during those confirmation hearings based on the 
advice that I was getting from the General Counsel's office. 

So between their telling me that no Finding had been needed in 
the first place, the general view in the Agency that no Finding had 
in fact ever been signed before January 1986 at the time of Febru
ary 1987 hearings, I think that the statement that I made was not 
at that time misleading. ' 

Senator METZENBAUM. Even if it hadn't been signed, wasn t it 
significant? 

Mr. GATES. Well sir, I think that—I guess that's a judgment 
matter and the general view, as I recall at that time was that it 
must have just been part of a process that led to the January 1986 
Finding. And the general view was that it was not. 

Senator METZENBAUM. Mr. Gates, did you sit in on a meeting sev
eral days before Mr. Casey's testimony while the Director, Casey, 
came under pressure from Poindexter urging him to lie as Poin
dexter was planning to do? 

Mr. GATES. NO sir. 
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Senator METZENBAUM. DO you have any recollection of Vw 
present at a meeting where any discussion at all of the testily 
that Poindexter was going to give to the Committee was discusSl 

Mr. GATES. That Poindexter was going to give? Certainly n 
that indicated that misleading information would be given. °ne 

Senator METZENBAUM. YOU don't have any recollection of t w 
all? ta t 

Mr. GATES. NO sir. None of any discussion of giving misleads 
information. ^ 

Senator METZENBAUM. After Attorney General Meese disclosed 
publicly that proceeds from arms transactions had been deposHed 
in bank accounts under control of the Contras, Allen Fiers testified 
on November 25, 1986, that Meese's statement was the first knowl 
edge that Mr. Fiers had of the diversion. We recently learned that 
Mr. Fiers lied about the time and place he learned of the diversion 
But Mr. Fiers' statement on behalf of the Agency was also inaccu
rate. Mr. Fiers also said speaking for the CIA, "The Agency was in 
the same boat and the first I heard of it was on CNN today. And 
that is the first that I know that the Agency knew of it." 

He also said, "Everybody I talked to in the Agency, and that goes 
over time, I'm fairly confident didn't know what was going on. I 
certainly know that the people below me and immediately above 
me didn't." Now the Agency at that point knew much more than 
Fiers claimed it did. Indeed, Charlie Allen had written you a memo 
and talked to you and the Director about a possible diversion over 
a month earlier. 

Why did you not correct the record to the Intelligence Commit
tees, as you had promised Senator Leahy you would, after you had 
heard of Mr. Fiers' testimony? 

Mr. GATES. I don't think I was aware of Mr. Fiers' testimony to 
that effect and we were in the process of a—as I indicated, once the 
Attorney General made his announcement on the 25th of Novem
ber, clearly we had to go back to the drawing board and that there 
would be additional testimony in which the record would be 
cleared. And I believe that in subsequent testimonies the record be 
corrected or at least added to. And I believe the record shows that 
that in fact happened. 

Senator METZENBAUM. Mr. Fiers gave this false testimony on the 
very day this disastrous intelligence fiasco was disclosed to the 
people of this country by the Attorney General. Fiers told this 
Committee that until November 25, 1985, the CIA knew no more 
about diversion of profits from Iran to the Contras than the fellow 
who delivers my mail. Either you failed to make an effort to 
inform yourself as to what your own people were telling Congress, 
or—what else? What are the facts? 

Mr. GATES. Senator, unless someone brings to my attention the 
fact that someone several layers down in the Agency has testified 
as to certain facts, it would not come to my attention. CIA gives 
something over 1,000 briefings and testimonies every year to the 
Congress. And unless somebody came to me and said somebody had 
given misleading testimony, I would not be aware of it. 

Senator METZENBAUM. YOU did not know of Mr. Fiers testimon) 
to that effect? 

Mr. GATES. NO sir, I don't believe so. 



Senator METZENBAUM. Never heard of it? 
Mr GATES. I don't believe so. No sir. 
Senator METZENBAUM. In April 1987 you testified that after Bud 

McFarlane returned from Tehran at the end of May 1986, "The 
oiect from our standpoint at least entered a fairly quiescent stage 

pr A thpre really wasn t much more going on until Mr. Allen came 
Sme on * e first of October.'' 

During this period, Ollie North tried to get the CIA to concoct a 
fake price list for the HAWK missile parts. During this period, the 
CIA was involved in more arms shipments, another hostage was re
leased and still more American hostages were taken in Lebanon. 
You say that this was a fairly quiescent stage. My question is, how 
much more would you have needed to make it an active stage? 

Mr. GATES. Senator, what I think that I had in mind is that from 
the time of Mr. McFarlane's mission until the 1st of October, I 
think that Mr. Allen came to see me only once and I think that 
was on the 3rd of July to update me and tell me about the efforts 
underway to secure the release, I think, of Father Jenco. 

I guess that my reference was in the context of McFarlane's trip 
and so on. I think in retrospect it was at least understatement. 

Senator METZENBAUM. On September 8, 1986, Ollie North wrote 
a memo to Admiral Poindexter stating that the CIA supported a 
Ghorbanifar proposal for sequential arms deliveries and hostage re
leases. On the same day, a North notebook entry for 8 September 
1986 reflects a call at 1500 from "Charlie," apparently Charlie 
Allen, with the reference "Casey to call JWP," I guess that's Poin
dexter. Then there is another, "Gates supportive." "K," I guess 
that's Ghorbanifar's contract in Iran, "K calls to Geo," I think 
that's George Cave, the retired CIA officer attached to the Iran 
talks, "four times Saturday, two times today." You were asked 
about this and replied, "I have not reviewed Lieutenant Colonel 
North's notebooks. And I do not know the meaning of the entry." 
But it looks like Charlie Allen telling North that you, too, support
ed using Ghorbanifar. 

And Charlie Allen had met with you on August 28th and Sep
tember 5th, so the two of you had ample opportunity to discuss 
this. 

And my question to you is, regarding this reference in North's 
notebook in which he talks about "Gates supportive," were you 
aware of that? 

Mr. GATES. I am aware of it, Senator, yes sir. 
Senator METZENBAUM. Were you aware of it prior to this series 

of hearings? 
Mr. GATES. I may have been in the context of all the revelations 

associated with Iran-Contra. Yes sir. 
Senator METZENBAUM. And do you agree that he says in this that 

the CIA supported a Ghorbanifar proposal for sequential arms de
liveries and hostage releases? ; 

Is that what he is saying that you were supportive of? 
Mr. GATES. I have no idea what he is referring to, Senator. 
Senator METZENBAUM. Did you ever try to find out? 
Mr. GATES. NO sir, I didn't. j • ,. 
Senator METZENBAUM. Well, you know that it follows an Ollie 

North memo to Admiral Poindexter stating that the CIA supported 
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a Ghorbanifar proposal for sequential arms deliveries and „, 
releases. And the same day, the North notebook entry for^1^ 
tember reflected a call at 1500 from Charlie with the referez 
"Casey to call Poindexter, Gates supportive." And Ghorbanif^8 

calls to George "four times Saturday, two times today." 
You don't think that that indicates that he is saying that you 

supportive of the sequential arms deliveries and hostage release 
Mr. GATES. Again, Senator, I just don't have any idea whatfo 

entries mean. 
Senator METZENBAUM. When you were first nominated to be Di 

rector in 1987, this Committee sent you some questions to answe 
Your reply to a question on your qualifications for office strikes m 
as having been rather disingenuous. Let me quote from that reply 
"During my tenure as Deputy Director for Intelligence, I encour
aged the establishment of a new covert action review system 
within the CIA under which covert action proposals are reviewed 
by the Deputy Director for Intelligence and by appropriate experts 
in the Intelligence Directorate to validate premises underlying the 
proposal, assess the risk involved, and suggest ways to make pro-
posed activities more effective. During this same period, I sat as a 
member of the three person CIA panel, that is, the Executive Di
rector, the Inspector General, and the Deputy Director for Intelli
gence, which semiannually reviews all CLA covert action proposals 
for compliance with the rules and laws, quality of management and 
makes judgments about the efficacy of each operation." 

You went on to say, "From March 1981, I have served as a close 
advisor to the Director of Central Intelligence, not only in analysis 
and estimates, but in every aspect of intelligence policy including 
covert action." 

Frankly, wasn't it misleading for you to praise your establish
ment of a new system for reviewing covert action proposals when 
that system was actually completely ignored in the preparation of 
Findings in the Iran arms sales? And wasn't it even more mislead
ing in light of the fact that you never even protested about the cir
cumvention of that very system that you had put in place? 

Mr. GATES. Senator, I've testified on several occasions that the 
circumvention of that system was one of the major mistakes that 
CIA made during Iran-Contra. 

It is clear that had the system—well, CIA made a number of mis
takes during that time. We played by ground rules that somebody 
else made. We allowed somebody else to impose a compartmenta-
tion on us that was not even of our own making. We carried out 
covert actions or participation in a covert action without even 
having a copy of the Finding. So there were a number of mistakes 
made in connection with Iran-Contra. And the only thing that 1 
can say to you, Senator, is that this whole affair was up and run
ning and well underway for a number of months before I became 
Deputy Director. 

I think that the mistakes that were made in Iran-Contra under
score the importance of the involvement of the DI and the Direc
torate of Intelligence and other elements of the Agency—not make 
a mockery of it. 

Senator METZENBAUM. I think the Chair wants to close down 
shortly. So here is my last question. 
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Wasn't it also misleading for you to cite your membership in a 
three-person covert action review committee that, in fact, never re
viewed the quality, efficacy or legality of the Iran arms sales pro
gram, again, without your ever protesting about this? 

Mr! GATES. Senator, I probably should have said more about the 
fact that this Finding and our involvement in it from January 1986 
bypassed all of the safeguards and all of the systems that we had 
in place in CIA at that time to process covert actions. The fact that 
the Directorate of Intelligence was not involved in reviewing it and 

That said, I would only say that I think it is a reflection of the 
mistakes that were made and underscores the importance of stick
ing to the rules and to the system that we have created. But again 
I would just reiterate for you and for the record that the decision 
to go along with that kind of approach was made by the Director 
long before I became Deputy Director. 

Senator METZENBAUM. Mr. Chairman, I will be prepared to go 
forward whatever time you want in the morning. 

Chairman BOREN. All right. Would it be all right with you if we 
started at 9:00 o'clock in the morning. 

Senator RUDMAN. Mr. Chairman? 
Chairman BOREN. Senator Rudman. 
Senator RUDMAN. I'd like thirty seconds, just to keep the record 

complete. A careful analysis of the Iran-Contra hearing transcripts 
will indicate that there were a number of PROF notes which under 
examination Colonel North admitted were not accurate. 

Chairman BOREN. There were a number of PROF notes that 
Colonel North admitted were inaccurate. 

Senator METZENBAUM. What kind of notes? 
Senator RUDMAN. His diary and PROF notes and so forth that 

were not accurate. And I would be happy to refer the Senator to 
the page and chapter of those instances. 

Senator METZENBAUM. Would you agree probably that normally 
a person puts into his notebook accurate notes? 

Senator RUDMAN. NO absolutely not, Senator Metzenbaum. 
That's the world you and I live in. But that's not the world that 
some of those folks lived in. I learned that. 

Senator METZENBAUM. I want Senator Rudman as the next wit
ness. I have some questions for him. [General Laughter.] 

Senator RUDMAN. I would be delighted, Senator Metzenbaum. 
Chairman BOREN. I think some of the liveliest cross examination 

we've had has been between the two of you thus far. 
Senator MURKOWSKI. Mr. Chairman, I wonder if you would 

excuse me tomorrow for about twenty minutes. I have to open an 
Alaskan exhibit in the Rotunda at 9:00 o'clock and I will be here 
about 9:20. 

Chairman BOREN. Well, should we take this under advisement? 
Senator MURKOWSKI. YOU might want to look in your notes to 

see 
Chairman BOREN. There are those that are claiming that when I 

say 9:00 o'clock Oklahoma time, that might mean a little after 9:00 
0 clock anyway. But that is a vicious rumor. We will start on time 
at 9:00 o'clock with Senator Metzenbaum to continue with his ques
tioning and complete his questioning whenever he reaches that 
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point. And then after Senator Metzenbaum completes, we do n 
to send notice to Senator D'Amato because he will then be next?? 
lowed by Senator Bradley. 

I appreciate the cooperation of all Members of the Committ 
and the staff and also certainly appreciate the cooperation of ft 
nominee. I know it has been a long day and we appreciate your D 
tience in remaining with us for the night session. 

Senator METZENBAUM. Mr. Chairman, I think you ought to ask 
the witness whether or not that is convenient for him. It's been 
long day for him. If he needs a little more than 

Chairman BOREN. I thank this display of mercy from Senate 
Metzenbaum, let me direct that question to the nominee. 

Is 9:00 o'clock too early for you to begin or would you like to be 
in a little later than that? 

Mr. GATES. I am at the disposal of the Committee. 
Chairman BOREN. Is that all right with you to start at ftflo 

o'clock. 
Mr. GATES. Yes sir. 
Chairman BOREN. We will stand at recess until 9:00 o'clock in 

the morning. 
[Thereupon, at 9:03 o'clock p.m., the Committee stood in recess 
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nority Staff Director; Britt Snider, Chief Counsel; and Kathleen 
McGhee, Chief Clerk. 

Chairman BOREN. If we could clear the well, please, we will 
begin. 

We resume again this morning the confirmation hearings on the 
nomination of Mr. Robert Gates by the President to be the Director 
of Central Intelligence. 

Last evening we recessed while Senator Metzenbaum, the Sena
tor from Ohio, was questioning the witness. We will continue with 
that questioning again this morning. 

I will again for the record ask the nominee if he understands 
that he remains under oath. 

Mr. GATES. Yes, sir. 
Chairman BOREN. We will continue with those questions this 

morning for approximately an hour and a half. 
Other Members of the panel have indicated to me that they also 

have some scheduling problems. So Senator Metzenbaum will go on 
for about an hour and a half at which time, if he has additional 
questions to ask, he will hold them until his normal rotation. Then 
Senator D'Amato will be the next questioner. 

Staff members, please notify Senator D'Amato that he will follow 
Senator Metzenbaum at the end of that period. 

We will simply see how far we can get with the testimony and 
the questioning of the nominee today. 

As I have indicated we will not be in session past 5:00 this after
noon or tomorrow because of the observance of Yom Kippur. We 
will resume on Thursday morning at 9:30 with outside witnesses. 

It will be necessary for us to proceed with these outside witnesses 
on Thursday because of their schedules. We will then re-evaluate 
where we are with the hearing schedule. 

(539) 
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I will turn at this time to the Senator from Ohio to continu 
with his questioning. 

Senator Metzenbaum. 
Senator METZENBAUM. Thank you very much, Mr. Chairman 
Mr. Chairman, I want to welcome you, Mr. Gates, and welcom? 

back my colleagues who attended last night's session. 
I think last night's session sort of indicated to me that a number 

of, I guess the entire bank on the other side of the table had pretty 
much concluded this was, that the President wanted this appointee 
confirmed, that very strong substantive questions were not to be 
asked from that side of the aisle and that it was in the nature of a 
political confirmation. 

It is a little bit disappointing because I do not believe that a 
hearing of this kind, a matter of this importance, should have a po
litical overtone. 

But for those who were not here last night and to set the stage 
for today's continuation of my questions 

Senator RUDMAN. Mr. Chairman, I just want to make a point of 
personal privilege here. I object to that statement from my good 
friend from Ohio. 

I found the Senator from Ohio was factually incorrect on a 
number of presentations last evening, not only of the facts, but on 
the law. And when I find that, I am going to state that. 

And I resent being told that I am sitting here as a political pawn 
of anybody because I am not, nor are my colleagues. I would not 
accuse the Senator from Ohio of that. And I would appreciate it if 
he would not do that to me. 

Senator METZENBAUM. Well, Mr. Chairman, I think that Senator 
Rudman is really one of the finest Members we have in the United 
States Senate and he is a very good friend of mine. But I would 
appreciate if I might be permitted today to continue forth without 
being interrupted. 

If he takes issue with what I say, certainly, at an appropriate 
time, I think that is fine. 

Chairman BOREN. I know there are a lot of strong feelings about 
the issues before us, but I think there is also a lot of mutual re
spect among the Members. This is not a period of time for debate. 
let me say, on either side of the issue. It is a time for questioning 

I have said in the very beginning of this inquiry that we have 
not divided along party lines on any matter in this Committee 
since I have been Chairman. I do not expect that to happen now.j 
expect us to be, in our questions, to do our job thoroughly and 
fairly. That is exactly what we want to do. 

I would suggest that we use this period as a question time. vve 

will have plenty of time for debate as we go along. 
We have been more or less allowing a question that someone 

wants to interject or a follow-on question, but I will try to keep us 
from getting into debate. I will ask the cooperation of Members o 
both sides not to enter into debate. I do believe that Members <» 
this Committee all take their responsibilities seriously individual^ 

So let me ask the Senator from Ohio just to proceed with n» 
questioning at this time. 

Senator METZENBAUM. All right. I would like to summary 
where I think we stand so far. 
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M Gates, my questions last night were probing inconsistencies 
pn what you said to Congressional Committees at various 

^ s regarding Iran-Contra and what was actually happening in 
y°Sn^e°auestions were necessary, I felt, because of your apparent 
• wiitv to recall much at all about that time period. I was hoping 
f^pt some answers to the more than 70 important Iran-Contra 

«ti'ons posed to you by this Committee, for which you stated you 
q M not remember what you did, or that you never knew what 
°thers around you were doing, or that you never sought to know 
°,w was happening all around you. 

F r a S y M r . Gates, one of the most difficult challenges that I 
m finding in connection with your confirmation relates to the fact 

fïït so much was happening at the CIA and around the CIA that 
vou have pretty much indicated you did not know. You actually in
dicated that you did not want to know. 

I was particularly interested how in many of those cases there 
was in my view, something that was just hard to comprehend in 
the way you had used broad, general statements to obscure what I 
consider to be inconvenient realities. 

One very difficult area that, as you know, we discussed last 
night is what you did or should do when ordered by the President 
not tô disclose a covert action program to Congress. I am dismayed 
bv the fact that in 1986 you could assure us of the CIAs commit
ment to Congressional oversight while still not telling us of a major 
covert action program. . 

If you felt you could not tell us the full truth because the Presi
dent demanded your silence, then you should not have left us with 
the distinct impression that the CIA fully accepted the need to be 
candid and forthcoming with Congress. 

I was also concerned by your answers as to how you would have 
handled a direct question in 1986 regarding whether there were 
undisclosed covert action Findings. You said that m such a situa
tion you would have given a slightly deceptive answer, namely that 
you lacked all the facts, in order to get time to warn Casey that 
you were on the spot. . , „ , 

Politically, I can understand why you would want to do that. But 
you also said that you would not view this answer as misleading, 
which I found hard to accept. To slightly deceive Congress is to 
mislead Congress. , c, . . i 

You went on to say that you would have gotten back to us quick-
ly with the full truth or you would resign. And that unquestionably 
was a good answer. _ ._. J t . c --• 

But this seems to miss the point. If you are hiding things trom 
us, even for a short time, then how can we ever trust you trutmui-
ly to answer a question when it is posed? 

Last night I put forth my view that when this Committee asks a 
CIA official to testify on a matter, it does not and cannot suffice tor 
that official to give incomplete answers. For instance, we now know 
that in the case of your preparation of Iran-Contra testimony tor 
Director Casey, you ignored and omitted information that turned 
out to be unbelievably important. . V A > Qn 

Given that there were serious concerns about the Agency s ac
tivities, ranging from the November 1985 incident to the use ot a 

53-019 0 - 9 2 - 1 8 
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man like Ghorbanifar in the operation, those concerns should h 
been shared with us as well. You have to level with us, not 
give us the CIA line. ' JUst 

It is abundantly clear that Bill Casey failed to level with us H 
evaded saying that Albert Hakim was used as the interpreter ! 
some meetings with the Iranians. He avoided any mention of Oil 
North by saying that he could not be sure who at the White Hou 
had worked on the January 1986 finding. He left out the role S 
Mr. Ghorbanifar, even though he had personally warned the Presi 
dent about that person. 

According to your testimony last night, you not only failed to in 
elude a full description of the problems in this operation in Mr 
Casey's testimony, you also failed to read the transcript of the 
hearing. 

Mr. Gates, this was not just a routine intelligence hearing. It was 
not like, as I think you said, one of the thousand appearances or 
something of that kind, of CIA people before Congressional hear
ings. This was the CIA's first effort to tell Congress about the big
gest intelligence blunder in years. 

Moreover, you had previously promised this Committee that you 
would correct the record if mistakes were made in CIA testimony. 
And yet, no such correction was offered. 

We were, in fact, misled. 
And a few scant days later, when this case broke wide open, 

every Member of this Committee knew they had been misled. My 
point here is that you entered into an obligation that you did not 
fulfill. Your answers last night affirm that fact. 

Maybe the problem was in giving such blithe assurances to Con
gress in the first place, but I do not think so. I think the problem 
was that once having given this assurance, you failed to set up a 
system that would enable you to keep your promise. And that leads 
me to the basic theme that today's questions will develop. 

Let us set aside the question that your actions in Iran-Contra 
were at odds with what you were saying to us. The fact is that this 
whole episode was not one in which your performance was especial
ly admirable. 

Let us go back to the first time that you say you heard about the 
Iran arms sale. On December 5, 1985, you attended a meeting at 
the CIA where you learned that the Agency had been involved the 
previous month in supporting an Israeli transfer of U.S. arms to 
Iran without a Presidential Finding. A Finding had then been 
drafted to include retroactive language and a Congressional non
disclosure clause. 

Such a transfer violated stated arms embargoes on Iran and 
Agency rules on getting high-level approval for operational support 
to the White House. It violated an Executive Order provision on 
the CIA's role in covert actions. And it violated U.S. laws on the 
need for Presidential Findings and on the need to report to Con
gress. 

The record suggests that in 1985 and 1986, when the U.S. began 
to ship arms to Iran, you did nothing to protect blatant violation of 
U.S. policy and circumvention of your own authority. 

The question is, why did you not immediately voice your objec
tions to your superiors? Why did you not immediately insist on 
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reporting procedure with respect to any future covert activi-

fy? 
TESTIMONY OF ROBERT M. GATES—Resumed 

Mr GATES. Senator Metzenbaum, the period during which these 
ents took place I was Deputy Director for Intelligence. The meet-

f that Mr. McMahon held was one in which I was asked, along 
m,th another colleague from the analytical directorate, several fac
i a l questions about what had happened, what was happening in 

We were asked about the number of operational tanks and about 
a biography of one of the military leaders and several other ques
tions Mr. McMahon, according to the reconstruction of the notes of 
his assistant, then turned to people from the Directorate of Oper
ations and was told that a flight had gone, that several other 
flights were expected. It was not certain whether HAWKS were on 
the plane. And I think, in response to a question from him, that 
the Finding had been signed. 

These were all matters completely outside my area of responsibil
ity Senator. I make no bones about the fact that I was not knowl
edgeable about the specifics of the law with respect to the Arms 
Export Control Act and so on. 

But, again, these matters were outside of my area. And I would 
say to you that when it became my responsibility, as I indicated 
last night, I promulgated new rules as Acting Director forbidding a 
proprietary to undertake any action on behalf of the Government 
without presumption that a Finding would be required. 

Senator METZENBAUM. DO you have any doubt in your mind that 
what was being talked about at that meeting was illegal, was im
proper, and that it should not have taken place? Did you not have 
any feeling about that at all? 

Mr. GATES. NO sir. 
And I may say that the Deputy Director at the time, Mr. McMa

hon, was a man of enormous probity and I was completely comfort
able with the circumstances that were going on at that time. 

Senator METZENBAUM. YOU did not think that you ought to let 
your own group review the draft Finding? 

Did it not appear on its face to you that there was something 
wrong taking place? 

Mr. GATES. NO, sir, it did not. 
Senator METZENBAUM. I think that is one of the things ol con

cern, Mr. Gates. And that is that when you knew, when you 
learned things—and you are not a novice in this business, you were 
a pretty high ranking official at all points in the last several years, 
certainly during this period—you were not at least sensitive to 
what was transpiring and did not feel a responsibility either to call 
a halt or to raise a question with those in higher authority. 

Six weeks later a subsequent Finding was signed, which escalat
ed U.S. involvement in this mission. You have testified that you 
did not learn of the second Finding until a week after it was 
signed. It authorized direct U.S. shipment of arms to Iran, a con
tinuation of the policy of non-disclosure to Congress, and a require-
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ment that you provide U.S. intelligence to Iran pertaining to botK 
Iraqi order of battle and the Soviet threat to Iran's borders. 

As far as I can tell, your only objection to this initiative was 
meek protest that you did not agree with the plan for intelligenc

a 

analysis coming out of your Directorate. But then you went ahead 
and provided the intelligence. 

The Finding authorized using Mr. Ghorbanifar as a middle man 
in this operation, even though he had failed CIA lie detector tests 
and other intelligence agencies had been warned by the CIA to stay 
away from him. It also authorized keeping Congress out of the loop 
I suppose because we were allegedly unreliable and would not keep 
it secret. 

In this instance we find that the Executive branch trusted a 
shady character like Ghorbanifar to be a key player on behalf of 
the Government, but considered Congress so unreliable that it kept 
us in the dark. 

When all of this came to your attention, did it occur to you that 
the White House and the National Security Council were keeping 
Congress in the dark not for security reasons, but because they 
knew what they were doing was not sustainable as a credible policy 
with the American people? 

Mr. GATES. Senator, the Agency in the person of Mr. McMahon 
in early December protested this entire policy in a meeting with 
the President. At the same time, I was told later, the Secretary of 
State and Secretary of Defense registered their objections with the 
policy. And those objections had been overruled by the President. 

At the end of January when I was briefed on the Finding, I do 
not think that my protest was a meek one. Mr. McMahon subse
quently sent a cable to Director Casey saying that everyone in the 
Agency who was involved in this thought it was a bad idea and 
that we should not proceed. But he had been told to proceed by Ad
miral Poindexter; and unless Mr. Casey interceded, we would pro
ceed to provide the intelligence. 

So with respect to Ghorbanifar, I was later told that the Agency 
had in fact been very direct with the NSC in telling them that 
Ghorbanifar was an unreliable character. As I indicated yesterday, 
however, the testimony, the earlier drafts of the testimony that I 
saw that Mr. Casey would have given indicated that Israel had, in 
fact, vouched for the reliability of Mr. Ghorbanifar and I think 
that that overruled 

Senator METZENBAUM. When did you see this? 
Mr. GATES. I was told about—I'm sorry, the comment about Mr. 

Casey's statement? 
Senator METZENBAUM. That Israel vouched for Mr. Ghorbanifar? 
Mr. GATES. There was a statement in the 12:00 noon draft of the 

20 November 1986 testimony that indicated that the Israelis had 
vouched for the Iranian intermediary who was Ghorbanifar. 

Senator METZENBAUM. Did your own informants at the CIA, did 
they tell you that Ghorbanifar was reliable? 

Mr. GATES. NO, sir. I recall hearing around that time—I can't be 
precise about the timing—that he had, in fact, failed the polygraph 
test and he was considered unreliable, and that we had so informed 
the NSC. 
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Senator METZENBAUM. Did you not have a right to review the 
draft Findings? . . . 

Mr GATES. In the normal course of events, yes, sir. 
Senator METZENBAUM. In fact, you actually cited your general 
le in reviewing draft Findings as a qualification for you to be 

ronfirmed for higher office. 
Why did you not stick up for your right to review these Findings 

a Mr GATES. This was clearly a special arrangement that had been 
made and was being carried out under the auspices of the White 
House, the President. The President had been directly involved. 
Mr Casey and Mr. McMahon had been directly involved. 

I probably should have protested. Yes, sir. But I did not under 
those circumstances. 

Senator METZENBAUM. YOU gave written testimony to this Com
mittee that you saw a scenario paper for the National Security 
Council in February 1986 which laid out a schedule for the ex
change of arms for hostages. 

You have described the scenario, which predicted the Ayatollah 
Khomeini would be dead by May of that year, as laughable. That 
was the quality of the intelligence operation that had been taken 
out of your agency's control. Yet, you allowed it to go forward. 

At the same time, you, in your words, quote, "lost touch with the 
project" as you became involved with the confirmation process to 
become Deputy Director of Central Intelligence. Now, the foreign 
policy implications of an arms for hostages swap with Iran were 
staggering. The plan being implemented was doomed to be a fiasco. 

The question is, how could you put your personal agenda over 
your obvious obligations as a professional to put a halt to this vio
lation of U.S. policy? And let me point out that I am not making 
an accusation that you put your personal agenda over your obliga
tions; rather, I am referring to previous testimony, previous state
ments of yours, either in your questionnaire or at some other point, 
that that was the reason that you did not give more attention to 
the subject. 

Mr. GATES. Sir, the President of the United States made the deci
sion to sell arms for hostages. He may or may not have made that 
decision in the context of larger objectives or an opening to Iran 
and so forth. But that was his decision. 

It was a policy decision. It was a policy decision that was protest
ed by the Secretary of State and the Secretary of Defense and the 
Acting Director of Central Intelligence. 

Again, it was a policy decision. The President decided to go for
ward. It seems to me that it is not the role of CIA to question the 
policy decision. We should have questioned how our part of that op
eration was carried out and the fact that it was in violation of all 
of the procedures and approaches that we normally would take in 
one of these covert actions. 

In that area I think we were negligent as an agency. But I would 
say that as a policy matter it was not up to me, or in fact to Mr. 
McMahon, to question the policy decision that the President had 
made. 

Senator METZENBAUM. In May 1986, you were Deputy Director. 
You or Mr. Casey received a memo from Charlie Allen regarding 
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Ghorbanifar and release of the hostages. Mr. Allen warned th 
the NSC initiative to secure release of the hostages was "HPQ,I • 
the water." ad ln 

Not only was the mission at variance with our stated forei^ 
policy, but it was operationally a failure. There was no longer a^ 
excuse that the security of the mission required it to be kept secM 
from Congress and the people of this country. In fact, there was n 
other point to keeping it secret except to avoid the embarrassment 
the disclosure would cause the CIA and the Administration. 

Why did you not then insist the White House disclose the 5-
month and 6-month old secret Findings to Congress in order to pre
serve the integrity of the Agency? 

Mr. GATES. Well, sir, I've indicated that I told Director Casey at 
various times during that period that we would pay a terrible price 
with the Intelligence Committees when this came out. 

The other side of it, though, is that while those in the Agency 
who were involved in this thing thought that the operation was 
dead in the water, those downtown at the NSC and the White 
House still believed there was the opportunity to get additional 
hostages out. In fact, they continued to believe that well into No
vember. And so that was their justification for continuing to keep 
it secret. 

Senator METZENBAUM. But you were not concerned at all as to 
the integrity of the Agency, knowing the impropriety of this act, 
knowing it violated American laws? 

Mr. GATES. Well, sir, I didn't have any indication that the action 
was a violation of the law. 

We had a legitimate Finding signed by the President. I had no 
indication that there was any violation of U.S. law. I thought it 
was a mistake. I thought it was a foreign policy mistake. But as I 
indicated in my opening statement yesterday, I think one of the 
things that I should have done was to have protested harder, more 
vigorously that the non-notification provision be lifted. 

Senator METZENBAUM. AS you mention again your statement yes
terday, I do have to reflect upon the fact that nothing is more 
useful in many instances than to say, I was wrong, mea culpa, my 
fault, I am sorry, I should not have, I would do it differently. 

But we are sitting here in judgment of you as to whether you 
have the integrity, the intellectual capacity, the responsibility to 
head one of our nation's most important, if not the most important 
agency. Certainly there is nothing comparable to it. 

And the question that we have to decide in our mind is if he did 
not see the wrong in yesteryear, if he did not protest when he was 
in a position to protest, if he did not raise issues when he could 
have raised issues, if he did not report to the Congress when he 
should have reported to the Congress, what is the magical transfor
mation that has taken place in Robert Gates when he comes before 
us today, yesterday, and the next several days for confirmation 
that makes that Robert Gates a different person from the one who 
did not meet those same responsibilities in yesteryear? 

Mr. GATES. Senator, I would say to you that, as I indicated yes
terday, when I arrived as Deputy Director I had no direct experi
ence in supervising clandestine activities. The role and nature of 
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oorietaries and so on, as an example, were not something that I 
Had dealt with in the past. 

These operations that you are describing, the Iran initiative, had 
hpen ongoing for a number of months when I arrived on the scene. 
Thad complete confidence in Mr. McMahon who had served as the 
Deputy Director for Operations for 4 years, whom I knew to be a 
Jnan who was a stickler for the rules, proper procedure and the 
law and whom I respected a great deal. I had no reason to believe 
that there was anything improper going on. 

I moved slowly in involving myself in the clandestine affairs of 
the Agency, probably too slowly. And as I indicated yesterday, I 
think that beginning the very day that I became Acting Director— 
not today, not yesterday, not when I was nominated for this posi
tion now, not even when I was nominated in February 1987, did I 
suddenly'come to these things or learn these lessons. 

But the record is clear that I learned them immediately. Begin
ning when I became acting Director in the middle of December 
1986, I began to put into place the kind of procedures that would 
ensure that this kind of thing wouldn't happen again. And I took 
actions on receiving information. 

The illustration that I used yesterday, to insure that the Con
gress was fully informed when we received information that even 
suggested the possibility of an impropriety. And that happened, 
Senator, within a matter of days after I became Acting Director, 
not in connection with any nomination procedure. 

Senator METZENBAUM. I think that is one of the toughest ques
tions for us sitting on this Committee, and that is, is the Robert 
Gates who failed to meet his responsibilities in yesteryear a differ
ent Robert Gates from the one who aspires to be Director of the 
CIA? 

It is a difficult question for us to decide. 
I will go on with my questioning. 
Chairman BOREN. Senator Metzenbaum, let me interject one 

point. 
Mr. McMahon's name has come up a number of times. 
Senator METZENBAUM. Pardon? 
Chairman BOREN. Mr. McMahon, the name of Mr. McMahon, has 

come up a number of times today in the oral questioning and in 
the nominee's answers. 

I will point out, I want to point out to the Members of the Com
mittee that we do have Mr. McMahon scheduled to be a witness 
before us on Thursday. So we will also have an opportunity to ques
tion Mr. McMahon. 

Senator METZENBAUM. I thank the Chairman. I thank you. Later 
that same month, Mr. Gates, you were briefed by Admiral Poin-
dexter on the status of a mission to Iran undertaken by former Na
tional Security Advisory Bud McFarlane. McFarlane had learned 
the hostages would not be released, despite an arms delivery in 
February and another on McFarlane's plane. 

Poindexter's briefing was an opportunity to point out that the 
secret scheme was failing. We were sending arms and we were not 
getting hostages. It was a chance to speak up and make the case 
that Congress ought to be brought in, that Congress ought to be ad
vised. 
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Why did you not speak up at that point? 
Mr. GATES. Senator, I should have spoken up. I indicated th 

yesterday. I was the deputy to Mr. Casey. Mr. Casey was present! 
that. And I frankly deferred to him in this matter. As I indicated 
yesterday I probably should have spoken up more. 

Senator METZENBAUM. Well, you knew you could not speak up to 
Casey. You said you became uneasy about the prolonged delay S 
the timely notification of Congress. I think I remember you savins 
yesterday it was 11 months after that Congress was notified of this 
Am I correct in my recollection? 

Mr. GATES. I think about 10 months, 10 months or so. 
Senator METZENBAUM. YOU also said you spoke to Casey, encour

aging him to advise this Committee, but he overruled you. 
You were faced with the choice of continuing a successful, profes

sional life where you were in line to be Director of Central Intelli
gence or you could have protested to the President or you could 
have resigned. 

The President and Casey both favored the policy, so you went 
along. 

Mr. Gates, this disastrous policy was barreling down a track 
headed for a cliff. Did you not think you had to do more than you 
did? Or are you now saying, "Yes, in retrospect I should have done 
more, but I did not"? 

Mr. GATES. Senator, again, the decision to undertake these deal
ings with Iran was a policy decision. 

It was a decision that more senior policy people in the Govern
ment did not feel warranted their resignation. 

I would say that, frankly, in my 25 years of experience in Gov
ernment there has been more than one Presidential policy that I 
thought was flawed, that I thought held negative consequences po
tentially for this country. And I decided to stay on the job. It is not 
because I thought I was going to be Director of Central Intelli
gence. I certainly had no anticipation of that during the spring of 
1986. 

I had just become Deputy. That was a new assignment for me, so 
I had no idea that that would happen. In fact, the odds were 
against it. I assumed that there probably wouldn't be another 
career professional to ever become Director of Central Intelligence, 
given the history of the preceding 15 years or so. 

I take your point in terms of the fact that I should have protest
ed non-notification of the Congress. I acknowledged that yesterday. 
But in terms of the policy, it was a policy decision by the President. 
It wasn't the first wrong policy decision by a President. That did 
not warrant my resignation in my view. 

Senator METZENBAUM. Admiral Poindexter has twice testified 
that he approached you in July 1986 with a proposal that the CIA 
purchase a supply network that had been set up for the Contras 
and consisted of airplanes, boats, warehouses, and weapons. 

In his deposition, he said your response was, "Let me check into 
it," or something like that. 

The network was worth over $4 million. An exchange of commu
nications through the White House computer between North and 
Poindexter appears to verify Poindexter's testimony that he had at 
least one conservation with you about the possibility of the CIA 
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k'ng over the resupply network when legal restrictions were 
Sïed by Congress. A private network set up and run by officiais of 
i h U S . Government was, of course, in violation of the Boland 

You told us last night that although you did not remember Poin-
H xter's call or your subsequent call out to Alan Fiers, it would not 
w e seemed unusual for the private benefactors to want to recoup 
their investment by selling off their assets. I think you put it, 
"Well, it did not seem illogical these people were doing this, asking 
the CIA to come in and buy it." 

But should it not have bothered you that the National Security 
Adviser to the President was acting as their broker? Why did you 
not immediately notify the Attorney General, or why did you not 
go and report to your Director that NSC officials were brokering 
for the private benefactors? Or why did you not come to Congress? 

How can we be certain that when you again learn of some viola
tion of law, as this was, that you will not again stay silent about 
any future illegalities by Government officials? 

Even yesterday you made it appear that it really was not that 
terrible a thing for CIA to be involved in talking about, or buying, 
paying this private group the $4 million. But they were a private 
group, as we now know. 

Mr. GATES. Senator, at that time I had no idea that they were 
anything more than a private group of people who had gotten to
gether to support the Contras. 

I had no indication that there was a violation of law. And it did 
not seem to me that, again, I have no direct recollection of this con
versation. In fact, as I indicated last night there is no record in 
either my meeting logs or my telephone logs of having this conver
sation with Admiral Poindexter. 

But accepting the premise that we did have the conversation, it 
would not have seemed to me that he was brokering for the private 
benefactors as much as saying these people had made a contribu
tion and at the encouragement of their Government, their money 
and so on, and that they were interested when a legal program 
came into effect, a congressionally approved program, in recouping. 
Now, I'm reading all of that into it. None of that was discussed at 
the time. But that's why I didn't see anything untoward in what he 
said to me. 

Senator METZENBAUM. Even as you sit here, you do not seem to 
recognize the responsibility to have said to Poindexter, "Hey, wait 
a minute. What do you as a Government official, top ranking Gov
ernment official, what do you have to do in connection with this? 
Where are we involved? How is our Government involved? How did 
you get involved? What is going on here?" 

Even as you sit here, you do not see any problem about that. You 
say, "I do not see anything wrong. We just thought a private group 
was doing this." 

But you do not see any responsibility. You have an inquiring 
mind, ostensibly, to be in the position that you are presently in and 
the one that you aspire to be in. 

How can you sit here and not say to us that you should have said 
to Poindexter, "What in the devil are you doing in this situation? 
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What is this all about? Is our Government involved?" You do 
seem to find tha t to be a problem at all. n°t 

Mr. GATES. I'm trying to put myself back into that period SP 
tor, in terms of my knowledge ' ^ n a -

Senator METZENBAUM. That is what I am asking you to do 
Mr. GATES [continuing]. At tha t time. And all I'm telling you • 

that I had no idea tha t there was anything improper or inappion * 
ate going on. I had a view of Admiral Poindexter that he was 
completely straight arrow and a completely straight shooter î 
wasn't suspicious tha t he was involved in criminal activity 
wrongdoing of any kind. " y 0r 

As I indicated earlier yesterday, maybe I should have been more 
skeptical at that time. But it seemed to me a not inappropriate 
thing for him to say. Or at least, it didn't set off any alarm belk 
for me that something inappropriate or illegal was going on. 

Obviously, if I had known more about what the NSC role was I 
would have pressed the issue much harder, not just with the Direc-
tor, but perhaps elsewhere. But based on the information that I 
had at the time, I didn't see anything, it didn't set off any alarm 
bells for me. 

Senator METZENBAUM. I am afraid, Mr. Gates, that the fact that 
we sit here looking at you as the should-have-been, would-have-
been, could-have-been, rather than the man who is, concerns me 

You testified before this Committee on December 4, 1986, regard
ing Charlie Allen's October 1, 1986, approach to you about his con
cerns regarding possible diversion of monies to the Contras. You 
told us, "consistent with the way we had responded to such stories 
in the past, my first reaction was to tell Mr. Allen I didn't want to 
hear any more about it, that I didn't want to know anything about 
funding for the Contras." Those are your words, not mine. 

Continuing your comment, "We actively discouraged people from 
telling us things. We did not pursue lines of questioning." 

Mr. Gates, that blows my mind, for a man in your position not to 
want, deliberately not to want to know. "I didn't want to know 
anything about funding for the Contras. I didn't want to hear any
more about it." 

The motto inscribed on the entrance of CIA headquarters is 
Know the Truth. The Agency is mandated to learn what is going 
on in the world and report its knowledge to the proper public offi
cials, including Congress, a Congress which was on record as being 
very concerned about our Government's funding of the Contras. 

How do you reconcile your determination not to learn the facts 
about funding for the Contras with your duties to follow the CIA 
motto, to ensure that the CIA obeyed the law, to do the job that 
you were ostensibly doing? How can you justify a determination 
not to know? 

Mr. GATES. TWO points, Senator. 
First of all, it was Agency policy to keep as great a distance as 

possible between ourselves and the private benefactors. There were 
clear prohibitions in the Boland Amendment in terms of our rela
tionship with the private benefactors. And my initial reaction to 
that policy was that we weren't supposed to know, we weren't sup
posed to have any contacts; it was basically none of our business 
who was giving money to the Contras or how much it was. 
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Now the second point is that although that was my immediate 
ction to Mr. Allen, one of the surprise, perhaps, to what he said, 

i S fact is that the actions I took are quite different. 
T told him to see the Director as soon as possible. When he saw 

h Director we had him put down in writing what his views were. 
T nailed in the General Counsel. I took his recommendations. And 

etook all of this down to the National Security Advisor. So that 
while my initial reaction of surprise or dismay to what he was 
bout to tell me or what he wanted to tell me was as you have de

scribed it, my actions bespeak a very different approach and a very 
different attitude. 

Let me make one final point on this question, Senator Metz-
enbaum. As I've thought about my 1987 confirmation hearing, one 
of the few things that I said in that hearing that I regretted was 
the statement that we didn't want to know and we shunned infor-

Unfortunately, I chose in those hearings to speak from an insti
tutional standpoint. I choose to repeat what I had been told by 
others in the Agency had been their approach when people had 
come to them or when they thought they might have the opportu
nity to learn more—they had shunned the information. They had 
turned it away. They didn't want to know. 

But I don't think there's any example in the record and of all the 
interviews that this committee has done of somebody coming to me 
from the Agency and reporting wrongdoing or an impropriety 
during that period. And the first time I have any recollection of 
that happening on October 1, 1986, I took an action. And I think 
that is more important. 

Senator METZENBAUM. Mr. Gates, you do not seem to understand 
that is it not enough to just wait for somebody to come and report 
an impropriety. You are an intelligence officer. You are skilled m 
this business. 

You get dribbles. You get something from Charlie Allen, or you 
get some comment from Poindexter, or you pick up some informa
tion from others, I think Kerr, all of them touch upon the subject. 
There are others, and I cannot remember all of them at this 
moment. What bothers me is that this very intelligent man, this 
high-ranking official in the CIA and formerly the NSC, does not 
say, "Wait a minute, tell me some more. What did you say? What 
did you say about a Swiss bank account? What did you say about 
this or that?" But instead you say, "We did not want to know. 1 
was not interested in information." And frankly, I think that is 
fundamental to the whole question of this confirmation. Why does 
this man, who is so strongly supported by the President, and by my 
colleagues on the other side of the aisle, and I respect thein what
ever their judgment may be, why should this man be confirmed, 
who did not want to know and, when he was given dribbles of in
formation, was not willing to press forward and say, Wait a 
minute, what is going on? I want to know more. There is a possible 
violation of the Boland Amendment here. I believe we have a re
sponsibility." '• „ T , 

It was as if he had said, "I am fading into the shadows. I do not 
want to hear another word about it. See no evil, hear no evil, 
speak no evil. And so, Robert Gates, who was on the upswing at 
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the Agency, knows that things are happening, gets enough-.* 
maybe complete evidence, not enough to convict, not enough t 
take to a jury, but enough that a well-trained intelligence offic ° 
should have been alerted, alarmed, concerned in each instance ? 
each instance—this is the disturbing part—it was not just once S 
was time and again. In each instance, Robert Gates says, "I do not 
want to know any more." That is what bothers me. 

You know that oversight and reporting of runaway operations is 
a key duty of every CIA official, from case officer, or intelligence 
officer, to Deputy Director, right up the line. The question is j 
guess I have already stated it—why should we believe that you will 
diligently pursue such duties as Director, regardless of the political 
consequences, when your first reaction to concerns over possible il
legal activity was a desire to remain ignorant of the facts? I guess 
you have answered that to the best of your ability. If you want to 
add anything more you are welcome to do so, and then I will go on. 

Mr. GATES. Well again, Senator, I would just observe that when 
the information was brought to me, although, as I acknowledged 
yesterday, in retrospect I did not do enough, the fact is that I did 
act. I ensured that it was taken to Mr. Casey. I got his permission 
to brief the General Counsel, and asked the General Counsel to 
look into it. I followed the General Counsel's advice. We took the 
information to the National Security Advisor, whom I believed to 
be an upright, straight-arrow person, and encouraged him to have 
the White House counsel review it. We urged that it be made 
public. We urged both of those things again on the 6th of Novem
ber. 

This was a policy in which the President was directly and per
sonally involved. They still believed that they could get some hos
tages out, but those actions were taken, Senator. And I think that 
beyond that, the record that I established as Acting Director, begin
ning on the 15th of December, illustrates that I recognized that I 
should have been more aggressive, particularly in those first 2 
weeks in October, and that I took steps that that kind of thing 
would not happen, and, furthermore, to begin building the kind of 
institutional safeguards that would ensure that we would not end 
up in an operation of that kind again. 

Senator METZENBAUM. YOU testified on several occasions that 
Charlie Allen came to you on October 1st, 1986, and said that he 
believed profits of the Iran arms sales might be going to arm the 
Contras in Nicaragua. You viewed that as mere "speculation," that 
is your word. 

In your February 1987 testimony, you described Mr. Allen's in
formation as worrisome, but extraordinarily flimsy. However, Mr. 
Allen has sworn in depositions to this Committee that he told you 
two critical facts. First, the government of Iran was being over
charged for HAWK missile parts, and second, that Mr. Ghorbanifar 
was charged $15 million for those parts, even though they were 
worth no more than $5 million to $7 million. He also swears that 
he told you he had this information not only from Mr. Ghorbanifar 
himself, but also from the Israeli contact, Amiram Nir. The impli
cations of that fact were that somebody closer than Ghorbanifar— 
either Secord or Hakim, or North—was making huge profits frorn 
the sale of weapons they had purchased through your agency. Did 
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that not warrant greater action? Was that not a matter of major 

C°ïnstead, what you did was you waited a week to see Casey, you 
aited another week to get a memo from Charlie Allen, and then 

^ p l y told Poindexter that he had a problem. Was not greater, 
more expeditious action warranted than that? 

Mr GATES. Mr. Allen has told me that when he met with me, I 
told him in that meeting that he should see the Director as quickly 
as possible. He told me that the fact that he did not get in to see 
the Director until the 7th was due to his own scheduling, or that 
that was his problem, that I had told him to see him as quickly as 

*We told him to write up his findings. It took him a week to do 
that. It was a long memorandum, 7 or 8 pages, single-spaced, so the 
timing, Senator, was more a function of Mr. Allen's than of mine. 

Senator METZENBAUM. YOU say the timing was more Mr. Allen's 
than yours? 

Mr. GATES. In terms of the delays that you were speaking of. 
Senator METZENBAUM. Were you superior to Mr. Allen at that 

point? 
Mr. GATES. Yes, sir. 
Senator METZENBAUM. SO that once you knew the information, 

and you knew of the improprieties, to say that you put it off on a 
subordinate, is that an adequate answer, that because Mr. Allen 
did not get around to it, therefore nothing took place? 

Mr. GATES. Senator, again, as I indicated yesterday, Mr. Allen's 
primary concern was over the operational security of this entire 
initiative with Iran. That meant the danger of disclosure of this 
major controversial foreign policy initiative. In his 7-plus page, 
single-spaced memorandum, there was but one sentence that made 
reference to the possibility of a diversion; and even there, he 
couched it in terms that if Mr. Ghorbanifar's financial needs are 
not met, he might make the following allegations, and one of those 
allegations was that some of the money had been diverted from the 
arms sales to joint projects of the United States and Israel. That 
was a much vaguer formulation than he had come to me with. 

Senator METZENBAUM. Did you think you ought to go back to 
him and say, "Why did you not put in your memo the things you 
told me?" 

Mr. GATES. I assumed that as he had sat down to put it on paper, 
his own uncertainties had grown; and again, the focus was primari
ly on the operational security of this matter, not the diversion. We 
probably lost sight of the main problem there, but the focus was 
clearly on the danger of disclosure of the entire initiative. 

Senator METZENBAUM. He also pointed out, in that memo, that 
Ghorbanifar had been charged $15 million instead of the $5 million 
to $7 million cost, did he not? 

Mr. GATES. He mentioned that there had been some back and 
forth, and charges of overcharging, but I do not recall the specifics, 
that he had mentioned the specifics. Frankly, Senator, these ap
peared to me to be a couple of Iranian arms dealers dealing with 
one another, and the idea that somebody was getting cheated did 
not strike me as particularly surprising. 
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Senator METZENBAUM. Wait a minute. Was not Secord or Hakim 
or North in the loop? When you say it was just some foreign armS 
dealers, Secord and North were not foreign arms dealers, were 
they? 

Mr. GATES. The only recollection that I had of Mr. Secord's name 
being mentioned was the broad view, the broad statement by Mr 
Allen that one of the things that roused his concern was the fact 
that Mr. Secord was involved in the private benefactor effort, and 
also was involved in the Iranian effort. I did not recall any specific 
discussion of the specific roles that either Secord or Hakim were 
playing in the initiative. 

Senator METZENBAUM. On December 4, 1986, you agreed with 
Senator Cohen's characterization of your views as follows: "In 
other words, if the money was skimmed off by Khashoggi, Ghor-
banifar, or Secord, or anybody else, or North himself, and given to 
the Contras, then as far as you were concerned that does not in
volve the CIA in any fashion." And according to my notes, you 
agreed with Senator Cohen's description to that effect. Do you still 
agree? 

Mr. GATES. NO, sir. 
Senator METZENBAUM. Well, how do you disagree now, or are you 

questioning the quote that I gave you? 
Mr. GATES. NO, sir. I had less than 24 hours' notice that I was to 

appear before that hearing, Senator. I had virtually no time to pre
pare. I had little knowledge of the specific arrangements that had 
been involved in some of these financial transactions, with respect 
to the arms transfers. I think that—I do not know the law specifi
cally, I am not a lawyer—but I would say now that if that informa
tion came to my attention, I would regard that as a serious prob
lem. 

Senator METZENBAUM. What would you do about it now? 
Mr. GATES. Well, if something like that came to my attention 

now, Senator, I would first see the National Security Advisor and 
tell him there was a problem. If he did not immediately follow up 
either with the White House counsel or the Attorney General, I 
would—and if he did not or did not want me to do that, I would go 
to the President. 

Senator METZENBAUM. In those same hearings in December 1986, 
you testified, "We did not want to ask him factual questions about 
what he was doing with the funds. I assumed that he was involved 
in efforts to get money for the Contras, and this was one of those 
areas where we did not pursue obvious lines of questioning because 
we did not want to get involved in knowing about the sources of 
funding." 

Mr. Gates, that is incredible. That is almost unbelievable that 
you, the Deputy Director of the CIA, did not want to launch an in
vestigation because you did not want to get involved in knowing 
about the source of funding. Were you afraid you would find out 
something illegal was going on? Why did you not want to get in
volved? Why did you not want to know the facts? 

Mr. GATES. Again, because of my concern that we keep our dis
tance from the private benefactors, Senator. 

Senator METZENBAUM. SO you had a willful intent not to know 
the facts. 
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Mr. GATES. About the private benefactor effort. Yes, sir. 
Senator METZENBAUM. Charlie Allen also swears that he told you 

during you r October 1 meeting that when he discussed Mr. Ghor-
banifar's problems with OUie North, North said he might have to 
use "the reserve to pay off Ghorbanifar and keep him quiet." Did 
that not suggest that North was getting extra money from some
where? Again, did you not want to know where the private money 
was coming from. 

Mr. GATES. No, sir. I do not remember Mr. Allen saying that; but 
assuming he did say it, mention of the word reserve would have 
suggested to me that North was somehow suggesting that the CIA 
reserve be used, and I just considered that sort of outlandish talk 
and dismissed it—would have dismissed it. The idea that there was 
some other kind of account would not have occurred to me at all. 

Senator METZENBAUM. Mr. Gates, Mr. Allen told you that there 
had been overcharges to the middlemen who were supposedly help
ing us get hostages out of the Middle East. In other words, someone 
was cheating the people we were relying on to rescue American 
lives. Did you not think it important that you get to the bottom of 
that? 

Mr. GATES. Senator, as I indicated earlier, I thought that most of 
the people we were working with were highly unreliable. 

Senator METZENBAUM. YOU did not care if they were being cheat
ed? Let us assume they were highly unreliable. Let us also assume 
that they were helping to rescue lives, contrary to actual fact, but 
let us make those assumptions. If somebody was an unreliable 
person, but that person was trying to rescue American lives, would 
it not bother you at all if our Government or its representatives 
were somehow involved in cheating them? 

Mr. GATES. My understanding, Senator, at that time was that the 
two aspects of this operation were basically unrelated. On the one 
hand, you had the arms sales to Iran; but it was the Iranian Gov
ernment that, in fact, was involved in the hostage releases, not 
those who were engaged in the arms transfers. 

Senator METZENBAUM. YOU also learned from Allen, a respected 
National Intelligence Officer, that he believed there was a diver
sion of profits from the Iranian project to the Contras, but you did 
nothing at all, waiting a week even to bring the news to your supe
rior. Frankly, why should we confirm a person who in the past has 
been so indifferent, so lax about his responsibilities within his own 
agency, or to the President, and to the people of this country? The 
fact that you failed to move, the fact that you sat back, the fact 
that you listened to information, learned information and it did not 
trigger any response on your part, causes concern as to what you 
would do if you were head of the CIA. 

Mr. GATES. Well, Senator, with all due respect, I think I did take 
an action. As I indicated, I told Mr. Allen to see the Director as 
soon as possible. He saw him on the 7th, and we directed him to do 
his paper at that time. 

Senator METZENBAUM. Well, the day after Mr. Allen voiced his 
concerns to you about possible diversion of profits from the Iran 
mission to the Contras, you attended a regularly scheduled weekly 
meeting with Admiral Poindexter, whose NSC staff was running 
the Iran mission. Why did you not ask him directly, "Was there a 
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diversion of funds? What did the NSC know about the overcharge 
to the Iranian middlemen?" Why did not you just put the quesS 
to him? 

Mr. GATES. Well, Senator, I think that that falls into the catego
ry that I described yesterday of areas where I should have pressed 
both Mr. Casey, and in that particular case Admiral Poindexter 
more vigorously. I believe my thinking at the time was to wait 
until Mr. Allen had put down his thoughts on paper, and see what 
it looked like. 

Senator METZENBAUM. On October 7th, you attended a meeting 
with Mr. Casey where Mr. Allen told him his concerns regarding 
the overcharges to the Iranian middlemen. Mr. Casey had his own 
revelation. A Businessman Casey had represented in his days as a 
private attorney, Mr. Roy Furmark, had visited Mr. Casey that 
same day. Mr. Furmark had told Casey about two Canadian inves
tors who had invested capital in the purchase of the arms from the 
Iran sales. According to Furmark, they were now threatening to 
sue their partner, Mr. Adnan Khashoggi, for nonpayment. 

Mr. Khashoggi himself had not been paid by Ghorbanifar and 
would in turn certainly sue Ghorbanifar and name the United 
States in order to collect. Mr. Furmark was similarly warning Mr. 
Casey that the security of the mission was in danger. This story by 
itself would have been enough for most people to immediately call 
for a full investigation. Coupled with Mr. Allen's concerns regard
ing overcharges, it would seem to me it should have been a red flag 
complete with bells and whistles. This was a problem. This was 
something of concern. This could be disastrous. Yet you did noth
ing. You were content to tell Mr. Allen to prepare a memo. It 
seems, Mr. Gates, that you are very good in this question of prepar
ing memos because that essentially bucks the responsibility down 
the line. 

Why did you not underline the gravity of the situation for Casey? 
Why did you not initiate your own personal investigation instead of 
saying give me a memo? You knew that the previous memo took a 
week to prepare. Why did you not just say, "Let us go to work on 
this, let us see what is happening." Why did you not pick up the 
phone, or go see somebody, raise some questions about it? 

Mr. GATES. Well, there was just the one memo, Senator, and part 
of this had to do with my view of Mr. Allen. I have known Mr. 
Allen for probably 20 years. He is a good analyst. I think most 
people would agree that his greatest strength is in what I would 
call worst-case analysis, and I have seen him hit some home runs, 
but I have frankly also seen him strike out. And my usual practice, 
when I would get a memorandum from Mr. Allen on an interna
tional event or something, would be to ship it around to people, 
have people give their different views, and bounce it back and forth 
with what Mr. Allen had said to see if we could pursue the issue 
further. 

Bearing in mind this general approach of Mr. Allen's toward 
worst-case analysis, it seemed to me that having him put these 
thoughts down on paper so we could look at what he had, and what 
he believed in some detail, was the right way to go. And when I got 

that memorandum is when I asked Mr. Casey for permission to 
inform the General Counsel of what had been in Mr. Allen's memo-
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, So if you ask if I had undertaken an independent investi-
ra?; n I would say that yes, I did, in the sense of asking the Gener-
n Counsel to look into it. But again, Senator, let me refer back 
t(>Smator METZENBAUM. DO you feel that asking a lawyer to look 
• t i t is conducting an independent investigation? Is that your def-
"Jition of an independent investigation? 

Mr GATES. Well sir, I believe that asking the General Coun-Mr. GATES. 

Senator METZENBAUM. Most of us go to lawyers for protection 
when we are in trouble. 

Mr GATES. Well, that is not my view of how the General Counsel 
ooerates at the Agency, Senator Metzenbaum, in terms of looking 
to them only when you are in trouble. I look to them for guidance 
in terms of proper courses of action, whether there has been an il
legal activity, whether there is a problem or an impropriety. I see 
their role as much broader than that. But I would like to make the 
point again, Senator, that I made yesterday, and that is that all 
these alarms and bells and whistles seem so apparent now, 5 years 
away from those events. 

I have acknowledged that I should have been more vigilant, but 
at the same time, I think it is important to realize how much else 
was going on. This was certainly not the sole focus of my efforts, or 
my activities, or my concerns at that time. Frankly, I was much 
more deeply engaged, in some respects, in trying to deal with some 
of the ramifications of the Daniloff affair in Moscow, and trying to 
get chronologies relating to that, and so on, than I was with this 
matter. 

There were a variety of other things going on at the same time, 
that I mentioned yesterday—the Philippine coup attempt, the Rey
kjavik summit, all of which I was deeply engaged in. So it seemed 
to me, again acknowledging that I should have been more vigilant 
and should have pressed harder, that the actions that I took were 
still well intentioned in terms of trying to ensure that there was no 
impropriety or illegality going on. 

Senator METZENBAUM. When you saw the 7-page memo that 
Charlie Allen gave you, did that not also set off some bells, because 
Charlie Allen's memo did not go as far as his oral conversation 
with you? He told this Committee in deposition that "I concur that 
the memorandum that I prepared on 14 October, 1986 was oblique 
in referring to possible illegalities involving U.S. parties involved 
in the Iranian initiative. I did this deliberately. I was hesitant to 
allege in writing that White House officials directing the project, 
including the National Security Adviser, were engaged in highly 
questionable, if not illegal, activities. To put this in writing at this 
juncture did not seem prudent. I was particularly concerned with 
what Mr. Casey might do with this memorandum once it was writ
ten. Mr. Casey, in fact, did what I thought he might do. He, along 
with Mr. Gates, took the memorandum to Vice Admiral Pom-
dexter, went over it with him in detail, and left it with him. He 
also told Admiral Poindexter that Charlie Allen had prepared it. 

Now, you saw the memo. You had to know, at that point when 
you read it, that it was not as complete as what he had indicated to 
you orally. Did you have occasion to call Charlie Allen and say, 
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"Where is the rest of this material?" You just mentioned that 
when you read it, there was only one line in the whole 7-page 
report that referred to this. Did you not have a responsibility, at 
that point, to say, "Charlie, what the devil happened to the rest of 
stuff you told me? How come it is not in the memo?" 

Mr. GATES. It simply seemed to me, Senator, that Mr. Allen had 
become even more uncertain about the speculation that he had had 
about a possible diversion. His concerns, on the other hand, about 
an operational—about the operational security had intensified be
tween the time that he briefed me and the time that he wrote that 
memorandum. Again, that then became the focus of our concerns. 

Senator METZENBAUM. YOU said that you turned it over to the 
CIA lawyer. The question is how the CIA lawyer operated at this 
time. He did no investigation. You never asked him whether he 
had. You never told your counsel to read Allen's memo, and it was 
not read, nor did they interview Allen. Did that not bother you, the 
fact that your counsel did not follow up? What is of concern to me 
is, this whole matter did not seem to bother you. It just did not faze 
you. You said you had this problem over in the Soviet Union, and 
had some other problem here, but this problem had to do with the 
violation of American law, had to do with the credibility of the 
United States Government, and that did not seem to concern you 
nearly as much as certain other matters taking place throughout 
the world. 

Mr. GATES. Well, certainly I had no indication of a violation of 
law; but I had asked the General Counsel to look into the matter 
and ensure that there were no improprieties, and that CIA's in
volvement, that there were no problems with it. I did not tell him 
specifically how to conduct his investigation. I did not give him 
more specific direction than that, and he came back to me later 
and said that he did not see any particular problems. 

Senator METZENBAUM. I will pass on to another subject. On Octo
ber 8, 1986, you briefed this Committee on Eugene Hasenfus, the 
re-supply crew member who had recently been captured by the 
Nicaraguan Government when his plane was shot down. You re
ported past CIA associations of Hasenfus and the other crew mem
bers and told us the CIA had no current link to the charter compa
ny, Southern Air Transport. 

According to CIA General Counsel Doherty, you told him that 
Southern Air was involved. A later examination of Southern Air 
Transport records showed that the charter company was being paid 
out of the same accounts for both Contra re-supply missions and 
Iran arms transports. You know that the former CIA proprietary 
airline was playing a substantial role in the weapons transport op
erations to both Iran and Central America. 

You responded to a question from Senator Cohen, asking if *ne 

plane was owned by a private proprietary company of the Agency 
Your answer: "Of CIA, no, sir. We did not have anything to do witn 
that. And while we know what was going on with the Contras W 
virtue of what may come up here in brief, I will tell you that i 
know, from personal experience, that we have, I think, conscien
tiously tried to avoid knowing what is going on in terms of any ° 
this private funding, and tried to stay away from it. Somebody w* 
say something about Singlaub, or something like that. We will say, 
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not want to hear anything about it. I do not want to hear any-
j do " ^ , - j . >> 

t^)5nen you told this Committee that Southern Air Transport was 
t involved with the CIA, it seems from Mr. Doherty's testimony 

h t vou knew it was. Now there are two concerns here. One is, 
u are indicating that you did not want to know anything about 

M° and the second is, were you intentionally misleading this Com-
•uoo when vou said that the proprietary was not in any way con-

*ctedwrththeCIA? 
Mr GATES. I am confident I was not misleading the Committee, 

Senator. I believe I had been told, at the time, that although South-
rn Air Transport at one time had been a proprietary of CIA's, it 

no longer was, and had not been for some time. So I am not famil
iar with the details that you have just read, but I am confident 
that I certainly was not misleading the Committee, or at least 
knowingly doing so. I must have been reflecting the fact that I had 
been told that it was not any longer a proprietary of CIA's 

Senator METZENBAUM. Mr. Gates, what runs through this entire 
hearing, and your answers to the Committee's questionnaire, is one 
clear picture of Robert Gates: Robert Gates, the CIA official who 
did not want to know. Your phrase was, in answer to Senator 
Cohen's question, "We will say, I do not want to hear anything 
about it." Now, that is not said once by you, it is said time and 
time again. "We do not want to know about it. We do not want to 
hear about it." And I have to say to you that it is extremely trou
bling to this Senator that a man who aspires to be the top man in 
the CIA would be prepared to say, and has on many occasions said, 
"Block me out of that information. I do not want to hear it. I am 
the total see no evil, hear no evil person. I want to hear nothing. I 
want to see nothing that is wrong." And I question how can such 
an individual, even though you made the statement yesterday that 
you would have done things differently, how do I, or how any other 
Members of this Committee know, when we are sitting here, that 
Robert Gates, CIA Director, will be any different than Robert 
Gates coming up the ladder, who did not want to know, time and 
time again, when our Government's laws were being violated? 

Mr. GATES. Senator, I think it is important to recall that during 
that period, from 1982 to 1986, the Congress had passed four differ
ent laws restricting CIA's relationships with the Contras. The Con
gress was very intent that CIA not be involved in the paramilitary 
support of the Contras. Each of those pieces of legislation, collec
tively known as the Boland Amendments, was successively more 
restrictive about CIA's involvement. It was CIA policy, formulated 
and sent to the field in cables, about keeping distance from private 
benefactors. That is what I have in mind. 

The fact is that we were extremely sensitive to the fact of the 
number of crises that had taken place in the relationship between 
CIA and the Oversight Committees of the Hill, because of the Con
tras and the Nicaraguan program. By the middle of 1986, CIA was 
so gun-shy about its relationship with the Contras, and about keep-
"^ its distance from the private benefactors, that it gives r i s e -
gave rise to the kind of concern that you are talking about. 

It was a concern that we not get cross-threaded with the Con
gress again, that we not know too much, that we not know about 
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what we were not supposed to know about according to the ^ 
of the Congress and Agency policy. So that is the context irTw 
this takes place, Senator. It is in the context of 4 years of consS 
crises over the Contras, and CIA's relationship to them, and ft 
certain knowledge that the Congress did not want CIA to have a* 
thing to do, not only with the Contras, but with the private W 
factors either. 

Senator METZENBAUM. Are you telling us that you thought it was» 
violation of the Boland Amendment for you to even inquire—to even 
inquire whether the Boland Amendment was being violated? How 
could you think that it was against the law to inquire whether the 
law was being broken? 

Mr. GATES. I had no indication that the law was being broken 
Senator. 

Senator METZENBAUM. But you could inquire to find out whether 
the law was being broken. "Are we doing something improper? 
What are the facts in connection with this matter?" 

Mr. GATES. That is exactly what I asked the Deputy Director of 
Operations on October 9th, Senator. That is exactly what I asked 
the General Counsel to look into when I talked to him on the 15th 
of October. 

Senator METZENBAUM. But the fact is, you knew, when you asked 
the General Counsel, that the memo that Mr. Allen had prepared 
was not a complete memo. It did not include everything he had 
told you. You knew there was more to it. You knew there was only 
one line in the 7-page memo. If you had called Allen and asked 
him, he would have told you, "I held back, I was a little concerned 
about going too far," just as he told us on deposition. You did not 
care. You deliberately did not care, did not want to know, closed 
your ears, closed your eyes. 

The next day you had a luncheon meeting with Lieutenant Colo
nel North and Director Casey. You later testified to this Committee 
that you asked Lieutenant Colonel North at this lunch if the CIA 
was involved in the Hasenfus shoot-down. He told you the CIA was 
clean of any involvement, an assurance that we now know to be a 
lie. 

As long as you were asking North about those activities, why did 
you not ask him about Charlie Allen's concerns regarding over 
charges to the Iranian middleman, and illegal diversion of profits 
to the Contras? Did you not want to find out if Allen's concerns 
were valid? 

Mr. GATES. My whole concern that day, Senator Metzenbaum, 
was over the fact that there had been this huge uproar in the pre® 
that morning because Mr. Hasenfus had said that he thought he 
had been working for some CIA people. My whole concern was to 
cused on the fact that Mr. Casey and I were going to come up here 
to the Hill and talk to the leadership of the two Intelligence Com 
mittees, and it was totally in the context of the Hasenfus pla» 
being shot down that I asked the question at all. And frankly, I * 
not make the connection, or did not pursue that line of questioning 
because it did not occur to me. , t 

What was foremost on my mind was to insure that CIA had no 
in fact, had any connection with the Hasenfus matter. 
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Senator METZENBAUM. YOU testified that North made a cryptic 
mark about a Swiss bank account at that lunch. I think you indi

cted yesterday you should have asked more. 
°a\Ve all know that Swiss banks are used, almost by definition, by 
Americans to shield depositors' identity and the size of the account. 

The question is, why did his remarks about the Swiss bank ac
count and the Contras not alert you? This is your training. It 
might not have alerted me or somebody else. But this is your train
ing! It had to signal that he was involved in hiding money by using 
Swiss bank accounts. 

Now, first of all, did you not wonder how a Marine lieutenant 
colonel would have access to such accounts? Or were you still ac
tively avoiding knowing the facts? 

Mr. GATES. NO, sir—again, it seemed to me that, to the degree 
that I was able to make any sense out of what he said at all, it 
must have had something to do with the private benefactors. It did 
catch my attention. That is why I went back in and asked Mr. 
Casey the question that I did. 

Senator METZENBAUM. And then you just dropped it at that 
point? 

Mr. GATES. Yes, sir. 
Senator METZENBAUM. In December 1986, you testified that you 

had assurances from our people that they had kept their distance 
from the private benefactors. In July 1987, in your deposition to 
the Iran-Contra Committee, you testified, "I already had talked to 
the people in our Directorate of Operations, and had received their 
assurances that no one from CIA, no assets or proprietaries or any
thing were involved." 

I wonder what you were told by your people that set your mind 
at rest? I would like you to tell us exactly what you asked, and 
from whom in the CIA you sought assurances. From what we now 
know, Mr. George, Deputy Director for Operations, could not have 
given you those assurances. The second chief of the Latin Ameri
can Division is also alleged to have known about the diversion. 
Alan Fiers, without being asked, had informed at least two other 
superiors of the diversion, so it is unlikely he gave you assurances 
that no one from CIA was involved. Joseph Fernandez, who was 
Chief of Station in Costa Rica, was later indicted for cooperating 
with the private benefactors. Did he tell you he had kept his dis
tance? 

How could any of the people a prudent superior would have 
asked given you assurances that your Agency was not involved? 
Who gave you such assurances? 

Mr. GATES. On October the 9th, Senator, I believe I asked Mr. 
George whether CIA had had any connection with the Hasenfus 
mj!Jer at all, and received assurances that we had not. 

Chairman BOREN. Let me just interject for just a moment. 
Senator Metzenbaum, I would suggest we might go on with one 

fnore question and answer at this point. And then it would be my 
intention to take about a 5-minute recess. I have had discussion 
with Senator Metzenbaum and other Members of the Committee. 

kince others have not yet had a chance to have their opening 
Srfu o f ^u e s t i °ns , we will then come back and the questioning 
wui begin with Senator Danforth. Is that agreeable to you, Senator 
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Danforth? Then we will proceed to Senator Bradley, who has k* 
notified that he will follow Senator Danforth. Then we win 
Senator Rudman and that should take us about to the g0to 

during the lunch hour. r e c ess 
We will come back at 1:30. By my estimation, we have 

Members of the Committee that have 30-minute rounds each w 
would take us to approximately 5:00, if all the time were uÏÏ 
That would enable all the Members of the Committee before 
complete business today at 5:00 to at least have their first round** 
questions of the nominee. of 

If there is time remaining, and Senator Metzenbaum or othe 
have additional questions, we will return to that. As I have indict 
ed previously, we will judge at that point whether we need to have 
the nominee come back, whether later this week or next week 
since we will go to the outside witnesses on Thursday. 

But this would at least allow all Members to have a chance to I 
have at least their opening round of questions with the nominee 
before 

Senator METZENBAUM. I think the Chairman has been very fair I 
and I certainly appreciate the courtesy extended to me this nW 
ing. 

I will ask one more question. 
Chairman BOREN. Fine. We will have one more question. Then \ 

we will have a short recess. 
Senator METZENBAUM. On October 16, Charlie Allen met with \ 

Mr. Casey again. And Casey instructed Mr. Allen to meet with \ 
businessman Roy Furmark and find out what Furmark knew. He I 
had several meetings with Roy Furmark, where he learned more 
details about the Khashoggi role with Ghorbanifar. George Cave 
also went to one of those meetings. 

Allen wrote memos to you, Casey, and Near East Division Chief 
Tom Twetten regarding his conversations with Mr. Furmark. 
Those memos gave further support to Mr. Allen's concerns that 
that Iranian operation's security was in jeopardy because it was 
overcharging. You have testified you never read those memos. j 

Do you mean to say that before November 25, you never both- j 
ered to ask Mr. Allen or Mr. Cave what they had learned? And I 
will just follow that with a note that I think that has been your 
indication in the past. And I guess I have difficulty—well, respond 
And then I will just finish my question. 

Mr. GATES. Senator, I left Washington for a trip to the Middle 
East on the 17th of October, and did not return until the 30th. 
Both of Mr. Allen's meetings with Mr. Furmark occurred during 
that period. 

Within 3 or 4 days after I returned, the Iran initiative had been 
leaked to a Beirut newspaper, and the total focus at that pomj 
become the foreign policy consequences of this leak. And the tow 
focus, as I recall during that time, was on both the domestic and 
the foreign policy consequences of this revelation. w 

Senator METZENBAUM. Well, on that trip you went with Mr 
Twetten, who had also been given a copy of Mr. Allen's October 
14th memo to you and Casey about Ghorbanifar's threats to expose 
U.S. and Israeli overcharges to the Iranians. You were with Mi-
Twetten, I think 12 or 13 days, from the 17th to October 30th. 
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You said in later testimony to this Committee you went on that 
o seeking a safety clime, meaning a sort of a refuge, to get away. 
Does that mean that the number two man at the CIA wanted to 
t away from the flak and not face the music? And furthermore, 

^nce you went with Mr. Twetten, during those 13 days why did 
Smi not ask him, talk to him about the memo? And how could you 
avoid discussing it? 

But tell me about the safety clime first. 
Mr. GATES. Senator, I think in my confirmation hearing in Feb

ruary 1987 I made the comment that I sought a safer clime. I think 
that the expression taught me the consequences of trying a little 
light humor in a confirmation. I was simply being flip, Senator, 
during the hearing, making the comment about having left the 
country. There was nothing more to it than that. 

Mr. Twetten—in response to the second part of your question—I 
did not, and do not have recollection of discussing Mr. Allen's 
memorandum with Mr. Twetten. I believe Mr. Twetten recalls dif
ferently, that we did talk about it on the trip. 

Senator METZENBAUM. Mr. Chairman, I will be glad to await 
Chairman BOREN. Thank you very much, Senator Metzenbaum. 

Do you still have some more questions you would like to ask later 
on? 

Senator METZENBAUM. Yes, sir. 
Chairman BOREN. Very well, we will, after the very short recess, 

return to the order with the other Members of the Committee in 
30-minute rounds. We will take about a 5-minute recess. 

[A brief recess was taken.] 
Chairman BOREN. We will resume at this point. 
Is the microphone on? Here we go. We will resume. I think that 

we should be able to finish the 30-minute rounds of questions from 
the next three questioners in time for us to break for lunch at ap
proximately 12:30. It would be my plan to resume at 1:30, because 
that would give the potential to complete by 5:00 the seven others 
who have not yet had their first 30-minutes rounds. 

It is my hope that we can complete at about 5:00 in order to 
allow those who need some time to travel to services to be there. So 
we will have a rather short lunch break. This will help impose dis
cipline on the Chair who is now beginning his 117th attempt to 
diet. 

We will now turn to the Senator from Missouri, Senator Dan-
forth, who is recognized for his round of questions. 

Senator Danforth. 
Senator DANFORTH. Thank you, Mr. Chairman. 
Mr. Gates, I listened very carefully to Senator Metzenbaum's 

statement that, in his view, your position at the CIA was like the 
three monkeys: hear no evil, see no evil, speak to evil. 

Is is a fair statement that where there is any question about im
propriety or illegal activity within the Agency your view is that 
you do not want to know what is going on? Was that a fair state
ment of your position? 

Mr. GATES. Absolutely not, Senator Danforth. 
As I indicated yesterday, within a day or two after becoming 

Acting Director, information came to me suggesting the possibility 
that some U.S. Government officials, and perhaps some CIA offi-
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cers, had been engaged in arms sales to the Contras. That infom, 
tion was characterized to me by people as hearsay, perhaps d 
formation, and so on. It was my judgment that it warranted gi?' 
er attention than that. And I directed the individual, the head \ 
the other intelligence Agency, not only to brief the Attorney GL 
eral, but the Secretary of State, Secretary of Defense, the acti 
National Security Advisor, and the Chairmen of the two Intel? 
gence Oversight Committees. I believe that is characteristic of 
very aggressive approach toward looking into wrongdoing that 
characterizes my performance—certainly as Acting Director, and 
also as Deputy Director under Director Webster. 

During the time I was Acting Director, I commissioned three dif. 
ferent Inspector General investigations associated with Iran. 
Contra. I cooperated fully with all of the different investigative 
bodies that were looking into Iran-Contra, essentially opening up 
the Agency's files for them to get into. 

When information first came to me that one of our officers had 
not—had violated Agency policy in terms of the private benefac
tors, I notified the Chairman of this Committee in January of 1981. 
And when it came to my attention a couple of weeks later that 
that officer may not have told the truth, I was on the phone to 
Chairman Boren and to the Chairman of the House Intelligence 
Committee within 1 hour of having learned that information 
myself. 

So I think there is a very strong record of acting aggressively in 
terms of wrong-doing during that period. And frankly, I think my 
whole career speaks to a willingness to speak my mind and say 
what I think. 

When I was a relatively new analyst in 1973, I wrote an article 
for Studies in Intelligence that basically said the entire way we 
went about doing Soviet analysis had deep flaws, and that we were 
not doing it very well. For those who characterize me as a deeply-
driven and ambitious person, I would say that doing that as a GS-
12 is not career-enhancing. And for a while it was not. 

Senator DANFORTH. In that case, you were how old? 
Mr. GATES. 30. 
Senator DANFORTH. 30-years old, and you were a junior person in 

the Agency and you thought that the whole method of doing analy
sis was incorrect? 

Mr. GATES. I thought that there were serious shortcomings in the 
way we went about it, yes, sir. 

Senator DANFORTH. That was not the only time when you were 
critical of existing ways of doing things, was it. 

Mr. GATES. NO, sir, in fact when I became Deputy Director for 
Intelligence I made some fairly radical changes in the way that we 
went about doing the business of intelligence. A number of those 
measures were very unpopular. 

Senator DANFORTH. And in matters of policy, it has been my ob
servation that you have not exactly been a shrinking violet as far 
as stating your own views are concerned. I mean some peop 
might criticize what your views have been. 

It is very interesting to me that some people attack you because 
they say that your views might have been too strongly stated, V&" 
ticularly with respect to the U.S.S.R. And other people say, oh, y°" 
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politicized your views. I do not think you can have it both 

W You have been, have you not, at odds with various people in vari-
Administrations with respect to how your analysis squares 

S i their policy? 
Mr GATES. Yes, sir, that began when I was working with Dr. 

R pzinski on the NSC staff in the Carter Administration. It con-
\- ued in the Reagan Administration, and even to an extent in this 

^Senator DANFORTH. And you had a disagreement, did you not, 
with Secretary Baker with respect to a speech on the future of Gor-

Mr. GATES. I did have a speech prepared that I was told not to 
give, yes, sir. 

Senator DANFORTH. Was that the subject of some disagreement? 
Did you press forward and state your views with respect to Gorba
chev and his situation? 

Mr. GATES. I certainly did so within the Administration, yes, sir. 
Senator DANFORTH. YOU also wrote articles about it, did you not? 
Mr. GATES. I did before that occasion. I gave a couple of speeches 

in—or several speeches in 1986 and 1987 and 1988 stating my view 
of the Soviets that were not particularly well received. 

Senator DANFORTH. And you also said in 1988, May of 1988 to the 
Austin Foreign Affairs Council that Gorbachev is setting loose 
forces that neither he nor the party will be able to control. And 
that contrary to their intentions and expectations, ultimately may 
bring a fundamental and welcomed transformation of the Soviet 
Union at home and abroad. 

That turned out to be right, did it not? 
Mr. GATES. Yes, sir, I think so. 
Senator DANFORTH. YOU said yesterday in your opening state

ment that it is a humbling experience for an intelligence analyst, 
yourself, to be wrong on the Soviet Union. But I think you said 
some things that were right, before they happened. 

In 1989, April 1989, you wrote "What Gorbachev has set in 
motion represents a political earthquake. He is a figure of enor
mous historical importance. The forces he has unleashed are pow
erful, but so are the people and institutions he has antagonized, 
thus setting in motion a tremendous power struggle." That was 2 
years before the event. 

You were cross-wise, were you not, with Secretary Weinberger 
with respect to your analysis of Soviet military spending. Would 
you tell us about that? 

Mr. GATES. The Agency's analysts in, I think 1983, came to the 
conclusion that the rate of growth of Soviet military spending had 
begun to decline, and perhaps in areas like procurement had flat
tened altogether. This was at a time when we were engaged in a 
fairly major military build-up. 

I pressed the analysts very hard on this, partly because I was 
[airly skeptical of some of our work on Soviet military spending to 
begin with. But they persuaded me that they had a strong case, 
and we published it. And it created something of a stir, certainly 
here on the Hill. 
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There were a couple of occasions the Agency published an 
ment of Soviet chemical weapons capabilities, chemical warf388^ 
pabilities and plans that was published at a time when the P* * 
gon was seeking approval of binary chemical munitions UDI?* 
that also was regarded as—shall we say—an unfriendly act h a 
Department of Defense. y "te 

Senator DANFORTH. Did they express that to you? 
Mr. GATES. Yes, sir, they did. 
Senator DANFORTH. Very forcefully? 
Mr. GATES. Yes, sir. 
Senator DANFORTH. Secretary Weinberger, himself? 
Mr. GATES. I don't know that he personally addressed it but i 

know that our analytical managers heard plenty about it. 
Senator DANFORTH. And were you willing to hang in there wit), 

the analysis? " 
Mr. GATES. Yes, sir, we published it and stood by it. 
Senator DANFORTH. Did you not also have a disagreement with 

Secretary Shultz with respect to Lebanon? 
Mr. GATES. We felt—I have always felt that the Agency and the 

Intelligence Community's record back in 1982 and 1983 on Lebanon 
was a very good record, and frankly something of a courageous 
record. Because we were very pessimistic about the prospects for 
the achievement of U.S. objectives. In fact, as I indicated yesterday, 
one of our estimates started out by saying that the prospects for I 
the achievement of U.S. objectives in Lebanon are bleak. 

I remember at the National Foreign Intelligence Board meeting 
where that was considered, one of the military intelligence repre
sentatives spoke up and said he wanted to take a footnote. And I 
think Director Casey asked him why. And he said, well, I think the 
first sentence ought to read the prospect for the achievement of 
U.S. objectives in Lebanon is non-existent. And we finally agreed 
that bleak was a better way to put it. 

But there were a number of occasions like this where the analy 
sis challenged existing Administration policy. 

Senator DANFORTH. HOW about with respect to the Philippines 
and the reforms of President Aquino? Is that another instance? 

Mr. GATES. This is an area where I think that I probably proved 
once and for all that if I have any skill, it's as an intelligence offi 
cer, and not as a diplomat. 

I believed that however well-intentioned, and however fine a 
person Mrs. Aquino was, that she was not making the fundamental 
reforms and changes in the Philippines to both significantly 
strengthen democracy, but more importantly address the economic 
and social problems of the country. And that it was going to engen 
der further coup attempts, and future instability in the country. 

The Department of State, and Secretary Shultz in particular, had 
different view of that. 

Senator DANFORTH. Did they express that to you, their disagree
ment with you? 

Mr. GATES. Yes, sir, quite directly. 
Senator DANFORTH. HOW did that happen? 
Mr. GATES. Secretary Shultz personally told me that he thought 

we were too pessimistic about the Philippines, and that the pros
pects there were much brighter. 
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Senator DANFORTH. What was your—what office did you hold at 

Mr GATES. I was Deputy Director for Intelligence. And then also 
jîne I was Deputy Director of Central Intelligence. 

Wfienator DANFORTH. HOW about with respect to verification of 
ms agreements. Have you sometimes been at odds with the pol-

ïvmakers in that regard? 
Mr. GATES. Yes, there have been a number of occasions over the 

vears where we, in intelligence, have had a more skeptical view 
both of compliance, but also of prospective vérification capabilities 
in terms of agreements under negotiation that we have, I think, 
briefed candidly not only to the policymakers, but here on the hill. 

In fact, I believe Senator Nunn has made reference to that in 
one of his appearances on television over the weekend. 

Senator DANFORTH. I think, Mr. Gates, from your record it is 
clear that you are a person who is independent and that you call 
them as you see them. And if the Secretary of State or the Secre
tary of Defense have strong disagreements with you, that does not 
slow you down at all. The idea that you are a person who just sort 
of keeps your head down, for whatever reason, is a totally wrong 
interpretation of who you are, of who Bob Gates is. 

Let me ask you a question about how intelligence analysis fits in 
with policymaking. I will just give you one example that, to me, is 
an interesting example. 

Last winter, we were facing a vote in the Senate on the question 
of whether to authorize the use of force against Iraq—a very good 
debate, very hotly contested on both sides, good people expressing 
their points of view. And the key question that everybody was talk
ing about was whether sanctions would work. Those who did not 
want to use force argued that sanctions would work. And other 
people said no, that there was no way that sanctions were going to 
work. 

And we received briefings at that time from Agency personnel. 
And the question was put to them about sanctions, and how sanc
tions would work. And I must say that for quite a period of time, at 
least in my opinion, the briefings were of such a nature that any
body could read anything into the briefings. I mean you could hear 
this—two people could hear the same briefing, and one person 
would say well, the view of these experts is that sanctions are 
going to work. And somebody else would say well, sanctions are not 
going to work. I mean that is how I heard the briefing. 

And it was almost, in my opinion, as though the bets were being 
hedged, or the analysis was being fuzzed up, or facts were being of
fered which were not necessarily relevant to determining whether 
sanctions would work. I mean we were really interested in whether 
ground troops were going to leave Kuwait because sanctions were 
jn place. We were not interested in whether fortune cookies could 
^ u g h t in the stores of Baghdad. 

oo that was one problem that I saw at that time, a kind of 
^ rky analysis where anybody could say anything as a result of it. 
llien, after a lot of pressure that was directed at the Agency, final-
n «• * ^ e w w a s exPressed, well sanctions are not likely to get Iraq 
out of Kuwait. I mean maybe they will hurt the economy, hurt the 
civilian population, hurt the air force; but they were not likely to 
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extract these embedded ground troops out of Iraq. That was 
of bottom line, getting all the murkiness out of the analyse 
giving us the bottom line. ' 

As soon as that bottom line was expressed, immediately th 
joinder of those who had, in my opinion, made up their minds t^ 
they were against the use of force, their immediate rejoinder 
well, the CIA has become politicized. The CIA, the Director 
to cotton up to the President. They really want to say what ] 
istration policy is, and justify it. And therefore, this has no credi 
ity at all. ^ 

So, what I am asking you is, how can you, as Director, give 
information which is clear and useful as the basis of decisionmak 
ing, and at the same time, which is not going to be immediatel I 
discounted as being simply a statement of Administration poli J 

Mr. GATES. Senator, I think that the provision of briefings and I 
documents, intelligence assessments to the Congress on a continu 
ing basis so that the people in the Oversight Committees, and in 
the other Committees that receive this material, have access to 
that on a continuing basis, as I have indicated previously, is one ! 
sure way of providing a safeguard on the integrity and objectivity 
of analysis. 

I personally think that the analysts and managers at CIA who ' 
produce this intelligence do their level-best job to say exactly what 
they think. Sometimes that is too obscure. Sometimes it is not 
clear. Sometimes there isn't a best judgment. Sometimes those 
things aren't possible in certain—in situations of great uncertainty. 

But I think that there should be no question about their basic 
integrity. But I think that provision of this material to the Con
gress is one safeguard. 

I think the other safeguard, frankly, is certainly referring to the 
President who has nominated me, President Bush, is that this 
President wants the material with the bark off. He wants to know 
clearly the situation he is getting himself into. And I have never 
heard him complain if the intelligence is in a different direction 
than the policy is headed. He insists on having it that way. He oc 
casionally will get briefings by people who have a different point of 
view. 

So I think that the very nature of this President is a further as-
surance on that score. 

And finally, I would say I think my own record as DDI, as Chair 
man of the National Intelligence Council, and as DDCI, in oversee 
ing the publication of intelligence that is challenging to Admim* 
tration policies, and my record of doing that—even before I became 
DDI—and a willingness to speak my mind, should provide some as
surance that I am willing to stand up and be counted, and stand up 
and be heard. 

And, you know, there are two aspects to this: one is the area that 
you are talking about in terms of the substantive work of the 
Agency. And I think that the record is clear of the Agency proa°c' 
ing that kind of intelligence. . h 

Now sometimes it has been wrong. And I think we should* 
willing to admit that sometimes it has been wrong. But it *! 
honest. I remember one particular case, on Angola. One of the Qj 
pûtes that I had with Secretary Shultz was over the Agency's i& 
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. 0f Angola, and my belief that dos Santos, given the pressures 
ft" J him, was not interested in a negotiating process. 
arT^hink I was right in 1983, and 1984, and 1985. The fact that Mr. 
dos Santos is in Washington today, seeing the President, suggests 
that things change. 

The other side of it is the side that Senator Metzenbaum raised. 
And that is the question of wrongdoing. I've acknowledged that as 
the new DDCI and having not served in the Clandestine Service, 
that I moved slowly on matters, those first few months I was DDCI. 
And that I did not press hard enough. 

But I think that the record is clear, that as Acting Director, as 
Deputy under Director Webster, that I acted vigorously to deal 
with questions of wrongdoing, and I would only refer the Commit
tee to its Chairman and its former Vice-Chairman in terms of the 
role that I played, and the relationship that we had, and their per
ceptions of how aggressive and vigorous I was in pursuing ques
tions of possible wrongdoing or impropriety. 

So I think, frankly, that the record is clear on both of those— 
although I acknowledge that during those few months that I was 
Mr. Casey's Deputy, I moved too slowly in involving myself on clan
destine matters. But I think in both of these areas, and your line of 
questioning has brought out the intelligence side. 

Senator DANFORTH. Mr. Chairman, I do not know how long I 
have been going on. 

Chairman BOREN. YOU have about 6 more minutes. 
Senator DANFORTH. Okay. 
You are very close to President Bush. You have worked in the 

White House now for some time. He is a person who has served in 
the job for which you have been nominated. He is a person who is 
very knowledgeable about foreign affairs. 

At first blush, it would appear to be a great advantage to have a 
Director of Central Intelligence who has a close, working familiari
ty with the President of the United States. I suppose that those 
who are concerned, particularly about politicization, could be fear
ful that maybe being close has its advantages, but it also has its 
disadvantages. 

You have said that in your working with the President he wants 
analysis with the bark off. He wants objectivity. Do you believe 
that as Director of Central Intelligence you would be in any way 
coopted by virtue of your past relationship with the President? 

Mr. GATES. NO, sir, I don't. I've written—in some ways, this is in 
microcosm a problem that is broader for intelligence and policy. 
And that is, the basic question that has been with the Agency from 
its founding. Of how close does the intelligence agency get to the 
policymaker. 

One part of that view is that you remain at a distance, and that 
a distance is the best place in which you can protect your objectivi
ty and your integrity, and so forth. Speaking a little perjoratively, 
tnose are the circumstances under which you basically throw the 

j ! l g e n c e t n a t y ° u think you ought to be doing over the transom, 
and hope that it bears some faint resemblance to something that 
somebody in the policy community may be interested in. 

out the likelihood of being able to actually provide intelligence 
h a t w of value in the day-to-day decisionmaking is remote, if the 
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Intelligence Community is, itself, remote from the policy coma 

Ï have the other view. My view has been all along, from the v 
beginning of my career—and perhaps it is due to the fact th H 
have served on the NSC—that the Intelligence Community hasV 
be right next to the policymaker, that he has to be at his elbl 
That he has to understand what is on his mind. He has to und 
stand what his future concerns are. He has to understand what V 
agenda is. He has to understand some of the initiatives that y 
thinking about taking. He has to be willing to ask the policymajJ I 
what he's working on, or what came out of his last conversatin 
with a world leader so that the intelligence can be made relevant 
so that the director, or the office director, or whatever level with' 
corresponding policy officer can go back and give guidance to the 
analysts. These are the questions that they are asking. This is what 
is of interest to them. This is when the briefing book closes. The 
President is going to take this trip. These are the kinds of issues 
that are going to be addressed. 

I think that having a Director who has a close, personal relation
ship with the President offers a unique opportunity for the Intelli
gence Community to provide relevant intelligence and sharper in
telligence to the policy process—and frankly, also, to the Congress 

Senator DANFORTH. Let me just ask one more question. Now Mr. 
Gates, it is the reverse of the prior one, not so much how you deal 
with people up the chain, but how you deal with people down the 
chain. 

In one of the newspaper articles—I think it was a New York 
Times article this past week—some unknown person said that you 
were capable of intimidation. In receiving your own information, 
how do you deal with people who are down the line from you? Is 
the CIA going to be—under your directorship—is it simply going to 
be a rationalization for Bob Gates' basic view of the world? How do 
you guard yourself against maybe not being open to what the 
thoughts, and what the advice and the analyses are of people who 
are working in the Agency? 

Mr. GATES. Well, Senator, I would concede that I am probably 
not the easiest person in the world to work for. I am fairly demand 
ing. And I am probably, at times, more direct than I might be in 
terms of people's egos. 

But fundamental to my approach to analysis, and it begins with 
the article that I wrote in 1973, is my belief that the policymaker 
must be exposed to alternative points of view; that all points of 
view have to be heard, and they have to be presented. . 

And I—on this—I'll give you one example that happened, that I 
was reminded of just the other day by the former Director of Soviet 
Analysis. It concerned the question of the possibility of unilatera 
Soviet cuts. This was 2 or 3 years ago—maybe 3 years ago—a» 
was testifying before this Committee, and expressing my view that 
I didn't think it would happen. And then Mr. MacEachin came uj 
was late to the hearing, and I invited him to come to the table m 
express his view, and the Office of Soviet Analysis view, which was 
precisely the opposite, that they thought that the Soviets WOP 
offer some unilateral cuts. They were right, and I was wrong. 
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But I have always believed in alternative analysis. I believe that 
•f vou look at the record of intelligence failures over the last 20 

ars in virtually every instance, it is because there was a single-
yutcome forecast. It is going to be X or Y or Z, instead of telling 
?he policymaker—look, we really don't know how this is going to 
lîmeout. Here are the possibilities, and here is our best estimate. 

C One of the major initiatives that I had when I was Deputy Direc
tor for Intelligence was getting CIA analysts out of the building 
and talking to other experts outside of CIA, outside of the U.S. 
Government, specifically telling them to go talk to people that they 
knew disagreed with them. That's my view of how the intelligence 
business ought to be run; and it's my view on how I ought to do my 

We are going to end up talking here about some papers, at some 
point, particularly with respect to the attempted assassination of 
the Pope. It was in connection with that paper that I, then, ordered 
one of the officers to write an attack on the paper we had just pub
lished. And then asked the product evaluation staff to go back and 
review the entire record of how we had done on that problem. 

So l__the way I would characterize myself is as a person who has 
strong views, but I am open to different interpretations. And I also 
recognize, and am willing to acknowledge, when I have been 
wrong. 

Senator DANFORTH. Thank you, Mr. Gates. Thank you, Mr. 
Chairman. 

Chairman BOREN. Have you completed, Senator Danforth? 
Senator DANFORTH. Yes. 
Chairman BOREN. Our next questioner for a 30-minute round of 

questions will be Senator Bradley, the Senator from New Jersey. 
Senator Bradley. 
Senator BRADLEY. Thank you very much, Mr. Chairman. 
Mr. Chairman, Mr. Gates, yesterday you were rather disarming 

in admitting error when you said you should have taken more seri
ously the possibility of impropriety or even wrongdoing when you 
said that you should have been more skeptical; when you said you 
should have pressed harder. 

And I am just curious now, 5 years later, as you reflect on those 
failures, tell me why do you think they occurred? In other words, 
what part of you did not assert itself? 

Mr. GATES. I think I was too cautious in approaching the Clan
destine Service, Senator, and also in deferring to Mr. Casey's spe
cial relationship with the Clandestine Service. Having grown up in 
a different culture, in the analytical culture, knowing that there 
were some strains, and perhaps even a measure of mistrust of me 
in the Clandestine Service, I paid attention to other aspects of the 
work, and did not press these issues. 

I think that if one of the—I think the salient lesson that I 
learned out of Iran-Contra was that other parts of the Intelli
gence Community can cause controversy. But it seems like the 
Uandestine Service is the only part that can cause real trouble. 
And therefore, that what I described as the unique relationship be
tween previous DCI's and the Clandestine Service, in fact on reflec-
tl(>n, I think is an understanding of that, of what I've just described 
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on the part of those Directors, and the need to pay special atten 
tion to the Clandestine Service. 

Senator BRADLEY. But looking at yourself, really, and being 
little introspective, what do you think it was a failure of? 

Mr. GATES. Well, Senator, I can describe a lack of aggressiveness 
with respect to the Clandestine Service at that time. I don't see it 
as a reflection of some sort of deeper, personal problem, or issue if 
you will. I don't think that the characterizations that I was con
cerned for my career are accurate, for example. As far as I was 
concerned, I had reached the high point of my career. I had never 
expected to get that high in the Agency. So I don't think that was 
part of it. . 

Senator BRADLEY. Well, the reason I ask is to see how you've re
flected on it, and what conclusions you've learned and what you 
have drawn for yourself from the experience. 

Mr. GATES. Well, I've indicated yesterday, and I think today, cer
tainly the specific lessons in terms of Iran-Contra, and I think also 
indicated that I began to apply those lessons very quickly after the 
Iran-Contra matter happened. It also, I think, was reflected in the 
fast that I, as Acting Director, engaged myself much more in the 
Clandestine Service at that time. 

Senator BRADLEY. Okay. 
When George Shultz appeared before Iran-Contra, the Commit

tee, he said that he had grave doubts about intelligence coining 
from the CIA, long before the arms sales and diversion. Now, what 
do you think he was referring to? 

Mr. GATES. I think he was referring to the Philippines, to 
Angola, to a degree to the Soviet Union—some of the issues that 
Senator Danforth raised. 

Senator BRADLEY. If we could, I would like to go back to what 
was basically the strategic rationale for the Iran-Contra operation, 
SNIE 3484, which-— 

Mr GATES Yes sir. 
Senator BRADLEY [continuing]. Which, as you know, we have 

talked about this on previous occasions. 
This was really initiated by the National Intelligence Officer tor 

the Near East and Southeast Asia. But you were the manager ot 
the memorandum. And this was a memorandum that basicauy 
stated that Soviet inroads were being made in Iran. And excludeo 
from the final memorandum was both the Soviet section ot tne 
CIA, and the Iranian section of the State Department. 

So a memorandum was produced that excluded certain key con 
tributors to the process. About 1 month later, in June ot l y°^^, 
Soviets removed the remaining 1,000 technicians; they ceased 
deliveries, and they reaffirmed their insistence on Iranian negoi 
tions with Iraq, as the way for improved relations. .„, 

Yet, this estimate really was not changed until February i»° 
How do you explain that? And in the interim, of course, a»» 
Contra was born. 

Mr. GATES. Yes, sir. _ , i y 

Senator, the estimate that was produced at the end ot MWJ/ 
was one of a series on conditions in Iran, and Iranian ion* 
policy. An earlier one had been done in October 1984, ana as j 
have suggested, there was another in February 1986. 
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This estimate had two fundamental points: one was that the in-
rnal situation in Iran was worse than people had anticipated, and 

^ ed the possibility of significant tumult before Ayatollah Kho-
ra3^ • (jjed; the other was that these conditions created the circum-
^nces in which the Soviets might make significant in-roads at the 

Dense of the West and the United States, in particular. 
The first of those points was a direct outgrowth of an estimate, 

r of an assessment done by a Directorate of Intelligence analyst in 
1 te March of 1985, in terms of—and, in fact, the person who wrote 
the March DI assessment is the same one who was the drafter of 

The second point really was an outgrowth of several events that 
had been reported in mid-May in the National Intelligence Daily, 
and they included—that included the fact that Khomeini had sent 
an emissary to, or sent a message to the Soviet leadership, to Gor
bachev, urging an improvement in relations. The Iranians had 
gone through the Syrians to the Soviets to try and get weapons. 
And they had also gone through the Syrians to try to get access to 
the KGB to find out the reaction to the original Khomeini message 
to Gorbachev. # 

So there were several things happening that gave the JN1U and 
others some sense that the Soviets were going to press ahead. 

When the estimate was brought to the National Foreign Intelli
gence Board, there was only one issue at the Board, according to 
the records of the meeting. And that was the representative of the 
Bureau of Intelligence and Research at the State Department felt 
that the estimate over-stated the seriousness of the internal situa
tion in Iran. The issue at the NFIB meeting was not the Soviet sit
uation, but the internal situation in Iran. And there was a lot of 
going back and forth on that particular issue. 

There was a disagreement, I later learned, in CIA with the esti
mate's views on the Soviet—the potential for Soviet achievement. 
But the analysts weren't excluded from involvement in the esti
mate. They simply did not have their views accepted. And for rea
sons that are not clear to me, those analysts not only did not come 
to me, they did not go to their immediate supervisor, the Director 
of Soviet Analysis, to protest that their views were not being taken 
fully into account by the National Intelligence Officer. So I was un
aware of this dispute, and the fact that the CIA Soviet Analysts 
felt their views hadn't been fully taken into account. 

Senator BRADLEY. And that's why there was no alternative view 
presented? 

Mr. GATES. On the Soviet issues, yes, sir. 
Senator BRADLEY. And why on the Iranian issue was there no al

ternative view? 
Mr. GATES. There was a long discussion at the Board meeting 

about that; some changes were proposed in the language to try and 
satisfy the INR representative. I spoke about it. Mr. McMahon 
spoke. General Odom of NSA spoke. I think the Director spoke—all 
trying to say don't the changes that we've made accommodate the 
view that you all have? ^ M j . 

The INR representative said no. And Mr. Casey said fine, take 
your footnote. I think at some point, after that, I m—my own 
memory is vague on it>-but I apparently called Ambassador 

53-019 0 - 9 2 - 1 9 
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Abramowitz and talked him out of the footnote. My view was th 
the footnote that—the change that had been made in the estim t 
was sufficient that the footnote was kind of pointless. 

Senator BRADLEY. But you did call and urge him not to put th 
footnote in? ùe 

Mr. GATES. Apparently so, and I was successful in persuadin 
him that it was not—did not add to the policymakers' knowlej? 
on this matter. ^ e 

Senator BRADLEY. SO that there was no alternative view present
ed. 

Mr. GATES. That is correct. Because I felt that the view that thev 
had, as they had written their footnote, really didn't represent an 
alternative view. 

Senator BRADLEY. DO you think that in retrospect you were right 
or wrong to do that? 

Mr. GATES. Well, normally, my practice was to encourage foot
notes, although I did, on occasion, call people to try and discourage 
footnotes that I thought were frivolous, or did not help the policy
makers' understanding of the problem. 

Frankly, it was a matter that was of not very much importance 
to me from a substantive standpoint. And I believe that there cer
tainly wouldn't have been any harm in having the footnote. But I 
don't think, based on my recollection, that it would have advanced 
the cause very much. 

Senator BRADLEY. Okay 
Mr. GATES. Senator, if I might just add, because these estimates 

have been a source of some controversy, there is one basic point 
that was present in all three of those estimates: October 1984, May 
1985, and February 1986. The one point that did not change in the 
context of Iran-Contra was that all three of those estimates consist
ently said that there was no element in Iran interested in doing 
business with the United States. 

Senator BRADLEY. Okay, I would like to move, if I could, to the 
role of the DCI. 

Do you agree that the DCI and CIA should not publicize one
sided views of strategic issues? 

Mr. GATES. Yes, sir. 
Senator BRADLEY. DO you agree that the DCI and CIA should not 

publicize, or should not participate as advocates in policy debates? 
Mr. GATES. Yes, sir. 
Senator BRADLEY. SO you agree with President Bush who is a 

former DCI in enjoining the DCI and the CIA from even appearing 
to take sides in policy debates? 

Mr. GATES. Yes, sir. 
Senator BRADLEY. If that is all true, what I would like you to do 

is to explain the speech you made to the World Affairs Council in 
Northern California on November 25, 1986, which was a real piece 
of advocacy for SDL And I would like to focus, in particular on the 
basis for some of the things that you said in that speech. 

In the speech, it is true, is it not, that you publicly predicted that 
a Soviet ground-based laser device would be tested in the 1980's at 
high energy levels that would show the feasibility of ballistic mis
sile defenses? 
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Mr GATES. I assume you have the text in front of you, so I'll 

agc£ator BRADLEY. Okay. 
Senator DANFORTH. Mr. Chairman, could he be given the text so 

that he does not have to agree with something he has no idea 
3 Senator BRADLEY. Well, let me repeat the sentence. 

Chairman BOREN. Perhaps the Senator could read it. 
Senator DANFORTH. Mr. Chairman, I wonder if he could be given 

the entire text so he could see it? 
Chairman BOREN. Is the Senator willing to have him have that? 
Senator BRADLEY. What is the time, Mr. Chairman? I have a 

whole series, and I would be willing to give him the text of the 
speech and come back to this subject in the next round. 

Chairman BOREN. YOU about 20 more minutes. 
Senator BRADLEY. I would be pleased to give it to him. He can 

have it I am sure he has it in his file. This is something we have 
talked about before. And he can look at it in full, and I will come 
back to this subject in the next round. 

Chairman BOREN. Does the nominee feel he is familiar enough 
with the speech if Senator Bradley would quote from it, or read 

Mr. GATES. I appreciate what Senator Danforth said. But I think 
we can go ahead. t- .,-;• •__,:-', , 

Chairman BOREN. He thinks he can go ahead. Why do you not 
read from it, and then if there is a point that he needs to see, we 
can hand it back and forth, anyway. 

Senator BRADLEY. Okay. 
You say we expect the Soviets to text the feasibility of grouncU 

based lasers for defense against ballistic missiles by the late 1980 s, 
and could begin testing components for a large-scale deployment 
system in the 1990's. 

So the question is, were you wrong? Did any such test take place 
inthel980's? 

Mr. GATES. I don't know the answer to that, Senator. I d have to 
check. I gather from the nature of your question that it probably 
didn't. But I'd have to check to make sure. <h i . 

Senator BRADLEY. Okay, well take my word. [General laughter.] 
Was your unqualified prediction here based upon a full reading 

of all of the intelligence information available to you? Were there 
any uncertainties that you glossed over? 

Mr. GATES. Senator, it is worth taking, I think just a moment, to 
describe how I developed the speeches. Because I assume that you 
are going to have some other questions about them. 

My speeches would begin by gathering information from the in
telligence product. I would gather intelligence assessments, current 
intelligence, and so on. And then from that, develop a speech 
which I would then share—I would share the draft with various an
alysts and managers in the Agency to get their views, and see 
whether I was in the ballpark. . 0 . 

The particular speech that you're talking about on the Soviet 
SDI program, Soviet Air Defense and Strategic Defense program, 1 
drew from a DIA white paper, an unclassified DIA paper on boviet 
SDI and strategic defense from the current issue of Soviet Military 
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Power, and from a White Paper prepared by a CIA analyst in th 
Office of Scientific and Weapons Research. I didn't make that stuff 
up. I guarantee you, I wouldn't know a ground-based laser from 
shoe-shine box. But—so that material was drawn, presumably 
from one of those papers. y' 

Senator BRADLEY. But it was a very strong case of advocacy for 
billion, billion, billions of dollars of defense expenditures. 

Mr. GATES. What I was trying to do in that speech, Senator, was 
outline what I believed to be the comprehensive nature of the 
Soviet Strategic Defense Program, the degree to which they had 
spent, themselves, many tens of billions of dollars on strategic de
fense, in a situation that left them potentially with a strategic ad
vantage over the United States, because they had a strategic de
fense, however flawed, and we had none. 

Senator BRADLEY. My point is really not to debate SDI but to ask 
you why you choose to emphasize the more alarming aspects of the 
intelligence information, as opposed to the more reassuring aspects 
of the intelligence information. There were embodied in the intelli
gence information a lot of reassuring aspects that would not lead 
one to the conclusion that you drew and that you spoke publicly 
about the need to build the SDI in the United States or about 
Soviet development. 

So my question to you is why did you choose to strike the more 
alarming pose, as opposed to the more reassuring pose. Was it that 
you just felt very strongly about this, or was it that you were, es
sentially, trying to support an Administration's policy view? 

Mr. GATES. I was not intentionally trying to support the Admin
istration's specific policy. The SDI program idea was more than 3 
years old by that time. 

What I was trying to do was highlight an area of Soviet advan
tage that I thought had not received sufficient attention prior to 
that time. I may have erred on the side of focusing on the concerns. 
But it was a speech that, as I say, was shared with a number of 
analysts within the Agency before I gave it. 

Senator BRADLEY. SO, would you today say that you think that 
was a mistake to have done? 

Mr. GATES. Senator, one area where I have changed my views 
since we last had a dialogue on this subject in February, 1987, has 
to do with speeches by the DCI, substantive speeches. 

I believe that occasionally those speeches have value. I think 
that the speech that either Admiral Inman or John McMahon gave 
in the early 1980's about technology transfer was an important 
contribution. I think that the speech that Judge Webster gave 
about proliferation was important. But, by and large, I think that 
the DCI should avoid giving substantive speeches, particularly 
those where there is a risk of the speech being misinterpreted as 
advocacy of a policy. 

I think that the DCI should speak publicly. But I think he should 
speak about intelligence issues and try and inform the American 
people. This is an area where I, frankly, have changed my view and 
believe that such, that substantive speeches should be given spar
ingly. 

Senator BRADLEY. So you wouldn't do that again? 
Mr. GATES. NO, sir. I don't think I would. 
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Qpnator BRADLEY. I'd like to turn to Iraq, if I could. 
n iH vou eive me the intelligence basis for the Administration's 
™nse to the gassing of the Kurds? Do you recall, August, 1988? 

r6ivr GATES. My recollection, Senator, was that the intelligence 
Dretty good that the Iraqis had, in fact, gassed a number of 

S^dish villages. I think there was some controversy over the 
hire of the gas and how lethal it was and so on. I'm trying—it's 
little vague. 3 Senator BRADLEY. What was the basis for the kind of lukewarm 

esponse, I mean, you know, opposing it but, at the same time, not 

°PWasn§iere a basis in intelligence for that? Was there something 

a Mr GATES. Not that I'm aware of, Senator. 
Senator BRADLEY. SO there was no intelligence basis for the posi-

Mr. GATES. I think that the intelligence was fairly clear that 
there had been a gassing. -. -•;; . 

Senator BRADLEY. But in terms of the policy response here/ 
Mr GATES. Well, I'm not quite sure what you're asking me. 
Senator BRADLEY. Well, let's go down. Let's do another one and 

you'll get the drift. Vt- •;• 
We passed an amendment here in the Congress in, 1 think, iy»8, 

that applied unilateral sanctions to Iraq. This was, I think, after 
the gassing. The Administration fought to delete those unilateral 
sanctions in the conference, and succeeded in doing so. 

Was there an intelligence basis for the effort to delete unilateral 
sanctions against Saddam Hussein? 

Mr. GATES. NO, sir. I don't think so. 
Senator BRADLEY. SO the effort to delete them was not based 

upon any information about his intentions? 
Mr. GATES. I think it was based on policy considerations. 
Senator BRADLEY. NOW, could you tell me, in 1988, Iraq routed 

Iran, if you recall, and you were the Deputy DCI at that time. Is 
that not correct? 

Î Ir. GATES. Yes sir. 
Senator BRADLEY. Isn't it true that you refocused collection and 

analytical resources away from Iraq toward other issues and areas 
of concern after that routing? 

Mr. GATES. Once that war was over, we probably did do some 
reallocation of resources. Yes, sir. . . . , 

Senator BRADLEY. SO you moved them away from watching Iraq 
and the Persian Gulf to other areas. 

Mr. GATES. Our concentration on the Iran-Iraq War had imposed 
some limitations on our satellite capabilities in terms of some long
standing problems in the Soviet Union and elsewhere. And so, the 
war was over, we tried to address some of those issues and prob
lems. 

Senator BRADLEY. And as the Chairman of the NSC's Deputies 
Committee, you were responsible for policy guidance and tasking ot 
the Intelligence Community. Is that not correct? 

Mr. GATES. Not in that kind of direct chain of command way. 
Certainly, the Deputies Committee, Mr. Kerr, the Deputy Director 
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of Central Intelligence, sits as a member of that group and part' 
pates in its deliberations. 1Cl* 

Senator BRADLEY. What I'm getting at is here was the end of th 
war, Iraq was still a problem, at this point admittedly the rnoat 
powerful country in the region, and we moved our intelligence w! 
sources elsewhere; that Iraq had not demobilized, to the contrarv 
increased it aggressive attempts to get strategic materials, and ac 
tually began to revive ties with terrorists. 

Now, my question to you is was that a wise thing to have done? 
Mr. GATES. I believe the intelligence assessment that was done in 

1989, Senator Bradley, stated the view that Saddam Hussein and 
Iraq would be spending the next several years more likely than not 
engaged in rebuilding. Iraq had taken a fairly heavy pounding in 
the war, even though they won it and had the kind of capabilities 
that you're describing. But there was an intelligence assessment 
that suggested that they would be focused on rebuilding for the 
next 3 to 5 years and not turning toward external aggression. 

Senator BRADLEY. And that it was likely that they would not use 
military force? 

Mr. GATES. Yes, sir. 
Senator BRADLEY. Were you responsible for directing this? 
Mr. GATES. That assessment? 
Senator BRADLEY. Uh-huh. 
Mr. GATES. NO, sir. I don't think so. 
Senator BRADLEY. In terms of coordinating it at the NSC? 
Mr. GATES. NO, sir. Those assessments are not coordinated at 

NSC. 
Senator BRADLEY. Let me ask you, aside from the CIA's unau

thorized role in the shipping of U.S. made/Israeli owned arms to 
Iran in 1985, have you been aware of any other covert activities by 
the CIA that were not authorized by a Presidential Finding? 

Mr. GATES. NO, sir. I don't believe so. 
Senator BRADLEY. When you were the Deputy DCI, were you re

sponsible for the activities by the CIA to implement the Adminis
tration's policy of strengthening Iraqi military capabilities against 
Iran in the spring of 1986? 

Mr. GATES. I certainly was aware of the passage or sharing of in
telligence with Iraq. Yes, sir. 

Senator BRADLEY. And you were responsible for the CIA portion? 
Mr. GATES. It was undertaken by the Directorate of Intelligence. 

Yes, sir. 
Senator BRADLEY. Were these activities confined to intelligence 

sharing intended solely for obtaining necessary intelligence under 
the terms of the law? 

Mr. GATES. I think that in the context of the broader liaison rela
tionship that, as that has traditionally been interpreted, that the 
materials that were provided fell within the context of that liaison 
relationship. 

Senator BRADLEY. Would you describe to me your understanding 
of the law at that time, the so-called Hughes-Ryan Amendment. 

Mr. GATES. My understanding, Senator, is that the law is fairly 
vague on, as it pertains to liaison relationships. 

Senator BRADLEY. SO what is your understanding of the law as to 
what was allowed? 
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lVfr GATES. My understanding is certainly the view in the 
ency at the time was that the material that was provided to Iraq 

Z, allowed within the context of the law and— 
Chairman BOREN. Let me caution both the witness and the ques-

. ̂ e r ^ a t we are verging on classified information in terms of 
that which we cannot discuss in open session. I think we all realize 
that we will discuss in closed session any matter of sharing of any 

telligence. Getting down to the specific substance of what intelli
gence was shared or not shared with any other country, we have to 
be very cautious about discussing that in open session. So I would 
ask both of you, if you could, to keep your comments in the ab
stract and not related to particular matters of what might or might 
not have been shared with any particular country. If we could, 
keep it to the abstract question and the question of law. 

Pardon the interruption. I may have broken the chain of 

Senator Bradley, do you want to restate your question? I think 
I've broken the chain of thought here. 

Senator BRADLEY. Mr. Chairman, I recognize that much of this 
will be discussed next week in the closed session. But I was just 
trying to get Mr. Gates' view of what the law meant, since he was 
the operational person, the Deputy Director at the time. 

Mr. GATES. Yes, sir. m 

My understanding was that the material that was being provided 
was allowed under the law. 

Senator BRADLEY. Can you, in your own mind, be absolutely clear 
that there was no covert action? 

Mr. GATES. I believe that there was not under the interpretation 
of that law. 

Senator BRADLEY. Well, we can't go any further here. 
My half hour is up, Mr. Chairman, though I do have a couple of 

other areas. 
Chairman BOREN. Why don't you go on for another 5 minutes. 

It's understandable that we may have to come back to several Sen
ators for more questions. 

Senator BRADLEY. Okay. 
Another area of real importance in the world, of course, in the 

new world, is China. I recall an exchange we had back in 1986, in 
the Committee, when I think Defense Secretary Weinberger and I 
think Roz Ridgeway and General Perroots and a number of other 
people were testifying and you were testifying. We were talking 
about the Soviet Union, and I basically asked you well, you know, 
let's throw conventional wisdom aside. Can you imagine any kind 
of significant change in the Soviet Union? What kind of intelli
gence data, what kind of work should the Intelligence Community 
be doing to equip policy makers with the information that they 
might need if that event took place? 

In 1986, you responded, "Quite frankly, I am without any hint 
that such fundamental change is going on. My resources do not 
Permit me the luxury of sort of just idly speculating on what a dif
férent kind of Soviet Union might look like." 

Now, a lot of water is under the bridge. Things have happened. 
Here is another Communist nation, China. Will you be idly spec

ulating with China? Will you be trying to think through what hap-
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pens there? What have you learned from your kind of reticence 
entertain the unthinking at a time when conventional wisdom L-Î 
it was unthinkable and then finding that it became reality? 

Mr. GATES. Senator, I think it did not take until 1991 to pick 
on your suggestion, and I think we did go out subsequently «? 
haps not immediately, and began talking about different kinds It 
futures for the Soviet Union. I think that a couple of papers wer 
in fact, commissioned along those lines. e' 

Clearly, I think that we've all learned some important lessons 
from the events of the last 3 or 4 years in terms of thinking the 
unthinkable. And, clearly, we need to be thinking about alternative 
futures for China as well. I think that that work should be under 
way if it is not already under way. 

Senator BRADLEY. But my question to you is what would you do 
differently now to catch that kind of change in China that you did 
not catch in the Soviet Union? 

Mr. GATES. Part of the problem is being able to measure broad 
popular sentiment and overall conditions in a country that is fun
damentally a difficult place in which to travel or to gather infor
mation or to talk to people. 

Now I know lots of travelers go to China. Lots of travelers went 
to the Soviet Union. But it certainly is an environment in which 
people are afraid to talk and often afraid to be candid. 

I think more can be done through expanded human intelligence 
collection. I think part of what can be done is simply to insure that 
people are thinking about these problems, that they are sitting 
down and trying to identify here are what the different alternative 
paths may be historically for this country and here are the indica
tions of what we might see if the country were moving in one or 
another of those paths. Those indications would then perhaps pro
vide a guide for collection. 

I think we did some of that on the Soviet Union, almost certainly 
not enough. 

Senator BRADLEY. SO more broad path analysis? 
Mr. GATES. Yes, sir, and I think also more human intelligence 

collection. 
Senator BRADLEY. If I could, on the issue of economic intelli

gence, do you think that we should do more economic intelligence? 
Mr. GATES. I think that economic intelligence, Senator, is some

thing where we need to proceed with some care. I know that 
there's a lot of concern about doing industrial espionage, if you 
will, and I, frankly, don't think that U.S. intelligence should be en
gaged in that. 

I think there are two areas where we should do economic intelli
gence. One is in gathering and reporting information where other 
countries are not playing by the international rules, where they 
are colluding with their industry in ways that disadvantage U.S. 
industry unfairly—in other words, collecting and reporting infor
mation that will help our policy makers level the playing field in a 
policy sense. 

The second area where I think we ought to be aggressive and 
even more aggressive than we are is in responding to the actions ot 
foreign intelligence services directed against U.S. companies and 
U.S. technology. We know that foreign intelligence services plant 
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les in our high tech companies. We know that they rifle brief-
m°* of our businessmen who travel in their countries. We know 
fht they collect information on what we're doing, and I think that 
HA and the FBI, working together, should have a very aggressive 

^So those are the two areas where I think we need to be more ag
gressive in economic intelligence. 

Senator BRADLEY. If I could, other than former Communist coun
tries for how many countries do you have evidence of such espio
nage against U.S. businessmen? 

Mr. GATES. Well, I will check, but I can think of two off the top 
of my head. 

Senator BRADLEY. Okay. I think that s right. 
Now, let me ask you, when you talk about economic espionage, 

vou are not talking about the service being used to ferret out com
mercial secrets for the benefit of American companies? 

Mr. GATES. NO, sir. I don't think that's an appropriate role. 
In fact, a case officer once told me, he said, "I'm not afraid to 

risk my life for the United States, but I won't do it for" and he 
mentioned a U.S. company. 

Senator BRADLEY. That makes two of us, Mr. Gates. 
Thank you very much, Mr. Chairman. 
Chairman BOREN. Thank you very much, Senator Bradley. 
There is one question I would like to interject really for the point 

of information. One of the purposes of this hearing, or I might say 
one of the opportunities, not a purpose, of this hearing is not only 
to examine the qualifications of this nominee and to look ahead in 
terms of the future of U.S. intelligence, but it provides an opportu
nity I think all of us welcome, both on the Oversight Committee 
and in the Intelligence Community, to try to educate the American 
public about the nature of intelligence. 

I'm sure that those who have watched these proceedings oyer the 
last several hours have gained some new insight into the intelli
gence process. This is very healthy. This is, as the nominee has 
said, a process for which the American taxpayers are footing the 
bill. 

Therefore, it is very appropriate that they should learn as much 
about this process as we can possibly make available to them. 

In the course of your testimony—Senator Nunn and I were dis
cussing this—very often you've talked about the clandestine serv
ice, the Directorate of Operations and you've talked about the ana
lytical side, the Directorate of Intelligence. 

One of the things that I certainly was not fully aware of when 1 
came on this Committee was the distinct difference of the two. I 
thought of the CIA as being the CIA, a more or less monolithic in
telligence community. , -

I wonder if you might describe the roles and functions very briet-
ly of the two. You referred to the two cultures at one point m time. 

Mr. GATES. Yes. *_ i_ u 
Chairman BOREN. But I'm not sure that those who have been ob

serving us outside the community really understand what we re 
talking about. I think it would be helpful just to put that into the 
record so that people can have an understanding of that as we pro
ceed. What are the differences between the two sides of the 
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Agency? In essence, what are their different roles? Therefore wh 
are the kinds of abilities and capabilities that people tend to h 
on the two sides of the service? ^Ve 

Mr. GATES. I might just start, Mr. Chairman, by saying there 
four Directorates in CIA: one for administration, one for Scien^ 
and Technology, one for Operations and one for Intelligence. 

The Operations Directorate is charged, primarily, with the cla 
destine collection of human intelligence. This is the Directorate 
that sends case officers overseas and is really the home of what 
most people generally think of when they think, frankly, of CIA 
and intelligence in general. That's the spy business: recruiting 
agents, getting information on other countries' military programs 
and basically bringing that information back to Washington. That 
directorate is also responsible for implementing covert action and 
for carrying out covert actions. That can be as simple as political 
action, to help a country where one of our adversaries is funding a 
ruling party and we're trying to get elections started and trying to 
help a democratic force. It can be actions relating to terrorism and 
so on—but, in any event, the implementation of covert action. 

The Directorate of Intelligence is responsible for gathering intel
ligence information from a variety of different sources. Human in
telligence is one, but also diplomatic reporting, information from 
technical sources, photographic satellites and others, overt informa
tion from foreign broadcasts and journalists, journalism, newspa
pers and so on—integrating all of that information and reporting 
its finding to the policy community and to the Congress. 

So its basic role is an analytical one. 
Most of the people—until recently, until fairly recently, there 

has been very little contact or very little exchange between the two 
Directorates. They really are two separate cultures. And, frankly, 
for a long time, there was a lot of suspicion between the two of 
them. And, certainly, each held at arms length and occasionally 
even not the highest regard for each other. 

But I think that has begun changing over the last several years. 
As I indicated, one of the things that I did as DDI that I was proud
est of was recruiting Bob Ames to be head, from the clandestine 
service, to head the Near East office on the analytical side. 

One of the greatest strengths that the clandestine service officers 
bring to their jobs that the analysts don't have is what I referred to 
yesterday as "ground truth." They've lived in these countries. They 
know the players. They know the culture. They've had experience 
there, and they have a sense of the local politics and the local envi
ronment in a way that analysts, even those who travel routinely to 
the area, can't have. 

By the same token, the analysts often have a much broader back
ground in the history of that country or of the region. So each 
brings very different strengths to the intelligence process. 

The effort to get them to cooperate more closely has been ongo
ing for a number of years, but I would say has really made head
way perhaps just in the last 3 years or so. 

Chairman BOREN. I think that's useful to know. You're dealing 
obviously with very different types of personalities. The training on 
the analytic side is primarily what we view as more academically 
oriented training, more or less like an academic discipline, I would 
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ther Some of us have had the opportunity to see some of our 
• ior new operations officers and recruits being trained on every-
ffne to how you communicate surreptitiously and other things. 

So am I right to say that usually you find very different kinds of 
rsonalities in the two fields as well, people with very different 

kinds of inclinations about what they like to do? 
Mr GATES. That is often the case. Yes, sir. 
Chairman BOREN. Thank you very much. 
T want to turn now to close out our morning session to Senator 

Let me just say, as a matter of schedule, when we come back this 
afternoon at approximately 1:30, we'll begin with Senator Cran
ston, and this will be the order: Senator Cranston, Senator Gorton, 
Senator DeConcini, Senator D'Amato, Senator Glenn, Senator 
Chafee, and then Senator Hollings will complete our afternoon ses
sion. Then, if there are any problems or if any of those wish to 
make changes in times or exchange with another Senator, please 
let me know. 

Senator Rudman. 
Senator WARNER. Senator Rudman, would you yield to me tor 
Senator RUDMAN. I'd be pleased to yield to the Senator from Vir

ginia for a minute. 
Senator WARNER. Thank you very much. 
Senator Bradley led off his line of questioning asking you about 

the misjudgments that you have freely disclosed to the Committee 
and what it was in the composite of your personality at that time 
that led you to make the misjudgments. And you answered. 

But it seems to me there's an important follow-on question. 
People who aspire to lead constantly learn by their experience. 

Give us your thoughts of how you have advanced in your learn
ing process since 1987, when you were last before us. 

Mr. GATES. Senator, I think that working with Director Webster 
for 2 years, almost 2 years, was a very beneficial experience for us. 
His expertise, both as Director of the FBI and as a judge before 
that, brought experiences to me that I hadn't had. 

One of the things that I always admired Director Webster for 
was a management technique that I have tried to learn from him, 
and that is that when you want to make a change in an institution 
that you want to be lasting, you bring in the people, the careerists, 
you tell them what your objective is, and then ask them to come 
back to you with proposed solutions on how to get to where you 
want to go; so that the bureaucracy feels like the change is a prod
uct of its own work, not something imposed from above. 

I've seen too many senior people come into government, impose 
change, and watch it all disappear the minute they walk out the 
door. I think it's a technique that Director Webster has that has 
the potential for truly making lasting change in a bureaucracy. 

So that is a very important management lesson that I learned 
from him. And, frankly, looking at the list of initiatives that I men
tioned in my opening statement yesterday, when the time comes, it 
we go forward with that, if I'm confirmed and a number of those 
different projects get under way, that's a technique that I intend to 
use. 
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I clearly have learned a lot working for the President and •«, 
General Scowcroft and Secretary Cheney and Secretary Baker 
the last 2V2 years, almost 3 years, both in terms of their needs? 
intelligence, how they use intelligence, how they view intelligen 
and how it could be made more useful to them. e> 

So that experience, as well as really occupying a policy positi 
at a level that I had not occupied before, I think, has given m 
even better insight into how intelligence can be improved and ho 
it can be used better by the policy community. 

Senator WARNER. I thank the witness and I thank my friend fo 
yielding. 

Senator METZENBAUM. Mr. Chairman? 
Chairman BOREN. Senator Metzenbaum? 
Senator METZENBAUM. Mr. Chairman, I just want to say to mv 

colleague and friend, Senator Rudman, who I know is about to 
commence his questioning, that he has been very patient and has 
been present while I went through a line of inquiry. 

There is an amendment on the floor that I am handling and I 
am leaving. But it not out of disrespect. I will follow the record and 
I apologize for not being present, because I think there will be 
some gems of wisdom that I will be interested in hearing. 

Senator RUDMAN. Mr. Chairman, I have no questions. [General 
laughter.] 

Chairman BOREN. The Senator from New Hampshire, are you 
ready to proceed? 

Senator RUDMAN. Thank you, Mr. Chairman. 
Mr. Chairman, I was reminded by my friend from Maine, Sena

tor Cohen, of a restatement of an oft-stated principle recently by 
the President of Harvard University, who said that it was an im
perfect world and there were many imperfect people within that 
world. 

Chairman BOREN. The presidents of Harvard should be fully in
formed about that, I would think. [General laughter.] 

Senator RUDMAN. Most Yale graduates do feel that way. [General 
laughter.] 

I was struck by the fact, sitting here yesterday, last evening, and 
again this morning, that this has certainly been true on both sides 
of the table that the nominee sits at this morning. 

By his own statement, there have been imperfections in his judg
ment. By the same token, I would say that there are a number of 
Senators, possibly all, who have failed to recognize the need to take 
action at difficult times and who, in retrospect, would have acted 
differently with the benefit of hindsight. And yet, we sit here, 
under our system, in judgment of this man, trying to set a stand
ard of competence and integrity that we're willing to accept. 

I think it's important for us to recognize that in making that 
judgment, we ought to temper it with some understanding of the 
situation Mr. Gates found himself in during the time periods we re 
talking about. I think to some extent the one thing that was not in 
Mr. Gates' answer to Senator Warner, but I think we would all rec
ognize, is that he is now chronologically 4 years older, emotionally 
maybe 30 years older, since that time in 1986 when this first broke. 

I just wanted to start off with those comments. 
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T also want to thank Senator Cohen for his presence and for his 
. o n e of the most incredible staffers I've ever had. [General 

fu 1 
^Senator COHEN. I thought you were in need of that assistance, 
qpnator Rudman. [General laughter.] 

Senator RUDMAN. Senator Cohen has a whole new vocation if he 
hooses not to run over and over again. He would be hired by any 

Member of this Committee on either side. 
He gave me some wonderful quotations to use. He was referring 

. Homer in particular. I said to him, "Bill, if you quote Homer, 
«eople expect it. If I quote him, they'll laugh." So I won't quote 
Homer. [General laughter.] 

Mr Gates, I want to just take you over, unfortunately, some 01 
the ground that's already been covered. I had hoped during this 
first round to talk more along the lines that Senator Bradley has 
spoken in terms of the whole thrust of what the Agency does and 
where you want to take it. But I feel it is important—because of 
the lack of institutional memory on what happened in 1986-1987— 
at least to go over some of the ground that my friend from Ohio, 
Senator Metzenbaum, covered earlier. So I'm going to do that and 
ask for some of your comments on it. There are a few areas that I 
think need some emphasis here to keep this record straight. 

Senator Metzenbaum referred during a long series of questions 
both last evening and this morning to a November-December—I 
don't know the exact date—appearance of yours before the Senate 
Intelligence Committee in which you made known your strong feel
ings about notification. Then, in the questions following that narra
tive, there was the suggestion that somehow you were disingenuous 
to the Committee, that you, in fact, misrepresented to the Congress 
your point of view because, at the time that you were doing that, 
you were aware of an unreported Finding. 

You're familiar with that line of questioning? 
Mr. GATES. Yes sir. 
Senator RUDMAN. Ï want, for the record, to refer to Iran-Contra 

Exhibit JMP-28, which is on the White House stationery and dated 
January 17, 1986. I might say, parenthetically, I hope that some 
day I will never have to talk about this subject again. But I guess it 
just keeps coming up. It's almost like a typhus epidemic ui that 
anybody within 5 miles of the germ either died, is infected, or is 
barely able to survive. So I guess we're back in that mode again. 

The January 17 White House exhibit I have in front of me was a 
memorandum for the President of the United States, Ronald 
Reagan, from his National Security Adviser, John Poindexter. It s 
very instructive to read the last paragraph. The rest of it is in the 
record, but that paragraph is instructive as to the discussion you 
had with the Senator from Ohio. . . 

It said the following. I would point out that at this tune you were 
the Deputy Director for Intelligence. 

Am I correct? 
Mr. GATES. Yes, sir. - . . .. . 
Senator RUDMAN. That is a very esteemed position, but it is 

hardly the final policy leadership of the CIA. Is that correct? 
Mr. GATES. Yes, sir. 
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Senator RUDMAN. Here was Admiral Poindexter's memorandu 
to the President which the President initialed: "You have discussÏÏ 
the general outlines of the Israeli plan with Secretaries Shultz and 
Weinberger, Attorney General Meese, and Director Casey. The Sep 
retaries do not recommend you proceed with this plan. AttorruT 
General Meese and Director Casey believe the short-term and Ion 
term objectives of the plan warrant the policy risks involved and 
recommend you approve the attached Finding. Because of the ex 
treme sensitivity of this project, it is recommended that you exer
cise your statutory prerogatives"—which you referred to in y0Ur 
answer to the Senator from Ohio—"that you exercise your statuto
ry prerogatives to withhold notification of the Finding to the Con
gressional Oversight Committees until such time that you," the 
President, "deem it to be appropriate." 

Do you recall that? 
Mr. GATES. Yes, sir. 
Senator RUDMAN. In the Finding itself, in the operative clause, it 

says the following: "I hereby find"—this is the President of the 
United States speaking—"I hereby find that the following oper
ation in a foreign country, including all support necessary to such 
operation, is important to the national security of the United 
States and, due to its extreme sensitivity and security risks, I de
termine it is essential to limit prior notice and direct the Director 
of Central Intelligence to refrain from reporting this Finding to the 
Congress, as provided in section 501 of the National Security Act of 
1947, as amended, until I otherwise direct." 

Do you recall that? 
Mr. GATES. Yes, sir. 
Senator RUDMAN. And you were familiar with that at the time of 

the appearance discussed in your prior testimony? 
Mr. GATES. Yes, sir. 
Senator RUDMAN. DO you feel that as the Deputy Director of In

telligence you, at that point, were free to violate that restriction 
laid on the Agency by the President of the United States? 

Mr. GATES. NO, sir. 
Senator RUDMAN. NOW, to carry it a step further, what you have 

said to us in testimony is that, "were you to find yourself in that 
position, you would . . ."—and I'd like you to finish the sentence. 

Mr. GATES. I characterized that if I had found myself asked the 
specific question in April, 1986, confronted with the directive from 
the President, I would, in effect, seek time to go back and say that 
I had been confronted with this situation, that I had to respond to 
the Committee, and that the only possibilities were either to tell 
them about the Finding or to go back and tell them that I had been 
directed by the President not to answer the question. But I would 
have sought guidance in that way and I would have come back to 
the Committee immediately. I'm assuming it would have been the 
very next day. 

Senator RUDMAN. I think that it is stretching reality to accuse 
you of misrepresentation of your views about notification when, in 
fact, you were operating under that directive from the President 
himself. 

As a matter of fact, Mr. Gates—and you correct me if Ym 
wrong—but there is still a dispute between this Committee and 
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this President, who was not involved in that Finding, as to the con-
titutional question of notification and the 48 hour rule. Am I cor-

Mr. GATES. Yes, sir. 
Senator RUDMAN. And that it is still unresolved? 
Mr. GATES. Yes, sir. 
Senator RUDMAN. But it is your position and you are giving us 

vour pledge as the nominee that if, in fact, you are confirmed, you 
will follow the procedure you have outlined in answers to Senator 
Boren, Senator Metzenbaum, and to me just now? 

Mr. GATES. Yes, sir. 
Senator RUDMAN. All right. Thank you. 
Let me move to another point. 
There was some innuendo that because Colonel North had made 

certain references to you in his diary, I believe, that somehow that 
charged you with some knowledge or responsibility for what was 
written there. Your answer to the Senator from Ohio in response 
to that question was that you had no idea what that reference was. 

Am I correct? 
Mr. GATES. Yes, sir. 
Senator RUDMAN. For the record, Mr. Chairman, I want to refer 

to page 76 of the final report of the Congressional Committees on 
Iran-Contra. I want to read an excerpt of that report which is in
structive as to why I think that your answer is an accurate answer, 
and any inference that somehow, because you are in that diary, it 
casts aspersions on your integrity is incorrect. Let me read it. 

"In his report to Poindexter, North exaggerated his own role in 
the crisis. In a PROF note, North told Poindexter he had personal
ly forestalled a crisis by calling the President of Costa Rica and 
threatening to cut off aid. North conceded to Poindexter that he 
may have overstepped the bounds of his authority: 1 recognize that 
I was well beyond my charter in dealing with a head of state this 
way and in making threats, offers that may be impossible to deliv
er.' 

Poindexter responded, 'Thanks, Ollie. You did the right thing. 
But let's try to keep it quiet.' " 

So the PROF note was that Colonel North had a rather direct 
discussion with President Arias of Costa Rica. 

"North admitted in his testimony that he had not called Presi
dent Arias. He claimed instead that the PROF message was specifi
cally cast the way it was to protect the other two parties engaged." 

So I repeat what I said yesterday, that any reliance by anyone on 
PROF notes without some sort of corroboration is unfair to the wit
ness and, frankly, unfair to the Committee. 

I want to talk about the famous Allen meeting of October 1, 
1986, and the memo that was executed pursuant to that. 

I'm not very anxious to air soiled laundry of the CIA at this 
hearing, but there is something that really ought to be said here. I 
am aware of it, I have been made aware of it, and I want to discuss 
it with you in as diplomatic terms as I can. 

You, Mr. Gates, are a product of the Intelligence Directorate. Am 
I correct? 

Mr. GATES. Yes, sir. 
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Senator RUDMAN. At the time, Clair George was the Director of 
Operations. Am I correct? 

Mr. GATES. Yes, sir. 
Senator RUDMAN. Am I correct that there was, you've character 

ized it as "mistrust," but would I be accurate in saying that the 
relationship between you and Mr. George was somewhat strained 
at times? 

Mr. GATES. We cooperated in some areas and we had some strong 
disagreements in others. Yes, sir. 

Senator RUDMAN. Would it also be fair to say that, although nei
ther of you knew what the outcome would be, that you were both 
looked at as people who were upward bound in the Agency and 
there might have been some thought on someone's part that you 
were competitors for advancement within the Agency. Is that a fair 
statement? 

Mr. GATES. I suppose some may have thought that. Yes. 
Senator RUDMAN. Well, many people thought that, Mr. Gates. 
Now, when Mr. Allen came to you with this complaint, he was, 

essentially, talking about something that was within the realm of 
the Operations Directorate. Am I correct? 

Mr. GATES. Yes, sir. 
Senator RUDMAN. And you were in the Intelligence Directorate. 
Mr. GATES. By that time, sir, I was the Deputy Director of Cen

tral Intelligence. 
Senator RUDMAN. But your background, I should have said, was 

in the Intelligence Directorate. 
Mr. GATES. Yes, sir. 
Senator RUDMAN. Let me ask you this flat-out question, Mr. 

Gates. I've never asked it of you in our private meetings. I saved it 
for today. 

During that time when you were dealing with Mr. Casey, who 
you knew had a rather direct pipeline down to the DO and, in fact, 
would even bypass the DO and go to some of his subordinates—Mr. 
George's subordinates, such as Mr. Fiers—was it not a fact that one 
of the reasons you proceeded with extreme caution was that you 
did not want to get yourself into a situation of antagonizing the 
Operations Directorate without adequate and substantial cause to 
go forward? 

Mr. GATES. I certainly was concerned that they not view me as 
having some sort of inherent suspicion of them or mistrust of them 
in terms of their activities and their integrity. I did worry about 
that. Yes. . , 

Senator RUDMAN. In fact, that was a very sensitive thing be
cause, essentially, you were a relatively new Deputy Director ol 
Central Intelligence. You had been on a level, the same level, witn 
the DO, Mr. George, and you were about to move into an area with 
the Director and with the General Counsel that very well could 
give them a lot of grief. 

Am I correct? , 
Mr. GATES. I didn't know, but I clearly had a concern that tney 

not look upon me as some sort of, as a person who just basically 
mistrusted them. , 

Senator RUDMAN. Because, of course, you were coming fronJJJ? 
Directorate of Intelligence and now you had oversight over botn, 
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nd you wanted to be sure that you weren't perceived as someone 
^ho still had a bias toward your former directorate. Is that accu-
r&Mr GATES. Yes, sir, and I think also it was part of the reason 
why I moved slowly in involving myself in the activities of the 
clandestine service, as I indicated yesterday, only moving to get 
these briefings on a couple of these operations at the end of July, 
several months after I became Deputy. 

Senator RUDMAN. I thank you for that answer. It confirms what 
I have been told by others and what I have thought. 

One of the problems of these hearings it that they take place in a 
rather sterile atmosphere. To try to get the real-life feelings of 
people who are on-line, facing the crisis, is a very difficult thing to 
convey at a hearing like this. But I think my own judgment, look
ing at that whole record, is that one of the major reasons you pro
ceeded cautiously is that you wanted to make sure that you had 
good evidence. You had some question about Mr. Allen's judgment 
on some of these issues, as you've testified—although he had pro
duced some good work—and you wanted to be sure that you'd got it 
right before you went forward. 

Is that a good characterization? 
Mr. GATES. That's fair. 
Senator RUDMAN. All right. 
Now, I do want to turn to the other item that was the subject of 

a long series of questions, and that was on the Hasenfus shoot-
down and what you said and when you said it. It's kind of interest
ing because we now have some very current evidence to look at 
and that is the unfortunate—and I say that sincerely—indictment 
of Mr. Fiers, who I got to know very well over the years and had 
enormous respect for. I think he found himself in a terrible posi
tion. But he has been indicted and he will be dealt with by the jus
tice system, fairly I'm sure. 

I want to read to you from that indictment. 
"On or about October 9, 1986, the defendant, Alan Fiers, met 

with the CIA Deputy Director for Operations, Clair George, to dis
cuss what information would be provided to Congressional Commit
tees investigating the circumstances surrounding the downed air
craft and the resupply operation of which it was a part. During the 
course of the meeting, Mr. George informed the defendant, Alan D. 
Fiers, Jr., that certain facts would not be conveyed to the Congres
sional Committees because they would lead to further Congression
al inquiry that would 'turn the spotlight' on the Administration 
and thus reveal the role of Lieutenant Colonel North in the resup-
Ply effort." 

It is obvious that it was not revealed to the Congress. 
Was it revealed to you? 
Mr. GATES. No, sir. 
Senator RUDMAN. In fact, Mr. Gates, as sad as it is to state here 

this morning, you were lied to—if the possession of those facts is 
accurate. I will give you that caveat. You were lied to by your own 
People. 

Mr. GATES. If that statement is correct, that is true, 
senator RUDMAN. I think that is a very important point to make 

at this hearing: that to charge this witness with knowledge when 
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he was lied to—and, in my opinion, he was lied to—is the height of 
unfairness. 

Finally, Mr. Gates, again we're talking about this period of time 
almost in a sterile way, as if that's all everybody was doing. I Want 
to read to you—and ask you to comment on it—some of your testi
mony before this Committee on the 17th and 18th of February 
1987, during your previous hearing. 

You said, "Second, while I certainly do not wish to trivialize 
these activities, it is important, I think, to place them in perspec
tive. Lest it appear that the Iranian affair was the preoccupying 
issue on our minds during this period, let me point out that during 
the first two weeks in October, both we and you were preoccupied 
with the downing of the private benefactor airplane in Nicaragua 
and the capture of Eugene Hasenfus. The Daniloff affair and asso
ciated expulsions culminated during this period. We were deeply 
engaged in preparations for the President's meeting in Reykjavik. 
Nearly simultaneously, we had a political crisis in the Philippines, 
a phony Soviet withdrawal from Afghanistan, a major commitment 
of time and energy related to the British expulsion of the Syrian 
Ambassador, and Syria's involvement in terrorism, a flap over false 
reports of Korea's Kim Il-Sung's death, and a major preoccupation 
with the renewal of authorized support for the Contra program on 
October 1, and the associated conflict along the Nicaraguan-Hondu-
ran border." 

You were involved in all of those things at that time. Am I cor
rect? 

Mr. GATES. Yes, sir 
Senator RUDMAN. And you were groping, as best you could, to 

find out information about what was going on and in some cases 
you were not leveled with by your own people. Am I correct? 

Mr. GATES. I think that is correct, sir. 
Senator RUDMAN. Mr. Gates, I think you've been forthcoming 

and forthright. As anyone who followed Iran-Contra would know, I 
was never an apologist for the Administration or its participants. I 
think many things were done wrong and I will think to my dying 
day that it was a serious breach of our Constitution. But I do not 
think that you ought to be held accountable for anything in that, 
except an occasional judgment which I think could have been 
better. But I don't think we can judge you on that. I think we have 
to judge you on your entire record, on your competency, on your 
integrity, on your qualifications, and I hope that's the way each 
Member of this Committee and, indeed, the Senate will vote when 
this Committee reports out your nomination. 

Thank you, Mr. Chairman. 
Chairman BOREN. Thank you very much, Senator Rudman. 
As I've indicated, we will take a recess until 1:40, since we have 

run over a little bit, when we will begin the round of questions this 
afternoon. This will enable every Member of the Committee to at 
least have had an initial round of questions with the nominee, AS 
I've indicated previously, we will not cut off the questioning ot tne 
nominee even though we will go to other witnesses on Thursdaŷ  

We are going to be very thorough in this process. I know in 
nominee understands our responsibilities. And as long as ^ere a* 
any Members of the Committee that have questions that tney 
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. . really seriously need to be addressed, those Members will 
an opportunity to ask those questions and the nominee will 

l*Z an opportunity to respond. 
We will stand in recess until 1:40 this afternoon. 
rwhereupon, at 12:45 p.m., the Committee recessed, to reconvene 

at 1:40 the same day.] 
AFTERNOON SESSION 

Chairman BOREN. I might just indicate again for the purpose of 
heduling, we will attempt to complete about 5:00 o'clock or little 

^ r 5:00 o'clock today. We will follow the order that I outlined 
iSier in rounds not to exceed thirty minutes. Perhaps all Sena
tors will not take quite 30 minutes. 

We will not, of course, be in session on Wednesday. On Thursday 
morning at 7:00 o'clock, as was our practice this time, we will be 
releasing additional documents relating to the testimony of those 
that will be testifying on Thursday beginning at 9:30. The hearings 
will begin at 9:30. Additional packets of documents that have been 
through the declassification process will be released at that time. 
That would include the Kerr deposition and sworn statements of 
Mr. Allen and Mr. Doherty and Mr. Makowka, and the deposition 
of Mr. Kerr, those are among the documents that will be released 
on Thursday morning. 

Thursday, we will have a whole series of open witnesses that 
have been previously announced to you. Some of them could even 
spill over onto Friday. 

Friday, we will have a closed session on least part of the day on 
the intelligence estimates that remain classified. And then on the 
following Tuesday we will resume, probably for a brief period in 
closed session, to talk about the question of intelligence sharing, 
which arose partly today. Our discussion of that has to be of neces
sity, again because of the classified information, conducted in 
closed session. 

After that time it would be our intention then to complete the 
questioning of the nominee. Members have indicated they do have 
some additional questions they would like to ask. So Mr. Gates 
would be prepared to come back, I might say to the nominee, po
tentially as early as Tuesday afternoon, it might be Wednesday, we 
have to just wait and see how this works out. 

I would anticipate that most of that final questioning would be in 
open session. There might be a few matters that we would require 
the nominee to testify to in closed session if they related to ques
tions raised during our classified sessions. So that roughly is going 
to be the schedule that we will be following, again subject to ad
justment. Because, as I've indicated, we have a very strong respon
sibility to be thorough in this process and we are going to give 
Members an opportunity to ask any questions that they feel they 
should ask. 

I think Members have been operating in good faith in terms of 
the questions they have been asking. They felt a responsibility to 
ask those questions. We'll seek any documents that they might feel 
they should have a chance to review before the hearings are com
pleted. 
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So again in keeping with those two words that I said I h 
would describe our hearings throughout, fair and thorough, th i? 
the process we intend to follow. ** 

Our next round of questions will come from my colleague fr 
the state of California, Senator Cranston. Senator Cranston? °m 

Senator RUDMAN. Senator Cranston would you yield to me f 
thirty seconds? 0r 

Senator CRANSTON. Of course. 
Senator RUDMAN. I just want to make sure, Mr. Chairman, that 

the written record is correct. At the close of this morning I reaj 
some documents relating to Mr. Fiers. Of course those were from 
his plea bargain. He pleaded guilty to two misdemeanors. There is 
a separate indictment with similar language involving Mr. George 
I did not read that but there is great similarity and I want to make 
sure that people knew what I was reading from and it was clearly 
identified. 

Chairman BOREN. The document—just to be clear—the document 
from which you were reading was the document relating to the 
Fiers plea bargain. 

Senator RUDMAN. That is correct. And I thank my friend from 
California. 

Chairman BOREN. The Senator from California is recognized. 
Senator CRANSTON. Thank you Mr. Chairman. I am delighted to 

finally have my turn. 
I welcomed one remark in your opening statement where you 

said one of your objectives as DCI would be to reduce the amount 
of secrecy within and around the CIA. 

As we all know there are many, many papers that get stamped 
secret that shouldn't be. Don't you really think we should reduce 
the amount of secrecy government wide and review the whole clas
sification system? 
i Mr. GATES. I agree with that, Senator Cranston, and I think 
there has been considerable progress in this arena in the last sever
al years. I recall reading the—I realize it's not on everybody's read
ing list—but I did read the annual report of the Information Secu
rity Oversight Office. And they noted that the number of original— 
of people with original classification authority—has dropped from 
something like 60,000 people in 1971 to about 6,500 people in 1990. 

Similarly, the number of original classifications has dropped by 
about eighty percent over the last several years. Where the prob
lem is, is in the review of documents for declassification that are 
sitting in the government warehouses and safes. There are, you 
know, untold number of pages of these. 

Part of the problem is one of resources in the review of these 
documents. One of the areas that I've thought about in terms of 
greater Agency openness, where a DCI might be able to do some
thing, would be perhaps in somewhat greater openness with re
spect to historians. And being able to give greater access, particu
larly to older documents in the Agency files. This is one area that 1 
think warrants looking into. 

But overall, I think we have made some progress, I hope, since 
those days when people would put together a compilation of clip
pings and then stamp it secret. 
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ator CRANSTON. Without going into the warehouses and the 
f and flies and so forth, might it be worth your initiating dis

ons with the Secretaries of Defense and State and perhaps 
i^fce and other appropriate places to review what might be done 
^h ongoing operations to reduce the secrecy factor? 

^Mr GATES. Yes sir. 
Senator CRANSTON. The Intelligence Community presumably 
^ shrinking budgets while at the same time it faces new de-
ands in areas like arms control verification, counternarcotics, ter-

mrism and so forth. In regard to economic intelligence that you 
ïLcussed with Senator Bradley this morning, you mentioned that 
S countries seem to be engaging in economic espionage of one 
sort or another. Without asking you what countries, I did want to 
ask is that done by the governments or is it a private operation or 
what? 

Mr. GATES. I'm confident in one case it s the government, Sena
tor. I think it's the government in the second but I'd have to check. 

Senator CRANSTON. DO you know how they go about sharing that 
with business concerns to avoid the concern that Senator Metz-
enbaum has of favoritism to one business or another? 

Mr. GATES. NO sir, I don't. 
Senator CRANSTON. Some people suggested that intelligence al

ready collected from national systems could be of tremendous use 
to environmental scientists in dealing with the environment gener
ally. Do you see any role for the Intelligence Community and the 
CIA specifically in acquiring information that can be helpful in 
dealing with environmental threats to our security and our quality 
of life? 

Mr. GATES. We certainly have assets that can be brought to bear 
against this problem. One area, for example, not in an environmen
tal area, but an area outside of normal or what one would think 
would be usual intelligence interests, are the statistics that the 
Agency has pulled together on the number of AIDS cases world
wide, for example, because of a skepticism that the figures provid
ed by those countries to the World Health Organization, they shade 
for political reasons. 

It may be that the data gathering capabilities of the Intelligence 
Community and perhaps some of its space assets might be used in 
connection with environmental issues. The only concern that I 
have in that regard is as the resources available to the community 
decline and there are a shrinking number of people to do a larger 
number of tasks, I think we need to look carefully at those things 
which are in the traditional national security arena as we look at 
some of these new challenges before us. 

A new area, for example, in the last ten to fifteen years is the 
whole realm of narcotics, where the Intelligence Community has 
gotten fairly involved and now spends a fair amount of money. 
That was an area that was not a traditional intelligence concern. 

It may be that the environment will fall into that category as 
well, but I think that that's one of those areas in this broad look at 
intelligence missions and priorities that I think we ought to ad
dress and it ought to be a matter of agreement among the people 
m the Executive branch and also in the Congress if they deem that 
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sufficiently important to begin using some intelligence resources 
for that purpose. 

Senator CRANSTON. It seems to me that if you could it would he 
very constructive. You could help on the AIDS front. That would 
certainly be a real contribution. 

Are there any other non-traditional areas where you think CIA 
might be constructively helpful? 

Mr. GATES. Well, two areas where the Agency has done some 
work in the past that I thought was of particular interest included 
first of all, some work on climate change which was done a number 
of years ago. I guess that involved environmental matters. Another 
is on international resources, particularly water resources. T^ 
Agency did a paper a number of years ago indemnifying various 
places around the world where it could forecast that within the 
next ten or twenty years there was a real likelihood of war because 
of conflict over available water resources. I think there are some 
areas such as that where intelligence can make a unique contribu
tion. 

I think that there are a number of different areas that are of in
terest to people in the Executive branch and also in the Congress. 
Your comment about environmental studies is one thing. The 
Agency has done some work on civil technology development over
seas in terms of being able to identify leading areas where other 
countries are leading us in technological development and why. 
Sometimes it's a technology transfer problem and so on. The basic 
work done on that has been important to the broader work we've 
done on technology transfer. So this question of foreign technology 
development is another area where I think there is some opportu
nity. So there are a variety of these areas that are non-traditional 
in the national security arena where we've done some interesting 
work. Again, I come back to my only concern being that at some 
point we have to draw the line in terms of how much we can actu
ally do. 

Senator CRANSTON. Putting on your hat as a Soviet expert, do 
you believe what has happened in the Soviet Union is irreversible? 
Or do you think it's possible that a new Stalin or Brezhnev-type 
dictatorship could be re-imposed on the people there? 

Mr. GATES. I think communism, Marxism, Leninism is dead in 
the Soviet Union. There may be some practitioners of it who 
haven't twisted their heads yet to find out 

Senator CRANSTON. What about some other form of dictatorship? 
Mr. GATES. But I do think there is a potential concern about a 

return to authoritarianism in some parts of the former Soviet 
Union. I think that the revolution that has taken place in the 
wake of the coup now opens the prospect for a genuine democrati
zation of the republics of the former Soviet Union. And also for 
economic transformation. But that's in the long term. 

I think that the near term is going to be extremely difficult-in 
the republics and in the* former Soviet Union. The old system has 
been destroyed. A new system has not yet been created to take 1» 
place. And as a result I think it's going to be a very difficult 
winter. I think that we have to look at the republics. Some of tne 
republics are further along in the process of democratization than 
others. Some are still fairly authoritarian. And I think if events, u 
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mstances worsen over the winter, there will be a temptation 
circU, n t0 the command type economy, and command type politi-
t° re

utnority that we saw under communism. 
£ T think it's something that is a possibility given the very seri-

oroblems that all of those republics are going to face in the 
oUt+ two or three years. And I think that one of the things— «t tWO Or i n r e e yctxio. .rum J. nixiir». uiai , u i i c w m c uiixiigo " " " 

tting on my current hat—one of the things that we need to do is 
§ everything we can to strengthen the democratization process 

d to provide short term help in the way of food, medicines and so 
m so there won't be the temptation to return to authoritarianism. 
ongenator CRANSTON. DO you believe there is a real threat of wider 
soread starvation this year? This winter? 

Mr. GATES. I think that in some areas of some republics there 
could be some severe shortages of food. Part of the problem is that 
there are supplies of food in the Soviet Union but the distribution 
system has essentially broken down. And now the transportation 
system itself is in deep difficulty because of the essential disappear
ance of the central government. 

However flawed the system was before the coup, it's become 
worse now. So I think that in some specific parts of the country, it 
could be a problem, yes. 

Senator CRANSTON. HOW well equipped is the CIA to follow 
events in the new emerging republics there and the many semi-au
tonomous republics within the republics and in all the various 
ethnic groups? 

Mr. GATES. Senator, I'm not totally familiar with the current sit
uation for the Agency, but I would say speaking for the govern
ment as a whole, that our capabilities are very limited. 

Right now we have a consulate in Kiev and one in Leningrad, 
and other than that we are dependent on travelers and what we 
hear out of the Soviet Union and so on. I would hope that we could 
move at some point fairly quickly to establish consulates in each of 
the republic capitals that would become embassies if those repub
lics became independent. 

But I think we need to establish an official presence throughout 
these republics just as quickly as we can, not only so we can know 
better what is going on, but so that people can give local advice to 
businessmen and others wanting to invest and people wanting to 
help. 

Senator CRANSTON. HOW confident are you that we know what's 
happening over there in regard to the command, custody and con
trol of nuclear weapons? 

Mr. GATES. I am more confident certainly now than I was during 
the period of the coup itself. We have, I think, satisfactory assur
ances in terms of the command and control system now, and they 
clearly are considering ways of involving some of the republic 
Presidents and others in their command and control system in a 
way that would make the use of those weapons even more difficult 
m the future. 

Senator CRANSTON. President Bush said yesterday that we would 
be more likely to favor economic aid to the people over there if the 
Soviet Union stopped aiming its 30,000 nuclear missiles at us. A 
tew days before that he said, quote, "I hope we'll see some recogni-
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tion that we're not their enemy and they'll stop aiming missiles 
the United States of America," unquote. w at 

Some questions about that. First, could we verify that they had 
stopped aiming at us if indeed they did stop? ' ^ 

Mr. GATES. I think we have some independent intelligence mean 
of being able to give us some indication of that. I would not pretend 
that it would be complete information. 

Senator CRANSTON. It seems to me they might well suggest a re-
ciprocal move on our part—that we stop aiming our thousands 
tens of thousands of deadly missiles at them. Would they be able to 
verify our compliance? 

Mr. GATES. I guess I would have to reply I hope not. I don't know 
the answer to that. There presumably could be some kind of 
mutual verification means, but it's hard for me, off the top of my 
head, to figure out what they would be. 

Senator CRANSTON. DO you think it's conceivable that we could 
work out such a mutual agreement with them? And would it be ad
visable to undertake to do so? 

Mr. GATES. I think that the most reliable first step would be to 
proceed with the implementation of the START agreement and the 
dismantling of a lot of these systems. As long as they sit in the 
silos or on those road-mobile launchers and so on, nobody can know 
from one day to the next, reliably, where they are aimed. 

I think that significant reductions in the numbers of those weap
ons is probably the greatest assurance that we stop aiming at each 
other. 

Senator CRANSTON. If they are responsive to President Bush's re
quest, is there any real need, given the new circumstances, for us 
to have as many as we now aim at them? 

Mr. GATES. I would think that if there are significant reductions 
on the Soviet side, Senator, it would be my opinion that there could 
be significant reductions on our side as well. 

Senator CRANSTON. What have you learned about our capacity 
and the world's capacity to monitor nuclear proliferation in the 
light of what we have learned in Iraq? 

Mr. GATES. Before we had the war with Iraq and the subsequent 
inspection regime that has given us the insight we have had, I 
would have been more confident in telling you that we had a 
pretty good handle on proliferation efforts around the world. We 
know the companies that are engaged in this activity and have in 
the past. We know the governments that are trying to develop a 
nuclear capability. We have a pretty good sense of the kinds of 
technologies and the kinds of things people are looking for in this 
connection. 

I think that one of the things that happened to us with respect to 
Iraq was what I would call a certain technological arrogance. I 
think people did not anticipate that the Iraqi's would reach so far 
back for what I understand to be a very outdated and old technolo
gy for assembling—for a nuclear weapons program. 

And so I think that—one of the things that I've discovered about 
analysts, not being a technical expert myself, is that there is, par," 
ticularly in this country, a certain technical arrogance and u 
people—if they don't have evidence that people are doing a particu-
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kind of program the way we did it, then there is a tendency to 
•v they're not doing it. 

^And we've seen too many examples in the Soviet arena where in 
^they took a different path that seemed—that it was either re-

• ted by our military or by someone else and made it work. So I 
ff'nk the greatest lesson that we've learned out of the Iraqi experi-

ce is perhaps a little greater humility and a greater willingness 
Mook at a wider array of possibilities in some of these countries. 

We knew that the Iraqis were trying to build a weapon; what we 
underestimated was just how far they had gone. 

Senator CRANSTON. YOU spoke yesterday of the difficulty of moni
toring chemical and biological proliferation. What do we need to do 
there to beef up our capacity? 

Mr. GATES. I think that one of the things that—there are cer-
tein-iagain, this is an area where I'm certainly no expert, but I 
think in the chemical arena there are certainly some kinds of pre
cursors that can be monitored. Part of the new proliferation pro
gram that the President put forth last November is limitations on 
some fifty precursor chemicals that would be associated with chem
ical weapons and we're getting a number of other countries to 
work with us in monitoring the supply and sale of those weapons. 

I think the biological problem is the most difficult of all. I can't 
help but believe that there are some technological answers in 
terms of being able to detect certain kinds of chemicals that are 
the most common in chemical weapons that would help in monitor
ing such things in various countries. We've had pretty good luck in 
places like Rabta in Libya and elsewhere in identifying where 
chemical weapons are being produced. 

So I guess that what I would see as the strategy for dealing with 
it would be a combination of policy measures, perhaps some invest
ment in technological research for monitoring devices, and I think 
it also gets back to the enhanced human intelligence collection, 
which is usually how we first get some indication that these pro
grams are underway. 

Senator CRANSTON. We've heard a lot about compartmentaliza-
tion within the CIA, limited loops, people excluded from informa
tion within the Agency. Some of the people in the CIA are obvious
ly trained in secrecy and deception and in dissembling. Senator 
Rudman established this morning that you may well have been 
lied to by one of your subordinates. How would you as CIA Director 
guard against not being informed of actions undertaken by CIA 
employees that might be improper and might be in violation of the 
law? 

Mr. GATES. I think there are two ways to deal with that, Senator 
Cranston. One is I think that the procedures that Director Webster 
has put in place that ensure the review of covert actions and that 
People who, throughout the Agency from the analytical directorate, 
the General Counsel's office, the Comptroller, a variety of people 
are looking at these programs, is an important way to assure com
pliance. I think that the statutory Inspector General offers an 
added safeguard in terms of being able to investigate rumors and 
uwestigate information that might indicate there is some difficulty, 
or some non-compliance. That is one of the reasons why I suppose 
rt is a little violation of privilege, but I was a strong supporter in 
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the Executive branch of signing the authorization bill with th 
statutory Inspector General in it. 

And frankly, I think that a third safeguard is the opportunity t* 
come up here and brief the Congress on these covert actions and 
have the opportunity for the kind of by-play and intensive qUe; 
tioning that goes on. And I think that all of those things acting to-
gether, as well as a clear understanding on the part of those who 
work in CIA that there is no tolerance for non-compliance with the 
law at the top, is an important element of making sure that people 
follow the rules. 

I think that—I hesitate to read into people s motives, but my 
sense is that those who have acknowledged wrongdoing in the 
Agency in connection with Iran-Contra believed that they were 
doing the right thing. That they believed that this was either en
couraged, or tolerated, at the top or that in some broader sense 
that it was the right thing to do. And I think that the kind of 
standard that Director Webster set, and I will say the kind of direc
tions that I gave as Acting Director, are an important element in 
people understanding that that kind of thing will not be tolerated 
in the Agency. 

Senator CRANSTON. HOW confident would you be as Director that 
you knew all you wanted to know and needed to know about what 
people working under you were doing? 

Mr. GATES. Again, I think you have to depend on the reliability 
of the people that are selected to senior positions working for you. 
There are internal safeguards and means for investigating and 
looking into problems. You know, no organization can ever be 
100% confident that all the people working for it are going to obey 
all the rules all the time. And it seems to me that you do every
thing you can to ensure compliance with the rules, but you also try 
to build a system whereby if there is one individual who goes 
astray, you can identify it and deal with it very quickly, very early 
on before it becomes a serious problem. I think that this is charac
teristic of virtually any big institution. 

Senator CRANSTON. YOU spoke yesterday, perhaps a little plain
tively, of how people sometimes look askance at you or other 
people who work for the CIA, despite the belief of you and others 
there that you are doing patriotic work. What are your feelings 
about the role of CIA with its secrecy, its clandestine and covert 
actions and so forth, in a democracy? Have we taken all of the pre
cautions that we need to take to protect our democracy against any 
adverse consequences of the actions of this agency? Have we taken 
all the precautions we should take overseas to keep our clandestine 
and covert actions and so forth from tarnishing our image abroad, 
and making sure that they will not set back our desires to promote 
democracy and freedom overseas? 

Mr. GATES. Senator, one of the interesting aspects of the dialogue 
that CIA has with—and officers of the CIA have with—other intel
ligence services is in describing how our oversight process works, 
and how we see it working to our advantage. Why it is important 
in a democracy to have an oversight process. 

With some of our colleagues from democratic countries, tney 
wince at the notion, but acknowledge that it is probably coming 
their way. 
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T think one of the most interesting conversations that I had 
i a these lines was in a series of three private meetings with 

?n dimir Kyruchkov, who became the director or the Chairman of 
v, KGB. First meeting was here in Washington in December of 
!o«7 and then there were two meetings in Moscow. And part of 
the discussion in each of those meetings was about the importance 
If legislative oversight. 

In the first meeting or two, I thought that he evinced some inter-
t in how you make an intelligence service more accepted and 

more respected in its homeland. By the time of the third meeting it 
was clear that he had reversed course in terms of his support for— 
t was clear to me that he had reversed course in terms of his sup
port for the reform process and was clearly headed in a different 
direction. And that was the last meeting we ever had. 

But in all of these dialogues, it is, I would say, just as American 
democracy is held up as a model for other countries, despite its im
perfections. I think that the oversight process and the role of CIA 
in American democracy with the unprecedented amount of—or the 
unequaled amount of—publicity about its activities is a model for 
the rest of the world, again, however imperfect the process may be. 
I think that the last 15 years have been a long Pilgrims Progress in 
this evolution of oversight and a sense that CIA is both accountable 
and adheres to the law. We probably still have further progress to 
make. 

But I think that in the eyes of many foreign governments, the 
view is that the way that CIA relates to the Congress and relates to 
the American people is something to be admired if not emulated. 

Senator CRANSTON. What was your position in the CIA in Sep
tember and October of 1980? 

Mr. GATES. I was—through the early part of October 1980, I was 
Executive Assistant to Admiral Stansfield Turner, the Director. 
And then I became the National Intelligence Officer for the Soviet 
Union. 

Senator CRANSTON. AS you, know there have been allegations 
that a secret meeting with Iranians to discuss hostages, when they 
should be released or not be released, occurred shortly before the 
1980 Presidential election. These allegations charged that George 
Bush, Casey, and Donald Gregg, then a CIA employee, attended 
that meeting. Would you have known if Gregg attended any such 
meeting? 

Mr. GATES NO, sir. 
Senator CRANSTON. SO you have no knowledge about that? 
Mr. GATES. NO sir. 
Senator CRANSTON. Did you have any contact directly or indirect

ly with anyone connected in any fashion with the Reagan or Bush 
campaigns in 1979 and 1980? 

Mr. GATES. Not before the election, no sir. 
Senator CRANSTON. Did they make any efforts to get in touch 

with you? 
Mr. GATES. NO, sir. 
Senator CRANSTON. I would like to ask sort of a broad general 

question. What have you learned from this experience, the confir
mation hearing, and the questions that come up about the Agency 
and your actions in the Agency in the past, and questions like 
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those asked by Senator Metzenbaum, and Senator Bradley, m D 
ticular, the exhaustive scrutiny of your past actions that ySj 
strengthen you as Director if confirmed? m 

Mr. GATES. Senator, I believe that it has certainly brought horn* 
to me the importance of the lessons that I described that I had 
learned. And also the fragility of this relationship of trust and con 
fidence that I talked about in my opening statement. 

I believe—there was a considerable—I must say, I have received 
very differing points of view among people in the Executive branch 
that I consulted on my pledge at the end of my formal statement to 
resign if I felt that a relationship of trust and confidence were jeop. 
ardized. And I decided to go ahead with it because I am convinced 
and I think this hearing has reaffirmed to me, that there can be' 
differences in policy and differences in approach between the Exec
utive branch and the Congress, and between CIA and the Oversight 
Committees, but that those differences can be accommodated 
within a relationship of trust and confidence. And I believe that 
the kind of questioning that Senator Metzenbaum, Senator Bradley 
and really all of the Members of the Committee up to now have 
addressed to me emphasize that point to me all the more. 

Senator CRANSTON. YOU have made plain that you believe in 
giving candid and truthful answers to Congressional questioners at 
hearings. Does that include, when it is obvious that the Members 
or a Member is seeking certain information, if they don't ask the 
right question, do you remain silent appropriately, or do you volun
teer information that meets the legitimate obvious needs of the 
questioners? 

Mr. GATES. NO sir, I think that as I indicated in my opening 
statement, I think it is important for the intelligence representa
tives to be forthcoming as well as truthful. 

In some respects, sometimes I have shared the experience of 
these Committees in feeling like I had to ask the right questions 
when I was at the Agency or I wouldn't get the right answer. So I 
have a certain amount of sympathy with that. 

But I think that it's clear that people have to be completely 
forthcoming with the Committees because if you are not willing to 
go beyond just the question that is asked, then you are going to get 
the kind of crises that took place I think back in the first half of 
the 1980's where tremendous misunderstandings occur and there 
really is no confidence. 

Senator CRANSTON. If you were sitting up here and not down 
there, are there any questions that you would ask that we have not 
asked? [General laughter.] 

Mr. GATES. I would have to give that a fair amount of thought. 
I've been asked a lot. 

Senator CRANSTON. Thank you very much. 
Mr. Chairman, I still have some more questions but I know my 

time is up. 
Chairman BOREN. Thank you very much, Senator Cranston. 
We will begin a series of three votes on the Floor at approxi

mately 2:35, unfortunately. The Chair is going to try to press 
ahead. It may be that we will have to go as late as a l 1 ™ * ^ 
5:00. I certainly want to make it possible for people who need w 
leave to do so. We certainly won't go past 5:30, in any event. 
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Senator Gorton, would it be possible for you to at least maybe do 
fifteen minutes of your questioning if we can get a little 

Senator GORTON. I will certainly go along with that. I'll start and 
_g far as I can. 

Chairman BOREN. Why don't we and then we will come back we 
U have to have about a twenty minute recess while all of us go to 

!u Floor to vote on these three back to back votes. 
Senator MURKOWSKI. Mr. Chairman, I would ask unanimous con-
!t that Exhibit JMP-28 be placed in the record which I do not 

!hink has been done. And the memorandum covering that. It was 
the subject of a question 

Chairman BOREN. A question by Senator Rudman? 
Senator MURKOWSKI. Yes, and I believe it is his intention to have 

in the record. 
Chairman BOREN. Without objection it will be placed in the 

record. 
[The document referred to follows:] 
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EXHIBIT JMP-28 
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N 10046 

January 17, 1986 

*&&6 
ACTION 

MEMORANDUM FOR THE PRESIDENT 

FROM: JOHN M. POINDEXTER 

SUBJECT: Cov«rt Action finding Regarding Iran 

•V 
Priaa Minister Paras of Israal secretly dispatched his special 
adviaor on tarroriam with instructions to proposa a plan by which 
Israai, with limited assistanca from tha U.S.. can craata 
conditions to help bring about a mora moderate govarnnant in 
Iran. Tha Israaiis ara vary concarnad that Iran's dater loratina, 
position in tha war with Iraq, tha potantial for furthar 
radicalization in Iran, and tha possibility of anhancad Soviet 
influanca in tha Gulf all posa significant thraats to tha 
sacurity of Israal. Thay baliava it is assantial that thay act 
to at laast prasarva a balança of powar in tha ragion. 

Tha Israali plan is pramisad on tha assumption that modarata 
alananta in Iran can coma to powar if thasa factions demonstrate 
thair cradibility in dafanding Iran against Iraq and in dstsrring 
Soviat intarvantion. To achiava tha strategic goal of a mors 
modarata Iranian govarnnant, tha Israaiis ara praparad to 
unilaterally commença sailing military matarial to 
weatern-oriented Iranian factions. It is thair baliaf that by so 
doing thay can achiava a haratofora unobtainable panatration of 
tha Iranian governing hierarchy. The Israelis are convincad that 
the Iranians are ao desperate for military materiel, expertiss 
and intelligence that the provision of these resources will 
result in favorable long-tsrm changes in personnel and attitudas 
within the Iranian government. Further, once the exchange 
relationship has commenced, a dependency would be established on 
those who are providing the requisite resources, thus allowing 
the provider(a) to coercively influence near-term events. Such 
an outcome is consistent with our policy objectives and would 
preaent significant advantages for U.S. national interests. As 
described by the Prime Minister's emissary, the only requirement 
the Israelis have is an aasurance that they will be allowed to 
purchaae U.S. repleniahments for the stocks that they sell to 
Iran. We have researched the legal problems of Israel's selling 
U.S. manufactured arms to Iran. Because of the requirement in 
U.S. law for recipienta of U.S. arms to notify the U.S. 
government of transfers to third countries, X do not recommana 
that you agree with the specific details of the Israeli pl*n. 
However, there is another possibility. Some time ago fc*5orn*JLv 

Declassify oat OADR 

f/lftrfT' NOV 29 1986 

\ 
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TOP SECRET ^ , w 

et* ' ; 
fIi Willi*» French Smith determined that under an appropriât» 

^AKXA you could authorize the CIA to ««11 arms- to countries 
.ide of the provision» of the laws and reporting requirements 
foreign military sales. The objectives of the Israeli plan 
id be m«t if th« CIA, usina, an authorised agent as necessary, 
ehiied arms from the Department of Defense under the Economy 
t »nd then transferred them to Iran directly after receiving 

ÎJpropriate payment from Iran. 

rht Covert Action Finding attached at Tab A provides the latitude 
far the transactions indicated above to proceed. The Iranians 
° indicated an immediate requirement for 4,000 basic TOW 
weapons for use in the launchers they already hold. 

Ths Israeli'« are also sensitive to a strong O.S. desire to free 
our Beirut hostages and have insisted that the Iranians 
d«aiorutrste both influence and good intent by an early release of 
tut five Americans. Both sides have agreed that the hostages 
will be immediately released upon commencement of this action. 
prise Minister Peres had his emissary pointedly note that they • 
will understand our position on not making concessions to 
urrorists. They also point out, however, that terrorist groups( 
giovaaents, and organizations are significantly easier to 
influence through governments than they are by direct approach. 
In that we have been unable to exercise any suasion over 
Hi:b*llah during the course of nearly two years of kidnappings, 
this approach through the government of Iran may well be our only 
wty to achieve the release of the Americans held in Beirut. It 
suit *«ain be noted that since this dialogue with the Iranians 
b*g«n in September, Reverend Weir has been released and there 
hivs been no Shia terrorist attacks against American or Israeli 
persons, property, or interests. 

Thtrsfore it is proposed that Israel make the necessary 
«mnqtraents for the sale of 4000 TOW weapons to Iran. 
Sufficient funds to cover the sale would be transferred to an 
«9«nt of the CIA. The CIA would then purchase the weapons from 
ths Department of Defense and deliver the weapons to Iran through 
ths «gent. If all of the hostages are not released after the 
first shipment of 1000 weapons, further transfers would cease. 

On the other hand, since hostage release is in some respects a 
byproduct of a larger effort to develop ties to potentially 
««derate forces in Iran, you may wish to redirect such transfers 
to other groups within the government at a later time. 

90$a* 

TOP SECRET 
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Tha lag—It» h*v« askad for our urgunt rasponsa to this proposai 
so that thay can p U n accordingly. Thay not* that conditio!* 
insida both Iran *nd L«b*non ara highly volatila. Tha Xëraalii 
ara cognix*nt that this antira oparation «ill bo t«ramit«d if 
cha Iranian» abandon thair goal of nodsrating thair gov«rn««nt or 
allow furthar act» of tarrori»». You hava diacussad tha g«ntr*i 
outlinas of tha Zsraali plan with Sacratariaa Shultx and 
wainbargar, Attornay Ganaral Maasa and Oiractor Casay. Tha 
S«cratariai do not roconmand you procaad with thia plan. 
Attornay Ganaral Maasa and Oiractor Casay baliava tha thort-ttrm 
and long-tar» objactivas of tha plan warrant tha policy risks 
iavolvad and racoaaand you approva tha attacha* Finding. Bscsust 
of tha axtraaa «ansitivity of thia projact, it ia racoasandad 
that you axarciaa your statutory prarogativa to withhold 
notification of tha Finding to tha Congraaaional ovaralght 
eoaaUttaaa until such tiaa that you daaa it to ba appropriât*. 

Kacoasundation 

OX MO 

^ y That you aign tha attachad Finding. 

\ * Praparad byt 
Olivar L. North 

Attachawnt hawnt , - Q 
Tab A - Covart Action Finding //#* '7f~t 
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Chairman BOREN. Senator Gorton? 
Senator GORTON. Mr. Chairman, one of the reasons that I am happy to start now is that I want to say that in this relative?! 

lengthy hearing so far, I've been most fascinated and most enlight 
ened by the really fine questions which Senator Cranston has just 
asked. It seems to me that so many of them have gone to lessons-
have gone to where we stand now in this country with the CIA and 
to the future, that I can do no better than express the frustration 
that I've wanted to ask many of those questions myself and will 
follow up on some of them. But I think the Senator from California 
has really helped enlighten those of us who were here to hear them 
on some of the views and the ways in which he has arrived at those 
views of Mr. Gates. 

Senator CRANSTON. Thank you, Senator, very much. 
Senator GORTON. And I do intend to follow up on some of those 

questions. I guess the only other premise from which I would like 
to start, Mr. Gates, is that unlike some of the earlier questioners in 
this round, I believe that I have occasionally made the mistake 
myself and come up with wrong answers or answers which proved 
to be wrong in the light of history. And I may, even on occasion, 
have ducked fully an unpleasant task. 

You have admitted to having that kind of experience in your life 
on a couple of occasions, and I think that that puts you into that 
huge mass of humanity most of whom hope that they have learned 
from their experiences. From what I have heard so far in the last 
two days, it seems to me that you have. And since I intend to vote 
for your confirmation, and since I believe that you will be con
firmed, I think that the direction that Senator Cranston went is 
where I'd like to. I'd like to try to learn more about what you will 
be like in the office of Director of Central Intelligence. 

I have one specific follow-up with respect to a series of Senator 
Cranston's questions. He asked you about how you would try to 
assure that you were not misled by some of your subordinates in 
some future crisis. And I wonder whether or not there isn't a fairly 
significant addition to both his question and to your answer to it. 

It is not the case that our examination of this whole Iran-Contra 
affair, was it not unique, at least not the common course of action, 
did you not have there a situation which you fervently hoped will 
never occur on your watch as Director in which it was clear that 
the position and the policies adopted by Congress were felt by the 
Administration, right up to and including the President, to be pro
foundly wrong and profoundly not in the interests of the United 
States. So that you had many men and women, I suppose, in the 
Administration and elsewhere who felt pulled in two different di
rections, and were faced with very agonizing choices as to where 
loyalties lay. 

Is that not a situation which is relatively rare and is that not a 
situation which would have to cause anyone who was DCI to be es
pecially and particularly careful about whether or not he or she is 
hearing everything? I take it you wouldn't expect in the normal 
course of events, when the country was fairly united on a policy 
and a direction to have people customarily lying to you in your 
shop. Aren't there some signals with respect to particular policies 
which would lead to great caution? 
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iji GATES. Yes, sir, Senator Gorton, I think that is absolutely 

^ t h i n k that this is the only instance in my government career 
I n I felt that people perhaps hadn't played straight with me. I 

n everybody in government is accustomed to shadings and poli-
ïvfand bureaucratic gamesmanship and that sort of thing. 

Rut what appeared to be dishonesty was something that I had 
^encountered. I think it really did owe a lot to the deep divisions 

• the government and in the country over Central America, and a 
Spline on the part of some officers as I indicated earlier that they 
were sort of responding to a higher calling, if you will, when they 
Hid not follow the rules. e ; 

j ̂ aye—if we had not had a significant success in getting Soviet 
troops out of Afghanistan and bringing about a negotiated solution, 
or at least a hoped for negotiated solution in Angola, I would be 
orofoundly skeptical about the value of covert paramilitary action. 
f am not aware of a single one since the founding of CIA that ever 
remained a secret. And they have repeatedly embroiled the Agency 
and the government in controversy and difficulty. 

Now there may be exceptions, and I've just cited a couple, where 
they worked. They worked right. They worked without anybody 
being concerned about—not concerned, but where there was no in
dication of any wrong doing on anybody's part. The program is well 
managed, and so on. . 

But I think that when you get into a situation like you had in 
Central America, where the government, and particularly the Ex
ecutive and the Congress and the Congress itself, is deeply divided, 
first of all, it nearly guarantees that there will be leaks. And 
second, it places the Agency in a terrible position. And as Director, 
it seems to me that it would be incumbent upon me to argue for 
the benefit of the government as a whole that unless there were 
fairly broad support for one of these programs, that it would be 
unwise to use that kind of—that instrument of American foreign 
policy. 

Senator GORTON. You may have answered this question already, 
but as you look back at the entire twenty-five years of your career 
here, has there been any other instance to your knowledge in 
which that kind of deep division has taken place and in which that 
kind of temptation to go beyond the law has existed to any degree 
or to the same degree that it did in connection with Central Amer
ica? 

Mr. GATES. The only one that I can think of, Senator, was at the 
very beginning of my career, and that was Vietnam. I don't know 
that anybody went beyond the law then, but there certainly were 
those kinds of deep divisions. 

Senator GORTON. NOW I'd like to go back to another line of ques
tioning in which Senator Cranston engaged that looks toward the 
future and how you will deal substantively with future challenges. 

And to the extent that you can answer this question without 
dealing with anything other than general opinion or anything 
which is classified, would you describe the difference, and whether 
or not you think it will be more or less difficult, to get the neces
sary facts which are sought by the intelligence agency in order to 
provide a factual background for the policymakers in the Soviet 
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Union, in the immediate future, the next three or four years i 
comparison with, say, the time since Gorbachev became President 
or First Secretary and even the time before that. Is the fact that 
there is more openness and for that matter, a much weaker central 
government, does that give you such a broader opportunity to find 
out not only the mood of the people but the actual economic cir
cumstances, the defense circumstances in what remains of the 
Soviet Union? Or is that so over-matched by the chaos and the lack 
of leadership, that you are even less certain when you make analy. 
ses of potential future changes in that country? 

Mr. GATES. I think the right answer, Senator, is that it really 
works both ways. In some areas, because of the change in the 
nature of the government, I think that the people will be more 
straightforward in dealing with the United States government. I 
think there is a different attitude toward this government on the 
part of the democratic leaders who have assumed positions of re
sponsibility in the republics. 

I also think the greater openness will provide us some of the op
portunities that the Soviets have had in this society for so long. 

At the same time, as you suggest, the fact that we now have to 
think about fifteen capitals rather than one in the former Soviet 
Union clearly is a complicating factor. 

I think that the biggest complication though is the following. I 
have a good friend who describes the information that policymak
ers want to know as falling into two categories. Secrets and myster
ies. 

Secrets are things that are ultimately knowable, stealable. You 
can find them out. They exist. You can target them. You can go 
after them. 

Mysteries are those things where nobody knows what the answer 
is. And frankly, I think over the last number of weeks and in some 
respects the last couple of years, the number of mysteries that we 
are trying to cope with and trying to understand in the world is 
increasing geometrically. 

Senator GORTON. Fewer secrets and more mysteries? 
Mr. GATES. Exactly. 
Senator GORTON. In that connection, and you did at least in part 

answer this question to Senator Cranston, do you believe that the 
dangers of some kind of nuclear accident, given the huge number 
of warheads in what remains of the Soviet Union or what was the 
Soviet Union, has increased in any measure comparable to the ob
vious decrease or almost total loss of a thorough, thought out 
Soviet government policy decision to use nuclear weapons? 

In other words, is the possibility of some kind of nuclear acci
dent—secrets have gone down and mysteries have gone up. What 
about the balance there? Through all the years of the Cold War, 
our concern was that someone might rationally take the decision in 
the Soviet Union to begin a nuclear exchange. Now that's almost 
disappeared. But how much has the chance of an accident in
creased? 

Mr. GATES. I think that, without being an expert on it by any 
means, my judgment, Senator, would be that the chances of an ac
cident or the theft of a weapon actually has decreased. Because 
over the past couple of years, the Soviets have taken—the Soviet 
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have taken—some important steps to consolidate the stor-
f their nuclear weapons, to take them out of areas that are— 

*Ç % there is a lot of conflict, where there is a particular danger 
t me particular group or another trying to steal one of the weap-

They have enhanced the security forces around most of their 
?nS-Wies as far as we can tell. 

On I would make the overall judgment—I may be wrong, but it is 
r iudement—that if anything the weapons are probably some-

mLt more secure today than they were perhaps two or three years 
n iust because of a heightened sensitivity to their vulnerability. 

^ n a t o r GORTON. This morning, there was at least an implied 
Jncism for a shift in priorities on the part of the CIA in late 1988. 

You now must be in the process of going through a determination 
as to how to shift that priority. . 

Could you outline for me whether or not you think the need tor 
intelligence, both as to intentions of present governments and the 
«tabilitv of those present governments has increased or decreased 
to other important parts of the world. I guess I sort of ask you to 
start with the People's Republic of China and perhaps some of the 
other East Asia nations which have not shared in the reforming 
fervor of the Soviet Union. And then maybe speak to the same sub
ject with respect to the Middle East, to Iraq particularly, but to 
any other government there to which you think the question might 
aoolv 

Mr GATES. I certainly would agree with the premise of the ques
tion in terms of the importance of additional information and anal
ysis on the remaining closed societies in the world. The number is 
dwindling. And I think that they probably feel increasingly threat-
PTlPo 

And the question is whether they will respond to this heightened 
sense of vulnerability by change and reform or by resistance and 
taking actions that are contrary to our interests and our perception 
of tHpii* ititôrGsts 

In those conditions, clearly understanding better of what's going 
on inside China and particularly in the leadership, m Vietnam, in 
North Korea—North Korea is a particularly troublesome example 
where you have a totally closed society, one that has some disturb
ing developments in its own nuclear program. So that I think these 
are all areas that we have to pay a lot of attention to. 

Clearly, Iraq is—continues to be a very serious problem. There is 
no—we find ourselves—or I find myself looking on amazed that 
Saddam Hussein does not seem to have learned anything as a 
result of the war. And he continues to cheat, he continues to try to 
obstruct the U.N. Inspectors. When his hand is called, he concedes 
just enough to get himself out of a corner and then turns right 
around and cheats again. His actions toward his own people 
haven't changed. , 

So as long as he is there, that is clearly going to be an important 
target for American intelligence in terms of trying to find out what 
is going on. 

Chairman BOREN. I think we are going to have to stand in recess 
for about fifteen minutes or a little longer. Now, Senator Gorton, 
do you have additional questions? 

Senator GORTON. I think I may. 
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Chairman BOREN. We will return after these three votes at an. 
proximately 3:00 o'clock. We will continue with Senator Gorton 
and then Senator DeConcini will be the next questioner. 

[A recess was taken from 2:45 o'clock p.m. until 3:26 o'clock p.mi 
Chairman BOREN. We will come back to order. I remind the 

nominee he remains under oath. 
Does the nominee recall that? 
Mr. GATES. Yes sir. 
Chairman BOREN. While I am waiting for my colleagues to 

arrive, there are 2 or 3 questions for the record that I would like to 
address to you that relate to the Iran-Contra matter from the point 
of view of my responsibilities institutionally to the Committee. I 
was not able to complete in my opening round so let me, as we are 
waiting for other Members to appear, ask those questions. 

The statement of the government in the Fiers plea bargain 
agreement states, in essence, that on October 9th, 1986, Clair 
George ordered Alan Fiers to limit his testimony to the Senate For
eign Relations Committee in order to, quote, "Not turn the spot
light on activities of the NSC Staff." At 6:30 p.m. on that afternoon 
of October 9th, the day before the testimony is to be given, Director 
Casey's schedule shows that he met with you, Clair George, Alan 
Fiers, and your Congressional Affairs Officer, David Gries, to dis
cuss the testimony the following day. Do you recall that meeting? 

Mr. GATES. NO sir, I do not. 
Chairman BOREN. DO you recall whether there was any direction 

at all, either at that meeting or at any other time, by Mr. Casey or 
any suggestion by Clair George that the testimony should be limit
ed in order to not turn the spotlight on the Administration? 

Mr. GATES. I have no recollection of any such thing, Mr. Chair
man. 

Chairman BOREN. AS far as you can remember that phrase was 
not used in your presence in regard to the Fiers testimony? 

Mr. GATES. NO sir, and I believe that if it had been, I would re
member. 

Chairman BOREN. Fiers' plea bargain agreement also says that 
before this meeting, he'd called Colonel North and asked him if the 
Hasenfus plane was one of his. North confirmed that it was. And 
at this meeting on October 9th, with George, Fiers or at any other 
time, did Mr. Fiers or Mr. George tell you that the Hasenfus plane 
was one of Ollie's? 

Mr. GATES. NO sir. 
Chairman BOREN. Did you discuss this at this meeting or any 

other meeting that you can recall with Mr. Fiers, what he thought 
North had been doing? 

Mr. GATES. NO sir, I don't have any such recollection. 
Chairman BOREN. Why wouldn't you have discussed with Mr. 

Fiers whether or not he had any suspicions about what Colonel 
North was doing? 

Mr. GATES. Again, Mr. Chairman, my attention was focused to 
the degree that I'd had contacts with Mr. Fiers on the future pro
gram, and I was simply focused again, the questions had been 
raised in the press and by the Congress on the 9th had to do with 
Hasenfus' claim that he had thought he had been working for some 
CIA people. And so my focus was wholly on ensuring that CIA had 
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heen involved in any way with that operation. As I was really 
«ed more on the question that was being posed at that point by 

fifUoress and the Congress in response to specifically what Mr. Ha-

^ f i r m a n BOREN. Let me ask you again. Do you remember Mr. 
. " o r Mr George ever coming to you and telling you that they 
cJLted that this plane was one of Ollie North's planes? 

SMr GATES. I have no such recollection, Mr. Chairman. 
rTiairman BOREN. The other question is this. The Committee in-
rroeatories asked about a memorandum for the record relating to 
meeting with Admiral Poindexter that you wrote on July 11, 

?QS The memo said you raised the subject of a CIA officer named 
VJiice Cannistraro remaining at the NSC staff as Poindexter had 
requested. 

Mr. GATES. Yes sir. 
Chairman BOREN. NOW your memo stated, and let me quote trom 

it "I also repeated our concern that should Vince take over the 
Central American account, that he have nothing to do as a CIA 
employee with the private sector people Ollie had been dealing 
with in support of the Contras." 

Do you remember that? 
Mr. GATES. Yes sir. 
Chairman BOREN. The Committee asked you what you under

stood North's role to be vis-a-vis the private benefactors and your 
response states on page 34, and I quote your response, "My under
standing was that Lieutenant Colonel North spent some of his time 
and effort encouraging private citizens to donate money to the Con
tras, and I assumed that he had a role in putting those two groups 
together with one another." 

Was that the extent of your understanding of North s relation
ship with the private Contra resupply operation? 

Mr. GATES. Yes sir. 
Chairman BOREN. In your deposition for the Iran-Contra Com

mittees you replied to a similar question. You testified as follows 
regarding Colonel North, and I quote your testimony, "Most of 
what I knew, I knew from allegations in the newspapers. My un
derstanding of what he was doing at the time was that he was basi
cally holding the hand of resistance leaders, offering them political 
advice, and staying in touch with them. That he was encouraging, 
with presumably others in the White House, encouraging Private 
Americans to donate money to the Contras. And I presume that he 
had a role in putting these two groups in touch with one another. 

You were asked specifically about your knowledge as of the time 
of the October 1986 hearings of the Hasenfus flight. Question: 
"Were you aware of any connection between North and the private 
benefactors as of October 1986, other than North's general involve
ment with fund raising?" I quote your answer, "Mr. Gates: In an 
advisory capacity no, certainly not in an operational sense. 

You have also testified in your answers to us, perhaps it was m 
your written interrogatories, that you asked Colonel North at one 
Point at the lunch in the Director's office on October 9th, whether 
or not there was any CIA involvement in the private resupply oper
ation. Do you remember my asking you that question? 

Mr. GATES. Yes sir. 
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Chairman BOREN. Well my question to you is this. If, as you hav 
indicated to us, you had no belief that Colonel North was acting j 
an operational capacity, or operationally directing the operation 
but rather merely in an advisory, fund raising, hand-holding, pu^ 
ting-people-together capacity, would then you have asked Colonel 
North whether there was any CIA involvement in an operation? 

Mr. GATES. I had already asked our operations officers, I think 
Mr. George, whether CIA had had any connection and I had re
ceived a negative answer. 

I was trying to cross every 't' and dot every T and I knew that 
Mr.—Colonel North was in touch with the private benefactors and 
I was just pursuing a long shot that perhaps one of these people 
had said something about a proprietary or something like that that 
might give some indication or that he might have heard about. 
There was nothing more to it than that. 

Chairman BOREN. It did not reflect a suspicion on your part that 
he was more deeply involved in operations and, therefore, he could 
give you an educated answer to your question? 

Mr. GATES. NO sir. Mr. Chairman, in some respects my views of 
that were shaped by having served on the National Security Coun
cil myself under three different Presidents by that time. I worked 
on the NSC under who I would regard as the three most powerful 
National Security Advisors in post-war history—Kissinger, Brze-
zinski, and Scowcroft—the idea that a junior NSC staffer would be 
involved in the kind of thing that later was revealed, frankly, 
was—totally amazed me. 

Chairman BOREN. Thank you very much. 
I see Senator Gorton has returned. In your absence I had two or 

three more questions for the record to close out the items I had 
raised in my preliminary questions on behalf of the Committee. 

Let us return now, Senator Gorton, to the completion of your 
questioning. 

Senator GORTON. Unfortunately, my last question was a rather 
long and involved one and as I remember, Mr. Gates got through 
his assessment, brief assessment, of China, North Korea and the 
like, and he may have said something about Iraq as well. 

Did you finish and say everything that you wanted to in response 
to my question about what you thought the dynamics in both the 
East Asia and Southeast Asia were? 

Mr. GATES. Yes sir, I think so. 
Senator GORTON. Okay. My next question then would relate to 

your present assessment of the danger of terrorism. 
Obviously, while Americans and others were deeply concerned 

about wide-spread terrorism during the war with Iraq, it did not 
take place. It seems to have lessened throughout the world fairly 
steadily during the course of the last decade. 

With these profound and tremendous changes of the world, will 
you find it necessary to keep an equal attention paid to potential 
terrorism or do you think that something profoundly has changed 
which undercuts the base for that kind of activity? 

Mr. GATES. TWO points in response, Senator. First, I think that 
the relative absence of terrorism in the period before, during and 
after the war with Iraq is one of the great success stories of CIA-
The agency had a remarkable amount of information on people 
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thev thought—Iraqis abroad that they thought had terrorist 
pctions or that might be involved in helping facilitate terrorist 

c fltions This information served as the basis for a number of 
opeSires to foreign governments. Many people were expelled from 
0u61^nuntries in which they were resident at the time due to the 
•f rmation that CIA provided. And I think that this is a real suc-

c for them in terms of the war. C6£ I think that the objective information was that actually there 
a a fair amount of terrorist activity during that time and the 

Agency was unusually effective in being able to thwart it or pre-
V6The second consideration is that I think we came to a greater ap-
rpriation of the degree to which these terrorist organizations are 
iSect at least to the influence of some of the governments in the 

S a l e East. And the fact that those governments were sympathet
i c ) our objectives in the war, I think led to them taking a role in 
Lining to inhibit some of those terrorist activities. _ . -

So I think we have to face reality in terms of the potential influ
ence of some of those governments in terms of our policy as well. 

Senator GORTON. And one other question, as part of the world 
with which both our government and many Americans have con
cern Southeast Europe, the Balkans. Are you relatively satisfied 
with the degree of our ability to obtain intelligence, specifically in 
Yugoslavia. Were you able to foresee in any respect the terrible 
events which are going on there now? And are you relatively con
tent with the amount of attention we pay to others of those newly 
liberated from communism nations? And are you concerned about 
any of them turning into a Yugoslavia? 

Mr GATES. Senator, I think Yugoslavia is another success story 
for trie Intelligence Community. They published an estimate two or 
three years ago forecasting precisely the kind of developments in 
Yugoslavia that have in fact taken place. It was an estimate that 1 
think was, at least in general terms, absolutely on the mark. 

When it comes to Yugoslavia and that area, I must say that I am 
almost more tempted to turn to my history books than to my briet-
ing books, because the events and the fragmentation and the ethnic 
conflicts—what we are seeing in the Soviet Union and Yugoslavia 
and some of these other places is in effect a resumption of history. 
A history that was interrupted in 1914 and then by the revolution 
in Russia in 1917 and frozen in place by Communism in the post
war period. And so all of these old antagonisms are coming to the 
fore again. . " " . c 

I don't think anybody can be optimistic about the future tor 
Yugoslavia right now. And there clearly are separatist feelings in a 
lot of different countries. The Macedonians just had a referendum, 
I think a week ago, saying that they wanted to be independent. 
Well, that affects Greece, Bulgaria, and all these old conflicts 
coming back to the present. 

I think the Community has done a pretty good job of focusing on 
those conflicts and in terms of being prepared to deal with the ten
sions and the stresses that are coming about. I wish that our policy 
options in terms of how to try and help cope with these problems 
were as good and as valid as the intelligence we have been getting 
on them. 
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They are very tough situations. 
Senator GORTON. Mr. Gates, and Mr. Chairman, I think maybe ï 

will stop while I am ahead and while at least with me you a r 
ahead, Mr. Gates. In all of my talks during the course of the last 2 
or 3 weeks I have been calling communism collective cryogenics^ 
you come out of it in exactly the form you went in, and we are 
seeing history repeated. 

Mr. Chairman, thank you. 
Chairman BOREN. Thank you very much, Senator Gorton. \ye 

will turn now to Senator DeConcini for his rounds of questions. 
Senator DECONCINI. Mr. Chairman, Mr. Gates thank you for your 

time and thoughtfulness. I have been listening to some of the ques
tioning here that you have given to Committee Members. Indeed it 
is helpful to have you expound on your reasoning even if We 
happen to disagree with it. It helps me to understand how some of 
these things occurred. One of the things that occurred and one of 
the things that I am very concerned about and maybe you can shed 
some light on it, and maybe it is a practical part of being a Deputy 
Director or the head of intelligence; the issue that is constantly 
being raised is the politicizing, or as has been said so many times, 
cooking the intelligence or massaging it to come out in the manner 
that somebody else wants—usually a superior or somebody at the 
White House. As I said in my opening statement, this country has 
spent hundreds of billions of dollars to develop what I believe is the 
most sophisticated intelligence gathering operation in the world 
and yet there seems to be this politicization problem, maybe you 
can shed some light on it. 

President Bush wrote in his autobiography, and I quote from my 
opening statement, "The CIA director should go out of his way to 
avoid even the appearance of getting involved in any policy 
making. The Agency's sole duty outlined its 1947 chapter is to fur
nish intelligence data to the President and other policymakers." 
You have written on this issue yourself in a Foreign Affairs maga
zine called The CIA and American Foreign Policy, 1987-88. You 
wrote, and I quote, "There is no charge to which those in the CIA 
are more sensitive than that of cooking intelligence or slanting its 
reports to support policy. Therefore it is important to understand 
the distinctions between personal and institutional views. National 
Intelligence Estimates are reviewed and coordinated by a dozen 
agencies. CIA assessments are widely reviewed inside the agencies 
but almost never, ever seen by the Director before being published 
and circulated." 

My first question deals with a 1984 incident where a National In
telligence Estimate on Mexico was put together for the Agency by 
John Horton. He has been contacted by our staff. Mr. Horton pays 
you high compliments, I might say, in your total observance of the 
position. Mr. Horton was in charge of drafting an intelligence eval
uation among the United States Intelligence Community on 
Mexico. At the time of this incident, you were serving at the 
Agency as the Deputy Director of Intelligence and the Chairman of 
the National Intelligence Council. Is that correct? 

Mr. GATES. Yes, sir. 
Senator DECONCINI. I just want to be sure that I am talking to 

the right person here. 
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Mr GATES. Yes, sir. 
Senator DECONCINI. At then Director Casey's request, Horton as-

• ed an analyst to prepare that NIE on Mexico. The draft on 
Sndco included the statement, quote, "One in five chance that 
A Ans the next few years internal and external pressures would 

suit in a political destabilization of Mexico". Horton disagreed 
r6'th the estimate because it could not be substantiated by intelli-

nce so he tells us, while Director Casey was supportive and he 
Wished for these findings in the final draft. It has been conveyed to 
Pc that Horton took his complaints to you on 2 different occasions 
Ï regard to the draft estimate, but to no avail. The NIE on Mexico 
was printed and included the l-in-5 predictions which Horton dis
agreed with, as did the State Department, DIA, Army, Air Force, 
and Marines. Mr. Horton, as I said, expressed a lot of respect for 
vou and wasn't necessarily fingering you out. He related to us how 
this report came out and how his concerns were ignored. 

Nevertheless, I would like to know more about your personal 
opinion and your personal involvement with this activity. If I can 
refer to the draft Mexico Intelligence Estimate and what steps that 
vou took regarding this, and did John Horton come to you and dis
cuss his concerns with the draft Intelligence Estimate on Mexico? 
Do you recall? , 

Mr. GATES. Yes sir. The origin of that estimate was the travel ot 
a long-time CIA analyst and specialist on Latin America to Mexico. 
This analyst had worked for the Agency for some 20 years I be-
lieve. 

He visited places in Mexico where our embassy usually didn't cir
culate very often. He got to the suburbs of Mexico City, he traveled 
elsewhere in the country-side, and he came back and wrote an 
essay that was as you suggest, very pessimistic about the prospects 
for Mexico. He was very pessimistic about whether the PRI, the 
Mexican Revolutionary Party, had the old strengths that it had 
had, and so on. 

He and the NIO disagreed on the seriousness of the problem. 
Again this is a very senior analyst that we are talking about. He 
was, I think at that time, perhaps even chairman of the analytic 
group, the small group of analysts that work for the National Intel
ligence Council. 

My understanding, or my recollection of it is that that estimate 
went through 4 drafts before it ever left the National Intelligence 
Council. And when it reached Mr. Casey, Mr. Casey's primary con
cern—he knew the analyst from some work he had done on Castro, 
had a lot of respect for him—and he was worried that a new and 
disturbing analysis was being ground down into oatmeal by a con
ventional wisdom. And that the challenge to the conventional 
wisdom was slowly being erased in the process of the coordination 
of the draft. 

In the event that draft ultimately went through, or that piece of 
Paper, went through 9 different drafts. A new key judgments was 
drafted at one point. The analyst and the NIO, there was a great 
deal of antagonism there. I think it is fair to say that Mr. Casey 
did not treat the NIO with kid gloves. It was a fairly rough and 
tumble process. But the ultimate product was an estimate where 
although the agencies that you have mentioned took a footnote dis-
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agreeing with the primary conclusion, I think that there were fiVe 
or six agencies that concurred in the estimate. 

Senator DECONCINI. Could be. 
Mr. GATES. And because of the stories in the newspapers about 

this, the House Intelligence Committee examined this issue in late 
1984 or early 1985. And they issued a report in which in essence 
they concluded that there had been no slanting of intelligence and 
in fact applauded the fact that on the first page of the estimate 
the disagreement within the Community and presentation of alter
native views had taken place. 

Senator DECONCINI. Well did Horton bring to you his concerns a 
couple of times or more? 

Mr. GATES. I am sure that he probably did. 
Senator DECONCINI. And did you give them your professional 

consideration or did you pretty much dismiss them? 
Mr. GATES. I think that there is one account that—in an inter

view that he made, or that—in something I've read, where I really 
don't remember, but there is one account that says that I offered a 
compromise to him, that I tried to broker a compromise between 
him and the analyst and others involved in the process and that 
didn't work either and we ended up with the product that we had. 

Senator DECONCINI. IS that correct? That you did try to get a 
compromise? 

Mr. GATES. My recollection is that there is something like that, 
yes sir. 

Senator DECONCINI. Well, as Deputy Director, were you the pri
mary person responsible for ensuring that the intelligence esti
mates were what they finally came out at? 

Mr. GATES. It was my responsibility, yes sir, to ensure that the 
alternative views were taken into account. 

Senator DECONCINI. Did you raise the concerns of Horton's and 
others with Casey when you delivered this to him? 

Mr. GATES. Oh, yes sir. It was a major battle in the Agency. 
Senator DECONCINI. And what was Mr. Casey's position, just out 

of curiosity? Was he bent on one direction or another? 
Mr. GATES. He had been reading in the open literature some 

books or something about Mexico and he too had become very pes
simistic about the prospects. And I think it was in that vein that 
when he received the analyst's essay that he was struck by it and 
sympathetic to it. 

But my primary recollection is that his concern was that the con
ventional wisdom that everything was going to be all right, every
body relax, not be washed out of the estimate. That was the pn-
mary concern that I recall him having. 

Senator DECONCINI. Are you satisfied you did everything, Mr. 
Gates, to be sure that this final draft and estimate was not slanted 
in a way that Mr. Casey or somebody else wanted it? 

Mr. GATES. I am comfortable that the draft—that the estimate 
that was published—represented fairly the views of those involved 
in the process. I probably could have done more to make the proc
ess a little smoother and a little less abrasive. 

Senator DECONINI. I looked at one of these reports in the last 
couple of days and it deals with another area I want to talk about, 
in the area of Mexico, and that's the increased participation of the 
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S intelligence Community in the war on drugs. You mentioned 
v, t in your opening statement to some extent. 
There are a number of law enforcement people that raise the 
Ltion about the CIA's mission here, whether or not they can 
ally be constructive or not. I have a problem with it, and maybe 
u can help me. The reason for law enforcement's lack of confi

ance is mainly CIA's work in Mexico, and its failure in this 1984 
nort to delve into the corruption and the drug dealing within the 

oecial police, DFS. And of course its dealing with Manuel Noriega. 
We will get to that later—maybe in the closed session. 

In your opening statement, you single out the international drug 
cartels I was pleased to hear that because I think it's important 
Sat it really be on the mind of the CIA Director. However, during 
the exact time when the Mexican drug cartels were gaining power 
and influence, the CIA in my observations, and I realize hindsight 
is wonderful, really was doing very little in the drug area. 

The 84 estimate on Mexico which of course was drafted and dis
seminated when you were the Deputy Director, totally ignored the 
growing power and influence of drug trafficking organizations, and 
the massive corruption within that society and within that govern-

For years here, Senator D'Amato, Senator Helms, now Governor 
Wilson and myself were fighting the certification of Mexico that 
the Reagan Administration kept sending up. 

These concerns were ignored and maybe they were ignored be
cause the CIA was not giving the Administration any information. 
At least in their 84 estimate they didn't give any information about 
it that I can find. 

It was very clear then and now that the Colombia drug cartels 
were deeply involved in Mexico. I believe things could be different 
today in our efforts to fight the war on drugs if the CIA had em
phasized what some of us thought was very clear. 

As the Deputy Director in 84, why did the 84 Mexico Intelligence 
Estimate not mention, not even mention narcotics and the growing 
influence of drug trafficking organizations in the Mexican govern
ment? Do you know? 

Mr. GATES. NO sir, I don't The only thing that I can say to you I 
think is that I think CIA did come late to the narcotics problem. I 
think that, beginning in the mid 80's, we began devoting the kind 
of resources to it that the problem required and the creation of the 
Counternarcotics Center two or three years ago, I think three years 
ago, to bring a focus to the problem. But I would acknowledge that 
we came late to the problem. 

I also know that there has been friction over time between CIA 
and law enforcement agencies in terms of the intelligence that CIA 
collected, because the law enforcement agencies want to use that 
information in court. They want to use it to prosecute people. And 
there is a concern in CIA, naturally, for the protection of sources 
and methods. And to be able to prosecute that would require re
vealing the sources and methods. And there has been a tugging on 
that and I think that they have made some headway in working 
out ways to deal with that problem. 

Senator DECONCINI. Let's talk about that problem for a moment. 
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You know as the CIA Director or the Deputy Director, if indeed 
your mission is to gather intelligence information on drug cartels 
and if you give it to the DEA and they want to go after somebody 
and use it, you are in the position of saying, wait a minute, we've 
got to protect the source here. Isn't it really up to the Justice De
partment to decide whether you can burn this source? Don't you 
have an obligation, if this is your mission, to convey that informa
tion to law enforcement and then let the Justice Department 
decide whether or not they are going to use any of that informa
tion in the prosecution? 

It really troubles me that you are in contradiction with exactly 
what your mission is. Because when you have a good source, you 
don't want to tell DEA about it or another law enforcement 
agency, such as Customs, because you are afraid that it might be 
exposed. It seems to me to be a contradiction that has to be re
solved by the Attorney General, who is the person who decides who 
to prosecute and what information to use. He is surely going to 
listen to the head of the CIA. 

How do you feel that should play out? 
Mr. GATES. Well, I certainly feel that all of the information 

should be shared with the law enforcement authorities. I think 
that the question of what happens to a source is something where 
the DCI would have special concerns. These people are recruited, 
engage in a relationship, provide information, and for the United 
States unilaterally to put their lives in jeopardy when they have 
provided this information, I think is a serious matter. And that's 
the issue that comes up when questions of going to prosecution 
occur. 

And that becomes inherently difficult. It's a process that I cer
tainly wouldn't have any problem working at through a dialogue 
with the Attorney General. But I think one does have to be awfully 
careful about a unilateral decision to expose a source that^-— 

Senator DECONCINI. I can appreciate that, but do you think that 
the reason that this drug information was left out back in the 84 
Estimate was the fact either, one, that the Agency wasn't up to par 
and up to speed on it, or two, that in fact, the Agency was deeply 
involved with the DFS organization in Mexico and didn't want to 
disclose what was really going on? 

Mr. GATES. I think that it—from my standpoint as Chairman of 
the National Intelligence Council and Deputy Director for Intelli
gence, I would say it was the first reason. 

Now it may be that the second reason had to do with why the 
analysts didn't have more information about it that would then 
lead them to take the problem more seriously. But I think that the 
analysts were not trying to protect anybody or cover up for any
body. 

Senator DECONCINI. Well, let me ask you then, Mr. Gates. If you 
are confirmed here as the Director, how much priority are you 
going to place on narcotics information gathering—say on Mexico? 
In the next report that has your name on it, that you disseminate 
here, is it really going to tell everything the Agency knows about 
the narcotics problems, even if it involves some sources and meth
ods that you will have to deal with if anybody wants to use for 
prosecution purposes? That's what I am interested in. 
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Mir GATES. First, Senator, I would—I think that narcotics has to 
. \ L e of the Agency's top priorities. 

«pcond I think that any analysis that—or assessments that deal 
•fh Mexico or other countries are going to have to deal very 

nhically and in detail with the role of narcotics traffickers and 
Ç oolitical system. And I think that the Agency has done a pretty 
nodMob of that in countries like Colombia and Peru and else-

t We need to make it 
W Çpnator DECONCINI. Well, quite frankly if you read the reports 
n Colombia and Peru, and I have, it really gets into it. If you read 

2,P report on Mexico, and I am no analyst, but I know enough 
hnut Mexico and I know enough about law enforcement mtelli-

IZce briefings that at least in the 84 report, it didn't put it in. 
I am not saying that you are to fault because what has happened 

has happened. You admitted you made mistakes and I admire any
body that can do that. I certainly have made my share. What trou
ves me is what are we going to do in the future. How are you 
mine to be able to convince at least this Senator—maybe no one 
Sip cares—that by God, even if it's a problem with the internation
al community to tell the whole truth about the narcotics problem 
with a good friend like Mexico, we are going to do it because those 
who have the right to know, and the need to know, have got to 
have that information. They didn't get it from the CIA in the 84 
rpDort 

Mr. GATES. Again, Senator, I believe that the reason was that we 
simply didn't take the problem seriously enough at that time. I can 
assure you that any assessments of that kind I think in recent 
times and in the future would be just as candid as the facts re-
qUSenator DECONCINI. Well, do you have any realignment or ideas 
of what you are going to do in the CIA if and when you are con
firmed as to how you are going to change this so that it doesn t 
happen again? Is there some problem that you know that could be 
addressed so that this wouldn't happen again? 

Mr. GATES. I think that with the creation of the Counternarcotics 
Center and the broader availability of the information, that it will 
come to the attention of the analysts and can be incorporated in 
these estimates. And I believe that the work that has been done on 
some of the other Latin American countries would bear that out. 
And I certainly would pay special attention to it. 

Senator DECONCINI. Let me just point to another area and 1 don t 
know for a fact, but there are some reports that Syria has been in
volved in narcotics trafficking through Lebanon. I wonder, in your 
capacity at the White House recently, did you have access to intel
ligence information regarding that? And if that s classified infor
mation, I can understand that and you can discuss it later. 

My point is, when you were outside the Agency did you feel that 
you had the full picture of what the CIA had or should have had 
on Syria's dealing in narcotics? 

Mr. GATES. I have had the feeling that what was available to the 
Agency was available to us. Of course, it is a classic question, you 
don't know what you don't know. 

But there has been enough very specific information that has 
come to us on a variety of countries around the world and involve-



ment of their government that I would have no reason to doubt 
that they would provide it on a government like Syria. 

Senator DECONCINI. If you didn't have all the information, would 
it be fair to say that you would be pretty upset about it in the posi-
tion of Assistant National Security Advisor? 

Mr. GATES. I think that if the intelligence agencies were holding 
back relevant information from us, that would be a problem, yes 
sir. 

Senator DECONCINI. What if the intelligence agency, when you 
say holding back, was just not putting it into the draft that you 
were going to get? That would be pretty serious, wouldn't you say? 

Mr. GATES. I would say that we ought to be pressing from the 
policy community to find out what was going on in those countries. 

Senator DECONCINI. My point comes down to the fact that when 
and if you are the Director, it's going to rest with you. You are the 
one who is going to have to say, look, we've got to put in this stuff 
that might not exactly be what we want. Or what somebody else 
upstairs wants. 

I'm getting to the point, Mr. Gates, that my concern is are you 
prepared to put everything into a report that's going to go to the 
National Security Advisory or to the President of the United States 
even when you know that there is a policy decision from the White 
House to treat this country tenderly because of other concerns? 
Are you prepared to tell the whole story, so all of it is there, re
gardless of any policy decisions? 

That's really my question. I am sorry I have taken so long to get 
to it. 

Mr. GATES. I am, absolutely, Senator. And I believe that the 
record that Senator Danforth referred to earlier of being willing to 
present disagreeable estimates to the Administration in the White 
House at the time would bear out that I am prepared to do that. 

Senator DECONCINI. Because to me that is the bottom line here. 
Mr. GATES. That's what it is all about, Senator. 
Senator DECONCINI. What it's about with you? You are a very re

spected analyst that has been around and knows a lot and has done 
a lot. The question is, and all I can take is your word, that someone 
in the White House isn't going to be able to convince you, don't put 
it in. You don't have to lie about it, just leave some stuff out that is 
going to be awkward. I think that's the worst thing the CIA Direc
tor can do. 

Mr. GATES. I agree with you, sir. 
Senator DECONCINI. It's bad enough when they don't tell the 

Congressional Committees; I understand that a lot more than I do 
when they don't put it in a report that's going to be disseminated 
to the President. 

Mr. Chairman, I don't know how much time I have left to 
CHAIRMAN BOREN. About ten more minutes if you wish. 
Senator DECONCINI. Okay, thank you. I do, Mr. Chairman. I am 

sorry for those who have to wait here, but I do. 
Mr. Gates, in January, 1990, I signed onto a letter—this goes to 

the BCCI issue so you can put that cap on—with Senator Metz-
enbaum to Attorney General Thornburgh which expressed our dis
appointment with a plea agreement the government reached in its 
money laundering case against BCCI in Tampa, Florida. 



A couple of weeks after that letter was sent, I met in my office 
•u. two officials from Justice Department, Charles Saphos, head 
(•the international criminal division, and Thomas Reinhart, head 

°f the legislative affairs, to discuss my concerns. During the meet-
• J in my office, Saphos detailed for me why the plea and the fif-

n milli°n dollar fine against BCCI was a good deal. That several 
Tthe individuals involved in the case were providing valuable in-
? «nation and that a major investigation against a number of indi
viduals in the bank was forthcoming. 

Not once during our lengthy meeting did either of them mention 
type of intelligence information or any other kind of assistance 

regarding BCCI being provided to Justice by the CIA. 
In that meeting, Saphos was using a strong argument with me 

for the Justice Department case against BCCI. Certainly this was a 
time to use all information available, however, he did not mention 
the CIA because they hadn't provided any of the information that 
they now have. 

And two months ago, the BCCI scandal broke into the news. I 
had my staff invite the Justice Department to come back and ex
plain what was going on—which they did. Assistant Attorney Gen
eral Robert Mueller, who now has authority over the BCCI case, 
and Tom Rinehart came in and updated me and frankly the expla
nation they gave me was not what I wanted to hear, but as a 
former prosecutor I understand things change and you don't 
always have the case that you think you have. 

Nevertheless, the thing that troubled me most about the meeting 
with Mr. Mueller was the blank look on his face when I talked 
about what the CIA was doing with BCCI. Mr. Mueller and Mr. 
Rinehart knew absolutely nothing about your Agency's work 
against BCCI. 

To make matters worse, the headlines in the Post the next day 
has Richard Kerr of the CIA telling a group of high school students 
that the CIA had distributed intelligence information on BCCI to a 
number of agencies and that they have been doing it for many 
years. I am not sure he was quoted right. Often that paper and 
others don't get it exactly right. 

However, Mr. Gates, in 1988 you provided information on BCCI 
to William Von Raab. I have talked to him and he considers him
self a supporter of yours. He has been misquoted, he says. 

Nevertheless, if that is accurate, that you did provide informa
tion, and you made reference to Mr. Von Raab about the bank 
being a bank of crooks and criminals, and you sent a report oyer to 
him as he says you did, why didn't you make any of this available 
to the Attorney General? Or to somebody in Justice? Or did you? 

Mr. GATES. Senator, let me get to the 1988 exchange that I had 
with Mr. Von Raab in just a moment. 

CIA began collecting information on BCCI in late fall of 1984 at 
the request of the Treasury Department. The information that they 
asked for was gathered and the Treasury Department was briefed 
m January of 1985. Someone in the Secretary's office and also, I 
understand the number two man in the Comptroller—Office of the 
Comptroller of the Currency. 

At CIA—and there is apparently a clear record of CIA having a 
continuing dialogue with Treasury with requirements and require-
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mente satisfied and information provided and so forth during that 
period. 

There was a collection of this information put together in a 
report prepared by the Directorate of Operations in September of 
1986. When Mr. Von Raab—I can't recall exactly the scenario, but 
Mr. Von Raab, I think, made contact with me at some point in 
1988 to say that there was a—they had a prosecution going on in 
Florida and was there any problem in pursuing that prosecution in 
terms of CIA operations. • , . . , _ . 

I called in a couple of operations officers and by their recollée-
tion, in about a ten minute briefing, they gave me a couple of ex-
amples of the kind of illicit activity that BCCI had been involved 
in I then—and assured me that there was nothing that would be 
affected on the part of CIA by them going forward—by Customs 
going forward with their prosecution. 

I called Mr. Von Raab and told him that there was no reason 
why he shouldn't go forward with his prosecution and offered to 
send him this September 1986 report. And I did that. 

My understanding is there was another major report, a compila
tion of this information put together in May of 1989. 

These reports were sent to a number of agencies. In both cases, 
they were sent to the Department of the Treasury. I think one of 
the two were sent to the FBI. Others were sent to the State Depart
ment and other agencies of the government. 

I think that the Agency—in trying to piece this together, I think 
that the Agency frankly has had a little difficulty in figuring out 
exactly to whom they should send this kind of information. And 
they have relied on Treasury to inform the appropriate enforce
ment officials. And I think that was not an unreasonable assump
tion. 

The question has been asked about why the Agency didn t pro
vide the information to the Federal Reserve. CIA has had a very 
awkward relationship over the years with the Federal Reserve. 

Senator DECONCINI. I am not interested in that. Why not to the 
Justice Department? 

Mr. GATES. I think that the people in the Operations Directorate 
who disseminated these reports—first of all, the source was a new 
source and they weren't quite sure how to handle it because it was 
particularly sensitive. They were clearly not experts on banking 
regulations or the law enforcement aspects of this. And I think 
they just made the assumption that the Treasury Department 
would take whatever action was necessary, especially given the 
degree of dialogue that there had been back and forth with Treas-

Senator DECONCINI. But you were there. Did you know about it? 
Didn't it occur to you that if you were referring to this bank to the 
Customs Commissioner as the bank of crooks and criminals, ij 
must be some heavy duty stuff that Justice should have? Did thai 
not occur to you? ,. g 

Mr. GATES. I do not recall being told that there was anvtmng 
that would be appropriate to send to Justice. I have to admit tn» 
this issue I think came new to me when I got this position in w™-

Senator DECONCINI. DO you recall referring to the BCCI as 
bank of crooks and criminals? 
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GATES. Well, as I've put it back together, I would like to take 
îft for being that clever, but actually it was one of our oper-

c . officers who said that that was the term that it was known 
bycfnator DECONCINI. I guess there's no beating a dead horse in 
u fact that you didn't think it was necessary to turn it over. That 

mazing to me. I guess what I want from you, Mr. Gates, is what 
is IJ vou do now if you had this information? Do you think the 
S T owes it to the chief prosecutor, the chief law enforcement 

ncv—not Treasury, not the Federal Reserve, not Customs— 
^MI they have an organization that is known as a bank of crooks 

A criminals, that Justice should have been informed? 
Mr GATES. Well, Senator, it's easy to concede the point and I 
11 but I do think that it was a fair assumption to make at the 

Snè that the Department of the Treasury and the Office of the 
rnmntroller of the Currency would assume responsibility for the 
law enforcement aspects of the information that had been provided 

^Senator DECONCINI. Excuse me, Mr. Gates, but you're aware that 
the Department of Treasury doesn't have prosecutorial authority, 
are you not? They can investigate. 

Mr. GATES. Yes, sir. ; 
Senator DECONCINI. If they decide that a law is broken, what do 

they do? Like any other agency, they go to the Department of Jus
tice. What are you going to do in the future, Mr. Gates, if you come 
across such organizations as the bank of crooks and criminals, and 
you think that there are laws broken and you've only been asked 
by the State Department or the Commerce Department or the 
Treasury Department, do you feel that it's your duty to talk to the 
Attorney General at least, or somebody in Justice? 

Mr. GATES. I will see to it that Justice is informed, Senator. 
Senator DECONCINI. That will be a policy in the CIA when you 

are confirmed, if you're confirmed? 
Mr. GATES. Yes sir. 
Senator DECONCINI. Thank you. Mr. Chairman, thank you. 
Mr. Chairman just a point of inquiry, Mr. Chairman. I have 

more questions and I know my half hour is up. What is the Chair
man's plan? 

Chairman BOREN. Senator DeConcini, our hope is that, we still 
have Senator Hollings and Senator Chafee, Senator D Amato and 
Senator Glenn have not completed their opening rounds. There are 
two or three Senators, at least, including yourself, that have indi
cated to me that they have more questions. 

My thought is that since we are going to have these other wit
nesses on Thursday, outside witnesses when we come back, that it 
would probably be more appropriate, is to come back and if anyone 
doesn't have a chance their first questions, which I hope we will be 
able to complete this afternoon, and certainly those that want to 
come back for additional questions, we might come back after we 
have had our two closed sessions. That way, if there are any other 
items that have come up during that period that would be addition
al questions for Mr. Gates, we would have had all—everything 
Wore us at that time, with him as our concluding witness so that 
all these additional questions could be asked. 
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Senator DECONCINI. Mr. Chairman, I find that very satisfactorv 
because some of the questions I have I believe do touch in the area 
of confidentiality he can answer in the closed session. 

You're planning a closed session with the nominee? 
Chairman BOREN. I would think that we are likely to have both a 

closed and an open session with the nominee to conclude. 
Senator DECONCINI. I thank you. 
May I have just a point of personal privilege for just 15 seconds? 
Chairman BOREN. Certainly. 
Senator DECONCINI. Mr. Gates, I have been listening to many 0f 
mr answers, pai ' ' 
id I'm impress» 

. ithstanding my 
line of questioning. I can't say I can understand how you didn't 
know all of those things, but I appreciate your candor with this 
Committee. It would be a lot easier, and quite frankly I thought 
you were just going to say I don't remember, I don't remember, 
that's an easy way out, but you've gone beyond that and I want 
you to know this Senator appreciates that. 

Thank you, Mr. Chairman. 
Chairman BOREN. Thank you very much, Senator DeConcini. 
Senator Hollings is here so we'll proceed with his questioning. 

Let me say to my colleagues again, I want Senators to take as long 
as they need and we'll come back to more questions. I have sent for 
Senator Chafee and Senator D'Amato and I hope they're on the 
way. So we're going to be very sensitive to this and it may be that 
we will have to come back even for some opening rounds when we 
have the witness back. But Senator Hollings, I appreciate your 
yielding to Senator Metzenbaum. He asked that I express his ap
preciation to you as you begin your questioning and we'll turn to 
you now for any questions you might have. 

Senator HOLLINGS. Well, I thank you very much Mr. Chairman. 
And Mr. Gates, I reiterate what Senator DeConcini has said. 

We've been watching. While I yielded I didn't yield attention. On 
the contrary, all of us, many here for example that are not seated 
at the table at the very moment have been following this back in 
our offices, trying to keep up with this and also keep up with the 
vote on the Floor and a couple of other things of that kind. Much 
more conveniently done than sitting under these klieg lights. 
- You remember my misgiving at the opening that here in April of 
1986 you were confirmed as Deputy Director of Central Intelligence 
and pledged that you were going to be involved in all aspects of the 
intelligence game? Covert or otherwise? Because there was some 
misgiving that the Deputy Director was not totally involved, that 
Mr. Casey couldn't know everything, but that you were going to 
"integrate our offices so that I would be involved in all areas ot de
cisionmaking." And between April and October you seemed t 
know not of Iran-Contra. Yet you were one of the three addressees 
of all of that information coming out of Iran about Ghorbanitar 
and the overcharging. I think it was Casey and Charlie Allen ana 
yourself. , 

I take it from listening to the answers you have given to otner 
Senators that you had no idea of the tremendous load, and you puj 
your attention first to reorganization and getting the bureaucracy 



0f straightened out, for several months as you came on board. 
t otherwise I take it you let Charlie Allen read those messages 

out of there. They're only two or three pages. They came 
C°? literally in the dozens from Iran, during that entire period, 

didn't come to your attention even though addressed to you? 
GATES. Yes sir, they did come to me. And as I indicated in They 

HT 

Jritten interrogatories I read some of them, I scanned some of 
Sfm I ignored a number of them. I didn't read many of them. As 
M Allen has testified, if you couldn't understand that they were 
•effect coded, they spoke in codes and if you didn't understand 
the codes you couldn't understand what was going on and to the 
Ignited extent I looked at them at all, it just looked to me like 

Senator HOLLINGS. YOU didn't understand the code? 
Mr. GATES. They were talking to each other in—using false 

names and various other things, and unless you followed it full 
time it was very hard to keep track of what was going on. 

Senator HOLLINGS. Let me go to another subject, because I'll be 
very brief. Most of the items of particular interest have been cov
ered. With respect to this difference in cultures, Senator Rudman 
points out a veritable cancer when he notes not only the jealousy, 
not only the competition, the differences you might have between 
the operational and the analyst, but even he used the expression 
"lie" and those kind of things. I've discerned this conflict over 
many, many years. How are you going to deal with it, coming on as 
an analyst, clear this up, to gain the confidence and loyalty and 
the responsiveness of everybody working together down there? You 
have got a real job to do with that kind of divergence. 

I go out in the field and the field operative is fully aware. He 
does know the local history, incidentally. You made the comment 
maybe he didn't, as the analyst does, know the history and the 
background. Those field operatives in those particular countries 
know all the history and all the background. He puts in cold facts 
to you. 

And it's just like an analyst dealing with a guy putting the sign 
FRESH FISH FOR SALE, and the analyst says, well good gosh, 
you're not going to sell stale fish, so he just put FISH FOR SALE. 
And analyzing it further he says, well you're not going to give it 
away, everybody knows it's for sale, so you can knock that off of it. 
And you can smell it three blocks down the street, you don't need a 
sign saying FISH. And you end up with no sign and no intelligence. 
And the fellow in the field says, ye gads, no use to do all of this 
work on the one hand, and the analyst is going to analyze me out 
of a job and it is not going to mean anything. 

And the customer, for example the policymaker on Iraq, they 
constantly say don't give us any analysis, just give us the facts. The 
customers are not using it. You've got a total breakdown from the 
field coming in, and from the policymaker and its use. And in be
tween you're top heavy with 800 of those people paid at $100,000 a 
year. Super grade. You've got eight hundred Senators on your 
hands. Don't you think you ought to get rid of about 700 of them? 
. I mean literally, I would hope that we could finally get these par

ties together just by cutting down the size and effecting a good 
budget cut and effecting some discipline and perhaps I'll let you 
answer. But if I had the same job, I'd get in a plane and fly around 
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to these small places and make sure I knew those officers and thev 
knew me and the value of their hard work. Just start rebuild!*! 
systematically over the first six months to a year with the ope? 
ational end. Because that's a real tough situation. As hard a /L 
work it's not really producing. You can comment any way you 
wish. 

Mr. GATES. I would just say, Senator Hollings, that I agree with 
you that working at this problem between the DO, the Directorate 
of Operations, and the Directorate of Intelligence is terribly impor. 
tant. It was an effort that I tried to work at as Deputy Director for 
Intelligence and Deputy DCI in terms of more interchange between 
the Directorates. Getting more senior officials from the intelligence 
side to work on operations and vice versa. 

I think that Director Webster has worked at that problem but I 
think your advice about getting out to the field and getting in 
touch with these people is important. One of the things I intend to 
do is something I referred to yesterday and that is somehow figure 
out a way for these case officers to get information back to Head
quarters on what they pick up just by being in the capital and 
learning the politics and what's going on in the country, and find
ing a way to get that unvarnished information in front of policy
makers. 

One of the things that I did when I was Deputy was occasionally 
run assessments by Chiefs of Stations in the Presidents Daily Brief. 
Because it had a liveliness to it and, you know, the guy's right 
there on the scene, and I thought it was a nice touch in an analyti
cal product to say here's the views of our Chief of Station in X Cap
ital and I would hope to do more of that kind of thing. 

Senator HOLLINGS. We're really lacking in morale and we've got 
to rebuild it. We're really going to have to rebuild. Now quickly, 
because Senator Chafee is here, and I can withhold several other 
questions until the further session. 

With respect to economic intelligence, I note that your two an
swers given, we ought to look at the intelligence relative to govern
ment supported industries and to level up the playing field where 
they are engaged in espionage or place a mole in certain industries, 
a sort of counterespionage against them, would be the two in
stances. 

There is an even more important instance that I wish to empha
size with this opportunity with you. And that is that we have 
moved from the Cold War to the Economic War. The Wall has 
fallen, communism has fall ;n and now we're really in a struggle 
for economic survival and supremacy. 

And it's hard to get through Haynes Johnson's book Sleepwalk
ing Through History. We're sleepwalking through this particular 
economic war. We're talking about special relationships and 
bowing and scraping, how market forces operate, and we need to 
look at national estimates on basic industries and on critical indus
tries. Now, I know one you wouldn't need I guess, over 60% of the 
clothing industry is imported and over 84% of the shoes on the 
floor are imported. They may not be significant to the skill JOD 
market in a sense, but they are basic industries. We can't send our 
troops to war in a Japanese uniform and Gucci shoes. 
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Otherwise, when you talk about Japan and its contribution to 
Tnlf War, they said, "Oh, we put in all the memory chips. You 
X have fired that TOMAHAWK without our memory chips." 

S, re ought to be categorical national estimates of critical materi-
11 of industrial trends, and everything else. You've got a frontline 

Stv now in intelligence work because this economic war is for 
rket share, it's for trade, it's for manufacturing, it's for standar4 

now in intelligence work because this economic war is for 
et share, it's for trade, it's for manufacturing, it's for standar4 

Tuving- And it's hard to wake up this town as to really what's 
2nine on out there. 

And it comes right up against the political cry of an American 
Ian for the Philippine and for China and for Russia and for Israel 
nd Egypt. And we've got the Corps of Engineers rebuilding 

Kuwait. And we've got the Americans trying to take care of the 
Kurds The American plan for Iraq and every other place but 
America. And that's being felt very clearly and we're not being 
eauipped with the intelligence. We wait and finally on semiconduc
tors Senator Danforth picks it up and we finally get a little thing 
done on semiconductors. We finally get another little critical part 
and we try to pass ad hoc legislation on it. 

What about National Intelligence Estimates on basic industries 
and critical materials from time to time, so without the espionage 
part, without the government-involved industry like aircraft, just 
generally speaking, the economy itself, basic industries and critical 
materials in order to sustain and continue economically in this 
country? 7 " '" 

Mr. GATES. I think that that is something that we can do. Have 
done. When I was Deputy Director for Intelligence we did fairly 
major papers on the aircraft industry, on semiconductors, on the 
automotive industry. Looking worldwide at the trends that we saw 
and what the implications were for U.S. trade. I think we can con
tinue to do that kind of effort. 

Senator HOLUNGS. Very good. If you include that one we can use 
that every day up here. 

Thank you very much, Mr. Chairman, I'll yield. 
Chairman BOREN. Thank you, Senator Hollings. 
I certainly agree with what you just said and what the nominee 

just said. I think it's critically important. We're into economic com
petition as much or more even than military competition as we get 
into the next century. We've even had situations that we've studied 
where there are industries or corporations or businesses in this 
country with vital technology to the national security, even a very 
direct relationship to the national security, where we have the fear 
that they're being taken over by foreign nationals, and that very 
sensitive technology will be lost therefore. You don't need to have 
an Intelligence Committee steal it when somebody can just go buy 
it on the open market by acquiring an American company that 
may be the only one in the world with a certain kind of technology. 

It seems to me we need to utilize our Intelligence Community to 
alert us to and warn us of those areas that really are critical so 
that we can, as policymakers, develop some strategy for protecting 
our interests in this regard. I'm glad to hear your answer. I don't 
want to take away time from Senator Chafee, but when someone 
mentions this kind of issue, it's something that has been of such 
concern to me, and as Senator Hollings said, this war is going to be 
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over and we're going to have lost it before we even realize if 
started if we don't wake up and quit being asleep at the switch 

Senator Chafee, I'll now turn to you for your round of question 
Senator CHAFEE. Thank you very much Mr. Chairman. 
Mr. Gates, I'd like to pursue this line of questioning because î 

find it somewhat troublesome and I'm just not sure what you'r 
saying here. Is the CIA the agency of the government that should 
be making an analysis of the aircraft industry to determine how 
we can become more competitive or whether we're losing out? k 
that what that agency's for? Am I mixed up? I thought that was 
Commerce Department activity? 

I'm very sympathetic to your nomination. But I must say that 
this thrust of the U.S. intelligence agencies becoming sort of eco-
nomic spies concerns me. I'd like a little amplification. 

Mr. GATES. Senator, I think that one of the great advantages that 
CIA and the Intelligence Community brings to some of these prob-
lems is simply its ability to gather and integrate a great deal of 
data from all over the world. 

One of the assets that we have is that U.S. businessmen and 
others are willing to talk to us and talk to us fairly candidly about 
what they see. We pick up some kinds of information. And what 
these assessments were about that I referred to, were really about 
the practices of foreign governments in trying to encourage these 
industries, and the collaboration between government and industry 
in ways that disadvantage the United States. 

For example, in the case of the paper that we did on the aircraft 
industry, part of it was about how certain foreign governments 
that are selling aircraft will make foreign policy concessions to gov
ernments whose national airlines buy that particular kind of air
craft. That kind of information, it seems to me, is legitimate for the 
policymaker to know and a legitimate subject for intelligence. 

It falls into that first category that I described earlier in re
sponse to a question of information that gets at how do you level a 
playing field from a policy standpoint? This is not an area where I 
think CIA can become a substitute certainly for the Commerce or 
anyone else, for that matter. 

One of the problems that we've wrestled with for at least a dozen 
years is how to take some of this information that we gather, that 
in essence practically falls into our hands, and make it useful to 
people. And the honest answer to you, sir, is that we can't find a 
way. We've tried for ten years or more to find a way to get it into 
the hands of U.S. business and we can't find a way that does not 
somehow get all tangled up in the law, in advantaging one compa
ny over another, and that's why I've concluded that we ought to 
content ourselves with supporting the government and trying to 
inform government policy about the practices of foreign govern
ments rather than trying to get into economic espionage or indus
trial espionage and that sort of thing. . 

Senator CHAFEE. Well, what bothers me is that all too often 1 
find in governmental agencies that when their normal task ex
pires, then they scurry around seeking a new justification for their 
continued existence. And I look on the intelligence agencies as pri
marily involved with the defense of the United States, the military 
defense of the United States. Now, I know that plenty of Senators 
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., gay that economic power is just as important as military 
w And yes that's true. I don't argue with that one bit. But the 
P°we5on is what kind of agencies within our governmental struc-
qU should these duties devolve upon? And I have some concern 
tUff the CIA should set as one of its goals determining how the 
^ ted States is doing in the textile industry, or whatever it might 

^T think that's a subject obviously that will be evolving over the 
i in the future, And I, for one, will be following it closely and I 

yeïted to mention these concerns that I have. 
W MrGATES. I might just mention, Senator Chafee, that I wouldn't 

nt to pretend that this effort is any larger than it is. The exam-
Wr« i w i was citing were papers that were done back in 1983, 
1084 1985, in essence while the Cold War was still going strong 
and they tended to be an outgrowth of the work we were doing on 
technology transfer. 

So it's not a major area of focus but they were papers that were 
done and that had—that were well received by the policy communi-

^Senator CHAFEE. Well, I think it's perfectly proper if in the 
course of events it should be ascertained that country A is em
barked on a national scheme to dump some kind of a product on 
the U.S. in order to wreck our markets, I can see that. But just 
where you end, and the Commerce Department starts in this area, 
or the USTR, or whoever it might be, is a matter for some concern. 

Mr. Gates I just appeared on a taped television show with a 
Member of this Committee who stated that you withdrew your 
nomination in 1987 because of tough questions that were presented 
to you at that time. That isn't the way I remember your withdraw
al at all, but perhaps it would be helpful just for the record because 
I for one am supportive, as I say of your nomination and should 
this charge be raised on the Floor, I'd like to have a good answer to 
it. So could you delve in a few minutes into the withdrawal of your 
nomination of 1987? 

Mr. GATES. There have been several stories written about that, 
Senator Chafee, and I would be pleased to let you know what the 
facts are. 

After my hearings in February of 1987, several Senators on both 
sides of the aisle from this Committee talked to me and said that 
there was considerable sympathy for me in the Committee. But at 
that point there were just too many uncertainties about what had 
happened in Iran-Contra and what my own role had been, and that 
the Committee Members just weren't prepared to go forward given 
that amount of uncertainty. If I were willing to wait until October, 
until the Iran-Contra Committee report was completed, that there 
would likely could well be a positive outcome. 

I reflected on that. I will say that I received no pressure from 
anyone to withdraw, from the White House or from the political 
community. Nobody called me, the last word that I had at the end 
of February was that President Reagan was still very supportive. 

Nevertheless, it seemed to me that the idea of an Acting Director 
tor CIA for a period of 10 months or so was not good for the Presi
dent, it was not good for the country, certainly wouldn't be any 
good for the Agency and certainly wouldn't be any good for me. 
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And so on the last day of February, I think a Saturday, I c ^ 
Howard Baker in Tennessee—he was to take over as chief of staff 
the following Monday—and I told him that I ought to be his first 
appointment. And we met on Monday morning and I told him how 
I analyzed the situation and that I thought that it was best for the 
President and in terms of getting a fresh start, getting a Director 
on board quickly, if I were to withdraw and I was prepared to 
remain as Deputy if they wanted me to. Mr. Baker was courteous 
enough not to show his evident relief under the circumstances 
but>-and I am not sure but what I beat the system by only a day 
or two, but by the time I withdrew it was wholly my own decision 

Senator CHAFEE. I think it is wonderful for you that the circle 
has closed, or the ring has come around once again and that y0u 
have this opportunity and I am confident you are going to be con
firmed. But I suspect when you made that withdrawal you never 
thought you would have this opportunity again. And I am very 
pleased that the President chose to nominate you and that you 
chose to go forward this time. 

Chairman BOREN. Senator Chafee, if I might interject, I would 
say that at that time I was chairing those hearings and Mr. Gates 
came to me as the Chairman of the Committee and cited the exact 
same reasons to me at that time. It was his concern about the 
Agency being with an Acting Director for that period of time he 
didn't think that was good for the country. And that that is the 
reason that he had made this request. 

So I would simply state for the record that I was in receipt of his 
communication and those just stated in the record were exactly the 
same reasons that he stated to me at the time. 

Senator CHAFEE. Mr. Gates, you have stated that as far as going 
public with the overall budget figure for intelligence activities, that 
you are somewhat ambivalent—correct me if I am quoting you 
wrong, if I am not giving a correct report on how you testified—but 
as I recall, you were not very enthusiastic about it, but nonethe
less, you were prepared to take that risk. I have no problem with 
taking risks as long as there's a commensurate benefit on the other 
side. And I must say I fail to see what are the benefits for the 
American people through the disclosure of the overall intelligence 
activity budget figure. „ 

The logical follow-up, it seems to me, if the figure is disclosed-A 
dollars, is to ask "What are we getting for our money?" And then, 
"How does it compare with last year and what are the break
downs?" 1 ., « 

What is the upside to all of this, because I clearly see downsides, 
I was not supportive of that move in the Committee and I would 
hope it would be reversed on the Floor of the Senate. The disclo
sure of the intelligence—I say budget, but I mean overall figure 

Mr. GATES. Senate Chafee, as I indicated in my opening remarks, 
one of the things that has troubled me is the willingness apparent" 
ly of people to believe so many of these stories that come out aooui 
CIA. The one that sticks in my mind and in my craw is the notion 
for example that CIA basically caused the S&L crisis or was a pm 
cipal player in it and so on. And that the Agency is responsible 
all manner of terrible things that have happened. 
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And what I have been trying to think about is what symbolic 
that the agency could take and that the DCI and the Presi-

t could take that would suggest that the mentality of the cold 
has changed at the Agency. That there is an appreciation that 

^ jg a new day. And that in steps that would suggest to the 
A erican people that there is a greater sense of openness and a 

ater sense for the people to have trust that the Agency is play-
?e by the rules, playing straight and so on. 

Now the first and foremost area is clearly to have a relationship 
f trust and confidence with the Congress. I think that is the most 
• portant thing. But a couple of ideas that occurred to me—one 
as this idea of declassifying the top line number. There are all 

kinds of leaks and stories out there and some of them are high and 
some of them are low and some of them are pretty close to the 
mark. Running the risk that you will be able to stand firm on that 
number and not give a lot of other information. 

Another idea that I had was in response to a question from Sena
tor Cranston about the possibility of figuring out a way to give his
torians a little greater access. But looking for ways to convey a 
sense of change. Now it is essentially a political call in terms of 
what kinds of steps that are manageable and that protect sources 
and methods and the intelligence that we need, that can be taken 
that convey the signal to the American people. And I will be 
honest with you, I think that the Congress and the President have 
a lot better idea of what will convey that message to the American 
people, perhaps than those of use in the intelligence business. I in
dicated when I responded to the question yesterday that obviously 
the decision whether or not to do that would be the President's, but 
in terms of my recommendation to him, it would be premised on 
my belief that it would send a good signal to the American people 
of change. 

Now if that's a wrong assumption on my part, as one of what I 
would hope would be several steps, then perhaps it deserves to be 
revisited. But it is essentially a political call and as I indicated yes
terday and as you just read, it is one where I would be prepared to 
take that risk, assuming that it would have the beneficial effect I 
described. 

Senator CHAFEE. Obviously when this is debated everyone on this 
Committee will remember exactly what you have said and will 
quote you to the effect that you are supportive. Being on the other 
side, I don't find that very helpful. [General laughter.] 

But I am still going to vote for you. 
Because I hope you will give this some further thought. Because 

for a risk you expect a benefit. There is no benefit from this. Every 
single Member of Congress—535—can ascertain that figure if they 
Jake the trouble to do so. It goes before six Committees, that 
budget. This Committee, it's counterpart, Appropriations and its 
counterpart, and Armed Services. And I'll guarantee you that once 
we start down that path, the next question will be—how is it being 
spent? Are those people all driving Cadillacs over there at Langley? 
And how many people have they got and what are they being paid 
and what are their duties? And that inevitably will follow. And for 
what benefit? I have difficulty following your views on that par
ticular matter. 
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slippery slope. 
Senator CHAFEE. YOU have more confidence in Congress that I 

have on that particular matter. 
There has been a suggestion in this Committee that the Deputy 

Directors and General Counsel of the CIA be Presidential appoint. 
ees. And I see problems with that. Have you given that any 
thought? ; a 

Mr. GATES. I have and I discussed it with Senator Glenn when I 
called on him earlier, and what I told him at the time was that-
and we will probably have a further discussion of nv-was that it is 
hard for me in principle to quarrel with the idea of senior officials 
of a government agency not being subject to the confirmation proc
ess. I must say that there is a certain quality of, if I have to go 
through it, so can you. But I also expressed to Senator Glenn that I 
had some reservations and my worry that the confirmation process 
itself would be politicizing. The question of whether professional 
CIA officers who are confirmed to be Deputy Directors, for exam
ple, would resign at the end of a Presidential Administration as 
they do in all other agencies. Whether the confirmation process 
itself would be politicizing in the sense of having to go through the 
clearance process at the White House and then the political process 
up here. So we debated that back and forth and I told Senator 
Glenn that I would try and work with him and see if we could 
overcome these reservations. But that is what I told him. 

Senator CHAFEE. Well, I think if one of the purposes of our ana
lytical efforts is to make sure that objectivity isn't comprised in 
any way, I think if you are going to have people in the lower eche
lons coming up through, conscious that they are going to end up 
being political appointees to get jobs, that there is a real danger 
that they are going to try to trim their sails to the views of those 
that they'll report to in the White House. 

So I have trouble appreciating what the benefits are under tins, 
and again I see a lot of downsides under this particular measure, S. 
1003. 

Yesterday Senator Warner touched on morale at the CIA and 1 
think you gave a very, very good answer in which you said it is— 
first you indicated that you hadn't been there physically except 
once in the past couple of years, and that was a couple of years 
ago; and, secondly you indicated that one has difficulty ascertain
ing what morale is. But what your answer was, and I felt it was a 
very good one, is that it is extremely important that employees oi 
the Intelligence Community—and after all your duties are g°m£™ 
encompass more that just the CIA—it is important that members 
of the Intelligence Community feel valued in their work, by the AO-
ministration, by the President, by Members of Congress, and tnus 
the public. And I believe heartily in what you said. I also beiiev 
that there is a relationship that you pointed out of trust and—yo 
used two words, what were they? 

Mr. GATES. Trust and confidence. 



Intelligence Community, and I recall one particular instance 
here I got a response to my question, "What do you want? What 
- we do to help you?" The then-head of the Agency was Admiral 
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senator CHAFEE. Trust and confidence that goes between the 
r mittee. And I think that goes two ways. I think you have a 
• M to come to this Committee and ask for things to help you ac-

olish your job. I don't believe this Committee should just solely 
C watchdog that is sitting around making sure that you don't 
^t off base somewhere. 

Now this is—I have given this little lecture to other members 
ho have come before us for confirmation as head of the CIA, of 

the 
whe 

SjJer^and he pointed out that our station chief, who was Dick 
Welch was killed in Athens in about 1978, at the same time there 
was a publication by a man named Philip Agee of a magazine 
called Covert Action Bulletin—perhaps you recall that? 

Mr. GATES. Yes, sir. 
Senator CHAFEE. Agee would very skillfully go through publica

tions—unclassified publications—and come out and identify who 
were the CIA agent station chiefs in all the different capitals of the 
world. And that was very, very unfortunate and may have led to 
the death of Dick Welch. We are not sure, but perhaps. His name 
was published in that Covert Action Bulletin. 

So as a result of that, Admiral Turner asked if we couldn't do 
something, and as a result we came up and perhaps you remember, 
we came up with the Agent Identities Protection legislation, which 
I was very pleased to be active in getting passed. 

And it was a struggle, but we got it passed and that put an end 
to the Covert Action Bulletin and Philip Agee. I don't believe any
thing similar to that is around now, is it? To the best of my knowl
edge? 

Mr. GATES. NO, sir. 
Senator CHAFEE. But the point I am making is that I think you 

should come to us and ask for help. And certainly as one Member, 
and I can't speak for the Chairman or the others, but I suspect 
they feel the same, we want to do what we can to help you do your 
job and do it better. 

And remember another thing that the truth and—in those days 
you could ask for information requiring an enormous search 
through the documents. 

Chairman BOREN. Freedom of Information Act. 
Senator CHAFEE. Freedom of Information Act. I think you had 

something like ten people over there delving through material, fol
lowing it up, and then having to cross out classified lines and as a 
result legislation was passed—I had nothing to do with this, these 
were others were active in that area—and it was considerably help
ful to your agency. 

So I hope you will remember that and bear those suggestions in 
mind in the future. 

Mr. GATES. Thank you Senator. 
Senator CHAFEE. I don't know how much time I have got Mr. 

Chairman. 
Chairman BOREN. Seven minutes. 
Senator CHAFEE. Seven minutes? If you could hold one minute. 
[Pause.] 
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Senator CHAFEE. Again going to the future, which I think is «, 
most important part of these hearings if I may say so, Mr. GaU 
what do we do about General Schwarzkopf s comments. "There a 
serious need to develop a standardized methodology within the It? 
telligence Community for making estimates and predictive anab 
sis. I think it is fair to say that although the intelligence facts wê 
had were helpful, that the analysis we received was unhelpful 
Analysis was caveated, disagreed with, footnoted and watered 
down." He specified, quote, "We didn't have problems with the 
facts sensors produced, but the way the information was later han-
died." What can be done to sharpen analysis—and this overlaps} 
recognize with some questions you have answered before, but noth
ing was more important during that particular era, those particu
lar months, than getting our senior military commanders informa
tion they really could use. Do you have any suggestions on how we 
might be more helpful? 

Mr. GATES. I think there are some very important lessons that 
came out of the Gulf War. And one of them really was the war was 
a historical first in the respect that CIA has basically been consid
ered a fundamentally peacetime organization. And there was a 
clear separation between the roles that CIA and some other aspects 
of the—elements of the Intelligence Community would play in 
peacetime, as opposed to war. But war, throughout most of that 
period, was defined as something like global thermonuclear war. So 
there were all kinds of agreements and treaties drawn up between 
the Defense Department and the Director of Central Intelligence in 
terms of at what point control of the reconnaissance vehicles would 
pass from the DCI to the Secretary of Defense and so on. And I 
think what the Gulf War showed, unlike Vietnam, which was a 
much more gradual process and just different, was that in this in
tense, very large conventional war, we had something in between 
in terms of the global environment. In between peace time and full 
scale war. 

So we really didn't have, I think, very good procedures for par
ticularly CIA support for military operations of that scale. I think 
that is one of the areas that we need to look at. I know this lies 
behind my reference in my opening statement yesterday that we 
need to take a closer look at the relationship between the national 
and tactical systems, reconnaissance systems. We discovered some 
real problems there during the course of the war. We discovered 
some problems in terms of the transmission of our information to 
local commanders, to the commanders on the ground. 

In terms of wanting our facts, I know that General Schwarzkopf 
has in mind much clearer and pointed assessments of the inten
tions of his enemy. But I always get a little concerned when I hear 
that because I've heard it so often in my career from policymakers 
Don't give us your analysis, just give us your facts. And that is usu
ally because they don't want to hear what the analysis is—ana i 
realize that isn't the case here with General Schwarzkopf. But one 
of the things, that if we are to encourage analysts to look at alter
native points of view, if we are to encourage them to consider tne 
unorthodox or the unconventional, we have to have a way of eaji' 
eating policymakers about how to use intelligence as well as intelli
gence analysts, how to write it better. 
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d one of the things we have to educate policymakers to is the 
i to them of a piece of paper that helps them think through 

oroblem without telling them what the answer is when nobody 
^ ws what the answer is. And too often policymakers will pass 
?°t off as just sort of academic head scratching and musings of a 
? ch of philosophers out at Langley or something like that. I be-
r e that the policymaker is always owed the best estimate. What-

r the number of options or whatever the possibilities, the policy
maker deserves to be told this is my best guess as to what is going 

ButI think he also needs to know what the other possibilities 
e and he needs to be told what the level of confidence is in that 

ïdèment. Sometimes your best estimate you're 90% sure, and 
Smetimes you're 33% sure when you have got four possibilities. 
And I think there needs to be a greater forthrightness with the pol
icymaker in terms of the level of confidence in these judgments. 

It gets to what General Schwarzkopf is talking about. And that is 
how do you convey a judgment to the policymaker that he can un
derstand as an array of possibilities and a best estimate without 
him thinking that it looks like mush. And that is something that 
the analysts have to work on. I think that the policymaker also 
needs to have a better understanding that sometimes there isn't an 
answer to his question. And that we are dealing with what I re
ferred to earlier as mysteries rather than secrets. 

Senator CHAFEE. NOW my final question is as follows, Mr. Gates. 
In an interview you once described Bill Casey, if accurately quoted, 
as the last of the "Great Buccaneers." And in your testimony 
before us you've indicated that you're going to work closely with 
Congress and we're not going to have these events that have alleg
edly transpired in which the CIA has been involved. 

But do you think any of us should have cause for concern that 
you're going to be so cautious and so busy with the paper trail indi
cating what you did at such and such a time, because you've been 
burnt by Congress more than once, you've been through these 
hearings, you've seen what the Iran-Contra investigation was 
where they interviewed five hundred witnesses and went through 
three hundred thousand documents, you've been examined by the 
Special Prosecutor. You know that he's investigating although he 
specifically said that you're not a target. There was the Tower 
Commission. This Committee spent three months, the staff, looking 
at everything you've done. I don't think there's anybody up for con
firmation for any position that's been through a more careful scru
tiny than you have. And inevitably, you can only come out of all of 
this with a feeling that in the future, I'm just going to make sure I 
document everything so that they know I'm doing things right. 
You're going to be busy reporting to this Committee as you've indi
cated. 

Now that's all splendid, but is there any fear that as a result, 
there's just going to be such a deluge of paper over in your office, 
so much cross-checking that nothing gets done. Admiral Rickover 
used to say there are more checkers than there are doers around 
this place. And how do you answer somebody who might raise that 
concern? 
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Mr. GATES. I was amused to read, or have somebody call to mv 
attention, a newspaper column the other day in which the auth0> 
of the piece referred to me as a swashbuckler. Frankly, I t w 
that's not a term that comes immediately to mind to most peopie 
who know me. [General laughter.] 

Senator CHAFEE. I wasn't suggesting you were a swashbuckler 
As a matter of fact I was indicating concern that you might not be 

Mr. GATES. Precisely, Senator Chafee. And at the same time 
there are concerns that I would be too cautious. 

I think that the United States Central Intelligence Agency can 
undertake risky operations, and should undertake risky 0per-
ations—you can't operate an intelligence service in a risk-free envi-
ronment—but I think you can operate an intelligence service in an 
environment in which the rules are clear, the guidelines are clear, 
the reporting requirements are clear, and people can act with con
fidence and take those risks. And frankly, I think that again it gets 
to the question of triumphs that remain secret. 

I think that some of the things that CIA and the clandestine 
service have done over the last two or three years have been abso
lutely extraordinary. And some of them have involved extraordi
nary personal risk for the people involved. Some risk for the 
Agency. But they were clearly within the rules, clearly the product 
of a thought-through process where everybody knew what the risks 
were, were able to assess what those risks were, and then decided 
to go forward. 

I guess what I'm trying to say is that in contrast to some things 
that have been written over the last half dozen years by a variety 
of people, I do not see the oversight process, a process of reporting 
to the President's Intelligence Oversight Board, or the other mech
anisms of accountability, as somehow limiting the effectiveness or 
capability of U.S. intelligence. I don't thing that there is anything 
that we should be doing that we can't do under those terms. 

Now I don't think that one needs to be paralyzed in terms of all 
the investigations and things that have gone on before and just get 
completely wrapped around the axle, so fearful of taking any step 
for fear of being criticized. I think as long as we're playing by the 
rules we don't need to worry about being criticized. We may well 
be criticized. We will be criticized. But I think we can stand that as 
long as we're playing by the rules and I don't see any contradiction 
there. 

Senator CHAFEE. Well, in conclusion let me just say this. I just 
hope that you will come up with some bold ideas and some bow 
ventures. The easiest thing in the world, and the safest thing »r 
everybody involved in the government, as you well know, is to say 
no. Don't stick your neck out, lie low and you're certainly not 
to get into any trouble. And that applies to this Committee. Coven 
actions come before the Committee, the easiest thing is to say no 
and then you're safe. So I hope you will, despite this searing &F 
rience that you've been through, I hope you will be a bold Direçw 
of the Agency and the Intelligence Community. And I m conîiaen 
that you will be. 

Thank you, Mr. Chairman. 
Chairman BOREN. Thank you very much, Senator Chafee. 
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m now go to Senator D'Amato for any questions that he 
Z have. Senator D'Amato. 

mlf fltor D'AMATO. Thank you very much, Mr. Chairman. 
, rates I'm wondering if we couldn't do this in two parts. 

M L review a part of the past and then take a look at the future. 
^&l part of that past involves the attempted Papal assassination 

i 1981 
baSL^p have been some who have said that you biased intelligence 

ornine the 1981 assassination of Pope John Paul II. While the 
c0f ffnce of this issue is classified and we'll deal with it m closed 
sU ^Z on Friday, I want to ask you whether, in your opinion, the 
S onrl the U S. intelligence as a whole, did all that it could to 
?A nut what was behind the attempt on Pope John Paul II s life. 

Mr GATES. Senator, I think that as you suggest we can go into 
rnl of the details in closed session, but I think that a review of all 

Sfanalvsis that had been done on the attempted assassination of 
K îSSé that I directed in May of 1985 illustrated that particular-
fm the first several years after the attempted assassination, CIA 
moved very awkwardly and slowly in trying to deal with the prob-
leThere were some mitigating circumstances. I think there was 
worrv about getting cross threaded with an ally that was involved 
T a criminal prosecution. There was concern about spoiling the 
Î ^ X i case itself. But I think in general that the Agency 
moved with extreme caution in trying to deal with the problem. 

And frankly, from the analytical side, I think it w fair to say 
that at least at the outset, that it was due to a mindset that accept
ed the idea that a lone gunman was responsible. 

Senator D'AMATO. Well, as you know m 1983 I visited Italy and I 
met with a number of intelligence people in military intelligence, 
and I met with Ilario Martella, the investigating magistrate. He 
was quite concerned. He had the impression that there were those 
in the intelligence community who were trying to discredit and un
dermine the investigation. In fact there were people assigned to the 
U.S. embassy in Rome who were telling people m the media tnat 
the CIA didn't think that the Soviets and the Bulgarians were in
volved and that really this was a lone, crazy gunman, Agca. Simi
lar allegations were being published with a Washington dateline 
It's refreshing to hear you answer my question as you did because 
it was a very frustrating time, I think, for many of us, when there 
was this at least awkward treatment of the situation. 

Let me ask you, would you be willing to offer-4o you believe the 
KGB was involved in that attempted assassination? 

Mr. GATES. Senator, six weeks ago I probably would have ven
tured a guess on that. 

Senator D'AMATO. OK. _ , M^„ 
Mr. GATES. Since for the first time m my professional career 

there is some chance we may actually have access to the VAJB tues, 
I think I'll hold my fire. , ; . ...ol 

Senator D'AMATO. Fine. I appreciate the candor of your initial 
response to my question, I want you to know that. Let meask you, 
you have been credited with being one of the mœt successful Soviet 
analysts at the CIA. Why do you think that the CIA and the U.&. 
Intelligence Community as a whole never gave policymakers a 

53-019 0 - 9 2 - 2 1 
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clear cut warning of the collapse of the Soviet system? Or cornnm 
nism as such? 

Mr. GATES. Senator, I think that we'll probably get into a fai 
amount of detail on this later. I think that there are clearly son? 
shortcomings in the work that the Agency did. But I also think 
that the Agency has a very creditable record of documenting W 
the early 1970's and even before, the steady decline of the Soviet 
economy. They did a tremendous amount of work on various sec
tors of the economy and how poorly they were doing and so on. 

I think what they did not predict was that a reformer would 
come into power that would pursue a set of reforms that were so 
flawed that it would take a severely declining economy and throw 
it into catastrophic freefall. 

And that is pretty much what happened in the Soviet Union in 
1987 and 1988, as the old system was progressively dismantled with 
nothing new being put in its place. And furthermore a straddling 
in terms of which kinds of economic system to move to. So you 
ended up with the worst of both worlds. A policy that seemed to 
look toward a market economy and actions and an administrative 
framework that was in fact still pursuing a command economy. So 
I think that there was a general appreciation documented in the 
Joint Economic Committee repeatedly over the years, of a declining 
economy, but I think that the failure to predict the rapid collapse 
of the system over the last two or three years is because I think 
people did not anticipate that the reforms would proceed in the 
way that they had. 

Senator D'AMATO. I said I would touch on something in the 
future. We haven't yet. But let me ask you to project in the future 
given what we do know and the information we do have as it re
lates to Cuba. Will Castro go peacefully or do you foresee a Ruma
nian resolution to the Cuban situation? What do you see in that 
crystal ball? 

Mr. GATES. I think that one of the major considerations right 
now is the cutting off of Soviet subsidies to Cuba. We calculated, I 
think, in 1989 or 1988 that the Soviet Union either directly or 
through indirect subsidies was giving something on the order of $5 
billion a year in military and economic assistance to Cuba. The So
viets have made clear that that is going to stop. The Cuban econo
my is already on the ropes, and I think it is hard to predict the 
impact. But this guy is the—is one of the last remaining Commu
nists. The whole place is—the whole system down there is kind of a 
museum piece, it's such an anachronism. It seems to me that his 
days are numbered. Whether it's, you know, this year of next, it s 
clear that the system down there can't survive indefinitely. 

Senator D'AMATO. What do you project as it relates to our rela
tionships in dealing with some of the countries in Central, South 
America, that are heavily dependent upon drugs or where the drug 
traffickers have played a key role as it relates to policy or lack ot 
policy? What do you foresee there and how do we deal with that. 

Mr. GATES. I think the biggest problem 
Senator D'AMATO. I specifically have avoided naming any one 

country. 
Mr. GATES. Yes, sir. 
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«%e dilemma that we face is that there are governments in some 
AuLe countries who are acting to try and deal with the problem, 
u «re trying to eradicate crops or take steps to reduce the 

w ,nt of narcotics flowing through that country or being pro-
f10^ in those countries, and they are taking steps that frankly, a 
d nr two ago, we wouldn't have anticipated. That they have 
year further than we expected. And yet at the same time, the in
f la t ion suggests the problem has gotten worse in some of those 

«fries And so the question is, how do you encourage the gov-
ments to do more and do so in a way that allowed them politi-

erïlv to be able to survive. And it is a tough policy call in terms of 
wher to provide some of these guys some economic assistance 

wause they have done what we asked them to do, even if the 
S e m has gotten worse and the degree to which they have the 
«bilitv or the freedom to be able to act. 

T think—and I am really speaking from my current position 
ri<rM now—what we have tried to do is encourage these people to 
mnve more aggressively. I think that when the time comes that we 
include that the governments are corrupt, that they are not being 
honest with themselves, that that's the time when we have to say 
weMust can't help you any longer. But that's a tough call, and it 
has some downside implications as well for the narcotics control 
problem, because then in essence you remove any incentive tor 
them to take courageous steps. 

Senator D'AMATO. Last follow-up to that. Do you believe we have 
adequately funded our counternarcotics foreign intelligence activi-

*Mr. GATES. Well, as I suggest in my answer to Senator DeCon-
cini I think we were not as quick in coming to deal effectively witn 
the intelligence aspects of the narcotics problem as we should have 
been. There have been significant increases in funding in the last 
several years and I think there's a substantial increase between 
1991 and 1992. It is something and I would take a look at when l 
got out there. But my impression is that there have been substan
tial increases in resources fairly steadily over the last tew years. 

Senator D'AMATO. Mr. Gates, let me simply say that I am very 
pleased by the responses I have heard you give to my colleagues. 1 
certainly want to commend you for what I think your position has 
been in making the analysis as it relates to the Papal assassina
tion. I look forward to meeting with you Friday in closed session. 
And I look forward to working with you in the commg years on tne 
issues of mutual concern. 

Mr. GATES. Thank you, sir. 
Chairman BOREN. Thank you, Senator D Amato. 
Senator Glenn is not able to be with us this afternoon because ot 

a conflict in schedules. So we have completed now the opening 
questions of Members of the Committee with the exception ot Sena
tor Glenn who will question the nominee on the nommée s tinai 
return before the Committee. , ~ 

Let me just outline briefly how I expect us to proceed now. Un 
Thursday we will begin our session at 9:30, and I want Members to 
note that as a change of time. We will begin a little earlier at 9:30 
We have six or seven outside witnesses that say, a very, very tull 
day. Some extremely important witnesses are to come betore tne 
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Committee. We will begin that morning with the testimony of M 
Fiers. It is likely that the Senate may well be in session late 
Thursday evening anyway so it would be my intention to wo°t 
throughout the day and into the evening hours on Thursday s j j 
would like for Members to please note that on their schedules th ! 
it is likely for us to work in the evening hours on Thursday so tht 
we can complete the outside public witnesses. If we have not com 
pleted them, we will continue with them on Friday morning. 

Otherwise, on Friday, we will have a closed session of the Com 
mittee to take up classified information and particularly to hear 
testimony from witnesses on the question of the objectivity of intel-
ligence estimates. Some subjects we have touched on here in the 
public session but obviously we have not been able to pursue them 
as thoroughly as we would like because they do involve classified 
information. 

We will resume then on Tuesday, at which time we will have an
other session on again the classified subject of intelligence sharing. 
I am not sure exactly how long, but it would not likely last as long 
as an entire day. 

When we have completed all of that testimony and heard all of 
that evidence and considered all of the information given to us, it 
would then be my thought that we would ask the nominee to 
appear again. That could be as early as Tuesday afternoon. If we 
want to question the nominee specifically about a classified matter, 
that obviously would have to be in closed session. 

It would then be my intention to come back into open session 
either on Tuesday afternoon or Wednesday morning, which I un
derstand is the birthday of the nominee, is that correct? 

Mr. GATES. Yes. 
Chairman BOREN. Well, we know that you would be very disap

pointed if you didn't get to spend at least part of your birthday 
with some Members of this Committee. And we would certainly 
want to be able to send you our best wishes on that occasion. 

There have been some other Members of the Committee that 
have indicated to me they have additional questions. And especial
ly some of the Members of Committee have not yet had a chance to 
ask their questions related to the future of intelligence. Because of 
necessity we have had to go back over the past record quite a lot in 
the course of this two days of proceedings. 

At that time we would then have the nominee as the concluding 
witness of the confirmation process. The Committee would begin its 
deliberations in an expeditious fashion on the nomination within a 
day or so of the completion of our hearings. And of course, the vote 
of this Committee will be held in public session and Members will 
have a chance to make statements in regard to their final decisions 
about this nomination. 

This is the process that I would hope we would go through. I 
want to thank the nominee and the Members of the Committee 
and the staff of the Committee. 

Senator WARNER. You've done very well. 
Chairman BOREN. Well, thank you very much, Senator Warner. 

As I said, we've been thorough. I appreciate the help of all the 
Members, especially the Vice Chairman. I hope that the American 
people have felt that this was a very useful process. It is unique in 
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nrld as the nominee has said, to have this kind of process in 
tbe W«pn To display for the world the workings of the oversight 
the °P~ ' d h o w this is a government where very sensitive policy is 
pr°S qtill within the bounds of the democratic process and with 
m?rUr*i£mt It has been very interesting to hear the comments of 
^ ° 2 e e about his discussions with Mr. Kyruchkov of the KGB. 
! u 5 «Tmilar conversations with him and also with members of the 
I «rpme Soviet who were struggling to set up their own oversight 

pss as well as those in Eastern Europe and elsewhere. Many 
pr0Ci!3dn£ at our process and coming here to study it. 
^ L I hope the American people have had, from this process, a 
J £ r insight into how the oversight process works, and also some 
• S t to the contribution the men and women who work m our 
S l ieence Community are making to the national security effort 
rthiscountry. While of necessity we probed some things that nap

p e d that shouldn't have happened. I think the American people 
frnm watching these proceedings will also have a better under
l i n e of the real contribution, often at the risk of their lives, 
ÏÏ people are making in the Intelligence Community to the good 

°f Skfl hore JVlr. Gates, that, while you have been on the receiving 
pnd of thisTthat you will feel that this process has also been benefi
cial to the American people as well. So we appreciate your coopera
tion and the cooperation of all Members. 

We will stand in recess until 9:30 in the morning on Thursday. 
[Thereupon, at 5:26 o'clock p.m., the Committee stood m recess.] 





NOMINATION OF ROBERT M. GATES TO BE 
DIRECTOR OF CENTRAL INTELLIGENCE 

THURSDAY, SEPTEMBER 19, 1991 

U.S. SENATE, 
SELECT COMMITTEE ON INTELLIGENCE, 

Washington, DC. 
The Select Committee met, pursuant to notice, at 9:37 a.m., in 

room SH-216, Hart Senate Office Building, Hon. David L. Boren, 
Chairman of the Committee, presiding. 

Present: Senators Boren, Nunn, Hollings, Bradley, Cranston, 
DeConcini, Metzenbaum, Murkowski, Warner, Danforth, Rudman, 
Gorton, Chafee, and Cohen. 

Also present: George Tenet, Staff Director; John Moseman, Mi
nority Staff Director; Britt Snider, Chief Counsel; and Kathleen 
McGhee, Chief Clerk. 

Chairman BOREN. The Committee will come to order. 
This morning let me say for the benefit of Members, that we will 

do our questioning under the rule of attendance so that those who 
are present now as the hearing begins will ask their questions first 
in rotation. We will have approximately ten minute rounds for the 
witness when he completes his statement and for the other wit
nesses today followed by additional rounds as long as there are 
members that have questions that they would like to ask. 

I might also say that we have a number of witnesses today. We 
have tried to arrange the order of testimony of our witnesses 
mainly to accommodate the travel schedule of several who have to 
leave during the day or at least by the end of the day. 

It is my hope that we can complete the witnesses scheduled tor 
today. We have six very important witnesses and this means that I 
think it is very likely that we will go into the evening hour in 
terms of taking testimony today. 

This morning as we resume our hearings on the nomination ot 
Robert M. Gates to be Director of Central Intelligence, we will re
ceive testimony from six witnesses who have served as senior_offa
cials in the CIA, including the current Acting Director, Mr. Rich
ard Kerr. We will begin with Mr. Alan Fiers, the former Chief of 
the CIA's Central American Task Force. The next witness will be 
Mr. John McMahon, who preceded Mr. Gates as Deputy DCI from 
1982 until early 1986. He will be followed by a retired CIA senior 
operations officer, Mr. Tom Polgar, who was on the staff of the 
Senate Iran-Contra Committee. We will also hear from Admiral 
Bobby Inman, who was Deputy DCI from 1981 to 1982 and is cur
rently Chairman of the President's Foreign Intelligence Advisory 

(643) 
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Board. The next witness will be Mr. Charles Allen, a senior CIA 
analyst who was National Intelligence Officer for Counterterrorism 
during the Iran-Contra period. And the final witness will be Actin 
Director Richard Kerr. 8 

I want to emphasize to Members that our inquiries today have 
single purpose, and that is to assess the fitness of the nominee 
whose nomination is before us. If we were to get into questions con
cerning the roles of our witnesses themselves in the Iran-Contra 
affair, or to ask them to speculate about the future of U.S. intelli
gence, I would have to say to our colleagues that we would never 
have any hope of making it through our schedule, not only today 
but probably for several weeks. I point out, for example, that the 
Iran-Contra Committee's deposition of just one of our witnesses 
today, Mr. Charles Allen, went on for more than one thousand 
pages. So we simply cannot devote the kind of time to this testimo
ny to go over the entire Iran-Contra affair. What we want to learn 
today is what our witnesses have to say about Mr. Gates' involve
ment in that affair and any knowledge that they might have which 
would relate to this nominee. 

I hope Members will limit their inquiries and focus their inquir
ies accordingly. 

Our first witness is Mr. Alan D. Fiers who, as I mentioned, 
served as Chief of the CIA's Central American Task Force from Oc
tober 1984 until March of 1988. Mr. Fiers entered a plea of guilty 
on July 9, 1991, to two misdemeanor charges of withholding infor
mation from Congress about the diversion of Iranian arms sales 
proceeds to the Nicaraguan Contras and about other U.S. efforts to 
assist the Contras during a ban on such aid. 

The first charge dealt with his testimony about the diversion at a 
hearing before this Committee on November 25, 1986, the same day 
that Attorney General Meese announced the discovery of evidence 
of the diversion in the National Security Council files. The second 
charge involved the testimony about the role of Oliver North, Felix 
Rodriguez, and others in providing military assistance to the Con
tras at a hearing before the House Intelligence Committee on Octo
ber 14, 1986. This took place shortly after the downing of the Ha-
senfus flight. 

The admissions by Mr. Fiers were shocking and tragic. He was 
an outstanding professional intelligence officer who had an excel
lent relationship with this Committee. I think I can safely say on 
behalf of most of the members of this Committee, especially those 
on the Committee at the time that Mr. Fiers was at the Agency 
that we had great professional regard for him, and in spite of very 
serious lapses that occurred, I know that Mr. Fiers knows that his 
many efforts on behalf of our country and his outstanding perform
ance in other areas are understood and appreciated by the Mem
bers of this Committee. 

While the task force he headed clearly was very sensitive from a 
political standpoint, I do not think that any of us realized at the 
time the extraordinary political pressures that were brought to 
bear on him as Chief of the Central American Task Force. His tes
timony to the Iran-Contra Committees, which many of us will re
member, regarding the situation in which he found himself stands 
out in my mind as reflecting his great personal anguish. It was oh-
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to all of us as we heard that testimony that this was a situa-
^oUS«hout which he was reflecting very deeply. 
ti<S Fiers conceded that his testimony at the Hasenfus hearings 

rvtober 1986 had been, and I quote, "evasive." And he attrib-
^^i that evasion to what he called his, quote, "untenable position 

member of the Administration team." Mr. Fiers went so far as 
** * y the Administration was, and I again quote, "hanging us 
40 *» unquote. He was very emotional when he told the Iran-
?w'ra Committee, and I quote again, "I found myself in one hell 
t nosition indeed. And really it continued almost until today, 

h said- That was in August 1987 when Mr. Fiers testified near the 
A of the Iran-Contra hearings. 
Tt was very sad for us to learn this past July that Mr. Fiers had 
ntinued to withhold information throughout those hearings. 
The issue for us today, however, is not what Mr. Fiers knew or 
h t Mr Fiers did, but whether he can shed any light on when 

Robert Gates may have learned of the diversion and what Mr. 
fates knew about the roles of Oliver North and others m the pri-
«tP Contra resupply operation. CIA records indicate that after Mr. 
r«tes became Deputy DCI in April 1986, he met with Mr. Fiers on 
at least nine occasions before November 25, 1986, when the diver
sion was disclosed publicly. Those records indicate that three of 
these meetings were one-on-one, and they took place on August 1», 
1986 September 29, 1986, and November 4, 1986. At least two and 
possibly all three of those one-on-one meetings occurred after the 
point when, according to the government's statement, Mr. Fiers 
had learned of the diversion. In addition, Mr. Gates met with Mr. 
Fiers, Clair George, Director Casey, and a CIA Congressional Af
fairs Officer the evening before Mr. Fiers and Mr George first tes
tified about the Hasenfus flight on October 10, 1986, and allegedly 
withheld information in order to protect the White House. 

The record of these meetings between Mr. Gates and Mr. .biers 
makes it important that the Committee obtain the testimony ol 
Mr. Fiers. The Independent Counsel has been consulted about this 
matter and the Independent Counsel has not objected to the grant
ing of immunity to Mr. Fiers for the purpose of these heanngs. Mr. 
Fiers is accompanied by Counsel, and I would like to ask Counsel 
to introduce himself. „ _ „ , 

Mr. ARKIN. Mr. Chairman, I am Stanly Arkin of Chadbourne and 
Parke and we represent Mr. Fiers. 

Chairman BOREN. Thank you very much. 
We welcome all of you to the Committee. And Mr. Fiers it you 

are ready, I would ask that you please stand in be sworn as a wit
ness. 

Do you, Alan D. Fiers, Jr., solemnly swear that the testimony 
you are about to give is the truth, the whole truth, and nothing but 
the truth, so help you God? 

Mr. FIERS. I do. 
Chairman BOREN. YOU may be seated. t . 
I will ask now that our photographers might clear the well. 
Mr. Fiers, it is the intent of the Committee to pursue with you, 

as I have indicated, questions concerning the role and involvement 
of Mr. Robert M. Gates in the so-called Iran-Contra affair. 
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Mr. ARKIN. Mr. Chairman, with all due respect, I have 
Mr. Fiers to decline to testify without an appropriate grant of\ 
munity. 

Chairman BOREN. Mr. Arkin, in light of your statement, I ^ 
hereby communicating to you and to your client an order issuedT 
the Senate Select Committee on Intelligence on August 2, 1991 k 
the United States District Court for the District of Columbia. TV 
order provides, in substance, that your client, Mr. Fiers, may m 
refuse to provide evidence on the basis of his privilege under the 
Fifth Amendment. It further provides that evidence obtained from 
your client under the order may not be used against him in ^ 
criminal proceedings. 

A copy of the immunity order has been placed at the witness 
table. Can counsel confirm that he has a copy of that order? 

Mr. ARKIN. Senator, I have a copy. 
Chairman BOREN. Pursuant to that order then, I direct your 

client to answer the questions of the Committee. 
Mr. Fiers, I understand that you have some opening comments 

that you would like to make and you may proceed with those at 
this time. 

TESTIMONY OF ALAN D. FIERS, JR., FORMER CHIEF, CENTRAL 
AMERICA TASK FORCE, CENTRAL INTELLIGENCE AGENCY 

Mr. FIERS. Thank you very much, Mr. Chairman and Members of 
the Committee. 

I'd first like to tell you how much I appreciate the kind words 
that you said about me. They mean a great deal to me. 

For five years I have waited for this opportunity to speak public
ly and unencumbered about Iran-Contra. And I have rehearsed this 
statement a thousand times in my mind in a thousand different 
places. Each times it has a different tone. 

Sometimes accusative, apologetic, aggressive and dispassionate. 
Senator METZENBAUM. Can you bring the mike a little closer, 

please? Thank you sir. 
Mr. FIERS. Today, I will make a maximum effort to be dispassion

ate and sometimes that is difficult for me to do as I think some of 
you know. 

But always the theme is the same. The decision points and judg
ment factors that seem so clear cut today appeared far different 
during the height of the storm that, Mr. Chairman, that you made 
reference to. 

To reiterate what has been noted several times in these hearings, 
for forty-three years, from 1947 to the fall of the Berlin Wall in 
1990, seven Administrations pursued a foreign policy, the goal of 
which was to protect and preserve our democracy against Commu
nist expansionism. 

This policy, born in an atmosphere of bipartisan consensus, has 
been dramatically successful, far beyond what any of us dared to 
dream. 

Today, in 1991, it is easy to forget the political landscape of a 
decade ago. In the late 1970's and early 1980's, we were reeling 
from a series of defeats, failures, setbacks. The Bay of Pigs, Viet
nam, the Soviet invasion of Afghanistan, events in Iran, the as-
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A ncv of Soviet-Cuban backed Communist governments in Ethi-
• Aneola Nicaragua, the near collapse in El Salvador. In the 

opia' fthese setbacks, by the late 1970's, the consensus upon which 
faCe^gt w a r foreign policy had been based had severely eroded. Po-

kï lw^were those who were ready to accept the concept of moral 
Valency The concept which held that the moralities of Soviet 

^ m u n i s m and our democracy are essentially the same. 
rX>rs were ready to acquiesce to or accept the Brezhnev Doc

trine which held that the takeover of a country by Communism is 

^ Ï Ï v e n t e t i t a t we will be discussing today took place in this at> 
inhere of polarization, distrust and self-doubt. Our ability and 

^r will to maintain the course plotted by those great leaders of 
T l a t e 1940's was in doubt. The outcome of the struggle was m 
Subt and the consensus was gone. It has given way to a bare 
vniirkles game of politics. A no holds barred game where no quar
terwas given on either side. I know this to be a fact. I lived 
thMuch of the story as it relates to Central America is well-known 
as a result of the Iran-Contra investigations. Other parts were con
tained in a September 15th New York Times article. It was the to
tality of this story to which I was referring in my 1987 testimony 
before the Iran-Contra Committee when I likened myself to being 
caught in a giant nutcracker. The Administration on one side and 
the Legislative branch on the other. 

I do not seek today or at any time to avoid responsibilities tor 
action I took or didn't take. Nor do I seek to shift the blame. 1 
accept full responsibility for what I did and did not do. All I ask is 
that both sides of the story be treated equally and fairly. 

Before responding to your questions, there are three specific 
points I would like to make. 

First concerns me and the CIA. Media reporting surrounding my 
plea of guilty to two misdemeanor charges of withholding mforma-
tion from Congress have repeatedly made reference to my haying 
acknowledged CIA involvement in illegal aid to the Contras. This is 
not correct 

I acknowledged that I and several others had knowledge of cer
tain events. I also pointed out that sincere and strenuous efforts 
were made to avoid involvement in these activities. 

I trust these hearings will serve to correct the record on this 
point once and for all. ; ,. 

Let me add another thought. The allegations that CIA or other
wise turned a blind eye to or otherwise supported drug smuggling 
are to the full extent of my knowledge absolutely false and outra
geous. 

Second, lost in the publicity surrounding the Iran-Contra investi
gation and the legal proceedings, is the fact that the Nicaraguan 
Policy including the support to the Contras was fully successful. 
There is now an elected democratic government in Nicaragua. 

And, finally, I sincerely hope that the CIA bashing will stop. My 
wife, my children, and I are proud to have served with some of the 
finest men and women this country has produced—men and 
women of strong character, unabiding patriotism, dedication, and 
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integrity unmatched anywhere. Men and women who consistently 
and unfailingly have been at the forefront of the struggle, hot and 
cold, some who have given their lives. 

The CIA bashing does them and their families a grave and unac-
ceptable injustice. . 

Thank you for this opportunity to speak. I will now answer y0Ur 

questions. . __ „. '* . 
Chairman BOREN. Thank you very much, Mr. *iers. And, as you 

know, this Committee has always sought to be constructive in exer
cising its oversight responsibilities. I agree with you that it serves 
no purpose to engage in criticism of the CIA simply for the sake of 
criticism. As I am sure you have seen during the opening two days 
of the hearings, there have been many times in which we had the 
opportunity to pause to discuss the very real contribution to our 
country that the men and women at the CIA have made over the 
years. 

I know you also understand that this Committee has a very seri
ous responsibility to obtain any information which can help us in 
making the determination which we must make of the fitness of 
Robert Gates, the President's nominee to serve as Director of Cen
tral Intelligence. That's a responsibility that we take very serious
ly, all the Members of this Committee. And so I ask you several 
questions with that in mind. 

The Government's statement of facts in your plea agreement, 
which you consented to, states that during the early Spring of 1986, 
Lieutenant Colonel North told you that Israel was selling weapons 
to Iran and, quote, "kicking dollars into the Contra's pot," unquote. 
Did you ever tell Robert Gates of North's revelation to you about 
the diversion? 

Mr. FIERS. I did not. 
Chairman BOREN. DO you have any reason to believe that anyone 

else told Robert Gates of North's revelation to you? 
Mr. FIERS. NO. I think that is highly unlikely. At the time that I 

place that event, Bob Gates was still the DDL And I have no 
reason to suspect or believe that anyone would have shared that 
information with him. Indeed not many knew it. 

Chairman BOREN. Your plea bargain agreement with the Govern
ment also states by late summer of 1986, Lieutenant Colonel North 
told you that the United States was selling arms to Iran and using 
the proceeds from the sales to aid the Contras. According to the 
statement, you reported this information to your superior, the 
Chief of the Latin American Division, who told you to report the 
matter immediately to Mr. Clair George, the Director of Oper
ations. When you told Mr. George, according to the statement, he 
replied, quote, "You are now one of a handful of people who know 
about this," unquote. Is that an accurate summary of the situation. 

IVtr FIERS. Yes it is. 
Chairman BOREN. When you told Clair George about the diver

sion, what did you understand by his comment that, quote, you 
are now one of a handful of people who knew about the diversion. 

Mr. FIERS. As I recall the context of the conversation, I interpret
ed that remark to go more towards the sale of weapons to Iran ana 
that side of the covert action policy or program than I did the di
version. 
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think that he was making reference to the Iranian operation 
A not to the diversion. 
Chedrman BOREN. Did he say who was included in this small 

n 
grSÏPFiERS He did not. It was a very short conversation. The es-

Z* of it is what you just repeated and he did not make any fur-
1!elaboration on who that small group of people were. Within 
S context the comments were made, I understood that it was ui-
r Lotion I was to file and not to make reference to. 

nhairman BOREN. Did you speculate or do you have any specula-
*;nn now as to who that might have included? 

Mr FIERS. I did not have any speculation or have any serious 
J«0ht at the time as to whom that might have included. Now, as 

Su i t of the Iran-Contra investigations, which you might guess I 
allowed with some interest, I can put together a universe of people 
hat I think that might have included. But at that point in time, I 
didn't give that matter extensive thought and I really didn t have 

^ a i r m ^ B o R E N . Well, let me go back specifically to Mr. Gates. 
Now we are talking about this in late summer conversation with 
Colonel North and your subsequent conversation with Clair 

Dicfyou report North's information or your conversation with 
Clair George about the diversion to Mr. Gates? 

Mr FIERS. I did not. I reported that information to two people 
and to no one else in the Agency. And so far as I know, until I dis
cussed this matter with the Independent Counsel, there were only 
five people that knew that. And I think that to be accurate. 

Chairman BOREN. Could you name those five people again? 
Mr FIERS. In the case of the first incidence which took place 

prior to May, it is the Chief of the Latin American Division whose 
name has never been in the public domain. 

In the case of the second mention which was more specific m late 
summer, it was the Second Chief of Latin American Division, and 1 
think you know his name. If you want, I'll put it on the record. 

Chairman BOREN. We were referring to him as just the Chief 
Number Two of Latin American Division. 

Mr. FIERS. Chief Number Two. 
Clair George, himself, who I reported to. Myself and Oliver 

North. „ , _ 
Chairman BOREN. I'm informed by Counsel, just for the informa

tion of Members, that we are releasing today the testimony that 
we've taken under oath of the Chief of the Latin American Divi
sion, #2. We're not releasing his name. But we have released his 
declassified statement of his testimony today. 

Do you have, let me ask you again, any reason to believe that 
anyone else told Mr. Gates about the diversion here in the late 
summer in terms of the conversation you'd had with Colonel 
North? 

Mr. FIERS. I have no reason to believe that and no reason to spec
ulate one way or the other. 

Chairman BOREN. DO you know whether Director Casey knew 
about the diversion? 



Mr. FIERS. Not to my knowledge. Director Casey and I n e v e 
spoke about it. Clair George and I never spoke about it. And I / 
not have first hand direct knowledge that the Director knew or did 
not know about the diversion. 

Chairman BOREN. DO you suspect that he might have known? 
Mr. FIERS. That's a very difficult question if you knew Bill Casey 

well. I suspect that there are things that were going on that BiJ 
Casey knew that he did not share with me. And beyond that I 
really don't want to try to venture a guess and put something in 
his head or not in his head when I really just don't know. 

Chairman BOREN. SO the conversations were between Colonel 
North and you but there was never a direct conversation between 
Director Casey and you about this operation. 

Mr. FIERS. No. And I might add that the conversations with Colo. 
nel North, both of them were informal, they were on the margins 
of other conversations and they were off-handed comments that 
Colonel North made to me that these things were happening. 

Frequently he, in informal conversations, would just drop bits 
and pieces and I picked them up along the way. And it was in this 
informal context, both times, that I picked up this information and 
both times, particularly the first time, I was somewhat taken aback 
by it. I found it astounding. And it was in a disbelieving context 
that I spoke the first time with the first Chief of the Latin Ameri
can Division and it was in that same doubting context, you know, 
what to think of this, that I spoke about it the second time. 

So the information in my head was there, but I didn't know 
whether really to accept it, not accept it, or how to evaluate it 
until late in October or early November when the Iran arms sales 
really became public. Then I sort of said to myself this is true. 

Chairman BOREN. Last week the Committee received sworn testi
mony in closed session from the Latin American Division Chief, re
ferred to as Chief #2 , to whom you first reported, according to 
your testimony, North's information. 

He didn't recall any mention of a diversion. But he said he re
called one occasion when you asked what to do if you had learned 
something very sensitive about an operation. And let me repeat 
what he said in the testimony to us. 

Quote, and I quote his testimony. "Alan came to me and said a 
very conjectural kind of thing. He said that if I were to know some
thing, either very sensitive or important or scandalous or some
thing about this whole program we're involved in, who should I 
talk to about it, or something like that. And I can't remember what 
it was, it was very conjectural and what if, and I can't remember 
the wording that he used, but it was clear to me that the conversa
tion had nothing to do with the Agency. And I don't remember 
what I told him back but I think I would have told him something 
like, if it's something that's illegal you'd better tell the lawyers, or 
if it's something that's politically a hot potato I would take it to 
the seventh floor." That's the end of quote from the witness. 

I then asked the witness if he remembered directing you to pass 
the information on to Clair George immediately and he replied, 
and again I quote him in his testimony, "Well, I think I would 
have said the seventh floor. Whether I said Clair George, who 
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d h a v e been the next one up, or whether I said Casey, I just 

^ ' t recall. discussion like this with the Division Chief 
^ y o n a hypothetical problem as opposed to a detailed specific 

K Ï ^ E R S ft^s been five years plus since those conversations took 
^ •«nd^ ' l o t of water has passed under the bridge and I'm quite 

P ^ - f t h a t the individual in question's testimony is the way he 
c e r T i t The way I recall it is the way I stated it. And the reason 
Ï Ô V s o well is that it laid on my heart like a shot for five 

y £ £ h time I testified, each time the Committees did something, 
^ timeTread about Iran-Contra that just burned m me. Because 

fknew^t was there. And I knew only five people knewfit-And_ my 
LSlkctions of the conversations are quite clear that they took 
X T l t h t o k that the tone, the context, the thrust m the way it 
^described by Chief # 2 is largely accurate. 
WTremember it being somewhat more specific, however But I 
wouldi hasten to say that memories are bound to differ after five 
«ÛQr<s when there is no written record. 
y S m ? n BOREN. Thank you. Let's turn to the second matter 
t ha iwasX subject of your plea agreement, the testimony on the 
H ^ ^ ^ the downing of the Hasenfus 
J n b u T b e f o r e the hearing on October 10th, you had a secure 
S h o n e conversation with Colonel North in which you asked 
North whether the downed aircraft was his, or North's. North.UM 
you tlikt the plane was a part of his operation and that the oper
ation was being dismantled. Is that roughly a correct summary > 

Mr F?ERS. Tnat is roughly a correct summary of conversations 
that took place with Olivlr North and his office over that period of 

Chairman BOREN. NOW let me turn your attention to Mr. Gates. 
Did you report North's information to Mr. Gates? 

Mr. FIERS. I did not. . . ., . « _ 
Chairman BOREN. DO you have any r e ^ o n

x
t o ^ e V l ^ n w 

Gates was aware that the plane was a part of North s operation at 
M/F^ERS. I don't have any reason that would make me think 

that he had the details or knew specifically that that plane was 
part of a North-White House operation in specific detail. 

Chairman BOREN. AS far as you know, did you have any knowl
edge of anyone else having a discussion with Mr. Gates about the 
same kind of information you received from Colonel North, that it 
was part of his operation? , •, „ , „ ^ a 

Mr FIERS. No, I don't think so. I think it's hkely that there were 
only two people in the Agency that Colonel North would speak to 
in that kind of detail at that point in time. The two people being 
myself and possibly the Director, Bill Casey. 

Chairman BOREN. Possibly the Director? 
Mr. FIERS. Possibly the Director, Bill Casey. 
Chairman BOREN. YOU don't know that? 
Mr. FIERS. I don't know that as a fact. 
Chairman BOREN. One way or the other. 
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Mr. FIERS. One way or the other. 
Chairman BOREN. YOU speculate it might have been the Direc

tor? 
Mr. FIERS. Yes. 
Senator CRANSTON. Mr. Chairman, may I ask a question? 
Chairman BOREN. Surely. 
Senator CRANSTON. I just wanted to ask why you qualified your 

responses to the question about three back that Mr. Gates did not 
know in specific detail? Did you feel he had some knowledge or 

Mr. FIERS. I felt that there were a number of people, a universe 
of people let me say, who were involved in Central American poli-
tics, who had some knowledge of the general outline that a White 
House support operation was taking place. 

I think that few had details of it. I think almost none had com
plete details of it. And I believe that it's possible that some—to 
some extent, in some limited way there was sensitivity or under
standing that that was taking place in the mind of perhaps, it is 
possible, of Bob Gates. 

Chairman BOREN. Let me pursue what Senator Cranston just 
asked. I'm trying to recall Mr. Gates' testimony of the last two 
days. I believe he, in responding to a question about rumors he 
might have heard about Colonel North and his operation, indicated 
to us that he was aware of rumors and had a general feeling that 
Colonel North was certainly involved with the private benefactors. 
I think he said "holding hands" with them, encouraging them, in
volving himself or at least being knowledgeable of the private fund 
raising efforts and the rest of it. 

But he indicated to us he didn't have any concrete understand
ing, or basic understanding that Colonel North was also, in essence, 
deeply involved in directing the day to day operations of the net
work in a way which would of course at that time been in violation 
of the law. That was during a period of time when the government 
nor any official of the government was not providing that kind of 
operational assistance. 

So let me go back and ask you, do you believe Mr. Gates had 
knowledge of Colonel North's operational role in this matter? 

Mr. FIERS. I don't have any reason to take strenuous objection to 
the description that you just put forward of Mr. Gates. I can't be in 
his mind and I don't know the extent of detail. I suspect it didn t 
go very far and that he didn't have very much detail with regard 
to what was going on. ., 

So I really can't take objection to it and I really think it would 
be improper for me to try and put myself in his mind and conjec
ture as to what form that general understanding or those rumors 
took. • 

Chairman BOREN. I want to be clear because I think it s impor
tant, as Senator Cranston said, that we understand any qualifica
tions to your answer that you gave earlier on these two conversa
tions. Would you characterize for us again first, what you know 
Mr. Gates' knowledge was either from any conversations you had 
with him about Colonel North's operational role, or what you know 
about any conversations he could have had with anyone else. And 
then your own conclusion based upon just general knowledge of the 
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and how it worked and what you think the knowledge of 
tëenZytZ would have been? Could you walk through each one of 
^ ST that we know exactly what you're saying to us here? 
th°f FIERS I think it's important to—as I answer this qu question, 

^ L Committee to understand that I now have the benefit of 20/ foru- A*\eht So there is a lot in my head that I have seen and I ye 
20 wnœas •f i l t e r t h a t Q u t a n d p l a c e m y s e l f back in the time m the 
g o t ^ of 1986 as I do this. , . , . 
c 0?S,k as the Committee knows from the staff debriefs, m sever-
,ffhe meetings made reference to, Bob Gates and I had discus-

^ o that touched on the White House operation. There were two 
sl

 arf\cn\ar that I recall. I wish I recalled them in greater detail. 
fdon'tThey're sort of middle stage recollections but not specific 

-,J..,».OB and recall of words. 
plOne w ï a discussion tha t took p l a c e - I think both of them took 
l-S in the July time frame—discussion one concerned a question 

Vto whv I didn't want to pick up the assets tha t the private bene
factors were using and transition those and use them m our oper-

atiChairman BOREN. Saying your operation, you mean after such 

time Mr FIERS. The up-coming—by tha t point in time—I should be 
verv specific—by tha t point in time it was quite clear tha t the 
legal $100 million program for the Nicaraguan operation was 
raine to be voted up. We were in serious planning for how to exe
cute that operation. And I was looking at assets I was going to use 
for aerial resupply. J . ' c 

Oliver North wanted me to buy the assets of the private benefac
tors. He talked with me about it, he had others talk with me about. 
One of those people who 

Chairman BOREN. Including Mr. Gates. 
Mr. FIERS. Was Mr. Gates. And he asked me, Alan, wty aren t 

you buying these assets, what's wrong with them. He didn t force 
me, he didn't say I want you to buy them, he just asked a question, 
I gave him the logic, the reason. They're old, they re not the right 
type, they're heavy on maintenance, they are heavy in fuel, they 
don't carry the load, they don't have the range, and besides they 
are of a—I don't know their background and I don t want to taint 
this upcoming program with anything that is questionable. 

I had that conversation. The details, the specificity of it, 1 can t 
be certain of, but I am certain that we had that exchange. In more 
or less that form. 

Secondly, there was a conversation, one of several I had concern
ing the question of whether or not Vince Cannistraro, who was an 
Agency officer on detail to the NSC, should be extended at the 
NSC. 

Chairman BOREN. Yes. . , , 
Mr. FIERS. And I was asked my views on that. And I said several 

times that if Vince is extended, and if he takes over the Central 
American account, he can't have the same relationships with the 
Private benefactors that Oliver North has. That would get us in a 
Place where we don't want to be. . 

From those two conversations, from the general ambient that we 
hved in, from the—living in the environment, at the time, I con-
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eluded that along with many other people in the Administration 
Bob Gates understood the framework that was taking place. I have 
no reason to believe, in fact I am sure he didn t know details, I 
think there were few who knew details. Indeed, I didn t know all 
the details that were going on. .*•**'.'* 

Chairman BOREN. Okay, let me ask you specifically because it ig 
important that we know what you mean by framework. He has tes
tified before us and I think I can fairly summarize this by saying 
obviously he knew that Oliver North was involved with the private 
group that was supporting the Contras. North was talking to them, 
as Gates put it, handholding, sharing their problems. I mean they 
were talking to him about raising the money and all of these sorts 
of things. He said he did not know that—as I interpret his testing 
n y _ t h a t he was involved in running the actual operation, even 
getting into details of leasing planes, hiring pilots, getting informa
tion. I can't from my own memory recall what was allowed by law 
at that time, there were various times when we could share intelli
gence and communications, but nothing else and so on. 

So Gates has indicated that he was aware broadly that Colonel 
North certainly had a relationship with them, but he was not 
aware of the operational role. This is very important for us to clari
fy what you are saying in terms of your knowledge of what you 
told him, your knowledge of what others may have told him, and 
then your assessment as to whether or not you think that his testi
mony is accurate or not. _ 

Mr. FIERS. I put no knowledge in Bob Gates head, 1 repeat, 1 put 
no knowledge in Bob Gates head that would call that question—his 
response into doubt. I never talked with him in any specific 
detail about what Oliver North was doing or not doing. 

From what I know at the time, what I understood at the time to 
be the case, I have no reason to take exception to his comment, to 
the characterization of his state of knowledge. 

I also understood clearly, I want to repeat that, I understood 
clearly the universe in which I was living. I understood from 1984 
the potential problem this could cause, from November of 1984 to 
be specific. And I took cautions and weighed every action I took in 
terms of putting knowledge in peoples head. I took cautions to keep 
CIA—all the people that worked for me on the right side ot the 
line, not to cross over the Boland Amendment, not to get involved 
in the private operations. I took it on myself to be the buffer be
tween my people and to the degree, the Agency leadership. And i 
decided at that point in time that if there were responsibilities ana 
liabilities that accrued to me as a result of those actions I would 
accept them. I started that process in 1987. My testimony was in
complete in that I still protected people. I did that because, one, oi 
my friendship with them; two, because I wanted to continue in tne 
job to see it to completion because I believed in what we were 
doing. But I was ready then to accept responsibility for my actions-
I hoped it would have never come to what it did. But I accept tnai 
responsibility now. . N u 

And in the context of that there were times, in fact mostottn 
time, I did not take things of the nature you are talking about; w 
Bob Gates. I didn't take them to Director Casey. They stopped wiw 
Clair George and even then not in the detail that I knew tnem. 
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h s 0 that he understood the universe we were living in, 
B hso that he and I both understood the degree of exposure we 
en!f?nd indeed we had discussions about that as early as Novem-
113 fl984 
ber°J { h a ^ e n o reason to call into question or to question the char-
J ^ t i o n that Bob Gates has put in front of this Committee. My 

aCTr5anding of what was in his head was strictly deduced on the 
•c of mv understanding, the universe in which we were operat-

b those conversations I had and the sensitive nature of the uifor-
mg^nn To reiterate, I didn't put information in his head. We 
S E talk about it, and I don't know what was there and I can t 
; ÏÏ exception to what he is saying. 

rWrman BOREN. YOU talked about being a buffer to some others 
•ffher in the Agency. So your decision not to discuss this matter in 

S i with Mr. Gates was partly an intentional decision as you 
êwed vour buffer role? '"'; „ n 
Mr FIERS There is a conservation that took place the Committee 

npeds to understand. It's been referred to, I think obliquely in sev-
erajdifferent forms, but let me put it in it's completion, in its full-
npss on the record here. t 

At some point in October of 1984, I was asked to do something, 
and I can't remember what the something was, by Oliver North. 
And a dispute arose. I was brand new on the job. I was called to a 
meeting—called up actually, by Dewey Clarridge, to talk to him 
one floor above me 

Chairman BOREN. And he was what? # , 
Mr FIERS. He was then Chief of the European Division. Before 

that he had been Chief of the Latin American Division. And really 
had been the hands-on manager of the Central American program. 

Dewey essentially said to me, Alan there are things going on 
that you don't know about; cooperate with Ollie. The thrust of his 
comments. 4 Vk*u HÙ 

I understood what it meant. I went back down and I told the 
Chief of the Latin American Division # 1 this is what happened, 
he said let's go talk to Clair. We went, we talked to Clair. About, I 
think it was the same day, it certainly was within two days, we 
were called into a meeting in Director Casey's office—Clair George, 
me, Chief of Latin America # 1 , Oliver North, the Director. 

Chairman BOREN. Was Mr. Gates present at that? 
Mr. FIERS. No. Mr. Gates was then DDL He was nowhere around 

this equation. 
And the Director looked at Ollie and said Ollie, Alan tells me 

you are operating in Central America. Is that true? And then the 
Director looked at me and said, Alan tell Ollie what you told Clair 
and the Chief of Latin America Division # 1 . So I, somewhat of an 
awkward situation, I rounded the edges a bit, and repeated the 
same story, feeling slightly uncomfortable with sort of that con
frontation. Then the Director looked and said, Ollie, are you oper
ating? And Ollie looked at the Director and said, no sir, I am not 
operating 

Chairman BOREN. Are you talking about Contra operations? 
Mr. FIERS. Contras. Operating in Central America. Ollie looked 

at the Director and said no. The Director said, good, I want you to 
understand that you are not to operate in Central America. We 
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walked out and Clair and I went back to his office. And I was some. 
what—I was left incredulous. And he said Alan, you have got to 
understand what happened in that meeting just now. Sometime^ 
and I am quoting now, I remember this like it was yesterdav 
"Sometime in the dark of the night, Bill Casey has said, I will take 
care of Central America, just leave it to me. And what you saw g0 
on in there was a charade." And I looked at Clair, and these were 
my words, and please excuse me for profanity, I said "Jesus Christ 
Clair, if that is true then this will be worse than Watergate, if it 
ever comes out in the open". And Clair just shook his head and he 
said essentially, that is not a problem. 

From that point forward, I knew my universe, I understood 
where we were and I made the decision because I believed in the 
cause, I believed in what we were doing, I felt in face of the set
backs that I mentioned, that the United States could not afford an
other fiasco, this Agency could not afford another failure in Cen
tral America. 

Senator MURKOWSKI. I wonder if I may, is that, Mr. Fiers, were 
you interpreted that you had crossed the line so to speak? 

Mr. FIERS. No. It was at that point that I understood the uni
verse I was in, understood—is when I decided, well, we are here. I 
have to be a buffer, so my people, the Agency, doesn't get out-
doesn't get exposed if there is liability that accrues to me from this, 
then I'll have to accept it. 

And I remember very clearly sitting on the couch with my father 
and telling him, Dad, I don't think I will come through this with 
my career intact, but I am going to do it. And that is not where I 
cross the line. Where I felt I crossed the line, I got crossed to the 
line was in January or February of 1986. By that time, I had a 
fairly complete picture—a more complete picture of the operations 
that—the private benefactor operations as we called them. 

And I was in Oliver North s office one day, and he said to me, 
essentially said, Alan, it's coming to the time where you should get 
ready to take these operations over. There was a vote coming up in 
February. And we thought we were going to win the vote. We ulti
mately lost by I think by a margin of five on the House side. 

And I started to seriously plan for taking over the operations. 
And in that context, I met with the person, the private benefactor, 
the head of the private benefactors who was running or beginning 
to run the air operation and We had some detailed discussions. It 
was at that point where I was in contact with the private benefac
tors, talking with them, that I felt I got out too far. That I rubbed 
elbows with the operation, got direct knowledge of the operation. 
Because I was debriefing him essentially. And then we lost the 
vote. And I pulled back. But when I made reference to encroach
ment, that was the point of encroachment that I was making refer
ence to. It was not back in November of 1984. 

In November of 1984 is where I defined the universe and under
stood the crucible that I was in. And it's why from that point tor-
ward, it was absolutely clear in my mind that my leadership, my 
direct management, at least as it related to the DDO, understood 
the universe. .. T. 

And we never talked about it in great and excruciating detail. 
was an unspoken understanding. 
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rhairman BOREN. Let me say to my colleagues, there are just 
1 or four more questions I feel I should ask to lay the predi-

t*1fee+n set the stage maybe for additional questions by all of our 
cate> w 

coll» 
Mi 

i a re r explanation than you have given us, especially of the kinds 

VI agues around the table. I do want to press on to those. 
C°Mr Fiers, I sat as a member of the Iran-Contra Committee as did 

Members of our Committee. I don't think we ever had a 

f dilemmas faced by people in the Agency. The stop and start 
tion of the Congress created dilemmas of not knowing whether 

fhe aid was about to be approved and officially resumed. And not 
knowing if it wasn't going to be, being caught there. You were op-
rating in an environment—and we can only imagine putting our

selves in your position—where at least potentially the top leader of 
an agency for which you were working had a conversation in youf 
oresence which you had strong reason to believe was a charade. 
You were being told with a wink and a nod, to do something but 
not being told with direct language. 

I think that gives us a new and deeper understanding of exactly 
the kinds of situation tha t people like yourselves found yourself in. 

Let me ask one last question on this subject and then I have one 
other matter I want to bring up before we tu rn to other Members. 
It goes back again to Mr. Gates. I want to ask you this very direct
ly. You've indicated tha t you don't have a basis for quarreling with 
Mr. Gates' description of this knowledge to this Committee. You've 
also indicated that you began to feel tha t you should act as a buffer 
by not telling some people in the Agency all tha t you knew about 
certain things. Keep them as you said on the other side of the line 
and bear that burden yourself. 

In your testimony today, are you being absolutely forthcoming 
with the Committee in terms of telling us what you told Mr. Gates 
and what you know of Mr. Gates' knowledge? Can you assure us 
you are not continuing in any way to try to act as a buffer for Mr. 
Gates as you testify today? 

Mr. FIERS. The short answer is I can give you that assurance and 
the longer answer is, Mr. Chairman, I think those who know me 
know I am not a fool. 

And this point, at this stage, with the liabilities that I have, to do 
that would be foolish beyond all description. And I can guarantee 
you that I am not a fool. 

Chairman BOREN. The plea agreement also states that on Octo
ber 9, 1986, you and Clair George met to discuss briefing the 
Senate Foreign Relations Committee and the House Permanent 
Select Committee on Intelligence on the circumstances surrounding 
the downed plane. You told Mr. George that you and he should de
scribe certain details regarding the lethal resupply operation. I 
quote now the government's description, Mr. George informed you 
that these details would not be discussed because, quote, "it would 
Put the spotlight on the Administration", unquote, and thus reveal 
Colonel North's involvement in the operation. The government 
Jjys that you acquiesced to Mr. George's plan and had a draft of 
Mr- George's opening statement revised to delete the information 
identified by Mr. George as troublesome. Is that roughly accurate? 

Mr. FIERS. That is accurate. Yes. 
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Chairman BOREN. CIA records show that on this same day Oct 
ber 9, 1986, at 6:25 p.m., Mr. Gates met with you, Mr. Clair George 
Director Casey and a CIA Congressional Affairs Officer. Do y ^ 
recall that meeting? 

Mr. FIERS. I have a vague recollection of that meeting. I migLf 
add for your edification, before my recent encounters this summer 
I really didn't remember those. But haying gone over the record 
having reviewed them, I have memories of those meetings and 
what transpired, yes, that I have been able to dredge up. 

Chairman BOREN. SO, in light of having your memory refreshed 
by looking at documents, you do now recall that there was such a 
meeting? 

Mr. FIERS. Yes. Yes. That's exactly right. 
Chairman BOREN. At this meeting, the 6:25 p.m. meeting on Oc-

tober 9th, was any instruction or direction given by Mr. Casey, Mr 
Gates, or by Mr. George in that particular meeting? 

Mr. FIERS. At the evening meeting? 
Chairman BOREN. In the evening meeting. I gather in the earlier 

meeting Mr. George had told you, don't put the spotlight on, leave 
this out, and you changed the testimony to do that. Then you had 
this later meeting. 

Mr. FIERS. Right. 
Chairman BOREN. At the later meeting, was any instruction or 

direction given by either Director Casey, Mr. Gates, or Mr. George, 
who were all present according to this information, to limit the 
way testimony would be given by Mr. George? 

Mr. FIERS. I don't recall any discussion of the deletions or the 
actual texts of the testimony at that point in time. 

The evening meeting that you are making reference to, as I 
recall it, was largely a pro forma meeting to make the final deci
sion as to who the witness—the lead witness would be the following 
day. 

There had been some disagreement about who should be the lead 
witness. Should it be Clair George? Or should it be Bob Gates? The 
Congressional liaison person, to whom you made reference, and I 
had differing opinions on that. And we discussed it at length. 

My recollection based on a reconstructive look at documents is 
that there were a series of meetings that day. I recall one in the 
morning. Not as clearly as I recall the other two. But a brief one 
with Bob Gates and Clair George. I think it was in his, Bob Gates 
office. And we strictly discussed we're going to have to testify, pre
pare the testimony. From an Agency point of view, we can say that 
we were not involved. And at that point in time, we believed, in 
fact our denial was accurate. That there was no Agency involve
ment in this flight. 

We didn't go into more detail. We didn't^-did not, and I repeat 
did not say but wait, what about the White House operation. None 
of that came up. It was a brief conversation. We came out of that, 
Clair George said, Alan go draft me a statement, an opening state
ment. There were no instructions of what to put in that statement. 
Other than to start off with a categorical denial that I can assure 
you CIA was not involved directly or indirectly, yes. 

Chairman BOREN. Let me specifically again go back to Mr. Gates 
and the instruction that Mr. George gave you or the comment tna 
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made to you to leave that out, let's not put the spotlight on the 

^ ï t th is meeting or any of these other brief meetings you've de-
rmined, or at any other time—at any other time—did you inform 

o ^ r t Gates of Mr. George's direction to you to withhold informa-
?°nto keep the spotlight off the Administration? 

Mr FIERS. NO. At no time. 
Chairman BOREN. At no time? 
Mr FIERS. At no time. 
Chairman BOREN. DO you have any reason to believe Mr. Gates 

knew of the decision to withhold the information to, quote, "keep 
the spotlight off the Administration"? 

Mr FIERS. I have no reason to. 
Chairman BOREN. DO you have any understanding that you or 

anv other CIA official was under any Presidential order not to dis
pose to the Congress the private Contra resupply or diversion ac
tivities in Central America? Now I want to be clear, I'm not talk
ing about the Finding about Iran arms sales which we know con
tained a Presidential Directive that the Congressional Committees 
were not to be informed about that Finding or that sale of arms to 

But do you have any knowledge of a second Presidential Direc
tive related to the President ordering that Congress not be in
formed about any involvement of anybody in the government with 
the private resupply operation or of funneling money to the Con
tras through the diversion? 

Mr. FIERS. I have no direct knowledge, no knowledge of a Presi
dential Directive. And I would add to that that Oliver North and I 
had discussions about that. The discussions were essentially, Alan, 
there are things you can't know, you shouldn't know. You testify 
before Congress and you can't have them in your head. 

Chairman BOREN. That related to the Contra effort? 
Mr. FIERS. That was related to exactly the question you asked, 

the Contra support effort run by the NSC. 
Then there was a discussion that Ollie and I had, really one of 

the more dramatic discussions. It took place in the White House 
compound, either between the Executive Office Building and the 
West Wing or along the way, in which right after Bob McFarlane 
had testified—or not testified—had met with Members of the Con
gress and assured them there was no private operation going on, 
Oliver North said to me, Alan, Bob McFarlane just perjured him
self. And my heart sunk. 

You take those events together and it was pretty clear to me 
that this was not an operation that we were supposed to discuss 
with the Congress. 

Chairman BOREN. YOU were not supposed to discuss it. Colonel 
North made it pretty clear by saying those are facts that are not to 
be in your head when you go before Congress? 

Mr. FIERS. That's exactly right. 
We never went beyond, don't you dare discuss, don t mention it. 

But it was understood as clearly as anything was understood. 
Chairman BOREN. Did you know whether or not this was Ollie 

North saying this to you or whether it was the President of the 
United States through Ollie North saying it to you? 
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Mr. FIERS. That is a judgment I have absolutely no way 0f 
making. And it is open to a thousand different interpretations and 
I think you know what I am saying here. I just don't know. 

Chairman BOREN. Mr. Fiers, you have been very candid with us 
I know we have walked you through some painful territory again 
in this public session, but I think you understand why it is very 
necessary for us to do that. This Committee as I said in the begin, 
ning, is determined to be both fair and thorough in our delibera
tions on this nomination. 

Requiring you to testify certainly became necessary in keeping 
with that responsibility to be as thorough as possible and to get all 
the information that we could possibly get. 

Mr. FIERS. I fully understand that and indeed I welcome the op
portunity to do it. I think it is important that it be discussed fully 
and completely in front of you and the American people. 

Chairman BOREN. Thank you Mr. Fiers. We will turn now to 
Senator Murkowski and let me say for the benefit of my colleagues 
we will then go to Senator Chafee according to the list I have, then 
Senator Hollings, Senators Metzenbaum, Cranston, Danforth, 
Warner, Rudman, DeConcini and Gorton in that order. 

Senator Murkowski. 
Senator MURKOWSKI. Thank you Mr. Chairman. Mr. Fiers, I too 

want to welcome you to the Committee and I think the opportunity 
to have you as a witness affords us a special review of the Special 
Counsel's activities, recognizing that all the witnesses before the 
Special Counsel are not available to this Committee. 

I would like to take you back to, it may have been October of 
1984, but the meeting that occurred in Mr. Casey's office that you 
spoke of so dramatically. 

And would you again for the record indicate in addition to Mr. 
Casey, Mr. North, and yourself and Mr. George, who else was at 
that meeting? 

Mr. FIERS. Only one other person as I recall it, and that was the 
First Chief of the Latin American Division. I recall 5 people in the 
room. 

Senator MURKOWSKI. All right. And at that meeting as you re
flect on it now, every one of those people in your opinion or estima
tion, I assume, was knowledgeable about the Central American ac
tivities? 

Mr. FIERS. Everyone of them had at that point an understanding 
that there was an activity going on. I don't know the degree of 
detail that was in anybody's head, but there was a baseline under
standing at that meeting, yes. 

Senator MURKOWSKI. Well, the question arising in my mind, is 
who was this meeting staged for? In the dialogue between Casey 
and North, according to your statement, North said words to the 
effect that, no, we are not operating in Central America. Could you 
elaborate? 

Mr. FIERS. When I said that it was a charade, I think was my 
word, those were Clair's words, those weren't my words. Ami 
think that it was for the purpose of making it clear to Ollie, to the 
CIA, that there was a line drawn in the sand and that CIA wasn1 

supposed to cross the line, we were not supposed to be involved uj 
the operation. And it was an effort to make a separation. But out 
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that separation, it was clear to me that these activities were 
• a on. I think there was an effort by the Director to keep the 

A° ncy as much as possible out of harms way by making sure the 
ord was complete and there was a baseline understanding. And 

^eed for a while—6 months or so—I didn't have a close relation-
^. with Oliver North. There was some distance in there. 

Senator MURKOWSKI. Whether it was staged or whether there 
a charade, we know your knowledge of the activities, we know 

^North's knowledge through your testimony and other sources. 
We are really not going to be able probably to get to what Clair 
George knew, the other CIA operative goes nameless, Casey has 
oassed away. 

Given that Casey asked North and North s response, do you have 
any knowledge that Casey knew? 

Mr. FIERS. No, I really don't know the extent of Casey's knowl
edge. I didn't know then, I don't know now. The only conversation 
BUI Casey and I ever had on this he said to me one time late in the 
game, Alan how much do you know about Ollie's operations and I 
said, well I know some, I said but not much. And he said, good, 
keep it that way, or something like that. And beyond that, I don't 
know what he knew and I can only report that the conversations 
took place and the impact it had on me. And I can tell you that as 
time went on and as I understood more about the private benefac
tor operation, that that meeting became more and more significant 
in my mind. 

Senator MURKOWSKI. And that was the only time that you and 
Director Casey talked about North's activities? 

Mr. FIERS. And the time I mentioned when he said how much do 
you understand. 

Senator MURKOWSKI. That is what I was referring to. 
Mr. FIERS. And actually I recalled as I was preparing for this 

meeting and dredging the recesses of my mind, one other conversa
tion—comment of a dying man. It's in December, maybe it is in 
late November, he said to me almost wistfully, Alan, Ollie ran one 
helluva operation, didn't he? 

Senator MURKOWSKI. SO there basically are 3 occasions in his 
office? 

Mr. FIERS. I might add I responded, I said, he sure did. 
Senator MURKOWSKI. Based on your own recollection of these 

meetings, where Casey was very casual in reference to the activi
ties in Central America, is it conceivable in your mind that Casey 
didn't know? 

Mr. FIERS. I think it is conceivable in my mind—it is conceivable 
jn my mind—and I want to emphasize this is speculation, that 
Casey did not have the full range of detailed understanding that 
has been ascribed to him, that's possible. 

I think it is not possible that he didn't have a, I'll call it a base
line understanding that it was taking place and that it was signifi
cant. But beyond that it is possible that Bill Casey did not know. 
And I have listened to Oliver North's testimony, I have read the 
record, and I speculated on it, and I just don't know. I don't know 
now to come out on the equation. 

{can tell you another conversation I had with Bill Casey. He 
^led me—I remember this one also clearly—I was sitting in my 
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office November 26th, it was the day before I was to leave f0. 
Thanksgiving. He was already at his house in Palm Beach and he 
called me on a secure line and he said Alan, and I said, yeah, he 
said don't worry, everything is going to be okay, we haven't done 
anything illegal, you understand that? And I said—I never called 
him Bill and I never called him Director, I called him Boss—I ^ 
yeah Boss, I understand that. And he said good, now remember 
that, we haven't done anything illegal, and he hung up. And I 
hung up the telephone. 

And I—traveling—my wife asked me as we drove back through 
my native Ohio, to my wife's home in Indiana and she said, Alan 
why are you so quiet, and I said, you just don't understand what 
the next 6 years are going to be like. I didn't say 6—the next 
couple of years are going to be like. 

Senator MURKOWSKI. In your relationship with Mr. Casey did you 
have the availability of going to him directly? Or was there a struc
tured command or administrative procedure that you followed? 
Tell us a little about how you interacted? Briefly tell us about your 
impression of Casey's management style, his reliance on structure, 
compartmentation, whatever? 

Mr. FIERS. My relationship with Bill Casey began m 1981.1 was 
selected by Director Turner, Admiral Turner, for the important 
linchpin job in the Middle East. I might add that my specialty is 
not Central America, I was a Middle East specialist. And I was 
being selected to go on to one of our very important key stations in 
the Middle East as COS by Turner. And Casey demanded to see 
me. He called me up and he said, he looked at me, and he said, 
they tell me you are the best man for the job, tell me why that is. 
Tell my why you are any good. Essentially saying if Turner select
ed you, you got to be bad, prove to me that you are good. 

We had this discussion, I went on 
Senator MURKOWSKI. Excuse me, what was the job? 
Mr. FIERS. I think the job is probably still classified, I am not en

tirely sure. But it was important and significant. 
Over the period that I was in that job, I developed a close rela

tionship with the Director. I worked with him personally. He vis
ited the area several times. I was with him intimately, prepared 
the strategy for those meetings, and those meetings were signih-
cant and of significant importance. And a couple of times I wrote 
talking points and said look what you want to say at Langley is not 
this, you want to say this. And saying this was the right thing to 
say, we got the right answers and so and so forth. And he devel
oped a liking for me. , ~ 

We were at a social event attentive to that assignment, the w-
rector came up to me and said Alan, you are not going to take tne 
job that you are slated for, and I was slated for a very senior job in 
NE Division that really is one of the plum jobs of the Agency, tor 
officers at the grade and point that I was at that time. He said you 
got to do something else. And I said well can you tell me what «ft 
and he said no I can't. I said, well, you know I'll do anything yo» 
ask me to do. He said I know that. About two days later ua* 
George called me up and said Alan, you are going to take the L*B 
tral American Task Force. I said why me. He said because we wan 
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to. And I said to whom do I report? And he said, Clair said, 

you 

lationsnip 

you report to me 
And I knew that in that job Dewey Clarridge had had a close re-
ti/iTKihiD with the Director, I knew the Director was interested in 

1986—m 
and said Alan how are things going in Central America? At home, 
at supper 

Senator CHAFEE. What did you say? Excuse me. 
Mr. FIERS. In November of 1984, the Director called me at home, 

I was having supper and he said, Alan, how are things going? And 
I said do you want it straight, and he said yeah. I said they are 
terrible. And he said, why? I said don't have a policy, I don't know 
what I am doing, and I can't run operations if I don't know where I 
am going. And he said, see me in the morning. 

At nine the next morning I went up, he said elaborate on that 
and I elaborated on it. The Central American covert action pro
gram had been unfunded. The Manzanilla Talks that were being 
pursued by the State Department had come to nothing. The Sandi
nistas were on a roll, we didn't have a framework and I said I don't 
know where to direct my operations. And he said go down and 
write me a policy paper. From that point, I did. He said, now, he 
read it, he worked it through and then he said okay, you leave the 
policy to me you run the operations. And from that point forward, 
I had a direct relationship where Casey would call me and ask me 
to come up, give me directions, ask me to do things, give me in
structions. And it evolved to the point where it was really quite 
close. Sometimes he would call me up and just say come up and 
have lunch with me, or I could go to his executive secretary and 
say I need to talk to the boss for 5 minutes and I could do that. It 
was a matter of some concern and some angst. Clair jumped on me 
more than a few times about that relationship. But it was there 
and it was both personal and professional. 

Senator MURKOWSKI. When you were instructed that you would 
take your direction from George, was there an understanding 
where George was getting his direction? 

Mr. FIERS. No, there was no understanding, one just assumes. I 
think Clair just said that's the chain of command, you're going to 
report to me. I don't know where that came from. I don't know— 
and that was just the way the conversation 

Senator MURKOWSKI. And in your opinion George reported to 
whom? 

Mr. FIERS. In my opinion George reported to Casey. But at that 
point in time, we had a very strong Deputy Director, John McMa-
hon, and I think he had his hand right on the pulse of the deal. 

Senator MURKOWSKI. And many of the conversations that you 
bad which were initiated by Casey, there was no reason for you to 
communicate that to George? 

Mr. FIERS. It bypassed him. I would then tell him. I would go 
thf T 1 1 1 ^ .^

 n u n what was said, he said to do this or he said to do 
™jH-1 tried to keep both, particularly George and also the Chief of 
»f ^ .Anierican Division informed, particularly Chief Latin Ameri
can iJivision #2, informed of what was transpiring. 
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Senator MURKOWSKI. According to the records of the testing 
that the Committee has available on August 20, 1986, Mr. a*?? 
conditioned his approval for a Contra intelligence training program! 
on the curriculum being consistent with the law and the reeuk 
tions. Do you recall those circumstances? And if you do, did he Jv 
vide any other guidance for the program or to the task force whS 
you headed? 

Mr. FIERS. I don't recall specifically that exchange, but that in 
fact was the case and I am certain that is what happened. The 
answer to your question is that Bob Gates was quite involved in 
the structuring of the new program, the $100 million program 
Most of my meetings that the Chairman made reference to were 
about the structuring of those programs, interagency relationships 
relationships within the CIA itself. Detailing of military detailed 
that were going to be working with us on the program. And within 
that context, he was very much involved in making sure that the 
structure was consistent with the law. 

Two actions that he took I think that are instructive as to what 
kind of a manager he was relate to that program. One was he as
signed the Agency Comptroller, Danny Childs, to really overtake 
seventh floor oversight on expenditure of all the monies. He in-
structed me to meet, sometimes weekly, sometimes more than 
weekly with Danny, to review the expenditure, to review the ac
counting, to review the oversight—oversight procedures. 

And secondly, at a point in time and I think this is one of the 
more misunderstood and misrepresented aspects of the Central 
American program, we determined that one person that we had 
been using to fly had had a connection with DEA and had a ques
tionable background as it related to drugs. We immediately re
moved him from the program and Bob Gates instructed that every 
person that touched the program in any way be run through a very 
strenuous interagency check to make sure we were absolutely 
clean. 

So not only with the training program but with financial aspects 
of the program and personnel aspects of the program, he set up 
very stringent guidelines that we were to adhere to. And was very 
much concerned with the efficacy and the correctness of that pro
gram. 

Senator MURKOWSKI. With regard to the sensitivity of Mr. Gates 
on the matter of the Boland Amendment and whether your people 
really understood the prohibition, were they cognizant of what this 
meant? Or was it emphasized, was it just one of those things that 
comes out that people ought to be aware of? 

Mr. FIERS. NO. There were—as you know, I think, and as mem
bers of the Committee know, there wasn't just one Boland Amend
ment, there were four. Boland Amendments one and two, '83 and 
'84 were understood very thoroughly, the '83 being the cap on 
spending at $24 million. We understood if we went over $24 million 
that was trouble, we couldn't do that. That was when I first came 
to the Task Force. Boland amendment two was the absolute and 
total prohibition. That one was understood because we dismantled 
the operation and people knew that we could not encroach °nj,V*j 
was sufficiently painful to implement that everybody understood 
that. 
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1 nd amendment three was modified by the Military Construc-
^° Annropriations Act of 1985, which allowed for humanitarian 

tion wV a n d for a iimited sharing of intelligence, as I recall it. 
a f o n e was understood, but fuzziness began to set in there. Be-
^ what is not absolute is subject to interpretation. Boland 
caUSedment four allowed us to provide communications equipment, 
"ïlfïence sharing and some very convoluted language, advice— 

•Heal advice so long as it was not integral to military oper-
That one no one understood. And it was that one where con-

m' set in. And that in timeframe is in '86 when we were moving 
fnvard, leading toward the resumption of a full and unencum-

^So there was confusion, but efforts were made within the man-
pment structure to clarify that confusion. I would add that 

Cghou t that timeframe up through April of 1986, Bob Gates 
as not involved in the management of this program. He was on 

Jhe DI side involved in the intelligence analysis aspects of the pro-

After he came into the program, yes, he was concerned about 
that concerned that we had understandings, and that it was clear
ly understood, but confusion by that point had already set in. 

Senator MURKOWSKI. DO you have any reason to believe that Bob 
Gates ever intended to mislead Congress? 

Mr. FIERS. I think to the contrary. I don't think Bob Gates would 
ever intend to mislead Congress. 

Senator MURKOWSKI. More specifically about facts concerning the 
shooting down of the Hasenfus aircraft or diversion? 

Mr. FIERS. No, I have no reason to speculate that he would have 
wanted to specifically—to mislead Congress. 

Senator MURKOWSKI. Let me take you back to something that set 
off public opinion on the operation in Central America and planted 
the seeds of very poor public relations—the mining of the harbor. 

That was—activity was at a time when you were head of the 
Central American Task Force, is that correct? 

Mr. FIERS. No, that is not correct. I was happily and safely ens
conced in the Middle East at that point in time in 1984 when the 
mining took place and I came in after the controversies accruing 
from the mining in the harbor had already—were already in full 
blossom. 

Senator MURKOWSKI. SO it was fully acknowledged by the time 
you came in 

Mr. FIERS. Yes, yes. 
Senator MURKOWSKI. There was a mess when you walked in asso

ciated with the harm that this had caused from the standpoint of 
public opinion against it? 

Mr. FIERS. Yes, I walked in to a totally polarized situation with 
regard to the politics surrounding Central America. 

Senator MURKOWSKI. Can you for the record, and maybe you 
don't recall, but there was some controversy over the capability of 
these mines. Whether they were there for harassment by virtue of 
their very minor explosive capability, or whether they were of a 
khid that clearly could endanger lives and sink ships. 

Mr. FIERS. My information on the mining of the harbors is 
Purely secondhand. I never read the files. I didn't review the tech-
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nical aspects of the particular systems that were emplaced ï J 
know, from talking with the officers of the task force, as they * 
sort of bringing me—giving me some institutional understanding5 
it—that the mines were to have been harassment as opposed? 
lethal weapons. That they were not designed to sink ships bu 
rather to create an illusion that they would do that and to hara 
and scare off I think largely tankers carrying oil. Essentially K 2 
raguan 

Senator MURKOWSKI. But I think from the standpoint of pubu 
consumption, it was assumed that these were significant types of 
mines that would sink ships and kill people. 

Mr. FIERS. I think that is correct, and I think it was presumed 
that way and it was a—my understanding is that that's a miscon-
ception. 

Senator MURKOWSKI. I appreciate you addressing that for the 
record. 

Mr. Chairman, I may have some other questions, but I think I've 
used enough time. Thank you. 

Chairman BOREN. Thank you very much, Senator Murkowski. 
We will now turn for his round of questions to Senator Chafee. 
Senator CHAFEE. Thank you, Mr. Chairman. 
Mr. Fiers, I think it is extremely important to stress what you 

did in your opening statement about what was taking place in the 
world at this time, the turmoil and the activity in the late 70's and 
early 80's. 

Somehow the impression is that—some Members seem to suggest 
anyway, that every CIA officer would come to work in the morning 
with an absolutely clean desk and sit down and spend the day and 
indeed the week analyzing what nusiance they should attribute to 
some cryptic remark that Ollie North made or the latest rumor 
about diversions. And that's the only thing you had to contend 
with. 

And so I think it is important, and perhaps briefly you could-
well, let me as an opener quote to you what you said about your 
assessment of Oliver North before the Iran-Contra. And if this is 
incorrect, you let me know. 

I never knew Colonel North to be an absolute liar. But I never 
took anything he said at face value. Because I knew that he was 
bombastic and embellished the record, and threw curves, speed 
balls, and spit balls to get what he wanted. I have seen Colonel 
North play fast and loose with the facts. But on the other hand, 
there is a lot of fact in what he said, too. Now the suggestions that 
are being made before this Committee are that when Oliver North 
made some cryptic remark or when something was suggested re
garding the diversion, that everybody should have jumped to atten
tion and paid heed to it. Could you comment on that briefly? 

Mr. FIERS. If I could walk the cat back and use different words to 
make the same descriptions I might. Ollie, as I think the Members 
of the Committee, indeed the American people know, is a truly 
unique individual. He is gifted beyond what words—I know I an 
not eloquent enough in diction to describe the degree to which 
Ollie is gifted in many ways. 

But I stick by my description of him. I would use different words 
I might compare him a little bit to Hoyt Wilhelm. As you remen-
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Hoyt Wilhelm never knew where the ball was going so his 
tcher wore a huge mitt so he could get it. Ollie was like that. 

You never knew where the ball was going. Sometimes it was tre-
endously effective and sometimes it was a total wild pitch. 

mBut he always brought something to a meeting. He always 
brought ideas, creativity. And I think in many ways, leaving aside 
11 the controversy, he brought the best out of people in meetings 

because he stretched your mind. 
But, no, we didn't spend all of our time analyzing what Ollie did 
didn't do. And you couldn't take what he said—I knew you 

couldn't take what he said on face value and just go with it as 
fact—-go with it as fact. But as time went on, I also knew that he 
jjnew what he was talking about. 

Let me give you an example that's now in the public domain. 
Give you some idea of, again, the ambient. It was 1985ish and Ollie 
was putting forth one of his ideas saying, you know what we really 
ought to do is we ought to just blow up all the HIND helicopters in 
Nicaragua. 

There are two squadrons of stealth airplanes sitting out m wher
ever it was—two planes could get in and get out and no one would 
ever know it. Now that wasn't public knowledge and I just sort of 
laughed up my sleeve and said come on, everybody knows that's de
velopmental technology. It was true. They were there. They were 
operational. Ollie knew it. You didn't know how to expect or how 
to interpret those facts. A lot of what he said was true, but some of 
it was so far outside what I would have expected that you said, 
well, maybe, maybe not, and you just put it aside. 

That's the way I treated the diversion. I treated the diversion the 
first two times I heard it just like I treated those squadrons of 
stealth airplanes. Well, that's interesting information. I filed it 
away. Didn't know to believe it or not believe it. There were other 
instances like that. 

And so it wasn't the black and white world. The decisions, as I 
said in my opening statement, that are so crisp, so clear today, in 
the fog of battle were anything but clear and we thought about 
them, you are quite right in matters of minutes. 

I'd like to make sort of a point on that. I probably spent in pre
paring the opening statement which resulted in one of my pleas, an 
hour, an hour and a half. I had other things going around down my 
neck at that point in time. I dictated it literally to a secretary. I 
edited it. I took it upstairs to Clair George. He looked at it. I came 
back down with some different guidance. And I gave it to one of 
my assistants and I said rescope it this way. I then read it again in 
the evening time. So the events were moving fast. They were con
troversial. The fog of battle made decisions that are clear today, 
hazy. And you are quite right. We didn't know how to interpret 
Ollie North's comments all the time because we didn't have the 
context in which to interpret them. And we didn't spend great 
hours contemplating them. 

Senator CHAFEE. It has been suggested in this Committee that 
when Ollie North at the lunch with Bill Casey in which Bob Gates 
popped by, that Ollie North at the conclusion made some mention 
°t Swiss bank accounts. And the suggestion is that anybody who 
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heard the word Swiss bank accounts should immediately havp 
sprung to attention and conducted an investigation of the subject 

Knowing Ollie North, could this possibly fit in with the way you 
have categorized some of the comments that he has made? 

Mr. FIERS. Yes. Swiss bank account. In retrospect you jump on it 
with all four paws. At the time, it is probably something you gu 
away. And I thought that Bob Gates' categorization of it, it was in. 
teresting, it was thought provoking, intriguing. But not something 
that you stopped and dwelled on. It probably was a—it was a very 
honest characterization of the way you responded. It was how I re. 
sponded to a lot of similar statements, not that one in particular 
but others that I think I have described that Ollie made. 

Senator CHAFEE. NOW, you've indicated your relationship with 
Director Casey, and I must say in following the outline that you 
have given here, it's pretty apparent that Mr. Casey didn't strictly 
adhere to organizational charts. Is that a safe statement? 

Mr. FIERS. That's a safe statement. 
Senator CHAFEE. And furthermore he'd call you up, you'd go di

rectly up to him. Above you was Clair George. Above you was 
the 

Mr. FIERS. Chief of the Latin American Division. 
Senator CHAFEE. Chief of the Latin American Division. Then 

when you'd come back, you tried the best you can to fill them in. 
But, Bill Casey—I think—is it safe to agree with the categorization 
of Bill Casey's style that I think it was Bob Gates said that he 
wouldn't recognize an organizational chart if it fell on him. 

Mr. FIERS. Well, he might recognize it ultimately. He wouldn't be 
bound by it. That's certainly true. He wouldn't let it limit his ac
tivities or circumscribe what he did. 

Senator CHAFEE. NOW, the question is whether people should 
have known what's going on in Ollie North's mind or Bill Casey's 
mind. Casey had in Ollie North and some of the rest of you and 
said to Ollie North, you have no operations in Central America, do 
you, Ollie? And the answer is no, we have no operations. 

That's what Bill Casey—that was that incident? 
Mr. FIERS. He said you are not running operations are you? And 

Ollie said no, I am not running operations. 
Senator CHAFEE. And then he later reported, I guess toward the 

end of his life, Ollie ran a hell of an operation in Central America, 
didn't he? 

Mr. FIERS. That's what he said. 
Senator CHAFEE. SO, what was—does anybody know what was in 

Bill Casey's mind? 
Mr. FIERS. I can't answer the question. But let me tell you an

other vignette that I think will give you some idea of what you 
were dealing with. 

It was in 198&—he called me up to lunch. 
Senator CHAFEE. This is Bill Casey? 
Mr. FIERS. Bill Casey called me up to lunch. He said Alan, come 

and have lunch with me. Now that's unusual. You sort °^~-^0^ 
don't reach down to DO and have a DO officer come up and sit 
down one on one, and have lunch with the Director often. 

And we sat down and we talked about Central America and we 
talked about his visions—and some day I will talk about those vi-
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hecause the man saw and perceived that what happened in 
si0I1Qnviet Union was possible. And we talked about those things in 
thev?losophical and operational context. But that's a story for an-
a.ff time and another place. 
0 AV the conversation, he said to me, you know the rumor is out 

re and so and so has spread it, that I have cancer and am a 

no, J**», J « 

!w ï am tired of these rumors. . 
S e man had cancer. And the man didn't know he was dying at 

•w ooint in time but certainly he was fighting cancer And he 
lookeTat me with an absolute straight face and convinced me that 
that was balderdash. . 

Now that's Bill Casey. And whether or not what was in his mmd 
«rid how you got from his statement in 1984 to his statements in 
1986,1 can't begin to surmise because he is as smart as clever and 
as crafty as they come. ... 

Senator CHAFEE. DO you know of any instances where, under Bill 
Casey the Deputy Director of Central Intelligence would have been 
compartmented out of covert operations and activities? 

Mr. FIERS. Sir, could you repeat the question, I was distracted 
S Senator CHAFEE. DO you know of any instances where, under Bill 
Casey's regime, the Deputy Director of Central Intelligence was 
compartmented out of covert activities? 

Mr FIERS. No, not as it relates to Agency activities. But then 1 
am not close enough to the broad spectrum of covert action activi
ties of the Agency to speak with authority on that point. I only saw 
during my tenure at a relatively senior level in CIA, activities as 
they related to certain portions of the Near East and Central 
America. So I can't give you a categorical statement. 

But, insofar as sanctioned activities are concerned, and insolar as 
I had knowledge of them, the answer is no. 

Senator CHAFEE. When Bobby Inman was the Deputy Director 
you were out in the Middle East? 

Mr. FIERS. When Bobby Inman was the Deputy Director, I was 
running a certain branch of the Middle East operations at Head
quarters and then went to the Middle East. So for part of the time 
I was in Washington, part of the time I was overseas. I was not at 
that point senior enough in the organization to have the insights to 
answer the question you have asked. T 

Senator CHAFEE. In answer to that question I gave, you said in—1 
think you said in legal covert operations. 

Mr. FIERS Yes 
Senator CHAFEE. YOU knew of no—why did you restrict it to the 

word legal? „ ., T 
Mr. FIERS. Because the Committee has focused on, the lran-

Contra Investigating Committee has focused on, and the Independ
ent Counsel has focused on issues that were outside the purview, 
outside what one would consider officially sanctioned. And 1 can t 
comment on those one way or the other. I don't have any .knowl
edge that would be pertinent or allow me to comment on it. bo 1 

53-019 0 - 9 2 - 2 2 
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qualify my answer to those things that I saw which were officiali 
sanctioned. ^ 

Senator CHAPEE. Thank you very much, Mr. Chairman. 
Chairman BOREN. Senator Hollings. 
Senator HOLLINGS. Mr. Fiers, your testimony brings into foe 

the real watershed with respect to our intelligence agencies inforrr? 
ing the Congress. Historically that has never been the case. 

I remember that Langley, the building and all, was built out 
there as an aircraft carrier. I think Mr. Dick Russell sort of prided 
himself on that. And up till now as a professional, you have given 
us the most interesting and most revealing picture of a professional 
caught up with a confused policy, a cat and mouse game between 
the Congress and the White House. You say, was it clear that the 
Contra operation was going on. It was clear to us in the Congress 
that the Contra operation was going on. In fact, after amendments 
and everything else, we provided monies, be they restricted and in 
the last vote of all we gave $100 million. 

But there was this cat and mouse game going on and you get 
down to the wire and a very respected member, Mr. Boland, who 
roomed with the Speaker Tip O'Neill, puts on his amendment, and 
we working in the vineyards there on the Appropriations Confer
ence Committee ask, "Why doesn't the President say he's going to 
veto." The White House was not worried about it. That was the 
word we were getting. 

And right to the point, we are going to have to really now put 
everything on top of the table when asked. But as of now you are 
charged and have had to plead to a misdemeanor of withholding 
information, is that correct. 

Mr. FIERS. Yes sir. Two misdemeanors of withholding informa
tion from Congress. 

Senator HOLLINGS. TWO misdemeanors of withholding informa
tion on Iran-Contra. There is one thing that I really detest and 
that is hypocrisy. This Committee, its general function is to with
hold information. I sneak out of doors around here so I don't have 
to even run into the press. They'll ask you all kinds of wild ques
tions and they will not take no comment. 

And we have, with Committee action, made sensitive or withheld 
information on Iran-Contra too. I hope when it's revealed that 
we're not convicted of a misdemeanor. I want the record to show 
that, because I didn't agree to it and I can't stand for hypocrisy or 
everybody pontificating around this table. We wanted everything to 
be so precise, the media were carrying it like a spectator sport, and 
not living in the real world when we know that the Contra oper
ation was going on. We had a full Joint Committee. I thought the 
Intelligence Committee should have conducted these hearings. We, 
members of the Intelligence Committee started the first hearings 
and we were really getting to the point. And we got to some facts 
that we made Committee Sensitive up until this day. I voted 
against the Iran-Contra Joint Committee because when you talk 
about a charade, we were engaged in a charade. 

Here we had OUie North operating from over in the White 
House and the White House didn't know anything about Iran-
Contra. We had, I think it was 12 shipments of 5,000 tons out of 
the Pentagon in weaponry and the Department of Defense didnt 
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anything about it. We had five Ambassadors and two Under 
Scretaries of State involved in all of this. When you say OUie ran 

hell of an operation he had a hell of a lot of cooperation. 
a And with those Ambassadors and Under Secretaries of State, the 
«state Department came forward and said they didn't know any
thing about it, were horrified about this. And of course, now Casey 

ho was there operating, he said he didn't know anything about it. 
W Everybody knew all about it and you have given really a very 

ealing understanding, I should say, to intelligence operations in 
which when we're under the gun, we are burdened to withhold in
formation even from colleagues. And I'm not talking about a covert 
activity going along in Kalamazoo, or some such activity. I'm talk-
Lr about Iran-Contra. This was the Committee charged to bring 
the truth to the American and of course we have withheld. 

I appreciate very, very much your position. There is a new day. 
And I think you understand that and I understand that. We've all 
been in this game of withholding. But if and when anybody comes 
up from the Central Intelligence Agency or any other department 
of government and testifies before the Congress, they've got to level 
with the Congress or just say they can't comment, and that's Exec
utive Privilege or otherwise, the President has directed them to do 
so. But the people down in the vineyards like yourself shouldn't be 
taking these raps. 

Anybody with any sense knew that this magnificent Lieutenant 
Colonel did not operate on his own. He could not have operated 
through all of those departments on his own. But we have done our 
darndest to withhold the fact that the President of the United 
States knew about this operation. Thank you very much, Mr. Fiers. 

Mr. FIERS. Thank you. 
Chairman BOREN. Thank you, Senator Hollings. The next round 

of questions will be led by Senator Metzenbaum. Senator Metz-
enbaum? 

Senator METZENBAUM. Mr. Fiers as I've sat here and listened to 
you I said to myself, I think this is an honest man. I think this is 
the one who's been indicted. I think you've been indicted because 
Mr. Walsh understandably wants to go up the line. But I think 
that as I hear your testimony, somehow I get the feeling that as of 
this point you're the fall guy. You've taken the rap. And I don't 
know how much further Mr. Walsh can go on the basis of your tes
timony—I guess he has already indicted Mr. George. But I do ap
preciate your candor. 

Conceding that in the world of Iran-Contra—did you want to say 
something? 

Mr. ARKIN. Senator there was no indictment. That's been said 
before. That's a misstatement, most respectfully. There was a con
sensual or a consented to information for two minor misdemeanors. 
An indictment has to do generally with felonies. Nothing like that 
was done here. 

Senator METZENBAUM. I appreciate the correction. I didn't mean 
in any way to reflect negatively upon the witness. I thought that 
was the fact, and I appreciate your correcting me. 

Let's concede that in the world of Iran-Contra, in the old world 
scheme of things, Robert Gates was probably a minor player. He 
came late to the party in the chain of command and was only pro-
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moted to Deputy Director in April of 1986, long after the conversa 
tion you describe with North and Dewey Clarridge and Director 
Casey which led you to have the Epiphany where you realized you 
would be a buffer for knowledge about the illegal resupply activity 

My question is, once he was there, can you relate or describe any 
actions or comments he made that led you to believe that he didn't 
know about it or was against it? 

Mr. FIERS. I think in response to questions that Senator Boren 
has raised, I addressed those, but let me reiterate them and build I 
think as a foundation on the observations of Senator Hollings. 

There was in my mind an unshakable belief to this day that a 
broad array of people had an understanding of what was happen-
ing. Not the diversion, not the sales of weapons to Iran, but that a 
private benefactor support network for the Democratic Resistance 
or the Contras in Nicaragua had been established and was being 
quarterbacked by Ollie North. 

I think in my own mind, and this is speculation, that Bob Gates 
was in that broad universe. And I don't think that necessarily is 
pejorative. Because there were a lot of people in that universe. As I 
said I think to the Tower Board, members, folks in that universe 
started at Capitol Hill and went all the way to Langley and beyond 
and as Senator Hollings pointed out they may have gone sort of out 
the Baltimore-Washington Parkway as well. 

But within that, I have serious reason to doubt that Bob Gates 
had extensive detail. He was late to the game. It was not some
thing that was talked about openly. At that point it was more un
derstanding between people and I think he got glimpses and 
snatches of insights into it, enough so that he knew that it was a 
problem. Someplace—there were shoals out there the Agency had 
to stay away from and to my, as best I understand it, that was his 
intent. That would be the way I would characterize his operation 
or posture as he phased into the role of DDCI. 

Senator METZENBAUM. Was it his intent to stay away from the 
facts, not to know the facts? Is that what you are saying? 

Mr. FIERS. Stay away from the problems. To stay away from 
shoals that were there. As to the facts I don't know what his was 
or wasn't. I know mine was not to put dangerous facts, facts that 
burdened him in his head. 

Senator METZENBAUM. I think you indicated to the staff, as I 
read the notes from the meeting, that it was your conclusion that 
Robert Gates was aware of the nature and depth of Oliver North s 
secret resupply efforts on behalf of the U.S. Government. And you 
met with Gates at least ten times in your capacity as Chief of the 
Latin American Task Force, between August and the end of No
vember, 1986. t 

I think I'm characterizing your testimony correctly. If I'm not, 
I'll be glad to read to you what the minutes of those meetings with 
you were, as relayed to those of us who are on this Committee by 
the staff. 

Mr. FIERS. I've read those minutes myself, Senator Metzenbaum, 
and my characterization in those—in that session I think is essen
tially accurate but it's subjective. I felt at the time, that as witn 
many other people, Bob Gates understood the universe, understood 
the structure, understood that there was a support operation being 
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out of the White House. That OUie North was the quarterback. 
rîfn't think he had great detail. I have no reason to think he had 

t detail but I do think that there was a baseline knowledge 

*qSator METZENBAUM. Was it knowledge that an operation was 
?fg run out of the White House? That it was contrary to the laws 

f this country? And was it the case that he knew some things 
hout it but he was not intimately aware of all the details? 
Mr FIERS. Let me respond to the first point first. I don't know 

that any°ne k n e w categorically that for the White House to do 
«hat it did was contrary to the law of the land. We knew for the 
riA to be involved in it was contrary to the law of the land. But 
oersonally I asked OUie North, I said Ollie, is what you're doing 
wal? Have you got a legal opinion? And he assured me on two oc
casions that he did and that it was legal. 

It's subject to interpretation and debate, that's another thing we 
could debate into infinity. I'm not certain that Bob Gates had 
enough knowledge to conclude that it was illegal. I can't speculate 
on it one way or another. But I think we all knew that if the 
Agency was involved, as Bob said in his testimony here, it would 
push us behind lines of the Boland Amendment that we wanted to 
go. And I think he knew that and when I made reference to the 
shoals, those were the shoals he wanted to keep us off of. 

Senator METZENBAUM. He wouldn't have to be a great lawyer to 
know that, if there were such an operation being conducted and 
that the White House was involved in it or other people in the Ad
ministration, whether the White House or not, you wouldn't have 
to be a great lawyer to know that was illegal under the Boland 
Amendment, would you? 

Mr. FIERS. I really would rather not speculate on that. And I d 
like to add that I really don't know that^-with definition what was 
in Bob Gates' mind and how he would address these kinds of ques
tions. Not being a lawyer and having—I just would rather not spec
ulate on those questions. 

Senator METZENBAUM. Did you ever attend any meetings of the 
Senior Inter-agency Group which oversaw the activities of the Re
stricted Interagency Group which I think is known as RIG, which 
met after April 1986 dealing with aid to the Contras? 

Mr. FIERS. Yes. 
Senator METZENBAUM. We understand Mr. Gates was present at 

those Senior Inter-agency Group meetings. During those discus
sions, what was your view as to Gates' awareness of the activities 
of the North re-supply operation? I understand that group was 
aware of it. 

Mr. FIERS. With all due respect, I think your characterization is 
not accurate. 

Senator METZENBAUM. I don't mean to be inaccurate, so please 
correct me. 

Mr. FIERS. The SIG was a subcabinet—or a sub-subcabinet meet
ing or group. It was chaired by State Department and it had Dr. 
Ikle on it. Clair George was the Agency representative, Rich Armi-
tage. Mr. Armacost—Ambassador Armacost was in the Chair. 

Senator METZENBAUM. Was Abrams a member? 
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Mr. FIERS. Abrams. One notch higher than Abrams. And at th 
NSC level—I forget who the NSC member was, I think it was th 
country director for Latin America. But at the SIG Elliot Ahrait^ 
myself, Oliver North and others would attend and be full partici
pants. 

The group I recall Bob Gates being a part of was the National 
Security Policy Group which was sub-cabinet level, chaired by the 
Deputy National Security Adviser. And I attended some of those 
meetings as well. Some I didn't attend. But the SIG meetings that I 
attended and to which I made reference to in answering your ques
tions, I don't recall Bob Gates having attended. 

Senator METZENBAUM. YOU say you have no recollection of his 
being there. 

Mr. FIERS. I don't think he attended them. My recollection is 
that he did not attend them. 

Senator Metzenbaum. You've admitted to misrepresenting to 
Senate Committees and the House Intelligence Committee your 
knowledge of the re-supply mission and your activity in support of 
it. 

I think you indicated you felt you were acting in response to 
your superior's instructions when you lied to the Congressional 
Committees. I know it was said that one of those superiors who so 
instructed you was Mr. Clair George, formerly Deputy Director of 
Operations. 

What was it that Mr. George told you, that made you think he 
was acting under the directions of his agency? 

Mr. FIERS. Let me first say that my plea and my acknowledg
ment is to withholding knowledge to the Committees, I have object
ed and avoided the use of the term "lie." 

Senator METZENBAUM. I'm sorry. 
Mr. FIERS. My plea and acknowledgment is to withholding perti

nent information as opposed to lying and its an important distinc
tion that I'd like to make for the record. But let me just go on to 
respond to your question. 

Senator METZENBAUM. I accept the correction, if that be the fact; 
I don't know it that specifically. If you tell me it is, I accept it. 

Mr. ARKIN. It is. 
Senator METZENBAUM. I'm not quarreling with you and I don't 

want to debate it. 
Mr. FIERS. I understand but I have a future and that's an impor

tant distinction for me. 
Clair and I had a direct discussion. I wrote a draft that included 

what I call the story of the evolution of the humanitarian assist
ance operations into the private benefactors. What happened is 
very clear to me. It was clear in 1986. It was clear by those meet
ings in February when I mentioned I went over the line and it was 
as I encroached on that line that I saw the true picture. I pierced 
the veil as it were and really understood what was happening. 

Put simply, OUie North piggybacked on the humanitarian assist
ance program to set up his re-supply network. After a séries of 
events took place, a Central American government said you cant 
use our territory for direct flights. So we set up a trans-shipment 
point. A circuitous way to go through a third country and make 
the legally authorized humanitarian assistance flights appear as if 
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were coming from someplace they weren't. We, being the 
• ter-agency group that was run by the State Department, all au-

^ÏÏjfoè process of setting up that trans-shipment point, OUie 
rt rth piggybacked on and captured the momentum of that pro-

am He used the same people, the same airplanes, the same site 
fTthe private benefactors operation. At a point in time in late 
February and March the problem was resolved. We could resume— 
direct shipments could be resumed, but the private benefactors just 
Saved on and the same people who were operating as the Nicara-
mfan Humanitarian Assistance became the private benefactors. 

It was that evolution that I told Clair George we had to put on 
the record when the Hasenfus flight went down. I said we have to 
tell that story because that will put^-that tells what we know, it 
outs on record what's happened and it will get us through the nar
rows that are ahead, Clair. And Clair said to me, and it was draft
ed and the language was there, I dictated it, Clair said no. I don't 
want to do that. That will put the spotlight on, he said either the 
White House, the Administration, or Ollie, I can't be sure.? I said 
but Clair, it's going to come out. And he said no Alan, I don't want 
to do that. And I said okay. And he crafted how it would be done. 
And I went back down and I re-wrote the statement—I didn't re
write it myself, I dictated the outline and it was re-written and re-
crafted so that that essence was taken out of it. 

Another piece was taken out that said that there was a possibili
ty, indeed a probability that some of the legally authorized commu
nication equipment that we had provided might have found its way 
onto the flight. And I think my recollection that some information, 
vectors, flight vectors under the rubric of advice and guidance on 
how to conduct logistics operations might have found their way 
there, all of which was, depending on whose interpretation you 
took, legal. The latter point. 

And he struck that as well. So that the statement that would 
have been more complete but not fully complete, and would have 
gotten in my view, the Agency through the problem, was by Clair 
George's instruction, deleted. 

I don't know whether he was acting on instructions from higher 
up. I never talked with anybody else about it. 

Senator METZENBAUM. Higher would have been who? 
Mr. FIERS. Higher would have been either Gates or Casey. Much 

more likely Casey than Bob Gates. I have no way of knowing that 
at all. I didn't ask. ' 

Senator METZENBAUM. Why do you say much more likely Gates/ 
Mr. FIERS. Much more likely Casey. Relationships between Clair 

and Gates were not close. They were strained at best and in a situ
ation like that—and I'll give you a vignette that is very enlighten
ing in a moment>—in a situation such as that my view is that Clair 
George would have been much more likely to go to Bill Casey. The 
reason I say that is exactly the same subject matter. As I men
tioned to the Committee earlier, there was a disagreement as to 
who the primary witness would be at the Senate Foreign Affairs 
Committee hearing, Bob Gates or Clair George. I believed it should 
be Clair George, I believed it should be Clair George for reasons he 
was more familiar with the subject matter we shouldn't emphasize. 
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It would highlight the incident by putting forward a more senior 
witness, and would limit our future flexibility in responding. And so 
I was arguing for Clair. 

At our 1430 meeting that is on the record, that has been part of 
my reconstructed memory, one of the reasons Clair and I, not Bob 
Gates, went to meet with Casey was to nail that point down. Bob 
Gates was cut out of the decision. It was Clair, Alan Fiers and Bill 
Casey at the 1430 meeting to the best of my recollection. I want to 
recognize my recollection on this point is one, reconstructed; and 
two, not as crisp and clear as it is in other cases. But it is there. 
There we quote to use agency language, we put in the fix as to 
what the decision would be at the 1830 meting, Mr. Chairman, that 
you made reference to, that was ultimately decided, so the 1830 
meeting was pro forma. And that is why I say in my view that if it 
were discussed higher up it would be much more likely be Bill, Mr. 
Casey, than it would have been Bob Gates. But I have no way of 
speaking definitively on either point and making a judgment as to 
whether it was raised or not raised with any person. But I know 
beyond a doubt that the discussion that I described took place with 
Clair George and that it set for me the direction and framework 
that I have lived with since the 9th of October 1986. 

Senator METZENBAUM. I think the Chairman has indicated that 
my time is up. 

Chairman BOREN. DO you have additional questions you want to 
ask? 

Senator CRANSTON. I think I can pass. 
Chairman BOREN. Let me ask. On the last question you started to 

say to Senator Metzenbaum, and I didn't hear if you completed it 
or not, you said wanted to give an illustration of the relation
ship 

Mr. FIERS. Yeah, I did and the illustration was relative to who 
the senior witness would be. 

Chairman BOREN. I see. 
Mr. FIERS. And the fact is that in my recollection and I catego

rized sort of the state of that recollection is that Clair George, Bill 
Casey and I had a meeting at 1430 where we decided that it would 
be Clair George, and Bob Gates didn't participate in that decision. 
We then had another meeting at 6:30 that day, more formal, where 
it was formalized, but really I think, my recollection is the decision 
was taken at an earlier meeting in which Bob Gates did not partici
pate in. That gives you some idea of the universe Bob Gates was in 
as well as the universe I was in. 

Chairman BOREN. Senator Cranston. 
Senator CRANSTON. Thank you very much. 
In your opening remarks, you described very dramatically the 

long, long struggle between the free world and the Communist 
world and the atmosphere in the days when the events we are ex
ploring occurred. The West reeling, the Marxists rolling, aggress
ing, intervening, arming guerrillas in many, many lands. You de
scribed those bitter, dangerous days as characterized by an atmos
phere of no holds-barred. , 

What I want to ask you is this. Did that atmosphere sort of lead 
for those on the firing line as you and others in the agency were, to 
a no-holds barred, anything goes approach to everybody one dealt 
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th—enemy, friends, colleagues, the public, the press, the Con-
^pcL-iustified by the conviction in one's mind that we were in a 
R. and death struggle for survival with ruthless enemies and that 
nthing less would suffice? 
Mr FIERS. In my opening statement, I also made reference to the 
jm and women of CIA being some of the finest people I know of, 
Questionable patriotism and integrity. In the years that I have 

UIrved at the Agency, I have never known that—I have never 
Sown people to have subscribed to the philosophy that the ends 
^stifles the means. It is unfortunate however—unfortunately the 
Sse particularly as it relates to me and in the atmosphere I de-
^bed, I think we weakened at the—I weakened at the knees a 
little bit. 

Senator CRANSTON. YOU what? 
Mr. FIERS. I weakened at the knees a little bit. I moved towards 

the concept in my own mind that we cannot, I cannot, I will not be 
associated with another defeat. It is almost, it was almost a para
noia I could not lose. And that is what led me to make the deci
sions that I referred to—have referred to other members of this 
panel. Is it justified, no. And that is what—that is one of the rea
sons that I accepted my responsibility when I entered my plea to 
His Honor Aubrey Robinson. m 

And I hope as we look to the future, people are never caught m 
dilemma of having to make those kinds of decisions again. 

And I sincerely believe, after having seen and watched very 
closely these hearings the past two days, that that is in fact is the 
case. That problem is behind us as a nation as the Cold War is 
behind us as a nation. 

And I think that that can be nothing but positive. 
Senator CRANSTON. I appreciate that response. You obviously 

faced some very difficult decisions that you had to wrestle with in
ternally. You did face, as you put it, a great dilemma. And I think 
it is understandable that you were torn in many different direc
tions and that others have faced that same situation. 

You alluded to your role as a buffer. Will you please describe 
that role a little more as you assumed and saw it, and along with 
that would you give us some insights regarding how compartmen-
talization and the matter of limited loops work. When it is some
how decided that only a few certain individuals will be in the know 
about some particular matter, does that cross bureaucratic lines 
and charts? In particular, was it that way with Casey? So that in 
terms of lines of authority people would be out of the loop and 
boxed out of the compartment? 

Mr. FIERS. Let me take the first part of the question first and 
then come—I may have to ask for some elaboration on the second 
part. 

When I came to the Task Force, it was traumatized. As I think 
someone pointed out—one of the members, almost the day after I 
came, the murder manual flap hit. Now you all may not recall 
that, let me reacquaint you with it. That was a training manual 
that was published before I arrived at the Task Force which drew 
on some of the doctrines, highly controversial doctrines, that were 
developed in Vietnam and it called for armed propaganda, which 
was a euphemism for guerrillas going into a village and controlling 
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the village through a series of means, and it made reference to 
statements that implied, if not outright stated, that under certain 
circumstances assassination of Communist cadre would be accepta 
ble. That was an unacceptable manual. It was inadvertently done 
It was the result of poor editing, but it was not malicious and it did 
not represent an endorsement that we were telling the Resistance 
Forces to go out and assassinate people. 

It caused great trauma. It was my first appearance before this 
Committee, and I remember it well, because I likened myself later 
in many conversations to a cat being thrown in a cloths dryer. I 
just went around and got beat up 16 different ways and didn't un-
derstand the politics of it. 

I also remember very well being called to Casey's office and him 
telling me this is terrible. This is an election issue. The Wirthlin 
Polls have indicated that President Reagan's popular—favorable 
vote numbers have dropped 6 points and the only thing the White 
House can attribute it to is the manual. We have got to do some
thing about that. It was political, it was crucial. I was sent on an 
airplane to go meet with the Chairman of this Committee to ex
plain to him, to see if something couldn't be done. We didn't meet 
with him because in his political wisdom, he didn't want to. Prob
ably the right thing to do. 

So as I came out of there, as I saw the reprimands, as I saw the 
anguish that the people in the task force were going through, I did 
two things. One, I made the decision to be a buffer; and two, I 
called them together and I read to them—I had read to them be
cause I sometimes skip over words when I read out loud—General 
MacArthur's speech, Duty, Honor, Country. And I told them that 
tonight in Moscow and this afternoon in Havana, your counter
parts are working harder or as hard as you are to beat you and we 
can't let that happen. We are going to win this and don't worry 
about yourselves, I'll take the responsibility for what happens, or 
words to that effect. 

And what I meant by that was directly relating to, one, the poli
tics; and two, as I understood it then and as I saw it unfolding, the 
Ollie North endeavor, operation. 

And what—in fact it meant I tried to keep them out of, one, the 
operational role where they would brush arms with it; and two, out 
of readings, out of conversations where they would gain knowledge 
of it. On many occasions when Ollie would call me, I would stop 
and say to the people in my office, leave. I don't want you in this 
conversation. So it was only me hearing the conversations. 

And I to date, with one exception, I think that effort was largely 
successful. I don't know that any member of the task force who 
worked below me is in jeopardy by, as a result of actions he took— 
in jeopardy from Judge Walsh's prosecutions because of action he 
took. There was one exception, and that's another issue for another 
time to that. But that is what I meant by buffer. 

Going up the line, I didn't put into the minds of Clair and BOD 
Gates, or the Director, or John McMahon, with specificity, all that 
I knew, all the information that I picked up in what became a very 
close relationship with Ollie North. I did talk to them about 
making sure—about keeping ourselves out of it. Our efforts, the 
strenuous efforts I resolved to not cross the line. And I tried to po-
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. myself to absorb the responsibilities that might accrue t_ 
s jIT Vioie I have been successful. Because I truly, truly don't want 
ana A "VK~ , ,__ j - xi ^„ i 4.1.;„ 4-̂ . «.«. +o,~~,,~u „. vone that worked for me or the around this to go through what I 
w e gone through and to suffer the trauma. Because, one, the 

ipstion Do you know if the understanding, on whatever basis 
S S understanding existed, that information would be withheld 
from Congress extended to the State Department's representative 
«n the Restricted Interagency Group on Central America? 

Mr FIERS. Not as it relates—I know of no such decision having 
hpen taken. And certainly there was no discussion or coordination 
ofthe actions with regard to the CIA's statement and deletion of 
certain facts that I mentioned. 

Senator CRANSTON. Thank you. I'd like to ask you more but my 

"senator MURKOWSKI. Thank you, Senator Cranston. Senator Dan-

° Senator DANFORTH. Mr. Fiers, I'd like to ask you about personal 
relationships within the Agency and the significance of personal re
lationships within the Agency. * .. 

You've said that Mr. Casey did not adhere to organizational 
charts and that he would call you directly. And you said that your 
relationship with him was, I think your words were, both personal 
and professional. And you told the Committee staff that it was 
similar to the father-son relationship. 

Mr. FIERS. It had that aspect to it. Yes. 
Senator DANFORTH. DO you know what kind of relationship Mr. 

Casey had with Bob Gates? Was it a similar relationship? Or some
what different? 

Mr. FIERS. I don't know the personal side of it. I know the profes
sional side of it. He had high regard for Bob Gates' abilities. He 
thought he was the best manager for the Agency. 

He and I had, again, a discussion at one point that is improbable 
for a Director to have with a person at my rank and my position at 
the Agency. We were talking about management and he was 
moving people around. He said I'm going to move Clair George to 
be the DDO. And I said, why are you doing that or something like 
that. And his comment was, management ability in the DO is very 
thin. He's the best of the lot. 

And he saw Bob Gates as being clearly superior in his manage
ment abilities than the available managers elsewhere in the 
Agency. And that's—I know he had high, high, high professional 
regard for Bob Gates in terms of his intelligence, analytical capa
bilities and I think his managerial capabilities as well. But I can t 
speculate as to the personal nature of it. 

But, comments and discussions Bob Gates and I had and various 
snippets along the way would have led me to believe that it was 
fairly close personally as well. . 

Senator DANFORTH. IS there a difference between being, to use 
your words to the Committee staff, chummy, is there a difference 
as far as the dealings within the CIA as to having a chummy rela
tionship and a more sort of businesslike relationship? 
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Mr. FIERS. Yes. The CIA is a family. And the DO is particularly a 
family. And I can't speak with the same degree of clarity the speci. 
ficity and knowledge about the DI. But I can tell you what the DO 
is like—it's broken down into clans. The Middle East clan. Latin 
American clan. The Far East Clan. The European-Soviet clan. You 
grow up together. You go through training together. You share ex
periences together. You're family all together. And you became 
very, very close. 

And with the people that are in your clan, it's a very close rela-
tionship. It's a very tight bond. And it doesn't transcend outside to 
the same degree. It's a friendship. It's professional. But the bonds 
of mutual experience aren't there outside the clan, outside the 
group that you grew up in. And that very much has an impact how 
you relate one with the other in a professional context because of 
the person is from your particular group or line you are going to 
know them. 

I'll give you an example. I know Clair George, first from 1973 
and I have sort of been close to him ever since. It was a very per
sonal relationship with Clair. What has happened pains me more 
than I can explain. 

It was not the same personal relationship between Bob Gates and 
me because we grew up in different arenas. We didn't have the 
bonds of experience that transcended and welded people together. 

That's real and that's palpable. 
Senator DANFORTH. YOU—in December of 1986 or January of 

1987, you were at a meeting between Clair George and Mr. Fernan
dez in Clair George's office. And Bob Gates walked into that meet
ing? 

Mr. FIERS. Yes. Mr. Fernandez wasn't at that meetmg. 
I can't be specific as to the dates, but it was after it was very 

clear that Joe Fernandez was going to have serious legal problems. 
And—it was late in the evening, and I was talking with Clair 
George and I said to Clair, I said, Joe has a serious problem. Joe 
had better get a lawyer and he better exert his privilege. And I 
didn't say it quite that eloquently. I used colloquial, he better take 
the Fifth Amendment. 

And Bob Gates walked in just at that point in time. That makes 
three in the conversation. And Clair turned to Bob and said, Alan 
says that Joe Fernandez had better get a lawyer and take the Fifth 
Amendment. And Bob looked and said, well, if he does that he is 
fired. And it was a very sobering comment for me. I listened to 
that and I reflected as to my situation and it was meaningful. And 
I didn't say wait a minute guys, this is meaningful to me too but it 
was meaningful. It impacted. It set a certain sort of posture in my 
head and I said, well, I don't know about that, but Joe certainly 
had better get a lawyer and he certainly better take the Fifth. 

And then the conversation broke up and Bob went away and 
Clair, I think—I don't know how it ended. I went on down to my 
lair as it were in the Task Force and we—I mentioned that to a lot 
of people. It set a tone. 

Senator DANFORTH. What do you think the tone was? What is 
the importance of it? 

Mr. FIERS. I think it was twofold tone. 
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Firstly, it meant that if you exert your privilege, if you take the 
ïsfth Amendment, you are out of here. That you can't do that. You 

n't do that and contain to function as a CIA officer. 
And secondly, I interpreted it to mean that if you hire a lawyer 
Represent you, then it is an acknowledgment that you have some 

SJal problem and it would be viewed in a negative fashion and 
fcht have an impact on your ability to continue to function in 

ShLtever role in your official capacity. 
And it was in that latter interpretation that had a direct impact 

nn me and every other officer in the Agency up until I think I was 
the first one to break ranks in August of 1987 when I sought coun-
qpi Ten months too late, I might add. 

Senator DANFORTH. Was Bob Gates viewed as something of a 
straight arrow within the Agency? 

Mr FIERS. Could you define straight arrow? 
Senator DANFORTH. Make of the questions whatever you d like. 
Senator METZENBAUM. Like Jack Danforth. 
Mr FIERS. Bob Gates was recognized in the Agency as being an 

exceptionally gifted analyst and an exceptionally gifted operator 
within the bureaucratic structure. And one that combined those 
two skills he had with—had had a meteoric rise within the Agency. 
And any time you have those two qualities, particularly the latter, 
bureaucratic skills, and a meteoric rise put together, there's bound 
to be controversy. There is bound to be debate. And there was. And 
there was particular debate in the DO. There were péjoratives. 
There were people who cast aspersions on him. There were people 
who didn't like working for him. I suspect there may have been on 
the DO side too. But when you put together a group of very bright, 
very dedicated, very ambitious people, those things happen. 

And so he was viewed more as a guy smart as—very smart, very 
capable, sort of on the make. 

Senator DANFORTH. Would chummy characterize him? 
Mr. FIERS. NO. I don't think so. Not at least as it related to the 

DO- l , , 
Senator DANFORTH. Would he be viewed as more on the cold side 

than on the warm side? 
Mr. FIERS. Aloof might be the word. Particularly, aloof. That 

would be my view. 
My relationship with Bob Gates which was—I had a lot of con

tact with him, particularly about from the time from '86 until the 
time I left the Agency, I had a lot of contact with Bob Gates. And it 
got to where it was a familiar relationship but it was never 
chummy. There was always an aura of familiarity—always an offi
cial aura to the conversation. It never quite got to the same ambi
ent that my relationship with Casey or with Clair George got. 

It was more akin to but not quite as stern as the relationship 
with John McMahon. John McMahon was friendly but it was a 
stern sort of relationship. 

Senator METZENBAUM. Mr. Fiers, would you keep your voice up 
please? 

Mr. FIERS. Sure, I'll try to. Yes, sir. I'm sorry. 
Senator MURKOWSKI. Thank you, Senator Danforth. Senator 

Warner? 
Senator WARNER. Thank you very much, Mr. Chairman. 
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First may I say that I hope this hearing has provided you with a 
measure of satisfaction for yourself and equally important for your 
wife, for your parents, and your family, because those of us who 
have had the privilege of being in government service recognize 
that they bear the full brunt of all consequences. Be it favorable or 
unfavorable. And I hope they view this proceeding as being some
what helpful to the burden they've carried these many years. 

Mr. FIERS. Thank you very much. 
Senator WARNER. The purpose of this hearing is really quite 

straightforward and simple. I'm fascinated with the testimony and 
am impressed with it. But the responsibility of the Senate is to de
termine did the President of the United States, in this case, George 
Bush, former Director of CIA, err in his judgment in selecting this 
man as is his right under the Constitution to be the chief of the 
CIA? 

Do you have any knowledge of any facts which in your judgment 
would say that the President erred in his judgment in picking Bob 
Gates to be the next Director of the CIA? 

Mr. FIERS. I am honored that you direct that question to me but I 
really think that it is not a judgment that is mine to make. I think 
that I can best be of more service to the country and to the panel 
by presenting the facts as I know them, as I understand them, set
ting them in the context that I understand them and then leave it 
to those who are in entrusted by the Constitution with that respon
sibility. I really don't want 

Senator WARNER. I understand that. Let me rephrase it. Do you 
have any facts which we have not elicited today that you might be
lieve germane to our making that decision? 

Mr. FIERS. NO. None that I can recall. I have worked as hard as I 
can and studied as much as is possible to dredge up the facts. And I 
have presented them all to you to the best of my ability. 

Senator WARNER. DO you have any personal view as to whether 
or not Bob Gates is a good choice? 

Mr. FIERS. Once again, I don't think 
Senator WARNER. I will pass on to another question then. You 

just said that you knew him well. And you worked with him. And I 
felt that perhaps 

Mr. FIERS. I characterized the nature of my relationships with 
him. And characterized to the best of my ability how he functioned 
and the method which he functioned at the CIA. And I think that 
it's for the panel to make that decision. 

Senator WARNER. Fine. 
Senator NUNN. Mr. Chairman. In the interest of continuity, 

would the Senator from Virginia yield about one minute to me 
here at this point? Because there were a couple of questions Sena
tor Danforth asked that I am left puzzled by. 

Senator WARNER. SO long as I get an opportunity to come back. 
Senator NUNN. It can come out of my time. 
Chairman BOREN. We'll take it out of Senator Nunn's time, not 

out of Senator Warner's time. 
Senator NUNN. Yes. When Senator Danforth asked you about 

your experiences with Bob Gates, you related that he said to you 
that, who was it, Mr. Fernandez? If he took the Fifth Amendment 
he was out of there. He was terminated. 
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Mr FIERS. If he took the Fifth, he was fired. 
Senator NUNN. And you said there were two implications of that. 

rJTis that you shouldn't hire a lawyer and the second is that you 
vfniildn't take the Fifth Amendment. Is that right? 
Mr FIERS. I put them in the other order. Yes. The two implica-

n ns were that if you took the Fifth Amendment that your tenure 
•th the Agency was in serious doubt. And second was if you got a 

T«ver then your ability to continue in your official function will 
be called into question because it would be deemed some indication 
that vou had a problem. 

Senator NUNN. And you said that had a real effect on you? 
Mr FIERS. It did. 
As a matter of fact, I discussed it several tunes and was dissuad

ed—and was encouraged not to seek counsel through the spring of 
iQSfi 

Senator NUNN. NOW, perhaps you didn't mean to insinuate any
thing beyond what you said but it seems to me that there could be 
other readings to that. Did you take that to mean that you were 
supposed to simply be on your own and go up and hold up your 
hand and tell the truth or did you take it the other way. If you 
want to stay at this Agency, you better not only not take the Fifth 
and not get a lawyer, you better go up and figure out some story no 
matter what it is that would avoid that? 

I mean, were you taking this as a signal you were supposed to 
tell the truth or a signal you were supposed to lie? 

Mr. FIERS. It took it as a signal that we were on our own. And 
that if you had a problem—that, one, you had to tell the truth. 
And, two, if there was some problem sitting out there that that 
would cause for you personally, you had to figure it out yourself. 

Senator NUNN. SO you took it as a signal to tell the truth, not as 
a signal to tell a lie? 

Mr. FIERS. That's right. 
Senator NUNN. Okay. 
Mr. FIERS. And let me tell you how I responded to that. Because 

that's important. Because I was in a bind. There's a box right 
there. I don't know how many of you are carpenters, I was once 
apprentice to a carpenter, and when you are laying a footer, and 
you get it out of square, the whole building is out of square, forever 
and ever unless you can correct the footer. 

And my footer was laid out of square on 10 and 14 October, and I 
couldn't get it back in square. And so what I did from that point 
forward was to try as best I could to—as I likened myself, unpeel 
the artichoke. I answered the questions and told more and more 
and more of the story each time that I was asked to testify, try to 
avoid any false answers, but at the same time, not get terribly— 
terribly contradict what I said on October 10th and 14th. Until it 
came to the hearings before the Iran-Contra Committee and there 
was no way out. And then I essentially repudiated my testimony of 
1986 and I think gave the Committee a fairly accurate insight into 
what my motivation for doing so was. 

Senator NUNN. But you did not take that as any kind ot Gates 
encouragement for you to fabricate or tell a lie? 

Mr. FIERS. No. 
Senator NUNN. Thank you, Mr. Chairman. 
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Chairman BOREN. Thank you, Senator Nunn. Senator Warner? 
Senator WARNER. Thank you. 
You served under Admiral Inman when he was the DDCI. Is that 

correct? 
Mr. FIERS. Yes, yes I did. 
Senator WARNER. And what opinion do you have of him as a 

manager? 
Mr. FIERS. Let me answer by going back to his previous assign-

ment beyond that when he was Director of NSA and I had the 
privilege of attending three or four meetings that he chaired. And 
as I took notes in those meetings, I always found it hard to capture 
as fast as he was speaking the full impact of his words because he 
was so smart. 

And that carried over in the Agency. I thought he was a tremen
dous intellect 

Senator WARNER. DO you have confidence in his credibility? 
Mr. FIERS. Yes. 
Senator WARNER. John McMahon. You served under him? 
Mr. FIERS. Yes. 
Senator WARNER. DO you have confidence in his credibility? 
Mr. FIERS. Absolutely. 
Senator WARNER. I am interested in trying to establish this rela

tionship between the operational side and the analytical side—op
eration referred to as DO, intelligence referred to as the DI. You 
said that the DO had clans within the organization. And somehow 
there is an opinion coming out of this that these two basic organi
zations, DO and DI, were highly competitive. Or is that a weak 
word to describe it? 

Mr. FIERS. NO, I think that that's a reasonable word. 
Senator WARNER. There is some reason to believe that go beyond 

competitive. They were really struggling with each other from time 
to time. 

Mr. FIERS. It depended on the substance, it depended on the area. 
But there would be times when there were significant differences 
of opinion between the DO and the DI. 

Central America was a case in point where there was significant 
differences of opinion. 

Senator WARNER. Well now John McMahon had come from the 
DO ranks. Correct? 

Mr. FIERS. John McMahon came from the administrative side. 
No, I'm sorry. I think he initially came from the S&T, from the sci
entific and technical side, then was in the administrative side. 
Then to the DO. He was not a DO person originally. 

Senator WARNER. And of course Bob Gates came from the DI? 
Mr. FIERS. Yes. 
Senator WARNER. And would that provide a basis for, should we 

say, a tension between George and Bob Gates because of the inher
ent competitive nature of those two organizations? 

Mr. FIERS. More than that. They were competitors at least in 
their minds for the same job, the DDCI. 

So there is some organizational competitiveness and there is a 
personal competitiveness that was very much at play, in my view. 

Senator WARNER. I understand that in your earlier testimony 
you characterized—that is, you stated your knowledge of Director 
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! hieh regard for Bob Gates and I gained the impression that 
^ f It that Casey picked Gates because he was the best qualified 

Diaî' FIERS In my view, that's beyond doubt, 
ceator WARNER. Beyond any doubt whatsoever? 

fT'^WARNER. And could that have left in George's mind 
rpsidual feeling that contributed to George presumably with-

^ÏÏL* information from time to time from Bob Gates? 
hol!r FIERS I really can't speculate on that. I would add that 

\A nn mv observation of relationships, that there was a closer, 
b unencumbered relationship between George and Casey than 
£ e was between George and Bpb Gates. 

Senator WARNER. Thank you, Mr. Chairman 
Senator CRANSTON. Would the Senator from Virginia yield? 
Senator WARNER. I have concluded. , , , . , . , -
Snator CRANSTON. The Senator asked the witness opinion of 

Jfnf the witnesses who will be with us this afternoon I d like to 
aX if I may, his opinion and appraisal of Mr. Thomas Polgar, who 
will appear this afternoon. 

Mr FIERS I've never had the pleasure of working with Mr. 
Poiear I only know him—I've only met him after the crisis or the 
SooWtes broke. And then in his capacity as a chief investigator 
forthe Senate Investigating Committee which doesnt allow one to 
establish a personal relationship. 

[General laughter.] 
Mr FIERS. And, again, just before these hearings, I had an oppor

tunity to say hello to him. I don't know Mr. Polgar well enough to 
make an observation one way or the other. 

Chairman BOREN. Let me say for the benefit of the Members. 1 
have five other Senators down to ask questions: Senator Rudman, 
followed by Senator Deconcini, Senator Gorton, Senator Bradley 
and Senator Nunn. , 

No Senators have indicated to me they wish to ask additional 
questions. If all of those Senators took ten minutes each, it would 
take us to close to approximately one o'clock. It would have the 
benefit of not interrupting the continuity of this testimony it we 
could press ahead. , 

Let me ask the witness, are you prepared to let us go ahead ana 
complete. You've been on the witness stand for a long period ot 
time. Would you like for us to go ahead at this point or would you 
like us to have a five minute recess? 

Mr. FIERS. No. I'm fine. Let's just proceed. 
Chairman BOREN. All right. _ 

, Senator RUDMAN. Thank you, Mr. Chairman, and I don t expect 
111 use the full ten minutes. 

Senator RUDMAN. I just want to comment that anyone sitting 
this morning and having listened to your testimony—and having 
known you as I have for some time—should be struck by something 
that should not be lost on anyone. That is, we talk about these 
events with titles and, again, as I said yesterday, in almost a sterile 
atmosphere. The human cost of an Administration taking a public 
Policy and adopting an opposite covert policy is sitting before us 
today. I think it is regrettable that you made the choice you made 
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before the Committee, but you made the choice for the reasons th 
you have stated and you have paid a price. 

And yet, part of your background can never be known because 
the nature of your work. I know that background. And I know t,

ot 

great service you did to this country. And I regret that you w 
come up upon the rocks of the justice system that you have. But I 
appreciate your candid testimony today. 

Mr. FIERS. Thank you very much. 
Senator RUDMAN. Mr. Fiers, let me just ask you two brief qUes> 

tions because I think the Chairman really asked the key questions 
This, after all, is a hearing about the confirmation of Robert Gates 
and I think that we would love to listen to some of your responses 
to questions we are curious about, but we don't have the time for 
that. So I will be brief. 

Question one. Mr. Gates came from the Directorate of Intelli
gence and moved to be the Deputy Director of Central Intelligence 
during your time at the Agency. Describe to the Committee his 
competence, his method of operation, his very being as he dis
charged that important responsibility. 

Mr. FIERS. That's a very difficult question, Senator Rudman. I'll 
do the best I can with it. 

I first came into close contact with Bob Gates when he was still 
the DDL At that point in time, as I think you are only too familiar, 
the DO and the DI were having some serious differences of opinion 
about analysis that related to Central America. I, because of the 
peculiarities of the situation that we have discussed, was doing 
most of the policy briefing with policymakers, Members of Con 
gress, and was—what I was briefing was at some variance with 
what the DI was writing. 

The Director told me to meet with Bob Gates and work to recon
cile the differences. And I began those meetings. And I would char
acterize Bob Gates dealings with that problem as very efficient and 
very businesslike. He assigned a senior DI officer to work with me. 
We began to do briefings in tandem. I think many of the Members 
have had those briefings that we started and we reconciled the 
problems. 

And without a lot of acrimony, without heavy handedness, Bob 
dealt with that problem. He dealt with it efficiently and fairly. And 
adjudicated it in a way that I thought made both sides comfortable. 

When he was DDCI, I dealt with him on a number of interagency 
issues, some of which related to establishing the relationship be
tween the Agency, the Task Force and DOD concerning execution 
of the Central American program. He handled those equally effi
ciently. I felt that he supported me. I felt that he listened to me. 1 
felt that he provided clear guidance and had a steady hand in solv
ing the problems. 

On the basis of those experiences, I would say that he has a keen 
intellect to understand and analyze problems. He is a dispassionate 
manager who understands the rhythm and the flows of what has w 
happen and within those—rhythm and flows of situations wj» 
which he is dealing and within those situations makes responsible 
decisions and implements them effectively. _,. 

Senator RUDMAN, Let me follow up with just one question, in* 
may be difficult for you to answer but then it may not be, because 
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many experiences you had with him over the years in sever-

al roles. h e ^ b r i g h t ^ e ^ i know n e ^ v e r y analytical and 
woueh Is he intellectually tough? 
*$$*. That's a — 

cT fltor RUDMAN. If you know. 
£f FIERS. I don't know the answer to—I don't honestly know the 

pr to that question. And I must be in continuation of being ab-
answer h o n e g t a n d f r a n k to t n e committee, that's a question in 
m C t o r RUDMAN. Then let me go from the general to the specific 
* trv to get the same question answered in a narrow way. 

Wave there been circumstances in which you have been mvolved 
Si Mr Gates that he was involved because he was either the DI 
the Deputy Director, in which he was faced with a decision that 

M difficult, onerous, maybe not pleasant, but he made it and car-

" Mr FIERS! Let me respond this way. I never felt hung out by Bob 

Senator RUDMAN. YOU never felt what? • 
Mr FIERS. I never felt hung out. I never felt that he wasn t back

ing me And we had some tough decisions and some tough inter
agency debates in tough times. Times that I describe with an Iran-
Gontra superimposed on it with all the burdens that accrued to all 
of us from that. 

And I never saw him take actions that I felt that he was aban
doning ship, hanging me out, not supporting me, and not pursuing 
a matter forthrightly. 

Senator RUDMAN. All right. Finally, Mr. Fiers, just for the 
record, you know we talk about Iran-Contra, we telescope them to
gether and we start talking about illegalities and so forth. And for 
the record, the Iran initiative—dumb as it might have been—was 
the subject of a Finding and not released to the Congress for ten 
and a half months. Nonetheless, it was a legal undertaking of the 
United States government. Am I correct? 

Mr. FIERS. That's correct. 
Senator RUDMAN. And it certainly was proper for a variety ot 

people in State, in Defense, at CIA, pursuant to that Finding ot a 
legal undertaking of the Government, to in fact be aware, knowl
edgeable, and in a position of implementing various portions of 
that initiative. Am I correct? 

Mr. FIERS That's correct. 
Senator RUDMAN. NOW the Contra part of it, there are two ques

tions there. One, which Senator Metzenbaum made an assumption 
today—about which he may be right, but it has never been adjudi
cated by a court—and that was whether or not the NSC operation 
was in fact illegal under the Boland Amendment. Am I correct? 

Mr. FIERS. That's absolutely correct. And that is something that 
never has been decided. 

Senator RUDMAN. It has never been decided by a court. As a 
matter of fact, Colonel North did have a legal opinion. _ 

Mr. FŒRS. That's exactly right. And as you recall, I said I asked 
him twice, is what you are doing legal, Ollie, and he said, yes, I have an opinion. 
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Senator RUDMAN. SO even now there is still a question as to tK 
illegality. But I guess there's no question that the one sub-headhf 
under the Contra part of Iran-Contra that clearly was illegal^? 
the diversion of United States funds 

Mr. FIERS. I'll accept that. I'm not a lawyer. You are. I'll acce 
that characterization. 

Senator RUDMAN. I think that's probably been established. And 
that was the Holy Grail that everybody was very careful to protect 
And you had no evidence whatsoever, according to your deposition 
according to your testimony here, that Bob Gates knew anytW 
about that, until the time that he says that he knew something 
about it? 

Mr. FIERS. What I know about Bob Gates knowledge is what I 
have read, what I have heard. Up to the point in time that it was 
announced, November 25th, 1986, I had no information that Bot 
Gates knew about that. 

Senator RUDMAN. And that, of course, is key in your testimony 
and I thank you for your answers. 

Mr. FIERS. Thank you. 
Chairman BOREN. Any other questions, Senator Rudman? 
We will now turn to Senator DeConcini. 
Senator DECONCINI. Mr. Chairman, thank you. 
Mr. Fiers, I join with Senator Rudman after listening to you and 

knowing a little bit about your background, you have done some 
service to this country that is admirable. And I appreciate that and 
I appreciate your candid responses here. 

There are a couple of questions I'd like to go into. One is really 
not primarily the subject by any means of this hearing, but of in
terest to me because of statements that have been made here back 
and forth. And you provided the Committee some great insight on 
Bob Gates. His role and his knowledge in the Iran-Contra scandal. 

At least from what you've told the Committee, I believe Mr. 
Gates knew very little about what was going on. Is that a fair sum
mary. -

Mr. FIERS. Once again, I really can't make conclusions. Ive 
stated the facts, understanding, my impressions. I even speculated 
about it to the best of my ability. And, you know, I think you will 
have to make the conclusion. 

Senator DECONCINI. Well, no, I'd like to get^-I'd like to have you 
refine if you can, what is a little. From a 1 to 10. Did he know 1? 
Did he know anything? 

I gather he knew something in your judgment. 
Mr. FIERS. In my judgment, and to the best of my recollection, he 

knew something. He had a baseline of knowledge. 
Senator DECONCINI. Okay. 
Mr. FIERS. If you could define some points along 1 to 10 I 

hazard a guess. If you could define what 3 means and 5, 7 and 
For example, let me help you with that. I put myself at, in Octo

ber of 1986, at maybe 6.5 or 7. . , 
Senator DECONCINI. Okay. And you knew quite a bit in my jw 

ment about it. 
And my only point is to try to establish did Mr. Gates know any

thing about it. And you 
Mr. FIERS. The answer is he knew something about it. 
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tor DECONCINI. I think that's clear that he knew something 
^Ht in your judgment. 

ab?? ÏTFRS Yes. In my judgment. 
cTator DECONCINI. The quantity and how much you dont 

^ F T F R S I couldn't quantify as 
P tor DECONCINI. AS of October 1986. Because you don t know 
h t was his in mind and you don't know what other people told 

Kr FIERS. That's right. I can't discuss-quantify that 
v example, I didn't know the Furmark or any of these other 
incements. Those are all things I did not have. 

"SXtar DECONCINI. Yes, and I appreciate that. I'm just trying to 
îttrlear in my mind what you are really telling us here. 

gM«« further you went on at the meeting with Mr. Casey when 
* P oresence of yourself, Clair George and the Latin American 

? Tfiasev asked Oliver North if he was running any operation m 
E™1 America. And Lieutenant Colonel North said no. And out
ride the room you said George told you that this was a charade. 
That's what you said? ,. 

Mr. FIERS. That is essentially correct. He said are you operatmg 
in Central America? . 

Senator DECONCINI. And he said no and later George said that 
was a charade. You took that to mean that in fact Oliver North 
was from George's position, was running an operation? 

Mr FIERS. Yes. And I knew for a fact, and I had enough knowl
edge in my head at that point in time to know that Olhe was oper-
atinc 

Senator DECONCINI. SO you knew yourself and then George con
firmed it by making that statement? Now the statement made to 
you by Mr. Casey, I guess in late November or December, that 
Ollie North ran one hell of an operation, now in your mind did 
that include the Iran-Contra operation? ; 

Mr. FIERS. It was after it was all on the table. This was alter 
bombshell Tuesday. 

Senator DECONCINI. Yes. Okay. 
Mr. FIERS. Bombshell Tuesday being when Meese let oil his 

bomb. , 
Senator DECONCINI. Well then, my question is—the answer to 

my question is yes. 
Mr. FIERS Yes 
Senator DECONCINI. Then next is that , Mr.—I believe, Mr. 

Gates—you said, I believe this is correct, and correct me—that Mr. 
Gates was deceived by Mr. Casey and Mr. North. 

Mr. FIERS. I don't think I used tha t word. No. 
Senator DECONCINI. Okay, then strike tha t then. 
Mr. FIERS. I don't think so. 
Senator DECONCINI. Did you say tha t Mr. Casey, m your judg

ment or your belief had intimate knowledge of the events sur
rounding the Iran-Contra affair? ; . - -

Mr. FIERS. I didn't say tha t either. I said I can't really judge how 
touch knowledge he did or didn't have because he was an excep
tionally gifted and complex man and I just can't judge what was m 
tos head and it is something 
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Senator DECONCINI. Going to a scale of 1 to 10, do you think l, 
knew 6.5 as you did? What's your opinion? 

Mr. FIERS. I've heard Ollie North's testimony. I've read th 
entire record and I just can't arrive at a definitive opinion at that 
point. 

Senator DECONCINI. OK. That's fair enough. 
Mr. FIERS. I just really can't. I'm mystified by it. It's an unknot 

able to me. 
Senator DECONCINI. It's an unknown but actually if y o u c^ 

define that Gates knew a little bit, that you said. 
Senator FIERS. That I'm comfortable with saying. 
Senator DECONCINI. Can you define that Mr. Casey knew a little 

bit more than Mr. Gates. 
Mr. FIERS. Mr. Casey knew things—he acknowledged that he 

knew things to me in a conversion where he said how much do you 
know and I said some, not a lot. He sort of said good, so do I. Let's 
keep it that way. But we never got down to details and specifics, If 
I had to hazard a guess and you push me right to the wall, and 
you've essentially done it, so I'll hazard a guess. 

Senator DECONCINI. Thank you, you're saving me a lot of time, 
Mr. Fiers. I just want to know what you think. It may be irrek 
vant. 

Mr. FIERS. I will consider myself pushed to the wall, so I will 
hazard a guess. 

Senator DECONCINI. Thank you, sir. I don't mean to do that— 
Mr. FIERS. I think Bill Casey had knowledge in his head concern

ing the events that we're discussing. I don't know the full extent of 
that knowledge. 

Senator DECONCINI. I think that's important for me now. When 
you went into this and from—if it were Casey or not Casey, is it 
likely that something this covert, this sensitive, that that the Di
rector would keep the Deputy Director informed? Just in your 
opinion of how the operation works? I want you to speculate based 
on the long experience that you have had. 

Mr. FIERS. He was such a complex, compartmentalized person, so 
unique, it is quite possible. 

Senator DECONCINI. That he would not tell the Deputy Director? 
Mr. FIERS. Yes. 
Senator DECONCINI. NOW what about non-complex, non-DI's? 
Mr. FIERS. Let's differentiate between sanctioned by the Congress 

and unsanctioned. 
Senator DECONCINI. Okay, okay. 
Mr. FIERS. Sanctioned, he wouldn't keep it away from the Deputy 

Director. If it were extracurricular, non-sanctioned, if it were some
thing as sensitive as the events we're discussing today, I can con
ceive of it. 

Senator DECONCINI. YOU can conceive of it. How about the many 
directors you have served under? 

Senator CHAFEE. The answer was, I can conceive of it. 
Mr. FIERS. Can conceive of it. C-A-N. I can. 
Chairman BOREN. Of not telling the Deputy Director. 
Mr. FIERS. Yes, I can conceive of him keeping that information 

away from the Deputy Director. Because it was not a CIA endeav
or. I can conceive of that. 
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conator DECONCINI. YOU can? 
Ï F?ERS I can, yes. I answer in the affirmative, 
r / tm-DECONCINI . Thank you. And what about all the other Eh-
¥*2that maybe aren't as complex as Mr. Casey is m your mind? 

rectors uux*> fi+o? 
V ° £ F R T N O Iwas not close enough of those. The only Director 
hat I rSSiy had a relationship with, other than Casey, was 

^ n a t o r DECONCINI. YOU don't know if Casey confided in Mr. 
Gates or not. 

^natofDECoNCiNi. Okay. Now another aspect of your testimony 
JrfVintriguing to me is that you stated if you got a lawyer you 
v ^ e i n - I don't want to say trouble, but you were encouraged not 

•m» T^TITRS Y e s 

Senator DECONCINI. If you took the fifth, that's a no-no. 
Mr FIERS. Yes. • (( „ 
Senator DECONCINI. SO you were on your own. Quote, own. 
Mr FIERS. I felt that, yes. • _ 
Senator DECONCINI. Let me ask you this. Does that mean that 

vou went out and testified wherever you were subpoenaed to gc>tes-
§V under oath. If you screwed up and the Agency took a feU on it 
vou were in deep trouble back at the Agency. If you were able to 
get by it without screwing up, however you covered nvor not coy-
ired it, or answered it, then you were regarded safe back at the 
Agency. Is that a fair characterization or unfair characterization.'' 

Mr. FIERS. The characterization is we were on our own. 
Senator DECONCINI. Excuse me? 
Mr FIERS. We were on our own. There s no doubt about that. 

Secondly, if there were errors along the way you stood responsible, 
or it you tripped up I think was your word, the liabilities for that 
accrued to you. And that was made very clear by—in multiple dis
cussions. .j\ ! It 1 

Senator DECONCINI. SO really there was an unwritten rule called 
"on your own" that if something bad happened to the Agency as a 
result of "on your own" you were in big trouble. 

Mr. FIERS. And if it was as a result of activities which were not 
sanctioned. If it was a result of some—let me put it po the r way. 

Senator DECONCINI. Swell, super, yes, I understand, but it it was 
also your withholding information 

Mr. FIERS. Yes. . . . 
Senator DECONCINI [continuing]. Or fabricatmg information. 
Mr. FIERS Yes 
Senator DECONCINI. Even if it served the purpose of the Agency 

if you got caught, you were in deep trouble. If you got by, nobody 
cared. Is that fair to say? • , , v . . 

Mr. FIERS. Well, that's a very hard question. If you got by and it 
worked, yeah I suppose so. But whether or not someone knew that 
it was patently false , , 

Senator DECONCINI. Did you get by in the Agency when you 
withheld information that you agreed in your plea bargain that 
ypu did withhold certain information? Did you get by with it at the 
time at the Agency? 
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Mr. FIERS. NO. 
Senator DECONCINI. YOU didn't? 
Mr. FIERS. I was reprimanded. 
Senator DECONCINI. YOU were reprimanded. 
Mr. FIERS. By Judge Webster for not being fully—after my 1987 

testimony, for not being fully forthcoming to the Congress. 
Senator DECONCINI. I'm glad to hear that because it gives m 

some confidence that somebody out there is pursuing what th 
Agency witnesses say. 

Mr. FIERS. The whole thing was reviewed and it was determine 
by my self-admission that I was not full and forthcoming. And I 
was reprimanded— 

Senator DECONCINI. And what happened to you besides a repri-
mand? Were you told to come back and straighten it out? 

Mr. FIERS. At that point in time there was a legal investigation 
under way, one, and two, the working assumption that was largely 
accepted was that my 1987 testimony had corrected the record 
which is in fact the case except for 

Senator DECONCINI. In 19—what? 
Mr. FIERS. In 1987 testimony in front of the Iran-Contra Investi

gating Committee. 
Senator DECONCINI. Corrected that? 
Mr. FIERS. Corrected the record which was the case as it related 

to me but it also was incomplete as it related to some other people 
and certain events. 

Senator DECONCINI. Senator Cranston wanted to pursue that for 
a minute. 

Senator CRANSTON. Just one question. In relationship to when 
you testified in a misleading way, when did the reprimand occur? 

Mr. FIERS. December. Five months later. 
Senator CRANSTON. Five months later. 
Mr. FIERS. August^-I testified in 1987, the first week of August. 

The reprimand took place in late December before Christmas. 
Senator CRANSTON. What triggered it? Were there press ac

counts? 
Mr. FIERS. NO. NO. Judge Webster had an outside counsel come 

into the Agency and review the activities of all agency personnel 
involved in what is known as Iran-Contra and to recommend 
legal—or recommend actions. Actions ran from mandatory retire
ment in two cases to reprimands and reductions in ranks in several 
cases and in my case it was a reprimand and a suspended reduc
tion in rank. 

Senator CRANSTON. Thank you, thank you, Senator. 
Senator DECONCINI. Mr. Chairman, I think I may have thirty 

seconds left. 
Chairman BOREN. GO ahead and complete because we want 

to 
Senator DECONCINI. And I will. 
Chairman BOREN. If you have an additional question you want to 

ask, go ahead and go over the limit because we want to complete 
all the questions that we have. So feel free to go ahead. 

Senator DECONCINI. I don't want to go over the limit. What I do 
want to do is if the Chairman would agree, that I yield to the Sena
tor from Ohio for the short question I was going to ask because my 
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• aim©8* up, and instead of him interrupting me, I'll just let 

Si irman BOREN. Certainly. 
c« ator METZENBAUM. I thank the Senator from Arizona. 
A I misinformed that you got a monetary award at the Agency 

^withholding information from Congress? 
iS FIERS. The dates—the monetary award was in January of 

ftQ7«hen I was selected as the meritorious or superior, I was the 
Standing of the DDO, whatever the . 

tenator METZENBAUM. I see your lawyer speaking. This was after 
had withheld 

y Mr FIERS. NO. This was in January 1987. The testimony was m 
"Just 0f 1987. The reprimand was in December of 1987 so it was 
imost a full year later. The award which was given to me was for Moderations that were run from January of 1986 through Decem

ber 1986, not from 1986 through the time we were talking about. 
Senator DECONCINI. I have more questions but I could go on for a 

long time with this witness. 
Chairman BOREN. Senator Nunn has indicated to me that he has 

no further questions beyond the questions he asked. I have Senator 
Gorton and Senator Bradley to still ask questions. But rather than 
come back to you, would you like to ask additional questions now? 

Senator DECONCINI. Mr. Chairman, I hate to impose on other 
people's time. 
Chairman GORTON. I don't have very much time and I would like 

to go now. 
Chairman BOREN. Well, let me go to Senator Gorton and Senator 

Bradley. Then let me say to my colleagues, including Senator 
DeConcini and others, we will allow you to put any remaining 
questions to this witness before we complete his testimony. 

Senator DECONCINI. Mr. Chairman, if the Senator from Washing
ton would yield—and I'm not going to ask a question, Senator 
Gorton except for the Chairman—the one question I have here I 
believe the witness could answer in writing if that's all right and 
I'd be glad to submit it to him. 

Chairman BOREN. We'd be happy to do that. 
Senator CHAFEE. Mr. Chairman I must say, I don't know when— 

we've go to move on with this thing. Why not just have him answer 
it. 

Senator BRADLEY. Mr. Chairman I would be pleased to yield a 
minute of my time to the Senator from Arizona. I don't expect I 
will use my full ten minutes. 

Chairman BOREN. We have no time problem here at this point 
because what I want to do is let every Member ask every question 
of this witness. We want to go on now to have continuity. So let me 
suggest, Senator DeConcini, why don't we let Senator Gorton and 
Senator Bradley ask their questions and then come back to you if 
you will. 

Senator DECONCINI. Mr. Chairman, I am going to leave, that's 
why. 

Chairman BOREN. Senator Gorton, do you mind if Senator 
DeConcini asks this last question? 

Uiairman GORTON. Mr. Chairman, we're going to have a vote in 
tour minutes on the floor and I don't want to go and to come back. 

Chairman BOREN. In four minutes? 
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rman GORTON. I am informed we are going to vote at 124e 
have a couple of questions and a comment and I'd like to d 

mator DECONCINI. Mr. Chairman, I will submit my questions in 
If he wants to answer it fine if he doesn't then 

Chairman 
And I 
them. 

Senator CHAFER Well, that was my whole point, Mr. Chairman 
re we ever going to see the answer in writing. I mean, here we 

have got the witness, we've got the time. Can't Senator DeCon. 
cini-

Chairman BOREN. Senator Bradley said he would yield to Sena-
tor DeConcini for his questions after which, if Senator DeConcini 
will wait that long, we'll let him ask his question. Then we'll go to 
Senator Bradley. Senator Gorton? 

Senator GORTON. Mr. Fiers, I want to associate myself with the 
remarks of Senator Rudman about your career, and about what 
you have done for your career, and about what you have done for 
your country. I regret, obviously paying a very heavy price for it. It 
may very well be that our country is paying a very heavy price for 
it as well. In many respects I wish you were still with the Agency, 
You've made a very significant and thoughtful impression on this 
Senator at least. 

I can also say that Senator Rudman asked the very questions 
which I intended to ask so I have essentially only one. This is after 
all not an Iran-Contra hearing. This is a hearing on the nomina
tion of Mr. Gates to be DCI. 

You have testified as to a wide range of facts of your dealings 
with Mr. Gates. My summary question is, first would you give me 
the years during which you knew him and worked with him? When 
did you first meet him? 

Mr. FIERS. I can't recall when I first met him. But when I first 
began to work with him in an meaningful way was in the early 
spring, late winter of 1986.1 would put the date in March or maybe 
as early as late February. 

Senator GORTON. SO in comparison with most of your relation
ships in the Agency your direct knowledge and working with Mr. 
Gates was relatively brief? 

Mr. FIERS. That's correct. Yes. 
Senator GORTON. Are there any facts which we ought to consider 

material? Any other conversations? Any other impressions which 
you have developed by reason of those personal relationships with 
Mr. Gates that you have not already told us in answer to one of the 
many questions which has been put to you here today? 

Mr. FIERS. None that I can think of. None that I can recall. And 
I've worked very hard to recall, to refresh my recollection. 

Senator GORTON. Well, Mr. Chairman, under those circumstances 
since I think that's what the individual has is relevant I have no 
further questions and I'm happy to pass on. 

Chairman BOREN. Thank you very much, Senator Gorton. 
Now we'll turn to Senator DeConcini. , 
Senator DECONCINI. Thank you, Mr. Chairman. I want to thank 

the Senator from New Jersey. M 
Mr. Fiers, you indicated that you had one experience with Mr-

Casey where he referred to polls and the political aspects of the F 
and what have you. 
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. FIERS. Yes. 
eT ator DECONCINI. And this question leads to that. It's just on 

uid and I had to ask it and it's not as profound as the time 
^/we discussed me asking it went to. But the New York Times 

rted that there were intelligence reports on members of Con-
161,0 and their aides for that matter, who opposed aid to the Con-
greSS'Former Congressman Mike Barnes of Maryland says Bill 
pr8S v used the reports to try to force Barnes to back down on his 
S t i o n to such aid. Now, based on what you told us here as to 

Tcasey and as to Mr. Gates, did you know anything about these 
™rts or ever hear about these reports? 
Mr FIERS. Yes, sir, I knew a lot about those reports. 
Senator DECONCINI. YOU knew about them. And is that a fair 

characterization that the New York Times said? 
Mr FIERS. Fair characterization of? 
Senator DECONCINI. That there were reports, that Mr. Casey did 

have them and that he did perhaps use them on Mr. Barnes? Or 
with Mr. Barnes or other members or with staff? 

Mr. FIERS. I discussed and was directly involved in the meeting 
with Mr. Barnes. 

Chairman BOREN. Could you say that a little more loudly. 
Mr. FIERS. I was a party to the discussion leading up to, and may 

have been the causative factor in the meetings with Mr. Barnes. I 
read the report. I said they were outrageous. 

Senator DECONCINI. YOU said the report. About Mr. Barnes? 
Mr. FIERS. No. About the Staff Director of the Committee—the 

Subcommittee of which Mr. Barnes was Chairman. I read that 
rfioort 

Senator DECONCINI. And what was outrageous? The accusation 
that he had done something wrong? 

Mr. FIERS. The nature of the relationship of his Staff Director 
with the Sandanista government was to my mind outrageous. 

Senator DECONCINI. Outrageous. Thank you. 
Mr. FIERS. And when I made reference to my statement to both— 

to the nutcracker and the nature of the situation I was in, I was 
referring in part to that, in part to the Administration. 

Director Casey's approach to Barnes, I was not a party to, but I 
knew about it. It's purpose was counter—was a matter of counter
intelligence, to make the point that we felt that there was a con
tact between a member of Congressional staff and the Sandinistas 
that was inappropriate and that information that was inappropri
ate to be transmitted to the Sandinistas may in fact have been 
transmitted, and it was an attempt to stop that. 

And I think I probably caused that meeting to take place because 
I drew that report to the attention of folks and urged that, within 
the context of reconciliation, we try to stop this. That was when I 
was still a little bit naive. 

Senator DECONCINI. NOW do you know anything about Mr. 
Barnes' accusation that Mr. Casey used this to get him to back off 
l"8 opposition? 

Mr. FIERS. I can't characterize the meeting. I wasn't there. I'm 
sure it was open to interpretations. Bill Casey was not the most ar-
«culate person and how he presented it I just don't know and I 
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don't know how it was interpreted. I do know it took pW 
knew 

Senator DECONCINI. Did Bob Gates know of these reports? 
Mr. FIERS. Probably. 
Senator DECONCINI. Were there reports on other members 

Congress that you're aware of? 01 

Mr. FIERS. Yes. 
Senator DECONCINI. And are you aware that Mr. Casey or Mr 

Gates—let's say Mr. Casey first, approached members of Congr^ 
regarding these reports? 

Mr. FIERS. I do not think he did. Let me add a very important 
point because we're into a very, very sensitive topic. These reports 
that we're talking about were the product of intelligence oper. 
ations focused on the Sandanista government and their délibère 
tions. In the course of those events, from time to time, we collected 
information which gave us glimpses into the insight, into ongoing 
relationships that in my view were questionable. And I must say 
had an impact on me. Aiid several times I called to the attention of 
the leadership, Clair George, Casey, and maybe, I don't recall clear
ly, maybe Bob Gates after he became DCI, the existence of these 
reports, the inappropriate nature of the contact and urged, prob
ably with some emotion, that something ought to be done about it, 

Senator DECONCINI. Thank you. Mr. Fiers. And you don't know 
whether Mr. Gates did anything about it or not? 

Mr. FIERS. I don't recall clearly Mr. Gates being in the loop, as it 
were, on that. I remember Casey was and I remember Clair George 
was. I certainly know other members of the Inter-Agency Group 
were aware of those reports and were equally outraged. 

Senator DECONCINI. IS it fair to say that you think Mr. Gates 
was 

Mr. FIERS. I think he knew of them, yes. 
Senator DECONCINI. Thank you Mr. Chairman and thank you 

Senator Bradley. 
Chairman BOREN. I would say to the Senator from Arizona that 

we have made a request of the Agency for a full report on this par
ticular issue including all of the contacts or any flies regarding 
Members of Congress and what was done with them and what the 
actions were. 

Senator DECONCINI. Excuse me, Mr. Chairman. Doesn't that re
quest include whether or not there's any record of approaching the 
members? 

Chairman BOREN. Yes, sir. 
Senator DECONCINI. And who approached them? 
Chairman BOREN. Yes. 
Senator DECONCINI. Thank you. 
Chairman BOREN. We've asked for a full report on that. We have 

not yet received the final report, but I anticipate we will prior to 
concluding our deliberations on this nomination. We will have an 
opportunity for Members to fully view that report and to ask any 
additional questions in regard to it. 

Senator DECONCINI. You'll let us know. 
Chairman BOREN. Absolutely. So this will be disseminated to 

Members. We'll then have a discussion among ourselves on how we 
proceed on any information that comes from that. We'll certainly 
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an opportunity to ask any questions that it might provoke. 
t me say that there is a vote on the floor and I've notified the 

, irrnom that we might be somewhat late so we can complete 
C°thMr- Fiers. Senator Bradley? 

Senator BRADLEY. Mr. Chairman, thank you very much. 
jnst following on the last sequence of questions if I could. How 

members of Congress did Mr. Casey compile dossiers on? 
Mr FIERS. Mr. Casey didn't compile dossiers on any Members of 

(wress that I know of. 
Senator BRADLEY. SO what is the information that you are référ

e r FIERS. We are very close to where we are slipping into classi
fied information, Mr. Chairman. 

But I can say it was information collected as a result of an intel
ligence collection operation targeted against the Sandinistas by sev
eral U.S. government intelligence collections agencies. The by-prod
uct—the product of that information from time to time, 5 or 6 or 7 
times that I can remember, carried—had fairly specific information 
pertaining to the question. Dossiers were not included on that infor
mation. But I personally brought it to the attention on at least 2 or 
3 occasions to my management. 

Chairman BOREN. Let me see if I can clarify because we obvious
ly can not discuss in open session. We certainly can, in closed ses
sion, pursue the question of how certain intercepts or information 
can be obtained. What you are saying is we know there is a prohi
bition by law for agencies of the United States government. Cer
tainly the Central Intelligence Agency is not to collect against 
American citizens within the boundaries of the United States. It is 
a foreign intelligence collection service. 

Senator BRADLEY. That was my next question. 
Chairman BOREN. Seondly, even our own law enforcement agen

cies are prohibited by law for surveilling American citizens without 
appropriate safeguards including court orders, and probable cause, 
and all of those protections. 

What I understand you to be saying is that the information 
which came either to the Central Intelligence Agency or to other 
government agencies, let us speculate the FBI or others, was relat
ed to collection against foreign governments. Information about 
conversations or meetings American citizens might have had with 
those foreign governments was a by-product of a targeted foreign 
surveillance, or surveillance of a foreign government. Is that a fair 
way of saying it? 

Mr. FIERS. That is exactly right. And I might add to be definitive 
^d for the record, there were no collection operations targeted 
that I know of against Members of Congress. 

Uiairman BOREN. In which they were the target? 
Mr. FIERS. For which they were the target, that's right. 
Uiairman BOREN. But there was information which flowed from 

ne targeting of foreign governments and officials which did pick 
\fm* relationships with members of Congress? 
Mr. FIERS. Yes. 

Chairman BOREN. And that is the information that you have 
^ y talking about? 

Mr. FIERS. Yes. 
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Chairman BOREN. I take this matter very seriously. I read 
accusations in the press and we have on behalf of the Commit?6 

requested a full report with the assistance of all of those in w 
major agencies involved. We should be getting that. I apologize* 
my colleague, I just wanted to sort of set the stage to what my n? 
derstanding of it was. 

Senator BRADLEY. Thank you very much. Mr. Chairman I 0nl 
have two questions for Mr. Fiers. First, it is good to see you again 

Mr. FIERS. Nice to see you. 
Senator BRADLEY. I wonder if you could clear up something f0r 

me that I have wondered about since 1987. In early 1987, there was 
a press report that CIA helicopters had been used to transport ma. 
terials to Contra camps inside Nicaragua along the border. And I 
then called Bob Gates and asked him to check, told him I thought 
he had a problem, and check with Clair George, who was at that 
time on a trip. The call came back that, no, there was no problem 
And I then said, well I think you have to look harder. He then 
came back a couple of weeks later and said, yes, there was a prob
lem. 

Can you shed any light on these events since you are intimately 
associated with them? 

Mr. FIERS. Absolutely. I think I can. 
Senator BRADLEY. Would you please. 
Mr. FIERS. Yes. In February, I believe, of 19—this is going to take 

a little while, so if you have a vote and you want to take a quick 
recess and return, Mr. Chairman? 

Chairman BOREN. They told us they would hold the vote another 
10 minutes. 

Mr. FIERS. Well I think I can do it quickly. I can do it in 10 min
utes. 

Chairman BOREN. Well, this is an important question and I want 
you to take as much time as you need. No, let s not rush on this 
point. 

Senator BRADLEY. Mr. Chairman, I would be pleased to go quick
ly and vote and come back. 

Chairman BOREN. Let's take a very brief recess. 
Senator BRADLEY. About five minutes. 
Chairman BOREN. Let's take a very brief recess, we'll go vote and 

come back. If any other members of the Committee wish to address 
any final questions to Mr. Fiers, they should return at that time 
because we intend to complete this testimony and begin with Mr. 
McMahon this afternoon. 

We will stand in brief recess. 
[A brief recess was taken from 12:56 p.m. until 1:12 p.m.] 
Chairman BOREN. I would ask the witness to resume his position 

and others to clear the well. 
We will begin and again I want to thank the witness for his pa

tience. We have gone through quite an example of physical endur
ance today. We went almost 4 hours without stopping. ^., 

Just for the record, does the witness understand that he is still 
testifying under oath? 

Mr. FIERS. Yes. . . , 
Chairman BOREN. Thank you very much. We were in the rnwst 

of Senator Bradley's questioning. Perhaps it would be good for bet-
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Bradley to restate his question before we go on to the answer, 
tleast so this Senator can remember the question. 
Senator BRADLEY. The Chairman's candor is 
iftie question was in 1987, there was a press report that CIA heli-
oters were used to transport arms illegally and certainly against 

HA regulations to Contras within Nicaragua, along the Honduran 

I called Bob Gates, said could you ask Clair George who is in the 
area—I think you have a problem. Bob Gates called back, said no 
Problem. I said, you better look harder. Called back a couple of 
weeks later, said yes, there is a problem. 

And I asked Mr. Fiers, since he was there if he could kind of 
broaden my knowledge of what happened during this period of 
time, and in particular, anything he might add about the first no. 

Mr. FIERS. I am not quite sure where the Senator got his first 
glimpse into this problem, and we won't explore it. 

Senator BRADLEY. I got it from a newspaper. 
Mr. FIERS. Okay. 
Senator BRADLEY. I got it from a newspaper story. That was the 

pretext of the inquiry. 
Mr. FIERS. Right. Okay. Let me for edification of the American 

people and the press start out by saying that the events we are 
about to discuss were not related to Iran-Contra and the diversion. 
They were quite separate from that. 

In many press reports, touching on this issue, one recent—not 
too long ago, they got all tangled in. These were issues of, if you 
will, violation of the Mrazek amendment, which prohibited CIA en
tities in the $100 million program, the authorized program of unen
cumbered aid to supply equipment within or to have advisors for 
other than the purposes of collecting intelligence within, I think it 
was a 20 mile radius of the Sandinista border. 

Clair George and I took a trip to Central America in I think Feb
ruary of 1987. It was after the Iran-Contra affair was in full blow. 
We flew down. One of the stops was at the Agency facilities—one 
of the Agency facilities that we were using to supply the Contras. 
And along the way we had given sort of briefings on what was hap
pening about the affair and said if you had knowledge of activities 
that are questionable let us know now. 

And there was a conversation about which there was some con
troversy between me and one of our officers, a site chief, and Clair 
and one of our site chiefs, and I can't reconstruct that conversation 
entirely, but it left the impression that there might be some prob
lem there. 

We then looked at it, at that point, in kind of a cursory fashion. 
Is there a problem? Well, we don't see one. Then as I recall and 
construct the chronology, your request came, Senator, and this is 
subject to some variance, because it is almost 5 years since it took 
P w ' ° r ^' k u t t^ l e n y ° u r request came. 

We went back down, we asked the same questions of the same 
P^le and we got negative answers again. No, there is no problem. 
th t f ^ e r e w a s a n article that appeared in the Boston Globe 
^at showed the picture, a very bad picture, of a private benefactor 
vat°nîL°^ 0 u r a^ lanes , or vice a versa, one of our people in a pri-
aie benefactor airplane. And I called in my compliance officer, 
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and said look at this. And we brought the site chief back up and I 
sat him down in my office 

Chairman BOREN. The site chief? 
Mr. FIERS. The site chief. 
Chairman BOREN. Right. 
Mr. FIERS. I sat him down in my office and I said this is your last 

chance. You can tell the whole truth, everything from top to 
bottom about what went on down there, now and nothing w^ 
happen to you. But if you don't and later on something happens 
something comes out, you are in trouble. You are not in trouble 
now. 

That site chief went down and talked to the IG and the whole 
story came out at that point in time. 

And the story essentially was that from a point in time, I don't 
know when, our helicopters which were used to ferry people to and 
from the forward site areas and for administrative purposes, were 
used to transport food and clothing from one forward Contra base 
to a more advanced Contra base. Because although they were only 
10 miles apart as the crow flies, they were like 2 days on a mule, 
and it was a tremendous logistics problem to move the food, sup
plies, support for 10,000 people, or however many were there-
thousands—over that distance. 

And the overall chief had sanctioned, apparently, the issue of 
these helicopters to fly the food from site A to site B—all within— 
outside Nicaragua, but within the 20 mile limit. And that was 
done, as I understand it on the basis of the IG Report, which I had 
no reason to doubt, without the knowledge and approval of the 
COS, on the authority of the site chief and the base chief who was 
the fellow responsible for the management of the Contra program. 
The first time around we didn't get the truth from our people. The 
second time around, when we had the newspaper article, we sat 
them down and we got the truth. 

That's when Bob Gates came back several weeks later. I put that 
kind of in late April really. That's my recollection. And said, yeah, 
we've got a problem. That base chief was relieved of his duties, and 
was one of the two people that was ultimately retired from the 
Agency. His retirement had nothing to do with what we know as 
Iran-Contra. It had to do with violations of the Mrazek Amend
ment. Does that 

Senator BRADLEY. Yes, thank you very much. That makes it a 
little clearer than a call reversing a position in a matter of weeks. 

I've got one other question for you, Mr. Fiers, and that is, other 
than Iran-Contra, have you been aware of any covert activities by 
the CIA since 1985 that were not authorized by a Presidential Find
ing. . 

Mr. FIERS. That—I'm not quite—the answer to the question in TO 
larger sense is not, but there's an area that I discussed I think 
that's largely classified with the Committee staff that is open to 
some question. And I've discussed that with Committee staff. And 

it was not—it is open to some question and I think it's probably 
better pursued in a closed session. And I would characterize it tnis 
way. It's questionable. 

Senator BRADLEY. Fine. 
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FÏERS. But I'd be willing to pursue that with you. I think it's 
nnriatelv done in another session. 

a P S t o r BRADLEY. Well, we'll wait until we get to a classified ses-
• Thank you very much. 

S1rhairman BOREN. Any other questions, Senator Bradley? 
canator BRADLEY. NO more questions. 
S r m a n BOREN. NO other Members of the Committee have m-

r 2 to me that they have other questions of this witness So, 
•n Mr Fiers, let me express the appreciation of the Committee 

? vôur being here today and being very candid in the answers to 
r nuestions. Your testimony is very important to us in our delib-

°!Iti-nns and in meeting our responsibility. Having sat as a 
S H e r of the special Iran-Contra Committee as well, I think m 
î!!nv wavs we received from your testimony today a clearer under
l i n e of many of the events that took place during this period 
ftime than we had even at the conclusion of those hearings. So, 

the information that you've given us is very, very helpful to us m 
terms of our understanding. 

Several Members of the Committee have expressed to me m our 
nwn informal discussions in the course of your testimony today 
their admiration for much of the fine work that you did at the 
Affencv The contribution you made to our country and also their 
^pathetic understanding of the difficult position in which you 
found yourself. I think that all who have observed these proceed
ings this morning will have a better understanding of the kinds ot 
difficulties that many people down in the Agency had m coping 
with the situation. It's one of the reasons why I felt so strongly and 
felt that I've been correct in stating that a very strong oversight 
process, must have very clear procedures within the Agency and 
clear oversight procedures that are effective. This is one of the rea
sons we wanted an independent audit, one of the reasons why we 
wanted an independent Inspector General and other steps. Katner 
than being something that was a negative action, it will in many 
ways in the future stand as a protection for professional otticers 
trying to assure that they wouldn't be placed in these kinds of situ
ations in the future. There would always be the knowledge ot ev
eryone concerned that there was an effective oversight procedure 
in place and that answers would have to be given to the Congress, 
as well as internal answers to the Inspector General and others on 
an independent basis within the Agency. We might prevent some 
of these tragedies and personal tragedies as well in the tuture. 
Your testimony also underlines the importance of setting up these 
safeguards to the best that we can set them up. A strong oversight 
process is really a protection to professionals in the Agency. 

Mr. FIERS. Thank you very much for those comments as they 
relate to me, and I'd like to say that having been part of the over
sight process after the events we've talked about>-the Iran-Contra 
events took place—I can only say it was a positive experience. You 
know how many times I've appeared in front of the Committee, 
and I always went away an enriched and better manager for those 
sessions. And I think the course that you've embarked upon is ex
actly the right one for the country, and I'm impressed with, once 
again, the fairness and the thoroughness of the Committee. I t s 

53-019 0 - 9 2 - 2 3 
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been a pleasure appearing before you, and I hope it's been of so 
value to you in your deliberations. ^ 

Chairman BOREN. Thank you very much. 
I'm told Senator Cranston has one last question. I know you'd k> 

disappointed if we let you leave without one last question h 
always kind of reminds me of the press. They always want to tak 
at least two pictures of a politician for the newspaper: I'm fou 
that's because the first one might have been good. So we don't 
want to let you go without one last question, Senator Cranston 
we're happy to recognize you. ' 

Senator CRANSTON. Thank you very much. Let me first say I 
wish that some of our colleagues who are Senators were present be-
cause I wanted to ask them what they think of a policy that if you 
hire an attorney you are in deep trouble. 

Mr. Polgar, who will be before us later today, accuses Bob Gates 
of, quote, "not telling the truth," unquote, when he said the CIA 
did not want to know how the Contras were being funded. Polgar 
then cites a message that you sent to the field and the testimony of 
two field managers in Central America. The message you sent on 
January 26, 1986 stated that, quote, "field managers must have 
their finger on everything that the resistance forces are doing," un
quote. And the field managers testified that they reported regular
ly on Contra resupply operations and assisted them in obtaining 
flight clearances. 

So, what I want to ask you is this. How do you assess Mr. Pol-
gar's allegation that Bob Gates was not telling the truth when he 
testified that CIA people, quote, "actively shunned information," 
unquote, and, quote, "did not want to know how the Contras were 
being funded," unquote, and, quote, "actively discouraged people 
from telling those things." 

Mr. FIERS. I divide it into two tiers. Tier one, that was—the mes
sage that you are making reference to was an admonition to my 
field commanders, that I wanted to make sure that they were in 
control, that they knew what was happening, that spurious ele
ments—and the spurious element in particular was—two of them 
come to mind. One was, I think a 3206 or 3602 Brigade, which was 
a remnant of the Bay of Pigs organization that was made up of sol
diers of fortune. And the Civilian Military Assistance Group, oper
ating out of someplace in Alabama, that was another soldier of for
tune group. They were always mucking around trying to get their 
fingers in the pie, and I wanted to make sure we knew what was 
happening and that we kept our colleagues—and I really mean col
leagues and friends with the resistance—out of harm's way. And 
that I had a good understanding of what was flowing to the Con
tras, what was happening to the Contras in terms of the supply op
erations. 

So, we wanted to know on the field end in detail what was hap
pening. But when it came to trying to pierce the veil for where the 
funding was coming from, it stopped. We did not go after the rest 
of the trail as ferociously or as thoroughly as we should have. Let 
me give you an example. We knew—and I think I've testified to 
this to the other body—that the trail—the money trail—went to 
bank accounts in the Cayman Islands. And we didn't push beyond 
the Cayman Islands to find out where it came from. 
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m, irman BOREN. That's the private funding of the Contras? 
XKVIXBB Private funding of the Contras. Yes, the private fund-

V the Contras. There were other tidbits. Had we been run-
'M had I been running a thorough investigative operation to mi
ning—JY* j p r o b a b i y Could have. And that's what Bob Gates 
coveVhv we backed away from it. Another example was after the 
m ^ benefactors were at the transshipment base I made refer-
p fr, and had gone through the metamorphosis and were fully 
en? of? benefactors, it would not have been hard to penetrate that 
Jeil and to find out who was behind them. We told our officers to 

^ d S ^ o n e , tokeep them out of harm's way and to keep them 
JLCrossing the lines. And, two, so that knowledge that we did 
frrwaSTour head didn't get in our head. And that's what Bob 
rîtes was referring to. And I hope that answers your question 

Smator CRANSTON. It does. And as others have commented on 
what you've done today, I want to thank you also. First of all for 
The risks you've taken for your country. I recognize the very diffi
cult problems you faced at one point in your career and I want to 
Sv that you've been very helpful to us today, and I hope the recog
nition you've gotten today, and the opportunity youve had today, 
has been helpful to you also. . 

Mr. FIERS. It has been, and it's been a positive experience that 
I've waited for for five years. Thank you. 

Chairman BOREN. Thank you very much Mr. Fiers We will 
begin the testimony this afternoon at 2:30 with Mr McMahon the 
foraier Deputy Director. He will be followed by Mr Polgar. We 11 
then take a recess for about an hour over the dinner hour. It would 
be my plan to come back and then work until approximately y.dU 
tonight. We'll endeavor to try to get through those witnesses we 
have scheduled. In addition, we have Admiral Inman, Mr Kerr 
and Mr. Allen. Maybe some of those might go oyer until into the 
morning, but we will plan to work into the evening hours tonight. 
Again, I thank the witness. 

We'll stand in recess. , . .., 0 OCi 

[Thereupon, at 1:30 p.m., the Committee stood m recess until l.6\) 
the same day.] 

AFTERNOON SESSION 

Chairman BOREN. We will resume our hearings at this point. For 
the benefit of my colleagues, we will proceed in the same> way in 
terms of questioning of this witness as we proceeded with Mr. *iers 
this morning. Would the staff please inform the Members who are 
on their way back here. . ~ ,, 

After the witness has given his opening comments, and alter the 
Vice Chairman and I have laid down certain basic questions as a 
background to frame further questions by the Members, we will 
then go to 10 minute rounds of questions under the early bird in 
order of appearance by Members of the Committee. 

We will rotate according to the order in which Members arrive 
at this meeting, and we will then continue until all Members have 
had a chance. We will go back to additional rounds if Members still 
have questions before we complete. 
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Let me say, I very much appreciate our witness changing v 
schedule. He was due to leave earlier in the day and he has ? 
ready changed his schedule once to accommodate the Members f 
the Committee. 

Our next witness this afternoon is John McMahon, who is an old 
and valued friend of this committee. Mr. McMahon was a caree 
officer who held the most senior positions in CIA, including being 
the Deputy Director for Operations and the Deputy Director for hf 
telligence before becoming the Deputy DCI under Mr. Casev in 
June of 1982. ' m 

He served in that capacity for almost 4 years, until February 
1986, when after 34 years in the Central Intelligence Agency, he 
left to take a job in the private sector. 

John McMahon was and is the quintessential intelligence profes
sional, intimately familiar with all aspects of the business, and a 
man of uncommon good sense and fortitude. It is really a pleasure 
and a privilege, Mr. McMahon, for me to welcome you back on 
behalf of the Committee. 

The Members of this Committee have the utmost respect for you 
and appreciation for the service which you have rendered to our 
country. 

To provide some context herein so far as Mr. Gates is concerned, 
Mr. McMahon was deputy to Mr. Casey when Mr. Gates was the 
Deputy Director for Intelligence, responsible for CIA analysis and 
production. 

Mr. McMahon thus is in a position to comment on Mr. Gates' 
performance in this position. Mr. McMahon also was in on the be
ginning of what later was called the Iran-Contra affair. In the fall 
of 1985, as the record shows, he became aware of the Administra
tion's effort to gain the release of hostages by approving the Israeli 
sale of United States weapons in Iran. 

In November he learned after the fact that the CIA had provided 
assistance to a flight which had carried 18 Hawk missiles from Tel 
Aviv to Tehran. Mr. McMahon insisted that a Finding be obtained 
from the President, retroactively authorizing such an activity. 

He chaired a meeting which Mr. Gates attended on December 5, 
1985 where the November flight was discussed, and it was noted 
that a finding had been signed retroactively authorizing CIA's as
sistance and where it was stated that future shipments were likely. 
Now Mr. Gates has testified that this was his first exposure to the 
Iran arms sales program. 

After the January 17, 1986 Finding had been signed, authorizing 
the arms sales to Iran and the provision of intelligence, Mr. McMa
hon sent a cable to Director Casey strongly objecting to this oper
ation in general and objecting to the provision of intelligence in 
particular. 

Our record shows that Mr. Gates joined him in objecting to Mr. 
Poindexter with respect to the provision of intelligence as part of 
this operation. A month later Mr. McMahon decided to retire from 
his position voluntarily at the CIA. 

John, again, we are grateful for your willingness to participate in 
these proceedings, and inasmuch as we are in the midst of a confir
mation process, I know you understand we must take all testimony 
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tiJrWrman BOREN. DO you solemnly swear that the testimony you 
hmit to give is the truth, the whole truth and nothing but the 

S t h so help you God? 
Mr MCMAHON. I do. 
rWrman BOREN. Thank you very much. You may be seated. We 
ilH welcome at this time any statements that you might like to 

W°ake, opening statement, and then we will turn to questioning 
from the Committee. 
^«TIMONY OF JOHN McMAHON, FORMER DEPUTY DIRECTOR OF 
Tb& CENTRAL INTELLIGENCE 

Mr MCMAHON. Thank you, Mr. Chairman. I do have a very brief 
«Jtement and in response to the Committee's request, I have also 
Stated a classified statement to some pertinent questions which 
Se Committee had and that I believe has been delivered to the 
Committee's staff so you may have that for your record. 

Chairman BOREN. Yes, it will be received as part of our full 
r6Mr MCMAHON. Mr. Chairman, as in the past, it is an honor to 
aDoear before this Committee and I welcome the opportunity to 
speak on behalf of the confirmation of Robert Gates as Director of 
Central Intelligence. ; . 

It is my judgment that Bob Gates is uniquely qualified for the 
position. He has a thorough appreciation of the Intelligence Com
munity as well as the Central Intelligence Agency and he is well-
attuned to the intelligence needs of the President, the Washington 
policy-makers and the Congress. 

His experience in serving four Presidents during his career as 
well as holding key assignments in CIA provide a unique back-drop 
to his current understanding of world affairs, promptmg my con
clusion that he could assume the leadership of the Intelligence 
Community with a running start. 

I have known Bob Gates to be an individual of extraordinary 
competence and the utmost integrity. I urge your favorable contir-
mation of Mr. Gates and I would now be happy to answer any ques
tions the committee may have. 

Chairman BOREN. Thank you very much, Mr. McMahon. 
I want to ask several questions that will give some background 

and perspective to questions that other Members of the Committee 
may want to ask in some detail. , 

Now you were Bill Casey's deputy from January 1982 until Feb
ruary 1986 

Mr. MCMAHON. I believe it was June '82. 
Chairman BOREN. June 1982 until February '86, about 4 years. 

Mr. Gates stint as Mr. Casey's Deputy lasted only about 8 months 
in contrast, although an eventful 8 months it was. 

For the entire period you were deputy, Mr. Gates was the Deputy 
Director for Intelligence, I believe. So it would appear to me that 
you have been uniquely situated, both in terms of knowing Mr. 
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Casey and in terms of knowing Mr. Gates, to give us some inform 
tion. a* 

We have talked a lot at these hearings about being the man ' 
the middle, but at least from 1982 until 1986 in some ways, y^ 
could be defined as the man in the middle as the deputy to MU 

Casey. 
So I want to get to some specific points at issue and ask for you 

opinion of them. First, Mr. Gates has testified that he first becan/ 
aware of the speculation that proceeds from the Iran arms sale 
may have gone to the Contras on October 1, 1986. 

We have Mr. Fiers' testimony that when he reported this to Mr 
Clair George, Mr. George replied that he, Fiers, was now "one of a 
handful of people who knew." We have Colonel North's testimony 
previously in other forums that Mr. Casey knew. 

If Mr. Casey knew, and if Mr. George knew, in your opinion, is it 
possible that Mr. Gates, as Deputy DCI, did not know during this 
period? 

Mr. MCMAHON. I think it is quite probable that he didn't know 
and I will say from two standpoints. One is that this operation was 
not a CIA operation. The Finding directed us to support the oper
ation and we did that. All the shots were called out of the NSC: 
where flights went, when they went, how they went, what they car
ried, who paid whom, was not under the control of CIA whatsoever. 

We were simply in the "you call, we haul" situation, and I can 
readily accept the fact that given that state of operation within the 
Agency where we had a Finding from the President directing us to 
provide the support, and once that support mechanism was in 
place, there were very little decisions for the Agency to make. 

So I don't see why decisions would have to bubble up through the 
system so to speak, in order to carry out the responsibility of the 
Finding. 

Now when it came to the off-line operation of diversion of funds, 
that was strictly over at the NSC side of the house, and what the 
Agency learned of that was not part of the operational support 
that the Agency was providing, and therefore, it was, I am sure it 
was treated as, do you know this or do you know that? 

And I see it very credibly acceptable that that would not flow 
back through the chain of command. So when Bob Gates said that 
he was unaware of the diversion under 1 October 1986, I have the 
utmost confidence that that is the truth. 

The other standpoint that I want to mention and that blends 
with some of the comments that I have read and heard about in 
the press is you must remember that when Gates came in and he 
came in April '82, I actually left, Mr. Chairman, March 29, 1986, 
Gates came in April '86, that when I came to that job I had about 4 
years of running the DDO. 

So I knew every operation in the Agency. I knew most of the 
people, certainly all of the senior people and I knew how the DDO 
ticked. When Bob Gates came to that job, he came out of the DDI 
which was always separated from the operational aspects of the 
Agency. 

So when he came in, he had to learn a lot of things and the Iran-
Contra was just a very small piece of what the Agency was in
volved in and I can see where Bob wasn't brought into the confi-
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of what was going on there. He had no reason to know that 
denC6thing like this was going on, and therefore, I accept his state-
801111 with great confidence. 
m X r m a n BOREN. Mr. Gates has also testified that he was not 

rp of the actions alleged by Mr. Fiers, that Mr. George had or-
!Wïl Mr Fiers to limit the Congressional testimony in the Hasen-
f flight' Again, I quote Mr. Fiers testimony: "So as not to put the 
HKPM on the Administration." 

Sp?f this is true, do you think Mr. George would have directed him 
. limit his testimony without the direction or clearance of the DCI 
£ o?Mr. Gates as Deputy DCI? 

Mr MCMAHON. I would only have to speculate on that, Mr. 
f i m a n and if you accept my premise to start with, that this 
*« a White House operation, I could see why that happened. 

I think it is extremely unfortunate, but I could see that happen
ing without it ever getting to Gates. 

Chairman BOREN. Mr. Gates also testified that he was not aware 
nf Colonel North's operational role in the private resupply network 
being operated out of Ilopango Air Base in El Salvador for much of 
1986 until the Hasenfus plane went down m October. 

Mr Fiers has testified that he assumed Mr. Gates was at least 
somewhat aware of Mr. North's role with the private aid to the 
Contras He remembers a conversation with Mr. Gates regarding 
the purchase of assets from the private benefactors at about the 
time that Congress was about to reauthorize the aid to the Contras. 
There was some discussion about whether or not some of that 
money that had been authorized by Congress should be used to buy 
some equipment from the private benefactors. .~^„ 

Do you think it is possible that Mr. Gates could not specifically 
have known of Mr. North's operational role, even if he knew about 
general rumors that Mr. North was talking with the private bene
factors and as he put it, hand-holding with them and talking with 
them about private fund-raising? 

Mr. MCMAHON. I would have to revert to my own situation in 
that case. There was a great deal of chatter on the streets in Wash
ington that there was the private effort being engineered out of the 
NSC and White House to fill the void through private contribu
tions to help the contras. 

I think you would have to be immune not to know that that was 
going on. But one thing that I was very careful not to do was to 
explore what was going on. I lived, since 1975 and 1976 with the 
sting of the Pike-Church hearings still ringing in my ears on what 
happened there to the Agency when the Agency followed the Presi
dent's Directive involving Americans. 

So we were really tuned to stay away from anything that was 
American, and we had even a great deal of problems getting infor
mation that would involve drugs coming out of Mexico that in
volved Americans, and finally it was sorted out with the Attorney 
General and Justice Department how we can handle that. 

But most of the employees, if not all of the employees in CIA 
didn't want to know what any American was doing in support of 
the Contras, and I can recall myself as well as Bill Casey testifying 
in Congress that we didn't want to know because if we were ever 
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called in a hearing and asked the question, we would tell what w 
know, and that is why we avoided it. 

So the fact that, you know, Mr. Gates may have had a sense of it 
that sense was what every other citizen within the Beltway knew 
and not necessarily from his perspective as DDCI. 

Chairman BOREN. In November 1986, Mr. Gates was left to pull 
together what the CIA knew of the Iran operation to prepare Mr 
Casey for his testimony before the Committee on November 2lst 
When that testimony was prepared, it did not mention several kev 
facts and Mr. Casey, whether intentionally or unintentionally, pr(>. 
vided misleading or inaccurate responses to a number of questions 
he was asked at the hearing. 

Mr. Gates testified that he essentially gave responsibility for the 
statement over to Mr. Casey the day before the testimony. He 
worked on pulling together some data. His testimony to us was 
that he left and later that evening, but before the testimony the 
next morning, Mr. Casey and others made some additional 
changes. 

This seems to be borne out by the Committee's inquiry. However 
he says, and we questioned him about this, that he never went 
back to find out what the statement actually said. In other words, 
having worked on it to some degree, he never went back to find out 
what Bill Casey actually said when he went to the Committee nor 
did he check to see how Mr. Casey responded to questions. 

Does that seem curious to you that Mr. Gates did not go back, 
after having worked on the statement, to find out, well, what did 
Mr. Casey actually say and how did he respond to questions like 
those that came from Senator Leahy and others? 

Mr. MCMAHON. I know for a fact that I don't think that Bill 
Casey ever took any statement that he didn't rework in his own 
Words. In fact, he did that with just about any paper that came 
before him. 

If you are referring to the testimony that was given before the 
Senate Select Committee 

Chairman BOREN. Yes, sir. 
Mr. MCMAHON. I can tell you that when I came back to testify 

myself, I went into our legislative liaison to see what was going on, 
what was happening in the Committees, and Mr. Griese, who was 
the legislative liaison said to me, did you see what Casey said in his 
testimony? 

I said no and so he showed me a paragraph where Casey said 
that I had approved the flight, but then had insisted on a Finding. 
So I went boiling into Casey's office and said, Bill, that is not true 
and I am going down there and change that record. He said, well, I 
thought that is the way it is, you know, Bob drafted the thing for 
me, and all like that. 

So I went running into Gates' office and he said, look, I got that 
from the DDO. They are the ones that passed that up to me. So I 
said, well, that is wrong. So Casey called in Dave Griese and he 
said, look, tell the Committee that I misspoke and that McMahon 
had not approved that flight. 

He said, John, I thought I was doing you a favor. I was making 
you a hero that you insisted on the Finding, and I said I don't 
worry about the Finding. I said, I didn't approve that flight. And so 
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caïd fine> ^à ^ie—aB ^ e r e c o r (^ s show, he withdrew, said he 
r^fftf Gates had kind of followed that through he would have 

more much attuned to what Casey was doing and saying, than 
w he reacted when I, in a fit of emotion went into him. 

wc« I can see very well that he would hand it through the door to 
rwv and after that, it was Casey's statement. 

Mr BOREN. You think, in fact, based upon his reaction to you 
hen'you came back and later objected to some items in it 

W Mr MCMAHON. Right 
Chairman BOREN.YOU think he hadn't reviewed what was actual-

lyMr MCMAHON. I don't think so. There is not a cause and effect 
f what I said to that conclusion, but I just don't think he would 

w done it. He might have seen the statement later, but once you 
work on a statement to Congress, it usually just makes itsi way up. 

Chairman BOREN. Let me take you to another area. Mr. Gates 
has testified that his first exposure to the Iran arms sales, not the 
diversion, but the Iran arms sales, came in a meeting in your office 
on December 5th, I believe that would be 1985. 

Mr. MCMAHON. That's correct. 
Chairman BOREN. DO you recall this meeting? 
Mr. MCMAHON. I sure do. . 
Chairman BOREN. DO you recall Mr. Gates being involved m this 

matter at any time prior to December 5th? 
Mr MCMAHON. NO, I don't recall Bob being mvolved in that, and 

in fact, I don't recall anybody being involved because the flight 
only happened on the 23rd of November, I think, and I found about 
it on the 25th and after that we were pushing to get the Fmding 
through the White House. 

There is, and the reason why this is so clear to me alter all these 
years, is I have done a lot of work preparing for questions from the 
Independent Counsel. So what you see isn't my memory, it s the re
freshment of my memory. 

During the course of that day, the 5th, I received a call trom Ad
miral Poindexter at 7:30 in the morning. And it is obvious at that 
time, although I don't remember it that way, but it is obvious what 
happened. He tasked me for a meeting that I was to have with the 
President, Secretary Shultz, and Secretary Weinberger on 7 Decern-
ber. 

So I took all of that tasking and called a meeting later that after
noon with Mr. Gates and Bob Layton who is in the DDI, some DIX) 
people and my executive assistant was there. And I went through 
the tasking that I wanted to get pumped up on so I could have the 
meeting with the President. _ . _ , 

And I went down a litany of items that obviously Poindexter had 
passed on that he wanted some answers to, and it was at that 
meeting that I think Bob Gates became apprised of the Iran ship
ment. 

Chairman BOREN. So as far as you know, that was his first 
knowledge of this matter? 

Mr. MCMAHON. The best I can tell. 
Chairman BOREN. Let me go back to that December meeting 

then that you convened where Mr. Gates is present. In this regard, 
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Mr. Clair George testified before the Iran-Contra Committees L»* 
me quote his testimony on this, "In September of '85, Bill Case 
had me, John McMahon, Bob Gates in his office, and Bill Cas? 
said, this is September of '85, 1 have just had a strange meeting I 
the White House. Bud McFarlane informs me that the Israeli 
have approached them. The Israelis have established a contact 
with Iranian interests and these contacts could lead to the opening 
of a dialogue with certain Iranians and the release of the hostaaJ5 

r»..x J.I__ T l i _ 1 ~ J ~ 1 T U . . PTA ~~4- 1 : ~ r , r*&8. But the Israelis have one demand. The CIA not be informed.'And 
there was a twinkle in Casey's eye and he said, 1 wonder what in 
hell this is all about."' 

That is a quote from Mr. George's testimony about a meeting he 
recalls happening back in September. Do you have any recollection 
of a meeting where these kinds of comments were made? 

Mr. MCMAHON. I don't recall that meeting, nor the specific com
ments, but it was no surprise to me that the Israelis were trying to 
help the Iranians. In fact, on a trip that I had to Israel, I will put 
in the 1979-1989 time frame, they—well, maybe a little later than 
that, but it was in the early '80 time frame, they approached me 
on, didn't I believe that Iran was strategic and they need spare 
parts and help, and don't you think it would be a good idea if we 
did this. 

And my response was, well, this is something that the Prime 
Minister ought to take up with the President. It is beyond my pay 
grade. And then I advised the Ambassador that the Israelis were 
thinking this way. 

Then during the course of the summer we had snippets of intelli
gence that the Israelis were trying to use aircraft or things to fly 
aircraft into Iran and in fact, at one point in time, someone that 
we believed was tied to the Israelis tried to hire our proprietary to 
fly some stuff in. 

So we knew that the Israelis were active and though I don't 
recall that meeting, it wouldn't surprise me one bit. 

Chairman BOREN. SO you don't recall that specific meeting, but 
you do know there were conversations about the Israelis wanting 
us to get in the business of helping the Iranians in some way. 

Mr. MCMAHON. Right, and in fact, in November, I was in a meet
ing with Bud McFarlane and Casey and when the meeting broke 
up, I walked out to the outer office and was talking to the secretar
ies and Casey was standing at the door talking to McFarlane and 
coming back in the car he said to me, did you hear what Bud said 
to me? I said no. He said, the Israelis want to ship some arms into 
Iran. 

Chairman BOREN. DO you know whether Mr. Gates had informa
tion about the Israelis wanting us to help the Iranians in some 
way, during this period, prior to the December 5th meeting? 

Mr. MCMAHON. Not that I know of, Mr. Chairman. 
Chairman BOREN. I go back to your earlier statement, as far as 

you know, at least in terms of specifically providing them with the 
arms, the December 5th meeting was the first time 

Mr. MCMAHON. Probably the first one. 
Chairman BOREN. AS far as you know, that is the first time Mr. 

Gates knew? 
Mr. MCMAHON. That's correct. 
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r W r m a n BOREN. The Iran Finding was signed on January 17, 
a? which authorized CIA participation in the arms sale and au-
rized CIA to provide intelligence to Iran. Did you discuss this 

^ ^ M C M A H O N . I sure did, particularly on providing the intelli-

1986, 

P In fact I recall talking to him about the direction tha t I re-
ge^*i from Poindexter and the document tha t he showed me, tha t 
S^President had signed the Finding, and Bob commiserated with 

on this because he didn't like this operation or the thought of it 
Tall We just didn't think it had any future. 

Tn fact he was the one that passed me the intelligence briefs 
A S I used with the President, where I told the President that 

e weren't any moderates in Iran, that all of them had been 
lightered by Khomeini and that whatever arms were passed to 
£ Iranians would end up in the front against the Iraqis. So he 
and I were of one mind from this, and when I sent Bill Casey that 
™ble that you referred to on the 24th of January, I had Bob Gates 
tamind when I said, every one here in headquarters thinks this is 
a E r m a n BOREN. SO Mr. Gates joined you in opposing it and 
indeed helped give you information to use in arguing agamst 
the m ,, 

Mr. MCMAHON. That's correct. 
Chairman BOREN [continuing]. What has come to be the Iran 

arms sales program. 
Mr. MCMAHON. That's correct. , . , - H 
Chairman BOREN. Let me quote a little bit from this cable that 

you sent to Mr. Casey on January 24, 1986, "Everyone here at 
headquarters advises against this operation not only because we 
feel that the principal involved, I believe Mr. Ghorbanifar is a liar 
and has a record of deceit. But secondly, we would be aiding and 
abetting the wrong people. . 

"I met with Poindexter this afternoon to appeal his direction 
that we provide this intelligence, pointing out not only the fragility 
of the ability of the principal to deliver, but also the fact that we 
were tilting in the direction which could cause the Iranians to have 
a successful offense against the Iraqis with cataclysmic results. 

"Poindexter did not dispute our rationale or our analyse, but in
sisted that it was an opportunity that should be explored. Hence, in 
spite of our counsel to the contrary, weare proceeding to lollow out 
orders as so authorized in the Finding." 

And you said, when you talked about everyone at headquarters, 
that included Mr. Gates. 

Mr. MCMAHON. He was a principal, yes, sir. 
Chairman BOREN. Did Mr. Casey ever respond to this cable.' 
Mr. MCMAHON. He didn't initially and I asked that our commu

nications people send me a response that Casey had read it. He was 
in one station and I didn't get a reply. I then knew he moved on to 
a second station, so I sent it to him there and insisted that 1 get a 
reply. And I got a reply saying Casey has read the cable but there 
was no advice or reaction to it. , , 

Chairman BOREN. Since he had not replied but you knew he had 
read it, and because you said at the end of the cable, m spite of our 
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counsel, we're proceeding to follow the orders and provide the in. 
telligence, so you were left just to go ahead with this. 

Mr. MCMAHON. That's right. And I had the assurance from Poin 
dexter that the Attorney General had reviewed the Finding and 
said it was legal. And I also saw the President's personal signature 

Chairman BOREN. Did you do anything else to try to stop this at 
this point? 

Mr. MCMAHON. Not at that point in time. We—when it came to 
the time for the provision of intelligence, which was maybe within 
a week or so after that, Ollie North came over to my office, it was 
a Saturday morning, and Bob Gates was with me. And we had been 
asked to prepare some photography for the front. We had been 
asked that our folks prepare artist's drawings of the Iraqi disposi
tions. And when Ollie came in, we said to him, look, we don't want 
to provide photography. That reveals too much. It reveals the capa
bilities of our system. Let us give them line drawings. 

And Ollie said, okay, fine, we'll give them line drawings. And 
then Bob and I talked, and I don't know whether it was Bob's idea 
or mine, but we said let's pick out an area where there is ground 
truth so that when you give it to the Iranians, they know you're 
giving them valid information. But let's pick a place that will have 
no value as far as a breakthrough from a battle standpoint. 

And Ollie said okay. So we gave him what he wanted and I guess 
he went down to pass it on. 

Chairman BOREN. SO you failed, in essence, to convince the Di
rector armed in part with arguments Mr. Gates helped prepare for 
you. You failed to convince the National Security Advisor, Mr. 
Poindexter, that this ought to be stopped. From your point of view, 
this being unwise you were trying to minimize the real value of 
what you were giving to them. 

Mr. MCMAHON. That's correct. 
Chairman BOREN. DO you feel at this point that there was any

thing else that you or Mr. Gates could have done to try to stop this 
operation? 

Mr. MCMAHON. NO, I think when you have assurances that the 
Attorney General said it was legal, when you have a Presidential 
Directive which was within the dictates of the Hughes-Ryan 
Amendment, we have little choice but either do it or resign. 

Chairman BOREN. YOU left the Agency not too long after this 
began. Without probing too much into your own personal motiva
tion for doing so, would it be safe to say that your discomfort with 
this and generally the way things were drifting at legist led you to 
look more favorably on outside opportunities than you might have 
otherwise? 

Mr. MCMAHON. My decision to leave, Mr. Chairman, began long 
before the Iran-Contra. I was planning to leave. This was just one 
more straw of a lot of straws on my back. And if you read the 
newspapers in town at the time, every right-wing group in Wash
ington had spears in my back. And I think I lost credibility at the 
NSC, and I thought it was time to move on. 

Chairman BOREN. Just one last question. We have heard a lot 
and touched on this somewhat about Mr. Casey's management 
style. You certainly had a lot of experience with it. It has been 
argued that he would reach down in the ranks whenever he felt 
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. y o u spent 4 years with him. Do you think some times he did 
w with you? And do you think he might have done it with Mr. 

rM-PS? Was this a function of his concern with secrecy or compart-
ntation from a professional point of view, or was this his dislike 

S^he bureaucracy? 
Mr MCMAHON. NO, Bill Casey wanted to get the answers from 

•fcpoerson that he felt had them. So he wasted no time in talking 
Î analysts or ops officers down below. And his approach was that 
?'« not up to him to wander through the chain of command, it's up 
In those people he talked with to feed upward. That wasn't his job. 
SP was too busy. So it was not surprising that Bill would wander, 
vmi know, through the Agency and be pulling people in to talk. 

Where Bob and I had that difference was that I had been m the 
DDO and I knew all those people, and I had a sense of what was 
poing on And every morning I would receive Casey's calendar. And 
when I saw a meeting scheduled that I was interested in, I would 
go sit in on the meeting. If I didn't want to go, I wouldn't go. So, I 
felt I had access to what was going on. What I knew that was going 
on was my decision and not his. 

Chairman BOREN. Thank you, Mr. McMahon. I have to give 
notice to our members. I apologize to you but we do have a vote on 
the Floor. We are down to five bells on it, so we are going to have 
to take a brief recess. When we return, let me give the order in 
which we will be questioning. 

Vice Chairman, Senator Murkowski, followed by Senators 
Warner, Gorton, Cranston, Rudman, DeConcini, Metzenbaum, 
Nunn, Chafee, Glenn, and Bradley. So we will take just a brief 
recess and then we will return. Senator Murkowski will commence 
the questioning at that point. 

We will stand in recess. 
[A brief recess was taken.] 
Chairman BOREN. We will resume the hearings at this point. 

Again, Mr. McMahon, just for the record, you do understand that 
you are still under oath as you answer this questions. 

Mr. MCMAHON. Yes, sir. I do. 
Chairman BOREN. Thank you very much. We will turn now to 

the Vice Chairman, Senator Murkowski, for his questions. 
Senator MURKOWSKI. In your statement you made a reference to 

Casey not wanting to be on his back, or some such thing. It caused 
me to wonder just what kind of a loop you were involved in in asso
ciation with Casey as his Deputy. I assume that loop was rather 
informal and sometimes you are in the loop, sometimes you are out 
of the loop? 

Mr. MCMAHON. That's right. I think Bill Casey and I have had a 
very excellent relationship. I have tremendous respect for Bill 
Casey. I think he was a marvelous individual who has done a tre
mendous amount for the intelligence posture in the United States. 
And unfortunately in hearings such as this, no one gets the oppor
tunity to really praise what Bill Casey has done. He has done a 
great service to his country. And I'm sorry that he'll be remem
bered for these kind of aberrations to a fantastic career. 

Bill and I would argue. We sometimes disagreed, but on issues 
that really counted, I think we were pretty much in concert except 
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for one or two. I had a relationship where I could go in and sit on a 
meeting if Bill had it. He had a number of programs that he was 
interested in. And I felt that there was no need for two of us to trv 
and drive that same train. So I wouldn't bother sitting in. If I k ^ 
he was handling something, he would handle it. He would have a 
number of meetings with outsiders or with American businessmen 
and I had never felt that I wanted to sit in on those or know what 
he was doing. 

At one point in time he did indicate that he wanted to build our 
non-official cover program. And he was exploring this with a lot of 
American businessmen who had activities overseas. And at one 
point in time where he thought he had had enough commitment 
he came to me and said, John, I want you and I to run this. He had 
singled out a couple of officers in the DDO to help him do that. 
And I said, Bill, neither you nor I have time to run this operation 
correctly, and I don't want to have anything to do with a hip-
pocket operation. Put it down within the DDO Division that has re
sponsibility for non-official cover. And he thought for a while, and 
said okay. 

Now, he still stayed on top of that, but it was then institutional
ized in the organization. 

Senator MURKOWSKI. So it is not unusual for a couple of Irish
men to toast or engage in some high-level conversations with their 
voice escalating. But I am more concerned with the nuance of how 
he handled the situation where he clearly did not want you in
volved, where he wanted you out of the loop. 

Mr. MCMAHON. I don't think he ever asked me to leave. 
Senator MURKOWSKI. But you were either asked in, and if you 

were not, you took that as a sign to mean that he was going to 
handle it. Is that right? 

Mr. MCMAHON. The ground rules that I had with him was I had 
a copy of his calendar for the day, and I would go sit on the meet
ings that I thought I ought to be in on, and I didn't bother with 
those meetings that I didn't. 

Senator MURKOWSKI. HOW did you know whether you ought to be 
in it or not if he didn't tell you? 

Mr. MCMAHON. I guess it probably stems from arrogance because 
I knew the people in the DDO, something Bob Gates didn't know, 
and I knew the operations going on in the Agency, something that 
Bob Gates didn't know, he didn't have time to get up to speed on. 
And maybe I just prevailed upon that background to know what I 
wanted to get involved in. 

Senator MURKOWSKI. Well, let me move on. In November of 1985, 
a shipment of arms was made to Iran authorized by President 
Reagan. And we have been over some of this, but I want to make 
sure I understand it. Did Director Casey tell you about the arms 
shipment before it took place? 

Mr. MCMAHON. NO, sir. Director Casey was away at the time it 
happened. 

Senator MURKOWSKI. NOW in this issue, do you consider yourself 
in or out of the loop? 

Mr. MCMAHON. I was very much out of the loop because it was 
an abberation, it was not an Agency operation. 

Senator MURKOWSKI. YOU indicated that. 
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\K MCMAHON. And the interpretation within the DDO was that 
, w e r e just looking for a commercial airline and we offered 
f y our proprietary. I think it was that simple. 

Senator MURKOWSKI. DO you recall how you learned about it? 
Mr MCMAHON. Yes. Monday morning I went into the assistant 

nnO's office that I do every morning, and he said, did you hear 
hat happened. And I said what do you mean. And he then ex-
ulined what happened, and from there on we got the Finding. 
Senator MURKOWSKI. At any time before you resigned from the 

CIA! did you personally notify Congress of the January 17, 1986 

^ ^ M C M A H O N . NO, sir, I didn't and I was directed not to by the 
president of the United States within the legal authority that Con
gress vested in him in the statute. 

Senator MURKOWSKI. That was by the Finding. 
Mr MCMAHON. That's correct, sir. 
Senator MURKOWSKI. Did you believe either the December 5,1986 

Finding or the January 17, 1986 were illegal as some have alleged 
in this hearing process so far? 

Mr. MCMAHON. No, not at all. 
Senator MURKOWSKI. Would you care to elaborate a little bit be

cause this is a question that has been brought up by some of my 
colleagues and they have a little different interpretation. 

Mr. MCMAHON. Well, I'm not a lawyer, but I think when I re
ceived assurances that the Attorney General has agreed that it was 
legal and the President signed it, I'm quite content to accept that. 
And also, sir, if I may, our own General Counsel, whose responsibil
ity is to protect the agency legally and make sure it does every
thing correct, he was the drafter of those Findings. So I think that 
they were legal. But I would defer to, you know, anyone who wants 
to challenge that. 

Senator MURKOWSKI. With regard to Mr. Gate s role as head of 
the Directorate of Intelligence, do you have any reason to believe 
that he intentionally slanted the intelligence to suit the views or 
preconceived notions of policy makers? 

Mr. MCMAHON. NO, sir, from two factors. One, if it happened 
during my tenure, I wouldn't have let it happen. Number two, I 
know Bob Gates from his own character wouldn't do it. I can recall 
a number of issues where Bob Gates disagreed with the Director, 
and the intelligence disagreed with the Director's preordained posi
tion. Now I say preordained because Bill Casey had a policy bent to 
him. You can't deny that. But he also had an open mind. And if 
you could give him evidence to the contrary, he was a big enough 
man to accept that. 

You may recall there's been a lot of publicity in times past about 
the famous Mexican Finding. Bill Casey wanted that Finding, or 
that Estimate—the Mexican Estimate—Bill Casey wanted that Es
timate to read that Mexico was falling apart and was going to be a 
disaster down there. 

The intelligence we had, which had to come through Bob Gates 
did not sport that and at no time, even as the intelligence flowed 
out, it went out to the Community, at no time did Bill Casey stop 
that flow. 
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And Bob Gates was sitting there at the throttle and you ma 
recall that we then went through a torturous estimative procesŝ  
The Estimate was argued through four drafts just within the S ' 
tional Intelligence Office. 

It then came out, went on the street and we had eventually nine 
drafts before it was finally published, and in an unprecedented 
fashion, we had two NFIB meetings on it. And the reason for it 
was no one in the Community could really agree and that is not 
surprising because no one in the policymaking audience could 
agree. 

The Administration was divided. Some felt that it was going to 
be an Iran South, others thought that it was just going to struggle 
along in spite of the financial crisis, the political corruption that 
had existed prior to de la Madrid coming in there. It was a very 
difficult Estimate to write. 

It took 9 months, and yet I talked personally as late as 2 days 
ago with the analyst that was responsible for drafting that Esti
mate, and I asked him, did you ever feel political heat? He said, it 
was the most intellectual, invigorating experience he ever had be
cause there were so many points of view. 

Senator DECONCINI. Could we have the name of that analyst? 
Mr. MCMAHON. Pardon? 
Senator DECONCINI. IS there any reason why we can't have the 

name of that analyst? 
Mr. MCMAHON. I would be happy to give it to the Committee, sir. 
Senator DECONCINI. It is classified or sensitive? 
Mr. MCMAHON. Mr. Chairman, I defer to you. 
Chairman BOREN. I think it would probably be best for you to 

give the name to us and then let us check to see, just in case that 
person is undercover in some way, but we will get that. Please con
tinue. 

Mr. MCMAHON. But the whole Estimate began when we had a 
paucity of information about Mexico and you can't believe that it is 
just south of us, yet we didn't have good intelligence. We had a lot 
of opinion, a lot of what people thought, but there was nothing 
hard to go on and that is why it was such a difficult Estimate to 
prepare. 

By the end of the Estimate, after 9 months, analysts had gone 
down to Mexico. They contacted people down there. They went into 
the slums, they garnered as much information as they could so I 
think it came out pretty well. 

But even when we went to NFIB, some folks wanted to take foot
notes, and Casey said, no, you are not going to get off that easy. If 
you have a footnote to take, you put analysis in writing and we 
will put it up in the texts. So if you look at the Estimate it begins, 
this is what we think what is going to happen in Mexico, and then 
the second paragraph is, however, others say, and it is kind of just 
a little bit to the contrary. It is really a degree. 

Some thought they would muddle through, others thought the 
sky was falling, and it's in that context. 

Chairman BOREN. I am told that it is all right for you to name 
the analyst. 

Mr. MCMAHON. It was Brian Latell, Mr. DeConcini. 
Senator DECONCINI. Thank you. Thank you, Mr. Chairman. 
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tor MURKOWSKI. Let me just follow up on that, because the 
^ f slanted intelligence has been brought up, and you have a 

issue ^.g^ye position given your background and the fact that you 
rp tired. 

are now h e l p ' ^ 1 ^ to us why this is an issue? Why is the per-
^n out there that Gates seems to be involved in slanting intel-

cePtlon
? Qive u s a little background because we don't seem to be 

^ffn tret a clear evaluation of where it came from, what is keep-
•Talive because we can' t find any breath in the animal, and 

"* have handled it pret ty well but still it seems to be around in 
IL minds of some. . 

Mr MCMAHON. Let me t ry two examples, Mr. Vice Chairman. 
The first one begins with this famous Mexican Estimate. There 

a procedural aberration. Bill Casey had hired an individual 
Ww, was expert in Mexico and Central America. He then left the 
Cncv and I beg, I don't want to give his name, all right? He left 
S Agency and went to the National Security Council. Bill valued 
ta iudement and insight. . 

Bill took one of the drafts of the National Intelligence Est imate 
and gave it to him to review. That is an anathema. You don't get 
the policymaker writing on the Intelligence Estimate. 

When the comments came back and were given to the drafter of 
the Estimate, he chose to take those t ha t he agreed with and he 
scratched out those t ha t he didn' t agree with. So he d i d n t feel 
compelled to react one way or another. If there was a good point he 
accepted, if it was a bad point, he threw it out. 

Senator DECONCINI. IS t ha t John Horton, Mr. Chairman, if I 
could interrupt you, do you know? 

Senator MURKOWSKI. He said he wished not to mention the 
name. L, 

Senator DECONCINI. I mean the one tha t was then doing the 
drafting. I am not talking about the one tha t went 

Mr. MCMAHON. Brian Latell worked for John Horton, Senator. 
Senator DECONCINI. I 'm asking you, you said the m a n tha t Casey 

had, he went on to the National Security Council 
Mr. MCMAHON. Yes, t ha t was not John Horton. 
Senator DECONCINI. YOU didn't want to name h im and I am not 

asking you to. Then you said the man who was getting the informa
tion started to accept some and throw some out. Was tha t John? 

Mr. MCMAHON. That was Brian Latell. 
Senator DECONCINI. That was Brian Latell? 
Mr. MCMAHON. Right. 
Senator DECONCINI. Thank you, sir. I am sorry, Mr. Chairman, 

thank you. 
Mr. MCMAHON. But tha t was a procedure aberration and no one 

in the DDI liked it. I didn't like it. I don't th ink anyone liked it. I 
didn't like it because I didn't know about it. But you don't do tha t 
m the—you don't do tha t in the Intelligence Community. You don t 
draw the policymaker in. 

Now this person certainly could influence policy but it was an 
aberration. Now tha t rat t les through the DDI and makes people 
vejy nervous of what is going on. 

My second example centers around the famous Soviet pipeline. 
^ e Administration was very uptight on the transfer of any tech-
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nology to the Soviet Union and Eastern Europe. Along came th 
issue of the West European nations buying gas from the Soviet 

The Soviets could lay that pipeline and do it nicely if they COuU 
get a hold of some U.S. equipment and pumps and what have, cô  
pressors. The Administration didn't want to do that, particular^ 
from the defense side of the house. State and Commerce kind of 
thought it was an all right idea. 

We were asked to prepare, does the U.S. equipment make the dif 
ference? Casey did not want that pipeline. He was against it b^ 
cause it, whatever it did, it was bad for Western Europe and it 
gave the Soviet Union hard money and things like that. He didn't 
like that. 

He wanted the Estimate to come out saying, the pipeline is bad 
and without the U.S. technology, the Soviets can't build it. The 
DDI, again under Bob Gates, said the Soviets are going to build 
that pipeline whether you like it or not or whether you give them 
the equipment or not. 

Bill didn't like that too much. So he took the head of the NIO, 
Harry Rowan and asked him to go to Europe and check it out him' 
self. Harry went over to Europe, talked to the Europeans, did a 
good fact-finding, came back and said, Bill, that pipeline is going to 
be laid, whether you like it or not or whether it has U.S. equip. 
ment or not. 

Casey at that point conceded, okay, fine, and he let the Estimate 
go, which the Administration didn't like, saying the Soviets are 
going to build that pipeline with or without the United States' 
help. Now there is a back-drop to this going on in Europe and that 
is at a higher policy level between U.S. policy and Western Europe
an policy. 

The pipeline is just one thing in that. And the reaction out of the 
President at the time was to say, I am going to impose sanctions. 
We are not going to let anything go to the Soviets. He didn't make 
that decision because of the Estimate or not because of the Esti
mate. 

He made that decision because of high level discussions involving 
Western European and U.S. policy. The analysts, I am led to be
lieve thought that the President made that decision because we 
had conveyed the wrong impression, that we said, if you stop the 
pipeline, it won't happen. 

And they got upset because they thought that Casey on the side 
was taking the intelligence and saying the wrong words to the 
President. And so it was mixed up and a number of the analysts 
feel we didn't take a hard enough position. So they then conclude 
that it has been politicized, but the President made his decision 
quite apart from CIA or what Casey wanted or didn't want. 

And it is things like that that cause uneasiness within the uui, 
but to me they are misperceptions and I can't sit here and tell you 
that I did a job as DDCI if I tolerated for one iota politicization 01 
any piece of intelligence, and I do also know that there are 2,UW 
at least, analysts in the DDI who would be headed by Bob kates, 
walking out the front door if they thought that the CIA was going 
to become a policy tool of any Administration, whether Republican 
or Democrat. 
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nes to the very fiber of the intelligence process. Intelligence 
ft £°jL impartial and call it what it is, whether the Administra

t e like it or not. 
tl(£f tor MURKOWSKI. The last question is based on your experi-

and the fact that you have served in the position that Mr. 
enf served in. Assuming Mr. Gates is confirmed, what would be, 
GÇseconds, your advice, your best advice to him? 

M MCMAHON. I would urge him to relocate to northern Califor-

^fr neral laughter.] 
Senator MURKOWSKI. Senator Byrd will be happy to hear that. 
rfieneral laughter.] 
Senator MURKOWSKI. I don't know about John Warner here 

rhnufïh but thank you very much. 
Mr MCMAHON. I don't mean to be a wise guy, Mr. Vice-Chair-
fn but I think Bob doesn't need my advice at all. I think he can 

!ke this ball and run with it very easily. He knows what has hap
ped in the world. He knows there is change. He knows he has to 
change how we look at things, and I am sure he will be up front 
°Senator MURKOWSKI. Thank you, and I think Senator Warner 

needs a glass of cold water. 
[General laughter.] 
Senator WARNER. NO. I am just gomg to tell Senator Nunn, there 

is a new way to run a committee around here and he and I better 
wake up. 

[General laughter.] 
Senator WARNER. Let's just pick right up. This has been an im

portant line of questioning by the Vice Chairman because you were 
getting the picture of this man whom our President has selected. 

When you were his boss, there were times when you disagreed 
with him, did he fight back? 

Mr. MCMAHON. Well, I think it is more that he disagreed with 
me, but he held his guns pretty well. But Bob and I see the world 
through the same colored glasses. I don't think we had many argu
ments on issues. 

Senator WARNER. Let's go back to the question of when you 
worked for Bill Casey. Bob Inman started as first Deputy. You 
filled in for a very important period of 4 years and then, of course, 
Bob Gates, and it is obvious that during the period with Bob Gates, 
he was in declining health, whether he knew it or acknowledged it. 

Mr. MCMAHON. Yes, sir. 
Senator WARNER. Bill Casey, the Casey I remember during the 

campaign and when he first came in was a good, tough man, cut 
out of the old mold of the OSS and Wild Bill Donovan and others. 

Tell us a little bit about Bill Casey's management style when you 
were there and the management style that we have heard in the 
testimony here in the last 2 days? Was there a difference? 

Mr. MCMAHON. I don't think his style changed that much. I don't 
think he had a blueprint by which he dealt with deputies. As I 
mentioned earlier, I had come from the DDO. I spent almost 4 
years at the DDO, so I had an advantage over Bob Gates. I knew 
People. I knew the operations. 
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But Bill's attitude was that he wanted to go talk to the peoDi 
where the tire was meeting the road. He wanted to talk to «T 
people who were writing the intelligence or running the operati 
and he relied on them to keep their chain of command advised 
to what he was doing. * 

Senator WARNER. Were there periods when you were working f 
him that he cut you out of the chain, went right to the person aI 
the programs, about which you knew very little? 

Mr. MCMAHON. He wouldn't, I don't feel, ever cut me out H 
would go talk, to whomever he wanted, and as I mentioned earhe 
I would have his calendar and I would sit on the meetings that! 
wanted to sit on. I knew the people who were going to those meet 
ings with Bill and so I knew what the subject matter would be and 

tc I would sit in and he never invited me out, and if I didn't want 
sit in, I didn't sit in. 

It is not a question of whether it is this secret or that secret. I 
think there is enough work to do for two gainfully employed indi
viduals who want to work 13 hours a day and you just don't have 
time to double up all the time. 

Senator WARNER. I think you have covered this in other ques
tions, but unfortunately I have had to come and go, so cut it short 
if you have, but there were times when the judgment of Bob Gates 
in his DDI position were at variance with the Administration's and 
he stuck to his guns. 

Mr. MCMAHON. Yes, sir. 
Senator WARNER. YOU have made that point and covered that, is 

that correct? 
Mr. MCMAHON. That is correct. 
Senator WARNER. And you have given this Committee examples 

of how he did that. 
Mr. MCMAHON. That is correct, Senator. 
Senator WARNER. What do you believe is Bob Gates' knowledge 

of the Intelligence Community? Does he have the grasp of Commu
nity issues necessary to redirect U.S. intelligence? 

Mr. MCMAHON. I think he has a perspective that few would-be 
Directors have. He not only has spent time as a Deputy in CIA and 
as Deputy in the Intelligence Community, but he s also been the 
Acting Director running those functions. Equally important and 
possibly more important, he's been a consumer. He's been a user of 
that intelligence, so he knows what organizations produce the right 
kind of intelligence, and what organizations could be improved. So 
I think he understands that. 

Senator WARNER. And in that capacity he'll have to relate to the 
DIA and ISA and others? 

Mr. MCMAHON. Yes, sir. 
Senator WARNER. And you feel that he is fully competent to do 

those things? 
Mr. MCMAHON. I have the utmost confidence. 
Senator WARNER. Mr. Chairman, that covers most of my qu# 

tions, and I thank the witness. 
Chairman BOREN. Thank you very much, Mr. Warner. Senator 

Gorton. 
Senator GORTON. I simply want to start, Mr. McMahon, by 

asking you a question that I think you may have just answered tor 
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tor Warner. But I'll try to put it a little bit differently. When 
^ were in senior management, right on up to the number two po-
y?uw

 a t QiA, do you believe that you were aware of everything 

try to know when it starts, who s domg it, what the frame-
is and periodically punch into it. But once we had an oper-
running, I didn't get daily reports of what was happening. 

vu iust cant do that. The world's too big. So you get a Finding, 
,ficrht to get that approved, you get it approved, you brief Con-

work 

was going on m t h e agency? 
. M C M A H O N . Y O U c a n t knc 
'try to know when it start 
: is and periodically punch 
I running, I didn't get dail 
iust cant do that. The woi 
fight to get that approved, ; 

°̂PSS you know that the institution can run it, and off they run. 
^And usually the Deputies or the Division Chief are smart enough 

give you an input when it's pertinent. You have access to 
apers but there's no way anyone can stay on top of what's going 

Sn in CIA every day of the week. 
Senator GORTON. I am not sure whether you were here this 

morning, one of my colleagues asked whether or not Bill Casey 
would have known an organization chart if he tripped over it. And 
I think Mr. Fiers' answer was well, he might have known what it 
was, but he certainly would not have paid any attention to it. Is 
that an accurate description of the way you have talked about his 
management style of dealing directly with operations? 

Mr. MCMAHON. I think that's accurate, Senator Gorton. He felt 
it was up to the individuals he talked to to keep their bosses ad
vised. He didn't want to run down through the chain of command 
and wait for the answer to come up. He'd either pick up the phone 
or call the person up to his office. 

Senator GORTON. IS that a management style which to the best of 
your knowledge differed from the management styles of both earli
er and later DCI's? 

Mr. MCMAHON. Yes, in a way I think so. 
Senator GORTON. Others paid more attention to the chain of com

mand, I take it? 
Mr. MCMAHON. I think Admiral Turner, before him, being a good 

Navy man was very attuned to the chain of command, but he was 
not beyond calling analysts in or talking to them or the Ops people, 
he'd just make sure he had a room full of all the right people. He 
recognized and abided by the chain of command. 

Senator GORTON. NOW, I'd like to go back to your very brief open
ing statement here this afternoon in which you warmly endorsed 
the President's nomination of Mr. Gates for the DCI position. As 
fer as I could hear listening to your statement, it was unequivocal. 
You, I believe, feel that you have a thorough knowledge of both 
Mr. Gates' character and of his competence and of his ability. And 
j wonder if you will expand a little bit on that endorsement and 
tell us why, you know, what qualities of character and competence, 
and ability to learn and to grow, go in to that recommendation that 
you made to this committee. 

Mr. MCMAHON. He's a very quick study. He has tremendous 
gasp of what's going on in the world. He, of course, studied on the 
«met Union, but in his time in the DDI and his time in the White 
uouse serving under four presidents in a role within the National 
purity Council or Adviser's Office, he had an appreciation of 
world events tied into policy formulation. And with that compe-
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tence and that background, he brought in a depth and an im», 
into what was needed in the form of how intelligence was n«* 
ed. ^ n t 

And so I had the greatest admiration not only for his schooli 
and experience, but also for his native intelligence. ^8 

Senator GORTON. That goes to competence. How about the cha 
acter and ability to grow? 

Mr. MCMAHON. I admire Bob Gates. The fact of his ability t* 
grow, he has to be a weed because he has come up through tk 
ranks so quickly as a very young man, and he has been able to 
handle every job given to him with a fair degree of ease. And I 
think that the greatest compliment he can have is have the 
number of Presidents who have sought his tenure in their personal 
National Security Council. And I think Bob has a tremendous 
amount going for him, and he can lend a great deal to the intelli-
gence posture of this nation. 

Senator GORTON. DO you trust him? 
Mr. MCMAHON. YOU bet your life. I bet my life. 
Senator GORTON. Thank you, Mr. Chairman. 
Chairman BOREN. Thank you very much. Senator Cranston. 
Senator CRANSTON. Thank you, Mr. Chairman. I welcome you 

from Northern California. 
Mr. MCMAHON. Thank you, Senator. 
Senator CRANSTON. In answering questions today, you said that 

you had open access to Bill Casey and to his daily schedule, and 
could sit in on any meetings you chose to. You'd look at the sched
ule and go if you wanted to. Gates, on the other hand, seemed to 
have a more arm's length relationship. Do you think that is attrib
utable to the differences in your backgrounds. Gates being an ana
lyst and you coming from the Operations Directorate? 

Mr. MCMAHON. I don't think Bob had an arm's length relation 
ship with Casey. I think there may have been some Casey meetings 
Bob didn't go to because he wasn't sure what they were about. I 
can't speculate as to why Bob did or didn't go to meetings, but I 
know that I'd had a definite advantage because I had served in all 
Directorates in the Agency, and Bob had only served in one. So 
there was a 4 to 1 advantage right there. 

Senator CRANSTON. SO far as you know, were you kept deliberate 
ly from knowing about any operation or any other matter going on, 
other than Iran-Contra? 

Mr. MCMAHON. Not that I know of, Senator. I can't say that 
knew everything going on in CIA, but I don't recall any operation I 
learned about afterwards. 

Senator CRANSTON. And I presume you didn't try to know every 
thing going on. 

Mr. MCMAHON. YOU just can't. It's impossible, sir. 
Senator CRANSTON. This morning, Senator DeConcini raised an 

issue concerning the collection of private conversations between 
the Sandinista Government and people and Members of Congresŝ  
Mr. Fiers confirmed that such information was collected, although 
the target of the collection was the Sandinista 0°^™^?*?!,!!! 
Members of Congress, not Americans. Were you aware of th"* 
conversations? 
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to find out when all that happened. And Alan Fiers said that I 
^" eone. I do know that there are always incidents where Ameri-

O _ Al^v«« nnmaa i n f n m i l * V i o n / ^ o K i l t l i c i i a l l x r t i r o n n l n o J +V. <r«-

ur MCMAHON. NO, I wasn't In fact, ^hastened after this morn-

k ^formation comes into our hands, but usually we unload that 
^ A t t o r n e y General or the FBI. 

And to help Senator Bradley s concern, I know of no dossiers on 
^Members of Congress. That would just be horrible and it's not 

^r bag, we wouldn't do that. 
° Senator CRANSTON. In the normal course of events, how would 
that information be disseminated, and to whom? 

Mr MCMAHON. Well, I think in the case, if we had information 
n a Member of Congress, we would probably turn it over—if it 

i e r e other than the normal, what I'll say law-abiding activity, it 
would just be scrubbed, it wouldn't go any place. If it looked like 
there was a crime involved, then that would probably be referred 
to the FBI. I know of no instance where that was the case, Senator. 
But that would be my gut instinct. 

Senator CRANSTON. Thank you very much. I have no further 
questions. 

Chairman BOREN. Thank you very much, Senator Cranston. Sen
ator Rudman. 

Senator RUDMAN. Mr. McMahon, I want to thank you very much 
for your testimony. I think the questions of the Committee have 
been excellent and they are to the point. All the ones that could be 
asked concerning the nominee, I think, have been asked. I appreci
ate your candid testimony today. And I have no questions. 

Chairman BOREN. Thank you, Senator Rudman. Senator DeCon-
cini. 

Senator DECONCINI. Mr. Chairman, thank you very much. Mr. 
McMahon, just following up on Senator Cranston's questioning, you 
indicate you did not think there was any so-called reports kept on 
Members of Congress. Do you dispute this article in the New York 
Times that talks about reports being kept on Congressman Barnes, 
and the fact that Mr. Barnes was a leading opponent of aid to the 
Contras and on the Foreign Affairs Committee? In an interview, 
Barnes said that Mr. Casey told him late in 1985 that the Central 
Intelligence Agency had obtained communications between the 
Nicaraguan Embassy and the Foreign Minister of Managua. 

The communication outlined a conversation between Victor 
Johnson, the Staff Director of Mr. Barnes' Subcommittee and rep
resentatives of the Sandinista Government. Mr. Barnes testified 
briefly about this incident during Oliver North's criminal trial in 
1989. He insists that Mr. Johnson had nothing to divulge. 

Now, you were not aware of any such reports ever being kept on 
any members of Congress or made on any Members of Congress? 

Mr. MCMAHON. NO, sir. I don't recall that report that you're re
ferring to there. And during my tenure, I can't even imagine that 
there were any reports kept on Congress. If we received informa
tion incidentally, then it was treated as an incidental information. 

Senator DECONCINI. If we snowed you any reports that we have, 
would you be glad to look at them and see if you've seen them 

Mr. MCMAHON. Well, as I mentioned earlier, when this came up 
ltus morning, I was quite surprised by it and I inquired on it. Alan 
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Fiers indicated to me tha t I wasn't involved in that and had** 
been there at the time. But I understand tha t the CIA is now r 
ing tha t information together and will provide tha t to the Commi 

Pull. 

tee whenever it can. 
Senator DECONCINI. IS it possible that Director Casey might hav 

done this and kept you out of the loop? 
Mr. MCMAHON. NO, because this wasn't CIA information. This b 

formation, as I understand it, came in from other agencies. 
Senator DECONCINI. I don't know. 
Mr. MCMAHON. AS I understand it came into CIA. 
Senator DECONCINI. I don't know where it came from. 
Mr. MCMAHON. I'm not privy to it, Senator. 
Senator DECONCINI. And I am not either. 
Mr. MCMAHON. And I'm just telling you what I learned over 

lunch time. 
Senator DECONCINI. Okay. Also, Mr. Fiers said that he was in a 

meeting with Mr. Casey about a policy manual that was 
Chairman BOREN. Senator DeConcini, let me interrupt for just a 

minute on the last point. It is our initial information that it came 
from another Federal agency, and it was not targeted on Members 
of Congress, but on other targets which then later ended up collect
ing some information about contacts with Members of Congress as 
well and the Sandinista government. 

As I said this morning, we have requested full information from 
both agencies involved, not only from the agency which originally 
came into possession of this information, but also from the Central 
Intelligence Agency, just in terms of what was turned over to the 
CIA, what they had in their files, what they did with it, the whole 
matter. Of course, we cannot go into the sources and methodology 
of how this information might have come into their being in their 
possession in open session, but we should have all of that informa
tion. 

I will make sure that not only that you see it, but that every 
Member of the Committee sees it. 

Senator DECONCINI. Mr. Chairman, I understand that. Staff has 
advised me that they have some of that. 

Chairman BOREN. We have a partial report. But we have gone 
back just to make sure that we are absolutely certain to get it all. 
Hopefully it will be before us, and we will be able to look at that in 
our closed inquiry. 

Senator DECONCINI. Thank you. Thank you, Mr. Chairman. 
Mr. McMahon, Mr. Fiers today said he was in a meeting where 

Mr. Casey was very concerned about a policy manual that had 
been written. I do not remember when the time was. It was before 
1986 to my recollection, in the course of that Mr. Casey said that 
the polls were showing that Ronald Reagan had lost 6 points be
cause of this, and it was very political. Mr. Fiers says he remem
bers that very well and admits—or maybe this is my paraphras
ing—that was somewhat of a weakness of Mr. Casey, and you have 
just told us that you don't think there was ever any politicizing m 
the CIA under Mr. Casey. Do you stand by that? 

Mr. MCMAHON. I sure do. I don't think that there's a sequituj 
there at all. I think that the fact that the Agency screwed up and 
did a dumb thing and the President's polls drop 
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«tor DECONCINI. YOU think that's a very proper thing to be 
ir s the head of intelligence that—or the Deputy head, or what-

^ Mr Fiers was, the polls are down and we have got to do some-
*?oabout this policy to change it. 

\f MCMAHON. I wouldn't subscribe to that approach at all, Sen-

at£nator DECONCINI. What approach? 
Mr MCMAHON. What Mr. Casey said. I just don t think that's 

^Senator DECONCINI. Thank you. You discussed the Mexico 
A*™ You were the Deputy when that was done? That was 1984. 

review. 
Is that correct? 

Mr MCMAHON. Yes, sir. 
Senator DECONCINI. And correct me now. That particular effort 

was put together primarily by Mr. Horton? Do you recall? 
Mr MCMAHON. John Horton was the NIO for Latin America and 

Brian Latell, who worked for him, was commissioned to prepare 
the Estimate. 

Senator DECONCINI. Can you reconstruct for me that analysis? 
Did it not say that there was a 1 in 5 chance of the country going 
under? Did it also fail to say and to stress the significance of the 
corruption and the drug involvement of DFS personnel? Is that a 
fair analysis? 

Mr. MCMAHON. I don't remember the total context of the entire 
Estimate. What it did indicate, the emphasis of it, was that the 
Mexican Government will probably muddle through this crisis by 
giving a little, relaxing a little, and then tightening up where they 
have to. The others just felt that Mexico was on the brink of total 
disaster. All those points were put out, I think in fact, every point 
you can imagine was put out in the Mexican Estimate. But if I may 
come back to the fact that I was talking about the politicization of 
intelligence when I mentioned the Mexican Estimate, and it goes to 
Mr. Gates' stalwart approach not to politicize anything. 

Because that Estimate was generating so much heat and so much 
controversy, he had his special assistant, who's an economist, and 
assigned him with two other analysts to prepare their own person
al views, so to speak, of the Mexican situation. 

Senator DECONCINI. IS that the footnote? 
Mr. MCMAHON. NO, no, no. This was a separate document, a sep

arate, independent study, quite separate and apart from the esti
mative process. 

Senator DECONCINI. Was that after the estimative process was 
finished and disseminated? 

Mr. MCMAHON. NO, it was when it began. And he promised them 
that they—not when it began, during the course of it when it was 
so heated—and he promised them that he would publish the con
clusions that they came to. 
, yity C a m e t o t n e c o n c l u s i ° n that they, by that point in time, had 
toa the benefit of the entire Estimate. They came to their own con
clusions which was slightly different than the Estimate. And it was 
Published. And Bob had it sent to all the holders of the Estimate 
wno had received the Estimate to start with, so they had the bene-
«t of the study. 

Senator DECONCINI. I am confused. 
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Mr. MCMAHON. Yes, sir. 
Senator DECONCINI. This draft, as I m told, described Mexico 

perilously close to revolution and that there is a 1 in 5 chanp 
during the next few years internal and external pressures would 
result in the political destabilization of Mexico well and g0od 
Horton disagreed with the Estimate because it could not be sut 
stantiated by intelligence while Mr. Casey was supportive and 
pushed for these findings in the final draft. Do you disagree with 
Mr. Horton's statement of what he told our staff? 

Mr. MCMAHON. Well, I think you have to look at the whole pic 
ture. What Casey did at the National Foreign Intelligence Board 
was ask each member to give his opinion of what he thought the 
chances would be of the four or five different possible conclusions 

Senator DECONCINI. That is not my question. Did the statement 
the statement that went out, did it have this 1 in 5, and did it not 
go into the corruption of the DFS forces and the drug dealing? 
That is my question. 

Mr. MCMAHON. If I recall, Senator, there were several state
ments. The dissenting views were incorporated in the body of the 
text. 

Senator DECONCINI. Are you sure about that? 
Mr. MCMAHON. Yeah, paragraph one says one thing and para

graph two says however, others feel something else. 
Senator DECONCINI. I am under the impression that that is not 

the case, that the Estimate that went out failed to have anything 
in it about drugs and the DFS 

Mr. MCMAHON. I don't recall the drugs in DFS, but I do know 
there were dissenting opinions in the Key Judgments. 

Senator DECONCINI. Okay, Mr. McMahon. Let me touch on an
other thing. Another question relates to an issue I expect we are 
going to raise with Mr. Gates, and that is the intelligence assess
ment on the Papal Assassination. There was a big article in the 
paper today that touched on it at some length in the Post. 

I am not looking for any answers that involve details of this clas
sified report, Mr. McMahon, and I want that very clear. It has been 
reported to this Committee that prior to the drafting of the 1985 
assessment, a meeting was held, chaired by Director Casey, in 
which you attended along with Bob Gates and Douglas MacEachin, 
is that true? 

Mr. MCMAHON. Yes, sir. 
Senator DECONCINI. Mr. Casey supposedly expressed his view 

that the Soviets were behind the attempted assassinatioin of the 
Pope. You reportedly disagreed with that. Bob Gates suggested that 
the Soviet Analyst Division draft an assessment that lays out a spe
cific case from the perspective that there was Soviet involvement. 
Was there such a meeting and is that a correct characterization at 
what occurred at the meeting, and if not, would you correct it, 
please?. 

Mr. MCMAHON. Yes, sir. I don't recall any specific meeting-
There may have been, or there may not have. But the pertinent 
point is did we have intelligence that could demonstrate that the 
Soviets shot the Pope. The unequivocal answer is no, we did not. 

Now everybody in Washington, including Bill Casey, wanted to 
hang this on the Soviets. It would have been great. 
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tor DECONCINI. What do you mean, everybody in Washing

ton?- t̂ çĵ AHON. It would have been great news if we could prove 
the Soviets were in back of a plot to shoot the Pope. 

tb^ tne D E C O N C I N I c a n you be a little more specific? By every-
j vou don't mean everybody, you mean everybody in the Ad-
• oration of Ronald Reagan? Is that what you mean? 

^ MCMAHON. I think people that didn't like the Soviets wanted 

tbiLator DECONCINI. Okay. . 
Mr MCMAHON. Again, we began the Estimate to look at what m-
nvence w e had. And we found that we had no intelligence to 
nort that one way or the other. However, there was a book writ-

f on the Soviet involvement and Casey was very persuaded by 
S t book. And so he kept beating back on the DDI saying, you 
tnow there has to be something to it. 

It ended up with Casey having the DDI prepare virtually a line-
hvline refutation or support to each line in that book. 

Senator DECONCINI. Well, that is very good, Mr. McMahon, but it 
does not get to my question. Did Mr. Gates at the meeting suggest 
that the Soviet Analyst Division attempt to draft the specific case 
implicating the Soviet Union? 

Mr. MCMAHON. I don't recall that happening and I doubt it. And 
if you look at the end result, CIA came out and said no smoking 

Senator DECONCINI. Fine. That's good. I am not interested in 
that. What I want to know is whether you are saying no to my 
question. He did not—you do not remember him doing that. 

Mr. MCMAHON. NO, I do not remember him doing that. 
Senator DECONCINI. That is all I really wanted to know on that 

subject matter. Likewise, in the area of the Mexico, going back to 
the 1984 Mexico draft, was Mr. Gates involved in that? And to your 
knowledge, did Mr. Horton come to Mr. Gates, or did he come to 
you, with a disagreement as to the draft? 

Mr. MCMAHON. He did not come to me, but I have to assume he 
went to 

Senator DECONCINI. He says he came to Gates. 
Mr. MCMAHON. He went to Gates, yes. 
Senator DECONCINI. Then he says he came to Gates and that 

Gates ignored him and put out the draft anyway. Do you believe 
that or do you have any reason 

Mr. MCMAHON. I don't have any reason to disagree with that. 
The only thing I have to say is the individual who drafted it, who 
worked for Horton, didn't feel he was persuaded one way or the 
other by any pressure. 

Senator DECONCINI. Well, who was responsible, Mr. Horton or 
Mr. Latell? 
. Mr. MCMAHON. Well, Latell was the drafter, Horton was his 
DOSS. 

Senator DECONCINI. And so Horton took responsibility for the 
TO draft of saying he approved it or disapproved it. 

Mr. MCMAHON. Right, 
senator DECONCINI. My time is up, Mr. Chairman. 
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Mr. BOREN. If you have any other questions, feel free to „ 
ahead. 

Senator DECONCINI. Well, I could pursue this for some time b* 
cause, do not take this personally, but you would be a great *u 
ness, Mr. McMahon, if you were my expert witness in a civil case 
and I wanted to draw it out as long as I could. I say that with t£ 
greatest respect because I am looking for some answers and thev 
may not be as hostile as you may think they are towards id 
Gates. I just cannot get answers from you where I did from ^ 
Fiers, and quite frankly, it was very helpful to Mr. Gates. 

But I must say your answers are so convoluted about everything 
that went on, about a book and everything else, that it leaves nj 
saying, hey, something is wrong here. This guy is so committed to 
Gates that he does not want to answer my questions yes or no 
even if there may just be a tempering of Mr. Gates. So I am not 
going to waste my time. 

Mr. MCMAHON. Senator, when was the date of that estimate? 
Senator DECONCINI. 1984, I believe. Just a minute, I will give it 

to you. 1985. 
Mr. MCMAHON. All right. I have been out of Government in the 

civilian world since March of 1986. And I think it is a little bit 
unfair of you to think that I ought to remember all the details to 
the questions you're asking me that happened some 6 years ago. 

Senator DECONCINI. Well, let me just respond, Mr. Chairman, if I 
can. I think if you want to come here and convince this Committee 
that Mr. Gates is the man for this job, and that you are prepared 
to come here as a witness for him, for his credibility, when you 
know very well that he is under some hard scrutiny, I would think 
maybe you would refresh your recollection instead of coming in 
here and blowing this guy up like some hero, and then whenever 
you are asked a direct, specific question, you say, well, I have been 
out of Government for 6 years, that is a nice cop-out, Mr. McMa
hon. 

Mr. MCMAHON. Well, I have failed in convincing you, Senator, 
and that's my fault. 

Senator DECONCINI. Thank you, Mr. Chairman. Thank you, Mr. 
McMahon. 

Senator CHAFEE. Well now, wait a minute, Mr. Chairman, I do 
not think he has had an answer to every question that I have been 
out of government for 6 years, he has mentioned that once. So I 
think we ought to get the rule straight here. And he has given u-
lustration after illustration of how he thought Mr. Gates was forth
right and stood up on Estimates. And so I think to characterize the 
witness is dodging behind forgetfulness when it came to tough 
questions is an improper characterization of the witness. 

Chairman BOREN. We will all, when we have heard all the testi
mony, have full opportunity for normal, friendly debate in which 
the Members of this Committee engage with each other. I think it 
would be appropriate for us to wait until that time. 

I will say this, however, and I do want to point this out to nay 
colleague from Arizona, that the Committee requested Mr. McMa
hon to come to testify since he is the former Deputy Director, w 
also requested his immediate predecessor as Deputy Director, also. 
to testify. We thought it would be helpful to us since Mr. Gates oc 
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. i i w position, to have both other persons who served under 
cup1 *̂ gg Deputy to come before us. So I do want it known that 

lid not 
s pres< 

S as a friendly, supporting witness, was he not? 

TflSey aS JJeputy w w i n e u c i u i c uo, u v * v*v/ r»c*ni, ifc l u i u n u VUO.L 

'H d not contact us asking to come. We did request Mr. McMa-

h°Js Jï?r DECONCINI. Well, Mr. Chairman, if I may ask, he was 
rSrirman BOREN. He was asked to come as the previous Deputy 

tor of CIA. But he certainly made no secret here today of 

k£Tator DECONCINI. SO we did not know before that that he was 
mine as a supportive witness? 
rhairman BOREN. He was not asked to come as either a support-
or a detractor. He was asked to come as a former Deputy Direc-

f and he has been very clear as to his own position. 
Senator DECONCINI. Thank you for clarifying that, Mr. Chair-

mSairman BOREN. I would just point that out because we did re-
auest him to come rather than vice versa. 

Mr. MCMAHON. Thank you, Mr. Chairman. 
Chairman BOREN. Senator Metzenbaum. 
Senator METZENBAUM. With this prior discussion, Mr. McMahon, 

and your mention of northern California, what do you do now? 
Mr. MCMAHON. I am the president of Lockheed Missiles and 

Space Company. 
Senator METZENBAUM. Lockheed Missiles and Spacecraft? 
Mr. MCMAHON. In Sunnyvale, California. 
Senator METZENBAUM. Mr. McMahon, in May 1985 an Estimate 

on Iran was published that recommended Western arms sales as a 
means of countering possible Soviet inroads there. This Estimate, 
frankly, is both alarmist and, in addition, it was wrong. 

When Bob Gates was asked about the Estimate in 1987, he wrote 
to this Committee as follows, and I quote: "There were no dissents 
to the Estimate from any agency. The independence and integrity 
of the intelligence process were preserved throughout." Two days 
ago, however, Gates finally admitted that he had acted personally 
to stifle dissent on this Estimate. 

Now you were in that Agency in a responsible position, Deputy 
Director, for some period of time. Should we not worry about some
body who would suppress dissent in an Estimate and then claim for 
4 years that there was not any, and come before this Committee 
and admit that he had acted personally to stifle that dissent? 
Would that not concern you? 

Mr. MCMAHON. I wouldn't subscribe to that deportment, Senator. 
Senator METZENBAUM. What? 
Mr. MCMAHON. I wouldn't subscribe to anyone doing that. 
senator METZENBAUM. Thank you. Senator Rudman posed a 

question this morning, whether Mr. Gates is "intellectually tough." 
11 was no secret that William Casey considered the Sandinista gov
ernment to be the door of a Communist takeover in Central Amer
ica and a threat to the stability of the United States of the highest 
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In December 1984, Bob Gates wrote a memo to Mr. Casey that 
would like to introduce in the record at this time, Mr. Chains 

Chairman BOREN. It will be received. "***• 
[The information referred to follows:] 
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U December 1984 

MEM0*A1»n«M FOlU: Pi rector of Central Intelligence 

f j O H ^ * — - * Heputy Director for Intelligence 

gUMFCT '• Nicaragua 

1, It la tine to talk absolutely itrtijSt about 
Nicaragua. To recap where we are: 

— Raved on all the tiitiMenti ve have done, the Contratj,, 
even with American support, cannot overthrow the 
«.andinlata ranime. Whatever am all chance they bed to Ho 
that haa heen further diminithtd by the new weaponry 
being provided by the Soviets and Cubant. 

— The Sovleta and Cubant are turning Nicaragua Into an 
armed camp with military forcée far beyond lta defenalve 
needt tnd In.a position to intimidate and coerce lta 
nalehbora. I 

-- The Nlcaraguan regime la steadily uovinn toward 
consolidation of a Marxi s t-Lenini a t government, and the 
tstabl iaht"tnt of e pernanent and well anted ally of the 
Soviet Union and Cuba on the mainland of the Wettern 
Hemlaohere. Itt avowed ale It to tprea^ further 
revolution In the America». 

-- The FT>N has bean denied Anerlcan assistance. Without 
further attlttance by February, all the Information wa 
have augtetta the Contrat are going to begin head in» 
into Hondurat. The Fondurana will then be faced with 
tome l?,5^o areed fighters (whom the Hondurane tee aa 
clotely allied with Alvaret, thereby potentially 
unttttlln» Hondurat itael*1. F \ 

— Flight of the Contrat into Honduras will be followed not 
only bv their familiee hut nreaumahly' by•a aecond wave 
of refugee* end othert who, teeing abandonment ot 
American efforta to force the Sandiniataa to alter t'.lr 
regime, will tee the handwrltlnr on the wall, determine 
that their peraonal futurea arm in peril and leave the 
country. It ie altoeether conceivable that we {côùTeTTe"" 

ÙIN flQl 
n «v * r « » £3*JJTJ 
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Lin» at an initial refugee wave fro» «Icara**, ov., 
ftt,.f yaar of 130,000 eo 200,000 people (tht

 r 

>f the Contrée alone could account for S0,oo<n 

ratiu'jyar: the"nited State» to provida further 
itplittnei to the reeletanca end collapaa of tha Contri 
movement would force Hondurea to accommodate to tha 
Nlcaraguan r«|tima. Ona raault of this wo\>1 d~ Si *th"T~- ' 
complajpenraocaninjr of tha channels of arma support to 
the, A(ftiif»*orin insurgency, thereby ravaraini th« 
&c«af™a$ made in raeant montha. 

--^Jhea» unsettled political and military circumstances i5 
Central America would undoubtedly raault in renewed 
capital flieht from Ponduraa and Guatemala an* raault in 
not* new hardehlp and political lnatahility throughout 
the region. fjMB 

7.. Theee ere etrong aaaertlona hut our reaeareh aa vail n 
tha reporta of our people on the epot (for example our f.rig i„ 

Rondures) maVe it poonlhla to •ubetantiate each of the above ' 
points. J0^ *• 

3. What i» happening in Central America in many ways 
vividly celle to mind the old n « that thoae who forget tha past 
are condemned to repeat it. L 

-- In 195*-60 we thought that we could reach some sort of 
an accommodation with* Caatro that would encourage him te 
hulld e pluralistic government in Cuba. We heva basn 
trying to do the earner thing with the Nlcaraguena, with 
the aame success. I*---

In vietnem, our at 
meesuree anolled v 
of time. With eec 
graduel approach e 
turn of the ecrew 
the face of the mo 
developed enormous 
heartedly anolled, 
Nicaragua 

rategy consisted of e aerlea of 
ery gradually and over a long period 
h «ten of new US Involvement the 
nahled the enemy to «<Musc to aaeb new 
ao that hy the end of the war, svsn li> 
at severe bombing, the Vietnamese bed 
tolerance. Falf maeeur*», half-
will have the aame raault in 

In 1« 
Anerl 
netlo 
urged 
that 
only 
it eel 
comha 
that 
Preel 
the c 

75, the 
can assl 
nal inte 
the Con 
group, 
proving 
f in any 
t Soviet 
the Cong 
dent did 
utoff of 

"nlte 
a tenc 
rest 
xreas 
The C 
that 
elgn 
aubv 
reea 
wish 
aid 

leult It 

/ ! d Statea President announced that 
e to UKTTA In Angola #ae in \he 
of the United Statee /and etrô ngly 
to support milltary/aaalatance to 

oneraea turned it down, thereby not 
the United Stetee would not Intel" 
ificant way In the/third World ,to 
erelon and activity but, moreover, 
could effectively block eny moves tM 
to make. The Roland Amendment «nil 
to the Contraa ie having the «»«e -

CW>J V\T>\ si- ' 
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EC «gain, ehowing the Soviets ant! our Third World 
- how little hae changed In nine years, even with 
lent like Ronald Reagan» 

Y%- In a *JGEM£7 o f nlacea, including Vietnam, negotiations 
In effect became e cover for the consolidation and 
further expansion of Communist control. While they 
eight ohaerve whatever Agreements were reached for the 
flrnt greeks or as long as American attention 
(particularly media attention) was focused on the 
«it«tien, they knew they eould outlast our attention 
span* Usually within a relatively short oerlod of time 
h«y were openly violating whatever aereemente had heen 
tchleved. ^Ê^Ê 

4. The truth of the matter Is that our poller haa heen to 
uddle'along In Nicaragua with an essentially half-hearted policy 
substantially because there is no agreement within the 
Administration or with the Congress on our real objectives. We 
itartsd out justifying the program on the basis of curtailing the 
flow of weaoona to El Salvsdof. Laudable though that objectiva 
night heve been, it was attaching a aymptom of a larger problem*" 
in Central America and not the. problem Itself. 

5. It seems to me chat ehe only way thst we csn prevent 
disaster In Central America la! to acknowledge openly what aome 
havs argued privately: Chat the existence of a Merxiat-Lenlnlet 
••tine In Nicaragua eloaely allied with the Soviet Dnlon end Cuba 
It unacceptable to the United (States and that the United gtatea 
will do everything in ito power abort of invasion to put that 
retins out. Ropea of causing jthe regime to reform Itself for a 
nor» nlurallstie government iri essentially allly and hopeless. 
Moreover, few believe that all those veaoona and the more to come 
ara orlv for defense purooeea. Only when we acknowledge whet the 
oHeetive Is in Central America, csn we begin tn hsve any kind of 
rational dlscuaalon on how to achieve it. As long as one 
asintains the fig leaf of curtailing the flow of irtij to r.l 
Salvador, all other efforts can eesily he politically 
dlteitssd, ^ H 0 

f>. Once you aceept that ridding the Continent of thla 
regime la Important to our national intereet and muse be our 
orlnary objective, the issue Chen becomes a stark one» tou 
either acknowledge that you ere willing to toks all necessary 
statures (ahort of military Invasion) to bring down that regime 
or you admit that you do not have the will to do anything about 
the problem end you make the beet deal you can./ Casting «aide 
«11 fictions, It Is the latter course we are or/. Fven new 
funding for the Contras, particularly In light of the new Soviet 
weaponry, la an Inadequate enawer to this problem. The Contres 
«ill be able to auataln en lneurgeney for a time but the coat and 
the nain will heeome very high and the realatence eventually will 
wither. Any negotleted agreement limply will offer a cover for 
the coneelldatlon of the regime and two or three yeara from^ow 
v« will be In considerably vorie shape than we are not 

CM v\*\ 

53-019 0-92-24 
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rea\aa««oç)-4Çmany yeare. it •••ma to m« that thie effort 
drawNuooti «he following meaaurae: •ould 

Withdrawal of diplomatic recognition of the regime in 

Managua and the recognition of a government In exile? 

Overt provieion to th« government In exile of military 
mlitinet, fund», propaganda aupoore and «o forth 
Including ma.lor afforta to gain additional aupport in 
international community, Including raal primuri. 

Economic aanetlon» i|ainet Nicaragua, perhaps «van *-
Including a ouarantiie. Thea« aanctlona would affact 
both exports and Importa and would be combined with 
internal, meaaurea hy the realatance to maximise the 
economic dialocatlon to the regime. 

Politically moat difficult of all, the u n of air 
atriVaa to destroy a Considerable portion of Nicaragua1! 
military buildup (fociialng particularly on the tanka and 
the helicopter.). This would h. accompanied by an 
announcement that the Onlted Stataa did not Intend to 
invada Nicaragua hut that no more arma deliveries of 
•uch weapons would he permitted. H f 

*. Th 
unaceeatahl 
what la gel 
the aand wl 
beginning o 
Cuba In the 
difficulty 
yeara to an 

a. Th 
Influence o 
abandon the 
actlona to 
too dlfflcu 
Washington, 
everybody 'a 

ese are bar 
a. *ut It 
ng to hanne 
11 not orav 
f thia note 
Weatern He 
that Cuba h 
aver that o 

e fact la t 
f the Unite 
Monroe floe 
protect our 
It, then we 
acknowledg 
tine. WÊ 

d meaau 
la time 
n In Ca 
ant the 
. Can 
mlapher 
ee caua 
ueatIon 

hat the 
d State 
trine, 
intere 
ought 
e our h 

rea. They probably are politically 
to atop fooling ouraelvea about 

ntral America. Putting our hea<»s In 
éventa that I outlined at the 

the United Stataa atand a eecond 
One need only 1ooW at the 

ed this countrv over Aba .paet 25 

Weatern Pemlephere/i« the apher* 
a. If we have decided totally to 
if in the lOflO'e taking strong 
at» deeplte the hall of crltlclam 
to aava political'capital in,, 
elpleaanaaa and «top waettng\ 

of 

li 

v.«Ifî°* . W l t h o u t • compreheneive campaign openly aimed at 
bringing down the regime, at beat we aomewhat delay 

Q.\\*t W\ 
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Jlithout t»S funding for the Contrat, the raeittance 
sollapae over tha next year or two. While 
row ottiit eountrtaa to tha Contraa could help 
:baaantl«l to recognise that elmoat aa Important 
'iS. f* c c o f t h* "n*C«d Stataa auoport both from 
toiitleal etandpolnr. Somehow, knowing that 
raa and Singapore ara behind you does not carry 
Economic aanctlona aurely would hava a 

it-in tha Initial months, hut unlaaa accompanied 
«f othar actiona thla Impact will dlmlnlah over 
find ouraalvaa with a Nicaragua avan mora 

attached to the ?ovlet Union and Cuba than w* hava now. 

11. All thla may ba politically out of th* «ueetion. 
probably- >ut «11 tha earda ought to ha on the tahla and people 
ihould underatand tha consequences of what we do and do not do In 
Nicaragua. Half meaauree will not even produce half auceeasaa. 
tha eou-ree we have been on (even before the funding cut-off) --
,, the last two years auggeat — will result In further 
itrangthening of the regime «ft a Communiât Nicaragua which, 
illledrvlth ite Soviet and Cuban friande, will aerve as the a> 
inglne for the deetahillsatloi of Central America. Evan a well 
funded Contra movement cannot prevent thlai indeed, relying en 
trti tupportlng the Contraa as {our o n h action may actually haaten 
tha ultimate, unfortunate outcome. B 

Robert / « a t e e 

I \ 

0)1 Kl \<\3\ 
! \yï±±[\... - \ 
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Senator METZENBAUM. NOW the memo recommends that the U S 
Government overtly try to overthrow the Sandinista government of 
Nicaragua, including engaging in air strikes against Nicaragua 
The memo says, "Hopes of causing the regime to reform itself f0r a 
more pluralistic government are essentially silly and hopeless 
Once you accept that ridding the continent of this regime is import 
tant to our national interests and must be our primary objective 
the issue then becomes a stark one. You either acknowledge that 
you are willing to take all necessary measures [short of military in
vasion] to bring down that regime, or you admit that you do not 
have the will to do anything about the problem." 

It then goes on to propose, "Among other things, the alternative 
to our present policy, which I predict is leading to our facing a 
second Cuba in Central America, is overtly to try to bring down the 
regime, drawing upon the following measures:^. . . the use of air 
strikes to destroy Nicaragua's military buildup." 

It goes on to say, "Putting our heads in the sand will not prevent 
the events that I outlined at the beginning of this note." 

And later he says, "If we have decided totally to abandon the 
Monroe Doctrine, if in the 1980's taking strong action to protect 
our interests despite the hail of criticism is too difficult, then we 
ought to stop wasting everybody's time." 

Now frankly, Mr. Gates' memo sounds like it could have come 
right out of William Casey's mouth. To your knowledge, was Bob 
Gates the ardent Cold Warrior that his memo suggests, or do you 
think he was playing to Casey's prejudices? What do you think 
about it? 

Mr. MCMAHON. I don't know how to answer that, Senator. I am 
quite surprised by what you read. And I don't know what prompted 
Bob to do that. I will admit that a few years earlier, probably 
around 1984 time frame, I felt that the Contra program was getting 
beyond our grasp. You referred—the Committee heard before about 
this pamphlet that was put out that suggested killing the officials 
in charge, if you take over a Sandinista are a or stronghold, and it 
came out of the Special Forces type arrangement, 

The reason why that happened without Agency control on such a 
thing was that we had gone through all our manpower who had 
any knowledge on how to run the way, and we were reaching to 
recruit people out of Special Forces or retirees from the Special 
Forces, and use them to do the job of trying to run what is now a 
fairly large scale war. It had exceeded our capacity as an institu
tion. And that's when one begins to get very ragged operations like 
that stupid pamphlet. 

And what I proposed, first with Bill Clarke, the President's Na
tional Security Advisor, was that we turn the program over to the 
Pentagon. And he then said, well, go talk to Schultz and to Cap 
Weinberger. I mentioned it to Schultz. He was noncommittal at the 
time. And I then raised it with Secretary Weinberger and he said I 
wouldn't touch it with a 10-foot pole. So there was no way he 
wanted to have a war down there. And that's why I'm somewhat 
surprised by Bob's memo there. 

But I will say that I did have a number of comments during the 
course of my briefings on our program in Nicaragua with a number 
of members who had suggested look, if this is so important, why 
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, do it right and call out the Marines. So maybe Bob wrote 
don t w ̂ kat gtandpoint. I don't know. I just can't subscribe to it, 

^cf^tor METZENBAUM. I know you are here today to support the 
filiation of Mr. Gates, but does it worry you that Mr. Gates 
advocating the use of air strikes to destroy Nicaragua's mili-

WaS build up? I am not sure whether these were more covert air 
^ p s Does it worry you about this judgment? Do you think that 
u "nrassibly was playing to Bill Casey's bias with respect to this sub-
Ï+Vlt is pretty frightening because Mr. Gates in charge of the 
RA would be in a far better position to bring about the use of air 
trLkes to destroy some other country with whom we were having 
Jfficultv But we were certainly not at war with them. 

Mr MCMAHON. I can't address what motivated Bob to do that, 
it's conceivable, Senator, that he wanted to lay out what our other 
notions were. What we're doing isn't working and if you go into to 
do it right then you want to escalate. But I can't really comment 
on that Senator METZENBAUM. That would be escalating it, I would say. 

What about the arms sales to Iran, do you think that Gates had 
knowledge of those arms sales? 

Mr MCMAHON. Well, my knowledge, sir, is the first he knew of it 
was that December 5th, 1985 meeting and I know from my conver
sations with Bob that he did not like that activity one iota. 

Senator METZENBAUM. He did not like it, you said? 
Mr. MCMAHON. That's correct. 
Senator METZENBAUM. On December 5th, 1985, you held a meet

ing in your office, in which Bob Gates first heard of the new Find
ing on Iran arms sales. Now, Gates was head of a group that was 
supposed to review Findings before they went to the President. 

Did he ever protest the fact that you and Casey had kept him out 
of the loop? 

Mr. MCMAHON. Well, that Finding was only approved, as the 
records show, on the very day we were having that meeting. So he 
wasn't out of the loop and the Finding was an after-the-fact Find
ing, so there was no way to get anyone in the loop ahead of time. 

Senator METZENBAUM. Well, 6 weeks later, Gates found out that 
you had kept him out of the loop on the January 17th Finding as 
well. Gates did object to having to provide intelligence to Iran pur
suant to the Finding. But once again, he was not consulted during 
the drafting of the Finding. 

Did Gates object to this second circumvention of his authority. 
Mr. MCMAHON. Well, I wouldn't say that he was alone, because I 

was out of that loop as well. The first time that I saw that Finding 
was on the 24th of January, so I could sympathize with Bob being 
out of the loop. 

Senator METZENBAUM. Well, Bob Gates has told the Committee 
that his most serious objection to the Iran arms sales program was 
the fact that Congress was not informed. 

You left the CIA in about March of 1986. Did Bob Gates ever pro
test to you about the absence of notification to Congress? 
. Mr. MCMAHON. What Bob did say was that he persisted in get

ting a copy of the 17 January Finding to make sure that it wasn't 
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destroyed and that, indeed, it existed and that we had somethin 
that would cover the Agency. ^ 

Senator METZENBAUM. But that is not my question. My questio 
to you is did he ever protest to you about the absence of notifies 
tion to the Congress? 

Mr. MCMAHON. NO. But I'm sure he felt the same way I did, and 
you may recall that this Committee gave me the opportunity to 
come in and address the Committee on the merits of the 48 hour 
notification law, proposed law, and I supported that the Congress 
ought to urge the President to have a Finding process whereby the 
Agency would only have 48 hours to notify Congress on any given 
subject, without exception. And I urged the Chairman and this 
Committee, if I may be so bold, to go back to the board on this one 
Otherwise, 5, 6, 7 years from now you're going to be having CIA 
employees, with their lives destroyed, sitting in front of you testify. 
ing on why Congress wasn't informed of some Finding. 

Senator METZENBAUM. But that was what you were doing. My 
question to you is, did Gates ever protest to you about 

Mr. MCMAHON. NO, sir. 
Senator METZENBAUM. NO? 
Mr. MCMAHON. Not that I know of. There's no reason how he 

could. I was living in Sunnyvale and he's back here. 
Senator METZENBAUM. Did he not work under you at one point? 
Mr. MCMAHON. But at the time, you've got to remember we had 

the 17th Finding that we didn't learn about it, Bob Gates and 
myself, until the 24th. He thought it was a bad idea as much as I 
did, and then a month or so later, I left and it was all his. What he 
did after I departed, I don't know. 

Senator METZENBAUM. Gates has said that the reason that he did 
not immediately pursue Charles Allen's October 1st, 1986 concerns 
about the diversions was that he held back from dealing with the 
Operations Directorate. There was a mutual hesitancy between 
him and Operations, since Gates came from the Intelligence Direc
torate. 

Do you think that is a logical reason that he held back, that he 
did not move forward on the Allen information, that he permitted 
it to go to Casey, and then it went to the lawyer and sort of got lost 
in the shuffle? Do you think that that respect, or that division, be
tween Operations and Analysis is sufficient basis for him to have 
held back? 

Mr. MCMAHON. Senator, I couldn't give you a value judgment on 
that at all. I don't know how Bob felt. I don't know how he dealt 
with the DDO when he was the DDCI. I just have to defer to his 
own honesty and truth, and the statement that he gave you. 

Senator METZENBAUM. When you were leaving the CIA, did you 
not brief Gates on some of the important operations and problems 
that he would face? Specifically, did you not explain to him the ori
gins of the Iran arms sales program, including your November 1985 
reaction to the CIA's support for the Israeli arms delivery of 
HAWK missiles to Iran? 

Mr. MCMAHON. I think by the time I left, Bob was pretty much 
up to speed on what was happening with the transfer of arms 
under the Presidential Finding. I can recall we kind of discussed 
what was going on in the world and the two issues that I left him 
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as that he ought to make sure that our air branch people 
with was ^ e front d o o r ^ ^ Q ^ a Finding in their hand. And 
°ot ond thing I urged him to do was to set up a mechanism 
^ there could be some external review to all DDO cables, out-
wher6f the DDO, maybe the Inspector General, maybe someone in 
si 2n immediate office. But if you look at what happened in the 
^ °- n arms transfer before the Finding, there were these cables 
^ North and Poindexter and others were sending, using our 
that JNorui ou« i ^ . _̂  _^4.̂ -„ 4.̂ ^ Aî îoi/»» oV.iûf o f̂fi™» Ï* pk and they were kept just within the division chiefs office 
r ï £ DDO and the DDO himself, and if those cables were being 

by an indep< 
w e wouldn' 

* S t a n independent person responsible to the DDCI or the DCI, 
S?n we wouldn't have gotten into the mess that were in. And 
5 s the only advice I left with him. ft .^ 
ZLtor METZENBAUM. My last question is just a general one that 

Ï S has been asked. Mr. Fiers was talking about whether Mr. 
Gates knew what was going on in his universe. I thmk that is a 

phîTvou t h f n k U S Mr. Gates pretty generally knew what was 
going on, even though he did not know the details in connection 

^M/Ï ÏCMAHON. I don't know. That time period that Alan spoke 
about, that aurora or atmosphere, was after I left. I just have no 
visibility in that whatsoever. 

Senator METZENBAUM. Thank you, Mr. Chairman. -
Chairman BOREN. Thank you, Senator Metzenbaum. benator. 

Chafee' 
Senator CHAFEE. Thank you, Mr. Chairman. I would just like to 

refer back, if I could, to the questioning that Senator Metzenbaum 
was making. He indicated that Mr. Allen told Mr. Gates that he, 
Mr. Allen, had some suspicions and as I understood the questions 
from Senator Metzenbaum, were that Mr. Gates did not do any
thing about it immediately. . 

Well, I would just like to read from Mr. Allen s testimony, which 
is printed and which he will give here later today. This is Mr. 
Allen speaking: "I told Mr. Gates I was concerned about one other 
aspect of the Iranian initiative, the impass over the price of the 
arms being sold to the Iranians. I said I could not prove it, but 1 
thought the proceeds from the arms sales might have been diverted 
to support the Contras in Central America." 

And then he goes on to say: "I said that I could not prove that 
the diversion was occurring, but my analysis indicated this could 
be the case. Mr. Gates appeared startled and disturbed that the 
White House would involve itself in such a dubious activity, but 
then stated that this was potentially very serious and directed that 
I brief Director Casey immediately. I met with Mr. Casey on Octo
ber 7th." 

Mind you, I believe the meeting that Senator Metzenbaum was 
referring to took place on October 1st. On October 7th, they briefed 
Mr. Casey and Mr. Gates was present at that meeting. October 
13th, I wrote these concerns, pursuant to the request to have a 
memorandum. So I think I just want to make the record clear on 
that point, that Mr. Gates did not sit on his hands when he re
ceived this information from Mr. Allen. 
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Mr. McMahon, as I understand, you are testifying today th 
during the private benefactor days—and I want to get this nS 
squared away if I can, am I correct in saying that you and p e r C 
Mr. Casey apparently did not want to know who was funding tv 
Contras? Did you testify to that effect earlier? e lQe 

Mr. MCMAHON. Yes I did. The term private benefactor is a new 
one to me, and obviously come up afterwards. 

Senator CHAFEE. Well, whatever it is. 
Mr. MCMAHON. After the Boland Amendment took place and we 

were denied to provide funds to the Contras, the thought around 
town, certainly emanating from the White House, was well, what 
can we do to fill the void, and so a movement was started from the 
White House to get private contributions and I know Casey and I 
stayed away from that. We didn't even want to go near it and we 
didn't want to know if any Americans were involved or who they 
were. 

Senator CHAFEE. All right, fine. Thank you. Now the next ques
tion is, at the time of the shipment on November 26th, 1985 to 
Iran, you, as I understand it, did not know that there were HAWK 
missiles, nor did Bill Casey know of them, that is, that these are 
the shipments to Iran. Am I correct in that? 

Mr. MCMAHON. I think the date was the 23rd, Senator. 
Senator CHAFEE. Okay, the 23rd. 
Mr. MCMAHON. NO. We did not know that. We did not know of 

the shipment. Let me speak for myself. I did not know of the ship
ment and when I was told about it, I said, what did they send, 
what was it. And they said oil-drilling equipment. Now I know 
from recent events, everyone would think that was a wonderful 
cover story. Not to me it wasn't. If it were arms, I'd probably be far 
more tolerable, because they're a passing fancy. They're not going 
to turn the tide of the war. They're expendable. But the only way 
that Iran was prosecuting the war was through the sale of ou, and 
oil equipment has tremendous strategic value to Iran. So to me, 
that was the greatest thing short of a nuclear weapon that we 
could have sent. That's exactly what the Agency was told at the 
time. Now, there may have been some people in the Agency that 
knew differently and I found out later that the people flying the 
airplane knew it was arms. But at the time I found out, I was told 
that it was oil-drilling equipment and that to me was far more im
portant, and far more deleterious than any arms. 

Senator CHAFEE. And that is when you pursued the Finding? 
Mr. MCMAHON. And that's when I said I wanted a Finding. 
Senator CHAFEE. NOW, the final question I have deals with Mr. 

Casey and about his desk. 
Could you briefly describe that. My question is going to be was it 

possible for somebody to lose something on his desk? 
Mr. MCMAHON. Senator, he had the desk of 6 professors. It was 

constantly paper disjointed. He knew where every paper was. He 
would probably have anywhere from 20 to 30 books on his desk. 
He'd have yellow scratch pads where he had written something all 
over and I guess you can best describe the desk as a zoo. 

[General laughter.] 
Senator CHAFEE. And it is possible for something to get lost on 

that, I would presume. 
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MCMAHON. I would say I'm surprised he remembered where 

^^nr^naAFEE. Thank you very much, Mr. Chairman. 
S n n a n BOREN. Thank you, Senator Chafee. Senator Bradley? 
K o r BRADLEY. Thank you very much, Mr. Chairman. 
??; McMahon, it is good to see you again. 
£ MCMAHON. Thank you, Senator Bradley. 
r'JE»r BRADLEY. Mr. McMahon, do you recall the meeting on 
36 w 5th 1985 at the Agency, at which you were first m-

^ S ^ b o u t the shipment of HAWKS to Iran? 
f0ÏÏ? MCMAHON. December 5th was the meeting that I held and 

nS S my office responding, as I've reconstructed it, to a call 
^ r in that morning from Poindexter where he alerted me to a 
e *!L with the President on 7 December, and he had, obviously, 
m * S tf questions in tasking for me and I had that meeting to 
a J w tasking on and to get the action started, 
^na to r S L E Y And who was at that meeting if you recall? 

Mr MCMAHON. Bob Gates; Bob Layton, who was heading our an-
fl1Sal shop for the Near East; Ed Juchniewicz who was the 
ï f f i - and if I'm correct, a couple of other DDO officers who may 
h» undercover and I'd like to refrain from naming them. 

tatar BRADLEY. And at this meeting, t h ^ w a s the first time 
that reople had heard of the shipments of HAW Kb/ . _ 

MFMCMAHON. Probably some of them. I'm not sure. Well Juch-
nievdc knew because he was the ADDO at the time that the pro-
^nator^RADLEY. But was it the first time that Mr. Gates had 
l JO 

eMr.* MCMAHON. I think so. You know, I don't know when Bob 
learned it, but that to me was probably the first day he heard 
S Senator BRADLEY. And did you also discuss planning for more 
shipments at the meeting? , . 

Mr. MCMAHON. It was mentioned that there would be more ship
ments coming, that Ollie North had contacted us about upcoming 
shipments. . . c 1?. A 

Senator BRADLEY. And did you also discuss the need lor a find
ing at that meeting? . , , ., 

Mr. MCMAHON. Someone at the meeting mentioned that tne 
Finding was signed. J O 

Senator BRADLEY. The Finding for the shipments was s iped/ 
Mr. MCMAHON. The Finding that I asked for back m the ^otn ot 

November was signed. , A 
Senator BRADLEY. So this is a fairly significant meeting, would 

you not say. It is the first time that there is a sharing that tne 
HAWK missiles are being sent to Iran. It is an open discussion 
about planning of sending more HAWK missiles? 

Mr. MCMAHON. Yes. ,r* v_ , . 
Senator BRADLEY. And it is the time at which there is a state

ment that we now have a Finding signed? 
Mr. MCMAHON. Right. ^ , , 
Senator BRADLEY. Obviously there was concern that what was 

taking place before without a Finding was a problem. 
Mr. MCMAHON. Right. 
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Senator BRADLEY. Yet, Mr. Gates says he does not remember I 
it reasonable to assume that someone who has his ability and hi 
responsibility at a meeting where he is first informed of the shir! 
ment of HAWK missiles does not remember the meeting? *" 

Mr. MCMAHON. I don't know how to answer that. I don't know if 
he remembers the meeting or not. 

Senator BRADLEY. AS you have testified here today, Mr. Gates is 
a very bright man and he has in his mind, at any one time, a great 
amount of facts and detail, so it would stretch your imagination to 
believe that he would have forgotten that meeting, what happened 
at that meeting, if these things were so significant? 

Mr. MCMAHON. I would think that he had to remember the task
ing he received to provide me with intelligence data, to pump me 
up for the meeting with the President. Whether or not he was fr> 
cused on whether a Finding was signed or not, that wasn't his 
parish. I don't know. 

Senator BRADLEY. But if you have operated around the Agency or 
you have heard whiffs, and this is the moment when it is con
firmed by your superior that yes, HAWK missiles were sent, you 
would think you would remember that, would you not? 

Mr. MCMAHON. Maybe I have a better memory than Bob Gates 
on that. 

Senator BRADLEY. I think you might. 
Mr. MCMAHON. I would suggest that that event was noteworthy. 
Senator BRADLEY. Well, let me, if I could, move to an area under 

your stewardship. Do you feel that you fulfilled the pledges that 
you made to the Committee during your confirmation process as 
the Deputy that you would keep us informed and not misinform or 
mislead the Senate Intelligence Committee? 

Mr. MCMAHON. I think 200 percent. 
Senator BRADLEY. Could you share for us, as a responsible offi

cial—which I think that you were, and the record is clear, I 
think—what is your understanding of the requirements of the law 
that limits intelligence activities to the words, intended solely for 
obtaining necessary intelligence, unless and until the President 
finds that each such operation is important to the national security 
of the United States? What is your interpretation of those words? 

Mr. MCMAHON. It goes that the Agency may only expend appro
priated funds to collect intelligence. If it spends funds to do other
wise, it needs a Finding from the President that suggests—and a 
Directive that it is in the best interest of the national security that 
the Agency do the following. 

Senator BRADLEY. The expenditure of any funds? 
Mr. MCMAHON. Yes, sir. 
Senator BRADLEY. Even $1? 
Mr. MCMAHON. Yes, sir. 
Senator BRADLEY. Let me ask you—you left the Agency at what 

time? April? 
Mr. MCMAHON. NO. It was 29 March. 
Senator BRADLEY. 29 March. 29 March, 1986? 
Mr. MCMAHON. '86, right. 
Senator BRADLEY. DO you have any concerns up until the time 

you left that the CIA's role with regard to Iraq or Iraqi military 
operations should have been legitimized by a Finding? 
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Mr MCMAHON. I'm not sure where you're going. 
S a t o r BRADLEY. That is it. I cannot go any further than that 

qUM^°MCMAHON. I don't think we did anything outside the law, or 
liât we could do under the Hughs-Ryan Amendment. 
Senator BRADLEY. AS you have described 
Mr MCMAHON. AS I have described it. 
Senator BRADLEY. Today, before the hearing? 
Mr MCMAHON. Right. 
Senator BRADLEY. Up until the time you left? 
Mr MCMAHON. That's correct. ; 
Chairman BOREN. Would you allow me to ask one clarifying 

nuestion on this at this point? 
Senator BRADLEY. (Nods in the affirmative.) 
Chairman BOREN. Let us not limit it to any one country. It is a 

common practice that we share intelligence with other countries. 
Senator BRADLEY. We are not talking about intelligence sharing. 
Chairman BOREN. Let me ask a question about intelligence shar

ing. Is it a common practice that we share intelligence with other 
countries from time to time? 

Mr. MCMAHON. Yes, sir. • e 

Chairman BOREN. NOW, has it been the practice m the Agency 
that generally a Presidential Finding is sought in order to share 
intelligence with another country? 

Mr. MCMAHON. None whatsoever. Sharing intelligence is a key 
part of our portfolio and the collection of intelligence. 

Chairman BOREN. SO you are saying if it is related to the collec
tion of intelligence? 

Mr. MCMAHON. That's correct. 
Chairman BOREN. The sharing of intelligence has been viewed as 

part of the collection of intelligence? 
Mr. MCMAHON. It's part of your clandestine effort, and the rea

sons are apparent, Mr. Chairman, in that when you provide intelli
gence to an organization—a foreign organization—you expect a 
quid. You get a sharing, so you get their intelligence back. More 
importantly, you begin to develop a knowledge base of the people. 
You begin to identify people that you might be able to work with 
in a special way later on. So it's—sharing of intelligence is a key 
instrument in our clandestine operation. 

Chairman BOREN. What if you shared intelligence with another 
country without any expectation that you would ever get anything 
back in return from them in terms of intelligence collection? 

Mr. MCMAHON. Well, I'm not sure why you would want to share 
intelligence with them then. 
, Senator BRADLEY. The Chairman asked my next question. So 
indeed, you would have to stretch your imagination to assume why 
you would do that, if you weren't getting something, and I can un
derstand that. 

Mr. MCMAHON. I think you have to look at the specific case and 
not the generic. What was involved in the intelligence exchange, 
and what was the purpose? What were you trying to do? 

Senator BRADLEY. Precisely. Precisely. What were you trying to 
no? That is precisely it. I see the Chairman twitching a little, so we 
will not go down this road. 
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Let me ask you, if I could, moving to another subject, in i9g4 
1985, the Agency had some pretty good information on BCCI; fe 
that not correct? 

Mr. MCMAHON. I don't know. I don't know whether it's fortunate 
or not, but BCCI never came across my screen, and while we may 
have had, you know, reports on it, intelligence and whatever, it 
was never something that bubbled on my desk, so I just can't help 
you there. 

Senator BRADLEY. Okay. The Director of Central Intelligence 
above all, should have good judgment; is that not correct? 

Mr. MCMAHON. Yes. I'd say that's a key ingredient. 
Senator BRADLEY. Mr. Gates, in his testimony before the Commit

tee, in a disarming way admitted in a number of instances to bad 
judgment, that he wished that he had pushed more on impropriety, 
that he wished that he had not taken at face value what he was 
told. My question to you is, there is a little inconsistency there. 

Mr. MCMAHON. Well, I would—I would look at this situation in 
the overall context of what was happening at the time versus 
where you are now. We are all dealing with that beautiful example 
of hindsight, but if you put it in the 16 million things that are hap
pening daily out at that Agency, if, you know, Bob had an instinct 
that maybe he ought to do something, I'm sure the telephone rang 
or someone got in the way, and I would beg you to look at it in the 
context of a busy person with a lot of other things happening, plus 
the fact that he had a legitimate Finding from the President. The 
Agency was in a support role and we were doing what we were sup
posed to do. 

Senator BRADLEY. Well, I think you make a fair point about 100 
balls in the air. Thank you very much, Mr. McMahon. 

Mr. MCMAHON. Thank you, Senator. 
Chairman BOREN. I just wanted to point out for the record, in 

our published hearings of Tuesday, February 17, 1987, we did pro
pound a question to Mr. Gates, on page 12: 

"On what day did you first learn information, either directly or 
indirectly, regarding the proposed sale to Iran? What was this in
formation and what action did you take or advise upon learning 
such information?" 

Answer: "My first partial involvement in the Iranian project 
began on 5 December 1985, when I was asked to attend a meeting 
in the office with Deputy Director John McMahon. I attended in 
my capacity as Deputy Director for Intelligence," and so forth. 
"Mr. McMahon was told that a Finding had been signed. I was 
aware of the context. This was the first indication I had that the 
U.S. was involved in the same way in arrangements related to 
Iran." 

So apparently his testimony to us in 1987 does track your de
scription of the fact. His memory does apparently coincide with 
yours that there was a meeting on the 5th of December 1985. 

Mr. MCMAHON. Thank you, Mr. Chairman. 
Senator BRADLEY. Mr. Chairman, if I could, but it relates to the 

preparation of testimony. He corrected it in 1987, but earlier his 
explanation for the erroneous testimony prepared for Mr. Casey 
was that he could not recollect the meeting of December 5th. 

Chairman BOREN. Yes, that is absolutely correct. 
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tor BRADLEY. Let the record state that Mr. Gates did not re-
\tr the meeting of December 5th, and that was his excuse for 

mem°riiig false testimony for the U.S. Senate. 
P^^iJtan BOREN. He testified he did not remember it at the 

Chairii"" ™.«„o«„<r Poeov's testimnnv hut to ns in 1987. nf the meeting preparing Casey's testimony, but to us in 1987, 
tJ?6 we asked him when his first recollection was, he does then 

Sect the December 5th meeting. Both those matters should be 

m<înator Nunn has returned. Senator Nunn was next on my ques-
n *\ne list, then we will go to Senator Danforth. 

Senator NUNN. Mr. Chairman, I will just ask, really, one ques-

tl0Mr McMahon, we are glad to have you here. I understand there 
in the CIA a telephone recording system that can record certain 

fjpohone calls if an individual goes to a certain telephone. Are you 
familiar with that? They have been into that here, and I think our 
«taff has gotten a transcript of that. 

Mr MCMAHON. If I remember the exact details, the office of the 
DDO received permission to monitor calls going into the DDO, and 
I don't know—I can't recall what time period that was put into 
effect but I do know that that was the case. 

Senator NUNN. All calls going into the DDO were recorded? 
Mr MCMAHON. Yes, or were monitored by—let's see. It started 

around, if I can remember right, the Lebanon situation, after the 
Embassy was blown up, and we were getting a lot of phone calls m 
lieu of cables because we were operating out of a makeshift station. 

The phone calls would come in by satellite into the DDO Ops 
Center, and the DDO got permission to record those calls coming in 
from overseas. The reason for that is that the DDO does not like to 
operate on a phone call. They want to have a record just for safety 
purposes, and make sure they got it right, of conversations, and I 
believe that that was installed around the Lebanon situation. Now, 
I may be a little hazy on that. 

Chairman BOREN. What date was that, I'm sorry? 
Mr. MCMAHON. I can't recall. 
Chairman BOREN. Roughly, what year? 
Mr. MCMAHON. I would say it's probably around '85, something 

like that. 
Senator NUNN. HOW long did that last, do you know? Was it still 

there when you left? 
Mr. MCMAHON. I don't know. I don't know, Senator. 
Senator NUNN. But you think it came into effects-would that 

have covered phone calls going out, or simply phone calls coming 
in? 

Mr. MCMAHON. I think it was both ways. 
Senator NUNN. Both ways. So for a considerable period of time in 

DDO there was some kind of recorded system on phone calls both 
going out and coming in? 

Mr. MCMAHON. Yes. This was to their overseas stations. 
Senator NUNN. Not domestic calls? 

; Mr. MCMAHON. NO, I don't think it covered domestic calls at all. 
I'd be surprised. 
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Senator NUNN. Did that cover any other parts of the Agencv? 
Would it have covered the Director's office? Would it have covered 
anything else? , 

Mr. MCMAHON. NO, not that I know of. It didn t cover mine, and 
I don't know of any occasions 

Senator NUNN. You're sure it didn't cover yours? 
[General Laughter.] 
Mr. MCMAHON. If it did, I didn't know it, sir. 
Senator NUNN. SO that was just in the DDO? 
Mr. MCMAHON. Yes sir, and I think it was just down in their op

erations center. 
Senator NUNN. DO you know of any other system that was used 

for recording while you were there, a phone call either going out or 
coming in to any part of the CIA? 

Mr. MCMAHON. Not in recent years. Many years ago I think 
some phone calls were monitored in the DDO office, itself. 

Senator NUNN. What is your definition of "recent years"? 
Mr. MCMAHON. Oh, maybe '80 on, or something like that. 
Senator NUNN. 1980. Were any kind of ad hoc devices used to 

record conversations, or any other recordings that you know of, 
other than phone conversations? 

Mr. MCMAHON. NO, sir. 
Senator NUNN. Did Director Casey, to your knowledge, ever have 

a stenographer taking notes of conversations on another line? 
Mr. MCMAHON. Not that I know of, no. I think the only place we 

did that was in the DDO. What the stenographer would do was 
recall—would note who called and what time, but not the sub
stance of a call. 

Senator NUNN. SO there would be an in and out log for every
body? 

Mr. MCMAHON. Yes, sir. 
Senator NUNN. For Director Casey? 
Mr. MCMAHON. And for myself. I had an in and out log, too. 
Senator NUNN. In and out log, but not the substance of the call? 
Mr. MCMAHON. NO, sir. 
Senator NUNN. SO you are not familiar with any other recording, 

other than that period of time with DDO? 
Mr. MCMAHON. NO, I'm not, and I think just to make sure the 

record is correct, I would ask the CIA General Counsel here to get 
the correct times and dates that those devices were used for the 
record of the Committee. 

Senator NUNN. If we could get him to give that for the record, 
that would be helpful. 

Chairman BOREN. We may already have that information for the 
record. I know there has been some documentation that has come 
to us on it, but we will make sure that we get the appropriate date. 

Senator NUNN. Thank you. Thank you, Mr. Chairman. Thank 
you, Mr. McMahon. It is good to see you back. 

Mr. MCMAHON. It's good to see you, sir. 
Chairman BOREN. Thank you very much, Senator Nunn. Senator 

Danforth? 
Senator DANFORTH. Mr. McMahon, Senator Metzenbaum put into 

the record a memorandum from Mr. Gates that was dated Decem
ber 14, 1984, and then he asked for your interpretation of this 
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orandum. I am just going to read a few sentences, a paragraph 
meS n from it, and give you my interpretation and ask you if I am of two, 

^Vhe memo says, in part, "In Vietnam our strategy consisted of a 
AS of measures applied very gradually and over a long period of 

^ p W i t h each step of new U.S. involvement the gradual ap-
ach enabled the enemy to adjust to each new turn of the screw, 

pr°that by the end of the war, even in the face of the most severe 
Smbing the Vietnamese had developed enormous tolerance. Half 

easures, half-heartedly applied, will have the same result in 

^Tbeifin the paragraph that Senator Metzenbaum quoted he said, 
«The alternative to our present policy, which I predict ultimately 
nd inevitably is leading to the consolidation of the Nicaraguan 

^gime and our facing a second Cuba in Central America, is overtly 
and to try to bring down the regime. 

"This involves a mustering of political force and will, first of all 
within the Administration and, second, with the Congress, that we 
have not seen on any foreign policy issue, apart from our defense 
rearmament, in many years." 

Then he goes on to state four different things that he thinks 
should be considered, then he says, "These are hard measures. 
They probably are politically unacceptable, but it's time to stop 
fooling ourselves about what's going on, what's going to happen in 
Central America." ,. ' „ , i L 

The final paragraph is, "All of this may be politically out of the 
question, probably, but all the cards ought to be on the table and 
people should understand the consequences of what we do and do 
not do in Nicaragua. Half measures will not even produce half suc
cesses. 

"The course we have been on even before the funding cutoff, as 
the last two years suggest, will result in further strengthening of 
the regime and a Communist Nicaragua which, allied with its 
Soviet and Cuban friends, will serve as the engine for the destabili-
zation of Central America. 

"Even a well-funded Contra movement cannot prevent this. 
Indeed, relying on and supporting the Contras as our only action 
may actually hasten the ultimate unfortunate outcome." 

Now, my interpretation of this memorandum is that there was a 
lesson to be learned in Vietnam, that that lesson is applicable to 
other parts of the world, particularly Nicaragua, that the gradual 
ratcheting of covert activities is not going to be successful, that we 
may as well face reality and either do it or don't do it, and whether 
we do it overtly is going to require political support from the Ad
ministration and from the Congress, and whether or not that kind 
of support is politically out of the question is the basic issue that 
we should face up to. 

My reading of this memorandum, and I know I have only read to 
you parts of it, is that that is not exactly a far out presentation, 
that it is probably not what a policy-maker would want to hear in 
!984; that it is evidence of the fact that Bob Gates is a person who 
calls them as he sees them, and that it is also evidence of a person 
who has real doubt about the sort of marginal covert activity that 
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is carried on, particularly activity which does not have the political 
support of the American people. ^ 

I don't know if you would care to comment, but if you think that 
I am wrong in my interpretation of what he said, I would appreci 
ate hearing from you. 

Mr. MCMAHON. I don't think you are wrong, Senator. I thirj, 
that Bob's memo there is obviously one of analytical frustration be
cause he realized there was a program that didn't have an end to it 
at the way things were going. 

Our Nicaraguan program was modulated by what the traffic 
would bear in Congress. We never went out to overthrow the San-
dinistas. We didn't have enough money to do that. We didn't have 
enough manpower or horsepower in the country to do that. We 
didn't have even the weapons to begin to think to do that. 

What we tried to do—and we were settling for second best—was 
what Bob is kind of saying is that victory isn't going to happen. We 
tried to cause enough trouble with the Sandinistas, which would 
drive them to a political situation where they would accept the 
Contras as part of some form of their new government. 

And you might argue that the work with the Sandinistas or with 
the contras may have paid off in the acquiescence on the part of 
Sandinistas to move into a new government. 

But there is no doubt about it, that we only ran the program to 
the degree that Congress would let us with funding, and if you look 
at the funding in the Nicaraguan program, there was a lot of mood 
swings in that. It wasn't, boy, we are really going to get them this 
year. It was kind of just a low level operation. 

And I think the signal that made the difference was when Con
gress came back in '86, October '86, I think it was, I was gone, but 
approved $100 million. That was the biggest signal to the Sandinis
tas that Congress is getting upset with what they are doing and 
Congress is going to up the ante and I think that kind of drove the 
Sandinistas maybe to the bargaining table politically. 

Senator DANFORTH. Well, I am sorry that Bob Gates isn't here to 
comment on this particular memorandum, but this would seem to 
be the memorandum of somebody who believes that political sup
port is very important. 

Mr. MCMAHON. Critical. 
Senator DANFORTH. And he is not likely to go off in Lone Ranger 

fashion, full-charge ahead without having that kind of political sup
port. In fact, the gradual ratcheting that is done without political 
support is exactly what he is criticizing here. 

Mr. MCMAHON. I agree with your observation. 
Senator DANFORTH. Thank you. 
Senator CHAFEE. Mr. Chairman, could I also say that there has 

been some suggestion that Bob Gates was shy about putting forth 
his opinions. Here is his signature, Robert M. Gates, on a memo 
that is hardly tip-toeing through the tulips. It lays it right out. So 
it seems to me that ought to put to rest any suggestion that Mr. 
Gates isn't willing to take a position and, indeed, this is hardly 
something that would make the Administration jump up and down 
with enthusiasm, or just what they were seeking from their analyt
ical section. 
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rviairman BQREN. Senator Danforth, do you have other ques-

^S* «tor DANFORTH. NO. 
rv, rman BOREN. I believe Senator Cranston has indicated to me 

L • £» has another question. 
GL fttor CRANSTON. Yes. Since that memorandum came up, I 

1H like to briefly comment on it also. So I do find that memo-
A iin troubling for a couple of reasons. One, the estimate of 

ht would happen was not accurate, that regime is gone and it 
S t take bombing of the country to do it. 

And secondly, I question very deeply the wisdom of the approach 
tCnbing military targets in Nicaragua. He did carefully say that 

? was not suggesting an invasion but if he is confirmed as CIA 
Krpctor he will not be a policy-maker and he won't be able to 

»ke decisions like that, and he wasn't able to make this decision. 
SiVbasic task, as we all know, is to gather intelligence. 

I was curious about one thing that you said earlier today, I 
anted to ask you about. You cited as one of the reasons for leav

ing the CIA in 1986 the fact that, "every right wing group in town 
lllg w**> ~ . i 1 >> 

had a spear m your back. 
Could you elaborate a little bit about that? Did that relate to or 

reflect criticisms and pressures on the Agency during this period 
that were intended to slant intelligence and affect operations m 
some certain way? 

Mr. MCMAHON. It had nothing to do with intelligence, benator 
Cranston and it was directed to me personally. It had nothing to do 
with the Agency, and if I could try to reconstruct how it happened, 
when we were running the Afghan war, some groups who support
ed the Afghan rebels came to me to urge that CIA do something to 
help the rebels. 

Since we were already doing that, since at that tune it was a 
covert program, I didn't want to admit to them that we had this 
activity going on. So I kind of gave them the 1,000 yard treatment 
and I guess that kind of ticked them off and when they left there 
was more chatter about, McMahon is against covert action, McMa
hon is against helping the Afghan rebels. 

And some of the groups started sending out fliers. I recall one of 
them was called, Free the Eagle and the essence was, fire McMa
hon and please write Don Regan in the White House and tell him 
you have $5, $10, $50, $100, $1,000, to get McMahon fired, and you 
could check your American Express number or Visa or whatever 
you had. 

Senator COHEN. HOW much did they raise? 
[General laughter.] 
Mr. MCMAHON. It must have worked, I am no longer there. Bill 

Casey got wind of it and he just laughed. You know, he just 
brushed them aside. He wasn't disturbed at all, but that is kind of 
the political nuances that go on in the town. I know my mother 
didn t like it, but it didn't bother me at all. 

[General laughter.] 
Senator CRANSTON. I gather it did reflect a desire on their part to 

bring about a certain 
Mr. MCMAHON. Oh, yes, they wanted to get rid of me, no doubt 

about it. 
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Senator CRANSTON. Not only get rid of you, but get a cov 
action in that country. e^ 

Mr. MCMAHON. Yes, that is correct. 
Senator CRANSTON. Thank you. 
Chairman BOREN. Thank you very much. Any other question1) 
Well, Mr. McMahon, I want to again thank you for being w 

us. The Vice Chairman reflected on your Irish ancestry. As 
Irishman to another, I think you have acquitted yourself very w one 
and reflected very well the best traits of the Irish in the way that 
you have answered us very directly, but very candid. You a 
known for your bluntness and the way you express yourself an! 
you have lived up to tha t reputation today and we appreciate it 

In listening to you, there are some lessons and we talked to Mr 
Fiers about these this morning. It seems to me tha t you are under
lining them again. I said to mm tha t I felt tha t one of the best pr& 
tections tha t professionals could have—good professionals in this 
field who make such a great contribution to our country—was a 
strong oversight process with a requirement of notification to Con
gress. You have talked again about your support for the 48-hour 
notification of all Findings and covert actions. 

As you know, this Committee has vigorously worked to enact 
such legislation. We have had one of our authorization bills vetoed 
based upon the area in which we have tried to press for further 
notification. We have at least gotten some of these protections now 
written into the statutory language of the law. Some of us would 
like to see more. 

I gather you would agree tha t a vigorous oversight process is a 
very strong protection for professionals who would less likely be 
caught in political crossfires. 

Mr. MCMAHON. I support it 100 percent, and I can say that with
out fear of patronizing the Committee. I am a citizen now, and I 
think as a citizen, as a taxpayer, the more tha t our intelligence is 
in tune to what our country wants in the form of intelligence in a 
democratic society is paramount. 

And we are not going to be able to build the kind of intelligence 
system that we need without the support of Congress and the only 
way to have their support is to have a Congress that is totally 
knowledgeable and very much involved in a good oversight. 

It has the ancillary benefit of protection to the CIA employees, 
but more importantly, CIA as an institution. I think if you gentle
men have to go through another incident like this, we are going to 
have basket weaving going on out at CIA. 

Chairman BOREN. People will simply be afraid to do their job 
well if they don't have these kinds of processes. 

Mr. MCMAHON. YOU are absolutely right. 
Chairman BOREN. The other thing tha t I wonder if we can learn 

from you goes back to a point tha t has been discussed back and 
forth, a t least in part in this memorandum to Mr. Gates about the 
Nicaraguan program. One of the things I suppose that might have 
surprised people is his own testimony that we should not use covert 
action, particularly paramilitary types of covert action, as an in
strument of policy if the American people were deeply divided po
litically on an issue. 
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Yù we ought to try to bring about free elections and the 
1 T t l e Sandinistas which I viewed as a dictatorship. I didn't 

end ̂  iictatorship to the left any more than I do of the right, and I 
like ht there was a dictatorship in Nicaragua. I must say that in 
though a n ( j j g a ^ t^ig t o t n e Administration as the debate was 
retrospe ^ ̂ erent points, while I was a supporter of the Contras, 
OIff^t think we should have ever started this if there was not a 
1 finable basis of political support in the country. 
sUv n mentioned you were viewed as one generally skeptical about 
u i^e 0f covert action to carry out foreign policy objectives. We 
u wm't start new covert actions in the future unless we can be 
S that we meet the test of sustainable political support from 

^American people who must agree it is in keeping with our 
V1Ut£nk it is the first time the Intelligence Committee has ever 
taken this action. Since you have been gone, there was a request 
from the Administration on a covert program relating to Cambodia 
that this Committee refused to consider. We sent it to the Foreign 
Relations Committee because we said this is a policy decision tha t 
should be openly arrived at in the political sphere. 

But I gather you would feel that , as we think about the future in 
the Intelligence Community, we should be very cautious about 
using covert action as a substitute for basic foreign policy of the 
country, especially where there is not a self-evident and obvious, 
strong political consensus, including the support of the American 
people for such a course of action. 

Would that be one of the lessons you would have drawn from 
your 

Mr. MCMAHON. I subscribe to everything you say, Mr. Chairman, 
except the latter part. Often you can't have the political consensus 
soon enough and tha t is where you folks come in. That is where 
you are going to have to use your judgment tha t eventually the 
American people would support that . 

But I am a great believer tha t covert action is a subtle articula
tion of policy and if you don't have the policy you have disaster for 
covert action, and you have to have the policy first and then build 
the covert action to support and complement where need be. 

Chairman BOREN. And at the very least, a consensus of policy be
tween the Legislative and Executive branches for a start? 

Mr. MCMAHON. Exactly. 
Senator COHEN. Mr. Chairman, may I make just one observation.-' 
Chairman BOREN. Yes, sir. I would be happy to have the distin

guished former Vice Chairman of our Committee make a comment. 
Senator COHEN. I just want to make one observation about the 

comment about policy. One of the reasons tha t Congress kept shift
ing back and forth is because the rationale for supporting the Con
tras kept shifting back and forth. It is a chameleon-like reaction 
that we had to the proposals coming from the Administration at 
that time. 

As many Members may recall, originally, it was simply to inter
dict the flow of weapons going into El Salvador, and then it became 
one to harass the Sandinistas to prevent them from consolidating 
their power and exporting tha t revolution. 
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Then we were told that the purpose was to eliminate all f0re-
forces from Nicaragua and to reduce the size of the Sandinia?11 

armed forces and then to restore democratic reforms consist? 
with the pledges made by the Sandinistas during the overthrow 1p 
the Samoza regime. ^ 

So we in fact were reacting to the rationales that kept, the AH 
ministration kept putting forth, all the while suspecting that that 
is not what the Administration had in mind, that really what w 
behind it was the overthrow of the Sandinistas. 

So I think with reference to the memorandum submitted by Mr 
Gates, it was time to really level with the Administration and level 
with the Congress, that this ought to be our objective, and if you 
don't like it, reject it, but don't keep shifting the rationale to con. 
form to what you think is politically salable. Either build the con
sensus or don't undertake it, as the Chairman was suggesting. 

Mr. MCMAHON. The point is well taken. 
Chairman BOREN. I think that is right. We didn't know what the 

rationale was as Senator Cohen said. It shifted and I, for one, could 
never understand. If our aim wasn't to win, why do you embark on 
a program to hurt a regime if you don't intend to beat it. 

I never could quite understand that and I think that confusion 
was a very damaging one and was a part of the process that put 
those in the Agency in a very difficult position. It tempted people 
into actions that were tragic and illegal and had very damaging 
consequences for the country. 

Well, again, Mr. McMahon, we thank you for being with us. 
Senator MURKOWSKI. Mr.Chairman, I just have one short obser

vation to share with you and I would appreciate your response. 
Recognizing your support, overall confidence in Mr. Gates, as evi
denced by your testimony in respond to the questions, and your 
generalization that if the Agency doesn't build up a sound working 
relationship in maintaining a two-way communication and a confi
dence level with Congress, it might as well be in the business of 
basket weaving, and the recognition that Mr. Gates, because of his 
experience, carries a certain amount of baggage, as evidenced by 
the questioning going on here, the allegatiors of slighting informa
tion or laundering information, so forth and so on. 

Do you think that with that baggage on the one hand and yet 
with the intimate knowledge that Mr. Gates has, that he can come 
in at a time when clearly there has been some bleeding between 
the Congress and the Intelligence Community, patch this thing up 
and gain the confidence. 

Or do we need somebody that is fresh, new, that hasn't got any 
baggage? 

Mr. MCMAHON. I think Bob Gates' baggage is an attribute, and 
the reason why I say that is the fact of his relationship with Presi
dent Reagan. If ever there is a time to have a close tie on intelli
gence 

Chairman BOREN. President Bush? 
Mr. MCMAHON. I mean President Bush, I am sorry. It shows you 

how long I have been out of Government, President Bush. The rela
tionship Bob has with President Bush is an ideal time to do this 
amending that you speak of, Mr. Vice-Chairman and that is great 
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T don't really look for any problem for Bob Gates as far as 
AQ. hour rule is concerned because of that relationship. But 

tbe * T am worried about is the guy that follows Bob Gates and the 
w i! t follows him, and I think that now is the time, because of 
one t l f d e n c e that President Bush has with Bob Gates, to make 
the com ^ gQ w g d o n > t h a y e m o r e hearings like this. 
Chairman BOREN. Thank you very much, Mr. McMahon, we ap

pâte vour testimony. 
prS «re eoing to take about a 5 minute recess, after which we 

r,nme back and begin the testimony of Mr. Tom Polgar. I am 
u because of activity on the Floor, there are going to be some 
,L interspersed and we will be going in session on the Floor 
n about 1000 tonight with votes. Several Members of the Com-

U 'ttee have indicated to me that they do have appointments begin-
Sne at approximately 6:30 p.m. 

& what we will do is go as far as we can with Mr. Polgar s testi
f y and questioning until 6:30 p.m. when we will recess. I doubt 
«P will have finished with Mr. Polgar's testimony and questioning 
It that time. We will come back at approximately 7:45 and resume 

Now we will stand in recess for about 5 minutes and then we will 
continue on with Mr. Polgar until 6:30 p.m. 

Thank you, Mr. McMahon. 
Mr. MCMAHON. Thank you, sir. 
A brief recess was taken.] 
Chairman BOREN. All right, we will proceed at this point. 
I will say that some members of the press have asked for a copy 

of the memorandum which was referred to by Senator Metz-
enbaum in regard to comments Mr. Gates made and in regard to 
the Nicaraguan program. We do have this declassified, and we will 
distribute copies of this memorandum to the press just as soon as 
we can physically get the copies made. # 

Let me say also that we have had several instances in which we 
have gotten into the edges of classified information in the open 
session. We have gone as far as we could go without jeopardizing 
some of these sensitive matters, particularly as they apply to the 
Middle East. There have been references to Iraqi programs, the 
Papal assassination attempt, other areas of intelligence sharing and 
Intelligence Estimates, which are exactly the main topics with 
witnesses already scheduled in our closed hearing. 

At the request of several Members of the Committee we have 
asked those witnesses to come in. We have a full range of classified 
documents that we will also look at in those closed sessions. 1 
would anticipate that after we have had the closed session, which 
will be next week now, we will have Mr. Gates back in closed ses
sion as well to get into those points on classified matters, be they 
on the Papal assassination attempt or any other subject that has 
been touched upon. t 

So the areas that we have not been able to have declassified that 
remain sensitive, will be covered very thoroughly, but unfortunate
ly we have to do that in closed session. We will, at the end of the 
whole process, have Mr. Gates back in open session again so we 
will have another opportunity to pursue perhaps some of those 
questions further in open session. I just wanted to clarify that. 
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Let me also indicate that the former Vice Chairman of the Con, 
mittee, Senator Cohen, has indicated to me that he wishes to £ 
recognized for a brief statement following the presentation by M 
Polgar of his opening statement. We have accorded this privilege t 
another former Vice Chairman, Senator Moynihan. We will do that 

I have discussed this with Mr. Polgar. I gather that it would indi 
cate some difference of opinion between Mr. Polgar and Senator 
Cohen on some of the matters that Mr. Polgar will be talking 
about. I will allow Mr. Polgar to make any additional commente 
after I have recognized Senator Cohen. Then we will go into ques-
tioning. 

We are not going to have other Members who are not currently 
Members of the Committee engage in questioning of our witnesses 
I think if we were to begin to do that, we would open the process to 
another 85 Senators. We have been a bit prolonged in our delibera
tions in the hearings already. I am not sure we would finish by 
Christmas if we set that precedent, so we will not follow that prece
dent. 

Our next witness is Tom Polgar. We welcome you to the Commit
tee, Mr. Polgar. Mr. Polgar served in the Office of Strategic Sen-
ices, or OSS, during World War II. He has a very distinguished 
record with the Intelligence Community. He joined CIA at its cre
ation in 1947, serving 34 years honorably in the Directorate of Op
erations in a number of key overseas posts. 

His decorations include two Distinguished Service Medals, the In
telligence Star, and the Department of State award for valor. He 
retired from the CIA in 1981 to write, lecture, and do consulting 
work. In 1987 he joined the staff of the Senate Committee investi
gating the Iran-Contra affair, where many of us got to know him 
very well and appreciated the opportunity to work with him. 

Several months ago, Mr. Polgar wrote an Or>Ed piece for the 
Washington Post criticizing the Gates nomination, and several, 
Members of the Committee, having read that particular piece, re
quested that he be invited to present his views. We have done so, 
and we are very pleased to welcome him to the Committee this 
afternoon. 

Mr. Polgar, I know you understand it is customary, since this is a 
confirmation proceeding, to ask even our outside witnesses to be 
sworn, so I would ask that you stand and be sworn as a witness. 

Would you raise your right hand? Do you, Tom Polgar, solemnly 
swear that the testimony you are about to give is the truth, the 
whole truth, and nothing but the truth, so help you God? 

Mr. POLGAR. I do. 
Chairman BOREN. Thank you very much. Please be seated, Mr. 

Polgar. We would be happy to have your opening remarks that you 
might like to make. We will place into our record the full state
ment previously received from you. 

[The prepared statement of Mr. Polgar follows:] 

STATEMENT OF THOMAS POLGAR 

My name is Tom Polgar. I appear today in response to the Committee's invitation 
I feel qualified to testify based on some 40 years' involvement with Americanin

telligence, starting with OSS in World War II. During 34 years with the Centra 
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Agency I held a dozen or so senior staff and command positions. I was 
liitellig^-ljf i n Argentina, Vietnam, Mexico and Germany. 
chief 0f

o^ T ,,-rved as an investigator on the staff of the Senate Select Committee on 
jn 1987 i se1 v 

^ /Contra . ^ oppose the nomination of Robert Gates because of information 
1 f u s i o n s developed from the Iran/Contra chain of eve ' events. , elusions deveiopea irum me unu/wjuua u ^ «* c»w«>. 

and coneiua t i m e j j i a v e ^ g n a public position on a presidential appointment. 
This is ™« l e t m e counter the claim tha t Robert Gates as Deputy Director of 
At IT tellifiènce was "out of the loop"—that Gates was not told about the events 

^ i ÏÏTas Iran/Contra. I intend to show, by documentation and testimony, tha t 
n0W Kn0^11, t h e j ^ t h e m a n a g e m e n t pat tern set by his predecessor John 
Gates was « ^ 
McMahon. ^j^g m CIA could have had any doubts that McMahon was a 

^•Director fully involved in CIA's management, exactly as was intended by, 
«essi when the appointment of the Deputy Director of Central Intelligence was 

^Fl^nhiect to Senate confirmation. 
« S o n was Director Casey's loyal deputy and strong right hand. For example, 
President Reagan called a meeting for Saturday, December 7, 1985 to discuss 

h Iran initiative, McMahon was there for CIA, along with other top advisors of 
the. ^w days earlier, in the Director's absence, McMahon showed strong leadership, 
. &L the initiative to right a wrong, trying to construct a legal defense by means 
^ P r S e S Finding for the CIA's role in the November 1985 HAWK missiles 
f°rMhr°Ses succeeded McMahon as Deputy Director for Intelligence in 1982 and as 
rvnutv Director of Central Intelligence in 1986. It is not conceivable to me that 
McMahon would have failed to explain to Gates how the shop was being run and 
what were the major and controversial operations then handled by the Agency. 

In any case, after several years in top management jobs, Gates should have 
known well how the CIA functioned and what were the primary interests of Direc-
ti\T ClflSCV 

The CIA's own records show tha t Gates followed McMahon's pat tern. He was 
acting Director in Casey's absence; he dealt personally with the White House, ac
companying the Director or on his own; he was in and out of the Director s office a t 
his own volition; he needed no invitation to join Casey when Oliver Nor th came to 
lunch. This was in accordance with the s ta tement made by Mr. Gates to the Senate 
Intelligence Committee in April 1986 tha t the Director and he, Gates, agreed to 
merge the offices of DCI and DDCI into a single entity. 

By early 1986, in my opinion, it would have been impossible for any senior CIA 
officer, let alone the Deputy Director, not to know tha t CIA was involved in support 
to the Contras. The mining of the Nicaraguan ports, for example, which resulted in 
sharp controversy between Director Casey and the then Senate Intelligence Commit
tee chairmen Goldwater and Moynihan, the arguments around the Boland Amend
ment and CIA's own intelligence reporting reflected the developments. It is hard to 
imagine that the Deputy Director of CIA did not know what was behind the newspa
per reporting and why Congress was becoming agitated. 

It has been suggested tha t Gates did not know about I ran/Contra and the diver
sion of funds because he was "compartmented out." 

This is not true and, indeed, would not have been possible. People who make such 
claims do not understand how CIA functions. 

The truth is tha t certainly from the t ime he succeeded John McMahon as Deputy 
Director for Intelligence, Gates was a key member of CIA's top management team. 
He was not only well aware of I ran /Cont ra developments but had direct involve
ment with them already as Deputy Director for Intelligence, as shown by CIA docu
ments, testimony, depositions and White House papers. 

Intelligence Directorate participation, under Gates, in the formulation ot the 
%ncy's role in support of the Contras is reflected, for example, in a December 
1985 memorandum ^Crucial Decisions on Central America" and in a J anua ry 198b 
NSC pre-brief ' meeting in which participants were instructed tha t Director Casey 

wanted to make the insurgency choice stark:—either we go all out in support of the 
wmtras or they will go down the drain. _ , _ 

As for Iran, a CIA memorandum for the record indicated tha t on December 5, 
fa» then Deputy Director John McMahon convened a meeting of top CIA officials, 
deluding Robert Gates, to advise them tha t he would be meeting with the President 
°n December 7 to take stock of U.S. efforts to free hostages and expand ties with 
«"an. McMahon reviewed what had already happened, including the 24 November 
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HAWK shipment, the first Iran Finding and the planning for more weapons shi 
ments. P" 

This meeting and the subsequent CIA memorandum for the record are of cruci 
importance because they indicated the falsehood of later statements by R ^ 
Gates and other CIA witnesses. 

Gates' early involvement, with the Iran operation is also shown by his testiraon 
(SSCI) that he was in a meeting on January 25, 1986 at the CIA to discuss prepar? 
tion of intelligence to be passed to the Iranians, as part of the arrangements devel 
oped by the National Security Council staff with the Ayatollah Khomeini's regimT 

According to a document found in Oliver North's files, titled "DCI, T a K 
Points, February 26, 1986" (Tower Commission) "the people who know" included 
Robert Gates. 

In March 1986 then Deputy Director for Intelligence Gates asked his analysts to 
prepare briefing material for Robert McFarlane in order for him to impress the Ira 
nians with the gravity of the Soviet threat to Iran. A week later the analysts met 
with Gates to discuss how to respond to Iranian intelligence requirements on Iran 

CIA documents show that in the Spring of 1986 Gates was among the small group 
of senior officers who received sensitive intelligence from the National Security 
Agency that the Iranians were paying exorbitant prices for spare parts and radar 
equipment. 

An internal White House electronic message dated April 16, 1986 from North to 
Admiral Poindexter stated "Chief NE and Gates have urged Cave and North to pro
ceed tomorrow with the Iranians in Frankfurt." 

North's message indicated that Gates was not only aware of, but took an active 
part in the management of the Iran operation. Far from being compartmented out 
of Iran/Contra, even as Deputy Director Gates was an important member in CIA's 
top management team. I suggest that he must have done well in that capacity to 
warrant Mr. Casey's choosing him to be his deputy. 

In July 1986 Admiral Poindexter sent an electronic message to North on the lat-
ter's proposal to sell General Secord's Central American enterprise to the CIA. Poin
dexter explained that he had already told Robert Gates on July 16 that the private 
effort should be phased out. Would a careful man like Poindexter talk with Gates of 
the private effort unless he knew for certain that Gates was among the people at 
CIA who knew about the private effort? And if Gates did not know, would it not 
have been his duty to find out what it was the National Security Adviser wanted? 

The record shows that Gates had continuing contact with Poindexter. Often he 
accompanied Casey to the scheduled weekly meetings, at times he saw the National 
Security Adviser alone. 

According to a memorandum for the record by Gates, he, Casey, Poindexter and 
North met at the White House on October 2, 1986. (Tower Commission) 

Records made available to the Iran/Contra Committee show that after the shoot
ing down of the Hasenfus plane over Nicaragua there were frequent contacts in 
person and by telephone between CIA's top management and Admiral Poindexter. 
Grave problems emerged with the Contras and with the Iran aspects. Gates was in 
Poindexter's office on the 2nd and 15th of October. According to testimony of CIA 
senior analyst Charles Allen to the Tower Commission, Gates had given a lot of 
warning to the Admiral that the Iranian operations were spinning out of control. 

How could Gates have given such warning if he were compartmented out and did 
not know what was happening? , 

On October 9, 1986, according to the record, Gates invited himself to Casey s 
lunch with Oliver North to hear North's report in his meeting in Frankfurt with a 
new Iranian channel, along with General Secord and CIA's George Cave. During the 
lunch North made, what Gates called, a cryptic reference to a Swiss account and 
money for the Contras. Gates said in testimony (SSCI) that he and Casey did no 
pursue North's remark; that after lunch he and Casey discussed it and agreed that 
they did not understand North's comments. ,, 

It would seem that the two top Central Intelligence officers failed to ask Nortn 
what he intended to convey by reference to such interesting subjects as Swiss ac
counts and money to the Contras. _ . 

Casey and Gates met again with Poindexter on November 6, 1986 when—a8 âtes 
testified (SSCI)—Casey recommended that Poindexter bring in the White House 
legal counsel. Gates also said that he learned at that meeting that Casey had a pno 
discussion with Poindexter in which the Director recommended that North obtain 
legal counsel. Certainly at this point Gates had good reason to assume that som 
thing illegal might have taken place. A lawyer with Casey's experience would no 
recommend that a White House staffer retain legal counsel, unless he had reason 
assume that actions took place for which legal defense would be required. 
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pTA's Inspector General testified that Casey and Gates met again with Poin-
Tbe ~~~ jjovember 14, 1986 to discuss suspected diversion of money to Central 

^0C-1 The Inspector General said that by early November CIA had fairly signifi-
^merlCMence that some diversion might have taken place (SSCI). 
^Comptrol ler of CIA testified that he learned of possible diversion to the Con-

November 18 or 19, 1986, when CIA operations officers speculated about the 
^ °°on as they were pulling together information for Casey's November 21 testi-
(jiversio ^ jjjjj The Comptroller said he shared this information with Casey and 
mon^ IJ hv Casev that he and Gates had already, in October, expressed to Poin-
W r̂ter their concern about a possible diversion (SSCI). 

nrJf records available to this Committee show that ^aavy tuiu vrai*» &new aooui 
aversion well before the CIA Inspector General and the Comptroller raised the 

Sil!msitive NSA reporting about inflated prices being charged to the Iranians was 
minated to key CIA personnel, including Casey and Gates. This information 
ed two senior officers directly involved, Charles Allen and George Cave, to grow 
îeious In August 1986 Allen reported the possibility of money diversion to the 

fatras M his immediate superior, the Deputy Director for Intelligence, Richard 
K°rr who had by then succeeded Gates. Kerr told Senate Committee staff that he 

lated Allen's diversion account to Gates, but Gates subsequently told the CIA In-
r!lctor General that he could not recall the discussion with Kerr. 

That Gates could not remember a conversation with his former deputy and sue-
when the subject was the possibility that CIA and NSC staffers were involved 

in an ongoing felony strains^credulity 
Allen testified that on 1 October he took his worries directly to Gates, reporting 

that the Iran project was going to be exposed and that money generated by the 
project may have been diverted to the Contras. According to Allen's testimony 
frower Commission) Gates appeared deeply disturbed by the report; he said that he 
did not want to hear any more, that he did not want to know about such rumors. 
Allen insisted that he was not talking rumors but was conveying analytical judg
ment based on intelligence. Gates then asked Allen to brief the Director. When 
Allen briefed Casey on October 7, he found that Roy Furmark—a business associate 
of Saudi businessman Adnan Khashoggi's and former client of Casey's—had been 
there before him. Oliver North testified that Furmark told Casey in early October 
about the speculation surrounding the diversion to the Contras and that it was the 
meeting with Furmark that triggered Casey to advise North that things ought to be 
cleaned up. 

Thus Allen's report to Casey that the money might have gone to the Contras 
came as no surprise. The Director told Allen to put it all on paper. 

In his written report Allen repeated his conclusions and included Manucher Ghor-
banifar's statement that "some of the profits were redistributed to other projects of 
the U.S. and Israel." 

On October 15 Casey and Gates met with Admiral Poindexter and gave him a 
copy of Allen's memorandum. 

CIA officials Allen and Cave met again with Furmark on 16 and 22 October 1986, 
after which Allen and Cave jointly prepared a new memorandum for Casey to send 
to Poindexter. This memorandum referred to Ghorbanifar's accusation, which Fur
mark had repeated, that some of the "bulk of the original $15 million price tag was 
earmarked for Central America." The memorandum, Allen testified "laid out stark
ly * * * that Ghorbanifar had made allegations of diversion of funds to the Con
tras." (Allen at Tower Commission, JC Chapter 15, page 274) 

Allen testified (Tower Commission) that Casey talked with Poindexter on a secure 
telephone about the October 22 meeting with Furmark but the letter containing the 
diversion information was not sent to Poindexter. CIA claimed that it fell into the 
wrong box and was not discovered until the Attorney General's press conference on 
November 25,1986. 

It seems strange that an important letter was mishandled in the Director's office 
and that none of the sharp people around Casey, including Gates, saw to it that 
what Casey wanted to send to Poindexter actually got there. 

« is more likely that Casey did not send the letter because he and Poindexter 
wanted no paper to exist in the White House which would have documented early 
awareness of the diversion. 

l his lost letter may then have been one of the early moves in what was to become 
a campaign of concealment and obstruction, as reported in Chapter 19 of the Con
gressional Committee's majority report on Iran/Contra. 
j j ?°ntend that in this concealment Gates played a key role. I also note that Gates 
'«tiried at his February 17, 1987 confirmation hearings that he did not inform Con-
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gress of possible diversion of funds to the Contras, because "while the evident 
had was worrisome, it was also extraordinarily flimsy." Yet the Director 
Deputy Director Gates repeatedly took this so-called flimsy evidence to the Natl ^ 
Security Adviser. When I was in the CIA, it was not the practice to bother the l ? 
tional Security Adviser with matters the CIA front office considered flimsy. a" 

PREPARING FOR CONGRESS 

On Sunday, November 16, 1968, Casey flew to Central America. Gates assume 
duties as Acting Director. According to unchallenged testimony from officials 
CIA, National Security Council Staff, State Department and Justice Departmem 
the NSC staff was coordinating testimony to be given by Admiral Poindexter and 
Director Casey to congressional committees on November 21. There was a problem 
The CIA chronology—with the title "Newes t - - l l hours, 19 November" Was ™ 
honest, factual account of what happened in November 1985. I quote: "In late No! 
vember 1985 the NSC asked CIA for the name of a discreet, reliable airline which 
could assist the Israelis in transporting a planeload of Israeli-owned HAWK missile 
to Iran * * *. The airline was in fact hired to transport a Boeing 707 load of wean! 
ons from Tel Aviv to Tehran. When senior CIA management learned that this had 
occurred, it was decided tha t a Finding would be necessary before the Agency could 
provide any future support of this type." 

This CIA chronology also reported the provision of intelligence to Iran, the Irani-
an promise to provide some U.S.-supplied weapons to the Mujahedin in Afghanistan 
and that the McFarlane team had left Tehran without making any progress. 

All this contradicted previous statements of President Reagan and Admiral Poin-
dexter. 

On November 20, 1986 a meeting was held at the White House to coordinate 
Casey's proposed testimony with the White House version of events. In this meeting 
Gates participated along with Director Casey. The CIA chronology was altered in 
substance. HAWK missiles become "bulky cargo", mention of the Israeli connection 
was dropped, Tehran become "an unspecified location in the Middle East", the para
graph about CIA management having decided tha t a Finding was necessary was 
dropped, as were the paragraphs on providing intelligence to Iran, Iranian assist
ance to the Mujahedin and on the lack of progress of the McFarlane mission. 

It was after this meeting that Assistant Attorney General Charles Cooper and 
State Department Legal Advisor Abraham Sofaer agreed that the new CIA/White 
House chronology did not correspond with Secretary Shultz's recollection nor with a 
contemporaneous note written by Charles Hill, Shultz's Executive Assistant, in No
vember 1985. This was stated in a deposition by Judge Sofaer and confirmed in 
sworn testimony by Assistant Attorney General Cooper. 

Cooper testified tha t after the November 20 meeting at the White House, Judge 
Sofaer said that if Casey's testimony were to be given in the form developed at that 
meeting, he-^Sofaer—would leave government, to which Cooper replied "we may all 
have to." 

No such sounds were coming from Gates. The record shows that he went along 
with the falsification of the chronology. He neither insisted that the testimony 
about to be given should be truthful, nor did he inform the Senate Intelligence Com
mittee that it was about to be misled, despite his pre-confirmation commitment that 
he would report false or misleading testimony. 

In any event, Casey's November 21st testimony was false and misleading; Gates 
was an active and leading participant in preparing the testimony. 

Gates himself gave false and misleading testimony to the Senate Intelligence 
Committee. For example, in December 1986 he testified tha t "Agency people 
from the Director on down, actively shunned information. We did not want to know 
how the Contras were being funded * * * we actively discouraged people from tell
ing us things. We did not pursue lines of questioning." 

These sentences—if they were true—amount to a terrible self-indictment by an 
intelligence officer. But in fact Gates was not telling the t ruth. CIA personnel in the 
field were ordered by their Headquarters to report on the Contras. The require
ments were spelled out in a January 26, 1986 message from Alan Fiers, Chief Cen
tral American Task Force, to the Chief of Station Honduras: . -

"As we are all painfully aware, this project in all of its various incarnations isit 
and away the most controversial undertaking by CIA. * * * It is now incumbent 
us to expend a strong influence on the resistance forces * * * The field rnanag 
must have their finger on everything the resistance forces are doing * * *• . t 

The Chief of Station in Honduras testified tha t he was required to report receip 
of supplies by the Contras and to assist in obtaining flight clearances. This me 
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continuing contact with the people handling the supplies and with those 
bly ,i- ff the air movements. How were clearances to be obtained without know-

ingsPqVatjon Chief in Costa Rica testified tha t he advised CIA headquarters of 
^ f l ffht expected to bring supplies from the so-called private benefactors and 

every i 1 1 ^ ^ çiA for flight support information, including risk from hostile forces 
that ^ei^.a ( jar coverage, and he testified, "Headquarters sent it to me not once but 
gnd their tt 

avérai t " " ^ t n e Gates statement, the CIA stations thus responded to Headquar-
^Armirements by collecting and reporting all relevant information. 

wrS t also misled Congress on December 4, 1986 when Senator Eagleton asked 
s- „„f \,is knowledge of General Secord's activities. Gates replied: 

ago one of the 
ye heard in terms of funding for the Contras was that he was involved with 

rumorfvate benefactors in some way and it was no more specific than that ." 
thAprther look at the record: In 1981, when Gates was Special Assistant to Casey, 

f the Director's objectives was to provide AW ACS planes to Saudi Arabia. Gen-
°nei0(Lcord then in the Defense Department as a Deputy Assistant Secretary, han-
JI!H the project for the Pentagon. Previously, Secord worked with CIA during the 
vrtnam war. Secord was Casey's type of man and it was Casey who recommended 

hlThe record further shows tha t Secord became a key player in the Iran and Cen-
1 America projects, attended meetings with senior CIA personnel in the White 

House and in CIA Headquarters, arranged the flight which took McFarlane and 
North to Tehran and participated in the Frankfurt meeting on which North report-
d to Casey and Gates at the lunch on October 9, 1986. [And the Deputy Director of 

CIA could not place him exactly?] 
In August 1987 Clair George, then the CIA Deputy Director for Operations, testi

fied about Secord as follows: 
"* * * there is a world of ours in which there are people we do not deal with and 

Secord is one of them." 
Senator COHEN. This world of yours—is it fair to say tha t people a t your level, 

and I am certainly talking McMahon, Casey, yourself, Clarridge, would have knowl
edge of Secord's activities? 

GEORGE. Absolutely. 
Senator COHEN. His name is one that certainly would pop up on the same mental 

screen? 
GEORGE. I don't see how you can be in this business and not know the name of 

General Secord." 
Gates, however, said in sworn testimony tha t he could not exactly place the name 

of Secord. 
Other examples of what I would characterize as Gates' reserved att i tude toward 

the truth came during his confirmation hearings on February 17, 1987. Gates said 
that Joseph Fernandez, the Station Chief in Costa Rica, was a renegade officer who 
acted on his own. 

The record shows that Fernandez acted in compliance with instructions he re
ceived from Headquarters and had reported on his activities, including his secure 
electronic system of communications with Oliver North. Fernandez was never told 
to cease and desist. He may have been misguided and he may have been a willing 
victim of circumstances, but in my view he was never a renegade who acted on his 
own. 

Gates also said, as previously mentioned, tha t he did not inform Congress of possi
ble diversion of funds to aid the Contras because while the evidence he had was 
worrisome" it was also "extraordinarily flimsy." 
The record shows that the information was based on professional analysis of sensi

tive and reliable electronic intelligence reports from the National Security Agency. 
The analyst responsible for the conclusions was Charles Allen, one of CIA's top-
ran!?ng a n a l v s t s specifically designated to handle the Ghorbanifar aspects. 

When an officer of Allen's status reported information that Gates called "worri
some" but which actually indicated the possibility of a continuing felony perpetrat
ed with the knowledge of White House officials, it should not have been dismissed 
as flimsy." Indeed, Gates' own actions contradicted the statements he gave to the 
«nators. When Charles Allen and George Cave prepared their memorandum which 
les nUt s t a r k l y the allegations of the diversion to the Contras" on October 22, 
7b> Casey relayed the substance to Admiral Poindexter by secure telephone. 

1 , w ° u l d like to point out also tha t the CIA Inspector General testified tha t Casey 
^ a Gates met with Poindexter on November 14 to discuss the suspected diversion 
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and that by early November the CIA had fairly significant evidence that som 
version might have taken place. me <& 

In sum, was the evidence fairly significant as claimed by the Inspector Ge 
and as reflected in communications between Casey and Gates on the one hand ^ 
Poindexter on the other or was it so flimsy, as claimed in testimony by Gates ^ 
it was not worth mentioning it to the Tower Commission or to the Senators? ' l 

THE MORAL ISSUE 

In the foregoing I have emphasized my negative views, supported by evide 
from the record, of Gates' veracity and judgment in the management of CIA and? 
relations with Congress. 

His proposed appointment as Director also raises moral issues. What kind 
signal does his re-nomination send to the troops? Live long enough, your sins will £ 
forgotten? Serve faithfully the boss of the moment, never mind integrity? Feel fre! 
to mislead the Senate—Senators forget easily? Keep your mouth shut—if the So! 
cial Counsel does not catch you, promotion will come your way? 

These are wrong messages and they bode ill for the future of our intelligence serv
ice. 

Temptation to engage in illegal or immoral acts is inherent in the shadowy busi. 
ness of secret operations. Lack of integrity at the top will be reflected down the 
chain of command, as we have seen in the Iran/Contra and Watergate scandals 
Most importantly, the intelligence agencies in this democracy must not have an ad
versary relationship with the Congress. 

One need not go beyond the headlines of today to realize that there will be con
tinuing requirements for intelligence collection and analysis, but they may well 
take CIA into uncharted waters. National priorities and resources will have to be 
reconsidered. Recent testimony to the Senate Armed Services Committee by General 
Normal Schwarzkopf and statements by Admiral Frank B. Kelso II, Chief of Naval 
Operations, indicate that there are problems with the quality and timeliness of 
American intelligence. Inspired and imaginative leadership will be needed for cor
recting current shortcomings, for defining and attaining new goals and to attract 
the type of personnel they will require. 

In Robert Gates I see an official closely associated with the errors and misjudg-
merits of the past. I also see a man who has failed to live up to the solemn commit
ments he made when he was confirmed as Deputy Director of Central Intelligence 
in April 1986, who participated in the concealment and cover-up during the Iran/ 
Contra investigation and who has misled the Senate Intelligence Committee. 

It is up to you, Senators, to decide what kind of message you will send to Ameri
can intelligence. 

TESTIMONY OF THOMAS POLGAR, FORMER OFFICER, CENTRAL 
INTELLIGENCE AGENCY 

Mr. POLGAR. Thank you very much, Senator Boren. As you men
tioned, in 1987 I served on the staff of the Senate Iran-Contra Com
mittee. To avoid any possible misunderstanding, I am not speaking 
today for or on behalf of the Committee. My opinions and conclu
sions on Robert Gates are my own. They should not be viewed as 
representing those of the Senators, counsels or staff of the Iran-
Contra Committee. 

Senator BRADLEY. Mr. Chairman, could Mr. Polgar pull the 
microphone just a little closer? 

Chairman BOREN. Yes. Pull it a little closer. 
Mr. POLGAR. A little closer to me? 
Chairman BOREN. Yes. Just pull it close. That is good. 
Mr. POLGAR. I also want to say that conclusions and judgments 

based on the intelligence process do not require and, indeed, 
seldom permit the degree of proof required in legal proceedings. 

In intelligence we seldom have all pieces of the puzzle. We often 
reach conclusions which we believe to be valid but could not prove 
in a court of law. Intelligence operates on the oasis of indications 
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reasonable probability. To convict, the law requires proof 
and a , reaSonable doubt. 
beyon0 * w e a r e n o t ^ere to convict Mr. Gates. We are discuss-

u Suitability, which by definition is a subjective judgment. My 
ing pnts on Mr. Gates should be viewed in that light. I have 
s t a W conclusions based on the available intelligence which 

L fin good faith can evaluate differently. 
oS. reasons for my position in opposition to Mr. Gates have been 
nL\ out in the written statement made available to the Sena-

spe Tn sum I conclude that Mr. Gates was part of the cover-up 
t0d concealment, including misleading Congress in late 1986 and 

"^tpstimony to this Committee on the 16th suggests to me that 
HIS t e s t a n t jr „ , u ^ <WCTV,TI1O Via. r>lai™*»rl r»r*»rlit , ll

t-ffer has not changed his spots. For example, he claimed credit 
?thP excellent cooperation with Congress after he became acting 
m^tor in December 1986. Permit me to quote from "Men of Zeal 
Z Senators Cohen and Mitchell, page 251, and I quote: Kv Senators Cohen ana iviitcnen, page 401, aim i quutc. 

"The Committee's apparent indifference to the CIA s role unin-
tpntionally but predictably produced a certain disdain by some in 
lZ Agency toward our proceedings. The Agency's cooperation had 
volved from what our staff described as mobile stonewalling to a 
contentious disregard of our requests. It was evident that CIA had 
concluded that it had little to fear from our Committee and decided 
to adopt a narrow and conservative view of what information it 
had to produce. As of late July, dozens of Committee requests were 

Who was in charge during this period? Robert Gates.' Now, I will 
not repeat here in my opening statement what has already been 
submitted into the record, but I would like to point out that, in ad
dition to questions of Gates' veracity and judgment in the manage
ment of CIA and its relations with Congress there is also an impor-
tant issue. 

What is the signal that his nomination sends to the troops? Feel 
free to mislead the Senate? Senators forget quickly? Keep your 
mouth shut, or claim not to recall; your sins will be forgiven and if 
the Independent Counsel doesn't get you first, promotions will 
follow? 

Such messages bode ill for our intelligence service. Integrity and 
intellectual honesty are permanent problems in all secret intelli
gence services. Problems with integrity and intellectual honesty at 
the top will undoubtedly be reflected throughout the organization. 

In Robert Gates, I see an official closely associated with the 
errors and misjudgments of the past, a man who has failed to live 
up to the solemn commitments he made when he was confirmed as 
Deputy Director of Central Intelligence in April 1986, and one who 
Participated in concealment and coverup during Iran-Contra. 

It is up to you, Senators, what kind of message you will send to 
American intelligence. 

That concludes my statement. 
Senator METZENBAUM. Mr. Chairman, before going forward, I do 

not know Mr. Polgar. I never met him before, I never heard him 
before, but he refers to his statement and says it should go into the 
record. It is a rather lengthy statement and I gather it has very 
substantive material in it. Was Mr. Polgar told not to read the 
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entire statement? Because it seems to me that—we may get 
chance to read it. I am sure we will try to. It seems to me the %ta 

mation should be available to the public, and I just wonder whetî 
er he should not just proceed to read the entire statement. 

Chairman BOREN. Certainly I have not told Mr. Polgar not tn 
read his entire statement. 

Mr. POLGAR. NO, sir. No one has told me. 
Chairman BOREN. I want you to be sure to say everything that 

you want to say, and to read any portions of it that you want to 
read. 

Mr. POLGAR. Well, I have an abbreviated version of that state-
ment. If you wish me to read it into the record I would be happy to 
do so. 

Chairman BOREN. I think that would be fine. 
Senator METZENBAUM. We are not under any pressure of time. I 

think we would like to hear from you. 
Mr. POLGAR. Well, I was under the mistaken impression that we 

were under pressure of time. 
Chairman BOREN. Well, I think we want to stay within reasona

ble time bounds, but we certainly do not want to cut off anyone 
from being able to make the essential points they want to make. 
As you know, there are members of the Committee that have re
quested your testimony, and we appreciate your taking the time to 
be here. I want you to feel free to make any points, read any por
tions of it that you would like to read. 

Mr. POLGAR. Thank you very much, sir. I will proceed. 
First of all, I would like to counter the claim that Robert Gates 

as Deputy Director of Central Intelligence was out of the loop, that 
Gates had no access to or involvement with Iran-Contra. I intend to 
show that Gates was in the loop, that he was a top operating offi
cial of the CIA in the management patterns set by his predecessor, 
John McMahon. 

Now, you have heard Mr. McMahon's testimony this afternoon. I 
have known Mr. McMahon for some 40 years. I have always found 
him to be exceptionally truthful and honest, and I have nothing to 
add to qualify his statements. 

Mr. McMahon talked about the 5 December meeting, which was 
the first important development in CIA's involvement with Iran-
Contra. Gates himself gave false and misleading testimony to the 
Senate Intelligence Committee in December 1986. He corrected 
that testimony, as the chairman had noted, in February 1987. -• 

He also gave false and misleading testimony when he testified in 
December 1986 that Agency people from the Director on down ac
tively shunned information. "We didn't want to know the Contras 
were being funded. We actively discouraged people from telling us 
things. We did not pursue lines of questioning"—and these are 
exact quotes. 

These sentences, if they were true, would amount to a terrible 
self-indictment of the CIA, but in fact Mr. Gates was not telling the 
truth. CIA had asked its field stations to report on the Contras and 
the stations have complied with such requirements. 

Now, getting back to the change of command between Mr. Gates 
and Mr. McMahon, knowing Mr. McMahon well, as I mentioned, 
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ot imagine that he would have failed to explain to Mr. Gates 
cann, _ „uin was heincr run. 
l0w the ship was being run. 
? d indeed, the record shows that Gates followed McMahon's 
tern He acted as Director in Casey's absence. He dealt person-

Pn with the White House. He had unrestricted access to CIA of-
rs information, and personnel. He had a close relationship to 

ev In fact' n e £o t a t ^ e a s t three consecutive promotions from 
J* ç^ey. And Mr. Gates had testified that he and Director Casey Casey-
W merged their offices. 

He certainly needed no invitation to join Casey when Oliver 
North came to lunch. Gates was not compartmented out of sensi-
?ve operations. And, indeed, such compartmentation would have 
been impossible. 

People who make such claims in my opinion do not understand 
how CIA functions. There is a big difference between Director 
Casey going down to the operating level to seek information and 
the chain of command. 

I have been reasonably closely connected with several Directors. 
And I found that all Directors went directly to the most knowledge
able person in the agency when they wanted information on some
thing that was close to their heart. 

For example, I was Chief of the German branch when Mr. Allen 
Dulles was Director. Mr. Dulles felt about the same way on Germa
ny that Mr. Casey felt on Central America. I was a very young and 
very low Branch Chief. But it was a rare week when I didn't hear 
directly from Mr. Dulles. 

And it was up to me, as Mr. McMahon explained, to make sure 
that the chain of command is informed what the Director wanted. 
It wasn't the Director's responsibility to make sure of that. 

I never interpreted Mr. Dulles' direct requests to me as any kind 
of license for me to avoid my Division Chief or the Deputy Director 
in charge of operations at that time. 

The fact is that like all Deputy Directors, Mr. Gates was part of 
CIA's top management team. He was not only aware of Iran-Contra 
developments, but in fact had involvement with all these over sev
eral years dating back to his duties as Deputy Director for Intelli
gence. 

According to a document found in Oliver North's files Gates was 
among the people at CIA who knew. Mr. North's files did not indi
cate what it was that they knew, but it was in the Iran context. A 
White House electronic message on April 16, 1986 indicated that 
Gates was not only aware of, but took an active part in the man
agement of the Iran operation. 

This Intelligence Committee's summary shows 11 specific in
volvements by Gates through May 8, 1986. And more frequently 
after that. 
, A White House electronic message shows that the National Secu-

!% Advisor, Admiral Poindexter, told Robert Gates on July 16, 
Wob that the so-called private effort to the Contras should be 
Phased out. 

Would a careful man like Poindexter raise the subject with Gates 
unless he knew for certain that Gates knew all about it? 

kates testified on the 17th of September that he did not remem-
^r such a conversation. Yet from April to November 1986 Gates 
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had regular contacts with Poindexter. After the Hasenfus pia 
was shot down and grave problems emerged with both Iran Ï 
Contra, meetings and telephone talks between Gates and the Adm 
ral became more frequent. 

According to testimony by CIA senior analyst Charles Alien 
Gates gave Admiral Poindexter a lot of warning that the Iran orV 
ation was spinning out of control. How could Gates give such warn 
ing if he had been compartmented out of the operation? 

The CIA Inspector General testified that Casey and Gates dis. 
cussed with Poindexter on November 14, 1986 suspected diversion 
of money to Central America and that by early November CIA had 
fairly significant evidence that some diversion might have taken 
place. • 

The Comptroller of CIA testified that he learned of possible di-
version to the Contras on November 18 or 19, that he shared this 
information with Director Casey and was told by Casey that he and 
Gates had already discussed their concern about the possible diver
sion with Admiral Poindexter in October. 

All along, Gates was among a dozen or so recipients at CIA of 
National Security Agency reporting on the inflated prices being 
charged to the Iranians. 

In August 1986 Charles Allen reported a possibility of money di-
version to the then Deputy Director for Intelligence, Richard Kerr 
who told Senate Committee staff that he conveyed Allen's diversion 
information to Gates. But Gates told the CIA Inspector General 
and subsequently the Senate Committee that he could not recall 
the discussion with Kerr. 

The Assistant Deputy Director for Intelligence, John Helgerson, 
states that Kerr told him he discussed a possible diversion with 
Gates. 

In my opinion it strains credulity that Gates could not remember 
a conversation with his former Deputy and successor when the sub
ject concerned possibly criminal activity by White House and CIA 
officials. 

On 1 October Allen took his concerns directly to Gates. Allen tes
tified that Gates said that he did not want to hear anymore, that 
he did not want to know such rumors. Allen insisted that he was 
not talking rumors, but conveying analytical judgment. Gates did 
instruct Allen to brief Director Casey. And this took place on Octo
ber 7th, by which time Casey had received the information about 
the alleged diversion also from Roy Furmark, Canadian business
man and former legal client of Casey's. 

In light of the foregoing, the October 9th lunch of Casey, Gates, 
and North in the CIA Director's dining room assumes special sig
nificance. 

Gates testified that he invited himself to Casey's lunch with 
North to hear North's report on his just concluded meeting nj 
Frankfurt with a new Iranian channel. Also present in Frankfurt 
were General Secord and CIA's George Cave. 

During the lunch North made what Gates called a cryptic refer
ence to a Swiss account and money for the Contras. Now, I repeat 
that only 2 days earlier Gates and Casey had received information 
about the possible diversion from Mr. Roy Furmark, which was m 
addition to Allen's analytical information. 
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mu it is surprising that Gates and Casey did not pursue 
I*WB remarks as Mr. Gates had testified. 
°̂After obtaining additional information on the reported diversion, 
11 submitted a written report in which he quoted the Iranian 
•SiPTnan Manucher Ghorbanifar, that, quote, "Some of the prof

ère re-distributed to other projects of the U.S. and Israel." 
itSrT October 15th Casey and Gates met with Admiral Poindexter 

Heave him a copy of Allen's report. On October 22nd, after an-
^hpr meeting with Furmark, Charles Allen and George Cave pre-

ed a new memorandum for Casey to send to Poindexter in 
P X i Allen has testified they laid out starkly the information 
Whout the diversion to the Contras. 

Casey talked with Poindexter on the secure telephone about this 
ew information, but the letter with the diversion information was 

never sent. CIA witnesses claim it fell into the wrong box. 
In my view, it is more likely that Casey did not send the letter 

because he or the Admiral wanted no paper to exist in the White 
House which would have documented early awareness of the diver-
S1°Th.\s lost letter may have been one of the early moves in what 
was to become a campaign of concealment and obstruction as de
scribed in Chapter 19 of the Congressional committee's Majority 
"ppnoi"ii 

In this concealment, in my view, Gates played a key role. He told 
the Intelligence Committee on February 17, 1987 that he did not 
inform Congress of possible diversion of funds because while the 
evidence he had was worrisome, it was also extraordinarily flimsy. 
Yet Casey and Gates repeatedly took this flimsy evidence to the 
National Security Advisor. 

I must say that when I was in the CIA it was not the practice to 
bother the White House with matters the CIA front office consid
ered flimsy. 

Unchallenged testimony shows that on November 18th and 19th 
while Mr. Casey was in Central America, there were meetings of 
NSC staff and CIA officials to coordinate the testimonies to be 
given by Poindexter and Casey to Congressional committees on 21 
November. 

There was a major problem. The first CIA chronology, and this is 
the one that was dated as of 19 November, was an honest, factual 
account of what happened in November 1985, including the ship
ment of weapons, the lack of a Finding, provision of intelligence to 
Iran, the Israeli role, and the failure of the McFarlane mission in 
Tehran. 

All of this contradicted previous statements of President Reagan, 
Admiral Poindexter, and of CIA officials. 

On November 20th a meeting was held to coordinate Casey's pro-
Posed testimony with the false chronology developed by Colonel 
North. The earlier CIA version, the 19 November version, was al
tered in substance, HAWK missiles became bulky cargo, mention 
of the Israeli connection was dropped, Tehran became an unspeci
fied location in the Middle East, reference to the Finding was 
dropped as were the paragraphs on providing intelligence to Iran 
^d on the lack of progress of the McFarlane mission. 

53-019 0 - 9 2 - 2 5 
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Mr. Gates was present when these changes were made. I 
o 

actualk 

Size t h a t T 'm fa lV încr stVimit. f.ViP f»Vinncr«ia W w o o n fVic» 1Û XT I'm talking about the changes between the 19 Noverrik? 
draft and the 20 November draft. It was after the 20 

Chairman BOREN. That is not the final draft that was 
given? 

Mr. POLGAR. No, sir. 
Chairman BOREN. YOU are talking about the first chronology? 
Mr. POLGAR. I am talking about the method or forces in the pren. 

aration of drafts. P* 
Mr. Gates was present at the White House meeting on the 20th 

of November when these changes were made. It was after this 
meeting that State Department legal advisor, Judge Sofaer, said 
that if Casey's testimony were to be given in the proposed form he 
would leave Government. To which Assistant Attorney General 
Charles Cooper replied, and I quote, "We may all have to." 

No such sounds were coming from Gates. He went along with the 
falsification of the chronology. He neither insisted that the testimo
ny should be truthful, nor did he inform the Senate Intelligence 
Committee that it was about to be misled despite his pre-confirma-
tion commitment that he would report false or misleading testimo
ny. 

Gates also misled Senators about his knowledge of General 
Secord, a key player in the Iran-Contra operation. 

I hate to embarrass Senator Cohen, but I think the interchange 
there is very vividly described when Senator Cohen asked Clair 
George what the name Secord meant to him. And in essence Clair 
George testified that there was nobody at his level in the intelli
gence business who wouldn't recognize Secord's name. 

Yet, Mr. Gates testified as Deputy Director of Intelligence that 
he could not recognize the name. 

Well, Senators, that concludes my statement. 
Chairman BOREN. Thank you very much, Mr. Polgar. 
As I indicated, Senator Cohen had made a request to us that he 

be recognized to make a very brief statement and enter a letter, I 
believe from Mr. Liman, into the record. After which time, I want 
to allow you to make any additional comments you want to make. 

Then he will recess and come back and begin our questioning of 
you after we have had a recess over the dinner hour. 

Senator Cohen? 
Senator COHEN. Thank you very much, Mr. Chairman. And let 

me thank my colleagues for their indulgence. 
I did not want to set any precedent of questioning any witness 

and simply wanted to exercise the same privilege that was ex
tended to Senator Moynihan. 

I read, Mr. Chairman, Mr. Polgar's article in the Washington 
Post and I saw at least a preliminary copy of his testimony. And I 
was reading it late last night. I must say I have enormous respect 
for Mr. Polgar. He has a record of service to the Agency and to the 
country which I think has been outstanding and his contribution as 
one of the senior staff members of the Iran-Contra Committee was 
very important. 

But I must respectfully say that whenever a person, whatever his 
or her status or stature, undertakes to impoverish another by rob
bing him of his good name, and I would put it in that category, ac-
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•nff someone of giving false testimony or committing perjury, 
cU I think we have a special obligation to separate out fact from 
^ n , o n and valid conclusions from, I think, heated contentions. 
°PWhen the Iran-Contra affair first became public, there was a pre-
r "narv inquiry conducted by this Committee, in which you and I 

P very much involved in the writing of a report. And I might 
We,nt out for the record that I refused to subscribe to a report that 

* initially prepared, because I felt it was inadequate, inaccurate, 
A simply not fair for us to endorse such a report back in early 

and & r i QQ7 

Chairman BOREN. I would just like to ask for verification of the 
ecord, that was a report completed before this Senator became 

Chairman of the Committee. 
Senator COHEN. That is right. . 
T was very much involved in the writing of that particular 
Dort i aiSo served with you and other members here as a 

member of the Iran-Contra Committee. I pointed out that there has 
been a Tower board, the preliminary report we filed, the Iran 
Contra Committee's report—a copy of which I have here, and I am 
sure that Mr. Polgar played a key role in putting that together—as 
well as an investigation by the Independent Counsel. 

And I would point out that during the past 5 years, not one of 
these investigative groups suggested that Bob Gates lied, that he 
misrepresented the facts or committed perjury. And yet, that is 
precisely what Mr. Polgar purports to establish—and I say purport 
because much of what is contained in Mr. Polgar's prepared testi
mony, I think reflects his passionate opinions that have been rar
efied, at least, into controvertible fact. That is the way in which 
the prepared testimony struck me last evening. 

I called Arthur Liman, who had returned late from celebrating 
the holidays. I spoke on the phone as late as midnight last evening. 
And I asked him to provide me with a letter outlining his reaction 
to the article that appeared in the Washington Post, and to Mr. 
Polgar's testimony. . . 

And he has produced an analysis that I believe is factual; it is 
dispassionate; it is balanced. And I think it is particularly incisive 
about the kinds of issues that are confronting this Committee with 
respect to Mr. Gates. 

And I might point out for the record, he takes absolutely no posi
tion, one way or the other—in favor or opposition—to Bob Gates 
nomination. And I would simply like to read portions of that letter 
into the record because I believe that Mr. Polgar has made some 
very serious statements concerning Bob Gates' falsifying testimony, 
lying to this Committee, committing perjury, etc., that should be 
addressed. 

Chairman BOREN. Let me ask, do we have consent from Mr. 
Liman to allow his full letter to be shared with Members of the 
Committee? Indeed, parts of it, I think, have been incorporated. 

Senator COHEN. Yes, I was just trying to abide by this excluding 
limitation and in terms of breaking. I would be happy to read the 
entire thing. But I do not think that is necessary. 

Chairman BOREN. I would like to receive the entire letter for the 
record, and then share it with members. And I would assume, if it 
is not classified, so it could be shared with the media as well. 
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Senator COHEN. I believe I offered it to the Chairman earlier 
but 

Chairman BOREN. We will receive it for the record so that mem
bers can receive all of it. 

Senator METZENBAUM. Would the Chair not agree—I am not 
going to object, but is it not a rather unusual procedure to have 
testimony come in which affects this witness' credibility without 
having an opportunity to interrogate the writer of the letter? Now 
Mr. Liman is a very well-respected man. I respect him. 

But I think that there is some inappropriateness in attacking 
this man's credibility by letter. 

Chairman BOREN. Let me suggest this, Senator Metzenbaum. I 
have not read this letter myself. After you and other Members of 
the Committee have had a chance to read Mr. Liman's letter in 
full, if you wish to question Mr. Liman and if he is amenable, we 
will arrange for that. 

So I will not solicit your views after you and I have read the 
letter. As I say, my commitment is that we have fairness. That is 
the reason that I made certain that this interjection by Mr. Cohen 
was made aware to Mr. Polgar in advance, for him to have an op
portunity to respond. And certainly, we will all have a chance to 
review the letter. 

Senator COHEN. The reason I contacted Mr. Liman is he obvious
ly was the Chief Counsel to the Senate Committee, who worked 
closely with Mr. Polgar, and would have some opinion, certainly on 
the product that was put together and submitted to the public in 
terms of the Iran-Contra Committee's investigation. 

So I think that he would be in a very good position to make some 
assessment concerning the conclusions that are asserted as fact, 
which go to attack the integrity of Bob Gates to the point where he 
is accused of committing perjury. 

I simply would point out once again that not one of the five in
vestigative bodies have ever suggested that that was the case. And 
I think that that ought not to stand without some challenge. 

If I might proceed, Mr. Chairman? 
Chairman BOREN. YOU may proceed. I do not have a copy of the 

letter at this point. But we will have it, I understand. 
Do other Members of the Committee have a copy of the letter? 
Senator BRADLEY. Mr. Chairman, could I ask you, what are we 

going to do about our 6:30 break? I mean, is there any chance we 
could have the break and then come back at 7:45, having made 
plans? 

Chairman BOREN. Well, I thought we would come back at 8:00. 
How long, Senator Cohen, would your reading of this take? 

Senator COHEN. I can read it pretty quickly, if you would like. In 
5 minutes I would be finished. 

Chairman BOREN. The portion that you are going to read? Then I 
want to give Mr. Polgar an opportunity to make any comments 
that he might like to make. And then we will take a break. 

Senator METZENBAUM. May I suggest that I think Mr. Polgar's 
response to Mr. Cohen's comments ought to be made in the same 
time span? 

Chairman BOREN. That is what I said. 
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tor METZENBAUM. Why do we not, when we come back, have 
^ « r Cohen start that? 

genator v, B R A D L E Y ^ y n o t have Senator Cohen begin at 8:00 and 
^ w p0igar can respond. And then we can at least have a dis-

thenMr
w i t h°u t a n interruption that disconnects some thought 

cU5p°i-assuming there is one. . 
pr£nïtor RUDMAN. A parliamentary inquiry, Mr. Chairman. 

SSnnan BOREN. The Senator from New Hampshire 
Senator RUDMAN. Would you tell us what the schedule is for the 

" o ^ ^ n B M u S i . Well, we will complete some time before 2:00 

S?manaBoRENr' No, that is not serious It is my intention that 
Pwould come back at about a quarter of eight, or 8:00 o clock. I 

3 l allow Senator Cohen to complete his reading from Mr Liman s 
Ster By that time we will be able to have copies available for ev-

Twant to enable Mr. Polgar, as we have discussed previously, to 
J k e anv additional comments he wants to make following what 
Senator Cohen has said. Then the Committee will begin its ques
tioning of Mr. Polgar. 

After that, depending on what time it is 
Senator METZENBAUM. We are ready to go home after that. 
Chairman BOREN. After that we will have Admiral Inman. Our 

nroblem is, some Members of the Committee have told me they 
cannot be here tomorrow afternoon. We still have Admiral Inman, 
Mr Allen, and Mr. Kerr as witnesses. We will start in the morning 
wherever we finish tonight. I am hopeful that we might be able to 
complete the questioning of Mr. Polgar, and perhaps take Admiral 
Inman's testimony tonight. T„u;„v, 

If not, we will begin with Admiral Inman m the morning, which 
means we will have Mr. Kerr and Mr. Allen, which I would think 
would take a good portion of the morning. It is hard to predict how 
long the questioning will take. # 

I am told we are going to be in session in the Senate until^ap
proximately 10:00. I would not propose we go any later than that 
tonight because we have had a long day. And I know members 
want to be able to think clearly about this matter. My hope was 
that we would end about 9:30 and just get as far as we can. 

Senator METZENBAUM. Mr. Chairman, I do not have any objec
tion to your beginning at 9:30 or 8:30 in the morning if you want. 
But I really do question remaining in session until 10:00 at nignt. 

Chairman BOREN. It is too late? Well, let us just say we will set a 
cut-off time at 9:30 at the very latest, no matter what. Members do 
get tired. Let us come back and complete the comments ol benator 
Cohen and Mr. Polgar's opening comments. And then we will go to 
questioning. We will come back at 10 minutes to 8. We will then go 
as far as we can go but no later than 9:30. And then we will 
resume tomorrow morning in open session, since we still have open 
witnesses to hear. We will postpone the closed session that we were 
intending to have tomorrow until next week. We will have the 
closed session, beginning Tuesday morning, Senator Bradley, on 
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the issues that you have raised, and also on some other issues th 
have been raised on intelligence analysis. at 

Senator RUDMAN. Mr. Chairman, another question on tomorrow' 
schedule, if the Chairman could tell us please? 

Chairman BOREN. We will start no later than 9:00. If we do n 
begin Mr. Inman tonight, we might begin as early as 8:30 in «T 
morning. e 

Senator RUDMAN. And how late would we go with this Commit 
tee tomorrow, Mr. Chairman? 

Chairman BOREN. A number of Senators have told me that the 
have conflicting schedules. We will complete by 12:00 noon, tomo/ 
row. 

Senator RUDMAN. All right, Mr. Chairman, thank you. 
Chairman BOREN. It would not be my plan that we would be in 

session tomorrow afternoon. If the Senate is in session, that could 
change things. I will take a reading from Members tomorrow. 

Mr. Polgar, again, I want to thank you for being here. And I 
want you to feel free to make any additional comments you want 
to make when Senator Cohen completes when we return after this 
recess. 

Mr. POLGAR. Thank you, Senator. 
Chairman BOREN. Thank you very much. 
[Whereupon at 6:39 p.m., the Committee recessed, to reconvene 

at 7:30 p.m. the same day.] 

EVENING SESSION 

Chairman BOREN. May we come back in session? 
We have had a number of questions from Members. Obviously 

our timetable has been getting further and further behind. That's 
why we want to move as expeditiously as possible. 

We still, as I said in the beginning, will take as long as we need 
to take to thoroughly do our job in these hearings and are not 
going to be driven by artificial timetables. 

I have just been conferring with our witness due to follow Mr. 
Polgar, Admiral Inman. He is in the midst of an academic confer
ence tonight and has inquired about the schedule. 

I believe it would be impossible for us to finish before 9:30, per
haps a little earlier. I think, after a point, it becomes very difficult 
for Members to really deliberate about the testimony. 

So I think the soundest policy would be to excuse Admiral Inman 
for tonight and begin with him as a witness in the morning. I'm 
also told the Senate may go even later. 

It will be our plan to complete the testimony of Mr. Polgar to
night, and, since we had planned to finish at noon tomorrow, this 
may well mean that we will not have Mr. Allen and Mr. Kerr in 
open session until next Tuesday morning. 

That means that we could begin our closed session on Tuesday 
afternoon after we've heard those two witnesses and complete it on 
Wednesday. We'll probably have Mr. Gates back for the better part 
of the day beginning either Wednesday afternoon or perhaps on 
Thursday, in open session, as our final witness. 

Right before the recess, we had the question arise about a letter 
from Mr. Liman. My goal has been that we be fair to everyone in-
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j in this process, give every point of view an opportunity to be 
volvea j ^ ^ e ça^r t o &jj individuals who are part of these pro-

cer1îflve conferred principally with Senator Metzenbaum and Sena-
Rradley who had requested that Mr. Polgar have an opportuni

s t be a witness. I have conferred with Senator Cohen, who we 
uyl°rPCOffnized to make a statement and who had raised the fact 
i? t he'd received a letter from Mr. Liman that he wished to put in 

lZ record in reference to Mr. Polgar's testimony 
After a discussion with everyone concerned, including Mr. 

o lJar in order to reach a fair result, the Chair has decided that 
will follow this course of action. As I understand, it has been 

W£ped to by all Senators involved and by Mr. Polgar as well. 
VVe will allow Senator Cohen to complete his statement of his 

Jn point of view. Since Mr. Liman is not here to be examined by 
thpCommittee, and since he has written a letter to Senator Cohen 
as oDDOsed to the Committee, and we have yet to hear the full testi
mony of Mr Polgar, including the questions and answers, it would 
£ most appropriate not to receive the letter from Mr. Liman for 
the record at this point. And if, after Mr. Polgar completes his tes
timony before the Committee, Mr. Liman wishes to address a letter 
to the Committee and asks that it be inserted into the record, we 
would receive it at that time subject to Mr. Polgar's opportunity to 
make a written response to it for the record if he should desire to 

do so. 
Mr. POLGAR. Thank you, sir. 
Chairman BOREN. Mr. Polgar, is that agreeable to you/ 
Mr. POLGAR. Yes, sir. , 
Chairman BOREN. And I think that's agreeable to Senator Cohen, 

and I understand it is agreeable to Senator Bradley and Senator 
Metzenbaum. 

Senator BRADLEY. Yes, it is, Mr. Chairman. _ 
Chairman BOREN. I appreciate the cooperation of all. As I say, 

sometimes there are difficult decisions to be made in order to 
assure that we get all of the information and that all points of view 
are represented at the same time. We want to be fair to all individ
uals concerned including Mr. Polgar, the nominee and others. I am 
pleased we have reached this conclusion in the discussion among 
ourselves. 

I will recognize Senator Cohen to complete the comments that he 
wishes to make about Mr. Polgar's statement as he understands it. 

Then, Mr. Polgar, I will give you an opportunity to make any ad
ditional comments before we begin our questions. After that we 
will begin our questioning and hopefully not keep you here too late 
in the evening. 

Senator Cohen. 
Senator COHEN. Thank you very much, Mr. Chairman. 
As I indicated before, we hold Mr. Polgar in very high regard. 

Therefore, when he does make a very serious allegation that the 
nominee has committed, in fact, an obstruction of justice, mislead
ing this Committee, testifying falsely, committing perjury, in es
sence, then I believe it requires a very careful scrutiny of the state
ments. 
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In view of the fact that I do not wish to set any precedents bv 
asking questions, I thought it would be appropriate, at least under 
the circumstances where I have spent two or more years dealing 
with this issue, not only as Vice Chairman of the Committee but 
also as a member of the Iran-Contra Committee, for me to address 
some remarks to the testimony without burdening the Committee 
with a request to address questions to the witness. 

Mr. Chairman, I looked at this statement last evening, and what 
struck me was I felt there was a leap of logic from facts that were 
cited which do not support the conclusion that was arrived at. 

For example, on page 2 of the testimony that I received a copy 0f 
last evening, Mr. Polgar states that a few days earlier, in the Direc
tor's absence, McMahon showed strong leadership, taking the initi
ative to right a wrong, trying to construct a legal defense by means 
of a Finding for the CIA s role in the November 1985 HAWK mis
siles for hostage deal. 

I think it is important for the record to be clarified. As Mr. 
McMahon testified here today, he did not know in November of 
1985 that HAWK missiles were, in fact, transferred. That knowl
edge had not come to him until at least several days later, when he 
became aware of it during the December meetings that he held. 

I think that's important when we go back to look at Mr. Gates 
trying to reconstruct the events in November of 1986 as to what 
either Mr. Gates knew in November of 1985 and what Mr. Casey 
may or may not have known in November of 1985 and not merge 
the two, so that it appears that Mr. Gates knew in 1985 that 
HAWK missiles were included in that particular shipment. 

As Mr. McMahon pointed out, it was altogether quite reasonable 
that he would conclude that oil drilling equipment was, in fact, a 
part of that shipment, given the needs of the Iranians at that time. 
He found out to the contrary a few days later. But I think that was 
an important point to make. 

Also on this page Mr. Polgar says, "It is not conceivable to me 
that Mr. McMahon would have failed to explain to Gates how the 
shop was being run and what were the major controversial oper
ations then handled by the Agency." 

Implicit in this particular statement is that somehow Mr. McMa
hon did know of the operation, so-called Iran-Contra, and imparted 
that to Mr. Gates. The fact is that no one, absolutely no one, has 
ever suggested that Mr. McMahon knew about a diversion of pro
ceeds going from the sale of the weapons to the Contras, or that 
the CIA had illegally been aiding the Contras. There is no evidence 
to that fact. 

At the bottom of the page, it indicates, "By early 1986, in my 
opinion, it would have been impossible for any senior CIA officer, 
let alone the Deputy Director, not to know the CIA was involved in 
the support of the Contras." Mr. McMahon didn't know in early 
1986 about any illegal support to the Contras. But it is implicit 
here that Mr. Gates obviously knew and was lying about it or cov
ering it up. 

On page 3, "It is hard to imagine that the Deputy Director of the 
CIA did not know what was behind the newspaper reporting and 
why Congress was becoming agitated." Mr. McMahon didn't know 
about the funding for the Contras. And, moreover, he said he didn t 
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. know. Mr. McMahon said that neither he nor Mr. Casey 
+JÏI to know the reasons that he articulated here today. 

wantea ^ g &n(j p o m t t n j s o u t because Mr. Polgar said the 
Av.a"s that certainly from the time he succeeded Mr. McMahon, 

?7«was a key member of the top management team. 
TTT he says, "He was not only well aware of the Iran-Contra 

foments"—now, he has merged Iran-Contra development into 
nherent program. The fact of the matter is Mr. Gates has tes-

°re^over and over again he was aware of the Iran initiative. He 
in part of the briefings, from December and January on. He 

Iff tpstified that he was aware of that. 
Akn Mr McMahon indicated he was also opposed to that par-

.vXr initiative. But the fact is that Mr. Polgar has linked the two 
rather as Iran-Contra developments. Again, there was not a 
• de shred of evidence presented to the Iran-Contra Committees, 

Xivone that I'm aware of, including the Independent Counsel, 
Sat Mr Gates was aware of the diversion program from the very 
beginning and that the Contras were being funded and operated 
through the CIA agents at that time. 

He cites a December, 1985 memorandum and a January, 1986 
NSC pre-brief that Director Casey wanted to make the insurgency 
choice stark, "Either we go all out in support of the Contras or 
they'll go down the drain." 

Director Casey made that same argument many times to this 
Committee, time after time, which is one of the reasons why we 
had Boland 1, Boland 2, Boland 3, and Boland 4. That s not some
thing to indict Mr. Gates with, saying that this memo somehow 
made him privy to the Contras being operated or aided and abetted 
by the CIA. • ;£ A_- _ 

Over on page 4, "Gates' early involvement with the Iran oper
ation is also shown by his testimony and his preparing of the intel
ligence we passed the Iranians." 

I think we've had evidence, once again, that that was pursuant 
to a Presidential Finding. There is no illegal activity on the part of 
Mr. Gates being aware of the Iranian initiative. 

"According to a document found in North's files, titled DCI Talk
ing Points, Tower Commission, the people who know included 
Gates." Mr. Gates has indicated he knew about the Iranian initia
tive. 

Let me turn to page 5. "North's message indicated that Gates 
was not only aware but took an active part in the management of 
the Iran operation. Far from being compartmented out of Iran-
Contra, even as Deputy Director, Gates was an important member 
of the management team." Once again, it is very misleading, I 
think, and erroneous to link the two together that Gates was not 
only aware but took an active part in the management of Iran-
Contra. He was aware of and took a management role in the Irani
an initiative. But again, there's not a single shred of evidence that 
I'm aware of, or that anyone else is aware of that Mr. Gates took 
Part in the diversion scheme to fund the Contras. 

"Poindexter explained he had already told Gates that a private 
effort should be phased out. Would a careful man like Poindexter 
talk with Gates of the private effort unless he knew for certain 
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that Gates was among the people who knew about the nrU,^ 
effort?" P Vate 

Mr. Gates has testified here, as many other witnesses have, th 
they knew a private effort was under way. That's what Mr. MCM 
hon said: we didn't want to know anything about that private 
effort. Neither McMahon, nor Casey, nor Gates—they were consist 
ent. They tried to stay away from that information. 

Secondly, on that page, "The record shows that Gates had con
tinuing contact with Poindexter. Often he accompanied Casey to 
the scheduled weekly meetings. At times he saw the National Secu-
rity Advisor alone." 

There is no evidence in the record that Mr. Poindexter ever con
fided in Mr. Gates. I think implicit in that is that somehow they 
must have talked about something illegal. 

On page 6, for example, Mr. Casey apparently recommended 
North obtain legal counsel. "A lawyer," according to Mr. Polgar 
"with Casey's experience, would not recommend that a White 
House staffer retain legal counsel unless he had reason to assume 
that actions took place for which a defense would be required." 

I think the salient point to make here is that Casey didn't recom
mend that Bob Gates get legal counsel. So I don't know what one is 
to imply from that particular statement. 

Mr. Polgar has said time and time again in his testimony that 
it's inconceivable that a Deputy Director could ever be "compart-
mented out." 

I believe you will have testimony tomorrow, since you are not 
going to have it tonight, from Mr. Inman that, indeed, he was com-
partmented out on a number of occasions during the Casey era, as 
such. But I think it is important that that fact be made. 

There is an item cited in the book by Mr. Persico specifically 
about Eden Pastora being contacted to head up one of the Contra 
efforts, and that was arranged by Mr. Dewey Clarridge, totally 
without the consent at that time of the Deputy Director of the CIA. 

Also there is reference made to the letter that was drafted or the 
memo prepared by Mr. Allen, who will be testifying tomorrow. Mr. 
Polgar says that it seems strange—I want to just cite this—Allen 
testified that Casey talked with Poindexter on October 22 about the 
diversion information. It was not sent to Poindexter. CIA claimed it 
fell in the wrong box and wasn't discovered until the Attorney 
General's press conference in November. "It seems strange an im
portant letter was mishandled in the Director's office and that 
none of the sharp people around Casey, including Gates, saw to it 
what Casey wanted to send to Poindexter had gotten there." Omit
ted from the statement is the fact that Mr. Gates was out of the 
country. Mr. Gates was out of the country for two weeks. And, ac
cording to Mr. Allen's testimony—and I will refer the Committee 
to it, since I won't have a chance to point this out tomorrow—on 
page 12 of Mr. Allen's testimony, "You will see that Mr. Gates was 
traveling when it was written and he's not sure that a copy ever 
was transmitted because it fell into the wrong box." That's Mr. 
Allen's testimony. 

Finally, Mr. Chairman, I want to just refer to page 11 of Mr. Pol-
gar's testimony. "Gates himself gave false and misleading testimo
ny to the Senate Intelligence Committee. For example, in Decern-
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f 1986, he testified that 'Agency people, from the Director on 
^ r actively shunned information. We did not want to know how 
^°WIContras were being funded. We actively discouraged people 
the telling us things. We did not pursue lines of questioning.' ' 
fr<W 11 this is exactly what John McMahon sat here today and tes-
Ted to that he actively shunned knowing how the Contras were 

ÏÏ!nff funded, as did Mr. Casey. 
Aeain for Mr. Polgar to say Gates gave false testimony I think is 
>e a serious charge when, in fact, I think it is rebutted by Mr. 

H a h o n ' s own testimony that this was something that was done 
K both him and Mr. Casey. He says, "These sentences, if they 

ere true, amount to a terrible self-indictment that Gates was not 
telling the truth." ... 

T iust hope that the Committee Members will look very carefully 
at the charges and at the facts. I think there has been a very seri
ous leap from factual assertions to the actual substantiated conclu-
S1°inonly raise this because, again, I have high respect for Mr. 
Polgar We worked on the same investigation for a period of seven 
or eight months together. To my knowledge—and I stand to be cor
rected on this—to my knowledge, Mr. Polgar never indicated to 
any Member of that Committee, not to counsel of that Committee, 
that he believed or had evidence that Mr. Gates in any way ob
structed justice or committed perjury or lied to the Committee; be
cause, if he did have such evidence and if he were satisfied of that, 
I'm sure it would have been brought to our attention. And, frankly, 
if that is the case, I'm sure the Independent Counsel would be 
more than interested in pursuing that against Mr. Gates. 

So I think when you take the stand, as such, at the witness table 
and you seek to impugn not only the intergrity but the honesty 
and the service of another public servant, we should take great 
care that we not make charges without a substantial body of evi
dence to support it. 

I thank the indulgence of my colleagues. 
Chairman BOREN. Thank you, Senator Cohen. 
Mr. Polgar, you've made your opening statement. Senator Cohen, 

in a sense, has responded to your opening statement. I'd like to 
give you an opportunity to make any additional comments you d 
like to make before we begin our questioning. 

Mr. POLGAR. Yes, I would like to reply to Senator Cohen s state
ment and I would like to return the compliment. 

Senator BRADLEY. Mr. Chairman, could Mr. Polgar bring the 
microphone a little closer to him. 

TESTIMONY OF THOMAS POLGAR—Resumed 

Mr. POLGAR. Right. 
I have known Senator Cohen for more than ten years and 1 ve 

always had the highest respect for him. And, having said that, I 
think he's making a little leap in judgment here tonight because, if 
you read, Senator, my statement carefully, you will find that it 
starts addressing the frequently voiced opinion or claim or alibi 
that Gates was somehow out of the loop. 
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My distinguished friend, Admiral Inman, had debated that point 
with me on "Nightline," and the entire introductory statement 
that I have here deals with the in loop question. I tried to show 
that Mr. Gates was in the loop. He was just as much in the loop as 
Mr. McMahon, allowing for the fact of his relative inexperience 
and unfamiliarity with the Operations Directorate. And nowhere in 
that part of the statement is any allegation of wrongdoing con
tained. 

I'm not accusing him of anything there. I just state the facts to 
illustrate that, indeed, he was in the loop. 

Now, later on, I do make some statements which suggest that he 
had concealed or misled the Senate, and I cite chapter and verse. I 
think each of those accusations should be taken up and examined 
and see whether my conclusions are supportable or unsupportable. 
I assure you, the facts are there. 

Now, intelligent and well meaning people can draw different sets 
of conclusions from an identical set of facts. 

You, Senator Cohen, were a distinguished prosecutor. You know 
that there's many a complaint which the District Attorney refuses 
to take up, and of the things that the District Attorney takes up, 
sometimes the Grand Jury rejects them. And sometimes the Grand 
Jury brings an indictment and the court sets the defendant free. 
That can happen. But that does not mean that the deed necessarily 
didn't take place. It just means that perhaps there was insufficient 
proof within the meaning of the law beyond a reasonable doubt to 
convict somebody. That doesn't necessarily mean that the party is 
innocent. He is innocent in a legal sense. But the deed has been 
done. 

Now, I don't recall ever having accused Mr. Gates of perjury be
cause that's a legal term and very complicated legal term. And I 
have no idea which of the statements were made under oath and 
which were not. 

Now, as I recall the law, making a false statement to a Senate 
Committee is punishable even if it was not made under oath. So I 
think we should examine the statements. 

I do believe that I have indicated that Mr. Gates was in the loop, 
that he was aware of what was going on. Mr. McMahon certainly 
indicated that there were no practical means of compartmenting a 
deputy out. At least, there was no practical means to do so in his 
case. 

Now, Admiral Inman is a special case. Admiral Inman came in 
as Deputy Director really against his will. 

Senator CHAFEE. Against what, what was that? 
Mr. POLGAR. Admiral Inman did not want to be Deputy Director 

of CIA. 
Senator CHAFEE. He did not want it? 
Mr. POLGAR. He did not want to be Deputy Director of CIA. 
Chairman BOREN. He came in against his will is what he is 

saying. 
Mr. POLGAR. Well, it wasn't his first choice; let's put it this way. 

But he was a three-star admiral. It was indicated to him that he s 
got to take that job. Senator Goldwater was pushing for it very 
strongly. It was implied that he would get his fourth star, which he 
did get. He and Casey didn't make beautiful music together. 
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ator WARNER. What was the job that Inman wanted? 
Sr POLGAR. I think he either wanted to be Director or he 

tpd to return to civilian life. He was the head of NSA, and we 
W^? instances where the Deputy Director of CIA went on to head 
hTGA We never had an instance where the Director of NSA came 
am. to be Deputy Director of CIA. So Inman wasn't happy. All 
rl\fr Casey wasn't happy with Inman because, frankly, they be-

ffPd to different schools of political thought. I don't mean Repub-
r n and Democrat. But Admiral Inman was a very straightfor-

rA honest officer, a military counterpart of John McMahon. He 
didn t like these shenanigans that started to occur very soon after 
\fr Casey took over. 

Tnman would never have agreed to support Eden Pastora in 
Costa Rica to interdict the supply lines to the Contras in El Salva
dor I mean, this was nonsense. It was a complete distortion of an 
parlv Finding. And I think Mr. Persico's book, which has been 
mioted here frequently already tonight, goes into quite considerable 
detail on that point. It quotes Senator Goldwater, it quotes the late 
John Bross, who was very close both to Casey and to Inman. Mr. 
Bross told Mr. Persico that it was his idea to put Mr. Gates in as a 
Special Assistant to the Director because Gates could be relied on 
to sort of be a buffer between Mr. Casey and Mr. Inman—Admiral 

At any rate, Inman did not have the kind of relationship that he 
could just drop in on Casey. They didn't merge their offices. Admi
ral Inman did not sort of volunteer to sit in on meetings with 
Casey, and, indeed, according to Admiral Inman's statement, he 
and Casey had a pretty firm division of labor which Admiral 
Inman felt sort of excluded him from tending to operations and 
covert action, that Mr. Casey was going to handle that by himself. 

I visited with Mr. Inman on one occasion when he was Deputy 
Director. I had retired at the end of 1981, and in March or April of 
1982, Mr. Casey called me in for a consultation. I looked up Admi
ral Inman as a matter of courtesy, and I could sense that he, 
indeed, was out of the loop, unlike McMahon or unlike any Deputy 
Director before him. And he indicated to me at that time that he 
was unhappy and he was considering quitting. And, originally, his 
understanding with the Administration was that he would stay 18 
months only. In fact, he only stayed about 14 months. 

So Inman was a special case, I regret to say, because I venture to 
conclude that, had Admiral Inman become Director of Central In
telligence, a lot of things about which we now talk would not have 
happened. 

But Gates came in under an entirely different flag. Gates was 
Casey's creation. Gates was a relatively junior officer. He was a 
special assistant, or I think they called it Executive Assistant, to 
Admiral Turner. Then he became National Intelligence Officer for 
the Soviet Union. That was a big promotion. He was relatively 
young for the job, and he caught John Bross' eye, the late John 
Bross' eye. 

Now Bross, way back in the past, once used to be chief of the 
Eastern European Division, and, before that, he was head of the 
OPC—that was the original covert action organization—chief of the 
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Soviet Division. So he was very much interested in Soviet affair 
And he thought it would do good to put Gates in as Casey's assist 
ant, as I said, to be a buffer between Casey and Inman. 

Well between Casey and Gates, it was love at first sight. I d0n>t 
know if Gates loved Casey, but Casey loved Gates, and that was the 
more important part. And he promoted Gates very rapidly. Within 
a matter of months, he made him Deputy Director for Intelligence 
as I recall over 40 or 50 senior officers. Then, when McMahon left' 
he moved him up to be Deputy Director, which was truly a very 
remarkable progression because Gates had never served as a sta
tion chief abroad. He didn't have many of the other credentials 
that Deputy Directors of CIA used to bring with them. 

Frank Carlucci was ambassador and Under Secretary of Health 
Education and Welfare. Other Deputy Directors held high military 
rank. Gates was truly an exception. He didn't have any outside cre
dentials for the post of Deputy Director. 

Frankly, I think he got into too deep water very quickly, and he 
would have been well advised to take on as a special assistant a 
very experienced officer with operational experience, which is ex
actly what Frank Carlucci did, who came in without an operational 
background—somebody who sort of, to show him the road through 
the minefields. But that didn't happen. 

So Gates was out of the loop sometimes, but in a very different 
sense from the way it was implied: not that anybody placed him 
outside the loop; but he just didn't know where to look for the but
tons. And, as a result, a lot of things may have escaped them. But 
the fact is that what escaped him nevertheless happened. 

I have absolutely no quarrel with Gates' performance, you know, 
because you've got to allow for his relatively young age, his oper
ational inexperience, being thrust into too big a job without previ
ous extensive executive experience. My problems with Gates start
ed when he started to testify. 

Now, let me answer specifically Senator Cohen. 
You say that there was no knowledge in CIA about the Novem

ber, 1985 HAWK for missiles shipment contemporaneously. The 
Operation Directorate chronology, which was submitted to Deputy 
Director Gates on the 19th of November, 1986—this is called 
Newest, 1500 hours, 19 November—starts out, "In late November, 
1985, the NSC asked CIA for the name of a discreet, reliable airline 
which could assist the Israelis in transporting a plane-load of Israe
li HAWK missiles to Iran. The airline was hired to transport a 
Boeing 707 load of weapons from Tel Aviv to Tehran. When senior 
CIA management learned that this had occurred, it was decided 
that a Finding was necessary before the Agency could provide any 
future support of this type." That was the only CIA support provid
ed prior to the Finding. 

Now, Senator Cohen, the statements that I make in the written 
document submitted to the Committee, I didn't invent any of those 
things. Believe me, there's a document from which those state
ments were extracted. 

Now, it can be argued whether I interpret the evidence correctly 
or not. That's a debatable point. You can get on almost any subject 
in the world expert witnesses to testify for either side. I happen to 
testify for one side. But there was this document. It said, "In late 
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ember, the NSC asked CIA for the name of a discreet, reliable 
•0r«o to assist the Israelis in transporting a plane-load of HAWK airline *** ,, 
;„siles to Iran. 
Now there was also a cable from Lisbon. General Secord, by his 

statement, by the testimony of the CIA station chief in Lisbon, 
tf^the testimony of the deputy station chief in Lisbon, by the state-

nt of the Charge d'Affaires of the American Embassy in Lisbon, 
m e

 e e r Foreign Service Officer, all agree tha t General Secord ad-
a,sed the CIA station chief tha t this big, mysterious deal he's in-
V1 lved in in Lisbon concerns the transshipment of HAWK missiles 
for which he was authorized by the NSC to ask for CIA's assist-
nce The testimony is that a cable to tha t effect was sent to CIA 

Headquarters and, out of some 78 or 79 cables in tha t timeframe 
dealing with this specific operation, this is the only cable tha t is 
missing. And this is very significant because this cable offered 
oroof there was contemporaneous knowledge in CIA, both in Lisbon 
and in CIA, that during the last week of November a shipment of 
HAWK missiles was being implemented through Lisbon. And you 
had said something about the Special Counsel. 

I cannot go to the Special Counsel because I am the recipient of 
immunized information. 

That's all I want to say in reply. 
Chairman BOREN. Thank you very much, Mr. Polgar. We will 

begin now with our questions. 
As I understand it, you retired after well over 34 years of service, 

I believe. . 
Mr. POLGAR. Well, I had 38 years of government service, of which 

34 were with the CIA. 
After I retired, I was engaged as a consultant by the Defense In

telligence Agency and the terms of tha t consultation were 
stretched a little bit. And I also did some work for Mr. Ikle when 
he was Deputy Under Secretary of Defense for Policy and for Mr. 
Nestor Sanchez in international relations at the Pentagon. 

Chairman BOREN. YOU were not at the CIA specifically as an em
ployee during the time that Mr. Gates was the Deputy DCI? 

Mr. POLGAR. NO, sir. I never met Mr. Gates, except on some 
social occasions in 1985 or so, and in the course of the Iran-Contra 
investigation. 

Chairman BOREN. SO, before the Iran-Contra investigation, you 
had only met Mr. Gates once or twice? 

Mr. POLGAR. That is correct, on social occasions. 
Chairman BOREN. On social occasions. 
Did you ever have any professional working relationship with 

Mr. Gates? 
Mr. POLGAR. NO, sir. 
Chairman BOREN. Did you have an opportunity to observe the 

working relationship by being in meetings or otherwise between 
Mr. Gates and Mr. Casey, either during the time tha t Mr. Gates 
was the Deputy Director for Intelligence or during the time that he 
was the Deputy Director of the CIA? 

Mr. POLGAR. NO, sir. 
I actually met Mr. Casey on a number of occasions, both abroad 

and in the United States. Mr. Casey called me back on one occasion 
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and offered me a very nice job. But I didn't feel I could come bad 
from retirement. 

But no, I never met Mr. Gates either in Mr. Casey's company 0 
otherwise. 

Chairman BOREN. I don't by asking this question, mean to 
demean your conclusions at all. You've spent a lot of time as a 
member of the investigating staff of the Iran-Contra Committee 
but your own conclusions, which you've reached, are based not 
upon your personal experience, for example, like meeting with Mr 
McMahon and Mr. Gates in December, or meetings with Mr. Casey 
or Poindexter or others—but on your study of the record, reading 
of documents, looking at dates and places of meetings, the person-
alities involved in meetings. It is your examination of the record 
based upon your own past professional experience in the 
Agency 

Mr. POLGAR. That is correct, Senator. 
Chairman BOREN [continuing]. That has led you to these conclu

sions? 
Mr. POLGAR. That is correct, Senator. It is all based on Iran-

Contra related events. 
It would not, for example, have occurred to me in my wildest 

dream to oppose Mr. Gates' nomination to be Deputy Director of 
Central Intelligence in April of 1986, because at that time I knew 
absolutely nothing of a questionable nature about him. 

Chairman BOREN. Right. So it is really based upon your reading 
and study of the record during principally the time that you served 
as a staff member for the Iran-Contra Special Committee? 

Mr. POLGAR. Yes, sir, exclusively on the record as I became ac
quainted with it at that time. 

Now, I might say tha t Mr. Liman and I did not see exactly eye to 
eye always on how this investigation should be conducted, because 
I am not a lawyer. I am an intelligence officer and I am an investi
gator. Mr. Liman, naturally, as you might expect from the Chief 
Counsel and from a distinguished lawyer, tended to look at things 
from the perspective of a lawyer and, I might say, from the per
spective of a defense lawyer who wanted to be very sure that the 
prosecution can prove everything beyond the shadow of reasonable 
doubt. I thought that we were wasting a lot of time and that we 
were missing a lot of opportunities by not moving a little bit faster 
and by putting every interview into a sort of a legal framework. 

I thought we should have moved a lot faster to get information 
before we start taking depositions. 

Chairman BOREN. Thank you very much. 
I may have some more questions at the end but I will turn now 

to the Vice Chairman for his questions. 
Senator MURKOWSKI. Thank you, Mr. Chairman. 
Mr. Polgar, I wonder if you would be kind enough to just spend a 

few moments giving us your personal evaluation of Mr. Gates. I 
mean, you don't know him well. You met him socially. You haven t 
worked with him. But, clearly, you've done a great deal of re
search, and one can certainly draw a conclusion from your testimo
ny. 

I just wonder if you'd spend a few minutes evaluating Mr. Gates 
from the standpoint of your own personal perspective. 
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POLGAR. Yes, sir, with pleasure, Senator Murkowski. 
^ i i let's start with the positive side. There's absolutely no 

• that Mr. Gates is an outstandingly intelligent man. 
question ^ ^ e(jucated, he's very hard working. He has got 

\p's resourceful. He is ambitious, and I mean that in a good 
drive, ne w Q r^ ^^ere h ^ n ' t been a chief of Mr. Gates in recent 
seD!Lland I'm talking about the last 12 or 15 years—who wasn't 
^oTTnthusiastic about Mr. Gates as a subordinate. Everybody 

ïi his performance, from the point of view of the chief, because 
w k hewas a very, very competent asset to any chief. He was 

1 the's imaginative, he puts out papers, he provokes thoughts 
r That's the one side of the equation. 

^ P other side of the equation that when, for the first time, 
i n Mr Gates got into, shall we say, into an area of difficulty— 
wrh I'm perfectly happy to concede was not of his making—he 

3ffi perform very brilliantly. He didn't seem to recognize what 
X* nature of the problems were that he was dealing with. And I'm 

il ne particularly about the period from 1 August, 1986, onward. 
< 4ueust being the approximate date when Mr. Richard Kerr, then 
Deputy Director of Intelligence, informed him of the Allen informa
tion about the possible diversion. 

First of all, Mr. Gates testified that he forgot about that conver
sation As I suggested, that's a funny sort of conversation to forget. 
It isn't as if, you know, somebody said well, yesterday it rained in 
Indiana I mean, here is one of the top people in the Agency, Mr. 
Gates' own successor as Deputy Director for Intelligence, saying 
Charlie Allen, one of our top analysts, says there may be a diver
sion taking place. . 

Well, I don't know to what, you know, what the exact law is that 
was violated by a diversion of U.S.-owned assets. But I'm sure there 
are plenty of paragraphs to cover it. , ' . ' - ' ' ; • ' , . . 

Well, it's not very often that a CIA officer gets such information 
on an operation being run out of the National Security Council 
staff. I'd like to think, thinking back to my own days as a station 
chief or as a staff chief in Washington, that when somebody tells 
us that some of my high-ranking colleagues are engaged in a 
felony, that's a conversation I would remember. And I think I 
would do something about it. 

Now, Mr. Gates testified he couldn't recall the conversation and, 
therefore, obviously he didn't do anything about it. Well, that was 
the first example. 

When Mr. Allen came directly to Gates, I believe on 1 October, 
Mr. Gates said well, tell Casey. Well, fine. 

As it happens, he told Casey a week later. That didn t suggest 
that a very great urgency was attached to the issue, although I rec
ognize that, as has been testified, there are 100 balls in the air si
multaneously. Nothing is so important in CIA that something 
equally important wasn't going on at the same time. 

It's also, I think, a question of perhaps Gates' relative inexperi
ence of deciding of what is really important and what is perhaps 
not all that pressing. 

All right. Then Allen briefs Mr. Casey, who is not altogether sur
prised. But he says put it on paper. Well, fine. So there comes an
other week's delay. 
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Now, one of the reasons for these delays, frankly, is that \r 
Allen is tremendously over-burdened. He holds about three or f 
positions simultaneously. Indeed, Mr. Gates is holding three or f̂  
positions simultaneously. He's not only Deputy Director, but W 
also the chief of the Intelligence Council, the National IntelliJ?8 

Council. He is also the chief of the Executive Council of tf 
Agency, which passes on the highest personnel appointments a ï 
personal bonuses of Agency personnel. All these things take tin» 

Then, after the Hasenfus plane gets shot down the first week nf 
October, closely followed by the revelations about the illegal arm. 
shipments, the secret arms shipments to Iran, I think the front 
office gets completely overwhelmed and they really don't know 
what they are doing anymore. They are sort of running from piliar 
to post. 

Senator MURKOWSKI. Well, I think you said about 1 August, 198g 
Gates learned of the diversion. Is that right? 

Senator POLGAR. Yes, sir. 
Senator MURKOWSKI. But I believe the record shows that M? 

Gates was on vacation from August 1 to August 17, 1986. 
Senator POLGAR. NO, sorry. Mr. Kerr is informed by Mr. Allen 

and Mr. Allen, Mr. Allen informs Mr. Kerr and Mr. Kerr informs 
Mr. Gates, and Mr. Kerr stated that he did it approximately in the 
1 August framework. I understand tha t Mr. Kerr has made a depo
sition to the Committee. I don't have tha t in front of me. 

Senator MURKOWSKI. I know that Mr. Kerr will be before us. 
Senator POLGAR. I accept whatever date Mr. Kerr gives to that 

meeting. 
Senator MURKOWSKI. Well, I think it has some relevance. But 

would just simply defer it to the staff to check. 
Mr. Chairman, I would ask tha t the accuracy be reflected in the 

record. 
On the November, 1985 cable from Lisbon to the CIA about the 

transshipment of the HAWK missiles, which you referred to in 
your testimony, are you inferring tha t Mr. Gates destroyed the 
cable? 

Senator POLGAR. NO, sir. I don't infer tha t Mr. Gates destroyed 
it. I think there is a good reason to believe who destroyed it. But I 
don't want to cut into the Independent Counsel's territory. 

Senator MURKOWSKI. That, in your opinion, would be in the terri
tory of the Independent Counsel? 

Mr. POLGAR. I think it is. 
Senator MURKOWSKI. What is your evidence that it is, in fact, 

missing? 
Mr. POLGAR. Well, Senator Boren and Senator Cohen may well 

remember what we used to call the "Lisbon caper." 
We tried to reconstruct all the November traffic between the 

Lisbon station and the Ankara station, which was also peripheral 
l y 

Senator MURKOWSKI. When you say "we," you're referring to the 
Iran-Contra Committee? 

Mr. POLGAR. Yes, sir—tried to reconstruct the traffic. We were 
able to do so with considerable success. Based on our knoww 
about the CIA cable control procedures, we were able to establis 
that some 80 cables passed between Headquarters and the field sta 
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i the other way, and all of those cables have been recov-
tions ana ^QT t w 0 One cable that was not recovered was the ini-
ered exceP ̂ ^ t ^ e Chief Europe Division to Chief of Station 
tial ca ierting him that General Secord is going to arrive and 
Lisbon, a - e n a[\ assistance. The fact that we couldn't recover 
should D ^r a s n ' t important because everyone agrees that the cable 
thf sent and everybody agrees what was in the cable. 

v? ther cable which we couldn t cover, which we couldn t find, 
(Thief of State in Lisbon's report on his conversation with Gen-

was ~n J We have sworn testimony from the Chief of Station, 
the Deputy Chief of Station, from the Chief of Communica-

from pn ̂ ^m t h a t s u c j 1 a c a D i e w a s s e n t . We have sworn testimo-
^Loosition, from the Charge d'Affaires of the American Embas-
ny' vJnff that the Chief of Station had informed him of his conver-
s y S with Secord and that he, the Chief of Station, is about to go 
fwn to his office and send a cable to Headquarters covering this 

SUWeCalso have sworn testimony from CIA communications in 
w\ i n f f ton to the effect that a CIA cable, once sent, can be lost 
nlv after receipt. It cannot be lost in transit. There are all kinds 

of electronic and manual checks, visual checks, to make sure that 
if.» 

Senator MURKOWSKI. Speak closer to the mike. 
Mr POLGAR [continuing]. That the so-called site numbers and 

check numbers on cables between field stations and Headquarters 
always match. And then there is an unmatching number, suggest
ing that a cable is missing, or that a number was erroneously as-
SIÉTTI 60.. 

The computer starts to holler, and when the computer starts to 
holler, and even if it doesn't, at the end of every 24 hour watch 
period, there's a visual check on the correctness of all transmission 
numbers. So there's no question that the cable was sent. There's no 
question that the cable arrived. And there's no question that CIA 
could not recover this cable for the Committee's inspection. 

The reason they couldn't recover it, in my opinion—and this is 
my opinion; when the Independent Counsel brings this to court, it 
will be more than an opinion—that cable was destroyed. 

Senator MURKOWSKI. Well, the inference that somehow Mr. 
Gates had some involvement in the whereabouts of the cable, what 
evidence, if any, do you have that Mr. Gates saw the Lisbon cable? 
He was head of the analysis section and not the operations section 
back in 1985,1 believe. 

Mr. POLGAR. I do not infer that Mr. Gates saw that cable. I'm not 
talking about that cable in connection with Gates at any point in 
my testimony. 

Senator MURKOWSKI. Thank you. 
You note in your prepared statement that Gates was fully in the 

[°op in the management pattern set by his predecessor, John 
McMahon. Is it your understanding that John McMahon, when he 
was deputy to Bill Casey, was fully in the loop? 

Mr. POLGAR. Yes, sir, to the extent that he wanted to be or his 
tune permitted, which was mostly. 

Viator MURKOWSKI. In the sense that he wanted to be, as op
posed to what Mr. Casey wanted him to be? Is that your statement? 
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Mr. POLGAR. Mr. Casey was a very informal sort of chief. 
Senator MURKOWSKI. I understand that. 
Mr. POLGAR. I had experience with him in Germany when v 

was my house guest for a couple of days. He was not what v 
might call the best organized bureaucrat in the world. That w 
not his thing. 

Senator MURKOWSKI. I think that's a concession. 
Mr. POLGAR. He relied on his subordinates to do the housekeen. 

ing for him. But he would make his calendar available to hi 
deputy every day, and it was up to the deputy to decide what a* 
the things that they should handle jointly, what are the meeting 
that he wants to sit in on, and what are the things that are, pej. 
haps, of not that great interest, always bearing in mind that there 
is more work than can be handled. 

So a deputy has to have a certain sixth sense to make the right 
choices of what it is he wants to be in on. Even at the lower level 
in CIA, in a division, where you usually have a division chief, and 
the deputy division chief, and the chief of operations, or maybe a 
chief of plans, all four of them cannot go together to all meetings. 
They've got to have some kind of an agreement on who does what 
to who and how they will coordinate with each other. 

Senator MURKOWSKI. YOU indicate in your prepared statement 
that Mr. Gates was not only well aware of the Iran-Contra develop 
ment but had direct involvement with that already as Deputy Di-
rector for Intelligence. Are you suggesting that Mr. Gates became 
Deputy Director of CIA in April of 1986 and that he knew that 
there was a diversion of funds to the Contras at that time? 

Mr. POLGAR. NO, sir. There is absolutely no reason to assume 
that in April of 1986, Mr. Gates, or for that matter anybody else, 
knew about the diversion in CIA. 

Senator MURKOWSKI. But the October first date? 
- Mr. POLGAR. Well, the October first date is more conjectural. By 
October, there was an awful lot of National Security Agency infor
mation which indicated that the Iranians were being overcharged. 
There were only about 12 or 14 people in CIA who regularly re
ceived that information. Mr. Gates was one of them. 

Now, granted, that perhaps he didn't have enough time to look 
at all those reports or digest them. And they don't make the most 
exciting reading when you look at them out of context. 

But he certainly knew that Mr. Allen was hired for the purpo&e 
of analyzing such material. And, therefore, when Mr. Allen, 
against his background, and being the repository, the official repos
itory, for that NSA information within the CIA, says that I reached 
the following analytical conclusion based on the intelligence that s 
available to me, I think that's something you've got to pay some 
attention to. 

Senator MURKOWSKI. When you say that 
Mr. POLGAR. YOU can't dismiss it as just being flimsy. . 
Senator MURKOWSKI. Well, we're going to have a chance, obvious

ly, to talk to some other witnesses 
Mr. POLGAR. Yes, sir. , teD 

Senator MURKOWSKI [continuing]. Who may be able to enligw* 
us on your generalization. 
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ou say that Mr. Gates knew of the Iran-Contra facts, Mr. 
When y a w a r e 0f the Iran arms shipments and has not denied 

gates w ^ a r e you suggesting that he has denied knowledge of the 
^at' ma shipment? 
jran arm ^ Well, I think we have got to make a distinction be-
Mr- *j° Qates' various statements while Mr. Casey was still 

tween «j • s t a t e m e n t s after Casey was no longer alive. His state-
alive m%eT the death of Casey were remarkably more accurate. 
^ f m not giving him, I'm not suggesting that everything he 

A subsequent to Mr. Casey's death is 100 percent accurate. 
h ^ t o r MURKOWSKI. Well, tell me, was your analysis of Mr. 

made part of the Iran-Contra report? 
POLGAR. No, sir, and, indeed, the reason for that is that the 

M made part of the Iran-Contra report? 
Mr POLGAR. NO, sir, and, indeed the rea 

-Contra Committee never really got around to examining the 
pïmle until the last week of the hearings. 

That was the first week of August, 1987. We held closed hearings 
at which the witnesses 

inator MURKOWSKI. Would you speak a little louder, please. 
Mr POLGAR. We had closed hearings, at which the witnesses. 

were Mr George, Mr. Fiers, and I believe Mr. Fernandez, and Mr. 
flarridge We did not, Mr. Gates was not called as a witness for 
that hearing, and the explanation was—and I think Senators 
Boren and Cohen will bear me out>-that it was felt that the ques
tioning of Gates at that point would go so deeply into the affairs of 
CIA that the Intelligence Committees would be a better venue in 
which to continue those examinations, especially since the charter 
of the Iran-Contra group was expiring. 

Senator MURKOWSKI. Well, I'm going to defer follow-up on that 
question. I think Senator Rudman could perhaps give us an evalua
tion of your comments with regard to the—evidently the fact—that 
during the last week of August, the Iran-Contra Committee chose 
not to get into this area because of the intelligence aspects associat
ed with it, which I believe is your statement. 

My last question, Mr. Chairman, is I think it's fair to say that 
we're generally under the premise that the Special Counsel after— 
and this is conjecture, but one can assume, and Mr. Gates is not a 
target of the Special Counsel, but probably in the realm of a sub
ject—your extended comments I think would lead one to suggest 
that there may be an inappropriate classification of where Mr. 
Gates should belong in that comparison. I'm wondering if you'd 
care to categorize, in your opinion, where you feel Mr. Gates be
longs. 

Mr. POLGAR. NO, sir. That I'm not able to tell you. But I will tell 
you that I'm not one of the, shall we say, admirers of the way Mr. 
Walsh has conducted his investigation. 

Senator MURKOWSKI. Thank you, Mr. Chairman. 
Chairman BOREN. Thank you very much. 
Let me go over the order in which I have Senators listed. I have 

Senator Cranston to question next; Senator Gorton; Senator Brad
ley, Senator Warner; Senator Metzenbaum, if he returns; Senator 
Kudman, if he returns; Senator Chafee; Senator Hollings; and Sen
ator Nunn—in that order. 

1501 turn now to Senator Cranston. 
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Senator CRANSTON. I believe there's nothing in the record i^ 
eating Mr. Fiers 

Senator CHAFEE. Alan, is your mike on/ We can t hear you. 
Senator CRANSTON. IS it on now? Yes. 
It's my understanding there's nothing in the record indicating 

Mr. Fiers informed Mr. Gates of what he knew of the private beri 
factor operation, of North's private Contra resupply operation ! 
don't know anything specifically in the record that covers that. 

In your own experience, is this kind of detail the kind of detail 
that the Directorate of Operations would normally report to the 
Deputy DCI? 

Mr. POLGAR. Well, sir, we had different types of Deputy Directors 
in the CIA. We had Deputy Directors like Richard Helms, who cer
tainly was in on absolutely everything. Then we had some military 
Deputy Directors, who had more specialized interests. When Mr 
Carlucci was Deputy Director to Admiral Stansfield Turner, I fo 
lieve I can say that Mr. Frank Carlucci was in on everything. He 
would come down to the Operations Directorate and sit in on our 
staff meetings. And there's absolutely no way that in the Oper
ations Directorate, when the Deputy Director shows up at your 
staff meeting, you can say well, please leave, this is not your baby. 

No, a Deputy Director is into operations to the extent that he 
wants to be. 

Now, if I had been sitting in Mr. Gates' shoes, and in June of 
1986, the "New York Times" has on the front page a long story 
about Mr. North's allegation, about allegations about Mr. North's 
operations, and the allegation that he is assisted by CIA in Central 
America, if I am the Deputy Director, I think I would have thought 
of calling up Mr. Fiers and say hey, Alan, what the hell is going 
on, what do you know about this. And if he asks a question, you 
can be absolutf .y sure he would have gotten the truthful answer 

Now, I concede to you that there is a sentiment in the CIA, there 
is, if you might like, a religion to the effect that we will not volun
teer information; we will not lie, but you've got to ask the right 
question. And I think that may also apply in a situation where you 
have a Deputy Director not from the Operations Directorate, who 
perhaps is not one of the more beloved people around campus. 

Senator CRANSTON. What level of detail would you expect a 
Deputy DCI to have on operational matters? 

Mr. POLGAR. Well, sir, in the normal course of events, you dont 
discuss details of operations with the Deputy Director or even with 
the Director unless it's a type of operation that may result in great 
political embarrassment; because, just like in the military, yw 
don't want the chief of staff to fight a corps battle, you dont want 
a corps commander to fight a regimental battle. . . 

Everybody's sort of supposed to have his own area of response; 
ity and he ought to stay with that, allowing for some exceptional 
situations. u 

I have never had a Director or Deputy Director ask me, y 
know, who really is our penetration agent in such and such a po 
ical party in Germany. You know, that's really not his kusinj*8. 

Now, if my penetration agent happens to be the head of the J jj 
ernment, yes, that is something that he ought to know because, 
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divulged, there is going to be quite a bit of controversy 
that is 
about H- t 0 judge the situation on who has to know what. 

^° /Sink that goes both from the bottom up and from the top 
^ R it basically, the Director and the Deputy Director should 
down- oui, things which could be politically embarrassing. 
ôw oi u 1

C R A N S T 0 N Much of what you've told us seems to me to 
^ Ann supposition. Do you have any specific, precise evidence 

^ o î Pates knew of the diversion of funds from the Iran arms 
^ • A P Contras before October 1, 1986, the date that he says he 
cale tO vli& . ,n 

fl MrleP0LGAR. No, and I don't believe I suggested that he did prior' 
t 0 S t o f CRANSTON. That's all the questions I have, Mr. Chair-
mSairman BOREN. Thank you very much, Senator Cranston. 

Senator Gorton. 
Senator GORTON. Mr. Chairman, thank you. 
Mr Polear, you'll indulge me, I hope, surrounded, as I am, by 

qJnators Cohen and Rudman, who lived through all of this with 
vSfor so long in 1987. I did not. In fact, I believe I m the only 
ffpmber of this Committee who was not a Member of the Senate in 
\W while all of this took place. But I do want to ask you once 
again something that you've already testified to, that was news to 
me when we began these hearings. 

You retired from the CIA in 1981, did you not 
Mr. POLGAR. Yes, sir. . ' , ' ' : ?!* , ., L 
Senator GORTON [continuing]. Long before any of the events 

we're talking about took place. L'll^'l 
Mr POLGAR. I retired in December, 1981. I was a consultant tor 

the Defense Department from 1982 through 1985, I believe June, 
1982 through June, 1985. One of the jobs I did while I was consult
ant to the Defense Department was to examine all U.S. Govern
ment operations in Central America, including CIA's, with the con
currence of Mr. Casey. So I wasn't that far away. 

Senator GORTON. I believe that you have made quite clear in 
your written statement here, but I just want to confirm it, that 
your views on this subject, therefore, are not based with the kind of 
first-hand conversations that much of this testimony is about 
within the CIA, but simply on your own thorough knowledge of the 
record. 

Mr. POLGAR. That is correct, Senator. 
Senator GORTON. A record which is available to the extent that 

they wish to look at it not only to any Member of this Committee 
but to any member of the general public. 

Mr. POLGAR. That is correct, Senator. 
Senator GORTON. NOW I'm making my first reference, then, to 

your own statement, which will be to page 20, at least in the copy 
which I have here. The lines in your writing are this: "In Decem
ber, 1986, Agency people from the Director on down actively 
shunned information." 

Mr. POLGAR. Yes, sir. 
Senator GORTON. "We did not want to know how the Contras 

were being funded. We actively discouraged people from telling us 
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things. We did not pursue lines of questioning." That was a qUote 
not your quote. u 

"These sentences," you say, if they were true, amount to a terri 
ble self-indictment by an intelligence officer. But, in fact, Gates 
was not telling the truth." 

Now let me ask you a very precise question. When Mr. Gates 
said that he was shunning information, that the CIA was shunnine 
information, what information was Mr. Gates referring to? 

Mr. POLGAR. Well, I don't know what information he was shun-
ning. But Mr. Fiers, in his capacity as Chief of Central America 
Task Force, sent on January 29, 1986—Boland amendment is ^ 
effect—a message to the Chief of Station in ̂ Honduras, and I quote 
"As we are all painfully aware, this project"—meaning the Nicar* 
guan resistance project—"in all of its various incarnations, is far 
and away the most controversial undertaking of CIA. There is no 
margin for error. I write this because I'm increasingly concerned 
by what seems to be a laissez-faire approach to managing this 
project. It is now incumbent upon us to expand a strong influence 
on the resistance forces, guiding them in the right direction. You 
will be receiving shortly a series of cables from the communica-
tions, signals intelligence, logistics and finance intelligence. The 
field managers must have their finger on everything the resistance 
forces are doing, and we have to shape FDN management." That 
was the main resistance organization. 

Senator GORTON. But, Mr. Polgar 
Mr. POLGAR. "We have to shape the FDN management to insure 

they are doing it right." 
Senator GORTON [continuing]. Wasn't Mr. Gates' very specific ref

erence when he made the quote which you've included here on 
page 20, to collecting information about the private benefactors' op
erations? 

Mr. POLGAR. Yes, sir. I'll come to that in a minute. But let me 
just emphasize again that Mr. Fiers' Directive said you will cer
tainly be receiving cables from the finance section, meaning he 
wanted information on the finances of the resistance organization. 

Further, in Mr. Fiers' testimony to the Tower Board, he was 
asked about CIA assistance in arranging flight clearances for pri
vate aircraft. He replied that this was a simple question that has 
complicated answers, which he then didn't give. Well, when he was 
talking, when the CIA people were talking with us, they couldnt 
slide away quite so easily. And 

Senator GORTON. Well, in the middle 
Mr. POLGAR. Wait a minute. 
Senator GORTON [continuing]. In the middle of all of that, I thins 

you answered my question, that Mr. Gates was shunning informa
tion about the private benefactors. Weren't many of those private 
benefactors Americans? 

Mr. POLGAR. Yes, and Senator 
Senator GORTON. And doesn't, does the CIA collect information 

on the internal operations of Americans? 
Mr. POLGAR. Senator Gorton, would it surprise you if I told you 

that CIA reported on every single flight that these American W 
vate benefactors have mounted in Central America? There was a 
tailed reporting on every flight—who flew it, from where, where w. 
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thev carried, et cetera, and tha t the CIA stations in Hondu-
w^ Calvador and Costa Rica were getting their clearances for 
' ^ . p r iva t e benefactor flights-

£ tor GORTON. Well, they were collecting information on 
s but not on the source of the funding there, were they? 

M POLGAR. They may not have, I have not personally seen any-
• which relates to the financing of the operation, but the 

^^^tôr~GoRTON. Were you here this afternoon when Mr. McMa-
hon was testifying? 

Mr POLGAR. Yes, sir. I was. 
Senator GORTON. I heard him testify tha t it was CIA policy 
. g hjs tenure as DDCI to shun information about the financing 

forivate benefactors' operations. You have told us tha t you have 
the highest respect and total belief in him. Why do you fail to be
lieve Mr. Gates when he says exactly the same thing? 

Mr. POLGAR. Mr. McMahon stated what the policy was and I'm 
telling you what the facts were. 

Senator GORTON. Well, with all due respect, tha t seems to be a 
distinction without a difference. 

Mr. POLGAR. NO, sir. 

Senator GORTON. What Mr. McMahon said is exactly what Mr. 
Gates said. 

Mr. POLGAR. The station chief in Honduras testified tha t after 
the Boland amendment came into effect, the CIA's reinvolvement 
with aerial resupply began. When the station was given the task of 
reporting on the receipt of supplies and to obtain flight clearances, 
this inevitably led to continuing contact with the people handling 
the supplies and with those controlling the aircraft. How were the 
clearances to be obtained without knowing specifics? 

Senator GORTON. What indication is there in all that you've read 
that Gates knew anything about that? 

Mr. POLGAR. Because the Contras 
Senator GORTON. McMahon says he didn't know, and he was di

rectly in the line. 
Mr. POLGAR. There was a whole body of daily information flow

ing into CIA headquarters on what was taking place with the pri
vate resupply in Central America. If Mr. McMahon chose not to ad
dress that, although most of that happened, in fact, after he left, or 
Mr. Gates chose not to address that , I can't help that. But the in
formation was there. CIA reported on it through its regular report
ing channels, and the Contras were being given supplies by the pri
vate benefactors. They were not being given any money. 

Senator GORTON. Well, I must say I fail to understand why you 
will totally understand Mr. McMahon, who was in the direct line, 
his statement on that subject and will not accept Mr. Gates, who 
was not in that direct line. 

But let's go on. Let's go back to page 4. 
You state there, and I'm quoting you: "By early 1986, it would 

teive been impossible for any senior CIA officer, let alone the 
deputy Director, not to know that the CIA was involved in support 
for the Contras." 

Now you may comment on this, Mr. Polgar. I hope you will. But 
seems to me to make a statement like tha t is disingenous. Obvi-
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ously, CIA had been engaged in supporting the Contras in a W i 
fashion for an extended period of time. It seems to me that ft 
issue here is whether Gates knew about illegal CIA support to t? 
Contras, not your line here of "involved in support of the Contras* 
You've just answered a question, I think from Senator Cranstoi, 
though perhaps it was Senator Murkowski, tha t Gates didn't hav 
any such knowledge, as far as you know, before October 1, 19J 
How early in 1986 should all—and I'm using your quote—sej, 
CIA officials have known about illegal support for the Contrai 
How early should Mr. McMahon have known about it? 

Mr. POLGAR. I think that the first part of the paper, sir, is entire. 
ly in the context of was Mr. Gates in the loop on the Contras or 
not. I don't think there's any allegation made there about illegal 
activities. 

You may have seen statements in the press by some friends of 
Mr. Gates to the effect tha t he was completely cut out of Contra 
Tpl&ted activities. 

Senator GORTON. I'm sorry. This buzzer was on. Would yOU 
repeat that answer. I couldn't hear a word. 

Mr. POLGAR. That part of the statement has nothing to do with 
any allegation of illegality. It is simply meant to illustrate that Mr 
Gates was in the loop, like all other senior officers, as to the 
Contra operation. 

Senator GORTON. Okay. Let's go on to page 8. 
You say, "In July, 1986, Admiral Poindexter sent an electronic 

message to North on the latter 's proposal to sell General Secord's 
enterprise to the CIA. Would a careful man like Poindexter talk 
with Gates unless he knew for certain that Gates was among the 
people at CIA who know about the private effort?" 

Well, again, Gates never denied knowing about that initiative 
and admits hearing about it in December, 1985. But Poindexter 
denied that they ever told Gates anything about it. North says he 
didn't do so. Alan Fiers said he had no knowledge of Gates being 
told about it. If all these central figures deny telling Gates about 
the diversion, the illegal part of this, why are you so certain that 
Gates knew about it? When do you think he did know? 

Mr. POLGAR. YOU are referring to page 8? Did I get that right. 
Senator GORTON. Yes. 
Mr. POLGAR. Well, that deals with Mr. Gates' knowledge of the 

private enterprise, the private benefactors, the private effort 
should be phased out. That has nothing to do with the diversion 

Senator GORTON. Well, I repeat, if Poindexter and North say 
they never told Gates and Fiers says that he doesn't know about it 
why are you so certain tha t Gates did know? And when do you 
think he did know? 

Mr. POLGAR. Told Gates about what? 
Senator GORTON. The illegal diversion. 
Mr. POLGAR. I'm not talking about any diversion there. 
Senator GORTON. SO you're not making any accusation «^"T! 
Mr. POLGAR, I'm not making. All I'm saying is that AdrnP| 

Poindexter's electronic message indicates that Mr. Gates roust &« 
had substantial knowledge of the private benefactors, or snow 
have after Admiral Poindexter talked to him about it. 
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GORTON. He's long since admitted that. Why do you even 

^ " Ï ^ W e l l , I can show-

^on^PoLGAR^ Again, I refer back to the statements tha t he was 
^ff the loop with regard to the private benefactors or t*" 

out oti d e n i e ( j knowledge of General Secord, for example. 
tr^' „L,. GORTON. I guess I'm out of time. I'll come back to this. 

Mr- P° GORTON. Presumably it leads to something tha t he did 
^ «7W did he do wrong in connection with all of this? 
rong-Jy" 
Mr. P°L' 
it of the 
as. He de 

r^ rmanïoREN. Let me ask Members this question. We, unfor-
? lv have three back to back votes on the floor which, if they 

tu fduced to ten minute votes, will still take a total of 35 min-
are Tf they are not, it would take 45 minutes, which means we 
UteSid have to come back at 10 o'clock. I hate to ask this witness to 

P back in the morning. We are going to be pressing to make 
that we finish in the morning because several Members have 

S me that they cannot go past noon tomorrow. 
We do have Admiral Inman. As I've already indicated, I think 
p're probably going to have to have Mr. Allen and Mr. Kerr in 

*L session on Tuesday and do our closed matters, which should 
take about half a day each, during a full day of closed session on 

Let me just ask Members if they could give me some estimate of 
the amount of time they think they'll take when I do come to them 
for questioning. 

Senator CHAFEE. Well, Mr. Chairman, let me say tha t I m one of 
the potential questioners, and I'll just waive my time. I think tha t 
we've pretty well plowed this ground and I'll forego any questions. 

Chairman BOREN. Senator Metzenbaum, do you have, did you say 
a couple of questions? 

Senator METZENBAUM. I only have one question, and tha t is to 
ask this man why he came forward to testify. 

Senator CHAFEE. I think tha t question's been asked, hasn' t it? If 
that's the only one, three cheers. 

Chairman BOREN. Senator Bradley? 
Senator BRADLEY. Mr. Chairman, I don't. I have a question I 

could ask, but if no one else wants to 
Chairman BOREN. Senator Chafee will waive his. Does Senator 

Rudman have two questions? 
Senator RUDMAN. NO. I'd like two minutes. 
Chairman BOREN. TWO minutes. Well, I think if we could do that , 

then—Senator Gorton, how much longer do you have to go? 
Senator RUDMAN. Well, it looks like we're going to finish this 

whole thing in five minutes. 
Senator GORTON. Well, I've got to have extended rounds. 
Chairman BOREN. Let's ask them to hold the roll call vote for us 

for ten minutes. 
Senator CHAFEE. Mr. Chairman, I enthusiastically gave up my 

rights. But if everybody else is going to go on for hours, I'm going 
to jump in there. 

general laughter.] 
Chairman BOREN. Oh, I don't believe that 's the case. I hear a 

total of one question and two minutes. 
Senator BRADLEY. I have one question. 
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Senator HOLLINGS. I've one question. 
Chairman BOREN. Maybe one question. I believe we can do that 

Let's call the floor and ask them to hold the vote for us. We ^ 
try to complete here. 

First, Senator Bradley, who is next on my list. Then Senator 
Metzenbaum. 

Senator BRADLEY. Mr. Polgar, today the benate Committee re. 
leased the interrogatories by the CIA's lawyers, Mr. Dave Dohenv 
and Mr. Bernard Makowka. Have you reviewed those? 

Mr. POLGAR. NO, sir. 
Senator BRADLEY. I have no question, then. 
Chairman BOREN. Senator Metzenbaum. 
Senator METZENBAUM. Mr. Polgar, I never met you before. I 

don't know you at all. I'm impressed with your testimony. I'm \&. 
pressed with the fact that you've been involved in this business for 
38 or 40 years, something like that. I'm also impressed with the 
fact that you have to alienate some of the other people in the Intel-
ligence Community by your testimony. 

Why did you come forward with this testimony? What motivated 
you to do so? 

Mr. POLGAR. Well, Senator, as on the record, I was with the CIA 
for 34 years and a couple of years with OSS before then. For me, it 
has been a wonderful experience, and I can truthfully say that I 
had the rare privilege of holding a job for 34 odd years which 1 
really liked in an organization which was more than a second 
home for me, maybe my first home. I had the rare privilege of 
working with people like Allen Dulles, General Walter B. Smith, 
Dick Helms, and I really feel that in Mr. Gates, the President for 
whom I have the greatest respect and who I know well personal 
ly—and I may say for the record that he has been my house guest 
and I've been in his home—I think he has made a mistake. He has 
taken a surviving relic of an old regime, of a discredited regime, 
and, given the shape of the world that we are looking forward to,l 
think it would be better for CIA to make a new start. 

Senator METZENBAUM. Thank you. 
Chairman BOREN. Thank you, Senator Metzenbaum. 
I neglected earlier to put some things into the record. Let me 

just say, without objection, I'd like to place the following docu
ments which we're making public today into the record: one, the 
deposition of Richard J. Kerr; two, the deposition of the Lata 
American Division Chief Number Two; and, three, the sworn state 
ments of Mr. David Doherty, Bernard Makowka, Charles Allen 
Richard J. Kerr, John Helgerson, and Tom Twetten. 

Without objection, those will be placed as part of the record. 
[The documents referred to follow:] 
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DEPOSITON OF RICHARD KERR 

Wednesday, September 11, 1991 

United States Senate, 

Select Committee on Intelligence, 

Washington, D. C. 

The Select Committee met, pursuant to notice, at 5:50 

o'clock p.m., in Room SH-219, Hart Senate Office Building, the 

Honorable David L. Boren, Chairman of the Committee, 

presiding. 

present: Senators Boren, Cranston, Metzenbaum, Glenn, 

Murkowski, and Rudman. 

Also Present: George Tenet, Staff Director; John 

Moseman, Minority Staff Director; Britt Snider, Chief Counsel; 

Kathleen McGhee, Chief Clerk; and Fred Ward, Regina Genton, 

Tim Carlsgaard, John Elliff, Arthur Grant, James Wolfe, Don 

Mitchell, Jennifer Sims, Jeff Roe, Edward Levine, Chris 

«Straub, Gary Sojka and John Despres, Staff Members 
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P R O C E E D I N G S 

CHAIRMAN BOREN: As we begin this afternoon to take 

additional testimony today from Mr. Richard Kerr, the Acting 

Director of Central Intelligence, to ask him to respond to a 

limited number of questions related to the Gates' confirmation 

process, I apologize that the meeting had to be hastily 

arranged earlier this afternoon after the Committee came into 

possession of a new document this morning which raised issues 

which I think require a clarification, and I will get to that 

in questioning. However, I do want to express my thanks to 

Kerr for his willingness to come down on very short 

[notice, we know he is carrying very heavy responsibilities as 

|Acting DCI and I apologize that we had to ask you to come on 

such short notice, but we wanted to clarify these issues as 

quickly as we could as we prepare for the confirmation 

process. So we appreciate very much your willingness to come 

on short notice and assist us. 

Unless you have any preliminary comments to make, I would 

suggest we just proceed with the swearing in. Do you have 

any? 

MR- KERR: No, none whatsoever. 

CHAIRMAN BOREN: If you please stand then and be sworn. 

Do you swear that the testimony that you are about to 

give is the truth, the whole truth, and nothing but the truth? 

MR. KERR: I do. 

UNCLASSIFIED 
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CHÂTSMAN BOREN: Please be seated. 

I will proceed through some questions that the staff has 

epared along with a consultation with the vice Chairman and 

if And let me say, if other members want ask additional 
my S G J. I • 

questions when I complete, or if there is a point that you 

feel needs clarification, don't hesitate to stop me as we go 

through this process. 

Mr. Kerr, in response to the written questions posed to 

, by the Committee, you stated that in the late summer of 

1986, that Charles Allen came to you and said that the U.S. 

ar,s were being sold — that O.S. arms were being sold to 

Iran. He told you that there was reason to believe that these 

arms were being sold at inflated prices. And at the end of 

Ithe discussion, according to your earlier responses, he 

speculated that the money might be going to the Contras. He 

offered no evidence of this as I recall your -- your summary 

the conversation, merely giving you his personal 
speculation. 

And in your answers you go on to «ay that you raised this 

with Hr. Gates who was then the DDCI at the time, either the 

same day or the following day. And you indicated in your 

answers that this occurred not in a formal meeting, but rather 

in a meeting where you walked into his office and discussed a 

number of items including this one. and you say you do not 

know what Mr. Gates did with this information. 
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Is "that a fairly fair summary of tha high points of your 

answers? 

. 
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TESTIMONY OF RICHARD KERR 

ACTING DIRECTOR OF CENTRAL INTELLIGENCE 

HR. KERR: That's about the extent of it, to be precise. 

CHAIRMAN BOREN: The notes of your interview with the 

iran-Contra Committee reflect that you said that these 

meetings with Allen and Gates took place in the August 1986 

time frame. Is that correct? 

HR. KERR: I have been uncertain from the beginning of 

precisely the date. I do not have a record of it nor do I 

have a record in any of my appointments that would give me a 

sense of it, so I had to reconstruct the time. And the best I 

could come to in my own mind, trying to eliminate other 

activities and narrow it down, was in late August -- the late 

August time frame. And I think that is a rough ~ a pretty 

accurate — 

CHAIRMAN BOREN: Late August of 1986. 

And in your answers to the Committee's written questions, 

you say the meetings took place in the late summer of 1986. 

you have already indicated to me that you really can't be any 

more precise than that as to when the meeting took place, is 

that correct? 

MR. KERR: Yes, that's correct. 

CHAIRMAN BOREN: In the memorandum prepared by the staff 

of the Iran-Contra Committee of the interview with you on --

which was made on September the 2, 1987 -- that is the Special 
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Iran-Corit-ra Committee — you recall telling Mr. Gates that, 

quote, "that the amount of money involved," i.e., diverted to 

the Contras, "was substantial," end quote. 

Do you recall now having said that to Mr. Gates at the 

time? 

MR. KERR: I cannot with precision describe my 

conversation except to describe, as you originally indicated, 

that Mr. Allen indicated that money was being diverted, and 

the kinds of overcharging that he described initially was 

significant. So that's net inconsistent with what I would 

have said. 

CHAIRMAN BOREN: So the memorandum prepared by the staff 

as a summary of your interview with them would be accurate as 

to that point? 

MR. KERR: Yes. 

CHAIRMAN BOREN: what if anything do you recall that Mr. 

Gates said when you told him about Allen's speculation? 

MR. KERR: Again, I am primarily stuck at this point in 

time with my own written records and things that I have said 

about what I thought I said. So I begin to lose my place a 

little bit in this, except to go back to those earlier records 

of statements. And my impression in looking back at my — at 

the records that were made and the various interviews that 

were made during this period or subsequent to this period was 

that Bob obviously expressed interest in it, was concerned 
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bout it". «Y impression was that he may have had rumors of 

that or at least quite simply when you dealt with issues 

involving Ollie North, things would not surprise you a great 

was in that context of information received, 

and asking to be kept informed about it. 

CHAIRMAN BOREN: He asked to be kept informed. 

The Committee has in its possession another memorandum 

recounting your September 3. 1987. interview with the 

Iran-contra Committee, this one prepared by the staff of the 

a staff member of the CIA Office of Congressional Affairs. 

And according to this particular memorandum, you told the 

Iran-contra Committee — this is again a memorandum about the 

same interview with the Iran-Contra Committee staff that we 

•entioned earlier. The first memorandum prepared by the 

Iran-Contra Committee staff member. This memorandum prepared 

by a staff member at CIA's Office of Congressional Relations. 

And according to this particular memorandum prepared by the 

CIA Office of Congressional Affairs, you told the Iran-Contra 

Committee that when you informed Gates of Charlie Allen's 

speculation, that Bob Gates responded that he was, and now I 

quote the CIA report, quote, "he was aware that rumors were 

circulating that profits were being made on the sale of arms 

to Iran and that money from the arms sales was being made 

available to the Contras." 

Do you recall now that Br. Gates made a statement like 
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that to you at the time? 

MR. KERR: Well, I would go back, I think, to the comment 

I just made, and that is I think that — my impression again, 

looking back over and trying to recall precisely that event 

was that he expressed surprise, concern, but some suggestion 

that there had been rumors or there had been — that something 

to that effect that he had heard before. But that would be 

about the extent of my ability to clarify it. 

CHAIRMAN BOREN: According to your answers to the 

Committee's recent written questions, you do have a 

recollection of "talking with Mr. Allen again regarding Mr. 

Ghorbanifar and the arms, but the subject of overcharging and 

the use of 'extra' funds was not further discussed." I am 

quoting your answer. You also go on to say that you never 

discussed the subject again with Mr. Gates, even after his 

conversation with Mr. Allen — or after this conversation, I'm 

sorry; correction. You go on to say in your answers to us 

that you did not discuss this subject again with Mr. Gates 

even after this conversation with Mr. Allen. 

MR. KERR: That's correct. 

CHAIRMAN BOREN: Is that correct? 

MR. KERR: Yes. 

CHAIRMAN BOREN: Why did you not have further discussion 

with Mr. Gates in that he apparently, according to your 

memory, said keep me informed or keep me updated on this 
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natter. ~: 

MR. KERR: Well, first of all, I had — no other 

information regarding this particular subject of significance 

I
came to my attention from any party that I can recall. I 

considered the first conversation with Charlie Allen to be 

•just speculation about what the money, the extra money might 

be put to, and had no further knowledge about that. So I 

really had no basis for a further discussion on that, nor was 

I involved in any direct way in the process. So it would have 

bene unlikely in any way that ~ of dealing with the Iranians 

other than providing intelligence support, which is another 

issue, so it would have been unlikely that information of that 

sort really would have come to me. And it wasn't something 

that I would necessarily go out and seek, because given the 

circumstances, the way it was given, the nature of that 

speculation, it was not an issue that I was deeply involved 

in. 

CHAIRMAN BOREN: Did you take any other action on the 

basis of Charlie Allen's speculation at all? 

MR. KERR: No, I talked ~ as I indicated to staff, I 

talked to Charlie Allen subsequently, he came to me — he 

really was not in my chain of command. He did not report to 

me. I think he came to me in part because I know him and 

because I talk to him. 

SENATOR RODMAN: Who did he report to? 
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MR." KERR: He was the — he was a member of the National 

Intelligence Council up until the time that Bob Gates became 

the DDCI. He reported to the DDI as chairman — who was both 

the Director of Intelligence and the Chairman of the National 

Intelligence Council. At that point there was then a separate 

Chairman for the National Intelligence Council independent of 

the Directorate of Intelligence that I was involved in. 

SENATOR CRANSTON: What was Allen's responsibility? 

MR. KERR: He was the — let's see, at that time — 

terrorism? 

CHAIRMAN BOREN: Charlie Allen? 

NR. KERR: Charlie Allen, I think the National 

Intelligence Officer for Terrorism. 

CHAIRMAN BOREN: Terrorism. 

MR. KERR: He subsequently became and is today the 

Warning Officer. So I have to separate those two functions 

out. 

CHAIRMAN BOREN: Right. 

CHAIRMAN BOREN: As you know, Mr. Gates has testified 

several times that he does not recall having this conversation 

with you. Apart from your statement that the conversation 

occurred during an informal meeting where a number of items 

were discussed, do you recall any particular circumstances 

surrounding the meeting or conversation that might suggest why 

Mr. Gates did not recall this conversation with you? 
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MR.- KERR: Hell, I think it is important again to put 

tnis conversation in a larger context. As the DDI, I saw Bob 

Gates on a regular basis, not only in formal meetings and 

informal meetings, but I also regularly went up to his office 

without appointment and talked to him about a variety of 

things. So it would not be at all surprising to have a --

conversations with Bob about a wide variety of things, whether 

they were specific issues or problems or things that I wanted 

to bring to his attention, that would be very common. 

So like anybody, people come into my office often and 

tell me things in a flow of events throughout a day, and when 

you talk to 15 or 20 or 30 people a day on 15 or 20 different 

subjects, it is not — would not be uncommon at all to not 

remember the specifics or even to remember a visit. I am sure 

there are people who have visited me that I can't recall 

having seen in a week. So I don't find that particularly 

striking. 

And also, to be direct about it, my impression is this is 

busy people — this was speculation, this isn't something 

someone would immediately jump to their feet and react to in 

terms of having to take an action. This is something that I 

think that I saw at the time, and I will put it in my own 

context, not Bob's — I saw as rumors, as something outside my 

immediate responsibility and my purview in terms of things 

that I did. So I would not find that striking. 
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SENATOR HURKOWSKI: Let ae just interrupt for a moment. 

Are you implying that during this time there were many rumors 

floating around, Ollie North activities or other ruaors or — 

MR. KERR: Not so much — I wouldn't put it in the 

context of ruaors about Ollie North, but anybody who had been 

involved — 

SENATOR HURKOWSKI: No, rumors about potential Contra 

activities associated with Iran and — 

HR. KERR: No. No, less in that context of now we think 

of as Iran-Contra than ruaors about things that were — 

speculation about things that were happening, events that were 

talcing place. In the intelligence business we are involved 

with getting a host of inforaation of unconfirmed activities, 

of things that are relevant to our business and not, that we 

SENATOR HURKOWSKI: You just don't call them rumors. 

HR. KERR: We don't call them ruaors. Some we call 

intelligence, some we call idle speculation. Ruaors may be 

the wrong tera to use and probably is the wrong term. 

Speculation is a better word. 

SENATOR CRANSTON: I would think that they have constant 

rumors and speculation, that just don't lead anywhere and 

aren't of any great significance. They may be totally off the 

wall. 

CHAIRMAN BOREN: Well, Hr. Allen's to our — in Hr. 
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Allen's" response to our recent interrogatories he describes 

his meeting with you, and I would like to read you his 

description and ask you if it conforms to your recollection. 

I think staff has given you a copy of it here. 

Mr. Allen says, and I quote now Mr. Allen's answers to 

u s : "i stressed to Mr. Kerr the project's lack of operational 

security and pointed out that no arrangements were being made 

to shut down effectively the first channel," we're talking now 

about the arms sales to Iran — "that Ghorbanifar linked to 

the Iranian Prime Minister's office. I described in some 

detail the pricing impasse that intelligence showed had 

existed for over a month. The intelligence showed that the 

Iranians in Tehran believed that they were being grossly 

overcharged by agents of the U.S. government. I further 

described why I believed the NSC was mixing the Iranian 

project with White House initiatives in Central America. I 

cited a number of indicators of this, including the fact that 

Mr.. Albert Hakim and Major General Secord were totally 

managing the newly established second channel and that they 

were also key individuals in the so-called private efforts to 

aid the Contras in Central America. After I had detailed my 

concerns, Mr. Kerr asked me to keep him closely informed on 

these developments. I ran into Mr. Kerr later in the day in 

the CIA's Operations Center and he again returned to our 

earlier conversation. He expressed the view that it was not a 
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question "of whether the initiative would be leaked, but when." 

Is that a reasonable — 

HR. KERR: I — that's a very accurate rendition. 

4 II CHAIRMAN BOREN: Rendition of his conversation with you. 

5 | HR. KERR: Yes. 

c CHAIRMAN BOREN: Mr. Allen also states that he is 

reasonably certain that either in October or November 1986, I 

informed Mr. Kerr — this would be later, October or November 

86 — "I informed Mr. Kerr about my meetings with Mr. 

Furmark." Did Mr. Allen do so and if so, what did he tell 

11 you? 

12 

13 

14 

15 

16 

17 

18 

HR. KERR: At that point in time — first of all, let me 

if i can, put a little bit of this into context in terms of 

Charlie Allen. Charlie Allen had an intimate kind of 

obviously detailed involvement in terms of this set of 

communications and activities and I did not. When he came to 

me with this information, he came with a set of some of the 

information and proceeded to talk about a group of people as 

you have described — as he has described, Hakim and Second, 

who, one, I wasn't familiar with and didn't have any idea 

generally of the kinds of interactions that had gone. I don't 

know whether you have seen those cables in that activity, but 

if you look through that it is a little like reading a foreign 

•language, unless you understand the key to it. 

CHAIRMAN BOREN: Right. 
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MR." KERR: So some of this didn't make a lot of sense to 

Be, I'll have to admit, and particularly quite simply the way 

Charlie renders it makes a little less sense because it is 

kind of in a machinegun fashion with a lot of facts and not a 

lot of context. 

So in that sense, and that is the kind of the setting for 

the answer to your specific question if I can, is that he did 

tell me about the further problems and the concern again, I 

think, in this context about someone about ready to blow the 

whistle on the overcharging or on the price. And that is 

about the sense that I remember of it. But it was the same ~ 

fundamentally the same story. 

CHAIRMAN BOREH: Right. Do you recall discussing this 

Furmark meeting with Mr. Gates? 

MR. KERR: No, I did not. 

CHAIRMAN BOREN: You did not. 

Other members of the Committee have follow up questions 

they would like to ask? 

SENATOR RODMAN: Yeah. I think maybe we'd like to vote. 

though. Second bell. 

CHAIRMAN BOREN: Why don't we go vote, and I am sorry to 

detain you. We will come immediately back and then we will 

complete. We will stand briefly in recess. The witness will 

still be under oath when we resume and we will complete the 

questioning. 
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(A Vote recess was taken froa 6:07 p.a. to 6:28 p.a.) 

CHAIRMAN BOREN: We have a Committee Resolution 

expressing ouc deep regret and sorrow on the death of Douglas 

George, who has rendered valuable to the professional staff of 

the Committee on Armed Services. He has worked closely with 

the Select Committee on Intelligence in a number of matters. 

And the Resolution is before us, and if there is no objection, 

with a quorum being present in this meeting, I would move that 

we pass the Resolution. 

SENATOR RUDHAN: If a second is necessary, I second. 

CHAIRMAN BOREN: All right, without objection, the 

Resolution is adopted. 

We will now go back into session. I would remind Mr. 

Kerr that he is still under oath in terms of answers to these 

questions. I just have one additional question at this point. 

When you — as I read you earlier the statement by Mr. Allen, 

his answers to our interrogatories in which he described his 

meeting with you, and in which he went into — according to 

Mr.. Allen's answer, quite a lot of detail. As I mentioned, 

he talked about no arrangements were made for shutting down 

effectively the first channel. He said I described in some 

detail the pricing impasse. Intelligence showed the Iranians 

in Tehran believed they were being grossly overcharged. 

Described why he believed the NSC was mixing the Iranian 

project with a White House initiative. Talked about the fact 
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that some- of the same people were involved in both operations, 

the Contra operations and the arms sale and so on. 

The question that I have is — and you have indicated 

that that is basically an accurate summary of what Mr. Allen 

[said to you according to your recollection, is that right? 

HR. KERR: That's right. 

CHAIRMAN BOREN: The question I have then is when you 

then went to Mr. Gates and had the conversation with Mr. Gates 

and recounted what you had been told by Mr. Allen, did you 

describe the ~ Mr. Allen's conversation with you in similar 

detail? 

MR. KERR: No. No, I did not. First of all, the only — 

the only thing about that conversation that it seemed to me 

was worth, from my perspective at least, making sure that Mr. 

Gates knew, was the issue of that funds were being overcharged 

land that money was being passed to the Contras. The rest of 

lit from my perspective — 

CHAIRMAN BOREN: Yes. 
18 I 

MR. KERR: — I didn't see as, one, an intelligence issue 
19 

as something that was fundamental to — 

CHAIRMAN BOREN: Well, let me ask you specifically, in 

terms — he went into some — some fair amount of detail on 

that point alone as to why he thought that this money might be 

going ~ the overcharge might be going to the Contras. He 

[cited, for example, the fact that some of the same people were 
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being used, Mr. Hakim, Mr. Second were also key individuals in 

the so-called private efforts to the contras. That's one item 

he cited. He described why he believed the NSC was mixing the 

Iranian project with the White House initiatives in Central 

America. 

Did you mention those factors as far as you can recall, 

to Mr. Gates? 

MR. KERR: No. I think I mentioned just the major issue. 

I am not sure that, one, all of these details would have — to 

me, would have — I would have matched the people up and fully 

understood the relationships across these people. And as I 

indicated earlier, I really did not know the people and did 

not have a fairly deep insight into that exchange as Charlie 

did. So a lot of that quite simply might well have passed 

right over my head except the key point, which seemed to me to 

be the most key point to pass on. 

So the details of it — and again, while I wouldn't 

second guess Charlie on this, Charlie's ability to present 

facts in a flurry of activity and my ability to understand 

them, I wouldn't connect those too closely. I mean, he is 

someone who understood it well and passed it, all of this on 

in a big dump, and I picked out the key elements. 

CHAIRMAN BOREN: Did you go to any of Mr. Allen's 

associates or others that might have been working with him on 

this program to ask questions of them or to inquire of them as 
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sure 

hi 

to — 

-H KERR: Again, I didn't feel myself and I was not in 

line for Charlie Allen, so I really didn't — and I am not 

in this case that Charlie Allen had — I didn't know who 

associates on this were, who he was connected with. So 
, «n* of the reasons I went to Bob Gates, as the logical 

that's °"e 

person to at least make aware of this. 

CHAIRMAN BOREH: But Mr. Gates though did say to you, if 

recall the conversation, get back to me about this. But 

you did not ever get back to him. 

UK. KERR: I didn't find that I had any information 

beyond what I had originally passed that I thought was 

significant to get back to him with. 

SENATOR MURKOWSKI: If I may follow up on that, Mr. 

Chairman. And you didn't seek out any? Had no reason to seek 

out any? 

MR. KERR: No, I didn't. I didn't seek it out and I 

didn't believe I had a reason to. 

SENATOR HORKOWSKI: Thank you. 

CHAIRMAN BOREN: Others that have questions? I know 

Senator Rudaan. 

Senator Rudman? 

SENATOR RUDMAN: Mr. Kerr, let me just ask a couple of 

questions here. First, you know, words tend to be rather 

sterile when laid out on a page, and they tend to jump at you 
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sometimes-, which is what's happened with these words, which is 

why you are here today. But as I have listened to y0Ut 

testimony, I had a sense that the atmosphere of the meeting 

was maybe not quite as sterile, if that's the right word, or 

precise as these words would indicate. Now the words on the 

— on the memo done internally by the Agency on 10 September 

87, which is the subject of our discussion today, the key 

words are that Gates responded that he was aware that rumors 

were circulating, that profits were being made on the sale of 

arms to Iran, and that money from the arms sales was being 

made available to the Contras. Now those are the words of the 

memo. 

Now, you have answered the Chairman as best you could, 

and I just want to kind of see if you might be able to 

recollect, if you can, either from present recollection or 

from recollection refreshed by documents — give us a feel for 

that meeting. I mean, you have told us just briefly, but I 

can sense from what you've said that this was not a part of 

the meeting that maybe was the reason for the meeting. it 

wasn't like Ray Cline running down the hall and saying, my 

God, they're putting missiles into Cuba. I mean, it wasn't 

that kind of a thing. I mean, what kind of a thing was it? I 

mean, in what context was it? You saw Gates many times during 

the week. Just give us a feel for the ambience of the 

meeting, if you will. That's very important in light of your 
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t "recollection, which is understandably not terribly 

cise on something that happened four years ago. 

•8. KERR: Well, first of all, Senator, I think one way 

respond to you is first of all, I worked for Bob for a 

of years, worked with him for a number of years, and so 

t we were fairly close in terms of our communication, 

talked often, we talked casually, and in a variety of 

different forums. And so my -- while I can't recreate 

cisely the precise words that I used, I can, with a fair 

awunt of confidence say that one — my original idea of going 

down was to say, this -- he should be aware of this. Even 

though, I'll tell you the truth, at this point in time this 

did not really ~ I would not have set my hair on fire and run 

down the hall with this information. It was not particularly 

it was interesting and in my view interesting primarily 

because of Ollie North and a view that most people had of 

Ollie North that this was kind of a loose — this was a loose 

cannon. 

So, when I — when I went down, my reaction would have 

been to go into Bob and say — and I will try to paraphrase --

do this without — without the precision of the words, to say, 

Bob, you should be aware that having listened to Charlie Allen 

- and you know Charlie Allen is usually kind of up about at a 

.9 on the frantic scale ~ he is speculating and told me that 

there is a possibility that one, that we are — one, we are 
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overchafg-ing, and that some of that money may be going into 

the Contras. That's the — you know, and you know, that 

sounds great. Think of — put that in context, you know 

That is it seems to me the form I would have presented it, in 

a very casual way, and say, want to make sure you knew about 

it. It's not a formal process that I am involved in reporting 

on. It's not intelligence, from my perspective in the sense 

of my business. It's something that I think as the DDCI you 

should be aware of. That's the context of it. 

Bob's reaction, I don't know precisely, but knowing Bob 

and again, knowing our relationship, my guess, he said, oh my, 

you know, my God. This is the — 

SENATOR RUDMAN: That's the interesting part of this all, 

because you know, this happened all through the Iran-contra 

investigation. You know, it's curious to me that there is 

something contained in the record of this conversation by the 

observer who was there as a matter of course from the CIA, and 

the people who were doing the primary interrogation who were 

two very skilled staff members of this Iran-Contra Committee, 

one of them a fairly — not fairly, a man held in high esteem 

and Mr. Woodcock, who was our lawyer. And this sentence that 

is in here is — that is written in here by the — by the CIA 

notetaker, does not appear in the other one. 

«R. KERR: Well, one of the problems — 

SENATOR RODHAM: And the one is, being aware that rumors 
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circulating. And I have a follow up to that. 

m KERR: I think one of the problems is, you know, in 

«•o reconstruct and put into sentences a reaction, kind 

trying
 to 

coherent reaction to this, you know, you try to put down 
of * 
. SOB e more precision than I was able to convey, and not 

t0 convey a sense of a conversation that probably took — 

I am sure was very short. That is the one thing I can be 

tain of: very short. And not -- and I wouldn't exaggerate 

say it was also pretty casual. 

SENATOR RODMAN: Well, I think that's another point I 

wanted to make. I mean, I take it this was not particularly 

an intense conversation. 

«t. KERR: No. And this is not a conversation quite 

simply from my perspective as the DDI, that I would have come 

down and say, I've got some intelligence to tell you about a 

very important event that is just about to happen or is 

happening, and you should be aware of. Not at all in that 

context. 

SENATOR ROMAN: Do you presently recollect that Mr. 

Gates responded that he was, quote, "made aware that rumors 

were circulating," etc.? 

KR. KERR: I can't say that precisely, that that would be 

the response. 

SENATOR RODMAN: All right. 
KR. KERR: I have the sense, Senator, that he indicated 
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that --"and I.don't know how to say this other than to sav 

that doesn't surprise me, I mean, you know, given the source 

But it was again a fairly casual response. It was not ft 

my judgment at least I wouldn't reconstruct that as a very 

precise directive kind of response. 

SENATOR RUDHAN: What I find interesting is that the 

interview with you that is the subject of a Iran-contra 

Committee memorandum, was conducted on September 2nd of 1987. 

The memorandum prepared by the Committee was prepared on 

September 23rd, 1987, approximately 21 days later, three weeks 

later. The OCA report is dated 10 September 1987. And as you 

look at the Iran-Contra Committee report on the exact same 

thing, Mr.. Kerr, let me just read to you those two 

paragraphs, done by the people who were investigating this. 

Kerr said that Allen was concerned about what was going 

on. He believed that Allen was basing his statements on 

[Deleted] intelligence. Kerr said that when Allen shared 

these concerns with him Kerr linked it to the earlier arms 

sale in Hay for which he had prepared an intelligence package. 

Kerr believes that he advised Allen to keep him informed, 

quote, "if you get anything specific," unquote. Allen was 

largely concerned with the operational security of the Iran 

initiative. 

70, paragraph 70. After Allen shared his misgivings with 

Kerr, Kerr went to the office of Gates, the Deputy Director of 
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I -intelligence *ince April 86. Kerr told Gates about 

overcharges and about the possible diversion to Iran, 

conveyed to hi» that the amount of money involved was 

substantial. 

I take that to mean the amount of money of the sale of 

rBs to Iran. Am I reading here correctly? 

Ht. KERR: I think, as I mentioned earlier, that refers 

eally to the amount of money overcharging — the amount of 

overcharge was substantial. 

SENATOR RUDHAN: Kerr conveyed to him that the amount of 

loney involved was substantial. Kerr recalled that Gates 

asked him to keep him informed. 

Now, Mr. Chairman, the reason I put this in the record at 

this point is I am very familiar with that investigation. And 

you had Tim woodcock and Thomas Polgar, Sr., doing this 

interview, as I recall, and this sentence which appears in the 

OCA report is not in there. 

And I am going to ask you just once more, you know, 

because it's very confusing to me and unexplainable — 

inexplicable. Are you reasonably sure that Gates gave you 

soae indication at that time that he heard something — no 

•ore than the character of rumors, but at least rumors. Is 

that your recollection? 

HR. KERR: Hy recollection is that he suggested that he 

had heard some reference to this before, rumors, or that he 
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hard heard that. But I can't do — quite simply, i cannot 

provide any more substance around that. 

SENATOR RUDHAN: Now how long did this whole conversation 

with Gates? 

MR. KERR: It was very short. I mean, it was a matter of 

minutes. 

CHAIRMAN BOREN: Five minutes or ten minutes? 

MR. KERR: At most. At most — the one thing I can 

remember rather clearly about it is, first of all, we were 

both — I know he was busy at that point in time and I was as 

well, and it was a very quick — and I had several other items 

that I wanted — that I was talking to him about. 

SENATOR HURKONSKX: Other subjects were discussed? 

MR. KERR: Yes. There were other subjects, and I cannot 

remember what they were. 

SENATOR RODMAN: I have just two more very brief 

questions. As you know, Mr. Gates has testified previously 

and consistently that he does not recollect that conversation 

at all. But he recollects clearly the conversation with 

Allen, which is dated October 1st of that year. In your 

testimony under direct questioning by the Chairman, you said 

you placed this in the late summer time frame. Late summer 

could go all the way to the 21st of September, the way I count 

the calendar. 

MR. KERR: In August, I believe. 
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SENATOR RUDMAN: But you believe it was August? 

UK. KERR: I believe so. 

SENATOR RUDMAN: Why do you believe that? I want to know 

the basis of that. 

UK. KERR: Well — and I have — what I tried to do at 

time when we first — when I was first asked this question 

, trying to limit that area, just trying to fix times in. 

xlio trying to look at my schedule with Charlie Allen to 

figure out when that might have been. And that is the best 

time frame I can come to is the late August time frame. 

SENATOR RUDMAN: And my final question, you were at that 

tiae the Director — or Deputy Director of Intelligence. 

HR. KERR: That's right. 

SENATOR RUDMAN: Clair George was the Deputy Director of 

Operations. 

MR. KERR: That's correct. 

SENATOR RUDMAN: The gentleman who — John Helgerson was 

the Deputy Director for Intelligence, and he was with you at 

that time. 

HR. KERR: He was the Associate Deputy, yeah. 

SENATOR RUDMAN: Did you have a lot of business on a 

daily basis with Mr. George? 

HR. KERR: Yes, a lot. 

SENATOR RUDMAN: Did you ever pass this information on to 

Clair George? 
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HR." KERR: No, I don't believe so. Although I had at 

2 times talked to Clair about Charlie Allen, in part, again 

3 because Charlie Allen was somewhat of a loose cannon at times 

I and a couple — and often — and I would talk to Clair about 

5 are you aware, you know, or do you know what Charlie's doing 

5 in this — in a particular activity — in the terrorist 

•j activity primarily, 

g | SENATOR RUDMAN: And finally, was the lack of interest in 

a (pursuing all of this aggressively connected either directly or 

1Q iinferentially with the fact that it was well known at the 

Agency that this was an internal White House operation? 

MR. KERR: I guess pursuing what? Pursuing the — 

SENATOR RUDMAN: Pursuing the information about 

diversion, about sales. Obviously the Agency was well aware 

of the sales because you were involved in that. 

MR. KERR: Certainly. 

SENATOR RUDMAN: But I mean, was it generally the 

Agency's feeling that this was a White House operation being 

run by the NSC and you — particularly you, you said you 

really weren't much interested in following up on that. Was 

that one of the reasons? 

MR. KERR: Well, in fact, you're right, in the sense that 

I — that we had — we knew about the arms sales although we 

did — I did not know about them very far in advance of this 

time. In fact, also was not terribly enthused about the 
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• tw-and felt it was not an intelligence activity that we 

involved in or we had any responsibility for, whether it 

t a good or a bad idea. 

SENATOR RODHAM: But it was run at the White House? 

HR. KERR: Well, that was clear that it wasn't ~ 

SENATOR RODHAM: And you all knew that clearly? 

HR. KERR: No question. 

SENATOR RODHAN: Yeah. 

SENATOR HORKOWSKI: Mr. Chairman, I have one quick 

question. 

I wonder, Mr. Kerr, if you had an opportunity to review 

the CIA memorandum dated September 10th on or around the time 

fraae that it was typed? Had you seen it? 

MR. KERR: I have seen it, subsequently. I do not know 

whether Ï looked at it immediately after the interview or not. 

I can't recall. 

SENATOR HORKOWSKI: And one off the wall question. Do 

you have any idea of Clair George's attitude towards Bob Gates 

with regard to what information he may have had or not had? 

KR. KERR: No, I really don't. In terms — on this 

specific issue of — no, I — 

SENATOR HORKOWSKI: The allegation basically on what Bob 

knew and when he knew it. 

HR. KERR: No, I have no — no specific information on 

that. 
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SENATOR HURKOWSKI: Thank you, Mr. Chairman. 

CHAIRMAN BOREN: Anyone have any other additional 

questions? 

Let me ask one last question. Have you had occasion to 

•peak with the CIA notetaker about this particular 

conversation since — since he made the record of it? 

MR. KERR: I have read it. I have not really talked to 

him about it, in part, because quite simply I didn't see it as 

a strikingly different version. While it may be — my problea 

with all of this, quite simply, as I look through all of these 

versions, I begin to wonder which is the real version and — 

SENATOR RUDMAN: SO do we. 

MR. KERR: — and I am beginning to add to my knowledge 

as I describe it and listen to you describe what I might be 

thinking and what others might have me be thinking. So I an 

not sure at this stage that it is not a cumulative memory that 

I have as opposed to a specific memory. 

CHAIRMAN BOREN: I apologize, let me ask one last 

question and then we are going to have to go over to vote. We 

have two back to back votes and then we will conclude because 

we don't want to keep you here later. Ar.d we do appreciate 

very much your taking time, juggling your schedule to come out 

on short notice. 

How would you characterize the general attitude of Mr. 

Gates on hearing what you had to say? Would you characterize 
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well considering the source — Mr. Allen — who knows 
oh i 

there is anything to this or not. Would you 

whether 
rterize i t as preoccupied and not l istening to i t? How 

charftCtei 

Id you characterize it? Did he take — did he seem to take 

this seriously or not? 

m KERR: I think it was serious and concerned about it, 

I think also as I did and as I probably conveyed in my 

onversation, some skepticism about Charlie's judgment on this 

particular issue or the fact that it was rumor, it was not 

substantiated. And those ~ I would say those — that 

combination of things would characterize not only my view, but 

I think characterized his response. 

CHAIRMAN BOREM: Thank you very much. We will stand in 

recess. 

(Thereupon, at 6:50 o'clock p.m., the Committee stood in 

recess.) 
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Tuesday, September 10, 1991 

United States Senate, 

Select Committee on Intelligence, 

Washington, D. C. 

The Select Committee met, pursuant to notice, at 10:44 

o'clock a.m., in Room SH-219, Hart Senate Office Building, the 

Honorable David L. Boren, Chairman of the Committee, 

presiding. 

Present: Senators Boren, Bradley, Murkowski, Warner, 

Gorton and Chafee. 

* * * * 
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CHJtfW»N BOREN: what were the circumstances of your 

election as Chief of the Latin American Division? 

C/LA/2: Well, it came as something of a surprise to me 

e- [deleted]. And I received a telegram indicating that 
. because iaejti.v-1 

c was to go back and take over this new job. And the only 

real briefing I had on it was from Clair George, who said you 

have sort of a difficult job to do. [DELETED] there was a 

very close, as a result, working relationships between 

the Director and Alan Fiers who was director of the Task 

Force. So his instructions to me were to try to do something 

as best I could to keep a chain of command in effect, a real 

one, but at the other side of this, not to get in the way of 

that relationship between the Director and Alan, which worked 

well because the Director liked that. 

And then the second half of my instructions were that the 

rest of Latin America Division was suffering because of the 

emphasis on Latin America and that I should try to spend as 

much time as possible — 
CHAIRMAN BOREN: You mean - I'm sorry, you mean on 

Central America? 

C/LA/2: I mean on Central America; excuse me. And that 

I should spend as much time as possible to build up the other 

53-019 0-92-27 
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CHAIMAN BOREN: You have pretty well already answered 

this question, but the Committee has been told that you were 

appointed by Clair George, recommended for this position by 

Clair George, because he wanted someone who would ride closer 

herd on Alan Fiers, keep a more watchful eye on him, attempt 

to keep him somewhat under control. Is that true? 

C/LA/2: Yes. I think "ride herd" is a little strong, 

but to — at least to have some sort of oversight in there. 

SENATOR HORKOWSKI: Kay I interrupt at that point just 

for a clarification. 

CHAIRMAN BOREN: Yes, sir. 

SENATOR HURKOWSKI: But Fiers reported to George in the 

context of the structure? 

C/LA/2: I think that the way the set-up worked. Senator, 

Fiers reported directly to Casey and to George on many 

different occasions, because there was such high policy 

interest in the area that they would go directly to Alan who 

was the expert on the operation. 

SENATOR HURKOWSKI: I guess just to elaborate very 

briefly, but why would George be concerned then of having 

somebody kind of oversee the activities of Fiers, namely, a 

responsibility delegated to you? 

C/LA/2: Nell, I am not — I can't answer that for 

George, but I think that I — that what he wanted was to have 

something of a chain of command in effect that functioned 
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rather '"than to have a Director that dealt directly with a 

ubordinate three or four echelons down without any sort of 

oversight as to what was happening. 

SENATOR HURKOWSKI: Yet that same oversight existed with 

Iriers to Casey in the sense of a direct — 

C/LA/2: Yes. 

SENATOR HURKOWSKI: Okay. Thank you, Mr. Chairman. 

CHAIRMAN BOREN: what was your relationship with Fiers? 

did you have him report to you or did you let him more or less 

things at the Central American Task Force on his own? 

C/LA/2: Well, when I stepped into it it was a very 

complex operation at that time, and Alan was I felt a very 

competent officer, and I'd more or less be told to let him run 

with the show unless I saw something that was going wrong or 

something that needed correction or needed clarification. So 

essentially Alan would run it and I would follow along. He 

would brief me from time to time on new initiatives or new 

endeavors. 

CHAIRMAN BOREN: Did he continue to deal directly with 

Casey? 

C/LA/2: Yes, sir. 

CHAIRMAN BOREN: Do you believe that he was keeping you 

fully advised of everything? 

C/LA/2: At the time I felt I was comfortably advised of 

what was going on, yes, sir. 
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CHAIRMAN BOREN: The government statement of the facts in 

the Fiers plea agreement states that during the early Spring 

of 1986, Lieutenant Colonel North told Fiers that Israel was 

4 uselling weapons to Iran and I quote now, "kicking dollars into 
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the Contras' pot," unquote. Shortly after receiving this 
i 

information from Lieutenant Colonel North, Fiers told your 

predecessor as Chief of the CIA's Latin American Division, of 

North's revelation. This is according to the government's 

statement of facts. 

Did anyone tell you that Israel was contributing to the 

Contras, and if so, did you discuss it with anyone else? 

C/LA/2: I don't recall ever having been told that, 

Senator. 

CHAIRMAN BOREN: So therefore you don't recall having 

ever having discussed it with anyone else. 

C/LA/2: No, sir. 

CHAIRMAN BOREN: Did anyone tell you that Israel was 

selling weapons to Iran? 

C/LA/2: No, sir. 

CHAIRMAN BOREN: When did you learn of the U.S.-Iran arms 

initiative? 

C/LA/2: I learned it on the day of the press conference 

that Attorney General Meese gave on the 25th of November. 

* * * * 
CHAIRMAN BOREN: Mr. Gates was sworn in as DDCI on April 
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in 19B6. Gates' calendar and appointment books show five 

«eetings with Fiers or with you or your predecessor as LA 

Division chief from aid-April until August 1986. Beginning on 

19 August, Latin American Division officials had a series of 

•eetings with Bob Gates. His calendar reflects that the 

«eetings were scheduled almost weekly and well in advance, 

normally Cor Tuesdays at 10:30 in the morning. The calendar 

shows Fiers had eleven to twelve meetings with Gates from late 

Summer until the end of 1986, of which four or five may have 

been with Gates alone. 

What was Gates relationship to Nicaraguan matters to your 

knowledge and the Contra program after he became Deputy DCI? 

C/LA/2: I am not — when I read that question and I 

tried to remember whether I had sat in on any of those 

meetings with Gates at the time, and I don't recall having 

been at any of those meetings except one, and I can't remember 

exactly when it was, but my secretary said you are scheduled 

to ~ Alan can't have his weekly meeting with the DDCI, will 

you go up and take it. And that was the first time that I had 

been aware that Alan Fiers had a weekly meeting with Gates. 

And so I went up to take it for him. And what it turned out 

to be, that he just asked me for a run down of the specific 

highlights of that week as far as what was going on in Central 

America and our project activities. 

And I think, from what I learned at that time, that his 
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interest was in being kept up to date on the major elements of 

our programs, because I think that Alan frequently met with 

the Director to fill him in on these programs and that the 

Deputy Director may not have been in all of those meetings 

himself, and that he wanted to be on top of what was going on. 

But as I say, I only can recall myself having attended one of 

those meetings. 

CHAIRMAN BOREN: Was Mr. Gates aware, for example, as far 

as you know, by the time he became DDCI, that there was a 

private benefactor air supply operation? 

c/LA/2: I have — I really can't say, Senator. I have 

no idea. 

CHAIRMAN BOREN: Fiers' plea bargain agreement provides 

that he became, or indicates that he became aware of certain 

specific details concerning the roles of Richard Gadd and 

Southern Air Transport in the delivery of lethal supplies to 

the Contras by April 1986. In addition, the Committee has 

several CIA documents which show knowledge at lower levels in 

CIA of Gadd and Southern Air Transport's connections with the 

Contra supply operation. 

Did you know about the roles of Gadd or Southern Air 

Transport? 

C/LA/2: I remember one time Alan Fiers — this is 

subsequent to April 1986; [deleted] •— mentioning the name 

Gadd, and I don't recall having it put together with Southern 
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»ir Transport, and I don't recall southern Air Transport until 

there was some press things on Southern Air Transport. But 

I didn't put the two of them together, and I have no 

specific knowledge of it. 

CHAIRMAN BOREN: Did you discuss Gadd or Southern Air 

Transport during this time with Mr. Gates? 

r/LA/2: No, I did not, sir. 

CHAIRMAN BOREN: Well, shortly after Mr. Gates became 

DDCI and you took over as the LA Division Chief, you took a 

trip to Central American where you learned, among other 

things, of Joe Fernandez' contacts with the private 

benefactors who were running the air resupply operations out 

of Ilopango. Since UNO SOUTH had no communicator at Ilopango, 

Fernandez was passing information on the air drops directly to 

the private benefactors there. Initially, while you were 

concerned that Fernandez end these contacts — you were 

concerned about them ~ you approved a plan to assist in 

setting up a UNO SOUTH communicator. Several weeks later you 

reconsidered and told Fernandez to have them work it out 

themselves. 

And I am just stating here, and I'll stop in just a 

minute, and ask you to correct any misstatements that I've 

made. There were two cables, one in May and another in July, 

setting out the instructions for Fernandez. 

First of all, have I stated accurately the facts to this 
25 I 
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point? " 

C/LA/2: I think that's not quit* exactly the way the 

facts were stated, Senator. The — I was aware, the first 

time actually, in a trip I took to Costa Rica before I assumed 

the duties as Chief, LA Division, of Joe Fernandez' contacts 

with these private — so-called private benefactors. And when 

I came back and assumed the job of Chief LA Division, I was 

briefed by Alan Fiers and others than in accordance with the 

Intelligence Authorization Act of the year before, the CIA was 

empowered to provide communications support and share 

intelligence with the Contra forces, and that in Honduras, we 

had an arrangement whereby if the Contra forces were going to 

receive some sort of support from these private benefactors, 

they would come to us and ask for intelligence which would 

enable these flights to take place without loss of human life 

and to enable them to receive this support, and that this had 

been briefed to the Committees, that this intelligence 

included such things as order of battle on Sandinista forces, 

and vectors to allow aircraft to come in safely through 

hostile fire. That information would then be given to a 

communicator in Honduras who belonged to the Contra forces.. 

We had provided communications support to those forces. They 

would then radio to another communicator in llopango, another 

Contra communicator, and that — and that that worked very 

well and was briefed to the Committees. 
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In* Joe Fernandez' case, we found out that he had no such 

mmunications network, no Contra communications network 

isted for the southern front, and that as a result he was 

having difficulty in getting -- sending messages from the 

I outhern front to the northern front, to Ilopango through 

Contra channels, so that he was sending it directly to these 

o-called private benefactors. And it seemed to me that what 

he was doing was going from A to C without going through B; 

that our own policies called for us not to have direct 

contact. And so at a meeting in [Central America! in May of 

1986, we said what should be done is to make sure that what 

you have, Joe Fernandez, in Costa Rica, is a mirror image of 

what is going on in Honduras, and this will then be in 

congruence with our own regulations and our own policy, so to 

speak. 

And then we set about to do that. And at some point our 

lawyers, I believe, came to the conclusion that it would be 

going beyond the level of what we should be doing in 

facilitating the travel of a communicator, a Contra 

communicator to Ilopango, that that might be seen as being too 

close to providing military support, even though we had 

authority to provide communications support. So a cable went 

|out to Joe rernandez, I believe in July of 1986. telling him 

that on second thought, the legal people had looked at it and 

thought we couldn't do this. This was a cable that had been 
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prepared by (Deleted), and had been released by Alan Fiers. 

And I saw it after it had been sent, and I asked Alan about 

it. I said, oh, this means that we can't install or help the 

installation of this mirror image system that I described to 

you. And Alan said it's — we can't, but it's all right, 

because I understand that the southern Contra forces on their 

own have been able to get their communicator into Ilopango on 

their own, so he's there. So I said well then, we don't have 

a problem, then we in fact have this mirror image arrangement, 

and he said yes. And that's sort of the way that whole 

situation works. 

CHAIRMAN BOREN: So it's not accurate to have stated that 

you ever gave even preliminary approval to a direct contact? 

C/LA/2: No, no. As a matter of fact, in the meeting in 

May of 1986, we made it very clear that our policy was not to 

have direct contact with the — with the private benefactors. 

It wasn't a question of legality, it was a question of our 

own, as I understood it and had been briefed, our own policies 

to distance ourselves as much as possible from this operation. 

CHAIRMAN BOREN: To your knowledge, did Bob Gates — was 

Bob Gates ever made aware of Fernandez' direct contacts with 

the private benefactors in the Spring of 86? 

C/LA/2: I have no knowledge that he was made aware, but 

at that time I think he probably learned about it at some 

later date. 
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CHAIRMAN BOREN: Did he see the two cables as far as you 

know, that went out to Fernandez? Or would he normally see 

such cables? 

C/LA/2: My guess is he wouldn't, but I can't say whether 

M did or didn't in this case. 

CHAIRMAN BOREN: Vince -- is it Cannistraro? 

C/LA/2: Yes. 

CHAIRMAN BOREN: ~ who was assigned to the NSC staff at 

the time recalls a meeting at the white House which you 

attended shortly after taking over as Latin American Division 

Chief. You had just returned from your initial trip to 

Central America. And he recalls you telling him that North 

was running operations out of Ilopango, probably illegally, 

and might go to jail. He said that you were very serious and 

l5 [concerned. Do you recall this conversation? 

C/LA/2: No, I do not, Senator. I have since seen Vince 

Cannistraro and told him that I didn't recall such 

conversation. I don't recall being at the White House shortly 

after I returned either. And as I have said, if I ever said 

any such thing to Vince Cannistraro, it would have bene --

could only have been in jest. And I saw nothing that would 

have led me to believe at that time that Oliver North at that 

time ..was involved in anything which was illegal. As a matter 

f fact, the few times that I heard Oliver North talk in 

meetings at the State Department, he always - at least on one 
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time I-Temember him saying that everything he was doing was 

absolutely legal and he had legal advice to that effect. 

* * * * 

CHAIRMAN BOREN: In June 1986, the Administration began 

discussing proposals with the House for restarting the Contra 

program, and indeed, on June 25, a vote took place in the 

House to authorize $100 million for a new program to begin in 

g loctober. Planning began within the Administration to 

g «implement the new program. Did Mr. Gates chair any 

10 Interagency group concerned with the restart of the Contra 

jl program? 

12 I C/LA/2: He may have but I don't recall in attending any 

• ? such meeting. 
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CHAIRMAN BOREN: Do you know anything about his possible 

role in the restarting of the contra program? 

C/LA/2: No, I do not. I know that planning had been 

going on in Alan's shop before I came back. 

* * * * 

CHAIRMAN BOREN: As far as you know, Bob Gates did not 

provide guidance particularly to the Central American Task 

Force, or do you know if he did? 

C/LA/2: I don't believe that he did, Senator. I don't 

recall having seen such guidance. 

CHAIRMAN BOREN: In a memo for the record dated 11 July 

2g Ï1986, relating to a meeting with Admiral Poindexter, Mr. Gates 
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wrote that he had raised the subject of vince Cannistraro's 

remaining on the NSC staff. Gates noted — is this quoting 

from notes of Gates'? 

MR. SNIDER: Yes. 

CBAXKHAN BORRN: And I quote his notes at this time, 

quote, this is Mr. Gates' notes, "I also repeated our concern 

that should Vince take over the Central American account, that 

he have nothing to do as a CIA employee with the private 

sector people Ollie has been dealing with in support of the 

Contra," end quote. Did you discuss this concern with Mr. 

Gates? 

C/LA/2: I did not, sir. 

CHAIRMAN BOREN: Did you ever discuss with him North's 

operational relationship with the private sector people? 

C/LA/2: No, sir, I did not. 

CHAIRMAN BOREN: Do you have any reason to believe that 

Mr. Gates knew that North was running, coordinating an 

infrastructure, or that North had a causative, operational 

relationship to it, and that if the CIA had a role like that 

it would cross the Boland Amendment line? 

C/LA/2: I have no knowledge of that, Senator. 

CHAIRMAN BOREN: You don't have any knowledge that would 

lead you to believe that Mr. Gates knew about that? 

C/LA/2: No. My relationships with Mr. Gates were not 

such that we met frequently or discussed or ran across each 
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other very much. 

CHAIRMAN BOREN: Do you have any knowledge of whether or 

not Gates understood that North was doing more than 

facilitating donor contributions to the Contras? 

5 | C/LA/2: I have no such knowledge. I think in all 

c jfaimess, that everybody knew that Ollie North was sort of a 

7 {policy liaison to those groups, as well as just arranging 

donations. But — 

CHAIRMAN BOREN: Did you or Alan Fiers also have these 

concerns about Cannistraro? 

C/LA/2: [The witness did not express a view with respect 

to concerns he or Alan Fiers had about Cannistraro.] 

* * * * 

CHAIRMAN BOREN: A PROF note dated 26 July 1986 from 

Admiral Poindexter to Colonel North stated, quote, "I did not 

give Casey any such guidance. I did tell Gates that I thought 

that the private benefactor effort should be phased out. 

Please talk to Casey about this. I agree with you." 

Poindexter testified at the Iran-Contra hearings that he 

talked to Bob Gates about looking into the possibilities of 

taking over the private logistics operation. And he recalled 

Bob Gates saying let me check into it. I presume that means 

when aid was resumed, assuming a restart of the official 

Contra program, that this was a discussion about taking over 

the private effort. 
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what do you know about Bob Gates' role in the effort to 

t C I A to take over the private benefactor assets? 

C/LA/2: Virtually nothing, Senator. The only thing I 

recall on that was a discussion at some point, either at State 

Department at one of the interagency meetings or Alan Fiers 

L»w have said something to me at the time that there was an 
* [iluay 

effort by the private benefactors to sell their aircraft to 

the Agency or to have the Agency take them over when the 

authorized program began, and that it was very quickly 

dismissed. 

CHAIRMAN BOREN: Did you ever discuss this directly with 

Mr. Gates? 

C/LA/2: No, I did not, sir. 

CHAIRMAN BOREN: And he never did ask you about it 

personally? 

C/LA/2: No, sir, I can't recall that he did; no. 

CHAIRMAN BOREN: There is a report that the CIA received 

. la document 17 or 18 pages long that described the private 

.. Ibenefactor assets. Are you aware of any such document? More 

M lor less described what the assets were? 

C/LA/2: Yes, I know. 

(Pause.) 

C/LA/2: When I first read the question I didn't recall 

Jit. I do recall that there was such a list. I never saw it 

„ Jmyself. I remember having heard about it. But I can't 
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remember any of the other details. I think Alan was involved 

in it. 

CHAIRMAN BOREN: Do you know if Bob Gates was aware of 

:? 

C/LA/2: I an not aware of that, no, sir. 

CHAIRMAN BOREN: As the private benefactors phased out 

their operations, Thomas Clines and others offered the CIA a 

load of arms which had first been transported in this ship — 

is that the Erria? 

HR. SNIDER: The Erria. 

CHAIRMAN BOREN: — but were later transferred to another 

ship for which the CIA paid $2 million and which were 

delivered to a port in [the United States]. What did you know 

about this arms purchase? 

C/LA/2: I remember just the name of the ship, Erria, 

and that it supposedly was — if I am not mistaken, it was 

involved with the private benefactors, but I really can't 

remember very much else about that. 

CHAIRMAN BOREN: Was any of this discussed, to your 

knowledge, with Mr. Gates? 

C/LA/2: Not that I know of, sir. 

CHAIRMAN BOREN: Do you know if he played any role in 

„ Uthis purchase? 

C/LA/2: No, sir, I do not. 

* * * * 
25 
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CHAIRMAN BOREN: Let ae see here. Gates' calendar shows 

s meeting with Colonel North in the Executive Office Building 

i 29 July, 1986, at 12:00 noon, three days after the 

Poindexter PROF note cited above. Do you know anything about 

that meeting? 

C/LA/2: No, sir, I do not. 

CHAIRMAN BOREN: Do you know if it was related to North's 

effort to get the Agency to take over the private benefactor 

assets? 

C/LA/2: I do not, sir. 

CHAIRMAN BOREN: Are you aware of colonel North making 

my secure ca l l s to Mr. Gates on this subject? 

C/LA/2: No, s i r . 

CHAIRMAN BOREN: The government states that by late 

Summer of 1986, Lieutenant Colonel North told Alan Fiers the 

United States was selling arms to Iran and using the proceeds 

from the sales to aid the Contras. The diversion of funds, in 

other' words. And that Alan Fiers reported this information to 

you and to Clair George. This is — I am now quoting what the 

government asserts. 

C/LA/2: Yes. 

CHAIRMAN BOREN: Did Alan Fiers report North's 

information to you? 

C/LA/2: I will tell you what I told the grand jury, 

which was the best that I can remember this. Sometime in that 
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. lyear -- and I can't remember what month it was, and I have 

2 very vague recollection of this — Alan came to me and said 

3 very conjectural kind of thing. He said, what if i were to 

4 |know something very, either sensitive or important or 

5 {scandalous or something about this whole program we're 

g (involved in, who should I talk to about it or something like 

1 flthat. And I can't remember what it was. But it was very 

a {conjectural and what if and — and I can't remember the 

g «wording that he used, but it was clear to me that the 

IQ (conversation had nothing to do with the Agency. And I don't 

ij |remember what I told him back, but I think I would have told 

j2 |him something like, if it's something that's illegal, you 

better tell the lawyers, or if it's something that's 

politically a hot potato, I would take it to the seventh 

floor. And that — something like that conversation happened, 

but there was — he did not tell me in that conversation, in 

13 

14 

IS 

16 
.- |any way that I could possibly recognize, about a diversion 

CHAIRMAN BOREN: Could it have been done in an off hand 

manner so that it didn't fully register? 

C/LA/2: It wasn't totally off hand, but it was such 

that there were no details as to what was involved. He didn't 

offer any and I didn't ask him. 

CHAIRMAN BOREN: Do you — according to Fiers, he said 

|that you directed him to pass that on to Clair George 

immediately. Do you remember — 
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C/IÂ/25 Well, I think I would have said the seventh 

ot< whether I said George, who would be the next one up, 

whether I said Casey, I just can't recall, sir. 

CHAIRMAN BOREN: If Alan Fiers had indeed told Clair 

,. „,n» and this is a hypothetical question, do you believe 
Geo19e' 

that Clair George would have told Casey or Gates? 

C/LA/2: l 3u s t n a v e n o idea» sic-

CHAIRMAN BOREN: Did Gates ever ask you what you knew 

about North's activities or a possible diversion? 

C/LA/2: No, sir, he did not. 

CHAIRMAN BOREN: On October — l e t me j u s t ask you 
• 

directly. 

Do you have any knowledge yourself as to whether or not 

:. Gates was informed about the diversion? 

C/LA/2: I have no such knowledge. 

If I may, I would just like to say that it was Alan Fiers 

who did eventually tell me about the diversion, but it was 

about — 

CHAIRMAN BOREN: Not at that time. 

C/LA/2: — two hours before the Heese press conference. 

CHAIRHAN BOREN: I understand. 

So as far as your knowledge is concerned, ydu have no 

knowledge that Mr. Gates knew about the diversion. 

C/LA/2: I have no such knowledge. Senator. 

CHAIRMAN BOREN: Prior to its — 
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C/ïA/2: Prior to its coming out. 

CHAIRMAN BOREN: — disclosure; public disclosure. 

On October 1st, as we now know, Mr. Gates learned fcoa 

Charlie Allen of Mr. Allen's speculation that money had gone 

to the Contras from the Iran arms sale. Did Mr. Gates ever 

mention this speculation to you? 

C/LA/2: No, sir, he did not. 

CHAIRMAN BOREN: What was your perception of the 

relationship between Nr. Casey and Mr. Gates and between Mr. 

Gates and Clair George? 

* * * * 

C/LA/2: I think that the relationship between Bill Casey 

and Bob Gates was very close. I think that Bill Casey valued 

Bob Gates' judgment and understanding of the issues. And I 

think that was a very close relationship. I don't know how 

much he told him about what he was doing and what he was 

involved in, but it was obviously very close. 

I think it is no secret that the relationships between 

Clair and Bob were not very good. 

CHAIRMAN BOREN: Were not good. 

C/LA/2: Were not good. They were not friends. 

CHAIRMAN BOREN: They didn't share — 

SENATOR HORKOWSEI: Can you elaborate briefly? I mean, 

they worked professionally. Did they work well professionally 

or was it so obvious that there were hard feelings that it was 
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C/LA/2: No. I think that they worked professionally 

aether and they didn't let their personal feelings get in 

. way. ! think it went back to the time when Bob was the 

r and Clair was the DDO. I think there was some rivalry 

here developing as to who might eventually get the nod to 

up to the Deputy Director job. And this is just strictly 

nion and I have nothing to really back it up except some 

impressions I received. I think Clair thought he was the 

front runner for that job, and I think he was surprised when 

Bill Casey came down on the side of Bob Gates. I think a lot 

of the rest of us weren't so surprised as Clair. That's just 

my own feeling. 

CHAIRMAN BOREN: Let me go back to the question about the 

relationship between Casey and Gates, which you say was a 

close relationship and he had obvious respect for his judgment 

on the issues. You have also said however that Mr. Casey was 

deleted] sometimes by-passing the chain of command. 

Do you then come to the conclusion that you simply do not 

know whether or not Mr. Casey discussed the matter of the 

diversion with Mr. Gates? Do you have any knowledge as to 

whether he did or not? 

C/LA/2: I have no knowledge of that. I think Bill Casey 

was a master of compartmentation. 

SENATOR MURKOWSKI: Was it generally known and understood 
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j that this" compartmentation policy was a policy unique to Casev 

I and it was — without divulging what the compartmentation 

) covered, it was a policy structure the way Bill Casey did 

4 business? 

C/LA/2: Well, I am not so sure it was a policy, Senator. 

; It was just his way of doing business. He was an operator and 

•j Bhe liked to things — 

g j SENATOR HURKOHSKI: And people that were around him knew 

9 | i t ? 

10 I C/LA/2: Yes, sir. I think that was well known. 

H I SENATOR HURKOHSKI: They understood it and Gates would 

have understood it, George understood, you clearly understood 

it — 

C/LA/2: Yes. 

SENATOR HURKOHSKI: — and Fiers. 

C/LA/2: For example, there were other Task Forces. I 

know that the [deleted] Task Force and the [deleted] one, and 

Bill Casey worked directly with those people as well, 

by-passing chains of command. 

• • • • 

CHAIRMAN BOREN: Could you describe as far as you know 

the nature of the Fiers relationship with Hr. Casey, with Mr. 

Gates and with Hr. George? I am talking about in terms of 

their — whether they got along well together? What was the 

nature of their working relationship? 
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C/tÂ/2: I think they had good professional relationships 

all levels. I think Bill Casey very much liked Alan Fiers 

d his style- I think he personally selected him for the 

job. I think that the relationship between Bob Gates and Alan 

Piers was also very professional, very good, and I think also 

„ith Clair George. 

CHAIRMAN BOREN: But no stresses that you knew of? 

C/LA/2: There were no stresses that I knew of, no, sir. 

CHAIRMAN BOREN: why were regular meetings scheduled 

after mid-August 1986 with Deputy DCI Gates? 

C/LA/2: Well, as I said, the one time I went I was a 

little caught off — by surprise because I hadn't known that 

they existed. But I think that the Deputy Director wanted to 

> kept informed and in the loop of what was going on, and 

this was his way of doing it, by scheduling a once a week 

meeting to catch up with what was happening on one of our --

CHAIRMAN BOREN: what kind of things were discussed at 

the meeting with which you had experience? 

C/LA/2: He just asked me very generally what was going 

on that week, and I told him -- gave him the highlights of our 

programs and activities for that particular week. 

SENATOR CHAFEE: Could I just ask one quick question 

here, Mr. Chairman? It seems to me that chains of command 

were totally overlooked in the Agency at this time. Fiers 

worked for you. 
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C/LA/2: Yes, sir. 

SENATOR CHATEE: And so you suddenly are asked to a 

meeting in place of a subordinate of your's who was meeting 

with a superior of your's and you didn't know the meetings 

j were going on. And your — weren't you a little upset to 

discover that these are going on? Are these just a kind of — 

there are no lines of communication over there. Is this the 

way things work over there? 

C/LA/2: No, not really. The Central American Task Force 

and the Central American program was really unique in the 

Agency's — I think in the history of the Agency. It was a 

program that was very, very close to the Director's heart, it 

was a seventh floor program. It was very complicated and 

complex. I think by far the most complex covert action 

(initiative we had ever done. I came into it late in the 

picture. Alan was the acknowledged master of it. It was 

pretty much expected that on these things, Alan would brief 

the Congress, Alan would do most of these things himself. I 

would try to give it some sort of oversight and spend most of 

my time working with ether aspects of Latin America which 

during those years were much more important and significant 

than they are today. 

* * * * 

CHAIRMAN BOREN: The government states that from February 

through August 1986, Alan Fiers became aware of certain 
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detail*"concerning the role of Felix Rodriguez in the delivery 

. lethal supplies to the Contras. And the government asserts 

that on August 12, 1986, Fiers attended a meeting in the 

ffice of Don Gregg in which HT. Rodriguez' complaints about 

> lethal resupply operation were discussed. In addition, 

• committee has an August 6, 1986, PRT-250 conversation 

between Fiers and (an Agency official in Central America] 

discussing Telix Rodriguez' being "out of control," quote, 

îquote. Fiers discusses an incident with an aircraft from 

Miami, Rodriguez' role in Contra support operations, his, 

quote, "writ" from the Vice President's office to assist the 

Salvadorans, and the need to have the Vice President's office 

get Rodriguez out of the Contra supply activity because of the 

risks to restart of an authorized — sorry — because of the 

risk to restart of an authorized CIA program. Fiers said in 

the conversation that he planned to contact the Vice 

President's office about it. 

Did you learn any of this information about Rodriguez 

that was known to Alan Fiers? 

C/LA/2: When I went to (Central America] in Kay of 1986, 

I remember that there had been some discussions of Felix 

Rodriguez, of his activities prior to that time, and at the 

time it was a little bit like Chinese to me, because there was 

so much I was trying to absorb. But at the meeting we pretty 

•uch decided that [the Agency official in Central America] 
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wasn't "going to have any contact with Felix Rodriguez because 

of his ties with the private benefactor elements. And [the 

Agency official] made it very clear that he wasn't going to 

deal with him. 

As far as the meeting in Don Gregg's office, i first 

remember hearing about that from Alan, but only in the sense 

that it was a meeting that Alan had been invited to that he 

g fltold me he — he felt mousetrapped, that he'd been invited to 

this meeting, that he went to a meeting with people who were 

involved with the private supply effort and he didn't want to 

be at that meeting and that — and he was upset that Don Gregg 

had asked him to that meeting. And that's really about the 

extent of my recollection of that meeting or what was 

discussed at it or a follow-up to it. 

CHAIRMAN BOREM: Do you know if Mr. Gates knew of the 

August 12 meeting in Don Gregg's office? 

C/LA/2: I do not know, sir. 

CHAIRMAN BOREN: You never had any discussion with him 

about it? 

C/LA/2: I did not. 

CHAIRMAN BOREN: Did Fiers raise his concerns with you 

that Rodriguez — about Rodriguez and the possibil i ty of 

jeopardizing the restart program? 

C/LA/2: I don't recall that he did. Senator. It is 

possible that he did but I don't — I don't recall that he 
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CHAIRMAN BOREN: So you would not know then if these 

..... w e r e ever raised with Nr. Gates? concerns w=i.« 

C/LA/2: I would not. 

CHAIRMAN BOREN: In late September 1986 there was a New 

k TiBes article alleging that an airstrip in Costa Rica — 

C/LA/2: Uh-huh. 

CHAIRMAN BOREN: — was built for the Contras with U.S. 

oport. Fiers had a PRT-250 conversation with Joe Fernandez 

bout this news story. And Fernandez advised Fiers of the 

plans for getting out denials by [Deleted] the U.S. embassy. 

Did Fiers discuss this matter with you or with Bob Gates? 

C/LA/2: I don't recall — I don't know anything about 

whether or not he raised it with Bob Gates. The question came 

up in one of the interagency meetings down at the State 

Department which is when I first heard about it. I knew about 

the existence of the strip before, and when it came up, 

Elliott Abrams discussed it — he was the chairperson for 

these meetings — and I remember at the time that Elliott had 

said that he felt [Deleted] But I do not remember Alan's role 

talking with Joe Fernandez directly, although he may have 

done so as a follow up to support what Elliott wanted done. 

CHAIRMAN BOREN: Did you have a telephone call — 

conversation with Fernandez himself during this time? 

C/LA/2: No, sir, I did not. 
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CHAIRMAN BOREN: Okay. 

Do you know whether or not at the Fiers meeting with 

Sates on September 29, after Fiers and Fernandez had 

supposedly allegedly had this call, do you know if anything 

came up about this at the meeting with Mr. Gates? 

C/LA/2s I do not know, sir; no. 

CHAIRMAN BOREN: Do you know if Mr. Gates knew anything 

about this airstrip? 

C/LA/2: No, sir, I do not. 

CHAIRMAN BOREN: The government states that after the 

downing of the Hasenfus plane, but before October 10, Fiers 

had a secure telephone conversation with North regarding the 

downed plane. Fiers asked North whether the downed aircraft 

was North's. North, according to the government, told Fiers 

that the plane was a part of his operation and that the 

operation was being dismantled. Did Alan Fiers report North's 

information to you? 

C/LA/2: I was out of the country during the whole period 

of the Hasenfus incident, from the 5th to the 12th of October. 

So the events that took place during that week I have no 

knowledge of. 

CHAIRMAN BOREN: Do you have any reason to believe that 

anyone reported North's information to Mr. Gates? 

C/LA/2: I have no knowledge to support that; no, sir. 

CHAIRMAN BOREN: In your opinion, did Mr. Gates know of 
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h > . ' relationship to the private benefactor cesupply 

operation? 

(pause. ) 

C/LA/2: Could you repeat that question, Senator? 

CHAIRMAN BOREN: Do you — do you know whether or not Mr. 

knew of North's relationship to the private benefactor 

supply operation? 

C/LA/2: I don't know that. I think that he must have 

Known of some elements of Ollie North's involvement with these 

pie, because I think it was widely known in the community 

at the time that Ollie — I think the feeling at least in some 

circles was that Ollie had put this group together, had gone 

out and found some donors and found some people to work for 

them, and served as sort of a liaison contact with the White 

aouse. I think that must have been known — 

CHAIRMAN BOREN: But the nature of — you don't know what 

he knew about the nature of what he was actually doing? 

C/LA/2: That's exactly — that's right. 

CHAIRMAN BOREN: In terms of detailed interrelationships. 

C/LA/2: Rather there was a causative, as he said before, 

operational thing. 

CHAIRMAN BOREN: You don't know whether he knew that or 

not. 

C/LA/2: I don't know whether he knew — no. 

CHAIRMAN BOREN: Did you ever tell Mr. Gates anything 
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about it?" 

C/LA/2: No, I did not. 

CHAIRMAN BOREN: The government states that on October 9 

1986, Fiers and Clair George met to discuss briefing the 

5 Senate Foreign Relations Committee and the House Permanent 

Select Committee on Intelligence on the circumstances 

surrounding the downed plane on October 9. Fiers told Mr. 

George they should describe certain details regarding the 

lethal resupply operation, including the identity of Mr. 

Rodriguez as Max Gomez. Mr. George informed Fiers, and I an 

quoting again the government, Mr. George informed Fiers that 

the details would not be discussed because the Agency did not 

know conclusively who Mr. Rodriguez was, and because it would 

put the spotlight on the Administration and thus reveal 

Lieutenant Colonel North's involvement in the operations. 

Fiers, according to the government, acquiesced to Mr. George's 

plan and had a draft of Mr. George's opening statement revised 

to delete the information identified by Mr. George as 

troublesome. 

On October 14, 1966, Fiers and George testified before 

the House Intelligence Committee and failed to answer fully 

and completely certain questions relating to the downed plane. 

Again, I am quoting the government's assertions. 

Were you aware of Mr. George's plan? 

C/LA/2: No, sir. 
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CHAIRMAN BOREN: Or was anyone e l se to your knowledge 

iware of i t? 

C/LA/2: I have only heard about these facts very 

recently, Senator. 

CHAIRMAN BOREN: Did you have any discussion, if any, 

arding t n e testimony to Congress related to the downed 

plane? Or Mr. George? 
C/LA/2: I did not. 

CHAIRMAN BOREN: Do you know if Mr. Gates had any 

discussions? 

C/LA/2' I do not know, sir. 

CHAIRMAN BOREN: Do you know if Mr. Gates had any 

knowledge of the alleged plan of Mr. George to withhold some 

of this information? 

SENATOR NURKOWSKI: Well, again in the structure, why 

wouldn't George inform you of this, do you know? 

C/LA/2: Well, I think at the time that when the plane 

went down there was a — 

SENATOR NURKOWSKI: You were gone. 

C/LA/2: I was gone and there was a rush to get this out 

and I was [abroad] that whole week. 

• * * • 

CHAIRMAN BOREN: Do you know whether there was any 

communication between Clair George, Mr. Casey or Mr. Gates on 

this decision about the testimony before the Committee? 
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C/LA/2: I have no such knowledge. 

CHAIRMAN BOREN: The Committee has been told that on 

October 14, at 1330, Fiers and George met with Casey after the 

HPSCI hearing and reported how it went. Fiers and George 

allegedly meeting with Casey. At this meeting Fiers said the 

issue would not go away until someone took credit for the 

flight. Casey asked who. Fiers suggested General Secord. 

George said Second had other problems. Fiers said that 

someone had to take credit. Do you know anything about this 

meeting? 

C/LA/2: No, sir. 

CHAIRMAN BOREN: Do you know whether Mr. Gates attended? 

C/LA/2: No, I do not. 

CHAIRMAN BOREN: On October 9, in the morning, Hasenfus 

had his press conference in Nicaragua where he said he was 

working for the CIA. At lunch the same day, Casey and Gates 

had lunch with North in the Director's dining room. Among 

other things, Gates sought assurance from North that the CIA 

was clean. North provided such an assurance. 

Did you know that — about the October 9 Casey, Gates, 

North lunch? 

C/LA/2: I did not. 

CHAIRMAN BOREN: Did Gates ever tell you that he had 

discussed — or what he had discussed with North at this 

lunch? 
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C/Û/2: No, sir. 

CHAIRMAN BOREN: According to North's testimony at his 

•»1 Casey told him at this luncheon to start cleaning 

things up in Central America, bringing the aircraft out and 

crews out. Do you have any knowledge of this 

conversation? 

C/IA/2: No, sir. 

CHAIRMAN BOREN: At the Congressional hearings on the 

Hasenfus flight, Fiers and Clair George denied Agency contacts 

with the private benefactors. The Committee has been told 

that Fiers discussed Joe Fernandez with Clair George in 

preparing their testimony. Fiers told George the Agency was 

okay, except that Fiers did not know how exposed Joe was. 

Do you know if this issue was ever discussed with Mr. 

Gates? 

C/LA/2s I do not. 

CHAIRMAN BOREN: To your knowledge was it discussed — 

C/LA/2: To my knowledge, I have no knowledge it was 

discussed with Mr. Gates. 

CHAIRMAN BOREN: On a trip to Central America in late 

October, Alan Fiers — again, this is quoting the government's 

allegation — Alan Fiers learned of Joe Fernandez' additional 

contacts with the private benefactors during September and 

October. After a number of efforts to pin this down, this 

information was eventually set forth in a memo from you to 
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j Clair «ebrge dated 25 November 1986. And the note indicates 

j that Director Casey was to be briefed on 2 December. xhe 

I Intelligence Committee was informed in late December. Did you 

I discuss the Fernandez situation with Bob Gates during this 

c period? 

C/LA/2: No. I believe that all of my contacts were with 

•j JClair at — at the Clair George level. 

g I CHAIRMAN BOREN: You do remember setting forth a memo to 

g JMr. George — 

JQ U C/LA/2: Yes, sir. 

CHAIRMAN BOREN: — indicating your concerns? 

C/LA/2: Yes, sir. 

CHAIRMAN BOREN: But you did not, to the best of your 

memory, discuss this situation, the Fernandez situation with 

Mr. Gates? 

C/LA/2: No, I think that Clair discussed it with Mr. 

Gates. 

CHAIRMAN BOREN: Mr. Gates or Mr. Casey? 

C/LA/2: And — both. 

CHAIRMAN BOREN: With both? 

C/LA/2: I believe. I am not certain of that. I think 

that's the case. 

CHAIRMAN BOREN: Do you know? You're not sure whether he 

discussed it? 

C/LA/2: I am not sure whether it was done, no. 

UNCLASSIFIED 
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CHAIRMAN BOREN: Your discussion was with Mr. George. 

C/LA/2: With Mr. George. 

CHAIRMAN BOREN: Do you know if Mr. Gates provided any 

uidance for handling the Fernandez situation, either as 

leputy DCI or as Acting DCI after Mr. Casey's hospitalization? 

C/LA/2: The only area that -- I am sure he must have 

provided some, I would guess; I don't know for a fact. I do 

think that he made some decisions regarding lawyers. But that 

is hearsay again. I heard that from Clair. 

CHAIRMAN BOREN: Lawyers for whom? 

C/LA/2: Well, at one point after the Tower Commission 

came through and met with Joe — Joe Fernandez, it became 

clear that Joe possibly was going to need some sort of legal 

support. And I asked Clair what the ground rules would be for 

legal support for Joe, that I thought he should be aware that 

it might be a good idea for him to get a lawyer. And Clair 

later came to me and said that Bob Gates had decided that we 

would not have lawyers at this time. I never discussed that 

[personally with Mr. Gates. That is just what I heard from 

Clair. 

..CHAIRMAN BOREN: But that is the nature, as far as you 

know, of — 

C/LA/2: That's as far as I know of anything that I heard 

about Mr. Gates' involvement in how to handle this. 

CHAIRMAN BOREN: Was he trying to tell them they couldn't 

OiiCLASSmH) 
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— didn't have the right to hire private counsel or — 

C/LA/2: Yes. I believe those were the ground rules at 

the time as I understood it. 

CHAIRMAN BOREN: That Agency employees could not hire 

5 Iprivate counsel? 

C/LA/2: Yes, sir. 

CHAIRMAN BOREN: Hmmm. 

Do you know what the reason was for that? 

C/LA/2: No. I had a — it was just the policy that he 

had decided and I think that no one went out and got attorneys 

until Judge Webster came in and took over. 

CHAIRMAN BOREN: The Committee has been told that in late 

December or early January, after Joe Fernandez had his hand 

called — that is, was confronted by the Tower Board 

investigator, Mr. Brian Bruh, with PROF notes on his comments 

— or on his contacts with North that conflicted with Joe's 

story, that there was a meeting in Clair George's office late 

in the evening. Fiers told Clair George that Joe was in a 

bind, had to take the Fifth Amendment and get a lawyer. 

Gates walked in — [Deleted] — Clair George told Gates what 

had been said about Joe getting a lawyer. Gates then stated 

if anyone did this, they would be fired. This goes back to I 

gather what you were saying about the lawyer. 

C/LA/2: Yes, sir. 

CHAIRMAN BOREN: Did you learn of Gates' statement? 

^CLASSIFIED 
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Ç/IA/2: No, I never heard that statement. The only 

thing that I heard about this was a telephone call from Clair 

to me following up my inquiry to him saying that — that Bob 

Gates had said there would be no lawyers. 

CHAIRMAN BOREN: Do you think the idea behind this was 

that people would be more candid, in other words, if this were 

an internal matter that was being investigated? That they 

uqht to just say whatever they had done or not done without 

getting involved with lawyers? Was that the theory behind it? 

C/IA/2: Well, I don't know what the theory was behind 

I think the idea, or at least the image was that if you 

had a lawyer, you were guilty. That sort of mentality was --

* * * * 

CHAIRMAN BOREN: Another problem area that surfaced after 

the Hasenfus hearings involved the CIA [facility in Central 

America). in early 1987, while Gates was acting DCI, there 

was a press allegation that [such a facility1 had provided 

unauthorized assistance to the Contras involving the use of 

Agency helicopters. The CIA Inspector General determined in 

May 1987 that this assistance violated applicable legal 

restrictions. Fiers drafted a memorandum dated 29 April 1987 

from you to Acting Director Gates which described the problems 

that had surfaced at the [facility]. Do you recall that memo? 

C/LA/2: Very vaguely. Senator. I would have to see the 

memorandum in order to refresh my memory. 

UHCUiSSiHED 
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CHAIRMAN BOREN: Do you recall any role that Mr. Gates 

I had as Acting Director in the efforts to get to the bottom of 

3 ïthese problems in terms of the (facility] and any allegations 

4 of unauthorized assistance? 

5 y C/LA/2: No, I do not. 

6 * * * * 

f 1 CHAIRMAN BOREN: Documents prepared for a meeting of the 

g BDCI and Deputy DCI Gates with Admiral Poindexter on 15 May 

g |l986 discussed Ollie North's desire that the CIA lease the 

10 lErria, a Danish flag ship linked to Thomas Clines. Here you 

11 
12 ship in May 1986? 

consulted about the desirability of the CIA's leasing this 
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C/LA/2: No, sir, I don't recall that I was. 

CHAIRMAN BOREN: Did you know that the Erria was 

connected to North? 

C/LA/2: Somewhere along the line, but I can't remember 

when I learned that. 

CHAIRMAN BOREN: Do you know whether or not Mr. Gates was 

aware of that? 

C/LA/2: No, sir, I do not know. 

* * * * 

CHAIRMAN BOREN: An IG report on the Latin American 

Division — you may recall this — dated November 1986 was 

critical of, quote, "the management nightmare," unquote, in 

the Central American Task Force. In essence, the report 
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iticiied the unique one on one relationship between Mr. 

and Mr. Fiers as a violation of management principles, 

llowing things to fall through the cracks. In retrospect, do 

you consider that an accurate assessment? 

C/LA/2: Well, I think so. It was very difficult to try 

impose a chain of command when the commander doesn't want 

•t to be imposed, and that is sort of what happened. 

* * * * 

CHAIRMAN BOREN: Let me ask you again — all of these 

issues are of concern to us, but let me ask you again perhaps 

the issue of most major concern. Prior to the diversion being 

investigated and made public, did you ever discuss the 

diversion of Iran arms sales funds to aid the Contras with Mr. 

Gates? 

C/LA/2: No, sir, I did not. 

CHAIRMAN BOREN: And do you have any knowledge that 

would, to your knowledge, did Mr. Gates — do you have any 

knowledge that would lead you to believe that Mr. Gates knew 

of the diversion of funds prior to this matter becoming a 

matter of public knowledge? 

C/LA/2: No, sir, I do not. 

SENATOR HURKOWSKI: Thank you, Mr. Chairman. Was the 

reference with regard to Gates' policies and lawyers a 

written, or was it perceived by the staff that an awful lot of 
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legal "advice wasn't necessarily a policy part of the 

operation, and in your opinion if this was the case, how would 

you describe it? Was it an effort to cover up or is it 

something else just to keep things store direct and less 

complicated? 

C/LA/2: Well, I really can't — it is difficult for me 

to speak to that, Senator, because I don't know what was going 

through Mr. Gates' mind if in fact he made that policy. But 

SENATOR BURKOWSKI: Was it a written policy? 

C/LA/2: it was not written. I only heard about it in 

one case and that was the Joe Fernandez case. 

SENATOR HURKOWSKI: And who did you hear about it from? 

C/LA/2: From Clair George. I had called him previously 

and asked him what the policy would be about Joe's obtaining a 

lawyer and this was the answer that I received in a later 

telephone call. 

* * * * 

UNCLASSIFIED 
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QUESTIONS FOR MR. DOHERTY 

Please describe fully your recollection of how the copy 
11 f the finding of December 5, 1985 ~ the so-called 

°mini-finding" — came to be discovered during the week 
of November 17-21, 1986, and what was done with it. 
Please include in your response answers to the following 
questions: 

Do you recall receiving a copy of this finding from 
Bernard Makowka on or about noon on November 19, 
1986, and taking it with you to a meeting with 
Robert M. Gates? 

D> DO you recall giving a copy to Mr. Gates? 

c, what is your understanding of what Mr. Gates did 
with the copy of the finding? 

d other than the discussion with Mr. Gates, what 
other discussion, if any, do recall during the week 
in question, of the finding? 

2 Please explain why, to the best of your recollection, 
the "mini-finding" was not included in the Director's 
prepared statement of November 21, 1986. 

ANSWER 

During the week preceding the Director's scheduled 
testimony on November 21, 1986, certain current and 
former members of the Office of General Counsel recalled 
that a draft finding had been prepared at the Agency and 
sent down to the White House shortly after the November 
1985 flight had occurred. 

While attempting to reconstruct events, it became 
apparent that the Iran initiative had been surrounded by 
extraordinary secrecy. It seemed that few people within 
the Agency, including myself, had been aware of it. The 
Agency seemed to have no copies of any of the key 
documents that had been prepared. Accordingly, 
reconstructing dates and events with any precision was 
extremely difficult, particularly when coupled with the 
fact that a number of persons familiar with certain key 
events had left the Agency including the former Deputy 
Director of Central Intelligence and the former General 
Counsel. 

The former General Counsel and Bernie Makowka, a senior 
attorney in my office, recalled that a draft finding had 
been prepared shortly after the November 1985 flight. 

-1-
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Based upon that general recollection, a thorough 
of the files of the Office of General Counsel was h 

undertaken. These efforts proved unproductive until 
day or two before the Director's scheduled testimony * 
At that time, Bernie Makowka advised me that the for 
General Counsel's secretary had found a copy of the 
draft finding on a "MAG" card in her files. We were 
pleased to have found the draft after such a 
concentrated effort and because we believed that it 
in the Agency's interest to have obtained a findinq »!* 
close as possible to the November 1985 flight. 

Bernie handed me a copy on my way out of the office f0 
a meeting with Bob Gates. I handed a copy to Bob Gates 
with the comment that we had just found this draft T 
don't know what Bob Gates did with this draft. 

During the same week (it could have been before or aft* 
we had discovered the draft) in a meeting in Bob Gates'1 

office which included certain officials of the 
Directorate of Operations, I had suggested that the D.o 
(which had been assigned primary responsibility for 
assembling the facts) contact the NSC staff to determine 
whether the NSC had any record of the draft finding, 
including whether it had ever been received and whether 
it had ever been signed. 

It is my understanding that the Director's written 
testimony on November 21, 1986 did not refer to the 1985 
draft finding because the Agency had either been advised 
that it had not been signed or had been unable to 
determine that it had been signed, and accordingly, it 
appeared that it had not become an effective finding. 
My recollection is, however, that the Director during 
his testimony alluded to the fact that as soon as the 
DDCI, John McMahon, learned about the November 1985 
flight, his immediate reaction was that a finding should 
be obtained. 

To my knowledge, the Agency first learned with certainty 
that the draft finding was actually signed when Admiral 
Poindexter so testified during the Congress's 
Iran-Contra hearings in 1987. 

Mr. Gates has testified in his Iran-Contra deposition 
that you and Clair George recall his raising the 
speculation concerning a possible diversion of funds 
from the Iran arms sales to the contras at a meeting 
which Director Casey chaired late in the afternoon of 
November 20, 1986. According to Mr. George's testimony, 
the Director said words to the effect that "I don't know 
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nvthing about that," and the subject was dropped. Do 
ou recall such a discussion? If so, please describe 

it. 

I recall attending a meeting (which may have been on 
November 20) at which a large number of Agency staff 
were present, including Messrs. Casey, Gates and George. 
It was a hectic meeting in which questions were being 
fired at the Director at a very rapid pace. Mr. Gates 
raised the issue of whether the Director had any 
knowledge of any of the funds from the Iran initiative 
finding their way to Central America. Mr. Casey 
answered emphatically that he did not know anything 
about that. I commented that there had been some 
speculation about that. The Director did not respond 
further. The next question was asked immediately and 
the meeting proceeded from there. 

There had been a statement in the Director's draft 
testimony to the effect that "no one in the United 
States Government knew that the November, 1985 flight 
carried missiles until mid-January, 1986." What do you 
recall with respect to how this statement was placed in 
the draft testimony and the circumstances surrounding 
its deletion from the testimony? 

ANSWER 

On November 20, 1986, I attended a meeting at the Agency 
where I read the latest draft of the Director's proposed 
testimony scheduled for November 21. I believe it was 
prepared after a meeting at the White House which I had 
not attended. I noticed a statement in the draft to the 
effect that no one in the U.S. Government knew that the 
November 1985 flight carried Hawk missiles until January 
1986. I commented that I seemed to recall that the 
former General Counsel had a recollection of having been 
briefed as to the contents of the flight shortly after 
the flight had occurred in November 1985. I received a 
response to the effect that he must be mistaken because 
everyone else remembered it was January 1986. Since I 
was not at all sure of my recollection, I did not pursue 
it further at that time. 

Shortly after that, I returned to my office (which was 
located about ten miles from the headquarters building 
near Tysons Corner). I asked Bernie Makowka, a senior 
attorney in my office, to specifically raise the issue 
with the former General Counsel. To avoid any 
confusion, I instructed Bernie to be very careful to 
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distinguish between when the former General Counsel 
learned what cargo was planned to be carried on futu 
flights and when he learned what had been carried oi/tw 
November 1985 flight that had already taken place. 

Bernie returned to my office at approximately 7:30 D m 
and advised me that the former General Counsel recall j 
that he had received a briefing from two Directorate of 
Operations officers within a few days after the Novemh 
1985 flight had taken place. He remembered being told r 

at that time that the November 1985 flight had carried 
missiles. 

I immediately telephoned the Director. I reached him at 
home and advised him of the information we had just 
learned from the former General Counsel and the need to 
correct the draft testimony. The Director readily 
agreed and asked me to call his office to have his staff 
make the change. 

I then called the Director's office. I related my 
conversation with the Director and instructed them to 
make the appropriate correction in the Director's 
proposed testimony. (I did not have a copy of the 
Director's draft testimony in my office at Tysons Corner 
during these conversations.) 

Much later that evening at approximately 11:00 p.m., 1 
received a telephone call at my office from Chuck 
Cooper, Assistant Attorney General, Department of 
Justice. Cooper expressed a concern about the accuracy 
of the statement in the Director's proposed testimony 
concerning the January 1986 date of the U.S. 
Government's knowledge about the contents of the 
November 1985 flight. I told Cooper that we had done 
some further inquiry ourselves and as a result we had 
already changed the proposed testimony on that point. 
Cooper then arranged to stop by CIA Headquarters the 
next morning to review the revised draft. 

I subsequently learned that Cooper's call was prompted 
by a call he had received from the State Department. I 
had arranged for both the State Department and the 
Department of Defense to receive a copy of the 
Director's November 20 draft testimony. When the State 
Department reviewed the proposed testimony concerning 
the date of the U.S. Government's knowledge of the 
flight cargo, they knew it to be inaccurate because 
according to Cooper's Iran-Contra testimony, George 
Schultz had been briefed at the time of the November 
1985 flight that it carried missiles. Accordingly, the 
State Department called Cooper to express their concern. 
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However, by the time Cooper called the CIA, the 
'naccuracy had already been discovered and removed. 

i would add that it became clear that the Agency was 
having a very difficult time assembling the relevant 
facts in the short time available before the scheduled 
hearing on November 21. I recommended to the Director 
of congressional Affairs, to Bob Gates and to the 
Director, respectively, that they seek a postponement of 
the scheduled testimony so that additional time would be 
available to gather information. Each of them felt that 
it would have been impossible, politically, to seek such 
postponement. As I recall the Director's testimony on 

November 21, however, did indicate that the Agency was 
still in the process of gathering relevant information. 

You were briefed by Mr. Gates on October 15, 1986 
concerning the Iran program, including a summary of 
Charles Allen's speculation that funds may have been 
diverted to support of the contras. Did Mr. Gates show 
you a copy of the memorandum prepared by Mr. Allen on 
October 14th, which was subsequently shared with Admiral 
Poindexter? 

At his 1987 confirmation hearing, Mr. Gates testified 
that on October 15, he gave you "all the information 
that I had that included Allen's analysis. And I told 
him then to go look into it...I did not elaborate for 
him exactly who he should go talk to or exactly what 
institutions he should consult. He is the General 
Counsel, I expected him to know. I gave him the people 
who were involved and made sure he knew about Allen's 
analysis, and the concerns Allen had raised and asked 
him to look into it to make sure that everything we were 
doing was proper." 

In your previous testimony before the SSCI, you stated 
that you did no investigation as a result of your 
conversation with Mr. Gates. What, in fact, was your 
understanding of what Mr. Gates asked you to do on 
October 15, 1986, and what actions, if any, did you 
take? 

ANSWER 

I was briefed by Bob Gates nearly a year after the 
commencement of the Agency's involvement in the Iran 
initiative when operational security problems had 
developed that threatened to expose the operation. Bob 
Gates was concerned about the Agency's legal position in 
the matter because the Congress had not been briefed on 
the finding and the Agency had no copy of the finding in 
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its possession to establish its authority to 
participate. He asked my advice on the legal 
implications of the Agency's participation in the 
initiative, particularly in light of the fact that 
Congress had not been briefed. 

He indicated that this was an extremely sensitive 
activity and that I should not discuss what he was abo 
to tell me with anyone. It involved the shipment of 
arms to Iran and was related to efforts to free the 
hostages. The activity was being run primarily by the 
NSC and the Agency was providing support to it. The 
Agency interfaced with the Department of Defense to 
procure the required weapons and was then reimbursed. 
The activity was so sensitive that the Congress had not 
been briefed and therefore had no knowledge of the 
operation. Even the Agency did not have a copy of the 
finding that the President had signed authorizing the 
activity. He asked my advice on the strength of the 
Agency's legal position under these circumstances. 

He also described the operational security concerns that 
were threatening exposure of the operation. One concern 
had to do with certain middlemen that had been involved 
in structuring the transaction and who had not been 
paid. They somehow had been shortchanged financially. 
They were very unhappy and were threatening to disclose 
the operation. The other area of operational concern 
had to do with an FBI investigation into the expenditure 
of certain funding for humanitarian aid in Central 
America. In this connection, the FBI was inquiring into 
certain activities of Southern Air Transport ("SAT") in 
Central America. The operational concern stemmed from 
the fact that SAT had been used to ship certain of the 
arms to Iran. The concern was that the FBI, in its 
humanitarian aid investigation of SAT, could 
inadvertently stumble into the Iranian initiative. He 
also mentioned that there was some speculation or rumor 
that some of the funds involved in the Iranian activity 
could have been sent to Central America. He indicated 
the Agency heard many rumors and speculation about funds 
reaching Central America from various sources so that 
the speculation was not unusual, but as far as the 
Agency knew the Iranian and Central American activities 
were completely independent from one another. 

I asked Bob Gates a number of questions and it appeared 
from the. information provided that the Agency knew very 
little about the unhappy middlemen including what 
financial arrangements had been made because the NSC had 
made all those arrangements. The same was true 
concerning SAT. The Agency did not know the details of 
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their involvement including whether they were principals 
t agents in the transactions. The NSC had made all 
those arrangements. My impression at the meeting was 
that the speculation about the funding had derived from 
the involvement of SAT in the Iranian initiative. I 
asked Bob what the Agency knew about it and he indicated 
that the Agency had heard only speculation and rumors, 
that as far as the Agency knew, the Iranian initiative 
was completely independent of Central America and that 
if anything like that had happened the Agency was not 
involved in it. The Agency's side of the transaction 
was clean and all of its funds had been fully accounted 
for. 

The information I received was that the Agency had a 
very limited perspective on the operation and that all 
of the operational concerns stemmed from a part of the 
transaction that had been structured by the NSC, which 
was controlling the operation. The NSC had dealt with 
the people who were causing the concerns. There was no 
suggestion in any of the information I received that the 
NSC itself was engaged in any improper activity. I 
recommended to Bob Gates that he bring all of the 
information about the operational security concerns 
including the speculation to the NSC and recommend that 
they get their NSC General Counsel and the White House 
Counsel involved to.assure that the matter was dealt 
with appropriately. Bob Gates agreed with that 
recommendation, and I was later told that this had been 
done. I was not asked to pursue the operational 
security issues or speculation issue further and was 
surprised to learn on November 25 that the Agency had 
had further meetings with Furmark. I do not recall 
receiving the Allen October 14 memorandum at this 
meeting. 

I was asked by Bob Gates to consider whether the Agency 
was on firm legal footing in its involvement with the 
operation. In particular, he wanted my opinion on the 
Agency's responsibility in the absence of notice to 
Congress and whether the Agency was in a weak legal 
position because it did not have a copy of the finding 
in its possession. I told him that there was legal 
authority for delaying notice under certain extreme 
circumstances. I asked him whether the finding 
contained an explicit directive by the President not to 
brief Congress and he said he did not know. On that 
issue, I expressed my view that the primary document 
that would bear on the Agency's authority to participate 
in the Iranian initiative was the Presidential finding, 
the only copy of which he said was at the White House. 
I told him that it was very important that I review the 
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finding as soon as possible. He indicated that he had 
or would request a copy and that he would let me know 
soon as it arrived. 

I received a call from Bob Gates' office on or about 
November 8 to the effect that the finding had just 
arrived. That same day I went to his office and 
reviewed the finding. It had a January 1986 date and 
contained an explicit directive to the Agency not to 
brief Congress until so authorized by the President, it 
also appeared to me that the Agency's activities as 
described to me by Mr. Gates, were all within the scope 
of the activities authorized by the finding. 

A short time after my review of the Presidential 
finding, Mr. Gates called me into a meeting in his 
office. Both Clair George and Tom T. were in 
attendance. Bob Gates asked the D.O. officials to brief 
us on the Agency's role in the Iran initiative. The 
briefing we received was consistent with the information 
previously provided to me by Bob Gates and indicated 
that the Agency had played a relatively minor role in 
supporting an initiative largely controlled by the NSC. 
There was no mention of any financial connection between 
the initiative and Central America, and no mention was 
made of the November 1985 flight that had taken place. 
As described to Bob Gates and myself all of the Agency's 
activities in support of the Iranian initiative took 
place after the finding was signed in January 1986. 
After the briefing, I commented that it appeared to me 
that Agency's activities were all within the scope of 
the activities authorized by the finding. 

After that meeting, I asked my counsel to the D.O. to 
obtain more detail from the D.O. as to its participation 
in the Iranian initiative (that effort resulted in the 
D.O. subsequently acknowledging that a November 1985 
flight had taken place prior to the January 1986 
finding). Almost simultaneous with this effort, it 
became apparent that the operation would be exposed and 
numerous people in the Agency were assigned various 
responsibilities under the general oversight of Bob 
Gates in preparation for briefings of the Congressional 
Committees. 

7. Allen has testified about the following events that took 
place before 1 October: 

a. North instructed George Cave and Allen to defend 
the pricing of arms sold to Iran, 

-8-
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North proposed that a false price list be 
b' manufactured, 

Ghorbanifar made a "frantic call" to Allen to 
C' complain directly about his financial problems' 

d. Israeli official Aviram Nir had direct contacts 
with Allen on Ghorbanifar's financial problems, and 

North referred at a 9 September meeting with 
Allen to the need to raise $4 million for 
Ghorbanifar and to the possibility of taking it 
from "the reserve." 

Do you recall being told about any of these events prior 
to 25 November? 

ANSWER 

I recall learning about most of the events listed in 
Question #7 over the course of the iran-Contra affair. 
I cannot now place at what point in time I may have 
learned of each of these facts over the many months that 
the Iran-Contra events unfolded during late 1986 and 
1987. 

Director Casey had a phone conversation with a 
businessman named Roy Furmark on 7 October regarding the 
financial problems with the Iran initiative. Allen had 
a series of meetings on October 16 and 22 and November 6 
with Furmark. Memos were prepared by Allen and/or 
George Cave after each such meeting. You have testified 
that you do not recall Gates mentioning Furmark's name 
at your meeting with Gates on 15 October. 

Did anyone tell you about Furmark's statements before 25 
November? If so, please explain. 

Do you recall seeing any of the memoranda prepared by 
Charles Allen and/or George Cave recounting their 
meetings with Roy Furmark? If so, please explain. 

ANSWER 

I do not recall Bob Gates mentioning Furmark's name at 
our meetings in mid-October. He did mention an 
operational security concern which related to certain 
unhappy investors or middlemen who somehow had not been 
paid, or had been shortchanged in connection with the 
delivery of missiles to Iran. These people wee 
threatening to somehow expose the Iran initiative. 

-9-
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I did not attend, nor was I aware of the discussions 
meetings with Furmark when they occurred. I first 8av 
the memoranda of these meetings on November 25, when 
they were shown to me by the Director. I believe i au 
first received the Allen October 14 memorandum at that ° 
same time. 

It is my distinct impression that during the period in 
question, Bob Gates made a diligent effort under 
difficult circumstances to reconstruct the events 
surrounding the Agency's participation in the Iran 
initiative. 

(SIGNED) 
DAVID P. DOHERTY 

SWORN TO BEFORE ME THIS 5TH DAY OF AUGUST 1991. 

BARRY N. HOCHHAUSER 
NOTARY PUBLIC, STATE OF NEW YORK 

NO. 24-4962037 
QUALIFIED IN KINGS COUNTY 

COMMISSION EXPIRES FEBRUARY 12, 1992 

(NOTE: ORIGINAL ON FILE WITH COMMITTEE) 
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BERNARD MAKOWKA'S ANSWERS TO 
_SSCI QUESTIONS 

Aina to your Iran-Contra deposition (Vol. 17, p. 618), 
ACC stified that on or before November 17, 1986, after 
yoU A other CIA offices had been asked to begin pulling 
0GC !h« what they knew about CIA's role in the Iran arms 
t0, vou began an extensive file search to locate the 
s H.r 5 1985 Finding that had retroactively authorized 
D e . assistance to the November, 1985 flight from Tel Aviv 
CIA-r!hran According to your testimony, you were the 
t0 I!2r of the Finding in question, and, indeed, had Been 
d M hv LTC North in December. 1985 that the finding 

iîtlâ and was in his safe if ever needed. 

Ah the time the testimony was being prepared, did you 
3' advise the General Counsel, David Doherty, that you 

recalled the finding and were seeking to locate it? 
were you aware that Mr. Doherty brought this to Mr. 
Gates' attention? Please describe when these 
conversations took place and how you became aware that 
Mr. Gates had been informed of this. 

Answers: I aid advise Mr. Doherty that I recalled 
oreparing a draft Finding in November 1985. At the 
time I mentioned it to Mr. Doherty, I remembered it as 
a November draft, was not certain that it had been 
signed, and did not know that it had been signed on 
December 5, 1985. I did have a subsequent conversation 
with LTC North in which he implied that the Finding was 
signed, but I did not know for sure. On or before 
November 17, 1986, I was looking for the November draft. 

It was my impression that the draft November Finding 
had been brought to Mr. Gates attention, but I have no 
direct knowledge that it was. I do not remember the 
precise basis for this impression, but it was most 
likely through conversations with Mr. Doherty or George 
Jameson. 

I am not sure exactly when these conversations took 
place, but they would have occurred sometime during 17 
to 20 November 1986 prior to the testimony scheduled 
for 21 November. 

b. Did you subsequently learn from Mr. Doherty that Mr. 
Gates had raised this matter at a meeting at the white 
House, where he was told by North or Poindexter, or 
both, that the December 5, 1985 Finding did not « " t . 
If so, please explain when this conversation took place 
and what you were told by Mr. Doherty. 
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Answers: Yes. I am not sure exactly when this 
conversation took place, but it probably was sometime 
during i7 to 20 November 1986. The conversation was 
probably with Dave Doherty or George Jameson. I do not 
recall anything more than the fact that the existence 
of the finding was denied by LTC North, Adm. 
Poindexter, or both. Having heard this, I intensified 
my efforts to find a copy of the draft finding. i <j0 
remember thinking, however, that perhaps the finding 
had never been signed, that my impressions from my 
conversation with LTC North may have been mistaken. 

c. Did you then raise the matter in a conversation with 
Charles Allen, who was, indeed, aware that the finding 
in question existed? If so, please recount the 
conversation that you had with Mr. Allen. When did 
this take place? 

Answers: I raised the matter with Charles Allen. He 
said that he had talked to LTC North and that LTC North 
had told him that there really never was such a 
finding. Mr, Allen was troubled by this response and 
said that he remembered the "mini-finding", but he said 
that it was only our word against theirs that such a 
finding existed. When I heard this, I continued to 
look for a copy of the draft November finding. I am 
not sure when this conversation took place, but it was 
probably during 17 to 20 November 1986. 

d. Did Mr. Allen subsequently report to you that he had 
called LTC North at the NSC and raised this matter with 
him, and that North had made it clear to him (Allen) 
that the Finding did not exist, and, if CIA claimed 
that it did, it would be "our word against theirs"? 
Please explain in detail what you recall about this 
conversation with Mr. Allen. When did this 
conversation with Mr. Allen take place? 

Answers: See answer to 2c above. It was not LTC 
North, but Mr. Allen who said that it would be our word 
(Mr. Allen's and mine) against theirs. 

In your deposition, you also testified that you, Doherty, 
George Clarke, and Ed Dietel, all of the CIA Office of 
General Counsel, met with your former boss, Stanley 
Sporkin, on November 17, 1986, to discuss what he recalled 
about the Iran operation. You stated that you specifically 
raised the December 5, 1985 "nunc pro tunc" finding with 
Sporkin who had a clear recollection of it. Was this 
discussed in the presence of Doherty, Clarke, and Dietel? 
If so, what do you recall about their reactions? 
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rs: Yes, it was discussed in their presence, 

^^^lly» ifc w a s J u d < 3 e Sporkin who recalled the draft 
^n'ng, 'witïrout being reminded. The reaction of these 
fin ers was that this was something that we should follow 
ottic ; e<< w e should document the existence of such a 
UP °n' by retrieving a copy of it, if possible. I saw no 
fiS cation of any desire to ignore that finding. Judge 

\in wa s the one who called it a nunc. Eiû tunc, finding, 

not me. 

rding to your deposition, after considerable search, 
ACC°later found your draft of the Finding on a "mag card." 
y° U did this occur? What did you do when you found it? 

« . i am not sure of the exact date, but it was 
k^^fbly sometime during 17 to 20 November 1986, possibly 

Wednesday, the 19th, but definitely before the testimony 
on

 t0 be given on the 21st. I immediately advised Mr. 
noherty who was heading off to a meeting with the group 
oraanized under Mr. Gates to prepare the testimony for the 
DCI. He took a copy along with him to that meeting. 

in your deposition, you testified that you reviewed the 
Finding that had been copied from the mag card and 
determined that it was the same one you had worked on. You 
ao on to say, on p. 622, "this was found and reported to me 
like noon and Dave Doherty was going over to attend a 
meeting of Gates' group pulling together all of the facts, 
and I stopped him and made him late for the meeting to make 
sure he had a copy of this and would take it to the 
meeting. " 

a. When did this take place? 

Answer: See my answer to Question 3 above. 

b. What did you say to Mr. Doherty? Did you advise him 
that this was the Finding that Gates had raised at the 
white House which North or Poindexter had said did not 
exist? 

Answer: I told him that I had found the missing finding, 
and I am certain that he knew which one I was talking 
about. I did not, however, specifically identify it 
further, as far as I can recall. 
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c. What was his reaction to you? 

Answer.: He %ook it very seriously. He waited to take the 
copy to the meeting, although he was already late. He 
seemed to realize its relevance to the testimony. 

d. Do you know whether Mr. Doherty raised the matter of 
the finding with Mr. Gates and the group preparing the 
testimony? What is the basis for your knowledge? 

I do not know in fact whether Mr. Doherty raised the 
matter. I assumed he would bring it up at the meeting 
or another appropriate time. This assumption is based 
on his reaction to my information. 

e. Did you ever have a conversation with Robert Gates 
personally about the existence of the draft November 
finding? 

Answer: No. I was not directly involved in the 
preparation of the testimony and do not believe I have ever 
seen any copies of it. I cannot say for sure whether he 
was ever shown or informed of the finding. 

5. Did you ever speak with John McMahon about his recollection 
of this finding? If so, please describe the nature of this 
conversation. Where these recollections reported? 

Answer: I am not certain that I spoke to Mr. McMahon about 
this particular finding. I did ask a former special 
assistant of his, Diane Rankin, to help me search his 
records for anything relevant to the Iran matter, and I 
believe I may have participated in a conference call with 
him. I would bave raised the question if I had an 
opportunity to do so. It was my impression that Judge 
Sporkin had discussed the draft November finding with 
McMahon at the time it was prepared, in November 1985. 

6. Was the OGC role in the preparation of the finding included 
in the OGC chronology prepared as part of the preparations 
for the testimony? If so, what became of this chronology? 
Did Mr. Gates, to your knowledge, ever see this chronology? 

Answer: I believe that a reference the draft November 
finding was included in the OGC chronology. This 
chronology was one of several chronologies that were 
considered in connection with a chronology prepared by the 
Office of Inspector General. I do not know what ultimately 
became of the OGC chronology. I assume it became part of 
the OGC records collected in connection with the 
Iran-Contra investigation. I understand that OGC is trying 
to retrieve this chronology but thus far has been 
unsuccessful. I do not know if Mr. Gates ever saw the OGC 
chronology. 

UNGUtSSIFIED 
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Casey prepared testimony ultimately did not mention the 

rember 5, 1985 Finding you had worked on, although 
°hviously yourself, Dave Doherty. Ed Dietel. George Clarke. 
d Charles Allen, were aware, or became aware, of its 

an•efence. What is your explanation of the failure to 
include this? 

swefj. A s f a r a s I k n o w ' n o n e o C u s k n ° w for sure that 
r^isfinding had been signed on December 5 until much 
i ter. I do not know why a reference to the November draft 
as not included. I have no information that it was part 
nf any conspiracy or coverup. I have every respect for the 
ntegrity of Mr. Doherty and do not believe that he would 
nave participated in such a conspiracy or coverup. 

My guess is that the draft November finding may have gotten 
lost in the rush to prepare the testimony in a very short . 
time I recall understanding that there was not very much 
information available at the time to the group preparing 
the testimony. Director Casey was out of the country and 
some of the others, such as Judge Sporkin and Mr. McMahon, 
had already left the Agency. In this context, the group 
may have been conservative about what was included in the 
testimony, limiting it to those things that they were 
certain had been approved. For all that was known at the 
time, the draft November finding could never have been 
finalized or signed. Even if it had been signed, it may 
have been considered to have been superceded by the final 
January 17, 1986 finding. 

Did you know in advance or did you come to learn that the 
Director's testimony would contain no mention of the 
December 5, 1985 finding? If so, when did you learn this? 
what, if any, actions did you take? 

Answer: I did not know at the time, or at any time until 
now, that the testimony did not mention the finding. I 
assumed that the testimony did contain a reference. 

If the "mini-Finding" had been disclosed, it would have 
meant that CIA had undertaken a covert action without the 
benefit of a finding, and that the finding had specifically 
provided that Congress not be notified. To your knowledge 
were these considerations ever discussed in deciding 
whether to include mention of it in the testimony? 

Answer: I have no knowledge that any such considerations 
were discussed. 
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10. Similarly, mentioning the finding on November 21, 1986, tw 

days after the President had held a news conference to'Sav° 
that this wis not "arms for hostages" would have been, as 
Admiral Poindexter said later, "politically embarrassing-
for the President. Thé finding, indeed, seemed to 
authorize just that. To your knowledge, were these 
considerations ever discussed in terms of deciding whether 
to include it in the Director's testimony? 

Answer : I have no knowledge that any such considerations 
were discussed. 

11. You testified in your deposition that Dave Doherty had 
himself confirmed with Stan Sporkin earlier in the week 
that it had been Sporkin's recollection that there were 
missiles or arms aboard the November, 1985 flight. 
Doherty, you said, asked you to confirm this recollection 
with Sporkin on November 20th, the day before the 
testimony, and you did so. You also said at that point 
Sporkin became very concerned about the Casey statement to 
the effect that nobody at CIA knew anything about the 
missiles until January, 1986. You testified you went back 
to Doherty about 9:00 p.m. on the 20th and told him Sporkin 
was "very vehement in saying yes, it was arms and we can't 
be saying anything other than that." You said he picked up 
the phone and called Casey and said the statement would 
have to be changed, and Casey agreed. What was your 
understanding of how this decision was carried out? Do you 
also recall whether Doherty confirmed to Casey Sporkin's 
"very vehement" statement that the flight had carried arras? 

Answer: My recollection is that Mr. Doherty did convey 
Judge Sporkin's impressions to Casey in a phone call that 
evening, and I remember that they were accepted without 
argument. Director Casey clearly indicated that the 
testimony would have to be changed. Mr. Doherty passed 
Director Casey's instructions on to an o f f i c ^ " a s 
preparing—Lha—testimony, whom I believe was I | 

•indicated that cEpresof the 
^^^^^^^^^^n^l^^r^^^^^^^^T>rinted, so that the changes 

would have to be handwritten in or orally discussed with 
the Committee at the time of the testimony. I had the 
clear impression that the testimony would be modified to 
take into account the information I had brought from Judge 
Sporkin. I was satisfied that Judge Sporkin's wishes had 
been fulfilled. 
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' ur knowledge, were these s p e c i f i c r e c o l l e c t i o n s of 
To y£ e v e V brought to the a t t en t ion of Mr. Gates? 

u „. no knowledge that they were brought to h i s 
Ment ion . I did not do s o . 

;h»d and Sworn to before me t h i s / t f - c * . day of 
Subscrioeu 

Q Notary Public ; 

Comflii ssion Expires: 

UNCttSSIFIED 
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CHARLES E. ALLEN 

RESPONSES TO QUESTIONS 07 

SENATE SELECT COMMITTEE ON INTELLIGENCE (88CI) 

3 July 1991 

: 

1. QUESTION: 

Your testimony to the Iran-Contra Committees discussed the 
following events: 

a. North's instructions to George Cave and yourself to defend 
the pricing of arms sold to Iran, 

b. North's proposal that a false price list be manufactured, 

c. Ghorbanifar's "frantic call" to you and North's response 
when you told North about it, 

d. Aviram Nir's contacts with you on Ghorbanifar's financial 
problems, and 

e. North's reference on 9 September to the need to raise $4 
million for Ghorbanifar, as reflected in your 10 September 
memo to Casey, and North's reference to taking it from 
"the reserve." 

Do you have any recollection of discussing any of these things 
with Mr. Gates on or before 1 October? At any time until 25 
November? If so, please explain what you recall of the 
circumstances. 

ANSWER: 

I recall discussing the Iranian initiative with Mr. Gates on 1 
October 1986 and expressing deep concern over this White House-
directed effort. I had been deeply troubled since mid-August 
1986 over a number of aspects of the initiative and conveyed 
these concerns in some detail to Mr. Gates during the 1 October 
meeting. Specifically, I recall in the context of that meeting: 

a. Describing the impasse over the pricing and _ 
V M M M H I refusal to pay to Mr. Ghorbanifar the price asked 
for the Hawk spare parts because the price was "five or six 
times" the actual cost of the parts. 

UNCLASSIFIED 
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Noting the desperate financial straits of Manuchenr 
hânifac and his "frantic" call to me in August 1986 in 

Gh<?h he provided details on specific costs of certain Hawk 
** .le spare parts, and in which he claimed that his markup BiSfhi nrice of the spare parts averaged only about 40 
on *ne *"• 
percent. 

Mentioning Lt. Col. North's reference to "the reserve" 
his conversation with me on 9 September 1986 in which he 

in ted that Vice Admiral Poindexter had formally approved the 
s Lj cnannel and that the Ghorbanifar channel would be shut 

down. 

d informing Mr. Gates that of Mr. Aviram Nir's 
tements in support of Mr. Ghorbanifar assertions that the 

1 tter as the middleman in the transaction was substantially 
overcharged. 

e Detailing Mr. Nir's fears that the operational 
security of the initiative was rapidly eroding and that 
immediate action was needed to shore up its security. 

These facts among others were repeated in a meeting with Mr. 
r«ev on 7 October 1986 in which Mr. Gates was present. I do not 
recall informing Mr. Gates specifically about Lt. Col. North's 
admonitions to me and to Mr. Cave to defend the pricing of the 
arms or North's proposal to manufacture a false price list. 
Further I do not recall speaking to Mr. Gates directly on these 
specific issues between 7 October 1986 and 25 November 1986, 
although we talked in general terms about the problems of the 
initiative on 15 October 1986 following Mr. Casey's and Mr. 
Gates' meeting with Vice Admiral Poindexter at the White House. 
in the meeting with Mr. Casey on 7 October 1986, I recounted why 
I had come to believe that proceeds from the Iranian arms sales 
had been diverted to the Contras. 

• 

2. QUESTION: 

You testified that at some time in August, 1986, you met with 
Richard Kerr, then DDI, and discussed your concerns about the 
Iran operation. 

What specifically do you recall telling Mr. Kerr? 

Were others present at the time the discussion took place? If 
so, please identify them. 

What, to your knowledge, did Mr. Kerr (or others present) do 
with the information you had provided? 

Did Mr. Kerr request any subsequent briefings regarding your 
concerns about the Iran operation? Did you unilaterally provide 
him with any additional briefings on the matter? 
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ANSWER: 

I met with Mr. Kerr at my initiative about mid-August 1986 t 
brief him on the NSC-directed initiative, to express to hin Bv 
alarm over the project's lack of operational security, and to 
inform him of my belief that profits obtained from the arms sal 
to Iran were being diverted to support Contra forces in 
Nicaragua. Mr. John Helgerson, the Associate Deputy Director of 
Intelligence, was the only other individual present; he attended 
at the invitation of Mr. Kerr. 

I stressed to Mr. Kerr the project's lack of operational 
security and pointed out that no arrangements were being made to 
shut down effectively the first channel—the Ghorbanifar link to 
the Iranian Prime Minister's Office. I described in some detail 
the pricing impasse that intelligence showed had existed for over 
a month. The intelligence showed that the Iranians in Tehran 
believed they were being grossly overcharged by agents of the us 
Government. I further described why I believed the NSC was 
mixing the Iranian project with White House initiatives in 
Central America. I cited a number of indicators of this, 
including the fact that Mr. Albert Hakim and Major General Secord 
were totally managing the newly established second channel and 
that they were also key individuals in the so-called private 
efforts to support the Contras in Central America. After I had 
detailed my concerns, Mr. Kerr asked me to keep him closely 
informed on these developments. I ran into Mr. Kerr later in the 
day in CIA's Operations Center, and he again returned to our 
earlier conversation. He expressed the view that it was not a 
question of "whether the initiative would be leaked, but when." 

I was not personally aware at the time of what Mr. Kerr had 
done with the information, if anything. After 25 November 1986, 
however, Mr. Kerr told me that he had raised the matter with Mr. 
Gates, including the possible diversion of funds. He added that 
Mr. Gates could not recall this conversation. 

I briefed Mr. Kerr on the NSC initiative a few other times 
after the August session. I cannot recall the specifics of these 
briefings, although they generally related to the continuing 
efforts of the White House and of Lt. Col. North to resolve the 
hostage crisis. I am certain that I discussed with Mr. Kerr the 
circumstances relating to David Jacobson's release at the end of 
October 1986. I am reasonably certain that either in October or 
November 1986 I informed Mr. Kerr about my meetings with Mr. 
Furmark. 

3. QUESTION: 

A North notebook entry for 1 October refers to a "1230 Call 
from Clarridge" and a subsequent apparent reference "Gorba: 
Divert onto other enterprise." 

UNCLASSIFIED 
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u have any explanation for the reference? If so, please 
00 n what you believe this may refer to. 

gjcplai» 

ANSWER: 

regard to the cryptic reference in Lt. Col. North's 
Ibookentry of 1 October, I bel ieve t h i s was a reference to 

n°Mr Ghorbanifar engaged in other a c t i v i t i e s apart from the 
get nônsored i n i t i a t i v e . Mr. Clarridge, Mr. Cave, and I had 
NSC" tedly pointed out to Lt. Col. North that Mr. Ghorbanifar was 
r6h*ttered as a consequence of being shoved aside when the second 
eBb nol was es tab l i shed . I be l ieve t h i s was f ina l ly recognized 
Channei h*»»»-rl H i m a n d n f h s r e e n r h a c Mr 
by Lt. 

Col. North, and I heard him and others, such as Mr. 
ton indicate that the plan was to get Mr. Ghorbanifar into 

^ rting t n e us j.n its counterterrorist activities. It was 
hUeved that this might placate Mr. Ghorbanifar and preclude him 
fon exposing the operation. At the time, there was optimism at 
the White House that the second channel would result in a speedy 
resolution of the hostage crisis. 

4. QUESTION: 

A CIA MFR dated 3 October 1986 and initialed by Gates reflects 
that Gates met with Admiral Poindexter on 2 October. It states: 
"There was discussion of a special Iranian project. Have Tom 
Twetten and Charlie Allen call me." 

Do you recall whether you responded to Gates on this occasion? 
If so, what was discussed? 

Did you ever talk to Twetten about the possible diversion or 
any of the other matter that you discussed with Gates on 1 
October? If so, describe each occasion. 

ANSWER: 

I do not r eca l l Mr. Gates contac t ing me on e i t h e r 2 or 3 
October 1986 af te r h i s conversat ion with Vice Admiral Poindexter. 

I do not r eca l l a spec i f i c conversat ion with Mr. Twetton about 
the possible diversion of the p r o f i t s obtained from the 
transactions with Iran to the Contras, but I do r e c a l l having a t 
least a couple of conversat ions in September and October 1986 
timeframe with Mr. Twetton in which I expressed se r ious 
reservations about the I ranian i n i t i a t i v e , p a r t i c u l a r l y the poor 
operational secur i ty involved. I do not r e c a l l the p rec i s e dates 
of these conversations, but I remember t h a t Mr. Twetton shared my 
concerns and recommended t h a t I keep careful records of any 
conversations with Mr. Nir or Mr. Ghorbanifar. 
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5. QUESTION: 

In the section of your 14 October memo discussing 
Ghorbanifar's claims, you made very definite statements about-
state of mind and his direction to certain individuals to mat his 

written accounts available to the press if "something bad" 
happened to him. 

Was this or any other passage in the 14 October memo based 
your direct conversations with Ghorbanifar? 0n 

What other sources did you have for your statements about 
Ghorbanifar's state of mind and actions? Was Aviram Nir such 
source? a 

Did either Ghorbanifar or Nir ever say anything in the two 
months before 14 October about a possible diversion? What? 

ANSWER: 

My comments on Mr. Ghorbanifar's state of mind and the 
precautions taken by him to ensure that the Iranian initiative 
was exposed in the event "something bad" happened to him were 
based on conversations with both Mr. Ghorbanifar and Mr. Nir. 
Mr. Ghorbanifar, in conversations with me on a number of 
occasions in the late summer of 1986, expressed deep bitterness 
over his circumstances and anger at being pursued by creditors 
for payment of the $15 M borrowed to cover the cost of the Hawk 
spare parts. He told me on more than one occasion over the 
telephone that he had prepared detailed accounts of meetings with 
US officials and their agents and that he had taken steps to 
ensure the project would be exposed if he was in someway harmed. 
Mr. Nir—who served in essence as Mr. Ghorbanifar's case 
officer—took a similar line with me. Mr. Nir strongly argued in 
the August-September 1986 timeframe that the White House's shabby 
treatment of Mr. Ghorbanifar was seriously endangering the entire 
effort; he was intense in putting forth this view. 

Neither Mr. Ghorbanifar nor Mr. Nir ever explicitly stated to 
me that they believed the US Government was moving profits from 
the arms sales to Iran to the Contras, but both asserted that the 
pricing for the Hawk spare parts was extraordinarily high and 
unjust and rhetorically asked where the excess profits were 
going. Mr. Nir, in conversation with me in early September 1986, 
again and again returned to the question of pricing, asserting 
that Mr. Ghorbanifar was telling the truth on this matter. 

6. QUESTION: 

There appear to be at least two key differences between the 
way you framed the diversion issue, initially, at your meetings 
with Gates on 1 October and with Casey and Gates on 7 October, 
and the way you framed the issue in your 14 October memo. 
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. t the accounts by you and Gates of the 1 and 7 October 
*7 a s ' refer to the pricing discrepancy and the involvement of 

meeting ̂  j ^ i m in both the Iran initiative and contra support. 
SeC our 14 October issue speaks only in terns of Ghorbanifar's 

lilcely allegation. 

; cond instead of referring specifically to your speculation 
tmonev from the Iran arms sales had gone to the contras, you 

the phrase "to other projects of the US and Israel." 

How do you explain the changes in the way these points were 
framed in the memo of October 14? 

ANSWER: 

I concur that the memorandum that I prepared on 14 October 
1086 was oblique in referring to possible illegalities involving 
us Darties involved in the Iranian initiative. I did this 
deliberately. Even though I told Mr. Gates on 1 October and 7 
October 1986 and Mr. Casey on 7 October 1986 I believed that 
nrofits accrued as a consequence of the arms sales to the Iranian 
Government had been diverted to support Contra forces in Central 
America, I was hesitant to allege in writing that White House 
officials directing the project, including the National Security 
Advisor, were engaged in highly questionable, if not illegal 
activities. I had reached an analytic judgment—based on a 
number of indicators—that a diversion was occurring but I lacked 
hard, documentary evidence. To put this in writing at this 
juncture did not seem prudent. 

I was particularly concerned with what Mr. Casey might do with 
the memorandum, once it was written. Therefore, I put my 
concerns over possible "illegalities" in the context that 
Ghorbanifar might allege that funds had been diverted from the 
Iranian arms sales to support other projects of Israel and the 
United States. Mr. Casey, in fact, did what I thought he might 
do. He along with Mr. Gates took the memorandum to Vice Admiral 
Poindexter, went over it with him in detail, and left it with 
him. He also told Admiral Poindexter that "Charlie Allen had 
prepared it." Retrospectively, I believe the approach I took at 
the time was the appropriate one, given evidence available to me. 
I had conveyed my concerns orally to both the DCI and DDCI and 
had raised major concerns about the entire project in writing. 
The memorandum, moreover, had been shown to other senior 
officials, included Mr. Cave, Mr. Clarridge, and Mr. Twetton. To 
have made allegations of possible illegalities in a formal 
memorandum—with the evidence at h a n d — o n an initiative that 
involved the President caused me real concern. At the time, I 
firmly believed that I had provided the necessary warning to the 
most senior officials in the Agency. 
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7. QUESTION: 

Gates testified that the passage in the October 14, 1986 aem 
on the diversion was "even more vague, even more speculative tha 
the information he had conveyed to me orally on the 1st." He 
appeared to draw the conclusion from the way the memo was phrased 
that you were less confident of your conclusions. 

When you met with Gates and Casey on October 15, 1986, did Hr 
Gates ask you about this point? Did you provide him with a 
verbal explanation at your own initiative? 

ANSWER: 

As I explained in my response to Question 6, I was 
deliberately less direct in my memorandum of 14 October 1986 
relating to the issue of a possible diversion. I had not changed 
my view that funds probably were being diverted from the Iranian 
initiative to support the Contras. Nothing had changed in this 
regard since 1 October. 

Mr. Gates, to the best of my recollection, never raised with 
me the less direct statement about the iiversion that was 
contained in my memorandum of 14 October or asked if I had becone 
less confident about my judgment on the diversion. I recall that 
Mr. Casey and Mr. Gates were in a very somber mood when they 
returned from the White House after meeting with Vice Admiral 
Poindexter. I also recall Mr. Casey asking me the next day to 
meet with Mr. Roy Furmark, an associate of Adnan Khashoggi, to 
obtain more information about the murky financial arrangements 
surrounding the arms sales to Iran. I met with Mr. Furmark on 
the afternoon of 16 October 1986. 

8. QUESTION: 

Your 14 October memo states, "It is unlikely we could totally 
discredit any revelations by Ghorbanifar; he has too much 
documentary evidence that implicates US officials." 

What documentary evidence were you referring to? What 
revelations did it relate to? 

Which US officials were implicated? In what ways? 

ANSWER: 

Based on conversations with Mr. Nir and Mr. Ghorbanifar, I had 
become convinced that the latter had kept careful records of his 
meetings with US officials and individuals acting on behalf of 
the US Government. Mr. Nir told me on several occasions, 
especially after becoming alarmed over the White House's 
disregard for the projects's opertional security, that 
Ghorbanifar had documented in detail meetings with American 
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• ics and private American citizens acting on behalf of the 
officiais i f s u f ficien tiy provoked, Mr. Nir stated he 
us Govern» Gnorbanifar would expose US contacts with the 
believea e r n m e n t & n d a c c u s e u s officials of failing to act in 
Iranian.£ GiVen his involvement from the outset in the Iranian 
good.fftve Mr. Ghorbanifar could have revealed a great deal of 
initiativ » f r o m t h e s h i p m e n t o f israeli TOW missiles to Iran in 
informati » ̂  ̂ ^ establishment of the second channel to Iran in 
SHate summer of 1986. 

K»iieve he would have named not only Lt. Col. North but 
X« Par lane whom he met in London, Vice Admiral Poindexter, 

"^ «=«4blv others. Mr. Ghorbanifar could have provided 
an? KnMal information, including the ill-fated trip that 
5 «Ariane and Lt. Col. North and others, made to Tehran in 
Mr* io«6 I am not certain how he would have implicated those 
***• ials but I believe he could have made a strong case that 
ît ^Government through intermediaries was charging highly 

Citant prices for the Hawk missile spare parts so that 
6rofits accrued could be used for other purposes outside of 
Sonnai government channels. 

9. QUESTION: 

You testified that on 16 October, the day after Casey and 
rates met with Poindexter, you were in Casey's office with Casey 
and Gates. You said Casey told you it was «important to get 
additional data from Mr. Furmark." You also said Casey "called 
Mr Furmark while I was there" but couldn't get through, then 
later Casey called you at your office and said he had set up a 
meeting between you and Furmark. 

Was Gates present at the time Casey talked about getting more 
information from Furmark? 

ANSWER: 

I recall that Mr. Gates was present. Mr. Casey told me that 
it was important for me to talk with Mr. Furmark in order to 
obtain additional data about the financial aspects of the Iranian 
initiative. 

10. QUESTION: 

You met with Roy Furmark on October 16, 22, and November 6. 
Memos were prepared after each meeting. 

Do you have any recollection of discussing with Gates the 
results of any of these meetings prior to November 25, l^86- D o 

you have any knowledge that any of the memoranda prepared after 
these meetings were read by Mr. Gates? if so, please explain. 
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ANSWER: 

I do not recall discussing the Furnark memoranda of 17 Octobe 
and 23 October with Mr. Gates. I recall Mr. Gates was out of th* 
country during the last two weeks of October, and I was in Euron» 
and Canada from 24-30 October on a counterterrorism mission, i 
recall discussing the 7 November memorandum with Mr. Gates, but i 
cannot remember the substance of that conversation. 

11. QUESTION: 

Your memo of 7 November on your 6 November meeting with 
Furmark has a fairly detailed discussion of the diversion. The 
memo said the investors intended to sue Khashoggi and "to 
implicate in the litigation directly senior levels of the us 
government." This memo was addressed to Casey and Gates. 

Do you know if Gates received or saw this memo or otherwise 
learned of its references to the diversion or to a lawsuit 
implicating senior US officials? 

ANSWER: 

I believe Mr. Gates saw the 7 November 1986 memorandum and 
recall discussing it with him. I do not recall, however, the 
specifics of our conversation. 

12. QUESTION: 

Bernard Makowka, formerly an Assistant General Counsel at CIA, 
has testified to the following episode which occurred during the 
preparation of the Casey testimony of November 21, 1986: 

— OGC was asked to pull together all of their materials on 
the Iran arms sales. 

— He was the drafter of the finding that had retroactively 
authorized CIA's assistance to the flight that occurred in 
November 1985, and, indeed, in a meeting which you and he had 
with Ollie North in the White House on December 24, 1985, had 
learned that it had been signed and was in Ollie's safe. 

— Makowka says he tells Dave Doherty the General Counsel that 
this thing exists, and that he is going to try to locate it. 

— Makowka says that Doherty passes this on to Gates who 
raises it at a meeting he had at the White House with North 
and Poindexter, and either of them or both tell Gates "this 
thing does not exist." 
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Makowka says Doherty reports this back to him. Then he has 
"conversation with you, and asks whether you have any 
3 ollection of this finding. You respond that you do, and 
refer to it as the "mini-Finding." 

you then call North at the White House who tells you that 

he 
wants you to understand "the finding does not exist." 

You get back to Makowka and tell him that the White House 
"s telling us it doesn't exist, and if we claim otherwise, it 
will be our word against theirs. 

MaKowka says that by this time he had confirmed his 
recollection with Stan Sporkin, and had located an unsigned 
copy of the finding in question on a mag card, that he gives 
to Doherty who is on his way into a meeting with Gates to 
discuss the testimony, and Doherty promises him that he will 
raise the matter at the meeting. 

What do you recall about this episode? Please include in your 
answer responses to the following questions: 

Did North confirm to you that Gates had raised this matter and 
what he had been told? 

Can you place this episode in time? We know that Gates met 
with North and Poindexter in the afternoon of November 19, 1986. 

Where you in attendance at any meeting in connection with the 
preparation of Mr. Casey's testimony when the "mini-finding" was 
raised? when a copy of the draft "mini-finding" was displayed? 
if so, please describe. 

ANSWER: 

My recollection of the events surrounding the so-called 
"mini-finding" differs in some respects from the account given by 
Mr. Makowka, although most of his comments are consistent with my 
memory of the event. 

Contrary to Mr. Makowka's assertion that it was he who raised 
the question of the "mini-finding," I distinctly remember raising 
it directly with Mr. Makowka the week of 17 November 1986. 
Initially, Mr. Makowka did not recall the finding but agreed to 
check his files to see if he could locate such a document. 

I knew such a finding probably existed and that it probably 
had been signed by the President. Mr. Clarridge had informed me 
around 27 November 1985 that Mr. McMahon had ordered a finding be 
prepared to cover the airlift of arms using an Agency proprietary 
into Tehran on 24-25 November 1985 as well as to cover any future 
arms flights. He said Mr. Sporkin was looking into the matter to 
see if a finding could be prepared ex P

ost: facto. I later 
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learned that Mr. Makowka was working on drafting such a findin 
although I cannot recall who told me. g> 

I believed that the President had signed such a finding 
because Mr. Makowka and I were in Lt. Col. North's office in th 
Old Executive Office Building (Room 392) on 24 December 1985 to 
discuss a counterterrorist issue in no way related to the Irani 
initiative. Before the meeting began, Lt. Col. North told Mr *" 
Makowka that he wished to thank both Mr. Sporkin and Mr. Makowka 
for their "recent outstanding work;" he then turned, and pointin 
to a safe in the corner of his office, stated the only "signed 9 

copy" of the document was in the safe. Lt. Col. North did not 
state explicitly that the document was a Presidential Finding, 
but both Mr. Makowka and I assumed that he was referring to the 
so-called "mini-finding." 

To his credit, once energized, Mr. Makowka searched diligently 
for the "mini-finding" and informed me on about 19 November 1986 
that he had located a draft. I called Lt. Col. North and 
informed him that a draft Presidential Finding covering the 
movement of arms into Tehran in November 1985 had been located by 
the CIA's Office of General Counsel. Lt. Col. North, in an 
abrupt manner, told me emphatically that the Finding did not 
exist and that I was mistaken. 

During the preparation of Mr. Casey's testimony for 21 
November 1986 I recall raising the issue of the "mini-finding" in 
Mr. Casey's office. I believe this occurred on 20 November 1986. 
I recall with great clarity Mr. Clair George informing me in a 
blunt and verbally abusive manner that the Finding did not exist 
and that I should "shut up talking about it." Mr. George's 
statement was made in front of Mr. Casey. I did not recall who 
else was present, but I am almost certain that Mr. Cave was 
there. 

I have no good explanation as to why the existence of the 
"mini-finding" was omitted from Mr. Casey's testimony. However, 
the vehemence of Lt. Col. North's denial as well as Mr. George's 
strong statement and the fact no one had seen a signed copy of 
the Finding clearly were inhibiting factors. Moreover, I was 
reluctant to surface this issue at a time when senior officials 
around Mr. Casey were struggling to get even some of the basic 
facts together about CIA's support to the White House. In 
addition, it is essential to remember that CIA's effort had been 
highly compartmented, that records concerning the Iranian 
initiative were highly segregated, and that most officials only 
had partial knowledge of the effort. At the working level, 
moreover, no one seemed to be in charge of putting the Director's 
testimony together, although the Office of the General Counsel 
and the Directorate of Operations appeared to have the lead. 
Mr. McCullough and I both commented late on 20 November 1986 as 
we were making final changes to Mr. Casey's testimony that "no 
one was really in charge." In sum, CIA's most senior officials 
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d both Mr. Casey and Mr. Gates poorly in putting the 
Sstimony together. 

l3. QUESTION: 

>rhe Casey statement also failed to mention the speculation 
i you had raised repeatedly with Casey and Gates concerning a 
sible diversion of funds to the contras. You were, as you 

**°ve testified, one of those participating in the development of 
the testimony. 

can you recall any time during this week that you suggested 
«•his ought to be made part of the statement? If so, please 
«lain what took place. If not, please explain why you yourself 
did not suggest that it should be. 

Two people at the meeting that occurred at CIA on the 
afternoon preceding the testimony (Doherty and Clair George) have 
recalled that Gates raised the speculation about money going to 
the contras with Casey, and he said he did not know anything 
about that. According to your testimony, you were at this 
meeting. Do you have any recollection of this issue being raised 
by Gates or anyone else? 

Gates has testified that basically all you had was 
speculation, not enough to justify putting into the Director's 
statement. This suggests that, indeed, the matter was actually 
considered and rejected. Is this the case, or do you read Gates' 
statement as evaluation based on hindsight? Did anyone, to your 
knowledge, ever contemplate the problem? 

ANSWER: 

During the week of 17 November 1986, I and other senior Agency 
officials were struggling to pull together the facts about the 
Agency's involvement in the White House-directed Iranian 
initiative. No one officer had all of the details; few records 
had been kept. We were attempting to pull together rapidly as 
much information as possible. We were also constantly reminded 
by Lt. Col. North that the initiative to free the American 
hostages was continuing and that every effort must be taken to 
avoid actions that could bring it to an untimely end—with loss 
of the lives of the hostages and possibly the Iranians with whom 
we were in contact. These admonitions were a strong and constant 
constraint as we prepared Mr. Casey's testimony. 

I hesitated to raise my views on the likely diversion of 
proceeds from the Iranian initiative to support the Contras in 
Central America during the weel of 17 November, although I 
thought of raising the matter on the afternoon of 20 November 
1986 when we were meeting in the DCI conference room with Mr. 
Casey. I felt inhibited in raising the issue before a large 
number of officials—some of whom had just learned of the 
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effort—and I was uncertain how strongly to characterize my 
concerns. Both Mr. Gates and Mr. Casey had heard my opinion* 
they had my memorandum of 14 October 1986 and were aware of nv 
meetings with Mr. Furmark on 16 and 22 October and 6 November a A 
the subsequent memoranda prepared as a result of those meetinqs 

I do not recall hearing Mr. Gates raising the issue of monev 
possibly going to the Contras with Mr. Casey on the afternoon 
preceding the testimony. Mr. Gates, however, could have done so 
without my knowledge. I do not recall anyone raising the 
question of diversion of proceeds from the Iranian arms sales to 
the Contras at any time during the preparation of the testimony 

Even though the issue of diversion of profits made from the 
arms sales to Iran was not included in Mr. Casey's testimony, i 
did not consider the issue closed. Sufficient data had been' 
accumulated, especially after my meetings with Mr. Furmark to 
suggest that were serious flaws in the initiative and that 
questions of propriety were involved. Mr. Casey, moreover, had 
vouched for Mr. Furmark's character. 

I do not believe Mr. Gates had rejected my views at all. To 
the contrary, I believe he thought the matter should be pursued 
and the questions about any improprieties resolved. Mr. Casey, 
moreover, had strongly encouraged me to pursue the matter with 
Mr. Furmark. Even though a small number of CIA officers were 
privy to my memoranda on the problems with the initiative and the 
possible diversion of the profits from the arms sales to Iran to 
the Contras, I know of no one other than Mr. Casey and Mr. Gates 
who wanted the question pursued. Both, to their credit, 
encouraged me to pursue the matter. 

14. QUESTION: 

There were a great many significant details if the Iran arms 
sales omitted from Casey's statement which were clearly known to 
you at the time: the involvement of North and Poindexter, the 
involvement of Secord and Hakim, the use of Ghorbanifar, the 
overpricing of arms, the troubles with the investors once the 
second channel was approves, etc. Gates has testified in essence 
that this was just a matter of judgment of the people actually 
writing the testimony. You were one of those people. 

How do you explain the omission of so many significant 
aspects? 

ANSWER: 

In retrospect and in light of the Congressional hearings on 
the Iran-contra Affair, it would appear that a number of 
significant facts were omitted from Mr. Casey's testimony. Most 
of the details cited in this question were items raised by me— 
either as a result of my analysis of the intelligence collected 
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. initiative or as a consequence of conversations with Mr. 
00 rk Mr. Ghorbanifar, and Mr. Nir. A small number of senior 
^f^ciais in addition to Mr. Casey and Mr. Gates knew of my 
• ion and the information obtained from Mr. Furmark. The data 

°plsome respects were vague and incomplete. Neither Vice Admiral 
in. deXter nor Lt. Col. North had encouraged pursuit of these 
p o£"r s ; in fact, Lt. Col. North tried to impune the character of 

Furmark. The NSC-directed initiative, moreover, up until the 
M r'e r surface in the press was known to only an extremely small 
mber of individuals in the government. Most of these officials 

T*ew only limited aspects of the initiative. Only Lt. Col. North 
v ew the entire story. Thus, when it came to the preparation of 
M Casey's testimony, we attempted to present the principal 
sôects of the Agency's support prior to and after the 
presidential Finding of 17 January 1987. There were a number of 
details that could and should have been added to the testimony. 
nut compartmentation of the initiative, Lt. Col. North's 
admonition that the initiative was continuing and that lives were 
at stake, and the rush to try to get a basic story together 
resulted in flawed testimony. In the luxury of hindsight, it is 
easy to cast stones at Mr. Casey's testimony. But in the 
confusion of time, I believe Agency officials tried to present 
generally what was known at the time. Clearly, we failed in this 
effort and should have done much better. 

15. QUESTION: 

Do you know of any information whatsoever to suggest that at 
the time the testimony was being prepared either Gates or Casey 
were deliberately withholding information relating to the iran 
amrs sales? 

ANSWER: 

I have no knowledge whatsoever and no indication that either 
Mr. Casey or Mr. Gates were at the time deliberately withholding 
information relating to the Iran arms sales. To the contrary, I 
believe that both were troubled by White House initiative and by 
the fact that the Agency was in a support role and uninformed 
about some aspects of the operation. I believe both sincerely 
attempted to prepare a factually correct statement for the 
Director to give to the Congress. They both recognized, however, 
that the statement was not the final word and that more 
information would become available as Agency officers continued 
their efforts to assemble a basic chronology of what had occurred 
over the past fifteen months. 
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OUESTION: You have testified that in mid-August, 1986 Mr. 
l' ifar had an impassioned phone conversation with you in 

Ghorban d e g c r i b e d n i s financial arrangements, including the sum 
tfh he had been charged for the HAWK spare parts. Did you feel 
that Ghorbanifar was being truthful in these statements? If so, 
oîTÏhat basis? 

ANSWER: 

.. t h e time I believed that Mr. Ghorbanifar was generally 
,,ina the truth about the cost of the Hawk missile spare parts. 

te i ?houah he was not noted for his veracity, Mr. Ghorbanifar 
verv precise in providing details on the costs that he was 

ï!a?na charged for the parts by American intermediaries; he was 
aiiv Drecise in providing data on the commission that he was 

"Sraino the Iranian Government. The data he provided were 
nerally consistent with intelligence information that I was 

\JT\na on the financial arrangements involving the shipment of 
Hawk spare parts. ̂ • • • • • ^ m o r e o v e r , in the Iranian Prime 
Minister's Office had made it clear to Mr. Ghorbonifar that he 
had a reasonably good understanding of the cost of these spare 
arts After years of buying weapon systems abroad, the Iran^ns 
Lew how to procure arms and what to pay for them. Moreover, |> 
^^••Lclaimed that he had a microfiche containing the specific 
^ostsof the individual missile parts, a f a c ^ r t h a ^ found 
rather convincing. (To prove his point,flH Bitter sent 
the microfiche to Mr. Ghorbanifar, who in turn transmitted it to 
the US parties involved; it was genuine.) 

Mr. Nir, in telephone calls in August 1986, strongly 
reinforced Mr. Ghorbanifar's statements on the pricing. He 
stated that he could not understand why the costs were so 
extraordinarily high. Lt. Col. North's instructions to convey to 
Mr. Ghorbanifar and Mr. Nir stories that the costs were high 
because production lines had to be restarted, that spare parts 
had to be repurchased from countries which had acquired the Hawk 
air defense system, etc., seemed implausible; these obviously 
fabricated stories further raised suspicions in my mind that the 
pricing problem might rest with the US parties involved rather 
than the Iranian middleman or Iranians in Tehran. 

2. QUESTION: Did Aviram Nir back up Mr. Ghorbanifar's 
statements regarding the amount the latter was being charged by 
Mr. Secord? 

ANSWER: 

Mr. Nir backed Mr. Ghorbanifar strongly on the pricing of the 
Hawk spare parts, initially over the telephone and later directly 
with me when he was in Washington in early September 1986. Just 
before he left Washington to return to Israel, he asked to meet 
with me and went over the pricing impasse in detail. He ^ssertea 
that Mr. Ghorbanifar had not made any "real profits" and that w e 
latter was under pressure from Tehran to explain the high cost or 
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the spare parts. Mr. Nir further claimed that the commission 
charged by Mr. Ghorbanifar was reasonable—certainly no more 
60 percent. He consistently backed Mr. Ghorbanifar*s stateme * 
on the financing arrangements, which further reinforced growi 
suspicions on my part that the pricing problem rested primarii^ 
with the US side—not with the Iranians. ^ 

3. QUESTION: When you briefed Bob Gates on 1 October, 1986 
did you explain to him the discrepancy between what the HAWK 
spare parts cost the US Government and what Mr. Ghorbanifar was 
charged? 

ANSWER: 

I briefly discussed the pricing discrepancy and Mr. 
Ghorbanifar*s claims of "a 500-600 percent markup" on the parts 
by the US intermediaries. I did not go over these data in any 
detail. But I believe that I conveyed to Mr. Gates the 
discrepancy, and I believe Mr. Gates understood there was a 
pricing impasse that could not be readily explained. 

4. QUESTION: When you briefed Director Casey on 7 October, 
1986, with Bob Gates present, did you explain to him the 
discrepancy between what the HAWK spare parts cost the US 
Government and what Mr. Ghorbanifar was charged? 

ANSWER: 

I also described to Mr. Casey the pricing impasse, the 
discrepancy between what the Iranians and Mr. Ghorbanifar thought 
was a reasonable price and what US intermediaries evidently were 
charging for the parts. I told Mr. Casey that this was one of 
several factors that had lead me to conclude that profits 
obtained from the arms sales were going to the Contras, although 
I lacked direct proof. At this meeting, Mr. Gates shared my 
concern about a possible diversion and indicated that the issue 
needed to be pursued. I then agreed—at Mr. Casey's request—to 
put my concerns in writing. 

5. QUESTION: You have testified that on 7 September 1986, 
Lt. Col. North spoke to you of the possible need to use his 
"reserve" to bail Mr. Ghorbanifar out of his financial 
difficulties. Did you include that reference in either your 1 
October briefing of Mr. Gates or your 7 October briefing of Mr. 
Casey? 

ANSWER: 

I recall mentioning orally to both Mr. Casey and Mr. Gates the 
comment of Lt. Col. North that he might have to use "the reserve" 
in order to placate Mr. Ghorbanifar. I believe I mentioned Lt. 
Col. North's statement at both the 1 October and 7 October 
meetings. 
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QUESTION: Mr. Gates has testified that he viewed your 
T-ns over a possible diversion of Iran arms sales proceeds as 

concern^ „speculation#« Did y o u view it in this way, or as 
"Sething with more solid grounding? 

ANSWER: 

believed by mid-August 1986 that proceeds from the Iranian 
sales probably were going to the Contras. I lacked solid 

arlvLnce--the kind of evidence one would wish to have before 
!*î~etlv confronting White House officials. I had formed an 

lvtic judgment—based on a number of indicators—that a 
diversion was occurring. The indicators were: 

The pricing impasse that had suddenly developed in July 
1986 and intelligence indicating that Iranian officials in 
Tehran were complaining that the costs being asked by Mr. 
Ghorbanifar were "five to six times" what had been 
anticipated. 

- intelligence suggesting that Mr. Ghorbanifar was 
complaining bitterly about the prices charged him by 
American intermediaries acting at the direction of the 
White House. 

— The impassioned call from Mr. Ghorbanifar is mid-August in 
which he provided specific cost data that seemed 
reasonable. 

— The calls from and the direct conversation with Mr. Nir 
which reinforced Mr. Ghorbanifar's claims that he was being 
greatly overcharged for the spare parts by the American 
intermediaries. 

— The establishment of the second channel to Tehran which was 
totally controlled by Mr. Hakim and Major General Secord, 
both of whom were known to be deeply involved in "private 
support" to the Contras in Central America. 

— Lt. Col. North's reference on 9 September 1986 £o?4?win9 
Vice Admiral Poindexter's formal approval of establishment 
of the second channel that he would take funds (up to S4 M) 
from "the reserve" if necessary to placate Mr. Ghorbanifar. 
The reference to such a large reserve «^«sted that » 
substantial profit had been accrued as a consequence of the 
arms sales to Iran. 

— The conversations with Mr. Furmark of 16 and "October and 
6 November in which allegations were made of a diversion of 
proceeds from the arms sales to the Contras. 

I believed, in the aggregate, there were reasonab£• *romjd^to 
make an analytic judgment that a diversion of * ^ « J**2 ïïcïSi 
I take no offense in Mr. Gates calling this "speculation because 
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I did not have the kind of evidence to take to court, and I 
believe he was correct in taking a reserved position on the basi 
of what I presented. I had some evidence of a diversion and S 

leads that needed to be pursued; both Mr. Casey and Mr. Gates 
encouraged me to pursue them. 

7. Question: When you briefed Mr. Gates on 1 October 1986 
and Director Casey and Mr. Gates on 7 October, did either of ' 
these officials direct you to try to find out more facts? or was 
the direction to brief the Director, and then to prepare a 
written memo, all that you received? 

Answer: 

Mr. Gates on 1 October asked that I brief the Director 
immediately; he also directed that I try to obtain more facts. 
Mr. Casey on 7 October asked that I put my concerns in writing. 
Both Mr. Casey and Mr. Gates requested that I continue to pursue 
the matter and keep them informed. Mr. Casey directed that I 
meet with Mr. Furmark on 16 October, which I did. I told Mr. 
Casey that I needed more time to talk in-depth with Mr. Furmark; 
Mr. Casey asked that I go to New York to accomplish this. My 
meeting with Mr. Furmark on 6 November was at his (Mr. Furmark's) 
request. Following the three meetings with Mr. Furmark, I 
received no further guidance that I can recall from either Mr. 
Gates or Mr. Casey. 

8. Question: How frequently did you brief Mr. Gates on the 
progress and problems of the Iran arms sales program? How 
frequently did you brief Mr. Kerr? 

Answer: 

After Mr. Gates became aware of the White House-directed 
Iranian initiative (at the end of 1985 or early 1986), I 
periodically briefed him on the progress of the effort. At this 
time, he was Deputy Director of Intelligence and Chairman of the 
National Intelligence Council. I continued to brief him on the 
project when he became Deputy Director of Central Intelligence in 
the spring of 1986. These briefings were infrequent; I do not 
have a precise number. I also briefed Mr. Kerr—again 
infrequently—although he was greatly interested in the 
McFarlane-led trip to Tehran in May 1986 and asked to be briefed 
a number of times as this operation was being planned and 
executed. 

Once problems with the arms sales surfaced in the summer of 
1986, I briefed Mr. Gates and Mr. Kerr a few times, not only on 
the pricing problem, but also on the White House's success in 
obtaining the release of American hostage David Jacobsen in 
October 1986. I cannot recall the number of times I briefed 
them, but the meetings numbered only a handful at most. 

UNCLASSIFIED 
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Attached herewith are my responses to SSCI questions 

notarized at the request of the SSCI. 

r ) 
Date Ridhard J. Kert 

COMMONWEALTH OF VIRGINIA ) 
) ss. 

COUNTY OF FAIRFAX ) 

Subscribed and sworn to before me this fifth day of 
July 1991. 

Notary Public/ 

My commission expires: ?< /-.'•. ' ' 
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pnCT'S RESPONSES TO SSCI QUESTIONS 

QLIESXIÛH: 

Charles Allen has t e s t i f i e d tha t sometime in August, 1986, 
he discussed with you his concerns regarding the Iran 
operation, including his fears tha t funds may have been 
used to fund the con t ras . What s p e c i f i c a l l y do you r eca l l 
in terms of what he to ld you? 

èfi£W£E: 

In late summer of 1986 Charles Allen came to me and said 
U s. arms were being sold to Iran. He described this 
activity in general terms and indicated that there was 
reason to believe that these weapons were being sold at 
inflated prices. At the end of the discussion, Mr. Allen 
speculated that the extra money might be going to the 
Contras. He offered no evidence for this, merely giving it 
as personal speculation. 

UNCLASSIFIED 
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QUESTION: 

2. What did you do with respect to the information he provn 
you? Did you request any additional briefings or d 

information from Mr. Allen or others with regard to the 
concerns or issues raised by Mr. Allen subsequent to y0 
meeting with Mr. Allen in August of 1986? Ur 

3. You previously testified that you had discussed Allen's 
concerns with Robert M. Gates. When did this occur? wh 
do you recall telling him? What do you recall he did with 
this information? 

ANSWER 

Although we had seen no evidence to support Allen's 
speculation that money from the Iran arms sales was beinq 
used to support the Contras, I thought the issue should be 
mentioned to the DDCI (Robert Gates). I also suggested to 
Mr. Allen that he keep Mr. Gates informed. I subsequently 
went to the DDCI and mentioned Mr. Allen's speculation 
about the use of money from the arms sales to fund the 
Contras. I believe that my conversation with Mr. Gates was 
either the same day as my conversation with Mr. Allen or 
the following day. It is also useful to note that I 
regularly had conversations with the DDCI and that I 
believe other subjects were discussed with the DDCI at this 
same session. Also, this was not a formal appointment with 
a formal subject specified; I merely walked into his office 
and mentioned this to him together with some other items. 
I have no information on what Mr. Gates "did with this 
information." I believe I talked to Mr. Allen again 
regarding Ghorbanifar and the arms, but the subject of 
overcharging and the use of "extra" funds was not further 
discussed. 

UNCLASSIFIED 
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n- you recall discussing this subsequently at any time with 
4" M Gates prior to November 25, 1986? If so, please 

explain. 

u0 This subject was not discussed again with Mr. Gates. 

UNCLASSIFIED 
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QUESTION: 

5. Subsequent to your meeting with Mr. Allen in August, did 
any additional information come to your attention regard 
a possible diversion of funds from the Iran operation pr*"9 

to November 25, 1986? If so, please explain. 

ANSWER 

I received no further information from Mr. Allen or other 
sources regarding the diversion of funds prior to November 
25. 

UNCLASSIFIED 
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Central Intelligence Agencv 

toAMr L>C -1i5(!5 

5 July 1991 

To Whom I t May Concern: 

Attached herewith are my responses t o SSCI q u e s t i o n s , 
notarized at the request of the SSCI. 

m 41*6, 
L. Helgerson J 

Deputy Director for Intelligence 

fl July '1991 

Attachment 

COMMONWEALTH OF V I R G I N I A ) 
) s s . 

COUNTY OF FAIRFAX ) 

Subscribed and sworn t o before me t h i s f i f t h day of 
July 1991. 

My commission e x p i r e s : 7 / J><--̂  j / Z % 
Notary Publ i cy 
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Answers to SSCI Questions 
for Mr. John L. Holgorson 

QUESTION: 

In response to a question posed to Mr. Allen, he 
advised the Committee that you were present during his 
meeting with Mr. Kerr in late August, 1986, when Allen 
raised his concerns with Kerr with respect to the Iran 
operation, to include the possibility that money may have 
been used to support the contras. 

What do you recall about this discussion? 

ANSWER: 

I was present on one occasion in Mr. Kerr's office when 
Mr. Allen discussed Iran with Mr. Kerr. I cannot confirm 
the date of the meeting. I remember Mr. Allen saying that 
he had reason to suspect funds from Iran may have been 
diverted to the contras. My recollection is that Mr. Allen 
indicated that the NSC Staff was somehow involved in the 
suspected diversion. 

UNCLASSIFIED 
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What actions, if any, did you take as a result of this 
discussion? 

After Mr. Allen had departed, I told Mr. Kerr something 
the effect that this diversion, if in fact it was taking 

t° was the dumbest thing I had ever heard of. I said 
h t we should be sure Mr. Casey was aware of this. Mr. 
Kerr agreed on both counts. 

UNCLASSIFIED 
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i, if any, do you recall Mr. Kerr takinq a< 
a result of this meeting? Specifically, were you aware th 
he had raised this matter with Mr. Gates? 

ANSWER: 

Several days after the meeting with Mr. Kerr and 
Mr. Allen, I asked Mr. Kerr if he had raised the subject of 
the possible diversion with Mr. Casey. Mr. Kerr said that 
he had not, but that he had mentioned it to Mr. Gates. 

What actions 

UNCLASSIFIED 
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prior to November 25, 1986, did you receive additional 
ation concerning a possible diversion of funds from 

Iran arms sales to the contras? If so, please explain. 

AHSWB*! 

Ko i did not r e c e i v e addi t iona l information pr ior t o 
Hovember 25, 1986. 

• 

. 

UNCLASSIFIED 
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Answers to Questions for Mr. Twettpn 

1. A CJA MFR dated 3 October 1986 and initialed by 
Robert M. Gates reflects that Gates met with Admiral Poinde 
on 2 October, the day after Charles Allen had advised Gates*̂  
his concerns regarding the Iran operation. It states: "The°E 

was discussion of a special Iranian project. Have Tom Twettp6 

and Charlie Allen call me." 

a. Did you call Gates? If so, what was discussed? 

Answer: I do not believe I called Gates. I have no 
recollection of a phone call to or from Gates. 

b. What had prompted Gates to ask you and Allen to call 
him? 

Answer: I do not know. 

2. You have testified that you saw a copy of an Allen mène 
on problems with the Iran initiative before you left on a trie 
abroad with Gates on 16 October 1986. 

a. Was it the 14 October Allen memo (See Iran-Contra 
deposition. Vol. 1, Allen exhibit 76)? 

Answer: I have testified previously that I saw several 
different Allen memos. After reviewing this matter further,! 
now believe the memo I examined before my trip had to have bee: 
the 14 October memo. 

b. How did you come to see a copy of Allen's memo? 

Answer: I think either George Cave or Fred Lundahl gave i 
to me. 

c. Before 25 November, do you recall any conversation wit 
Allen about the possible diversion or any of the other matter: 
that Allen discussed in his 14 October memo? If so, what was 
discussed? 

Answer: A rev-iew of my previous testimony indicates I 
talked with Allen about one of his memos, and I believe that : 
was the 7 November memo. I do not remember anything about the 
conversation other than what is in my testimony. 

d. Before 25 November, do you recall any conversation «i-
George Cave about the possible diversion or any of the other 
matters that Allen discussed in his 14 October memo? In 
particular, Cave testified that a meeting that he and Allen 

UNCLASSIFIED 
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inessman Roy Furmark on 22 October convinced him that 

with bUust have been a diversion. <IC Dep., Vol. 3, pp. 
there m ^ Cave discuss that meeting or his views on the 
936-939; w j t n you before 25 November? If so, what was 
^version 
discussed? 

wer: Yes, I'm sure Cave and I discussed the contents of 
^October memo. I do not recall any of that 

the i ti o n. i am also reasonably confident that Cave and I 
convers c u s s e d h i s views on the possible diversion before 25 
als0 wlr but I am no longer capable of any precision on the 
Stance or date of the conversation. 

Do you recall discussing these matters with Gates on 
/trip abroad? If so, what was discussed? 

Answer: Yes, but I do not recall the specifics of the 
conversation. 

3 You have testified that some time after returning from 
trip abroad with Mr. Gates on 30 October and before a 13 

November meeting you had with North, Director Casey gave you a 
roov of a memo Allen had written on his meeting with Furmark 
and the diversion. You said you considered it "dynamite." 

a Was it the 7 November memo on Allen's meeting with 
Furmark on 6 November (IC Dep., Vol.1, Allen exhibit 84)? 

Answer: Yes. 

b. If not, was it the undated memo from Casey to Poindexter 
based on the 22 October meeting (IC Dep., Vol. 1, Allen exhibit 
82)? 

Answer: No. 

4. You have testified that you discussed this memo with 
Casey and with Clair George's assistant, Jeff O'Connell. You 
stated, "It would be very unusual if the Director would not 
consult with and share that with Mr. Gates, his deputy." 

a. Do you know whether Clair George ever received this memo 
or learned of its contents before 25 November? 

Answer: I assume you are referring to the 7 November memo 
that I received from Casey. I have previously testified that I 
gave the memo to Jeff O'Connell to give to Clair George. I do 
not recall confirming whether Mr. George ever received this 
memo. 

b. Do you know whether Gates ever received this memo or 
learned of its contents before 25 November? 

Answer: I do not know whether Gates ever received this 
memo. 

-2-
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5. General Counsel Doherty has testified that, in earlv 

November, 1986, some time after November 6 when CIA had fin 
obtained a copy of the January 17, 1986 Finding, Doherty met • 
Gates' office with Gates, Clair George, and you to discuss th1" 
Agency's involvement in the Iran operation. 

a. What was the purpose of this meeting? 

Answer: I cannot recall this meeting. 

b. What do you recall about the discussion at that meetin ? 
In particular, do you recall whether the speculation concernin 
a possible diversion was discussed? Were any of the Allen 9 

memos recounting his meetings with Furmark, or any of its 
contents, discussed at this meeting? 

Answer: See answer above. 

c. In particular, Allen's 7 November 1986 memo reported 
Furmark's discussion of details of the diversion. Furmark 
explained that certain "Canadian investors" intended to sue 
"Khashoggi and the offshore company Lakeside, the firm into 
which they paid the $11 million to cover the cost of Hawk 
missile parts," and that "they intended to implicate in the 
litigation directly senior levels of the US Government." (ic 
Dep., Vol. 1, Allen Exhibit 84) Do you recall whether there 
was any discussion at the meeting with Gates and Doherty 
whether "senior levels of the US Government" might be 
implicated in a possible lawsuit? 

Answer: See answer above. 

6. When you testified to the SSCI preliminary inguiry in 
December 1986, you were informed that Director Casey's 
testimony of 21 November did not contain any reference to the 
contra allegation from the Furmark memo. You responded, "I'm 
surprised it wasn't there." Why were you surprised that 
Casey's testimony did not refer to the Contra allegation from 
the Furmark memo? Had there been a reference to it in earlier 
drafts? Did you have some reason to believe that the statement 
would contain such a reference? 

Answer: The Furmark memo was an important revelation, 
which I believed to be key to our understanding of the 
diversion. I don't remember my reaction to the diversion not 
being in the draft testimony, and still remain surprised that 
it wasn't. I know of no reference to it in the earlier draft. 

7. Director Casey's testimony of November 21, 1986 also 
failed to mention the "mini-Finding" of December 5, 1985, which 
retroactively authorized CIA's assistance to the November, 1985 
shipment of HAWK missiles. 

a. Do you recall any discussion in the course of the 
-3-
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ration of Director Casey's testimony about whether to 

?re?ude mention of the December 5, 1985 Finding? if So, please 

explain-. 

Answer: No,~î do not recall any discussion about whether 
•„i„de mention of the December 5, 1985 Finding. 

to inciuut 

The existence of this finding was known to several 
' at ciA involved in the preparation of the testimony but 

PerSrtheless was not included in the Casey statement. Can you 
neV^ anv liqht on why this information was not mentioned in the 
shed any ? 
Casey statement? 

Answer: I did not know of the "mini-Finding" at the time, 
annot shed any light on the lack of mention of it in Casey's 

statement. 

I declare under penalty of perjury that the foregoing 
answers are true and correct. 

/a &&& -e?v<^ 
Thomas A. Twet t en 

D a t e d : .. "* '• . _ . . . . 

- 4 -
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Chairman BOREN. Senator Rudman. 
Senator RUDMAN. Mr. Chairman, in the interest of full disci 

sure, I wanted to point out to the Committee, to those who did ' 
know it, that Thomas Polgar, Jr., is one of the most valued rnern1 

bers of my staff, and has been with me since I got here, and is r? 
Legislative Director. It is through him that I realized what a valu 
ble resource the Committee could have in Thomas Polgar, Sr. aiul 
it was at my instigation that Arthur Liman interviewed' M 
Polgar. He made an invaluable contribution to our Iran-ConJ 
Committee. So I have enormous respect for him. 

Today, of course, I stand in disagreement with him and we've 
talked about it. I am not going to ask him any probing questions 
because, frankly, it's difficult. We have a very strong relationship 
and I have great respect for him. 

But I want to just go to one part of what you said today which 
struck me. 

You said in response to a question that Senator Cohen placed 
before you that what you were testifying to as to factual matters 
were supported by the record. And I would agree with that, be
cause you are very familiar with the record as one who worked 
with it for a year and a half. 

You also said that, like in all things, there are witnesses who 
would look at the same facts, expert witnesses, and draw different 
conclusions. 

Mr. POLGAR. Yes, sir. I said that. 
Senator RUDMAN. Would you agree with me that in looking at 

these same facts, a reasonable person could draw a conclusion quite 
different from yours; that is, reach a conclusion that Mr. Gates was 
guilty of some nonfeasance, but, on whole, had a record for which 
he was qualified, looking at the same facts? 

Mr. POLGAR. Well, sir. The expert witnesses on opposing sides 
don't necessarily respect each other's opinions. 

[General laughter.] 
Senator RUDMAN. YOU didn't answer my question, Mr. Polgar. 

Would you give me at least that, Mr. Polgar? 
Mr. POLGAR. I mean, you are certainly right in what you are 

saying. Of course. 
Senator RUDMAN. Because you are presenting strong opinions 

based on facts, not based on first-hand knowledge, but based on 
analysis, as you can best do it. 

Mr. POLGAR. That is correct, like—yes, sir. 
Senator RUDMAN. Thank you very, very much. 
Chairman BOREN. Senator Hollings. 
Senator HOLLINGS. Right quickly, Mr. Polgar, you've got to be a 

fine man. I worked with your son, Tom, and Senator Rudman on 
Gramm-Rudman-Hollings. He's an outstanding public servant. I, 
too, of course, investigated the CIA back in 1954 and 1955, with 
Allen Dulles, and General Cabell and Bob Amory and Dick Helms 
were my seeing eye dogs as we worked through it. But, in essence, 
you're not a witness. You're not testifying to anything in your 
direct knowledge. You'd be an analyzer. 

I'd just as soon take the stand and from my experience in read
ing and having been on this Committee and hearing it, and watch
ing the Iran-Contra, and being in the debate, and now having to 
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liS!Sn because I don't know anything of my own 
^Yu have no direct knowledge on anything about Bob Gates, as 

lU've testified to. 
Mr POLGAR. That is right. 
Senator HOLLINGS. You've only made opinions from the analysis. 
Mr POLGAR. That is right, Senator Hollings. And I'd like to point 
t that I didn't volunteer or offer myself as -

ÏÏcause the Committee called me. 
Qpnator HOLLINGS. I see. Well, I understand. 

n it vou know, ad nauseam, I'd be just like you, an opinion 
listen w * 

son 
ou » 

«n've testified to. 
y Mr POLGAR. That is right. 

Senator HOLLINGS. You've only made opinions from the analysis 
Mr POLGAR. That is right, Senator Hollings. And I'd like to poinl 
t that I didn't volunteer or offer myself as a witness. I am here 

ec 
Senator 
Thank you very much. 
Senator MURKOWSKI. May I ask for the record, Mr. Chairman, 

who called him, if I may? 
Chairman BOREN. The Chair requested, through the staff, that 

Mr Polgar testify. We had received requests from several Commit
tee Members that Mr. Polgar testify, and the Chair extended that 
invitation. 

Senator MURKOWSKI. Thank you. 
Senator METZENBAUM. What time do we start? 
Chairman BOREN. Let me say again, Mr. Polgar, that we thank 

you. We have not always had an opportunity to express apprecia
tion to those in the intelligence community who have made a great 
contribution to their country. But allow us to do that to you public
ly tonight, to thank you for your service to your country, and, in 
thanking you, in that way to thank others who have served with 
you as your colleagues in the Agency during this period of time. 

Mr. POLGAR. Thank you very much, Mr. Chairman. 
Chairman BOREN. We will begin in the morning at 9:30, by 

mutual agreement and request from various Members. We will 
complete by 12 o'clock tomorrow. It's my intention that we would 
have probably only one witness tomorrow, and that would be Mr. 
Inman. And then we will resume the following Tuesday morning at 
9 o'clock with Mr. Allen and Mr.. Kerr. 

We stand in recess. 
[Thereupon, at 9:34 p.m., the Committee stood in recess.] 





NOMINATION OF ROBERT M. GATES TO BE 
DIRECTOR OF CENTRAL INTELLIGENCE 

FRIDAY, SEPTEMBER 20, 1991 

U.S. SENATE, 
SELECT COMMITTEE ON INTELLIGENCE, 

Washington, DC. 
The Select Committee met, pursuant to notice, at 9:45 a.m., in 

room SH-216, Hart Senate Office Building, the Honorable David L. 
Boren Chairman of the Committee presiding. 

Present: Senators Bôren, Nunn, Bradley, Cranston, DeConcini, 
Metzenbaum, Glenn, Murkowski, Warner, Danforth, Rudman, 
Gorton, Chafee and Cohen. 

Also Present: George Tenet, Staff Director; John Moseman, Mi
nority Staff Director; Britt Snider, Chief Counsel; and Kathleen 
McGhee, Chief Clerk. 

Chairman BOREN. We will come to order. I appreciate our wit
ness altering his schedule because he was due to testify last night, 
but he had to stay over and be with us this morning. Admiral 
Inman will be our only witness today, and we will recess by ap
proximately noon. Then we will begin next Tuesday morning at 
9:30 with Mr. Allen and with Mr. Kerr in open session. The closed 
meetings will then be held on Wednesday. These are the classified 
matters I have been mentioning, some of which we have touched 
on in an introductory way in the open session. We'll follow up very 
thoroughly in our closed sessions. We may also have the nominee 
back at the end of that process in closed session on Wednesday. I 
am hopeful that we would have the nominee back as our final wit
ness in open session next Thursday. So that at least is the tentative 
schedule. 

Our next witness hardly needs an introduction to this Commit
tee. Admiral Bobby Inman can certainly be called a senior states
man of the Intelligence Community. Formerly the Director of 
Naval Intelligence and Director of the National Security Agency, 
Admiral Inman also served as Mr. Casey's Deputy during the first 
two years of Casey's tenure as DCI. It was principally Admiral 
Inman who first snowed that the Congressional oversight process 
could work, who sought to make the fledgling Committees partners 
rather than adversaries, and the Intelligence Committees of the 
Congress will be forever in his debt for his leadership in that early 
and formulative period of the oversight process. 

Although he retired from active service in 1982, he's hardly been 
removed from the scene. He has continued to remain deeply in
volved in intelligence. And this Committee has called upon him re-

(923) 
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peatedly for advice as have successive Presidents of the Un't 
States. Currently, Admiral Inman is taking a leading role 
member of the President's Foreign Intelligence Advisory Bô ,? 
When Admiral Inman was Mr. Casey's Deputy, Mr. Gates 
brought in to head the executive staff which served both Casey ^A 
Admiral Inman. So he is in a position, because of his knowled^ 
and familiarity with both Mr. Casey and Mr. Gates, to provide 
assessment of the nominees fitness for the position to which h^ 
been nominated. es 

Admiral Inman, we welcome you once again. It is customa 
during a confirmation proceeding that we swear all witnesses sol 
would ask that you stand and be sworn at this time. 

Do you, Bobby R. Inman, solemnly swear that the testimony you 
are about to give is the truth, the whole truth and nothing but the 
truth so help you God? 

Admiral INMAN. I do. 
Chairman BOREN. Thank you very much. Again, I welcome you 

and we would be happy to receive any opening remarks that you 
would like to make at this time. 

TESTIMONY OF ADM. BOBBY R. INMAN, USN [RET.] 
Admiral INMAN. Thank you, Mr. Chairman. As I have done in 

my various appearances since I retired, I do not have a formal wit
ness statement to submit, but with your permission I will make 
some informal remarks. 

Chairman BOREN. That would be fine. 
Admiral INMAN. Let me first deal briefly with my own personal 

background experience because it's pertinent to actions which took 
place. I had the incredible good fortune of being selected for a first 
star at twenty-two years of government service, and assigned di
rectly as the Director of Naval Intelligence. A major factor of that 
was support from both Secretaries of the Navy and Undersecretar
ies and service chiefs. There were those who looked on it as fast 
tracking a favorite son, but it was a process that gave me the op
portunity to perform in senior management jobs. I would be candid 
to say I would not be interested in great public scrutiny of how 
well I managed those first two years as Director of Naval Intelli
gence—particularly on the human relations side—because I had to 
learn on the job managing a lot of people and it was not a job that 
I'd had before. 

Those two years were the years of the Church and Pike Commit
tee. And out of that I saw the damage that had been done to the 
Intelligence Community and the critical need to try to provide 
some mechanism that would be a successful surrogate to the fourth 
estate's normal coverage of government activity. I remain unre
pentant about my view that the Select Committees were the 
answer, and that you had to work closely with them in that proc
ess. 

There were a number of times over the eight and a half years 
that followed when I had concerns about leaks, of misuse of infor
mation, and I had no concern about coming to the Chairman and 
the Vice Chairman of Committees on both Committees, and I 
always got response when there were problems. So I believe that 
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though it's had its fits and starts, and I would note that the 
eveD tive branch, whichever party is in power, tends to be uncom-
l&^hle ^ t h the relationships which develop—information is 

P°Jfe5'l think one of the critical issues for me as you consider the 
nee is what is the likely relationship that he will produce with 

^Committee ^ ^e j s confirmed as the DCL That is pertinent to 
•^ es of what did he know, when did he know, did he ask. I think 
*vfU ŝ a much more pertinent response where he did have respon-
•h'Utv And that's the five and a half months that Mr. Gates was 
h Acting DCI. I have no direct knowledge of that period. But I 

uld note, Mr. Chairman, that you and Senator Cohen, who was 
3h°n the Vice Chairman, and in the House, Congressman Stokes 

d Congressman Hyde, have firsthand knowledge of how he con
ducted himself as the Acting DCL I would hope, ultimately, that 
ets cranked into the discussion on whether one can expect going 

forward sustaining the oversight process in a way that gives all of 
us comfort that we are not likely to see repetitions of events like 

r()ut of that time with the Church and Pike Committee, I got pro
moted from one star to three stars in 1976. It was essentially a po
litical selection, one in which the Secretary and Deputy Secretary 
of Defense played key roles. There were those again in the service, 
and some of my peers who again raised questions about political 
appointments. My response back is, in most senior management 
jobs in the Executive branch the opportunity to perform usually 
comes from having been spotted, assessed, as someone who has 
competence. I dwell on this because I was not a candidate to be the 
Deputy Director of Central Intelligence. That's reasonably well on 
the record. President Reagan is my source of detailed knowledge of 
what went on in the period of time before I became the nominee. 
He had committed to Mr. Casey, when Mr. Casey joined the cam
paign, that if they were successful he could be the DCI, or as Mr. 
Reagan, as President Reagan told me, he said, if I can't be the Sec
retary of State, I'd like to be the DCI. And the night after the elec
tion, he asked him are you ready to take the job as DCI. And his 
response was, well, if I can't be Secretary of State, that's what I 
want to do. 

But Senator Goldwater—and speaking for other Members then 
serving on the Select Committee had made a strong push to Presi
dent Reagan that he should select some guy named Inman to be 
the DCI. The President told him he'd already made a commitment 
so they came up with the idea of putting together a team. When I 
was approached, I declined. I had planned to retire in the Summer 
of '81 when I finished my thirty years of service. The Secretary of 
Defense had offered me a senior position in the Department of De
fense, in a retired status, which I had also declined. The day after 
the election the President called and went through all of this rou
tine and then said now, "Admiral, speaking as your Commander-in-
Chief, I need you and I want you to take the job," and thus I 
became the nominee which this Committee graciously confirmed. 

As I moved through those jobs, I became increasingly sensitive to 
a responsibility. I couldn't do anything for those people who had 
accelerated my own career and given me opportunities. But I 
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became persuaded that there was a major responsibility to t 
spot talent and move it along fast to provide leadership for th î*0 

telligence Community. I take some pride in looking at the le H 
ship now of the Intelligence Community for the opportunity Tfc 
in advancing the careers of a great many of those who are now t? 
heads of agencies or hopefully, soon after confirmation will be 

When I came to CIA for the first day, at the end of January's 
and looked at the chaos in the offices—Frank Carlucci had aire I 

; to Defense to be the Deputy Secretary—I decided that •y 

'e 
ie 

compounded by Mr. Casey, "havi£ 
told me very directly that he did not want to be the tradition 1 

gone to Jjetense to De tne ueputy secretary—1 decided that 
needed someone very bright, knowledgeable and capable to cô 6 

and organize the two offices and to get them to work together T 
herently. That was even more ** 

DCI. He wasn't going to be Mr. Outside. He didn't want to do th 
budgets, didn't want to do the hearings with the Hill, didn't want 
to do the bulk of the Community relationships. He did want to be 
the President's Intelligence Officer, and he was going to run the 
clandestine service of the CIA. He thought that he probably would 
also end up running the Directorate of Intelligence as well. Hadn't 
quite made up his mind. That he did not intend to—he wasn't that 
interested in Administration or Science and Technology so those 
would be the role of the Deputy—and dealing with all of the out
side activities—all of the responsibilities for resource allocation 
and all of those of dealing with the Hill except for covert oper
ations, which he would keep and deal with himself. 

That made me even more sensitive to trying to have some coordi
nated look at both offices. I wasn't sure, since I had been imposed 
on him as a Deputy that my direct recommendation would carry 
weight, so I went to John Bross, who was running the transition 
effort, (a wonderful career servant at CIA who also had worked 
with Director Casey in OSS days) and persuaded John that we 
ought to pull Bob Gates up to run the office. Gates had just finally 
gone back to the analytical job that he wanted. And Mr. Casey had 
never met him. Now, it turned out that he had actually been ex
posed to him; Gates had been part of a briefing team during the 
transition, but it hadn't registered. So I can, with great confidence, 
tell you for a lot of press speculation of things about involvement 
in October Surprise, et al., Mr. Casey didn't even know who Bob 
Gates was in that time frame. 

Chairman BOREN. NOW, refresh my memory about Mr. Gates 
prior to coming back to the analytical job you said he wanted. I 
assume that would have been in Soviet affairs? 

Admiral INMAN. He had been in Soviet affairs repeatedly 
through his career but as I know you know from having looked at 
it, he had been pulled out of it repeatedly to be used first in staff 
jobs at the NSC and then at executive assistant responsibilities for 
Dr. Brzezinski and then for Admiral Turner as the DCI. 

Chairman BOREN. So he had been over at the Carter White 
House with Dr. Brzezinski and then pulled back 

Admiral INMAN. He came back to be an analyst and barely got 
back into the job when Admiral Turner pulled him up to be his Ex
ecutive Assistant. 
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rame in and did a terrific job of helping get control of paper-
i nA oaper flow. And that through the years was one of his 

!ftSenV. 
^A we'rnoved on over the year that followed, there was increas-

ncern about the depth of competence in the Directorate of In-
inj>.c0 c e John McMahon had been moved there from being the 

tv Director of Operations, where he had served for 4 years, 
^hb lv because Mr. Casey wanted to run that, and John was not 

to easily go around in that process. So he moved to the Direc-
°nete of Intelligence and John McMahon was given the job of 
Sinking through a reorganization. 

When it came time to move from a concept of an organization to 
Icute it, I had a different agenda. I wanted to get John McMa-

h n in the' job as Executive Director as a prospective relief to me. I 
ctually served only 18 months, Mr. Chairman, if I 
nAoei correction, and that had been my commitment to President 

mod*»* w j „ i o ^ ™ , 4 . U „ * „ O ,„>„..*, TJ„+ V,r,,™„,r ,'~ ™1„A 

ally served only 18 months, Mr. Chairman, if I may make a 
est correction, and that had been my commitment to President 

S a n , that I would do 18 months to 2 years. But having in mind 
keeping it to the 18 months, I wanted to get John in the position to 
clearly be groomed as my successor 

We then got into a very extensive discussion about who should 
be the Deputy Director for Intelligence. I had—I even made my 
pitch that in looking at the career people that I saw inside, Bob 
Gates was the one individual that I thought had the capacity al
ready demonstrated, to grow to be a professional Director of Cen
tral Intelligence. Bill Casey and I had a lot of dialogue about the 
desirability, ultimately if one could do it, of having a professional 
again as the DCI. And he did that partly because he had great re
spect for Dick Helms and remembered his time in the process. And 
we had looked at all of the intervening period when there had not 
been a prospect for a career CIA employee to be considered as the 
Director. 

My proposal to accelerate that process was to make Gates the 
Assistant Deputy Director for Intelligence in the new structure. 
Even though he had not yet had a management job running any 
significant operation. We debated a week over prospective candi
dates to be the DDI 

Senator CHAFEE. When you—Admiral, when you say we debated 
would that be—— 

Admiral INMAN. I am sorry, Bill Casey, it was a two-way conver
sation, nobody else involved. 

Senator CHAFEE. YOU and Bill Casey. Thank you. 
Admiral INMAN. And we debated the other prospective candi

dates. And then he surprised me by coming into my office one 
morning and saying, "if you really believe Gates is that good and 
that this is the way to get him to ultimately being ready to be a 
Director of Central Intelligence, then why not put him in the job 
now? The top job." 

And I bought off, quickly. In retrospect, that was probably not a 
good service for Bob Gates in that he was thrown into management 
responsibilities at a senior level, that he had not had. And there 
was significant on-the-job training in that process. And there were 

e ^ y Druised feelings. 
There also was a different problem and I had experienced it in 

my own timeframe. While a great many people applauded the fast 
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track I had been put on, and some of my peers kindly did 
remain great friends to this day, but there were others wh P^ 
been peers who found it difficult to accept that there mightV 
been reasons other than political for advancing me faster And 
stories that still abound in this city that I am anti-humanintp 
gence largely come out of that timeframe. Those who were in tv, 
field seized on my abolishing Task Force 157, that I was iust fi j 
mentally anti-HUMINT. And that criticism stuck. Unda-

Senator RUDMAN. Mr. Chairman, may I just interrupt for 
moment. I just want to say to Admiral Inman that Senator Got?6 

and I have a mark-up of the Defense Appropriations Subcomrr? 

Admiral INMAN. I apologize. 
Senator RUDMAN. And we are going to have to leave, I hope n 

for very long, because I guess Senator DeConcini 
Chairman BOREN. YOU will leave and then return? 
Senator RUDMAN. And you know it is a small bill of about $286 

billion and we think we ought to probably go over, so I am going to 
read your testimony, but I hope to come back to talk to you. But I 
want to apologize to Admiral Inman for getting up and walking out 
in the middle of his testimony. 

Admiral INMAN. I apologize for taking so long in this process, but 
I think it is really important to get an understanding 

Senator RUDMAN. Believe me, I just feel sorry for having to go 
down there. 

Chairman BOREN. I want you to feel free to take as long as you 
want to give us the picture you think we should have. 

Admiral INMAN. I had heard the criticism frequently, I still hear 
it, that Gates was promoted because he was protege of Mr. Casey 
or for political ties or reasons. I say to you with great confidence 
and comfort under oath that he was put in that job because of a 
judgment that he was the best prospective candidate to ultimately 
be a professional Director of Central Intelligence from inside the 
Agency. 

I then departed. I have no direct knowledge of events in the 
whole Iran-Contra timeframe. I watched it, I have heard lots of 
anecdotes, but I have no direct information to provide you on any 
of that. 

I did remain in dialogue on limited occasions with four senior 
people at CIA in the intervening years and I remained in fairly fre
quent communication with a number of youngsters whom I got ac
quainted with who would call me and ask for career advice or tell 
me their troubles. So I have some firsthand views from the bottom 
side of what the organization looks like over the years. 

On the top side, I talk to John McMahon occasionally about 
events that transpired in my time. I talk to Bob Gates reasonably 
frequently, offering advice, sometimes solicited, sometimes volun
teered. I talked with Doug George, who had been my executive as
sistant, a wonderfully talented guy that we lost to liver cancer two 
weeks ago. And I talked on rare occasion, at his initiative, to Clair 
George. So I have some limited perspectives of views in the time 
from those people but I have no other direct knowledge of events 

May I shift quickly, and I will try to be faster, to a topic—«or0' 
partmentation. And I take your time on that because as I have 
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, to my many friends in the news media, I find this is a prob-
talkeû j h a v e j ^ t n e m o g t difficulty getting them to understand. 
leVso11 dwell on it for a while here. 

n of the first things a professional intelligence officer learns is 

i i i a tS 
1 niaterial to be compartmented. But in my early years, my 

sensitive sources and methods cause material to be compart-
In more recent years, worry about political leaks also 

°a1f exposure to it was to protect something where the method was 
idered, or the source was considered so sensitive. 

C°And one of the things that is drilled into you is you don't ask 
idered, or the source was considered so sensitive, 
d one of the things that is drilled into you is 

t is going on in an area that you are not cleared for. Now, that 
• ot easy. And I was guilty frequently of curiosity, of recognizing 
there were things going on that I wasn't exposed to. I didn't get into 
the overhead imagery system until quite late, in my view, in the 
rocess. ^nd i railed about all that. But it's drilled into you repeat

edly that there are very valid reasons. And those reasons essential
ly are protection against counterintelligence. That is a whole area 
that this Committee has worked on that we do not do well in this 

But the professionals have always recognized that compartment-
ing was the best defense you had and to protect it. So it is that 
knowledge of compartmentation and the respect for it that has 
caused me to believe it is entirely feasible that there are areas 
that, yes, even the Deputy Director is excluded from. 

There were areas when I was the Deputy Director. Those may 
have been motivated for different reasons. Concern about the 
extent of my dialogue with the Hill was most frequently raised. 
But it is something that has to be taken into consideration when 
you evaluate how a professional responds to the environment he is 
in and how much he pursues or queries things if that individual is 
or is not involved. 

I could regale you with tales of Mr. Casey's management style 
for a long time. You have already had some of that. If in the ques
tion time we may well come back to it. It was truly unique. 

One though that I have to share with—a memory that will long 
stay with me, is of Clair George as the Assistant Deputy Director 
for Operations coming in to visit with me. I didn't have all that 
many visits from the DDO. And Clair's plea was would I go to Bill 
Casey and try to persuade Casey to instruct the regional directors 
and others who were constantly in his office to de-brief the DDO 
and his Deputy of what took place, because they were repeatedly 
not knowledgeable. And an old tradition that once you had the ear 
of the DCI, there wasn't any point in talking to anybody else. 

That was the fast track to prospectively being the next DCI, so 
what Clair was pleading for was what I tried to make the case, why 
there was a need to insist that the DDO and his Deputy be kept in 
the loop. I made the case without much sympathy from Mr. Casey. 
But there was a style of operation. 

Now, in dealing with me, I accept that Mr. Casey may well have 
teen motivated by the image of a shotgun wedding dealing with 
the Deputy. But as I have indicated to you, the one place where he 
JJa sign on and where I shared views remained the same, was the 
desirability of grooming and testing and ultimately promoting a 
Professional Director of Central Intelligence. 
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We will never know what motivated Mr. Casey. But I r 
persuaded it is entirely plausible that he made a conscious de?^11 

to keep Bob Gates out of areas that he thought might be tro 1? 
some to protect him for the prospect of his future progress A 
very conscious decision on his part. ' ' ^ a 

I could talk about politicization of intelligence, but I suspect tl 
may come up in question time. So, to give you maximum time 
questions, let me stop at that point in this disjointed series of for 
marks and turn to the questions the Committee may have fo^ ^ 

Chairman BOREN. Let me go back, Admiral Inman, to the se?6 

tion of Mr. Gates. I gather the original bringing in of Mr Gat* 
was more your recommendation to Mr. Casey than his decision 

Admiral INMAN. It did not play—he did not play a role in th 
process of deciding. But it was a John Bross, Bob Inman—I mJje 

the pitch to John, he did some testing and agreed that it was th 
ideal solution. He made the case to Mr. Casey and Casey agreed 

But he wanted to interview him first. And that was the first time 
in his own conscious memory that he ever came to know who Bob 
Gates was. 

Chairman BOREN. One of the things, of course, that we are trying 
to assess is whether or not, based upon the relationship between 
Mr. Gates and Mr. Casey, it is believable that Mr. Gates really was 
never informed by Director Casey about the diversion and the most 
politically troublesome aspects of what we call the Iran-Contra 
affair. 

And whether or not, given the relationship between Mr. Gates 
and the Directorate of Operations, it is believable, as he has indi
cated to us in his testimony, that until Charlie Allen came to him 
on October the first, he had not been told about the diversion itself. 
And that he generally was not as well informed about operations 
matters in retrospect as he should have been. 

His arguments are that he came out of the Directorate of Intelli
gence, there were some rivalries as well at work at the time that 
he became Deputy, and that he really was not very knowledgeable 
about what was going on in most sensitive aspects of the Director
ate of Operations. 

So let me ask your assessment, based upon your experience, of 
the credibility of those two assertions by Mr. Gates. You've stated 
just briefly your feeling that it is possible in your mind that Mr. 
Casey did not tell Mr. Gates, perhaps because of a desire not to 
have him placed in jeopardy in terms of his future career. Is that 
your bottom line assessment? 

Admiral INMAN. I think it is probable that he did not tell him 
Not possible. Probable that he did not tell him. 

One of the things that I neglected in the process, Bob Gates was 
not a passive observer of the performance of the Agency overall 
And his approach was to write memoranda, frequently handwrit
ten, and he was very candid in those of his judgment including 
criticizing other people, senior people as well in the process. 

When Bill Casey made the decision to appoint Max Hugel as the 
Deputy Director for Operations, a number of us had expressed our 
view that it was a mistake. Gates wrote a memorandum to hiin-* 
even though he was just executive Staff—that was very exphÇj 
indeed of why it would not work. Nobody else ever heard about it 
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He 
didn't go advertising, look I took a separate view, it's not my 

Rut when it was all over, and when it didn't work, the only pass-
• comment Mr. Casey made to me in the process was Gates 
•^ w a s right on target in his judgment about why in fact it 
Snuld not work. 

And it was that repeated sound judgment in responding to things 
lit caused Casey increasingly to look to what was his opinion 
tout activities related to organization and performance outside. It 

XA not extend toward discussion of what was going on in the Direc-
frate of Operations. Or how you did that. That was really his 

^There was not a frequent track of people from the DDO to com-
lain to me as the DDCI for assistance, save for Clair's interven

tion On an occasional instance when the Director would be out of 
town then I would get approached to deal with a problem. 

John McMahon was a different entity. John had been the DDO 
for four years, they all knew him. He had been their cheerleader. 
They loved him. And they would come to him when they had a 
problem. So he had a very different avenue to understand there 
were problems and therefore to go insert himself and get involved. 

That did not exist with Bob Gates, and, again, as a non on scene 
observer but listening to what I had been told, there was a good 
deal of rivalry, because he was running the parallel Directorate 
and was frequently critical of actions of the DDO, either in not pro
viding information or how they were embarrassing the Agency. 

Chairman. BOREN. YOU are talking about a rivalry between Mr. 
Gates and people in the DO? 

Admiral INMAN. There is a long running rivalry between the Di
rectorate of Intelligence and the Directorate of Operations. It isn't 
just personalized at the top. It is a deeply felt—there are many 
people in the DDI who still blame the DDO for all of the troubles 
that the Intelligence Agency got into in the middle 70's. And for all 
of the damage to the image. 

You barely get any headlines and you will instantly have a large 
number of people in the DDI saying it's those DDO people getting 
us in trouble again. 

So there's a pretty deep institutional factor here. And there were 
not close, personal relationships by the people who were at the top 
of the organizations either. 

So nothing in any of those events that would cause me to believe 
they would have reached out to pull Gates into the process. 

Let me be a little more explicit here, Mr. Chairman, if I may, 
having gotten snippets of previous testimony. My understanding of 
events is that there was a significant program related to the sale of 
arms to Iran. And there are real issues about whether that was 
properly certified and notifications done. There are not issues of 
whether that was illegal activity. 

Chairman. BOREN. NO. 
Admiral INMAN. There was separate activity related to a civilian 

Private sector effort to support the Contras. There was also the on
going effort of intelligence support to friendly forces in El Salva
dor, other countries, plus eventually a legal program being rebuilt. 
All within the legal framework. 
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There is the issue of diversion of funds which would clear] 
illegal. And the issue of involvement by CIA into operationsy 

porting the private sector effort after the Boland Amendment^ 
passed. te 

Some of the discussions, certainly in the media, have tended 
put all those together. And to say if you know any one part of it !° 
infer you must have known it all. And that's what I was trying t 
get at in the issue of compartmentation. I don't accept that. 

I believe that there were a pretty large number of people wh 
were very knowledgeable of the issue of flow of arms to Iran relat° 
ed to the hostages. That there were a fair number of people in 
volved in putting together a new program for legally supportin 
the Contras. But I have not yet heard any credible evidence that 
more than a tiny handful of people were in the compartmented 
area that directly related to support for the ongoing Contra activity 
and none thus far that surfaced to me that any of those CIA people 
were actually involved in the illegal diversion of funds. 

Some may have come to know about it and that's one of the 
issues, who knew what and when. But there's been a tendency to 
sort of put all of that together and say if you knew any part of it 
you must have known all of it. And I don't accept that as a valid 
premise. 

Chairman BOREN. SO let me bring you back to that specifically 
and I won't rehash this too much. 

What we are really talking about is not the broader question of 
did Mr. Gates know about the program to sell arms to Iran. He did. 
He's testified he did. He testified that he joined with John McMa-
hon in sending a cable saying this is bad policy. And Mr. McMahon 
has testified to that as well. 

Admiral INMAN. SO did the Secretary of State and the Secretary 
of Defense. 

Chairman BOREN. Yes. All objected. 
Mr. Casey obviously did not object. 
We also know that he knew, in general, that there was a private 

operation going on to help the Contras. 
But what we don't know is whether or not he knew that the gov

ernment was providing illegal assistance to the Contras at the time 
there was a ban on such contributions. And whether or not he 
knew that arms sales proceeds were being diverted to the Contras 
in violation of the law. 

On both of those matters, he has said he did not know. Mr. Casey 
cut him out of that, if Mr. Casey indeed knew. And that no one else 
told him until, according to his memory, he became aware of Mr. 
Allen's charges. 

Let me just ask you specifically, given your own experience with 
Mr. Casey as his Deputy, given your knowledge to the Casey-Gates 
relationship and the Gates relationship with the Directorate of Op
erations, what is your bottom line assessment as to the likely credi
bility of Mr. Gates' testimony on this matter? 

Admiral INMAN. Mr. Chairman, I believe his testimony is credi
ble. I—first, the events are entirely plausible of not being part of it 

I have asked him directly. He told me directly that he did not. 1 
have never had an experience where I found Mr. Gates lying to m« 
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inclination therefore is to accept that he has told me the 
^ ^ A n d I believe that. 
t fw Id you indulge me to do one other point here that I should 

îtinde earlier and just set a context. 
h a f d that's briefly to talk about a day in the life of the DDCI. 

A to tie it a little bit to what I've observed your lives are like. 
v u begin with a schedule at the start of the morning and a foot 

( message traffic that are about a foot high. And you have ap-
• tments all day long and meetings that you are moving to con-

^"îtively without breaks. But there are breaks when people break 
^°to tell you something that's going on they think that you need to 
if nw Or the phone rings, either to challenge some issue, too much 
fme over bureaucratic fights over turf, but over also substantive 
m AiuFyou finish that full day and there may well be an evening 
function to attend, and you still have that stack of material that 
vou are trying to get through. 

Well the worry you have when you go home is when people 
burst in to tell you those things in the middle, was there something 
vou missed in the process. 

I've sat in a Senator's office, responding, briefing the Senator on 
topics that they were very interested in. And they were deeply en
gaged in listening to me. And suddenly the staff breaks in, two or 
three people, there's about to be a vote. And they start laying out 
for them quickly, these are the issues you need to consider, and if 
you do this on this amendment, it's that. And even as smart in re
calling fact as I accept all of you are, I would lay a high bet that 
six months later, you couldn't go back and reconstruct who said 
what to you on a specific issue on how you ought to vote. / 

One of Bob Gates' great strengths—and I keep talking about his 
strengths. Let me talk a little about a couple of weaknesses along 
the way. One of the things I had to caution him on early. He ab
sorbed what he got to read. He didn't always pay that close atten
tion to what was said. And he developed a technique at time of 
writing notes or telling people to send him notes. I've done a little 
sampling of his NSC time. And I get back from the staffers that as 
they go into the whole run of things in the middle of business, he 
will say, send me a note on items three and five. And I would say, 
he got items three and five and knew they were important and 
wanted something back in writing. 

But for a person who was living in that environment day to day, 
I think—it isn't an academic environment where you are sitting 
and reflecting on the potential meaning of everything, you are 
lucky if you pick off the ones that are important and don't make a 
mistake. 

And I guess if I had to come down to why I have been such a 
vocal supporter, and as I've talked to my other retired friends who 
were equally there, we all say there but for the grace of God go we, 
of somebody who came in, told you something quickly and you 
didn't pick up on its significance until too late. 

Chairman BOREN. I think many of us can find those circum
stances believable. I have had the experience of saying to staff 
members sometimes why didn't you ask me this or that. And they 
will say, I did, I asked you that day when I would have been in the 

53-019 0 - 9 2 - 3 1 
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middle of so many other things. I listened, I'm sure, but it did » 
register with me. So I can understand what you are saying abo 
lOfili 

Let me ask two final questions. One is Mr. Gates has alwa 
been a number two or a number three or a number four perso 
He's obviously been a good staff person to those that he has served 
in terms of being a capable staff assistant. The qualities that ar 
needed to be a good staff assistant sometimes are not the sam6 

qualities of those needed to be the real leader. 
That is an assessment this Committee has to make. And it is 

responsibility that I take very seriously. To make a determination 
as to whether or not Mr. Gates is prepared at this point in his life 
and career to make that movement from being a staff assistant to 
someone else; to become the top person with the ultimate responsi
bility; to report to this Committee; to take the really tough posi" 
tions sometimes that are necessary; to perhaps to even stand up to 
the President of the United States on occasion, particularly if there 
were a President that told him not to inform this Committee of 
something. 

He has made his way up through the ranks by, in a sense 
having patrons, senior officials above him, that he impressed that 
helped him along the way in a very rapid rise as you described it. 

I am interested in your assessment of him, your knowledge of 
him; he's worked for you; you know about his intellect; you know 
about his character. He, himself, has said, looking back on the 
events during the time of the diversion of funds in what has been 
called the Iran-Contra affair that he wished he had been more ag
gressive. In some ways, I think you have to say he had a staff mem
ber's attitude as opposed to a whistle blower's attitude who was 
really out trying to find out everything that was going on and per
haps had a really high degree of suspicion of those who were his 
superiors. When Charlie Allen came to him, to whom did he go? He 
went to Mr. Casey, he went to Mr. Poindexter and others. Of 
course, only in hindsight do we know that those were people that 
obviously were very likely involved in the very things that were 
going on. So he took his complaints to those people who were, at 
least, alleged conspirators in these activities. This, again, is the at
titude of not a wrongdoer, but a staff member as opposed to a take 
charge attitude. 

We have to make a decision, having heard his own comments 
that he has grown and in retrospect he would do things differently. 
We have to make a decision as to whether or not we think Mr. 
Gates, who's been in a sense the quintessential staff person, is now 
capable of making that very large step to assuming the responsibil
ity of being a leader of an agency. 

I would value your assessment based upon everything you know 
about him as to whether or not you think he is ready to make that 
leap. 

Admiral INMAN. Senator Boren, as I indicated earlier in my testi
mony, from the point of view of developing interpersonal skills for 
managing people, we moved him along probably faster than it 
would have been better for him personally in building support from 
people who worked for him. 

He broke some china. 
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rhairman BOREN. In terms of interpersonal relationships. 
Admiral INMAN. Interpersonal relationships. 
rhairman BOREN. I understand that 
Admiral INMAN. He was an extraordinarily hard task master. He 

• f himself. And he is of others. 
18 {je's older. Maturity has been added. He has clearly grown in the 
cnrcessive jobs that he has had. 

I believe, even if we weren't in the troubled world that we are 
ne to be' in, that he is the best candidate for the job and that he 

^°now ready to provide the leadership and the management, not 
^nlv of CIA, but for the Intelligence Community that the country 
n êds and that CIA needs. 

I must tell you that I think it is going to be a bumpy few months. 
Farlv in his assignment, if you confirm him, as I hope you will— 
that the Senate confirms him, and you recommend that confirma
tion—it's going to be bumpy because there is a massive job in front 
of the country to reorientate its intelligence activities to the reality 
of an incredibly changing world and one that's going to keep 
changing. I think the next six to nine months are going to be ex
traordinarily turbulent. If we could get a peace agreement in the 
Middle East, it would be fabulous about what it would do. I think 
we are six to nine months before knowing what's going to come out 
in the Soviet Union. This is the Karinsky period. 1918 is still in 
front of us. 

I have been doing some samplings, Senator Boren, of youngsters 
I know and middle level managers I know. And a couple of senior 
ones. The very bright younger ones are very eager to see him re
turning. There is substantial apprehension at other levels that he 
will move too fast, too swiftly, and too brutally for their careers. 

So I think you should all understand that if you proceed to con
firm, you are still going to read articles in newspapers of people 
who are unhappy about their comfortable life being changed. 
About these changes are all being done for political reasons. From 
the beginning it has been my experience that the analyst's first 
complaint when someone challenges their analytical judgment is 
that it is bound to be political. Can't be because they are wrong. I 
may even have been guilty of that a time or two myself as a young 
analyst. 

Chairman BOREN. Thank you very much. 
Admiral INMAN. May I make one other point, if I may? 
On thinking back to where did Mr. Gates know with knowledge? 

If I had been the DDCI, in 1986, and a problem had arisen about it, 
the person I would have gone to was Admiral Poindexter. The NSC 
Advisor. From my earlier knowledge of watching him come up 
when he was Senator Warner's administrative assistant, this was 
the quintessential straight arrow. And a brilliant one. 

And I know of no knowledge up to the events unfolding that 
would have caused anyone in the senior jobs not to say if you think 
there is a problem, the guy you'd go see is John Poindexter. 

So now, saying gee, because he went to Poindexter, that must be 
wrong, just blows my mind. But yet that is what I am reading in 
some of the coverage. 

Chairman BOREN. Thank you very much. Senator Murkowski 
and then Senator Warner. 
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Senator MURKOWSKI. Thank you, Mr. Chairman. Admiral, I Wel 
come you. 

Admiral INMAN. Thank you, Sir. 
Senator MURKOWSKI. I want to acknowledge your assessment of 

Mr. Gates. But, I wonder if you could help us out a little bit be
cause the last witness we had yesterday, Mr. Polgar, was substan
tially more concerned about Mr. Gates qualifications and associa
tion in general. I wonder if you can shed any light internally oii 
the structure within the Intelligence Community in as much as Mr 
Polgar as an old hand, so to speak, in the Directorate of Operations 
and Mr. Gates was the Director of Intelligence—is there a basis 
there for competitiveness or a little suspicion or an explanation of 
why your assessment of Mr. Gates is substantially different from 
Mr. Polgar's. I recognize you worked with him, and Mr. Polgar did 
not, but nevertheless, I certainly respect the opinions of all the wit
nesses, and we have in this case a contrary position, so to speak. 

Admiral INMAN. Senator Murkowski, let me first acknowledge 
that I have great regard for Mr. Polgar. His great accomplishments 
for the Agency largely will remain unknown to the public at large, 
but he was a very successful operator in running a number of dif
ferent stations. We bring a very different experience base in look
ing at and judging people's competence. And I don't know whether 
we have a shared view of what the challenges are going to be out 
ahead. There has never been to this point in time a Director who 
primarily spent his career in the analytical side of the business. 
We've had a number of Directors—and some very good ones—who 
came up out of the DDO side. And I have to be honest to tell you 
that if I thought the world in the next ten years was going to be 
one in which the primary responsibility for the Director of Central 
Intelligence was running covert operations, I'm not sure Bob Gates 
would be the individual I'd be recommending to you today. 

That isn't the world I see at all. The world I see is one where 
covert operations are likely to be a very small part—hopefully a 
very small part—of U.S. policy. That it is largely going to be trying 
to understand a vastly changing world. To support the necessary 
ongoing activities of the Directorate of Operations, but also looking 
for all those other human intelligence sources and supporting 
them—they're in the Department of State—and the others that are 
overt, not covert, but particularly in focusing the analytical capa
bilities of the Community on the problems of the world going for
ward, not of the world in the past. And it's in looking at that con
ception of the needs and Gates' experience as an analyst, and then 
for me the final particularly valuable part, is the extent of his serv
ice at the NSC in different Administrations with very different 
viewpoints. 

We need critically to have an Intelligence Community that's fo
cused on producing not what they want to produce, because they 
like to write about it, but on what the country critically needs in 
this new world. So, it is my judgment that Gates has both the capa
bility as a manager, but, more importantly, the vision of how to go 
about transforming this Community and focusing that will be nec
essary. It is clear that he will need to rely heavily on a very compe
tent leadership in the DDO. My own view from my current role as 
the Vice Chairman of the PFIAB and watching him, I think we've 
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very competent team in at the top of the DDO right now. So, 
if *retty comfortable with how that part is going to go. But again 
Im ating, if v o u w e r e g°mE to sketch for me a world where pri-
^ . i you wanted him to run covert operations, this isn't the guy 
îïouldbe out saying is the best candidate. 

Senator MURKOWSKI. Let me refer to another area where there's 
^ some criticism relative to the feeling that intelligence may 
h e been slanted for political reasons by Mr. Gates. Did you ever 

or are you aware of attempts to slant, distort, or suppress or 
^erwise politicize the analytical product of the Intelligence Com-

unity under Mr. Gates? And would you elaborate a little bit fur-
fher as to why this stigma seems to be hanging out there, but it's 
hard to identify with specifics, at least from the standpoint of my 
observations on the Committee. 

Admiral INMAN. Senator Murkowski, I have no direct knowledge 
during the period when Bob Gates was the Deputy Director for In
telligence or the Deputy Director for Central Intelligence. But, I 
did watch this problem at the beginning of the Administration. I 
find myself in an unusual position of defending Mr. Casey. I think 
the rap that Bill Casey slanted the intelligence product of the Com
munity is just plain wrong. I watched the process very carefully. 

First, he made his fortune on writing books. He considered him
self a consummate writer and an editor. And, as soon as he ar
rived, he wanted to start reading the rough drafts of things that 
were being produced. And he was not gentle in his criticism. But if 
you probed, it was very much separated. One was what are your 
ideas and the other is how'd you put them down on paper. There's 
the famous estimate on Mexico that's been much the subject. My 
understanding, it floated up. It was a very thick tome. Had lots of 
good ideas in it, but it was not something that was crisp and tight 
and caught your eye. And in reading the draft, Mr. Casey wrote 
across the top, this is a bunch of crap. He wasn't referring to the 
ideas. He was referring to the prose. 

The reason I'm so confident of this is that I watched what he did 
on Estimates. He would spend some time trying to get people to
gether and he'd press them to articulate their views clearly, and he 
did not feel bound by them at all. He would put on a cover letter 
and send it forward to the President and say these are the views 
and I don't agree, and my views are the following. If you're going 
to do that, you don't go try to twist somebody else's judgments and 
statements. 

The problem comes every time you challenge. This first came up 
over terrorism. And this is sort of how these things tend to evolve. 
The Secretary of State had made some charges in a hearing that, 
as covered in the media, said the Soviets are directly responsible 
for all terrorist acts. And that isn't exactly what Secretary Haig 
said, but that's how it got translated. So instantly we got a paper 
written to rebut the view that the Soviets directed it all—not a 
broad assessment of what was happening in terrorism. I wrote on it 
as it went forward, this reads like the prosecution's brief on why 
they decided not to prosecute. He had somewhat pithier comments 
to make 

Senator MURKOWSKI. You're talking about Casey now? 
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Admiral INMAN. This is Casey now. Gates watched all that fr0 
the side. He moved on into the job. I've said I had no direct know? 
edge, but I have watched from the sidelines two Secretaries of 
State object to Mr. Gates' putting forward forcefully his own views 
If you're ambitions to climb in this town, you don't go antagonize 
the Secretary of State if you're on the route to promotion. So * 

Senator MURKOWSKI. IS that in your opinion the basis for the al-
legations of slanting? 

Admiral INMAN. I believe that that is the primary basis. Now 
what I hear from the underneath side—from talking to the ana
lysts—the environment was pretty tough when Bob Gates moved to 
be the Deputy Director for Intelligence. It became a very tense 
working environment because he read everything. Nothing went 
through that he didn't stop and read. And he could call in the 
middle managers to ask them all kinds of questions which they fre
quently couldn't answer. And they began to read in greater detail. 
And a lot of people took that as a hostile, threatening environment 
or one that was put in place to slant intelligence. 

Senator Murkowski, this is not an easy one for me, but I believe 
it's a reality. That in the late 60's and through much of the 70's we 
were not able to consistently recruit to CIA the quality of talent 
across the board that we had been able to recruit back in the 50's 
when there was an ideological reason to want to be part of the 
fight. It's not a majority, but it's a significant body of talent that is 
not as crisp or as sharp as I would hope uniformly there were 
across the board. 

I won't say that all the critics are in that category. I know a few 
are. I know a few others are people who were bypassed when he 
was promoted over them. I understand why it's hard to acknowl
edge that that could be for any reason other than for political moti
vation. There may turn out to be some examples you'll find where 
callousness crept in, something is published or circulated that 
wasn't as tight or as good as it should be. The other Committee 
criticized an Estimate on Central America in 1982 that I got upset 
about because I had played a role in putting it together. In reading 
it later, we weren't—we rushed to try to get it out and we weren't 
as precise in all of the wording as we might be. So, where you find 
some occasions where the standards—even that Mr. Gates did— 
wouldn't meet what we need, the answer is probably yes. But, I 
don't believe you're going to find political motivation as a real le
gitimate cause for what took place. 

Senator MURKOWSKI. HOW could Mr. Gates' critics take the issue 
of the two papers that Mr. Gates prepared that were contrary to 
the view of two Secretary of States, how could it be construed that 
by their failure to accept his opinion that somehow he was slant
ing, if you will, the CIA's role on a particular topic or issue? 

Admiral INMAN. Senator Murkowski, you are getting into a part 
that—you can't have it both ways. As I have been reading the 
media. First he was slanting intelligence to the popular, and then 
suddenly he was a hard-liner driving US policy off to spend much 
more money or be much harder lined because he wasn't open to 
different views. This is always the problem you've got when you 
form views or judgments. 
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One of the things I remember about Gates from very early in his 
ILr was having tried to sort out clearly the difference between 

^ a an analyst in the intelligence community and being an acad-
k^cian The academician reports history, develop theories. The an-
Tst at CIA, if they are going to be of value, must make judg-

nts What do these bits and pieces mean—they don't have the 
f^urv of waiting as a historian can, until you have got all the 
>ces And the assumptions you make are sometimes wrong. I 

Fvfnk if y°u w e n * hack to just look at the track record, was Gates 
rrect in everything, and the answer would be absolutely no. Was 

if correct a high majority of the time? I think you will find the 
swer is yes. And even for the best in this business, that's going 

^be the average that is going to come out. You deal with frag
ments of information. Indeed your assumptions do run a risk of 
helping provide some bias. On other times, those assumptions cause 

u to s a y but what if it doesn't work? The policy you are on may 
have fundamental flaws and you need to re-think it. 

Senator MURKOWSKI. I very much appreciate you going into some 
detail and making a distinction of reality that you can't have it 
both ways, because more often than not, one of the questions that 
the media continually asks me is, well, how do you feel about the 
allegations of slanting? And I think you have cleared that up cer
tainly to my satisfaction, Admiral. 

I can't help but ask you the last question. Recognizing the chang
ing world of intelligence and the new demands that are going to be 
put on the new Director of Central Intelligence—what Congress 
probably wants is better intelligence and less expenditure. Give us 
a short review of what advice you would like to leave with Mr. 
Gates and this Committee. 

Admiral INMAN. I run the risk of being a little self-serving here. 
Senator MURKOWSKI. I understand that. 
Admiral INMAN. YOU may remember when I appeared before the 

Committee when you were opening the organization review and I 
made a strong pitch that the first thing that needs to be done is to 
stand back and get a real assessment—try to find ground truth on 
what are the problems we are going to have to deal with over the 
next 10 years. I have found enormous resistance in the Intelligence 
Community to get involved with that again. 

Partly I am sure a lot of them are anxious to hear what the 
users think the world is going to be like. Because that may mean 
they can't continue to work on the problems where they are ex
perts. That threatens the viability of their career. So it is an under
standable fear. But I really believe it must be done and I was de
lighted to see in Dr. Gates opening statement, the commitment to 
the Committee that the President has agreed and that they're 
going to embark on a major effort to pull the users in to an effort 
over the next several months, not over the next year, to try to get 
some consensus out in the user community, not the intelligence 
agencies, about what the problems that are going to have to be 
faced by government over the next 10 years, no matter who is in 
power. 

And then the critical job—this isn't going to be in time to shape 
the budget that is going to come up to you, but it will be in time to 
correct before you have to act—what do the intelligence agencies 
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now do? What aren't they doing? What changes can they mau , 
Where can we go do it elsewhere? I think it is probably going to L 
March or April before we reasonably can expect the kind of solin 
answers. I think we are then in for some very major challenges 

A worry, if I may lobby a minute more on the issue, is over a* 
area where you all don't have jurisdiction. In this new world where 
travel is going to be vastly easier than it has ever been in most of 
my adult life in countries of concern to us, you don't need clandes
tine agents, nor satellites that can define down to a small périme-
ter. You need bright observers, with language ability, with a clear 
knowledge of the culture, who are going to be there, and I think 
that fundamentally gets to the Foreign Service. And what is the 
level of competence in the Foreign Service and what is the input 
and how are they deployed? As I go back to my young days as a 
briefer for the Chief of Naval Operations and the Secretary of the 
Navy, in the morning when I got up to brief, I'd say a third to be a 
half of the material I used were State Department cables. That is 
back when there was a far larger Foreign Service, with a much 
greater breadth—and I really worry going forward—who is going 
to look at that large part of the human intelligence issue? I think 
the clandestine part is going to be done competently, with the good 
people that are there now to run it. But that is a tiny part in my 
view of both opportunity and challenge as we look out to how are 
we going to get a much better understanding of what is going on in 
this world in the years out ahead. 

Senator MURKOWSKI. Thank you very much. Thank you Mr. 
Chairman. 

Chairman BOREN. Thank you. Senator Warner. 
Senator WARNER. Thank you Mr. Chairman, and nice to see you 

again Admiral Inman. 
Admiral INMAN. Thank you sir. 
Senator WARNER. Senator Chafee and I are proud to say that you 

were once a member of the team that we served with in the De
partment of Defense and, of course, you, in your usual humility, ac
knowledged those that helped you get where you are or the goals 
you have achieved. But I'll tell you, you did it on your own and I 
think all who know you well recognize that. 

Let me go to the first point I would like to make. Is there not 
great value in the relationship between the President of the United 
States and Bob Gates, and does this not contribute to the function
ing of the CIA and indeed the entire Intelligence Community? He 
who has the confidence of the President, who sits at the elbow of 
the President, then becomes a full member of the round table of 
discussion in the White House? 

Admiral INMAN. Senator, let me try by specific example to try to 
make the case. 

I was persuaded in 1981 that we indeed needed to undertake 
then a fundamental assessment of what were the intelligence capa
bilities that the country was going to need in 1985 to 1990, and ft» 
have that guide how we spent money. I got a tasking from the NSC 
to get that done, and I got a memorandum up through the Joint 
Chiefs structure to support it. We put together an effort, and I 
spent a great deal of my time on it. We got agreement from the 
departments, then got the intelligence agencies to lay-out what 
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ould do. We didn't do priorities, which was a real shortfall, 
rï1^ g w ere looking at lots of money, not shrinking budgets. But at 
kUVnoint it was blocked. There were those at the NSC and those 
* nNLB who did not want to see it go forward. Mr. Casey called the 
k ^dent and said, "we've got this effort that you need to see." 
Pfef Respite the other objections, it went on the agenda for the 
iSh of December. And we made the presentation, and he listened 

t and President Reagan said, "I don't see how we can not do 
X ?" And that became the guidance for the build-up that guided 
Ï activities not only in the Intelligence Community, but this 
rramittee. But if it hadn't been for that direct access that person-
1 knowledge provided, it would never have gotten on the agenda, 
t least not for a long time, it certainly would not have guided the 

hudget decisions going forward. 
So there isn't any question that that ability to have the direct 

dialogue with the President is of enormous importance in being 
able to move along the agenda for change. 

One also hopes that in those few brief moments at NSC meet
ings in cabinet meetings, the DCI also has a grasp of what's hap-
Dening in the world that he can interject—think about this, what if 
that doesn't work. So ideally in the best of worlds, you want both 
that direct access and also a depth of knowledge on events that can 
provide guidance in the fleeting opportunities that arise. 

Senator WARNER. And wouldn't you add another one, objectivity 
of the DCI? . . . „ . • 

Admiral INMAN. Yes, objectivity is critically important. 1 do 
think 

Senator WARNER. And Bob Gates has that in your judgment? 
Admiral INMAN. Yes. I counseled Bob Gates that I think the big

gest problem he is going to have as a DCI, isn't going to be rede
ploying the assets, challenging what's going on—it's going to be 
keeping his mouth shut about telling the Administration about 
what they ought to do. When you have been on the side of shaping 
what the policies are, it is going to be hard to go back. But he un
derstands that, he is committed to do it and I am very comfortable 
that he will play the proper role of the DCI, to tell what is happen
ing in the outside world and not try to drive what the US policies 
are at the outset. 

Senator WARNER. And you also confirm that he will be able to 
establish equally close working relationships with the Secretaries 
of State, Defense, and the National Security Advisor—in short, the 
team that does the central thinking on our security issues. 

Admiral INMAN. The fact that this team has worked together 
now for 2 years and worked together very well, augers particularly 
well in dealing with the challenges. Particularly important is going 
to be the role of Secretary Cheney and the Chairman of the Joint 
Chiefs. Because as you get around to dealing with cuts and rede
ployment, so much of it is in that budget as you well know, and the 
fact that those relationships are already well established says he 
can hit the deck running to deal with the problems quickly. 

Senator WARNER. Also, you have touched on a point that I think 
is very important and that is the ability of the CIA to attract 
young people and to keep top people. I would say in my observation 
through the years that CIA does attract that type of individual. 
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Most of them could go into the private sector and command high 
salaries. Would you not agree on that? ener 

Admiral INMAN. I do agree with that. 
Senator WARNER. Therefore, they have got to have a leader th 

can continue to inspire them to make the self-sacrifice to stay o 
Do you feel that Bob Gates can provide that inspiration right dowîl 
through the ranks to the new recruitment? Can he convey to th 
CIA that I am looking out after your needs, be they in your profes* 
sional or others? 

Admiral INMAN. I have confidence that he can, Senator Warner 
The job is going to be harder because of all the publicity and all 
the allegations that have been made. There isn't an analyst there 
who doesn't read all of the media everyday. Those who don't know 
him are bound to have some apprehensions out of all of that. So he 
is going to have a harder job at the outset in clearly establishing 
confidence inside. I am very comfortable that he can do that. 

He also has a real problem, 5%, 10% of the employees who don't 
measure up the high standards that we all would like to see. I hope 
it is going to be possible by focused efforts of training and broaden
ing investment to hold on to the investment that is already there 
and get them to the same level of performance as the rest. But that 
is a challenge. 

Senator WARNER. On that last note, I have had the opportunity 
and privilege to be here for a decade or more and I have been 
through my fair share of confirmation hearings. But this one sets 
the high water mark for this Senator in looking into the intrigue 
and the competition that exists between those climbing the power 
ladder here in the nation's capitol. I think a great article could be 
written about this hearing entitled "Profiles of Egos." 

Now, there is a constant marathon in the nation's capitol with 
respect to the Soviet Union, or whatever eventually evolves there. 
It will continue to be an axle around which the policy decisions are 
made, the funding decisions, the budgets, and the like. Give us 
your candid and very frank assessment on how Bob Gates, in your 
judgment, ranks as a Soviet analyst. And how his analytical work, 
if confirmed, will contribute to this decisionmaking process? 

Admiral INMAN. Senator Warner, I hesitate a little bit in an
swering because I have a little bit of a gap here. I have the earlier 
period that I saw first hand. I've now got brief glimpses in my later 
years. 

Senator WARNER. Well, there is no dispute that he is an expert 
in this area? 

Admiral INMAN. Yes. And given that hesitation, his depth of 
knowledge of the Soviet Union maybe matched by few people, but 
it's not exceeded by any that I see. And particularly important, I 
think, as we go through this new world, it is grounded in a very 
good academic background looking at Russia before it became the 
Soviet Union, and watching evolutions and being able to try to un
derstand the forces that have been at work in that great land mass 
for centuries, and how they play or may play. 

Plus there is the new reality that separates this era from any of 
those earlier ones, and that's nuclear weapons. And the vast 
number of nuclear weapons that are there and that will still be 
there, whatever the governing structure that is put in place. 
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T am happy that he is still going to have access to some talent 
1 Larry Gershwin and a few others that I have come to enor-
uslv admire for the dedication and competence they have dem-

m°trated. So he won't be a one man band in the process, but its 
fh S depth of his background and understanding of the problem that 
T think will make him both sensitive to the dangers and also to the 
0I?clid not get to hear any of his hearings, and I don't know if it is 
f om this one or an earlier one, but I have read repeatedly the 
uote that intelligence officer when they smell flowers look for the 

q. of a funeral. It is the lot of an intelligence officer to primarily 
bring bad news. You rarely get to take good news to people. You 
spend your life looking for troubles, not looking for the things that 
are going well. It is simply the nature of day by day dynamics. 

Senator WARNER. Have you finished. 
Admiral INMAN. Yes sir. 
Senator WARNER. I wanted to touch on one other subject and 

that is in my opening comments on the hearing I tried to describe 
my view that this position relates beyond our shores. In other 
words, it projects. And in some measure, the degree to which we 
get other nations to cooperate with the United States in intelli
gence gathering, and the degree to which they have confidence that 
their contributions will be properly assessed, properly classified, 
starts with that man who is the Director of Central Intelligence. 
Give us your view on how Bob Gates will be perceived and will 
relate in the foreign capitols of the world and how that will or will 
not augment our intelligence service? 

Admiral INMAN. Senator Warner, concern about that topic moti
vated some of my earlier discussion at the beginning of the session 
about the need to try to groom a professional to ultimately be the 
Director of Central Intelligence. We made a conscious decision as a 
country back in the '60s when we began significantly reducing our 
own manpower, to increasingly rely in a great many areas on 
friendly foreign allies. In some cases to rely entirely on them for 
the provision of knowledge, raw material about areas of the world. 
And in other areas to our significant advantage—that first one I 
have some qualms about, because if they suddenly aren't your 
friends, you might be deprived. But the other great advantage par
ticularly with a few who where very capable and very good, was to 
be able to challenge your assumptions. To have another profession
al group who would look at the issue from a different perspective 
and would help either challenge your view or reinforce it. In that 
environment, the judgments about the professionalism and compe
tence of the US intelligence agencies—going right to the top of the 
leadership—is critically important in how much effort other coun
tries are prepared to spend in wanting to be supportive and want
ing to have that relationship and in turn in providing data to us. 

I have been privileged when I headed other agencies to be in fre
quent contact with my foreign counterparts and to occasionally get 
their critical views of what they thought about the overall compe
tency and leadership of those then at the top of the US intelligence 
community. 

In all of the countries that come to mind that we have signifi
cantly relied on, they tend to have professionals at the head of 
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their service. And they do indeed look at this process careful] • 
deciding the extent to which they are going to cooperate. m 

Senator WARNER. By professional you mean careerists? 
Admiral INMAN. Yes sir. Competent career. 
Senator WARNER. Fine. I want to say I appreciate the renia 1, 

you made on behalf of Admiral Poindexter. Indeed when we w 
all together, he was an outstanding individual. We wish him il* 
best however it turns out. ne 

Lastly, and just as a footnote. This hearing has really put ol' Rn 
Casey on trial. You saw him in those first few months, indeedI 18 
months, when he took on these responsibilities. I would hate t 
have this hearing close out without the opportunity being given t 
just give a brief synopsis of your view as to his contribution as a 
public servant to our system of government and our security. 

Admiral INMAN. Mr. Casey was a man of great intellect and 
great vigor. He was also to some substantial degree a man of an 
other era. He was extraordinarily dedicated toward the competency 
of the intelligence business, and in his view, the broad interest of 
the country. He was a great patriot. He did not hold all institutions 
of the government in high regard. He had tried for the Congress 
had not been elected 

Senator WARNER. Nor all the people at the head of those institu
tions. 

Admiral INMAN. Nor all people who were in it. He tried for the 
Congress and not been elected. And I can remember a conversation 
as I was leaving with John Bross and some of the other people who 
had been with him in OSS days and who were so devoted and we 
all acknowledged our one complete failure, was in to get him to be 
forthcoming in working with the Hill. He just, not only didn't see 
any value to it, he saw it as a negative thing to do. 

I think that is precisely how we ended up getting into Iran-
Contra and all the damage that that did. None of that detracts 
from the fact that he worked extraordinarily hard at trying to 
serve the country's interests as he saw it, and I really do think on 
the issue of alleged slanting of intelligence, he really has gotten a 
bum rap. I come back to that from having watched—he would 
press people to articulate their view clearly, but he had no qualms 
about sending up—if his views were different, he would state that 
directly. And so this image that he was twisting things to come to 
his view just was not what actually happened. He wasn't at all re
luctant to express his view, even if it wasn't always supported by 
tact. 

Senator WARNER. Well that OSS crowd, I think, made a very 
major contribution in its time. 

Admiral INMAN. Oh, they did, it was a very great time in his life. 
benator WARNER. Donovan, David Bruce, he and others did carry 

forth, I think, some of the firmness and commitment that was bred 
m by that group. 

Admiral INMAN. That was the great time of his life, and he did it 
extraordinarily well. I think he carried to his grave his view that 
that was a better way to do it than the way we have got estab
lished in the 70's or 80's. 

Senator WARNER. He might be right. Thank you Mr. Chairman. 
Chairman BOREN. Thank you very much Senator Warner. 
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xiï '11 proceed now with Senator Bradley and then it has been in-
• ted to me that both Senator Cranston and Senator Chafee will 

<*iC!îîurning and perhaps others. 
^Admiral INMAN. YOU missed a very long rambling at the outset, 
Co ator Bradley, that you will get to read. You didn't really miss 

ch in the way of fact, but I'll be happy to respond to your ques-
ti0Senator BRADLEY. Admiral Inman, nothing that you do or say I 

SUre was long or rambling. 
Admiral INMAN. They were, I'm afraid. 
Senator BRADLEY. My experience with you has been that you are 

Prv precise and insightful. I have really only one question, and 
S is to elicit from you your interpretation of the Hughes-Ryan 
Amendment. Essentially it says no funds may be appropriated for 
Xer than activities intended solely for obtaining necessary intelli
gence unless there is a Presidential Finding—unless the President 
finds that such activity is necessary. How do you interpret those 

J Cf 

W°Admiral INMAN. May I ask a question before I answer? When 
was Hughes-Ryan revoked? I had been I th ink—-

Senator BRADLEY. It was revoked last year I think. 
Admiral INMAN. Sometime recently. 
Senator BRADLEY. The law now says I think primarily-which in 

conjunction with what is possible in the Defense Department, as 
Senator Nunn alluded to in his initial questions, opens an enor
mous loophole prospectively, and the issue is not really though pro
spective, the issue was looking—when you were there, how you 
read the law. 

Admiral INMAN. Senator Bradley, there have been a lot of de
bates over time, and a lot of different advice from lawyers. My un
derstanding was reasonably clear to me, that intelligence ex
changes, providing raw data, providing analytical data, a discussion 
of what that meant or how it meant, was within the intelligence 
prerogative of the Director of Central Intelligence. Why that was 
important to us was that meant you didn't have to go to the NSC 
or State or Defense or others for their concurrence. But if you 
moved from the substance of the intelligence to training, if you 
were going to go train analysts how to be analysts, that was an 
operational matter and, therefore, it needed to have outside ap
proval. That was the interpretation that I operated under. 

The DCI could decide what countries with which we would ex
change intelligence. If he was wise, he would consult with the 
President, the Secretary of State, to make sure we weren't doing 
an exchange with a country where it was inimical to somebody 
else's interest. But that we could use the material that we had pro
duced from any source to exchange under his authority, his guid
ance, and his decision at what level of classification. But the 
moment you moved from that exchange of information to even to 
the point of view of training people how to be analysts themselves, 
or how to collect themselves, that puts you in a different environ
ment. 

There is an exception. I'm a little reluctant in open session, but 
let me lead you toward where to look. There is a very special rela
tionship in the Middle East that's gone on for many years where 
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our concern is the security of the state where we have accepted th 
provision of equipment, the training and the rest of it as an inteir 
gence exchange and not requiring a Finding. But that's the 

: in my memory that was clearly done as a knowledgeable1 exce 
on, but was done in the context that it fit overall larger need wu") "ui- vv«ao uuuc in i/iic WUWAI mat iw nt uveran larger need* 

And an unstated alliance structure. ^ 
Senator BRADLEY. NOW, getting back to the words. The words sa 

other than activities intended solely for intelligence gathering—oh! 
taining of necessary intelligence. So any activity that did not hav 
as its purpose, and did not produce as its result, intelligence, neces8 

sary intelligence, it would require a Finding. 
Admiral INMAN. Senator Bradley, a lot of us may have been 

guilty of interpreting that pretty broadly because there's alwavs 
the general view that when you are providing intelligence, it also 
gives you access to the people and you get to know them and know 
about their structure and what they're doing. So there are 
number of ones I've been engaged in over the years where I pre. 
ceived that I was gaining knowledge on the intelligence structure-
even a friendly country—and understood it better, and that that 
was a gain that I was getting in the process. As you read me the 
cold letters, that sounds to me like a pretty broad interpretation 
That was a practice that we followed. And the general view was if 
you were learning more about their intelligence organization, that 
was a positive good that you ought to try to do. 

Senator BRADLEY. SO that you admit that the practice was in fact 
a broader 

Admiral INMAN. AS I reflect on it. 
Senator BRADLEY [continuing]. Than a precise reading of the law 

which says solely. 
Admiral INMAN. If it says solely for—would you read me again 

precisely? 
Senator BRADLEY. Intended solely for obtaining necessary intelli

gence. 
Admiral INMAN. The soft words that are obtaining necessary in

telligence. And I'm sure we could in hindsight get pretty good argu
ments about how much you really got and how valuable was it in 
the hindsight. But this has always been an area that the DCI re
peatedly has set out to protect—the breadth of his authority—and 
it didnt have to do with dealing with Congress. It had to do 
with 

Senator BRADLEY. I'm sorry. It didn't have to do with-
Admiral INMAN. With dealing with the Congress. It had to do 

with keeping the other departments and agencies out of supervis
ing the intelligence process. So I watched repeated DCI's—it would 
depend on the Administration—assert very strongly their author
ity. 

Senator BRADLEY. But it certainly could not involve activities 
meant to influence, it could only mean activities meant to receive 
intelligence. It could not mean activities meant to influence, could 
it? 

Admiral INMAN. YOU might have had that result, though it 
wasn t your clear, intended purpose. I'm pretty hard put to remem
ber ones I was involved in where I thought I ever influenced an
other government's activity. I did learn a lot about their intelli-
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nee capabilities. And sometimes that led me to encourage us to 
Sfmore forthcoming. But others I learned that we were not well 

rved and we ought not to be forthcoming. 
Senator BRADLEY. But if it was meant to influence another gov

ernment's activity. 
Admiral INMAN. If the stated purpose of the exchange was 

urely to influence another country in its other activities, then I 
ould have come down that it needed a Finding. 

W Senator BRADLEY. What if it had that effect in conjunction with 
all of the other 

Admiral INMAN. Unfortunately, in the real world of operating 
day to day, I don't think you can end up that neatly controlling 
whether it ends up influencing. So it is, you are facing the question 
to some degree in what was the state of mind. And if you got into 
the process purely to influence somebody, then I would have made 
the case that you needed to go to a Finding. 

I had argument in a different way over support for Eden Pastora. 
My view was that Pastora, if he was going to go out and was going 
to operate down in Costa Rica—that for me that was venturing 
toward overthrow of the Nicaraguan government. The argument 
back was no, no, supplies flow through Costa Rica to go El Salva
dor. It's within the letter of the Finding. 

Senator BRADLEY. SO that if 
Admiral INMAN. TO some degree you get, even when you follow 

by the letter, it's still hard to make sure the spirit 
Senator BRADLEY. SO that if the activity itself—if the effort to get 

intelligence was at the same time a part of a larger effort to influ
ence a country's policy—whether it was military policy or political 
policy, that raises some questions. 

Admiral INMAN. But again I'm having difficulty in the practical 
application. Frequently, in the intelligence exchanges, we clearly 
had the objective of having that country feel more dependent on 
us, more indebted to us, and wanting to be friendly with us. 

Senator BRADLEY. That's not my point. 
Admiral INMAN. Okay. 
Senator BRADLEY. In terms of eliciting good will because of the 

receipt of information is not the point. But I mean actually influ
encing a country's policy—whether it's political or military policy, 
where one aspect of that might very well be eliciting or sharing in
telligence, but there might be other aspects as well, which com
bined, clearly would convey something much broader. 

Admiral INMAN. If there was a quid pro quo—that in return for 
the intelligence exchange the country was going to go do something 
that we wanted them to do, then in my view that would clearly re
quire a Finding—if that was your explicit intent when you set out. 
You did it because you wanted them to go do something they were 
not doing from which you would benefit. That's an operation. 
That's not simply an exchange. On the other hand, if you're enter
ing into it to try to draw them closer to you, to get information, to 
understand them, I believe that's clearly within the practice that I 
watched over a long term in managing intelligence relationships. 

Senator BRADLEY. SO that a question might be put that if the pro
vision of intelligence resulted in a change of behavior, then it's 
clearly fallen into your lap. 
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Admiral INMAN. I think it is fair to ask at that point time w 
that your intent, to change the behavior. ' ^ 

Senator BRADLEY. And what was said at the time would clea 1 
indicate whether that was your intent. Right? I mean words a 
the only thing that we have to go by—what somebody says. Whet? 
er it is talked about here or whether we talk about it somewhe 
else in a more classified setting, the issue is words. I mean that has 
to be the way we communicate. Maybe the Intelligence Communit 
communicates by nods or winks or—but words are fairly rudime/ 
tary in terms of communication. I mean, just like the word solelv 
has a very clear definition. Whether the practice of the Agency was 
divergent from the definition, it's very clear. 

Admiral INMAN. Senator Bradley, I am doing my usual practice 
of interrupting before you can ever get to the finish of the question 
for which I apologize. 

Senator BRADLEY. I don't find it irritating at all. 
Admiral INMAN. I don't have the—it's that eagerness to get at—I 

don't have knowledge 
Senator BRADLEY. I like to have a witness who is eager as op

posed to one who is reluctant. And I find your comments very help
ful. 

Admiral INMAN. Let me tell you why I am having trouble with 
your question and it comes down to the incident I briefly alluded 
to, and that's in Central America the decision to get involved with 
Eden Pastora. I challenged whether it was within the spirit of the 
Finding. Mr. Casey was very direct in his response as saying that is 
not what we are doing at all, we're doing it to interdict the flow of 
arms. I have to tell you I have and always will have questions on 
whether his objective was that or whether it was to overthrow the 
Nicaraguan government, but that was his clear stated response to 
me. 

So you are always going to be sort of caught and I guess I accept 
that this is a hard problem you've got in confirmation. 

Senator BRADLEY. If we could get away from Eden Pastora 
Admiral INMAN. Yes, sir. 
Senator BRADLEY. Though he was a strong man, let's look—if, 

since we are dealing in hypothetical, if someone in the agency so
licited the Sultan of Brunei to make a contribution to an operation, 
that would clearly be a violation. Would it not? 

Admiral INMAN. In my view, the effort to go solicit the Sultan of 
Brunei to contribute to other operations I would want a Finding. 

Senator BRADLEY. Or if 
Admiral INMAN. If you were going to go do an intelligence—I 

don't know why you would want to do an intelligence exchange 
with the Sultan of Brunei, but maybe he's got a good process—but 
if you were, I would want to understand that better. 

Senator BRADLEY. Or if after the Sultan of Brunei provided it, or 
was about to, or was in the process of, or was on the brink of pro
viding it, someone went to him and said, really, you are really won
derful, you are doing wonderful things here. This is something that 
I like. That has the same effect. 

Admiral INMAN. Senator Bradley, were the approaches to the 
Sultan done by the CIA or people in CIA? Or were they done by 
people in other departments? 
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Senator BRADLEY. NO, this is a hypothetical we're dealing 

^Admiral INMAN. Okay, I'm sorry. 
Senator BRADLEY. SO that we can get away from Eden Pastora 
J to something else that might even be more relevant than the 

cvten Pastora. 
Admiral INMAN. I pulled into the prospective legality. 
Senator BRADLEY. SO the answer? 
Admiral INMAN. Well, I come back to—first recognize that I have 
reputation of being a legalistic in this process—and in looking at 

ie damage done to the whole intelligence process in the 70's, in 
ooking back at a lot of activities which hadn't been governed, I 
was very deeply involved in trying to put together Executive 
Orders and others that were very explicit of what you could or 
could not do. 

I have to admit I didn t pay much attention to Hughes-Ryan. I 
was looking totally different, how do you construct a process that 
will work? But in that, I had very clear understanding in my mind 
that you now had Committees that you could deal with on these 
issues. You had contingency funds that they had to approve the re
lease of to support them. And therefore you kept a very clear line 
between what were intelligence exchanges and what were covert 
operations. And if it was a covert operation, there was a process for 
which you went for a Finding. 

If the orientation is what you can get away with, not what does 
the letter of the law require, then it's always going to be very tough 
to make sure that every possible example is examined and put to 
that test. 

Senator BRADLEY. I am not quite sure what you just said in 
answer to the question. 

Admiral INMAN. I am having some difficulty in dealing with a 
hypothetical, I am drawn back to practical experience. In Mr. 
Casey's view was if it was not explicitly prohibited that didn't 
mean you couldn't do it. 

Senator BRADLEY. Okay, let me just ask you one question—quick 
answer. The Chairman, and I have gotten my note and the 

Chairman BOREN. GO ahead as long as you want to. 
Senator BRADLEY. Would it be a mere exchange or a covert 

action if the information that one provided were given knowingly 
or explicitly for the purpose of influencing the political or military 
policy of a country? 

Admiral INMAN. YOU have got to be more explicit. Is it to do 
something? Are you trying to get them to go to actually act? 

We try to shape countries policies every day. 
Senator BRADLEY. Yes, yes. 
Admiral INMAN. YOU are trying to get them to go act; it needs a 

rinding. 
Senator BRADLEY. Okay. 
Admiral INMAN. If you are just trying to broadly shape their atti

tudes about things, it does not. 
senator BRADLEY. Thank you. 

th l r m a n B.OREN- Let me at the risk, we are in an area almost of 
neology, but it is a very interesting one, and of course as you can 
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Admiral INMAN. That one about, I don't understand the b 
ground. a(* 

Chairman BOREN. I understand. And unfortunately we can't 
into it in open session so you are at a disadvantage in terni ° 
what it is we are talking about. We will be pursuing this matt°f 

obviously in our closed session because as you can tell we are talt" 
ing about matters that are classified. But it is a very interest 
and very important area and is one that has been an interest^ 
the Committee for a long time. I would like to ask you a couple t 
questions about it just to follow up on what Senator Bradley said 

As I understood your answer, you don't think something would 
require a Finding to share intelligence with Country X, if by doin 
so you are trying to influence their policy to get them to do sorri 
thing that they otherwise were not going to do. 

Admiral INMAN. If what you are going to influence them to do is 
to be friendlier to which they would not otherwise be 

Chairman BOREN. NO, no. To take an action they would not oth
erwise going to take. Then you are saying it would require a Fini 
ing. 

Admiral INMAN. Yes. 
Chairman BOREN. NOW if you share intelligence with them to 

help them do something they already intended to do or wanted to 
do 

Admiral INMAN. That is clearly within the bounds of intelligence 
exchanges as we have conducted them for 40 years. 

Chairman BOREN. SO the test that you would put on it is whether 
or not we are getting them to take an action they otherwise didn't 
intend to take? 

Admiral INMAN. Yes. Or into classified hearings you can go into 
great detail of past instances where we have provided intelligence 
that other countries have used in their ongoing activities. 

Chairman BOREN. Yes. 
Admiral INMAN. But we did not go get them to start some activi

ty in the process. We provided support for what they had ongoing 
as an intelligence exchange. 

There is one in particular friendly foreign country that comes to 
mind it was done frequently. 

Chairman BOREN. Right. So your test as I understand it is wheth
er or not we caused them to take an action they didn't otherwise 
intend to take 

Admiral INMAN. Yes, sir. That would be for me 
Chairman BOREN [continuing]. Or whether or not we assisted 

them by giving them intelligence in an action they already wanted 
to take 

Admiral INMAN. That would be the test for me. 
Chairman BOREN. That would be a test for you. 
Admiral INMAN. I may have even muddied the waters by not 

knowing the facts. 
Chairman BOREN. Pardon. Yes I understand. The Vice Chairman 

wants to interject a question, so I have one last question. One of 
the things that has concerned us is what Senator Bradley was get
ting at besides the concerns he obviously has on a specific case. We 
will have to go into that case in private and we ought to look at it 
very carefully. Particularly as we get out of the covert action bus-
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we have defined it in the paramilitary sense, is there a 
neSS ^that more and more of the Intelligence Community will use 
danger

 Qf saying that something is a liaison relationship related 
the eX°ces and methods about which they are not obligated to tell 
^•^r'minittee as a way of really keeping outside the oversight 
^ s many of their major and most important activities? This is 
pr0Cecern we have, particularly as we go into a new era, that to 
3 C7I the oversight process, they might try to start redefining more 
aVHI more things as liaison relationships that really should fall 

APT an oversight process. 
U Admiral INMAN. I believe that is a very valid concern. I remain 

constructed in a view that we have tended over the last 45 
"re to look to covert operations as a vehicle to easily, too quickly, 
^ t often as the policymaker desires, that we are not going to get 
ftellv away from it, there will still be some, so I think we should 
X v hold there is a single part of the government that is to have 

the competency and if the decision is made to do it, it should be 
done by CIA and no other elements of the government. 

Chairman BOREN. And careful documentation as to how that de
cision was reached. 

Admiral INMAN. And very careful documentation. If it is going to 
be done, it has got to be done competently, and therefore you 
should make absolutely sure that you have a structure and you put 
it in the hands of people who will do it competently and the great
est hazard of all I would think is letting people who are amateurs 
go try to play the game and then you are really going to embarrass 
the country for no gain. -

Chairman BOREN. I appreciate your comments, because I really 
think that the tragedy is when the oversight process is not used 
and then this mistrust builds up and there is no consensus between 
the two branches of government about the action being taken, if it 
becomes public and surprises the Legislative branch and there is 
no consensus, then this terrible tragic damage we have seen Te-
sults. 

So let me just say this, as we look to the future we would value 
your thoughts on how we might structure this. While I am not sure 
that Senator Bradley and I agree on the legal interpretation of 
some specific matters, I certainly very much share his concern on 
the broad question and so do many other members of this Commit
tee in terms of the misuse of the liaison tag or sharing of the intel
ligence tag to cloak activities that ought to be in the oversight 
process. We would value your thoughts on that as we go along. 

I am sorry, Senator Murkowski had an interjection and then we 
will go on to Senator Cranston. 

Senator MURKOWSKI. Yes, a very brief clarification. 
Would it be covert action if we are the identified party providing 

the intelligence? 
Admiral INMAN. NO, the fact that we are providing intelligence 

Per se is not a covert action issue. And in response to a question of 
Nine was if we have made the decision to get into an intelligence 
exchange arrangement for the purpose of getting them to do some
thing they are not now doing that we would like them to do on our 
behalf, that in my view would clearly require a Finding. 

Senator MURKOWSKI. Thank you. 
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Admiral INMAN. If we think getting into an intelligencp 
change is going to make them friendlier to us and let us u!.j

e*" 
stand more about what is going on inside, I believe that is an 
ligence relationship and does not require a finding. "**& 

Senator MURKOWSKI. Thank you. 
Chairman BOREN. Senator Cranston. 
Admiral INMAN. You've waited patiently. 
Chairman BOREN. Then we'll go to Senator Chafee or Senato 

Rudman, I'm not sure which one of you is next. Senator Chaf 
and then Senator Rudman. 

Senator CRANSTON. It has been a great pleasure as always to 
have you with us. 

Admiral INMAN. Thank you, sir. 
Senator CRANSTON. And as always, what you've told us has been 

fascinating, illuminating and very, very helpful. 
Admiral INMAN. Thank you. 
Senator CRANSTON. I appreciated you comments on compartmen-

talization which is very relevant to the nomination that we are 
considering. I have been interested in your views of Bob Gates, of 
course, and your analysis of what the new role will be for the CIA 
in the changing new world that we now face. 

I'd like to ask you one question I asked Dr. Gates. How well 
equipped is the CIA and what is needed to enhance its capacities 
regarding knowing what is happening in the newly, pretty inde
pendent or totally independent republics in what was the Soviet 
Union? And beneath that, in the semiautonomous republics within 
them and all the ethnic groups within them? 
- Admiral INMAN. Senator Cranston, I am worried about it. I hope 
the situation is better than what I am going to portray to you. 
What the user community has asked the Intelligence Community 
to focus on for many years was Soviet military capability—the size 
of the forces, their deployment, how they exercised, what their doc
trines were, the theory, warning time. On economic issues, the 
focus—the questions which came were on how much money they 
were spending for defense. How did you convert rubles to dollars 
and measure somehow the balance of expenditures. 

In the years that I watched it was very rare you got a question 
asking you what was going on in the politics in a region or an area. 
The focus was on the Kremlin, what's happening at the Kremlin, 
and efforts to try to find out what might be happening in that 
inner body. 

But my sense is that there has been very little effort, every few 
questions asked and very little talent assigned toward trying to 
broadly understand what was going on in all the various republics. 
What were the changes—and particularly over these last six years, 
as it has come so fast for the opening up, for the development of 
independent political activity. 

The problem isn't access now in many of those. It's language 
ability, an understanding of the cultures. And what makes me ap
prehensive here in making judgments as I look back over the mis
takes that I can recall participating in, our—most often the cause 
of our mistake was mirror imaging, looking at something and 

saying how would we 
Senator CRANSTON. What did you say? 
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Admiral INMAN. Mirror imaging. 

AHmiral INMAN. Looking at it and saying how would we think 
t that, now how would a Muslim think about it, a Kazakh, a 

,JOïtv of the others. And I am apprehensive that we are as an In-
VairLnce Community and probably even academic community in 
ut country, very shallow in our understanding of the political rt s country, very snaiiuw in our unaersianaing 01 tne political 
( ces that are now finally freed to be at work in a great many of 
S e republics. That is why I made a reference earlier to—it is 
1 robably not a good historical analogy, but referring to this as the 
Kerensky period. I think the failed coup was like 1917, replacing 
the czars. 1918 is still in front of us. We don't know what is going 
to happen out of these next six to nine months, and the politics 
inside a lot of these republics may be the factor that determines it. 

So I think we have unfortunately the prospect of being substan
tially surprised by events. And it is not something you can go out 
and easily hire people who have got a language capacity in Uzbek 
or many of the other languages and dialects that are there. This— 
we ought to watch it very carefully even as we go through the sur* 
prises, and to some degree let this drive us as we think about, what 
do we need to know around the world, where are the other coun
tries that have strange languages and customs, but where U.S. in
terests could ultimately be at stake. Admittedly, there are not 
many that have the same price tag that this one does where there 
are nuclear weapons and we don't know who is going to control 
them ultimately and where they are going to be. Are they going to 
hold together in a union that says you have got a reliable com
mand and control. My worry here isn't that somebody is going to 
use a weapon against us, it is that they are going to sell them, and 
sell them to countries that are interested in proliferating weapons. 

Senator CRANSTON. Thank you very much for a very comprehen
sive and interesting answer. 

Admiral INMAN. Thank you, sir. 
Senator CRANSTON. I would now like to get to one of the key mat

ters that has come up in regard to Bob Gates. I was impressed by 
his admission in his opening remarks and later that he made mis
takes, as we all do, and that in retrospect he would have done 
things differently with respect to allegations concerning the diver
sion of U.S. funds to the Contras. It is difficult for us to evaluate 
how serious that particular error in judgment was. 

In your experience, I understand that you dealt with problems 
similar to those Bob Gates faced, and that in one instance in your 
capacity as Director of Naval Intelligence you received intelligence 
C°^v?ruing a n i n d i v i d u a l c l ° s e t o t n e President of the country who 
njight have been involved in something illegal. It is also my under
standing that you did not go to the White House with the informa
tion but that you personally took it to the U.S. Attorney General 
!?wi t h e attorney General could personally go to the President 
Tei U g h t t h a t w a s appropriate. 
AH • a n a c c u r a t e account of how you handled that event? 
AOmiral INMAN. I was Director of the National Security Agency 

LTu- l m e rather than Director of Naval Intelligence. The rest of 
ine thlngs are accurate. 
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Senator Cranston, the guidelines for those were really 
clear. That if in the process of the intelligence you ga thered^ 
obtained information tha t you believed involved a violation V^ 
law, you should report it to the Attorney General. I, in the in°t ^e 

it was made something more painful because of the potentiaï 
tionship of the individual who was suspected of being in y y r^a< 

of the law. But to me it was very clear. atl°n 
My limited understanding of the Iran-Contra affair was at & 

îarly stages there wasn't a comparable clarity to that which I -
landed, about who was the individual and what is the law 
tion that you are concerned about. In my case, it was being m 
handed, about who was the individual and what is the law vi 
tion that you are concerned about. In my case, it was being »nH 
the influence of a foreign power. So I don't know whether thev 
identical in the Iran-Contra case, and again I have not been 
posed to the precise details in the Iran-Contra case to know whetJ 
er the information was there tha t clearly indicated a violation of 
law by whom and what law. If there was, in my judgment, that * 
when you go to the Attorney General. 

Senator CRANSTON. Did you consult your Agency counsel and did 
l ie recommend you go to the Attorney General? 

Admiral INMAN. I did indeed consult my Agency General Coun
sel. I had a very able one who has gone on to private practice. He 
listened to what I intended to do and said tha t sounds right to me 
He could have dissuaded me, but he clearly didn't have that incli
nation. He reached the same judgment. I had actually already de
cided what I wanted to do. But in my case, in fairness, Senator 
Cranston, it was very clear in what you had tha t there was a clear, 
specific potential violation of the law and by a U.S. citizen. And we 
knew what citizen. 

Senator CRANSTON. Bob Gates followed a different course when 
he received information from Charlie Allen concerning the suspect
ed diversion of funds from the Iran-Contra arms sale. Critics have 
suggested he should have done things differently or should have 
done more or should have given greater weight to the information 
tha t he received from Charlie Allen. What he did was go with 
Allen to Casey to discuss the mat ter with him. He consulted the 
General Counsel in the CIA. Then presumably on the General 
Counsel's advice, although I don't know that , he and Casey went to 
the White House and he shared what he had learned from Allen 
with Admiral Poindexter, who we now know was himself involved 
in the diversion and approved of it. Dr. Gates had no way of know
ing of Poindexter's involvement at tha t time, but he certainly did 
know of White House involvement in the private sector efforts to 
support the Contras, and tha t the White House was managing the 
Iran operation. 

Nothing of course came of the visit to Poindexter. In the light of 
your own somewhat similar experience, how do you evaluate Bob 
Gates' performance in tha t matter? 

Admiral INMAN. In my understanding of events, Senator Cran
ston, and I may be inaccurate, my understanding of events was 
tha t there was a suspicion there might be a violation of the lavM* 
was not clear—in the activity. As I have asked questions about it, 
my understanding is tha t one did not get a clear judgment from 
the general counsel tha t there was a violation of the law involved 

_ I was fortunate, but I got a quick, clear concurrence from my geD' 
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1 counsel which made my own pattern easier. So that's one 
that it diverges. 

P^cer testified earlier in the hearings, if I had been unsure about 
£{ I wanted to know if there was some illegal activity, the 

on" that I would have gone to was Admiral Poindexter. The 
^ ' e h t arrow who was the Director of National Security Affairs. 
S tougher part is the earlier part of it, the discussion with Mr. 
rïïev and then the going to see Poindexter. 

vKen I went over these matters with Bob Gates in '87 trying to 
derstand them, I asked him point blank have you considered— 

hecause he was still at that point resistant—have you considered 
the prospect that for whatever reason Mr. Casey did not tell you 
the truth. He found it extraordinarily difficult to accept that as a 
oossibility. There was a level of trust and confidence from working 
together day and day, but while he excluded him from things, if 
you asked him questions, he wouldn't tell him something that 
wasn't true. Mr. Casey had his own reasons for his actions. I think 
Dr. Gates is much wiser four years later in looking over the events 
and in questioning than he was at the time. 

Senator CRANSTON. Thank you very much. I have one last ques
tion. U.S. intelligence in the 1980s incidentally acquired informa
tion that we now know from the press and the testimony here. 

Admiral INMAN. Yes. 
Senator CRANSTON. On contacts between Members of Congress or 

their staffs and Nicaraguan government representatives. We've 
heard further that the sensitive intelligence was provided to Bill 
Casey and to others, possibly including Bob Gates, although that is 
not known. Former Maryland Congressman, Mike Barnes, says 
that Bill Casey used this intelligence to try to force him to back 
down in his opposition to U.S. aid to the Contras. What I wanted to 
ask you was this. If that sort of intelligence had come across your 
desk when you were Deputy Director, what would you have done? 

Admiral INMAN. I had a couple of instances, Senator Cranston, 
where information came in which Members of Congress were in
volved. I went to the leadership. There were questions of propriety. 

Senator CRANSTON. Leadership of the Agency? 
Admiral INMAN. I'm sorry. I went to the leadership of the Con

gress. I had instances where I went to the Speaker. I had instances 
where I went to the Majority and Minority Leader. It was what I 
chose to do. Incidentally, I did that as the Director of the National 
Security Agency without seeking guidance from the DCI or others. 

Senator CRANSTON. That would appear to be the appropriate way 
to proceed. 

Thank you very, very much. 
Admiral INMAN. Yes, sir. 
Chairman BOREN. Thank you, Senator Cranston. Senator Chafee. 
Senator CHAFEE. Thank you very much, Mr. Chairman, and first 

°i all, I want to say how nice it is to have Admiral Inman back 
t/S?e a^a^n before us. A couple of points have been discussed here 
Way. One, you indicated that you went to the Attorney General 
when you had a question of propriety. At that time you were head 
°i the NSA. 

Admiral INMAN. That's right, I was. 
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Senator CHAFEE. In other words, you weren't a subordinate 
the line? 

Admiral INMAN. NO, I was—in response to your question I K„ 
lieve the proper role, if the Deputy Director of NSA had discov 
that matter would have been to have brought it to me. And i t ^ 
my responsibility then to act. Now if I simply wanted to supn^ 
it, then the Deputy Director would have a big problem. If I inS? 
ed I was going to investigate it or go ask questions, I suspect? 
Deputy Director of NSA—I had three great ones as Deputy—I s 
pect they probably would have accepted them. But that's the resuk 
of my credibility with them that I was going to act. 

Senator CHAFEE. SO, what you're talking about is exactly the sit 
uation that Mr. Gates was in. He wasn't the head of—the Directo 
of Central Intelligence. 

Admiral INMAN. He was the Deputy. 
Senator CHAFEE. He was the Deputy. He went to a superior. He 

told him—and by the way, these were rumors or suggestions. Mr 
Allen himself never said, "These are the facts." And so he went to 
his superior. He told him. The superior then said write it up to 
Allen. Allen wrote it up. They took that to Poindexter and they 
took it to the General Counsel. 

Furthermore, the next point I'd like to make is you have given 
very important testimony here, Admiral, in pointing out the differ
ences between the terms Iran-Contra and diversion. That's a term 
that is slurred around here. Did you know about the Iran-Contra 
diversion? How the facts are, as you so carefully pointed out, these 
break into two separate categories—several separate categories. 
First is the Iran sales which were approved by a Finding—were not 
against the law. And did Mr. Gates know about that? Yes, he did. 
And he's admitted that. We then get to the other side of the ledger 
which are the diversion of the funds to the Contras and that's an 
entirely separate kettle of fish, as you have pointed out. So I think 
it's very important that everybody bear that in mind. 

Admiral INMAN. Senator Chafee, if you'll permit me simply to 
underline again and tie the compartmentation issue, what's trou
bled me in—particularly in dealing with the media with it is the 
presumption that if you're up on one of those compartments—you 
automatically have access to all and if you know any part, you 
must know all of it. And that's just simply not the way things take 
place day by day. 

Senator CHAFEE. And you have testified that the Deputy Director 
of Central Intelligence himself was not in some compartments. 

Admiral INMAN. That is correct. 
Senator CHAFEE. And somehow the suggestion seems to be being 

bruited about before this Committee that if you're Deputy Director 
you know everything or that the Director tells you everything, and 
that is not the case. 

Admiral INMAN. We're seeing here the power, Senator Chafee, of 
an image. One chart printed, circulated nationwide—an organiza
tion chart that showed a DCI, a Deputy DCI, and then everybody 
else, which isn't, in fact, the way the organization functioned at all 
But that's been captured from that point on in most if the com
mentary, the rest of it for the man in the loop. So we begin with an 
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ate portrayal of an organizational structure that's now 
^Tbecome theological as the way things operate. 
^m tor CHAFEE. Yesterday Senator Rudman asked Alan Fiers 

^h r he thought—Mr. Fiers thought that Bob Gates was tough 
w h for the job. And you've touched on that in your testimony 
eD° Hiis morning. And whoever is going to be Director of Central 
keren eence is going to have to make some very difficult decisions 

u ve pointed out. There's going to be a scaling back of this or-
as X°^on inevitably. And your answer has been that for the first 
ganTnine months, he's going to have some rocky going over there, 
slX firmed But it's your judgment that he indeed does have the 
* C2hness to carry through this job? 

Admiral INMAN. Senator Chafee, I don't have any doubt at all 
Mut his toughness. He clearly has the toughness for the job. I be-
r ve he now has the broad management skills for the job. The only 
lace I think that's open for question at all is looking at the world 

it his toughness. He clearly has the toughness for the job. I he
re r 

it°aheaa\ does he have skills," does he have the depth of knowledge 
? r what's going to be his primary responsibilities. Can't cover it 
n No one does. But, for what you re looking at him to do primari-

W does he have that ability to direct it or would he have to depend 
on a lot of others? I believe he will need to depend on a very strong 
team at the top of the DDO to daily supervise clandestine oper
ations, clandestine collection. I think they're up to it. I don't think 
he has to be the world's great expert for that. As I look at the chal
lenges where he has his greatest expertise is where I think the 
greatest management challenges are going to be. That's re-orient
ing where the whole Community goes, retraining the talent, and 
painfully getting rid of some of the people who simply aren't up to 
it and getting new talent on board. 

Senator CHAFEE. In your experience, do you think there can be 
these significant cuts that are coming down the pike in the Intelli
gence Community without great damage to our intelligence collec
tion capabilities and analytical abilities? 

Admiral INMAN. I have great worries about that, particularly de
pending on the pace. Large, expensive satellite systems, which have 
been at the heart of our ability to warn, whether it's warning of 
potential Soviet attacks or warning of Iraqis launching Scuds, you 
don't redesign or change that quickly. It's going to take years to 
evolve to what may better meet our needs worldwide as opposed to 
that which was focused, maximum capabilities on the Soviet 
Union. The human side is going to take time because, again, we're 
dealing here in many cases with language skills where if you can 
hire the talented people, you're still going to have to spend time 
training them. And that's going to cost money. 

So, we have to reorient the system. And I believe in that process, 
looking at how much of the effort has been focused on Soviet mili
ary in the past, if these next nine months in the Soviet Union go 
in our favor, that we don't end up with an authoritarian dictator
ship at the end of the time, then I think a lot can be done there. 
My plea is to set out to do it intelligently which means over a 
number of years as opposed to sharp, dramatic cuts in a year or 
two, which can only be accommodated by just simply eliminating 
People and stop operating systems before we really have completed 
the transition. 
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Senator CHAFEE. I must say, Admiral, that as we look at 
taking place in the world, I don't quite share the euphoria tlT 
are moving into a more peaceful, tranquil, stable era. I see J* We 

Admiral INMAN. I share that worry. 
Senator CHAFEE. I see what's happening in Yugoslavia and H, 

potential for tremendous problems with the break un Je ,e 

U.S.S.R. p ot «te 
Admiral INMAN. With great luck and two big events in the 
3ar, transition to a new structure that holds together the b u P 

the Soviet Republics in a democratic framework and a Middle *x±*, KJK,V±*,V i v ^ ^ u u n w xxx a. u c m u v i a w i , i i a m c v Y U i n . elxxU a JYllCldle Foot 
peace settlement, if both of those were to come through, it is a ? 
stantially more stable world in which we've got more time to 
frame the security relationships. 

If either one or both of those go sour on us, then it is a worse 
world than the one we've been in. 

Senator CHAFEE. Mr. Chairman, let me just say this in conclu 
sion. This winds up my questions for the witness. I must say that I 
think that with the exception of the support of the President of the 
United States which the nominee has, he couldn't have two more 
influential backers as far as this Committee goes than John McMa-
hon and Bobby Inman. 

And you've given very strong testimony on behalf of the candi
date today. We appreciate your taking the trouble to come. 

Admiral INMAN. Thank you, Senator Chafee. 
Senator CHAFEE. Thank you, Mr. Chairman. 
Chairman BOREN. Thank you very much, Senator Chafee. 
I just want to interject one question about your comments on the 

skills that are going to be required. 
Admiral INMAN. Yes, sir. 
Chairman BOREN. The language skills, the analytical skills, the 

cultural knowledge in the changing world. As you probably know, 
one of the initiatives of this Committee which will come to the 
floor for a vote fairly soon is our approach to what we call the Na
tional Security Education Act. This is to try to encourage more stu
dents, undergraduates to study in other countries to whet their ap
petite for international studies, to beef up foreign language, area 
studies like Middle Eastern studies, Latin American studies, cultur
al studies, international studies at our colleges and universities 
through curricular grants and graduate fellowships to people in 
these fields that might come back into the government service, 
whether it is the CIA, the Defense Department, the State Depart
ment, or wherever. 

In your opinion, is this a legitimate national security expendi
ture given the changes that we are facing in the world? 

Admiral INMAN. Mr. Chairman, I am unambiguous in my sup
port for the legislation. I believe it is a national security issue. And 
I believe it is a step in the right direction. 

And I did not have to submit my comments fortunately to the 
Office of Management and Budget for their concurrence. 

Chairman BOREN. I appreciate your comments. And I will submit 
them to the Office of Management and Budget with whom I anj 
now negotiating to convince them that this is a legitimate national 
security expenditure. 
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irai INMAN. It is a novel approach. There may be some other 
aches that could be tried. But the necessity to get on with it 

apPr° J0 investment in this area, I don't think there is any doubt 
ana t° a 

^airman BOREN. I appreciate your comments. 
Qpnator MURKOWSKI. If I may just very briefly Mr. Chairman, I 

had some conversations about this and I'd be interested in 
have

 Opinion on whether you think that kind of a program should 
y°?ed back to some type of government service. 

Admiral INMAN. Yes. I'm comfortable with requiring some gov-
ment service. Because I've gone through that process. I had an 

ï'zation that for the education I got, even though I went to the 
t[ tional War College, I had to do two years of service after that. 

Senator MURKOWSKI. SO you say you feel comfortable with it. But 
hat's your—you think it should be tied or untied? 

W Admiral INMAN. I'm comfortable in moving to tying some obliga-
t on to the process. I would like to move back toward creating 
among all the citizens some sense of some obligation to do service 
for their country at some point in time. I'd like to leave a lot of 
flexibility about what that service might be. But reinculcating a 
basic view that we believe it is the duty of all citizens to do some 
public service along the way, even if they haven't been the benefi
ciary of a grant is in our long-term interests of the society. 

Chairman BOREN. Some kind of universal service concept. 
We have not, that early in their career, forced the college under

graduates into a decision that they work for a government agency. 
But we have tied that requirement to graduate fellowships under 
our plan. The undergraduate is sort of the catchment net to get 
people interested in international affairs. 
Admiral INMAN. And so they will go on to graduate school. 
Chairman BOREN. SO they will go on to graduate school. Then 

when we get them in the graduate programs, we do tie a require
ment that they respond to offers of government service. 
Admiral INMAN. I think that's a good balance. 
Chairman BOREN. Senator Rudman will be our concluding ques

tioner. 
Let me ask, Senator Cranston, do you have any additional ques

tions? 
Senator CRANSTON. Not at the moment. 
Chairman BOREN. I have to depart for another meeting and Sen

ator Murkowski will conclude the hearings and Senator Chafee will 
be our concluding questioner. And let me again express my person
al appreciation to you, Admiral Inman, for being here. And not 
only for being a witness for us today, but for constantly serving 
with us on advisory committees of different kinds to this Commit
tee and sharing your insight with us. And as you can see from the 
questions we have directed to you on some of these difficult areas, 
toe liaison relationships, educational program, and a lot of others, 
this Committee will be continuing to ask for your advice and coun
sel and we do view you as an important resource for this country, 
your experience and your perspective. And we appreciate very 
much your taking the time to be with us today. 

Admiral INMAN. Thank you, Senator Boren. 
Chairman BOREN. Senator Rudman? 
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Senator RUDMAN. Mr. Chairman. I don't have a lot to ask 
witness. I understand that most of the questions had been û 8 

I guess the only one that I would review is, it is my underst 
ing that in a previous answer you stated to the Committee that ^ 
thought the whole area of analysis would become even more n* 
tant in the future—due to the changed world circumstances-? 
that the clandestine side of the Agency could be less impo?^ 
than it has been since 1948 to 1988—a tumultous time in the w u 
Am I characterizing your answer correctly? 0r^ 

Admiral INMAN. YOU are correctly doing so, Senator Rudma 
believe with just a little luck in how things go, covert operate 
will be a very small part of the overall need for a Central Intel? 
gence Agency. Ul' 

Clandestine human intelligence will be very important, and t 
may need to grow a bit from where it is now. But there is a lar/ 
issue of redeploying that talent against different targets. 

The big issues for me are accessing the large amount of openfo 
available information that humans must acquire. And a lot of that 
State Department, others, the competency to do it. And reorienting 
analysts. People who have been looking at understanding the po-
tential capabilities of a weapons system are not ready to turn the 
next day and start doing a detailed understanding of the political 
instability of a republic. 

The country's needs are changing every day. And that, I believe 
is where the biggest job in front of the Intelligence Community's 
leadership is going to be, first in reorienting the whole analytical 
base and retraining and getting the talent onto newer problems, 
reorienting the collection. But particularly dealing with this overt 
human collection potential where they don't control all of the re
sources. 

Over the longer term, we've got to rethink the major invest
ments in the technical areas. We may be able to do fewer things. 
On the other hand, we are going to need more flexibility geographi
cally about where those observations are possible and the time di
mensions are still going to be important. 

I think one of the lessons of Iraq-Kuwait, we had intended to 
think about warning as a problem for the Intelligence Community 
in time of looking at mobilization of Soviet forces to be used outside 
their borders. And suddenly we learned in a whole different part of 
the world, warning was a launching of a SCUD missile that might 
be going to Israel or Saudi Arabia. And in given the proliferation 
of weapons systems, that is a real problem that could be with us in 
a number of parts of the world out ahead. 

Senator RUDMAN. I thank you for your answer. I take it that you 
also, in the course of your testimony this morning, proceeded from 
that premise which you have just discussed and discussed Bob 
Gates' qualifications for the position. I am told that you testified 
this morning that because of his analytical skills, his strengths, his 
abilities as an organizer—and you've recounted that earlier when/ 
was here—that you give him your unqualified support for this posi
tion. 

Admiral INMAN. Senator Rudman, I got pretty far out front in 
the support of Bob Gates' nomination publicly. That is not a role 1 
have played in the past, nor is it one that I sought. 
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T got there by first looking a t the challenges and becoming 
B^ 18 persuaded and committed that at this point in time and 

person»1 y ^ o r ^0^eri Gates is without any reservation, or even 
history» ^ m > the best prospect to be Director of Central Intelli 

to 
i 

public as 

cl to address these issues. 
Was that convictio] 
I did when I thought it was beginning to drift in a differ-

Jdirection-

gence w ^ c o n v i c t i 0 n tha t then caused me to get out as 
And H- w ^ - * T 1̂ i-j. :*. i : : ±~ j _ ; « . : j : r r — 

*L ator RUDMAN. Well, I appreciate your candor and your will-
« to take a strong public position. A lot of people are not 

S » to do that once they return to private life. A lot aren't will-
billing W . 1 T ! • /»- T»__a. -J. X _ Z2.f- _ 1 _ _ 1 lO âre still in public "life. But at any rate, it's always a pleas-

hear your testimony. And I do recall many of the very inter-

estin 
ment 
haAdrmrai ÏNMAN. Thank you, Senator Rudman 

things we were able to do together when you were in govern-

«W here this morning, and I thank you, Admiral. 
service. It has been a special pleasure for the Committee to 

Senator MURKOWSKI. Thank you very much, Senator Rudman. 
Senator? 
Senator CRANSTON. I v e got no more questions. 
Senator MURKOWSKI. DO you have any other questions? 
Senator CHAFEE. Mr. Chairman, I would just like to reiterate 

what Senator Rudman said about individuals who are willing to 
come forward and take a position. And this applies to Mr. Polgar, 
too, who took a position. He may disagree but he came here from 
his'home and he did it publicly. 

Admiral INMAN. And he took it publicly. It wasn't an unknown 
source. 

Senator CHAFEE. He stuck his neck out. And how are we going to 
make decisions around this place unless we have people come for
ward on both sides who had some experience and have some views. 

Senator RUDMAN. I would second tha t because I notice Mr. 
Polgar, who I know has a long relationship with Admiral Inman, is 
here in the room listening, and I admire people who take public 
stands and get into the fray. I think we're delighted tha t both of 
them came and testified. 

Senator CHAFEE. Again, thank you very much. 
Senator MURKOWSKI. Somebody said tha t if you can't stand the 

heat, stay out of the kitchen. And I don't think that 's been repre
sented by any means by the last two witnesses who have both 
made a substantial commitment of involvement and recommenda
tions to this Committee. 

Admiral Inman, I want to thank you particularly on behalf of 
the Chairman. I am advised that this Committee will resume at 
9:30 on Tuesday, with the witnesses, Mr. Allen and Mr. Kerr. And 
hopefully we will conclude the day by getting through the Senators 
wno have questions for the witnesses in the presentation. 

Again, Admiral, thank you very much for being with us and 
P̂ ng so candid today. And we wish you a good weekend and look-
H forward to the next time that we see you. 

Admiral INMAN. Thank you, Senator Murkowski. 
^nator MURKOWSKI. The hearing is dismissed. 
[rhereupon at 12:08 p.m., the Committee was recessed.] 
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